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F O R EWORD

Well completion is an important link in oil field
development. The designing level and implemen-
tation quality play a key role in the expected pro-
duction target and economic effectiveness of an
oil field.

As early as the initial development period of
the Yumen oil field in Ganshu province, our
engineers kept improving well completion tech-
nology, and completed a great amount of prob-
ing work on many aspects, such as wellbore
configuration design, cementing, openhole com-
pletion, liner completion, packer setting, and
bullet perforating, all of which set up a relatively
sound basis for well completion technology for
our infant petroleum industry.

In the early 1960s (the years of developing the
Daqing oil field), a wide utilization of package
explosive perforating completion technology
promoted the technical progress of jet perforat-
ing, perforating with carrier and non-carrier,
and magnetic locating. The technical require-
ments of separate-layer production and injection
impelled the development of packer technology.
Then, during the development of oil fields
around the Bohai Gulf, the types of formations
encountered by drilling and reservoirs became
more and more complex. A sand production
problem was found in several oil fields, which
propelled the progress of sand control technol-
ogy, including chemical sand control, wire-
wrapped screen gravel pack, and sand screen
methods. In order to avoid formation damage
in the tight layer of the Changqing oil field in
northwest China, core analysis and sensitivity
tests were carried out. Effective well completion
methods have also been put into use in sour gas
wells in the Sichuan gas field. In the meantime, a
great amount of work was done in casing design,
cementing, perforating gun, detection of perfor-
ating cartridge quality, surface detection while
downhole perforating, as well as research on

the perforating process by the use of high-speed
photographs. All of this work accomplished in
formation protection and enhancement of the
well completion quality helped to advance well
completion technology.

Nevertheless, we found this technology too
simple. The fundamental requirements of well
completion, that is, “liberating oil formation,”
were not completely realized; only the simple
reservoir was dealt with effectively, not the
complex.

As ideas about reform and open policy in
China developed, and the principle of “science-
technology is first” was established and carried
out, science and technology have been greatly
pushed forward, and so has well completion
engineering. The study of formation damage
and sensitivity causes the attention of well com-
pletion engineering to go up to the drilling
period. This requires reasonable design of dril-
ling, completion, and perforating fluids accord-
ing to the reservoir mineral composition, and
pore pressure. The study of in-situ formation
stress takes the attention of completion engineer-
ing forward to the selection of development well
pattern orientation, thereby giving consideration
to oil recovery caused by water injection, gas
injection, and the orientation of hydraulic frac-
ture. In order to liberate oil formation and gain
reasonable gas and oil production rates under
the minimum pressure difference, we have rein-
forced the research work on perforating technol-
ogy and developed various software for
designing perforating and establishing a perfora-
tor quality guarantee system and detection cen-
ter. Perforating penetration has reached as far
as 700 cm. Modern well-testing technology has
been a commonplace method in evaluating the
completeness ratio of an oil well. The applica-
tion of the nodal analysis method, the selection
of tubing and production casing sizes, and the
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research into artificial lift all consider the flow
from the reservoir to the wellhead as a whole,
not only from the initial stage but also to the
later production stage. The aforementioned tech-
niques have achieved great progress in both ver-
tical and directional wells, and also have been
used in the development of the four oil fields in
the central Talimu basin, in which completion
technology for horizontal wells has made great
contributions to the stable oil production of
1,000 t/d. Today, well completion technology
has become a form of system engineering. The
entire period of an oil field development requires
putting emphasis not only on the development
plan, but also on each engineering design, and
operational links, which must be considered seri-
ously in the management of an oil field develop-
ment project.

During the “battle for oil” in the Daqing oil
field, one good conventional practice was to
gather various materials and data precisely,
completely, and integrally while drilling a well.
With respect to well completion engineering,
the requirement is the same in the appraisal well
so as to guarantee the success of oil field devel-
opment. Therefore, a successful exploration
project must be one in which enough explora-
tion investment is done to obtain high-quality,
complete materials, and data for the next step,
that is, oil field development (including well

completion engineering) from the period of dril-
ling an appraisal well. Otherwise, this explora-
tion project cannot be thought of as a successful
one. By these means, the appraisal well-drilling
period in exploration must consider the require-
ments of exploration and development in coordi-
nation. The economic benefit of exploration and
development can only be obtained in this way.
Each participant in these two areas must learn
to work with each other.

This book summarizes the theory and practi-
cal experiences of well completion, describes the
well completion engineering system, and reflects
well completion technology and its development
level in China.

One possible inadequacy of this book is that
it only mentions the corrosion problem in sour
gas wells, but does not deal with the casing
problems that occur in many oil fields in China.
Casing corrosion problems caused by formation
water and bacteria can be solved by water treat-
ment during oil production operation, but those
caused by geocurrent can only be solved effec-
tively during well completion procedures. The
further consideration of this problem can perfect
our knowledge in practice.

Li Tianxiang
Former Vice Minister of China National

Petroleum Industry Ministry

x FOREWORD



P R E F A C E TO T H E T H I R D E D I T I O N

The first edition of the book AdvancedWell Com-
pletion Engineering of 1996 was revised in the
second edition of 1999. During the 12 years from
the first to this third edition, new breakthroughs
in petroleum exploration and new improvements
in field development have taken place. At the same
time, a new challenge has been met, and a new
requirement for well completion engineering is
raised. The third edition aims to meet the demand
in exploration and field development.

Well completion engineering is an important
component part of oil and gas well construction
and a basis of field development implementa-
tion. It has a goal of ensuring regular and safe
production and prolonging the production life
of oil and gas wells. The traditional mode of
well completion engineering, which had been
adopted in China for a long time, cannot meet
the requirements of developing circumstances;
thus, reform is needed. After summing up domes-
tic and foreign experience and lessons, the new
Advanced Well Completion concept has been
presented. Based on field geology and reservoir
engineering, it adopts the nodal analysis method,
and drilling, well completion, and production are
organically integrated, thus forming an integrated
well completion engineering system. The book
develops what is correct and proper in classic well
completion engineering and discards what is
not, and initiates new concepts and ideas. The
book Advanced Well Completion Engineering
has been used not only for solving theoretical
problems, but also as a guide to oil and gas
well completion, an important basis for formula-
tion of a well completion program, and a text-
book in petroleum institutes and universities.
Practice has proven that this book conforms to
objective practice and has scientific rationality,
practicality, and operability. It is the first world-
wide systematic monograph in well completion
engineering.

In recent years, many new oil and gas field
domains have been constantly found by explo-
ration in China, and field development has
made obvious progress. However, in the cur-
rent field development, deep and ultra-deep
wells appear more and more, and high-pressure
and high-production-rate gas wells are put
into production. The gas in some wells contains
high-concentration corrosive gas, such as H2S
and CO2. Also, pressure-sensitive formations,
sloughing formations, and fine silt-producing
formations have been continuously met. Hori-
zontal wells have been extensively adopted. Well
completion for horizontal branched wells,
extended reach wells, MRC wells, deep and
ultra-deep wells with heavy oil, gravity drainage
wells, underbalance wells, coal-bed gas wells,
and gas storage wells is realistic. However, it is
difficult to adapt to the new development and
requirements by using existing well completion
techniques, equipment, and tools.

The third edition not only adds new tech-
niques developed in recent years, but introduces
the current development tendency of well com-
pletion engineering, thus extending the field of
vision of well completion engineering. This is
conducive to the technical development and
advances and field application of well com-
pletion engineering in China. The main points
revised by the third edition include adding
gas well completion relative to the previous
editions, which emphasized oil well completion;
adding well completion modes for various types
of wells, such as horizontal branched wells,
extended reach wells, MRC wells, coal-bed gas
wells, and underbalance wells; separating the
topic of completion tubing string into a separate
chapter, which aims to emphasize the impor-
tance and practice of well completion tubing
string; and adding a chapter about corrosion
and corrosion inhibition for oil and gas wells,
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which stresses that corrosion prevention is an
important component part of well completion
engineering.

The specialists made the mass investigation
and data collection and wrote the articles for
the book, which have passed preexamination
and final examination. Many units and indivi-
duals provided valuable data. The leaders of
CNPC, Exploration and Production Division of
CNPC, Southwest Petroleum University, Lang-
fang Division, and Production Institute of China
Petroleum Exploration&Development Research
Institute, and Petroleum Industry Press have
provided energetic support and help. We hereby
express our most heartfelt thanks.

Oil and gas exploration and development are
becoming more prosperous and changing with

each passing day. Science and technology are
advancing, and similarly, well completion engi-
neering is developing and bringing forth new
ideas. This is the third edition of the book
Advanced Well Completion Engineering, and
we hope that from now on it will be further
revised and developed. Many of the authors are
growing older. It seems that younger researchers
will be obliged to bear the task of future
revision.

The authors of this book are conscientious
and earnest and have made great efforts, but still
some blemishes are hard to avoid. We hope that
our readers will oblige us by giving us their valu-
able comments.

Wan Renpu
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I N T RODU C T I O N

The concept of well completion engineering has
been gradually enriched, perfected, and updated
by the progress of science and technology. Both
exploration and development wells have well
completion procedures and are concerned with
well completion engineering problems. This
book focuses on the development of well com-
pletion engineering, which can also act as the
reference for exploration wells.

The outdated concept in the USA, USSR, and
China is that well completion engineering is the
final procedure of drilling engineering, which
includes casing setting, cementing, and perforat-
ing after drilling through the target formation.
During recent years, with the wide use of new
techniques and technology in many areas, petro-
leum engineers have acquired a deeper under-
standing of the microscopic characteristics of oil
and gas reservoirs and taken some measures to
protect reservoirs from damage. In the meantime,
with the application of different well completion
methods, the productivity of gas and oil wells
has been enhanced. Due to the progress of tech-
nology in these two aspects, the individual-well
production rate is augmented. Well comple-
tion engineering not only includes casing setting
and cementing, but also is closely bound up with
enhancing the productivities of oil and gas
wells. This is the new concept of advanced well
completion engineering, which widens the range
of well completion. However, until now, the
definitions of what advanced well completion
engineering is, what contents it contains, and
what the relations with drilling engineering
and production engineering are have not yet
been clearly and systematically presented. This
book is prepared to answer all of these questions
systematically and to make well completion
engineering more scientific, systematic, practical,
and operable.

1. Definition of well completion engineering
Well completion engineering not only links

up drilling and production engineering, but
also is relatively independent; it is a form of
system engineering including drilling in, pro-
duction casing setting, cementing, perforat-
ing, tubing string running, flowing back,
and putting the well into production.

2. Fundamental theory of well completion
engineering
a. In accordance with oil and gas reservoir

research and potential formation damage
evaluation, reservoir protection measures
should be taken during each operational
procedure from drilling to production in
order to reduce formation damage as far
as possible, maintain good communication
between reservoir and wellbore, and max-
imize reservoir productivity.

b. By means of nodal analysis, the oil and gas
reservoir energy is perfectly utilized and
the pressure system is optimized. In light
of reservoir engineering characteristics,
the whole process of field development,
and the measures taken in oil field devel-
opment, well completion method and cas-
ing size are selected. Tubing string size is
first selected and determined, and then
the production casing size is selected and
determined. After that the casing program
is calculated. Thus the necessary condi-
tions for scientific field development are
provided.

3. Contents of well completion engineering
a. Core analysis and sensitivity analysis

Core analysis and sensitivity analysis
are systematically carried out on the core
samples of exploratory and appraisal
wells. In accordance with the test results,
the basic requirements for drilling in,
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perforating, fracturing, acidizing, well kill-
ing, and workover fluids are presented.

The terms of core analysis and sensitiv-
ity analysis are as follows.
(1) Core analysis: conventional core anal-

ysis, thin section analysis, X-ray dif-
fraction (XRD), scanning electron
microscope (SEM).

(2) Sensitivity analysis: water sensitivity,
rate sensitivity, acid sensitivity, alkali
sensitivity, salt sensitivity, and stress
sensitivity.

b. Drilling-in fluid selection
For selection of drilling fluid, preventing

formation damage caused by the invasion
of filtrate and solids into formation should
be considered, and safety problems during
drilling of high-pressure, low-pressure, lost
circulation, halite, halite gypsum, and frac-
tured formations should also be consi-
dered. The type, formula, and additives
of drilling fluid should be designed on
the basis of well log data, core analysis,
sensitivity analysis data, and empirical
practice.

c. Well completion mode and method
selection

The well completion modes should be
selected in accordance with field geology
characteristics, field development prac-
tices, and types of wells of different rock
formations such as sandstone, carbonatite,
igneous rock, and metamorphic rock. The
well completion modes are basically
divided into two categories, openhole
completion and perforated completion.
The openhole completion mode has sev-
eral different methods such as open hole,
slotted liner, and wire-wrapped screen
gravel pack, while the perforated comple-
tion mode includes casing perforation,
liner (including casing tie-back) perfora-
tion, and inside casing wire-wrapped
screen gravel pack.

d. Selection of tubing and production casing
sizes

The nodal analysis or pressure system
analysis is used for reservoir–wellbore–
surface pipeline sensitivity analysis. The
tubing sensitivity analysis is based on
the composite analysis of reservoir pres-
sure, production rate, liquid production
rate, fluid viscosity, stimulation method,
and development practices. The tubing
size is selected first, and then the produc-
tion casing size is designed on the basis of
the tubing size. Formerly, it was necessary
to choose the production casing size
before selecting the tubing size. Advanced
well completion engineering disregards
this outdated method and has developed
a system in which production casing
size is determined on the basis of the
tubing size.

The casing system design was origi-
nally composed of surface casing, inter-
mediate casing, and production casing.
Here we focus on the design of produc-
tion casing rather than the other two,
which have a special design that should
match the requirements of drilling
engineering.

e. Production casing design
The fundamental production casing

design data, including category of well,
type of well, well depth, physical proper-
ties of reservoir, fluid properties, in-situ
stress, and engineering measures are listed
as follows.
(1) Category of well: oil well, gas well,

thermal production well, water injec-
tion well, gas injection well, or steam
injection well.

(2) Type of well: straight well, horizontal
well, or horizontal branch hole.

(3) Well depth: shallow well, medium
depth well, deep well, or ultra-deep
well.

(4) Reservoir pressure and temperature.
(5) Ground water properties: pH value,

salinity, and the degree of corrosion
to casing.
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(6) Water and corrosive gas contents in
natural gas.

(7) Formation fracture pressure gradient,
peak pressure in hydraulic and acid
fracturing.

(8) Trend and orientation of in-situ stress
and its value.

(9) Pressure and temperature for steam
injection.

(10) Halite bed creeping.
(11) Pressure changes and interzonal com-

munication after waterflooding.
(12) Situation of sand production and sand

grain size.
On the basis of the well completion

method determined and the aforementioned
influence factors, the casing steel grade,
strength, wall thickness, types of thread and
thread sealer, make-up torque, and so on
are selected. For liner completion, the hang-
ing depth and fashion should be designed.
For a steam injection well, the tension borne
by casing thread and the sealing property of
thread under thermal conditions should be
considered, and the well should be com-
pleted under prestress. For directional and
horizontal wells, the problems of casing
bending, tension borne by casing thread,
and casing thread sealing property should
also be considered.

f. Cementing design
One-step, staged, or outside casing packer

cementing and its cement slurry formulation
are selected in accordance with the following
conditions:
(1) The requirements of different types of

wells (such as oil well, gas well, water
injection well, gas injection well, and
steam injection well) for properties and
return height of cement slurry.

(2) The pressure conditions in oil and gas
reservoirs, such as high pressure zone,
low pressure zone, leakage zone, and in-
situ fracture distribution.

(3) The pressure change in adjustment wells
in waterflooding oil fields.

(4) The flow condition of reservoir fluid.
(5) The required heat-resisting cement prop-

erty in steam injection wells.
(6) The cement corrosion problem caused by

corrosive gas (such as H2S and CO2) and
high-salinity underground water.

(7) When cementing gas wells, gas injection
wells, and steam injection wells, the
cement slurry is required to be returned
to the surface, that is, long well section
cementing is required.

g. Cementing quality evaluation
Here, the cementing quality evaluation

refers to inspecting the cementing sealing con-
dition outside the casing, finding the channel
and mixed mud-slurry segment, and deter-
mining the cement slurry return height. At
present, acoustic amplitude logging is com-
monly used for detecting the first sealing inter-
face. The ultrasonic logging tool (UCT-1)
developed by the Jianghan Log Institute is a
good cement job quality assessment instrument
due to high penetrance of ultrasonic wave with
high sensitivity to the change of propagation
medium. The acoustic variable density log,
which detects the second sealing surface of dis-
placement, has not widely been used.

h. Perforating and completion fluid selection
The perforation density, perforation diame-

ter, and phase are designed on the basis of per-
forating sensitivity analysis. The perforator is
selected according to reservoir permeability,
oil property, and formation damage. The per-
forating methods, including cable perforating,
tubing conveyed perforating (TCP), modular
perforating, and underbalance perforating,
are determined by the reservoir pressure, reser-
voir permeability, and oil and gas properties.
In the meantime, the perforating and comple-
tion fluids should be designed to match the
reservoir clay minerals and reservoir fluid.

i. Evaluation of well completion damage by well
testing

After well completion and putting the well
into production, the standard method of
determining the degree of formation damage
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is to calculate skin factor by well testing. By
analyzing skin factor, the causes of formation
damage can be found in order to remove or
reduce the damage.

j. Well completion tubing string
The production tubing string in gas and oil

wells and special tubing string developed in
China can be divided into the following types:
(1) Permanent tubing string

The permanent packer is set on the top
of the reservoir before putting the well
into production. Each functional tool can
be inserted into the mandrel below the
packer, such as tools for separate zone
injection, separate zone production, and
separate zone testing.

This tubing string can be used for sand
washing, injecting cement plugs, and car-
rying out small-scale acidizing operations.

(2) Gas lift tubing string
If it is expected that the well will soon

be changed from flowing production to
gas lift production, the gas lift tubing
string and downhole tools (single-string
or dual-string) should be set by running
once before putting the well into produc-
tion. The well can be converted into gas
lift production if the flowing production
rate decreases. However, this string is only
adopted when the flowing period before
gas lift is short because the gas lift valve
is easily corroded during long idle times
in the well and it has malfunctioned by
the time of use.

(3) Anti-corrosion, paraffin controlling, anti-
scale, and salt deposit–resisting tubing
strings

If the natural gas or dissolved gas
contains H2S, or CO2, and if the salinity
in reservoir water, edge water, or bottom
water is high, the tubing string is gener-
ally installed with the packer at the
top of the reservoir to seal the annulus
between the casing and tubing, which
can be filled with protection liquid or
anti-corrosive fluid periodically to pro-
tect the casing from corrosion. The

paraffin controlling, anti-scale, and salt
deposit–resisting tubing strings are the
same as the anti-corrosion tubing string,
but the paraffin controlling, anti-scale,
or salt deposit–resisting chemicals are
injected. All of the preceding types of
tubing strings should have circulation
passage between the tubing and annulus.

In addition, offshore wells, deep wells,
ultra-deep wells, natural gas wells, high-
productivity wells, and wells in special
geographic environments (such as flood
discharge and earthquake regions) must
be installed with downhole safety valve
at about 100–200 m below the wellhead
(100 m below the sea level for offshore
well) in order to avoid blowout.

k. Wellhead assembly
The wellhead assembly is a main restric-

tor at the surface for the oil and gas flow
from downhole. It is used for opening or
shutting the well and controlling the direc-
tion and rate of oil and gas flow from down-
hole. In addition, it should be able to bear
high pressure and resist corrosion, and
ensure safety. This is more important for oil
wells with high pressure and productivity
and especially gas wells with high pressure
and productivity (or H2S-containing natural
gas well), for which the packaged cast-steel
wellhead assembly is inappropriate and the
integral forged block wellhead assembly
should be used.

l. Measures for putting a well into production
Different measures should be taken in ac-

cordance with the degree of formation damage
and the type of oil and gas reservoir. The mea-
sures usually include swabbing, gas lift (N2),
gassy water, and foam to aid flowing back,
and sometimes hydrochloric acid or mud acid
soak or high-energy gas fracture is used for
plugging removal if necessary. In some wells,
the acidizing and hydraulic fracturing must be
taken before putting into production.

The aforementioned definition, theory
foundation, content, and operation proce-
dures of well completion engineering form
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the well completion engineering system. Al-
though well completion engineering combines
drilling engineering and production engineer-
ing and remains a relatively independent
domain, this engineering (engineering system)
is not a work system but an inherent connec-
tion among drilling, well completion, and pro-
duction engineering that considers the current
and future macroscopic condition of the oil
field development. Well completion engineer-
ing is incapable of replacing drilling and pro-
duction engineering; drilling, well completion,
and production engineering must each do its
own work well. In this era of advanced tech-
nology, they are mutually infiltrated, and all
achieve a common progress. The goals of the
proposed well completion engineering concept
and well completion engineering system are:
(1) To reduce formation damage as far as

possible and to allow the natural poten-
tial of the reservoir at its best;

(2) To provide the necessary conditions
for adjusting the producing pressure

difference, enlarging the drainage area,
and increasing the flow conductivity,
thus resulting in the augmentation of the
individual-well production rate;

(3) To put the reservoir reserves into effec-
tive use;

(4) To provide the necessary conditions for
the application of different oil production
techniques and technologies;

(5) To protect tubing and casing, retard tub-
ing and casing corrosion, reduce down-
hole servicing operations, and prolong
the well’s production life;

(6) To combine current and future targets
to improve the composite economic
effectiveness;

(7) To design and operate at the minimum
cost and the maximum economic
benefit.

4. Design procedure for well completion
engineering

The system design procedure of well com-
pletion engineering is as follows.
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Well completion engineering is system engineering
that includes drilling-in reservoir, well cementing,
well completing, and putting the well into produc-
tion. The basis of well completion engineering is a
theory composed of the parts in reservoir geology,
reservoir engineering, and petroleum production
engineering, which are related to well completion.
The parts in reservoir geology and reservoir engi-
neering include types, configuration, lithology,
fluid properties, pore configuration, and fluid flow

characteristics of oil and gas reservoirs, which are
the theoretical grounds for selecting well comple-
tion mode and avoiding formation damage, while
the part in petroleum production engineering
includes the requirements of different types of
wells (such as oil well, gas well, water injection
well, gas injection well, steam injection well, and
horizontal well), production modes (such as
multizone commingled production in a well, sepa-
rate zone production, artificial lift after flowing
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production, and production with steam treat-
ment), and technical measures necessary during
oil and gas field development (such as fracturing,
acidizing, sand control, water shutoff, and gas
well dewatering and gas production) for
well completion mode selection, casing size and
strength selections, cement slurry return height
and high-temperature resistance of cement, and
life prolongation of production and injection
wells, etc.

1.1 GROUNDS OF RESERVOIR
GEOLOGY AND RESERVOIR
ENGINEERING

Types of Oil and Gas Reservoirs

An oil and gas reservoir is the oil and gas accumu-
lation in an independent trap with a single pressure
system and the unitary gas–oil interface and
oil–water interface. In the light of development
geology, an oil and gas reservoir has its geo-
metric configuration and boundary conditions,
storage and flow characteristics, and fluid
properties.
Classification of Reservoirs on the Basis
of Storage and Flow Characteristics of
Reservoirs. In accordance with different storage
spaces and main flow channels of formation

fluids, oil and gas reservoirs can be divided into
the following types, shown in Table 1-1.

1. Porous reservoir. The storage space andpercola-
tion channels are the intergranular pores. There-
fore, the flow is called flow in porous media
such as sandstone, conglomerate, bioclastic
limestone, and oolitic limestone reservoirs.

2. Fractured reservoir. Natural fractures are not
only the main storage space, but also the flow
channels. There may be no primary pores or
be disconnected pores. Generally, the fracture
porosity is notmore than 6%.Tight carbonatite
and metamorphic rock reservoirs, and mud
shale gas reservoirs, are of this type of reservoir.

3. Fracture porosity reservoir. Intergranular pores
are the main storage space, whereas fractures
are the main flow channels. The flow is called
flow in dual-porosity single-permeabilitymedia.
Usually, the fractures extend for a long distance,
but the pore permeability is very low. The
Renqiu carbonatite oil field of China and the
Spraberry Trend oil field of the United States
are of this type of reservoir.

4. Porous fractured reservoir. Both intergranu-
lar pores and fractures are the storage space
and the flow channels. The flow is called
flow in dual-porosity dual-permeability media.
Fractures grow fine, but extend for a short
distance. The matrix porosity is low.

TABLE 1-1 Types of Reservoirs and Classification of Storage and Flow Space System

No. Type

Growth Degree of
Storage Space (%)

Relative Porosity
of Fractures (%)

Fracture-
Matrix
Permeability
RatioPore Vug Fracture

Macro-
Fracture

Medium
Fracture Crackle

1 Pore >75 <25 <5 0 0 100 �1

2 Fracture–pore >50 <25 >5 25 25 50 �10
3 Microfracture–pore 50�95 <25 <25 0 0 90 �3
4 Fracture <25 <25 >50 30 30 40 1
5 Pore–fracture 25�75 <25 25�75 40 40 20 �10
6 Vug–fracture <25 25�75 25�75 50 40 10 1
7 Vug, fracture–vug <25 >75 5�25 50 40 10 1
8 Fracture–vug–pore 25�75 25�75 5�50 33 30 40 �10
9 Para pore >50 <1 �50 0 0 100 1
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5. Combined fracture–vug–pore reservoir. Frac-
tures, vugs, and pores are both the storage
space and the flow channels. All reservoirs
of this type are soluble salinastone. The
secondary pores are the main. This type of
reservoir is also called a triple-porosity
reservoir.

Classification of Reservoirs on the Basis of
Reservoir Geometry. Reservoirs can be divided
into massive, stratified, fault block, and lenticular
reservoirs in accordance with the geometry.

1. Massive reservoir
The reservoir has a large effective thick-

ness (more than 10 m). The oil reservoir
may have a gas cap and bottom water while
the gas reservoir may have bottom water.
The reservoir has a unitized hydrodynamic
system and good connectivity. The bottom
water has rechargeablity. When choosing
completion modes, whether gas cap and bot-
tom water exist for oil reservoir and whether
bottom water is active for gas reservoir
should be considered. Generally, perforating
or open hole completion is selected.

2. Stratified reservoir
Most reservoirs of this type belong to an

anticlinal trap with a complete structure and a
unitized oil–water interface. It has good strati-
fication and a number of beds along a vertical
section. Every individual bed has a small thick-
ness. A bed with a thickness of 5–10, 1–5, and
less than 1 m is called thick, medium thick, and
thin, respectively. These beds differ greatly in
permeability. The drive energy of edge water
is weaker. Separate zone water injection, sepa-
rate zone fracturing, and separate zone water
shutoff should be applied during waterflooding
in order to control injection and production
profiles and increase flooding efficiency, thus
the perforated completion mode is generally
adopted. Reservoirs in the Daqing Shaertu,
Shengli Shengtuo, and Changqing Malin oil
fields in China are of this type of reservoir.

3. Fault block reservoir
Fractures well developed in reservoirs of this

type. The structure is cut into many fault

blocks of different sizes. The areas of some
fault blocks are less than 0.5 km2. Vertically,
there are many oil-bearing series of strata with
a long total oil-bearing section. In each fault
block or even various reservoir groups in the
same fault block, different oil–water interfaces
and obvious differences in degrees of oil and
gas enrichment, physical property of reservoir,
and natural drive energy exist. For a seal-type
fault block, elastic energy is used in the early
stage, whereas selective scattered flooding is
used in the late stage. Peripheral or outer edge
waterflooding is applicable to the open-type
fault block. Generally, the perforated comple-
tion mode is adopted for this type of reservoir
due to their numerous oil-bearing series of
strata and the great interlayer differences. The
Shengli Dongxin and Zhongyuan Wenminzhai
oil fields are of this type of reservoir.

4. Lenticular reservoir
The geologic description of geometry for a

sand body depends on the length-to-width
ratio. A sand body with a ratio less than or
equal to 3 is called lens. Lenses are scattered,
and the major area is occupied by the pinchout
region. When lenses alternately overlap each
other, multiple reservoirs may appear on the
vertical oil- and gas-bearing well section.

Classification of Reservoirs on the Basis of
Properties of Reservoir Fluids. Reservoirs
can be divided into gas, condensate gas, volatile
oil, conventional oil, high pour-point oil, and
heavy oil reservoirs in accordance with the
properties of reservoir fluids.
Classification of Reservoirs on the Basis
of Main Characteristics of Development
Geology. The continental reservoirs in China
are divided intomultilayer sandstone oil reservoirs,
gas cap sandstone oil reservoir, low-permeability
sandstone oil reservoirs, complex fault-block
sandstone oil reservoirs, glutenite oil reservoirs,
fractured buried-hill basement rock reservoirs,
conventional heavy oil reservoirs, high pour-point
oil reservoirs, and condensate gas reservoirs in
accordance with the main characteristics of devel-
opment geology and the development mode of
the continental reservoirs in China.
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Reservoir Fluid Properties

Crude Oil. Crude oil is composed of various
hydrocarbons, porphyrin complex, asphalt, a
small amount of sulfur, and other nonhydro-
carbon materials, thus its physical and chemical
properties vary considerably. The important
physical properties of crude oil include density,
viscosity, pour point, and so on under both sur-
face and subsurface conditions.

1. Density
Density is the mass of substance per unit

volume and is expressed by r in such units
as g/m3 or kg/m3 (SI system). The density
under pressure of 0.101 MPa at a tempera-
ture of 20�C is stipulated as the standard
density of petroleum and liquid petroleum
products and is expressed by r20.

The standard condition for engineering in
China is a temperature of 20�C and the pres-
sure is 0.101 MPa. The property at the surface
is namely the property under the standard
condition.

API gravity is usually used to reflect the
density of petroleum in the United States.
The conversion formula is as follows:

(1-1)

�API ¼ 141:5

Density at 60�F ð15:6�CÞ � 131:5

The number of API degree decreases as the
density increases.

2. Viscosity
Viscosity is the friction resistance pro-

duced by relative motion between molecules
of liquid (or gas). The unit of viscosity in
the SI system is Pa�s, while mPa�s is normally
used in reservoir engineering. The viscosity of
crude oil changes in a wide range. Crude oil
is divided into conventional oil and heavy
oil in accordance with their viscosities in
China. The former has a degassed oil viscos-
ity of less than 50 mPa�s at reservoir temper-
ature, whereas the latter has a viscosity more
than 50 mPa�s. Heavy oil can be further
divided in accordance with its own standard.

Heavy oil is asphalt-based crude oil. It is
generally called viscous oil in China on the
basis of viscosity. Heavy oil is the interna-
tional general term on the basis of specific
gravity. Viscosity is used as the main index,
and specific gravity as the auxiliary index
internationally or in China. Practically viscous
oil is namely heavy oil. The standards of divi-
sion in various countries are different slightly
due to slight differences in the genesis of heavy
oil. The standards of division in China and the
heavy oil and asphalt classification standards
recommended by UNITAR are shown in
Tables 1-2 and 1-3, respectively.

Class I-1 oil of common heavy oil, such as
oil in the Shengli Gudao, Gudong, Chengdong,
and Shengtuo oil fields, can be mostly devel-
oped by waterflooding, whereas Class I-2 oil
should be developed using steam injection.

TABLE 1-2 Classification of Heavy Oil in China

Classification
of Heavy Oil

Main Index
Viscosity,
mPa�s

Auxiliary
Index Specific
Gravity Production ModeName Class

Common heavy oil I I-1 50�150a >0.9200 Conventional production or steam injection
I-2 150a�10,000 >0.9200 Steam injection

Extra-heavy oil II 10,000�50,000 >0.9500 Steam injection
Ultraheavy oil

(natural asphalt)
III >50,000 >0.9800 Steam injection

aIt means viscosity under standard condition, while others mean the viscosity of degassed oil at reservoir temperature.
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Extra-heavy oil (Class II) and ultraheavy
oil (Class III), such as the oil in the Liaohe
Gaosheng, Shuguang, and Huangxiling oil
fields, Jiu-6,7,8 regions of the Xinjiang
Kelamayi oil field, Shengli Shanjiasi and Lean
oil fields, and the Henan Jinglou oil field,
should be developed using steam injection.

Heavy oil reservoir rock is mostly midcoarse
grain sandstone and glutenite with loose
argillaceous cementation, which are easy of
sand production.

3. Pour point
Pour point is the highest temperature at

which crude oil, chilled under test conditions
with a flow plane inclination angle of 45�,
will not flow after 1 min. Crude oil with a
high pour point is rich in paraffin.

About 90% of Chinese crude oils have a
pour point above 25�C, in which 15% is
above 30�C. A few reservoirs have crude oil
with a pour point above 40�C. Crude oil of
the Liaohe Shenyang oil field has a pour
point average of 55�C and the highest of
67�C. China refers the reservoir of crude oil
with a pour point above 40�C to the high
pour-point oil reservoir. The high pour-point
oil of the Liaohe Shengyang oil field is rare
worldwide. The key to high pour-point oil
field development is that the flowing temper-
ature of the crude oil must be above the pour
point in order to keep normal production.

Natural Gas. The natural gas in oil and gas
fields includes dissolved gas and gas cap gas in
oil reservoir, free gas in gas reservoir, and
dissolved gas in formation water.

The main component in natural gas is methane;
in addition, ethane, propane, butane, and pentane

plus are contained. Nonhydrocarbon gas in natu-
ral gas includes N2, CO2, H2S, and He.

If formation water contains dissolved CO2,
the decrease in pressure may lead to a decrease
in the partial pressure of CO2, thus causing the
formation of CaCO3 scale.

H2S is the common component in natural
gas. Particularly, the natural gas in a carbonate
reservoir generally contains various amounts of
H2S gas. The gas reservoir classification in
accordance with the type and content of
nonhydrocarbon gas is shown in Table 1-4. Gas
of the Luojiazhai gas reservoir and Puguangte
reservoir in the northeastern Sichuan of China
is high sulfur gas with a sulfur content of
150.0–264 g/m2. When the natural gas contains
some amount of sour gas (H2S and CO2), it
may endanger the operator’s life; therefore, the
specific requirements for drilling and well com-
pletion, anticorrosion design of tubing and
casing, wellhead, natural gas treatment, and
transportation should be met.
Formation Water. Formation water exists
naturally in the rock all along, before drilling.
It is water associated with the oil and gas
reservoir and has some outstanding chemical
characteristics. Connate water is fossil water that
was out of contact with the atmosphere during
most part of the geologic age at least. The physical
properties of formation water include mainly den-
sity, viscosity, and compressibility. These
properties may be determined using charts due to
fewer changes of these properties of formation
water with pressure and temperature than that
of crude oil. Thus, the chemical properties of for-
mation water become more important. The salts
contained are mainly composed of Kþ, Naþ,
Ca2þ, Mg2þ, Cl�, SO4

2�, CO3
2�, and HCO3

�.

TABLE 1-3 Heavy Oil and Asphalt Classification Standards Recommended by UNTAR

Classification

First Index Second Index

Viscositya (mPa�s) Density (60ºF) (g/cm3) Density (60ºF) (ºAPI)

Heavy oil 100�10,000 0.934�1.0 20�10

Asphalt >10,000 >1.0 <10

aViscosity of degassed oil at reservoir temperature.
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The unit mg/liter is generally used as the unit of
total salinity (or TDS).

1. Composition and properties of formation
water

Field water contains various soluble
inorganic and organic compounds. Main
elements include K, Na, Ca, Mg, and Cl.
In addition, CO3

2�, HCO3
�, and SO4

2� also
exist in field water. Generally, the concen-
trations of ions in field water are as follows:

103–105 mg/liter KþþNaþ, Cl�

103–104 mg/liter Ca2þ, Mg2þ, SO4
2�,

CO3
2�, HCO3

�

101–103 mg/liter Kþ, Naþ, Sr2þ

100–102 mg/liter Al3þ, B, Fe2þ, Liþ

10�3 mg/liter (most
field water)

Cr, Cu, Mn, Ni,
Sn, Ti, Zr

10�3 mg/liter (some
field water)

Be, Co, Ga, Ge,
Pb, V, W, Zn

Ca2þ may form scale of CaCO3 or CaSO4;
Ba2þ and Sr2þ may also form scale of sulfate,
such as the scale in tubing in the Changqing
Maling oil field and the scale of barium
sulfate in tubing of the production well
during polymer flooding in the Daqing oil
field. A high Cl� content means high corro-
siveness. Scale prevention and corrosion pre-
vention of completion tubing string should
be considered.

The properties of formation water, which
are related to well completion engineering,

include mainly the pH value and total
salinity.
a. pH value

The pH value of formation water is
controlled by the bicarbonate system.
The solubilities of carbonate and ironic
compounds depend substantially on the
pH value. A high pH value leads to a
strong tendency of scaling. A low pH value
leads to a weak tendency of sealing, but
leads to high corrosiveness. The pH value
of most field water is between 4 and 9.
During preservation in the laboratory, the
pH value of most field water rises due to
the dissociation of HCO3

� into CO3
2�.

b. Total salinity
Total salinity can be calculated using

the summation of cationic and anionic
concentrations. Water with high salinity
(e.g., formation water of the Zhongyuan
oil field with 30 	 104 mg/liter) has high
corrosiveness and serious damage to cas-
ing. Salt precipitation in the tubing during
production often plugs up the tubing.

Formation water can be divided into four
basic types and further divided into group,
subgroup, and class in accordance with the
different combinations of salts dissolved in
the water. In general, the types are only
referred to. The characteristic coefficient or
division standard for each type is listed in
Table 1-5.

TABLE 1-4 Gas Reservoir Classification in Accordance with Nonhydrocarbon Gas Content

Type

Subtype/Classification Index

Subtype

Slight-
Sulfur Gas
Reservoir

Low-
Sulfur Gas
Reservoir

Mid-
Sulfur Gas
reservoir

High-
Sulfur Gas
Reservoir

Extra-
Sulfur Gas
Reservoir

Hydrogen
Sulfide Gas
Reservoir

H2S-bearing
gas reservoir

H2S, g/cm
3 <0.02 0.02�5.0 5.0�30.0 30.0�150.0 150.0�770.0 �770.0

H2S, % <0.0013 0.0013�0.3 0.3�2.0 2.0�10.0 10.0�50.0 �50.0

CO2-bearing
gas reservoir

Subtype Slight-CO2 gas
reservoir

Low-CO2 gas
reservoir

Mid-CO2 gas
reservoir

High-CO2 gas
reservoir

Extra-CO2 gas
reservoir

CO2 gas
reservoir

CO2,% <0.01 0.01�2.0 2.0�10.0 10.0�50.0 50.0�70.0 �70.0
N2-bearing

gas reservoir
Subtype Slight-N2 gas

reservoir
Low-N2 gas

reservoir
Mid-N2 gas

reservoir
High-N2 gas

reservoir
Extra-N2 gas

reservoir
N2 gas

reservoir
NO2, % <2.0 2.0�5.0 5.0�10.0 10.0�50.0 50.0�70.0 �70.0
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2. Application of formation water analysis
Formation water is syngenetic with oil, gas,

and rock. They had the same or similar evolu-
tionary history. Therefore, water analysis data
have important value in well completion engi-
neering. The application of these data is as
follows.
(1) The chemical composition analysis of for-

mation water can help us determine the
source of water and possible water produc-
tion rate. This is important for the drilling
design for drilling-in target using gas base
fluid.

(2) Experimental fluid can be prepared, and
reservoir sensitivity and degree of work-
ing fluid damage can be evaluated using
formation water property data.

(3) Oil and gas saturations can be deter-
mined, and oil and gas reservoirs can be
identified using logging data of formation
water resistivity, Rw.

(4) The type and tendency of scale, as well as
the compatibility with drilling and com-
pletion, perforating, killing, fracturing,
and acidizing fluids, can be identified
using formation water analysis data.

(5) The completion fluid required for reser-
voir protection can be formulated on the
basis of formation water analysis data.

Reservoir Characteristics and
Interlayer Differences

The types of reservoirs are without doubt the main
grounds for determining the completion mode.

In addition, it will still be necessary to consider res-
ervoir characteristics, such as reservoir lithology,
permeability, interlayer difference in permeability,
reservoir pressure and interlayer difference in pres-
sure, spatial fluid distribution and interlayer differ-
ence in fluid property, and whether the gas cap,
edge water, and bottom water exist or not.
Reservoir Lithology. At present, the most
important and extensive reservoir rocks include
sandstone, conglomerate, limestone, and dolo-
mitite. In addition, less volcanic rock, metamor-
phic rock, mudstone, and coal rock exist as
reservoir rock. In order to produce oil and gas
from productive reservoirs effectively, the reser-
voir characteristics should be studied, thus the
drilling and well completion technologies can fully
play the reservoir potential.

1. Clastic rock
Clastic rock includes principally sand-

stone, glutenite, conglomerate, siltstone, and
argillaceous siltstone. These are presently
the most important types of reservoirs in
China. Clastic rock is mainly composed of
grains and cement. Cement is chiefly siliceous
and calcareous cement and clay minerals—
sometimes crude oil or asphalt. During the
various operations, formation damage is
caused due primarily to the many types and
wide content variation range (3–25%) of clay
minerals, as well as the ease with which
their properties are influenced by foreign
fluids. In China, sandstone reservoirs are
mostly stratified with a wide variation
range of formation pressure coefficient and

TABLE 1-5 Characteristic Coefficient of Connate Water Type
and Formation Water Classification

Type of Water

Concentration Ratio Expressed by
Milligramequivalent Percentage

Naþ

Cl�
Naþ � Cl�

SO2�
4

Cl� � Naþ

Mg2þ

Calcium chloride <1 <0 >1

Magnesium chloride <1 <0 <1
Sodium bicarbonate >1 >1 <0
Sodium sulfate >1 <1 <0
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are predominantly medium-low permeable.
Commingled production, separated-zonewater
injection, and stimulation are applied to the
development of these reservoirs. Therefore,
casing or tailpipe perforation completion is
generally used, while open hole or slotted
liner completion is seldom adopted.

2. Carbonatite
Carbonatite includes mainly limestone and

dolomitite. Carbonatite accounts for about
55% of the total area of sedimentary rock
and developed well in southwestern and
central-southern China in particular. The
older the geologic era, the more carbonatite
accounts for. About half of the total world
oil reserves are in carbonatite. Apart from
the buried hill oil reservoirs of carbonatite
in northern China, carbonatite is used mostly
as a gas reservoir, such as Jurassic Daanzhai
shell limestone gas reservoirs in the Sichuan
basin, Carboniferous oolitic limestone gas
reservoirs in eastern Sichuan, and weathering
crust carbonatite gas reservoirs in the central
Shanganning basin.

Carbonatite differs from sandstone in many
aspects. Carbonatite is chiefly composed of the
remains of animals and plants (algae) that
existed and grew almost at the same place.
Because the carbonate mineral is dissolved eas-
ily by water, it was commonly dissolved and
recrystallized during the diagenesis process
after deposition. Carbonatite is much more
brittle than sandstone, and fractures and vugs
develop well, which are relatively important
for storage and flow.

Carbonatite is mostly hard and tight with
pores, fractures, and vugs as the storage and
flow space, and it is possible that bottom
water and a gas cap exist in the carbonatite
reservoir. Most of the wells need stimulation,
such as acidizing, acid fracturing, and fractur-
ing. For the porous carbonatite (such as the
Muxileiyi gas reservoir in the central Sichuan
basin with a permeability of 0.88 	 10�3

mm2 and a porosity of 8.35%), the completion
mode is similar to that of sandstone, and
acidizing, prepad acid fracturing, or sandfrac
can be adopted. Open hole completion can

be used for fractured buried hill carbonatite
reservoirs (such as the Renqiu buried hill oil
reservoir in North China); however, in recent
years, casing perforated completion has been
adopted in China and overseas in order to
control bottom water and to conduct stimula-
tion. In recent years, it is a tendency that a hor-
izontal well is used for carbonatite reservoir
development. Good results have been
obtained using a horizontal well in the
Muxileiyi gas reservoir development. A hori-
zontal well is being used extensively for devel-
opment of the reservoir of the Talimu Tahe oil
field in the Talimu basin and the Kenjijak
undersalt reservoirs in Kazakstan.

3. Other types of rock
In addition to clastic rock and carbonatite,

other types of reservoir rocks include volcanic
rock, metamorphic rock, mud shale, and coal
rock, of which reservoirs have been found in
China and other countries, and research on
them should not be ignored. The reservoirs
of volcanic and metamorphic rocks are mostly
buried hill reservoirs. These types of rocks
themselves are tight and contain fractures
and vugs. Open hole completion is carried
out for these reservoirs after the weathering
crust at the unconformity surface is drilled.
The plagioamphibolite and hybrid granite of
the Liaohe Dongshengbu oil field, the greiss
of the Shengli and Liaohe oil fields, the slate
of the Kelamayi oil field, the basalt of the
Jiangsu oil field, and the andesite of the
Liaohe oil field are examples of these types
of rocks. Certainly, perforated completion
can also be used for these types of rocks.

Physical Properties of Reservoir. The physical
properties of a reservoir are basic parameters
for evaluating the storage and flow capacities
related closely to the types of pores and throats
and the pore-throat matching relations. Pores
and throats are important components of porous
media (reservoir rock). Studies of physical
properties and pore configuration are highly
important for drilling and completion fluid
design, completion mode selection, and develop-
ment program formulation.
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1. Porosity
The porosity of rock is a measure of the fluid

storage capacity of porous media (reservoir
rock). For clastic rock, porosity is closely related
to permeability with obvious correlativity. The
porosity of clastic rock depends mainly on
sedimentation and diagenesis, including clas-
tic grain size and degree of sorting, compac-
tion and pressure solution, cementation,
dissolution, and cataclasis. A good reservoir
sandstone in China includes medium- and
fine-grained sandstones. Generally, porosity
decreases as the cement content increases.
The porosity of sandstone with argillaceous
cement is greater than that with carbonate
mineral cement. The pore abundance of gran-
ular carbonatite, different from the organic
framework of carbonatite, is similar to that
of sandstone and is influenced easily by grain
size, sorting, shape, and cement content. The
porosity of dolomitite does not obviously cor-
relative with these properties.

The fissure (or fracture) porosity is
normally low (0.01–6%, rarely >6%). For
carconatite, pores are still the oil and gas
storage space, whereas fractures are princi-
pally flow channels.

Recommended reservoir classification stan-
dards for clastic rock oil reservoir develop-
ment in China are listed in Table 1-6.

2. Permeability and interlayer permeability
differences

Geologic factors affecting porosity also
affect directly the absolute permeability of
the pore system. Permeability relates closely
to porosity, grain size, sorting, spread pattern,

type of cement, and in situ stress value and
orientation.

Reservoirs in China have been classified as
superhigh, high, medium, low, and superlow
permeability. In recent years, a large amount
of petroleum reserves that were difficult to
produce in the low permeability reservoirs,
have been found. As the development
techniques progress, the upper limit of lowper-
meability has been adjusted from 100 to 50 	
10�3 mm2. The nonconventional reservoir
classification programs required by the explo-
ration and development of the tight sandstone
and carbonatite reservoirs in the Sichuan
and Erduosi basins are given in Tables 1-7
and 1-8, which have been obtained from the
foreign experience and through the domestic
gas field development practice.

Permeability is an important index for
well completion mode selection. Permeability
is roughly divided into high and low
permeabilities abroad; 10 and 100 	 10�3

mm2 are used as the distinguishing standards
between high and low permeabilities for porous
and fractured reservoirs, respectively. Gas
reservoirs with air permeability less than
0.1 	 10�3 mm2 under in situ conditions are
known as tight gas reservoirs. The oil and gas
wells of high permeability reservoirs have a
high production rate and inflow velocity. This
should be considered when selecting the well
completion mode. Permeability coefficient of
variation, permeability contrast, and coefficient
of heterogeneity (or breakthrough coefficient)
are used for describing the degrees of in-layer
and interlayer permeability heterogeneities:

TABLE 1-6 Recommended Reservoir Classification Standards for Clastic
Rock Oil Reservoir Development

Name Porosity (%) Name Permeability (10�3 mm2)

Superhigh porosity >30 Superhigh permeability >2000

High porosity 25�30 High permeability 500�2000
Medium porosity 15�25 Medium permeability 50�500
Low porosity 10�15 Low permeability 10�50
Superlow porosity <10 Superlow permeability �10
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Permeability variation coefficient: Kv ¼ s/
Ka. Kv varies between 0 and 1. The
closer to 1 the Kv is, the more serious
heterogeneity is.

Permeability contrast: Kb ¼ Kmax/Kmin.
The greater the Kb is, the more serious
heterogeneity is.

Coefficient of heterogeneity: Kk ¼ Kmax/
Ka. The greater the Kk is, the more seri-
ous heterogeneity is.

s is mean square deviation of permeability
(weighted value of thickness should be con-
sidered), Ka is average permeability of single
zone or series of strata (weighted value
of thickness should be considered), Kmax is
maximum permeability of single zone or
series of strata (weighted value of thickness
should be considered), and Kmin is minimum
permeability of single zone or series of strata
(weighted value of thickness should be
considered).

The interlayer permeability difference is
very common for stratified sandstone reser-
voirs. Interlayer permeability differences for
some stratified reservoirs in China may be
up to several dozen times, even a hundred
times. The following interlayer permeability
difference ranges are used abroad for division
of the difference:

(1) K >1 mm2;
(2) K ¼ 0.5�1 mm2;
(3) K ¼ 0.1�0.5 mm2;
(4) K ¼ 0.05�0.1 mm2;
(5) K ¼ 0.01�0.05 mm2; and
(6) K <0.01 mm2.
If the permeability change among layers

does not exceed one of these ranges, the inter-
layer permeability difference is not consid-
ered obvious, thus commingled production
in a well can be adopted. Otherwise, two
layer series of development are required.
The permeability contrast for same layer

TABLE 1-7 Gas Reservoir Classification in Accordance with Physical Properties
of Reservoirs (SY/T6168-1995)

Name
Effective Permeabilitya

(10�3 mm2)
Absolute Permeabilitya

(10�3 mm2) Porosity (%)

High-permeability gas reservoir >50 >300 >20

Medium-permeability gas reservoir 10�50 20�300 15�20
Low-permeability gas reservoir 0.1�10 1�20 10�15
Tight gas reservoir �0.1 �1 �10

aEffective and absolute permeabilities are obtained by the well test and core analysis data, respectively.

TABLE 1-8 Gas Reservoir Classification in Accordance with
Reservoir Matrix Permeability (Elkins, 1980)

Type Name Permeability (10�3 mm2)a

Conventional gas reservoir >1.0

Nonconventional gas reservoir Subtight 0.1�1.0
Tight 0.005�0.1
Very tight 0.001�0.005

Ultratight <0.001

aAir permeability measured by modeling in situ conditions. Types of reservoirs are divided by the
median of the cumulative rock sample permeability distribution curve.
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series of development in the Daqin oil field is
not more than 5. Generally, the measure
taken for interlayer permeability difference
is stimulation (fracturing or acidizing) of
the relatively low permeability reservoirs
after well completion, which is followed by
commingled production in a well. If the inter-
layer permeability difference is too great to
adjust by fracturing, two layer series of devel-
opment have to be applied.

3. Saturation
Well logging and core analysis methods

can be used to determine reservoir fluid
saturations. It is impossible, however, to substi-
tute the well logging method, by which the
fluid saturations can be obtained, for the core
analysis method. During coring, the fluid (oil,
gas, and water) may invade the core. After the
core is taken to the surface, its original satura-
tion conditions may be changed due to changes
in temperature and pressure. It is generally
recognized that the water saturation of the core
only changes a little using the sealed coring
with the oil base drilling fluid.

In recent years, a new understanding of fluid
saturation analysis has been acquired. The
water saturation of the tight sandstone gas res-
ervoir in the Eerduosi basin, which was deter-
mined by coring with water base drilling
fluid, is up to 40–70%.However, the water sat-
uration determined by the sealed coring with
oil base drilling fluid is only 15–25%. Mini-
mum and average water saturations deter-
mined by the analysis of 156 core samples
obtained by sealed coring from the gas reser-
voir of the Feixianguan formation gas reservoir
of the Fuguang gas field in northeastern
Sichuan are only 1.4 and 8.09%, respectively.
More than 20% of the core samples have water
saturation Swi equal to or less than 5%.

Reservoir Pressure and Interlayer Pressure
Difference. Reservoir pressure means the pres-
sure of the fluid in pores and fractures, which
reflects the energy of the reservoir and is the power
pushing the fluid to move in the reservoir. The cor-
rect well completion design, effective utilization of

reservoir energy, and rational development of field
presuppose clarifying the pressures of various
reservoirs and distinguishing the different pressure
systems.

The reservoir pressure can be determined by
measurement using bottomhole pressure gauge,
well testing, or graphics.

Generally, formation pressure is assessed by
the pressure gradient and the pressure coefficient.
The pressure gradient (MPa/100 m) is the pressure
variation value corresponding to the sea level ele-
vation difference in the same reservoir. There
may be multiple pressure systems in an oil and
gas field. A reservoir must be in a same pressure
system. After a reservoir is put into development,
pressures in adjacent reservoirs may change due
to differences of permeability, energy recharge,
and engineering measures.

The ratio of the original reservoir pressure to
the hydrostatic column pressure is known as pres-
sure coefficient a. In practice, 1.0 g/cm3 may be
taken as the density of formation water for calcu-
lating hydrostatic column pressure. The reservoirs
are divided abroad into abnormal high pressure
(a>1.0), normal pressure (a¼ 1.0), and abnormal
low pressure (a <1.0). In China, reservoirs with
a ¼ 0.9–1.2, a >1.2, and a <0.9 are divided into
normal pressure, abnormal high pressure, and
abnormal low pressure, respectively. The follow-
ing interlayer pressure difference ranges are used
abroad for division of the difference: (1) a <0.9,
(2) a ¼ 0.9–1.1, (3) a ¼ 1.1–1.3, (4) a ¼ 1.3–1.8,
and (5) a >1.8. If the pressure change range
among layers does not exceed one of these ranges,
the interlayer pressure difference is not considered
obvious.

At present, there is no quantitative standard of
interlayer pressure difference in China. The follow-
ing threemethods are generally used: (1) dual-string
separate-layer production in awell; (2) single-string
separate-layer production with packer; and (3)
for continuous production using flowing, gas lift,
electric submersible pump, or screw pump, instal-
lation of a bottomhole choke at the high pressure
reservoir to decrease its flowing pressure so
that it might be close to the flowing pressure of
the low pressure reservoir. If the interlayer
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contradictions cannot be adjusted using these
methods, the wells have to be placed in accor-
dance with two layer series of development.
The main interlayer contradiction is still at the
interlayer pressure difference.
Fluid Properties and Interlayer Differences.
Crude oil properties are mainly considered due
to fewer effects of the solutes, temperature,
and pressure on the physicochemical properties
of water. The viscosity, density, and pour point
of crude oil are related to gum, asphaltine, and
paraffin contents and are also affected by tem-
perature and pressure. As mentioned earlier, oil
reservoirs have been classified by reservoir geol-
ogy in accordance with oil viscosity, density,
and pour point. If the oil property of layers is
of the same type, the interlayer oil property dif-
ference is not considered obvious. Otherwise,
reservoirs should be divided into different oil-
bearing series, and zonation should be adopted
when completing or the reservoirs are developed
in accordance with different layer series of
development.

1.2 CORE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

Requirements of Well Completion
Engineering for Core Analysis

Core is the subsurface rock sample taken by dril-
ling. Core analysis is a very important means of
acquiring information on subsurface rock by
reason that a core is representative of the subsur-
face rock. The sample for core analysis can be a
regular cylinder, a sidewall coring plunger, or
drill cuttings, depending on the content of the
analyzed item. Experience has shown that drill
cuttings are poorly representative. The regular
core plunger is generally used, and a complete
set of tests for multiple items can be done, thus
favoring finding the internal relations among
the various properties of rock.

Core analysis in well completion engineering
mainly includes conventional physical property
analysis, petrographic analysis, pore configura-
tion analysis, sensitivity analysis, and compati-
bility evaluation, as given in Table 1-9.

A sampling density of 3–10 pieces/m is required
for the necessary item of physical property analy-
sis, whereas the sampling interval for optional
items may be longer. Physical property analysis is
the basic content of reservoir physics and is not
introduced specially in this book.

Petrographic analysis is necessary and based on
understanding of the macroscopic description
and conventional physical property of core
and observation of the common thin section.
The cast thin section sample should include the
extreme conditions of all rock properties in
the reservoir. The average sampling density is
1–2 pieces/m and can be greater if necessary.
Sample densities for X-ray diffraction (XRD) and
scanning electron microscope (SEM) analyses are
about one-third to one-half of that for cast thin
section analysis. Oil and gas reservoir sampling
should be densified, whereas only controlling
analyses are needed by an aquifer. In addition,
XRD and SEM analyses should be done for
interbeds with an interval of 5–20 m per sample.

Samples for pore configuration analysis, partic-
ularly for the capillary pressure curve measure-
ment, should be selected after physical property
analysis and thin section observation. For a reser-
voir group, each permeability class should have
at least three to five capillary pressure curves.
Finally, the average capillary pressure curve of
the reservoir group is obtained in accordance with
the physical property distribution.

Sensitivity and compatibility evaluation tests
are necessary. For each reservoir group, a perme-
ability class should have at least three samples in
order to understand each sensitivity. The analysis
item selection depends on the contents of study.

The compositions of mud shale and unstable
interbed and their property changes after action
with working fluid should be studied for well
completion design and hole stability. The means
of study are basically the same as shown in
Table 1-9. For mud shale, physical and chemical
property analysis items should be further added.

For a fractured reservoir, core fractures
should be described in detail, and comprehensive
studies, including fracture distribution and
development and the effects on future oil and
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gas production, should be done in combination
with conventional logging, rock strength log-
ging, well testing, and production testing.

Contents and Applications
of Core Analysis

As mentioned earlier, core analysis chiefly
includes conventional physical property analysis,
petrographic analysis, pore configuration analysis,

sensitivity analysis, and compatibility evaluation.
Conventional physical property analysis items
are basic necessary contents and are not described
in this book. Sensitivity analysis and compatibility
evaluation are described in detail later. Petro-
graphic and pore configuration analyses are
described in this section.
Petrographic Analysis Techniques. In petro-
graphic analysis techniques, cast thin section, X-
ray diffraction, and scanning electron microscope

TABLE 1-9 Contents of Core Analysis in Well Completion Engineering

Analysis Item

Total
Number
of Items

Necessary Item Optional Item

Item Analysis Item Item Analysis Item

Conventional
physical property

12 4 Air permeability
Porosity
Saturation
Grain size

Oil, gas and water saturation
(sealed coring)

Carbonate content
Apparent density of rock
Relative permeability
Vertical permeability
In situ permeability and porosity
Physical property analysis of

full-scale core
Wettability

Petrography 10 4 Thin section
XRD
SEM
Electronic probe or energy

spectrum

Heavy mineral analysis and
identification

Cathodeluminescence
Infrared spectrum
Thermoanalysis
Fluorescence analysis

Pore configuration 5 3 Cast thin section image
Mercury injection capillary

pressure curve
SEM

1. X-ray CT scanning
2. NMR technique

Sensitivity and
compatibility

18 8 Kerosene velocity sensitivity
Formation water velocity

sensitivity
Water sensitivity
Salt sensitivity
Alkali sensitivity
Acid sensitivity
Fluid compatibility
Stress sensitivity

Damage evaluation of drilling
fluid

Two-way flow test
Volumetric flow rate

evaluation test
Sequential contact fluid

evaluation test
Cation-exchange capacity test
Clay swelling test
Acid solubility test
Acid soak test
Capillary imbibition test
Temperature sensitivity test
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are most widely used; electronic probe analysis
is also sometimes used.

1. Cast thin section
Rock pore configuration, area–volume

ratio, fracture index, fracture density and
width, pore throat coordination number,
and so on can be measured accurately by cast
thin section. Combined with ordinary polar-
oid, cathodeluminescence thin section, fluo-
rescence thin section, thin section staining
techniques, and so on, the cast thin section
can be used for determining the types and
occurrences of frame grains, matrix, cement,
and other sensitive minerals, describing type
and origin of pores, and estimating strength
and structural stability of rock. This is very
important for reservoir protection, sand con-
trol, and acidization designs during well
completion.

2. X-ray diffraction
X-ray diffraction is the most widely used,

effective technique of identifying crystalline
minerals and is especially useful for fine dis-
persed clay mineral and its inner structure
analyses. An X-ray diffraction instrument
can be used to determine the various types of
clay minerals, which also include the inter-
layer clay minerals forming during diagenesis.
XRD can also be used for determining the
proportion of montmorillonite in interlayer
minerals (e.g., illite–montmorillonite inter-
layer minerals). In addition, the structural
type of clay minerals can be further deter-
mined. In general, the XRD analysis technique
is very important for determining the absolute
content, type, and relative content of clay
minerals, which are the basic parameters nec-
essary for the performance of reservoir protec-
tion from damage in well completion process
and also are helpful in the analysis of type of
scales in tubing and perforations and in the
analysis of corrosion products.

3. Scanning electron microscope
The type of sensitivity and the degree of

damage are closely related to the compo-
sition, content, and occurrence distributions

of sensitive minerals. The aforementioned
XRD is particularly suitable for identifying
the composition and content of sensitive
minerals, whereas SEM is especially applicable
to visually identifying mineral grain size and
occurrence, pore configuration, throat size,
and grain surface and pore throat wall configu-
ration fast and effectively (Table 1-10). In addi-
tion, SEM can also be used for observation of
the pore throat plugging status after contact
between the rock and the foreign fluids. Com-
bined with the energy spectrometer, SEM can
be further used for conducting element analy-
sis, such as ferric ion identification related to
formation damage. Therefore, the results of
SEM analysis are also important data needed
by performing the reservoir protection in the
well completion process.

In recent years, an environment scanning
electron microscope (ESEM) has been used
for studying the formation damage and
observing the swelling process of clay
minerals and the microscopic structure of
polymer in pore throats. Samples can be
observed in the wet state by using ESEM.
This is its most outstanding superiority.

4. Electron probe analysis
Electron probe X-ray microanalysis is such

a spectral analysis that high-speed minute
electron beams are used as a fluorescent
X-ray exciting source. The electron beams,
which are as minute as a needle, can perform
analysis of the microscopic area in a sample
and penetrate into a sample by 1–3 mm with-
out disrupting the chemical composition of
the measured microscopic area. The informa-
tion provided by this analysis includes fine
mineral composition, crystal structure, diage-
netic environment, and type and degree of
formation damage.

Pore Configuration Analysis. Based on the
aforementioned cast thin section and pore cast
analyses, pore configuration analysis can be used
for determining the type and diameter, throat
size, and distribution rule in combination
with measuring the core capillary pressure curve.
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TABLE 1-10 Main Clay Minerals and Their Characteristics under SEM

Structural
Type Family Mineral Chemical Formula D001 10�1 nm

Shape of
Monomer

1:1 Kaolinite Kaolinite, dickite Al4(SiO4O10)(OH)8 7.1�7.2,3.58 Pseudohexagonal
tablet, scale,
batten shaped

Page, worm,
accordion
shaped, step
crystal

Halloysite Halloysite Al4(SiO4O10)(OH)8 10.05 Injection pipe
shaped

Fine stick, nest
shaped

2:1 Smectite Smectite,
smegmatite

Rx(AlMg)2(Si4O10)
(OH)2�4H2O

Na�12.99
Ca�15.50

Bend flake, wrinkle
scale shaped

Honeycomb, wad
ball shaped

Illite Illite, glauconite,
vermiculite

Kal((AlSi3)O10)(OH)2�mH2O 10 Scale, chip, hair
shaped

Honeycomb, silk
thread shaped

2:1:1 Chlorite Various types
of chlorite

FeMgAl layer shaped silicate
(common isomorphous
replacement)

14,7.14,4,72,
3.55

Flake, scale conifer
leaf shaped

Rose, down ball,
stacked flake
shaped

2:1:1 layer-chain
shaped

Sepiolite Attapulgite Mg2Al2(Si8O20)
(OH)2(OH2)4�m(H2O)4

10.40,3.14,
2.59

Palm fiber shaped Silk, fiber shaped
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This is very important for studying the rule of
formation fines migration in rock pores, the
mechanism of reservoir plugging by foreign
solids, the completion, perforating, and killing
fluids for temporary plugging during drilling-in
reservoir, the fluid loss control agent during

hydraulic fracturing, the solids control agent
during water injection, and the water-plugging
agent for profile control.

As mentioned earlier, well completion engi-
neering is closely related to oil and gas field
development, as listed in Table 1-11.

TABLE 1-11 Information and Application of Conventional Physical Property
and Petrographic Analyses

Main Analysis Item Main Information Acquired Main Applications

1. Conventional physical property
analysis (porosity, permeability,
and saturation measurement,
grain size distribution)

Porosity, permeability, grain size
distribution of clastic rock

1. Reservoir evaluation, reserves
calculation, development
program design

2. Well completion method selection,
completion fluid design, perforated
completion optimization, optimal
gravel size selection of gravel
packing

2. Pore throat configuration analysis
(cast thin section and pore cast
analysis, capillary pressure curve
measurement, nuclear magnetic
resonance analysis)

Types of pores, geometric parameters
and distribution of pore
configuration; types of throats,
geometric parameters and
distribution of throats, etc.

1. Reservoir evaluation, reserves
calculation, development
performance analysis

2. Potential damage evaluation,
reservoir protection program
formulation

3. Designing drilling and completion,
perforating, killing, and workover
fluids of temporary plugging

3. Thin section analysis (ordinary
polaroid, cast thin section,
fluorescence thin section, and
cathodeluminescence thin section)

Rock texture and frame; grain
composition; matrix composition
and distribution; type and
distribution of cement; pore
characteristics; types,
concentrations, and occurrences
of sensitive minerals

1. Reservoir evaluation, petrological
properties, potential damage
evaluation

2. Reservoir protection program
formulation

3. Completion fluid design
4. Appraisal of degree of consolidation

and strength of rock
4. Scanning electron microscope

analysis (including environment
scanning electron microscope
analysis)

Pore throat characteristics analysis;
rock texture analysis; occurrence
and type analyses of clay minerals

1. Reservoir evaluation, petrological
properties, potential damage
evaluation

2. Completion fluid and reservoir
protection program designs

5. X-ray diffraction analysis Absolute concentrations, types, and
relative concentrations of clay
minerals, interlayer ratio, degree
of order

1. Potential damage evaluation
2. Completion fluid and reservoir

protection program designs

6. Electron probe analysis (electron
probe wave and energy spectra)

Mineral composition identification,
crystal structure analysis

1. Potential damage evaluation
2. Completion fluid and reservoir

protection program designs
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Clay Mineral Analysis. The composition, con-
tent, occurrence, and distribution characteristics
of clay minerals in the reservoir not only have a
direct effect on storage capacity and productiv-
ity, but also are the most important factors in
deciding sensitivities of the reservoir. The
features of clay minerals in the reservoir should
be considered in the designs of completion
mode, completion fluid, and putting into pro-
duction in order to avoid or decrease formation
damage. When analyzing the potential damage
of clay minerals, we should put emphasis on
the occurrences and types of clay minerals. The
different occurrences and compositions will gen-
erate different effects on the reservoir.

1. Potential damage of various types of clay
minerals

In various physicochemical properties of
clay minerals, the particulate properties,
including specific surface area, cation-exchange
capacity, and hydrophilicity, are of great impor-
tance to potential formation damage and pro-
tection measures. The types and degrees of
damage resulting from the different clay
minerals reflect substantially the differences of
physicochemical properties between the clay
minerals. Common types of clay minerals are
as follows.
(a) Smectite occurs commonly in reservoirs

with shallower depth and adheres to the
clastic grain surface in the form of thin film
or forms the bridging consolidation in the
pore throats. If its content is higher, it will
pack the pores in the form of aggregates
with various configurations. Its strong
water wettability and high cation exchange
capacity lead to its strong water sensitivity.
In particular, the volume of Na-rich smec-
tite may be increased by 600–1000% due
to swelling after meeting water, which can
cause serious pore throat plugging and
stratal configuration disrupting.

(b) Kaolinite, as the most common clay min-
eral, can be transformed into other clay
minerals in different physicochemical envi-
ronments. Kaolinite, which is packed in

the pores, is often leafy and wormy. The
kaolinite aggregate, in which the binding
force between crystal wafers is weak, has a
weak force of adhesion to the clastic grain
surface and is easy to migrate with pore
fluids and plug the pore throats under the
shearing stress of a high-rate fluid. There-
fore, kaolinite is strongly rate sensitive.

(c) Illite is a clay mineral with many different
shapes. Its content increases as the depth
of the reservoir increases. The common
scaly illite occurs in the form of thin film
adhering to frame grains, whereas hairy
and fibery illites grow by bridging in pores.
They are distributed alternately. The for-
mer will possibly form plugging at pore
throats, whereas the latter will mainly
increase the tortuosity of pore channels
and decrease reservoir permeability.

(d) Chlorite occurs commonly in deep reser-
voirs, grows in the direction perpendicular
to frame grain surface in the form of a wil-
low leaf and forms a jacket, or packs the
pores in the form of down ball- and rose-
shaped aggregates. Fe-rich chlorite has a
stronger acid sensitivity. During the reser-
voir acidizing operation, chlorite may be
dissolved by acid and ferric ions are
released. The ferric ions may combine with
other components under the oxygen-rich
condition, thus generating a ferric hydrox-
ide precipitant, of which the grain size is
larger than the pore throats.

In addition, there still are common illite–
smectite and chlorite–smectite interlayer min-
erals, ofwhich the characteristics and the degree
of damage are dependent on their contents and
interlayer ratio.

2. Effects of occurrences of clay minerals on for-
mation damage

The original clay minerals deposited at the
same time as the frame grains often exist in
sandstone in the forms of thin bed vein and
glomerate. Its formation damage is weak due
to the small contact area between these clay
minerals and the pore fluids. However, because
of the entire exposal to the pore fluids, the
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authigenic clay minerals formed by chemical
precipitation and early clay mineral evolution
in the diagenetic process react predominantly
on the fluids entering the formation physico-
chemically, thus causing serious formation
damage. A large amount of studies indicate
that in many cases the effect of the occurrences
of clay minerals on formation damage is
greater than that of composition.

Diagenesis of clay minerals of the sand-
stone reservoir includes clastogene and
authigenesis. The clay of clastogene was
deposited at the same time as the grains or
was introduced by the biological activities
after deposition. Common occurrences of
clastic clay in sandstone are shown in
Figure 1-1. If the buried depth is shallower,
the degree of consolidation of the rock is
poor and fine particle migration and sand
production are easy to generate. If dissolution
is serious when acidizing, rock texture is
destroyed and sand production is induced.
When clay contacts fresh water, the clay lam-
ina swells, thus resulting in the shrinkage of
pores and the closure of microfractures.

Authigenic clay minerals are the most
common clay minerals in sandstone reservoirs.
The occurrences of authigenic clay minerals

can be divided into seven types in accordance
with the spatial relation between clay mineral
aggregate and grain/pore and the effects on
physical properties of reservoir and sensitivity,
as shown in Figure 1-2.
(1) Comb shell type. This can be divided

further into pore lining side and jacket
types. The clay mineral leaves grow in a
direction perpendicular to the grain sur-
face with a large surface area and are in
the fluid channel position. This type of
occurrence belongs mainly to smectite
and chlorite. The fluid suffers a large resis-
tance when flowing through them, and
they suffer the shock of the high-rate fluid.
Then they split, form fine particles, and
migrate with the fluid. If they are etched
by acid, Fe(OH)3 and SiO2 precipitants
will form, thus plugging the pore throats.

(2) Thin film type. The clay minerals arrange
parallel to the frame grain surface with
the grains wrapped partially or fully.
This type of occurrence belongs mainly
to smectite and illite. The fluid suffers a
weak resistance when flowing through
them. Generally, fine particle migration is
not easy to generate. However, this type
of clay mineral easily generates hydration

FIGURE 1-1 Occurrences of clastic clay in sandstone.
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and swelling, which may narrow the pore
throats. If micropores are well developed,
the damage of water blocking may even
be caused.

(3) Bridging type. The hairy or fibery
minerals (such as illite) are bridged
between the grains and are broken easily
by shock of the fluid and cause fine parti-
cle migration. In addition, the comb
shell-type smectite, illite–smectite inter-
layer minerals, and chlorite–smectite
interlayer minerals sometimes overlap
mutually at the pore throats narrowed
with a high potential of hydration,
swelling, and water blocking.

(4) Dispersed particle type. The clay is packed
in the pores between the frame grains in the
dispersive state. Micropores between the

clay particles are well developed. Kaolinite
and chlorite often have this type of occur-
rence and very easily generate fine particle
migration under the action of high-rate
fluid.

(5) Broomy scattered type. Hydration, swell-
ing, dissolution, and dispersion of black
mica and white mica may lead to forming
kaolinite, chlorite, illite, illite–smectite
interlayer minerals, and vermiculite at
the ends. These fines are easy to release,
enter the flow system in pores, and gener-
ate fine particle migration and the dam-
age of swelling.

(6) Particle metasomatic type. In the diagene-
sis process, feldspar or unstable detritus
tranforms to clay minerals (such as
kaolinization of feldspar, chloritization of
black mica, and smectization of detritus
of extrusive rock). The sensitivity damage
is much weaker than that of the aforemen-
tioned occurrences, only it is slightly obvi-
ous for acidizing.

(7) Fracture packing type. In fractured sand-
stone, metamorphic rock, and magmatic
rock reservoirs, the fractures are packed
partially or fully by the clay minerals, such
as smectite, kaolinite, chlorite, and illite,
which may cause the various types of sen-
sitivity damage related to clay minerals.

3. Artificial diagenetic reaction of clay minerals
at high temperature

During heating, clay minerals may be
dehydrated, decomposed, oxidized, reduced,
and phase changed. To study these chemical
and physicochemical changes is of great sig-
nificance for avoiding the formation damage
of the heavy oil reservoirs in the thermal
recovery operations, during which the surface
temperature of the steam for injection is up to
360�C. When arriving at the reservoir, the
steam condenses and mixes with the forma-
tion water. Then, the various changes of the
clay minerals in the reservoir will take place
under participation of the other minerals.
The following potential formation damage
is mainly dependent on formation mineral

FIGURE 1-2 Occurrences of authigenic clay minerals
in sandstone. (a) Comb shell type, (b) thin film type,
(c) bridging type, (d) dispersed particle type, (e) broomy
scattered type, (f) particle metasomatic type, and
(g) fracture packing type.
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properties, fluid composition, and formation
temperature. For a heavy oil reservoir with a
shallow depth, the main result of the water–
rock reaction at temperature 200–250�C is
the dissolution of quartz and kaolinite and
the generation of analcite and smectite. When
the pH value of the fluid mixture is high
enough, the following reaction will take place:

kaoliniteþ Naþ þ quartz ! analciteþ Hþ þ H2O

For the lower pH value:

kaoliniteþ dolomititeþ quartz ! smectite þ
calciteþ H2Oþ CO2

Generally, analcite does not plug the pore
throats due to not belonging to clay minerals
and the smaller surface area. Therefore, the
first reaction is favorable for avoiding forma-
tion damage in the thermal recovery process.

Composition ranges of the produced water
of the heavy oil and stone reservoirs and the
boiler water (containing saturated steam) for
steam injection in Albert, Canada, are shown
in Figure 1-3. Coordinates in the phase dia-
gram are the ionic concentration ratios in
the water phase at 200�C. The requirement
for the mineral-stabilized region is that the
quartz is fully on the saturation conditions.
The contents of Naþ and Kþ in the produced
water are higher than that in the boiler water,
whereas the change of the formation water
toward acidity is faster than that of the boiler
water. Therefore, the produced water of the
steam-assisted recovery tends toward the
kaolinite region, whereas the boiler water
falls in the feldspar and analcite-stabilized
regions. Obviously, the composition of the
produced water is in the three-phase region
of the common clay mineral aggregate (kao-
linite, illite, and smectite). This indicates that
despite the very high pH value of the injected
steam favorable for the formation of analcite,
the dilution of condensate water by forma-
tion water and the reaction between the con-
densate water and the minerals may cause the
formation of smectite with the most serious
potential formation damage. Therefore, the

detailed core analysis and the reaction prod-
uct appraisal before steam injection are of
great significance for the prediction and pre-
vention or reduction of formation damage.

Grain Size Analysis. Grain size analysis means
determining the contents of the grains of differ-
ent sizes in the rock. Not only is grain size anal-
ysis applied broadly to studies of the genesis and
sedimentary environment of sedimentary rocks
and the classification and evaluation of reservoir
rocks, but the parameter of grain size is also an
important engineering parameter of gravel pack
completion design of unconsolidated and weakly
consolidated reservoirs and important ground
for identifying reservoir heterogeneity in field
development.

The laboratory methods of measuring rock
grain size include mainly sieve analysis, settling,
thin-section image statistics, and laser diffraction.
Each method has advantages and limitations.
In practice, the choice of methods depends on the
range of grain sizes of the analyzed sample and
the technical level of the laboratory.

FIGURE 1-3 Relationship between chemical properties
of formation water and the stability of clay minerals at
200�C. 1, potash feldspar; 2, illite; 3, kaolinite; 4, sodium
smectite; 5, paragonite; 6, analcite; 7, boiler water; 8,
produced water; 9, preservoir minerals; and a, ionic molar
concentration ratio.
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Sieve analysis is the most common grain size
analysis measurement method. Before sieve
analysis, the sample is cleaned and oven-dried,
and grain disintegration is carried out. Then, it
is placed into the sieves of different sizes. These
sieves are placed on an acoustic or mechanical
sieve shaker. After vibrating and sieving, the
grain mass in each sieve is weighed, thus
obtaining grain size analysis data of the sample.
The analysis range of the sieve analysis method
is generally from 4 mm (gravel fine) to 0.0372
mm (silt).

Figure 1-4 shows results of grain size analysis
of the tertiary reservoir in the Liaohe oil field.
The used grades of screen grids include 50, 60,
70, 80, 100, 120, 140, 170, 230, 325, and 400
meshes. The main grain size distribution of the
rock sample is in the range of 0.3 to 0.06 mm.
The sample is determined as medium-grained
sandstone in accordance with the interval of
main peak of the grain size distribution.

Parameters required by the gravel pack com-
pletion design may be obtained from Figure 1-4.
In accordance with the cumulative mass percent-
age curve, D40, D50, and D90 of the grain size
values, to which 40, 50, and 90% of the

cumulative mass correspond, are 0.31, 0.26, and
0.061 mm, respectively. The median grain diam-
eter D50 represents the concentrated trend of the
grain size distribution. The uniformity coefficient
C, that is, D40/D90, is equal to 5.080.

1.3 RESERVOIR SENSITIVITY
TO FLUID AND WORKING FLUID
DAMAGE EVALUATION

The reservoir sensitivity evaluation investigates
mainly the degrees of effects of the physicochem-
ical actions generated between the reservoir core
and the foreign fluids after contacting on the rock
properties (mainly permeability) on the basis
of the core flow tests. The physicochemical
properties of rock minerals related closely to res-
ervoir sensitivities have to be measured by other
methods in order to optimize the working fluid
compatible with reservoirs by the laboratory
damage evaluation tests after comprehensive and
full understanding of the reservoir properties
and to provide the necessary parameters and
grounds for the well completion engineering
design and its implementation.

FIGURE 1-4 Grain-size distribution curve by the sieve analysis method: 1, D40;
2, D50; and 3, D90.
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Overview of Formation Damage

Most reservoirs contain sensitive minerals in vary-
ing degrees. Generally, these minerals have a very
small grain diameter (<20 mm) and distribute over
the pore surfaces and throats where they may pre-
dominantly contact the foreign fluids. During the
completion operations, the various foreign fluids
interact easily with the fluids and minerals
contained in the reservoir after invading, thus
reducing the natural productivity or injectivity of
the reservoir, that is, generating formation dam-
age, of which the degree is indicated by the extent
of reduction of the reservoir permeability.

Types of formation damage include physical,
chemical, biological, and thermal. Each type can
be divided into some subtypes. The practice
indicates that during drilling, completion, stimula-
tion, workover, water injection, and oil pro-
duction operations, different types and degrees
of formation damage may be caused, as listed
in Table 1-12. Furthermore, most formation
damages are permanent and irreversible. There-
fore, once formation damage is caused, it is
difficult to remove. The principle “prevention
first, remedy second” should be taken to approach
the problem of formation damage. The conditions
under which the reservoir becomes sensitive and
the degree of formation damage can be found by
reservoir sensitivity evaluation, thus providing
scientific grounds for optimizing the completion
fluid design and engineering parameters.

Rate Sensitivity Evaluation
Experiment

Concept of Rate Sensitivity and Experimental
Goals. The rate sensitivity of reservoirs means
the phenomenon of reservoir permeability reduc-
tion caused by fine particle migration and throat
blocking due to fluid flow in the reservoir during
drilling, production, stimulation, and water injec-
tion. For a specific reservoir, formation damage
caused by fine particle migration is mainly related
to the flow rate of fluid in the reservoir. There-
fore, the experimental goals of the rate sensitivity
evaluation experiment are as follows.

(1) To find the critical flow rate at which forma-
tion damage caused by fine particle migration
due to the action of flow rate will occur and to
find the degree of formation damage induced
by rate sensitivity.

(2) To provide a basis for determining the ratio-
nal experimental flow rates of the after
experiments, including water, salt, alkali, and
acid sensitivities, and the other various evalua-
tion experiments. Generally, after the critical
flow rate is obtained by the rate sensitivity
evaluation experiment, the experimental flow
rate used for other evaluation experiments,
which equals 0.8 times the critical flow rate,
can be determined. Therefore, the rate sensitiv-
ity evaluation experiment should be completed
before the other evaluation experiments.

(3) To provide a scientific basis for determining
the rational flooding rate.

Experimental Procedure and Result Analysis.
With reference to the “The methods of flow test
evaluation of reservoir sensitivity” (SY/T5358-
2002), the core permeability at various injection
rates ismeasuredduring injectionof the experimen-
tal fluid (kerosene or formation water) at different
injection rates. In accordance with the relationship
between the injection rate and the permeability, the
flow rate sensitivity of the reservoir core is
identified, and the critical flow rate, at which the
permeability will be obviously reduced, is deter-
mined. Sensitivity to the flow rate has occurred if
permeabilityKi�1 at flow rateQi�1 and permeabil-
ity Ki at flow rateQi satisfy the following formula:

(1-2)

Dk ¼ Ki�1 � Ki
�1

	 100% � 5%

Flow rate Qi�1 is now the critical flow rate.
Evaluation indices of the degree of rate sensitiv-
ity are listed in Table 1-13.

The degree of rate sensitivity damage can be
determined in accordance with Table 1-13 and
the following formula:

(1-3)

Dk ¼ Kmax � Kmin

Kmax
	 100%,

whereDk is rate of permeability damage caused by
rate sensitivity; Kmax is maximum value between
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TABLE 1-12 Types and Degrees of Formation Damage during Well Construction and Oil and Gas Production

Well Construction Phase Oil and Gas Production Phase

Drilling and
Cementing

Well
Completion

Downhole
Operation Stimulation

Well
Testing

Natural
Recovery

Supplementary
Recovery

Drilling fluid solids invading **** ** *** — * — —

Fine particle migration *** **** *** **** **** *** ****
Clay mineral swelling **** ** *** — — — **
Emulsification plugging/water

phase trap damage
*** **** ** **** * **** ****

Wettability reversal ** *** *** **** — — ****
Relative permeability

reduction
*** *** **** *** — ** —

Organic scale * * *** **** — **** —
Inorganic scale ** *** **** * — *** ***
Foreign fluid solids invading — **** *** *** — — ****
Secondary mineral

precipitation
— — — **** — — ***

Bacteria invasion damage ** ** ** — — ** ****
Sand production — *** * **** — *** **

Note: “*” represents the degree of severeness, whereas “—” represents “no damage.”
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core sample permeability points before critical
flow rate, 10�3 mm2; and Kmin is minimum value
between core sample permeability points after
critical flow rate, 10�3 mm2.

The rate sensitivity curves of kerosene and
salt water, which are obtained by the tertiary res-
ervoir cores of the Nanyang Xiaermen oil field,
are shown in Figures 1-5 and 1-6, respectively.
K1 is the original air permeability. Critical flow

rates of kerosene and formation water are 3.0
and 0.4 ml/min, respectively.

Evaluation results of the 10 samples of this hori-
zon are listed in Table 1-14. The critical flow rates
of kerosene and formation salt water are 0.5–3.5
and 0.1–0.5 ml/min, respectively. The degree of
rate sensitivity damage of kerosene is obviously
weaker than that of salt water. The reason is that
reservoir rock is of weakwater wettability to water

TABLE 1-13 Evaluation Indices of Degree of Rate Sensitivity Damage

Rate of permeability damage (%) Dk�5 5<Dk�30 30<Dk�50 50<Dk�70 Dk>70

Degree of damage None Weak Medium to weak Medium to strong Strong

FIGURE 1-6 Experimental curve of rate sensitivity of salt water (formation
water).

FIGURE 1-5 Experimental curve of rate sensitivity of kerosene.
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TABLE 1-14 Rate Sensitivity Evaluation Results of Kerosene Obtained by Cores of the Nanyang Xiaermen Oil Field

Serial
Number
of Well

Core
No. Horizon

K‘

(10�3 mm2)
Kmax

(10�3 mm2)
Kmin

(10�3 mm2)

Critical Flow Rate

Dk (%)
Degree of Rate
Sensitivity

Linear Flow
(ml/min)

Radial Flow
(m3/day�m)

1 11 H3 VI 176.0 158.0 70.5 1.5 5.50 55 Medium by strong
14 H3 VI 43.0 43.3 40.8 3.0 10.9 6 Weak
20 H3 VI 5.40 6.19 3.88 2.5 9.10 37 Medium by weak

2 81 H3 VII 14.0 13.5 9.97 3.5 12.7 26 Weak
115 H3 VII 100.0 100.0 50.9 0.5 1.80 49 Medium by weak

3 12 H3 VI 166.0 136.0 73.8 0.4 1.80 46 Medium by weak
15 H3 VI 93.0 93.0 62.7 0.1 0.36 33 Medium by weak
20 H3 VII 4.55 3.82 1.62 0.1 0.36 58 Medium by strong

4 82 H3 VI 44.0 42.3 14.9 0.25 0.91 65 Medium by strong
5 150 H3 VII 80.9 77.5 39.9 0.25 0.91 49 Medium by weak
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wettability. When the fluid is salt water, formation
fines are easily carried by the wetting phase (salt
water), and fine particle migration is generated,
thus leading to permeability damage. When the
fluid is kerosene, which is the nonwetting phase,
fine particle migration will not be generated if only
the flow rate of kerosene does not rise to a higher
value and does not generate a mechanical shear
failure. This leads to the different results of kero-
sene and salt water rate sensitivity experiments
and also indicates that the allowable flow rate of
oil in the production process can be higher than
that of water in the water injection operation.

The critical flow rate of the radial flow in
Table 1-14 is obtained by conversion of the crit-
ical flow rate obtained by the linear flow test of
core and can be directly used in field production.
The conversion formula is as follows:

(1-4)
Q

h
¼ 1:152rwQc

D2
,

where Q is critical production or injection rate,
m3/day; h is effective thickness of reservoir, m; rw
is radius of wellbore (distance from the end of per-
foration to the center of the well for perforated
well), cm;Qc is critical volume flow rate obtained
by rate sensitivity experiment of core, cm3/min;
and D is diameter of experimental core, cm.

Note that for a production well, kerosene
used as the experimental fluid should be dried
and treated by clay to remove the polar sub-
stance and then filtered using the G5 funnel with
sand; for an injection well, the filtered formation
water (or simulated formation water) should be
used as the experimental fluid.

Water Sensitivity Evaluation
Experiment

Concept of Water Sensitivity and Experimen-
tal Goals. Under original reservoir conditions,
the clay minerals in the reservoir contact the

water with some salinity. When fresh water
enters the reservoir, some clay minerals may
swell, disperse, and migrate and then the reser-
voir pores and throats are contracted or plugged,
thus causing a decrease in permeability. The res-
ervoir permeability is decreased after the reser-
voir contacts fresh water. This phenomenon is
termed water sensitivity. The water sensitivity
experiment is used to understand the processes
of swell, dispersal, and migration and to deter-
mine the conditions generating water sensitivity
and the degree of formation damage caused by
the water sensitivity, thus providing a basis for
the designs of various completion fluids.
Experimental Procedure and Result Analysis.
With reference to the “Methods of flow test evalu-
ation of reservoir sensitivity” (SY/T5358-2002),
the following experimental procedure is adopted:
(1) measuring core permeability Kf using forma-
tion water; (2) measuring core permeability using
subformation water (experimental fluid with a
salinity equal to 50%of the formationwater salin-
ity); (3) measuring core permeability Kw using
distilled water (deionized water); (4) measuring
the permeability of forward formation water;
and (5) measuring the permeability of backward
formation water. The swell due to hydration of
clay minerals in core when contacting fresh water
and the degree of damage caused are determined.
Also, the rates of restoration of forward and back-
ward formation water action are understood.
Evaluation indices of the degree of water sensitiv-
ity are shown in Table 1-15. The calculation for-
mula is as follows:

(1-5)

Iw ¼ Kf � Kw
Kf

	 100%,

where Iw is water sensitivity index; Kf is core
permeability average measured by formation
water, 10�3 mm2; and Kw is core permeability
measured by distilled water, 10�3 mm2.

TABLE 1-15 Evaluation Indices of Degree of Water Sensitivity

Water sensitivity index (%) Iw�5 5<Iw�30 30<Iw�50 50<Iw�70 70<Iw�90 Iw>90

Degree of water sensitivity None Weak Medium by weak Medium by strong Strong Very strong
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Table 1-16 shows results of a water sensitivity
experiment of the Cretaceous reservoir core of
a low-permeability oil field in the southern
Songliao basin. Figure 1-7 shows a typical exper-
imental curve with a weak-to-medium water sen-
sitivity. After separate soaking for 20–24 hours,
the forward and backward formation water
permeabilities are partially restored only. This
indicates that formation damage due to fine par-
ticle dispersal and migration is generated.

Salt Sensitivity Evaluation
Experiment

Concept of Salt Sensitivity and Experimental
Goals. In drilling, well completion, and other
operations, various working fluids have different
salinities, of which some are lower than the salin-
ity of formation water and some are higher. The
entering of a filtrate of working fluid with salinity
higher than that of formation water may induce

contraction, destabilization, and shedding of clay
minerals, whereas the entering of a filtrate of
working fluid with a salinity lower than that of
formation water may cause swelling and dispersal
of the clay minerals. These will lead to contracting
and plugging of pore spaces and throats and to a
reduction in permeability. Therefore, the salt sen-
sitivity evaluation experiment is used to determine
the critical salinity generating salt sensitivity and
the degree of formation damage caused by salt
sensitivity, thus providing a basis for the designs
of various working fluids.
Experimental Procedure and Result Analysis.
Salt water with a different salinity, formulated in
accordance with the chemical composition of
formation water, is injected into the core, and
the core permeability for salt water under differ-
ent salinity is measured. The degree of salt sensi-
tivity damage is evaluated, and the conditions
generating salt sensitivity are determined in
accordance with the change in permeability with

TABLE 1-16 Water Sensitivity Evaluation Results of Oil Field in Southern Songliao Basin

Sample
No.

Well
No. Horizon

Kf (10
�3

mm2)
Ksf (10

�3

mm2)
Kw (10�3

mm2)
Iw
(%)

Degree
of Water
Sensitivity

DB15-10B DB15
Qing 2 member

7.750 7.003 5.459 29.6 Weak
DB16-3 DB16 1.839 1.904 1.764 4.1 None
DB18-2B DB18

Qing 1 member
0.423 0.399 0.41 3.1 None

DB20-3A DB20 2.524 2.497 2.231 11.6 Weak
DB16-28B DB16

Quan 4 member
0.210 0.161 0.14 33.3 Medium by weak

DB17-24B DB17 0.074 0.065 0.025 66.2 Medium by strong

FIGURE 1-7 Water sensitivity experiment curve of core.
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salinity. In light of practical conditions, two
types of salt sensitivity evaluation experiments
(increasing and decreasing salinity) should be
done. In the salt sensitivity evaluation experi-
ment of increasing salinity, the first stage of salt
water is formation water, and salt water salinity
is increased in stages in accordance with a spe-
cific concentration difference, until the critical
salinity Cc2 is determined or the maximum
salinity of working fluid is reached. In the salt
sensitivity evaluation experiment of decreasing
salinity, the first stage of salt water is still for-
mation water, and the salt water salinity is
decreased in stages in accordance with a specific
concentration difference until the salinity of the
injected fluid approaches zero and then the criti-
cal salinity Cc1 is obtained.

Salt sensitivity has been generated and the
salinity Ci�1 is just the critical salinity Cc if the
permeability Ki�1 corresponding to salinity
Ci�1 and the permeability Ki corresponding to
salinity Ci meet the following relation:

(1-6)
Ki�1 � Ki
Ki�1

	 100% � 5%:

In accordance with this standard, critical maxi-
mum salinity Cc2 and critical minimum salinity
Cc1 can be determined by experiments of increas-
ing and decreasing salinity, respectively, thus

determining the effective salinity interval of com-
pletion fluid, in which salt sensitivity damage is
avoided. The calculation formula of degree of
damage is the same as Equation (1-3). The evalua-
tion indices are the same as those in Table 1-15.

Results of the salt sensitivity experiment of
decreasing salinity of the representative core of
the Jurassic oil reservoir in the Tuha Hill oil
field are shown in Figure 1-8 and Table 1-17. It
is obvious that core permeability decreases grad-
ually as the salt water salinity decreases in
stages. The reason is that the clay minerals swell
due to contacting the fresh water, thus leading to
the contraction of pore throats, the dispersal and
shedding of the clay minerals, and the plugging
of small throats. After the salinity decreases to
the distilled water, the core permeability when
the salinity is restored to the formation water
salinity is then measured. The permeability value
is much lower than the core permeability of the
initial formation water. This indicates that the
salt sensitivity damage is decreasing.

Results of the salt sensitivity experiment of
increasing salinity for the Tuha Hill oil field
are shown in Figure 1-9 and Table 1-18. It is
obvious that the core permeability decreases
gradually as the salt water salinity increases in
stages. The reason is that the contraction and
dispersal of the clay minerals result in plugging
the throats. After the salinity increases to the

FIGURE 1-8 Salt sensitivity experiment curve of decreasing salinity for the Tuha Hill oil field: 1,
decreasing salinity in stages; and 2, restoring formation water salinity.
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TABLE 1-17 Results of Salt Sensitivity Experiment of Decreasing Salinity for Tuha Hill Oil Field

Well No. Sample No. Horizon K‘ (10�3 mm2) Salinity (104 mg/liter) 0.4 0.3 0.15 0.1 0 0.4

Ling 23 23-18 Es1 16.2 Ki (10
�3 mm2) 3.77 3.44 2.89 2.04 1.01 1.43

Degree of damage (%) — 8.75 23.34 45.89 73.21 62.07
Ling 22 22-30 Es2 2.36 Ki (10

�3 mm2) 0.75 0.68 0.66 0.62 0.35 0.46
Degree of damage (%) — 9.60 11.60 18.00 53.47 38.93

Ling 7 7-27 Es3 9.34 Ki (10
�3 mm2) 2.32 2.28 1.95 1.85 0.39 0.78

Degree of damage (%) — 2.15 16.31 20.60 84.16 66.59
Ling 23 23-78 Es2 7.28 Ki (10

�3 mm2) 3.30 3.37 2.47 2.66 1.26 1.51
Degree of damage (%) — �2.12 25.15 19.39 61.82 54.24

Ling 12 12-16 Es2 2.07 Ki (10
�3 mm2) 0.47 0.40 0.32 0.32 0.13 0.16

Degree of damage (%) — 16.25 33.12 33.33 73.21 85.61
Ling 12 12-9 Es2 3.73 Ki (10

�3 mm2) 1.19 0.98 0.75 0.47 0.21 0.36

Degree of damage (%) 17.48 36.98 60.67 82.77 69.66
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maximum value of the experiment, the core per-
meability when the salinity is restored to the for-
mation water salinity is then measured. The
permeability value not only cannot be restored,
but has a trend of retaining reduction. This
indicates that the salt sensitivity damage of
wrecking clay microstructure stability is irrevers-
ible. In the salt sensitivity evaluation method,
the salt sensitivity evaluation process of increas-
ing salinity is included, thus this method is appli-
cable to most oil and gas reservoirs. However,
for some reservoirs with high salinity formation
water, the salt sensitivity evaluation experiment
of increasing salinity will not be selected in
accordance with the practical conditions due to
the working fluid salinity not exceeding gener-
ally the formation water salinity.

Alkali Sensitivity Evaluation
Experiment

Concept of Alkali Sensitivity and Experimental
Goals. The pH value of formation water is gen-
erally 4–9, whereas the pH values of most dril-
ling and completion fluids and cement slurry
are between 8 and 12. After the fluid with a
high pH value enters the reservoir, the texture
of clay minerals and siliceous cement in the

reservoir is destroyed due to the dissolution of
clay minerals and cement and the release of
fine particles produced, thus causing reservoir
plugging. In addition, the insoluble substance
generated by binding of a large number of
hydroxide radicals with bivalent cations also
causes reservoir plugging. Therefore, the alkali
sensitivity evaluation experiment is to determine
the conditions generating alkali sensitivity,
mainly the critical pH value, and the degree of
formation damage caused by alkali sensitivity,
hence providing a basis for the designs of vari-
ous working fluids.
Experimental Procedure and Result Analysis.
Permeability is measured by injecting formation
water with different pH values, and the degree
of alkali sensitivity damage is evaluated by the
variation in permeability, thus determining the
conditions generating alkali sensitivity damage.
The experimental procedure includes (1) salt
water with different pH values being prepared.
Beginning from the pH value of formation
water, the pH value is increased in stages; the
pH value for the final stage may be determined
as 12–13. (2) The core selected is vacuum
pumped and saturated by the salt water of the
first stage and then soaked for 20–24 hr. Under
the flow rate lower than the critical flow rate,

FIGURE 1-9 Salt sensitivity experiment curve of increasing salinity for the
Tuha Hill oil field: 1, increasing salinity in stages; and 2, restoring
formation water salinity.
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TABLE 1-18 Results of Salt Sensitivity Experiment of Increasing Salinity for Tuha Hill Oil Field

Well No. Sample No. Horizon K‘ (10�3 mm2) Salinity (104 mg/liter) 0.4 0.5 0.7 1 2 0.4

Ling 25 25-4 Es1 3.79 Ki (10
�3 mm2) 2.1 1.92 1.50 1.48 1.43 1.11

Degree of damage (%) — 8.57 28.57 29.52 31.90 47.14
Ling 23 23-101 Es2 1.87 Ki (10

�3 mm2) 0.56 0.44 0.40 0.42 0.40 0.25
Degree of damage (%) — 20.50 28.59 24.64 27.87 54.50

Ling 22 22-51 Es3 0.92 Ki (10
�3 mm2) 0.22 0.19 0.13 0.12 0.14 0.10

Degree of damage (%) — 11.47 42.66 44.49 37.62 54.17
Ling 7 7-21 Es2 15.3 Ki (10

�3 mm2) 3.52 2.49 2.04 1.89 1.84 1.62
Degree of damage (%) — 29.26 42.05 46.31 47.73 53.98

Ling 23 23-65 Es2 6.63 Ki (10
�3 mm2) 2.84 2.38 1.88 1.88 2.01 1.52

Degree of damage (%) — 16.19 33.80 33.80 21.32 46.48
Ling 12 12-13 Es3 2.96 Ki (10

�3 mm2) 2.07 0.62 0.48 0.54 0.53 0.48

Degree of damage (%) — 69.90 29.81 74.16 74.49 77.05
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the stable core permeability k1 is measured using
the first-stage salt water. (3) Ten pore volumes of
second-stage salt water are injected and then the
core is soaked for 20–24 hr. Under the flow rate
lower than the critical flow rate, the stable core
permeability K2 is measured using second-stage
salt water. (4) Repeat step 3 by changing the
stages of salt water injected until the stable core
permeability Kn of the core being treated with
the final-stage salt water is measured.

The alkali sensitivity has been generated and
the pH value of stage i�1 is just the critical pH
value if the permeability Ki�1 of the salt water
with the pH value of stage i�1 and the perme-
ability Ki of the salt water with the pH value
of stage i meet Equation (1-6). The calculation
formula of degree of damage is the same as
Equation (1-3). Evaluation indices are the same
as those in Table 1-13.

The alkali sensitivity evaluation curve of the
core of the Talimu East Pond oil field is shown in
Figure 1-10. Evaluation results of three cores of
the reservoir are shown in Table 1-19. It is obvious
that the core permeability decreases as the pH
value increases. After the pH value is restored to
8.55 of the pH value of formation water, the core
permeability is basically constant, but some have
a further decrease. This indicates that the alkali
sensitivity damage is similarly irreversible.

Acid Sensitivity Evaluation
Experiment

Concept of Acid Sensitivity and Experimental
Goals. Acidizing and acid fracturing are the
blocking removing and stimulation measures
widely adopted in oil and gas fields. After enter-
ing the reservoir, acid liquor improves reservoir

FIGURE 1-10 Alkali sensitivity experiment curve of the core of the Talimu
East oil field: 1, increasing pH value; and 2, restoring pH value.

TABLE 1-19 Alkali Sensitivity Experiment Results of Carboniferous Sandstone Reservoir
in Talimu East Pond Oil Field

Well No. Core No. Horizon K‘ (10�3 mm2)

Ki (10
�3 mm2) (Degree of Damage)

pH 8.55 pH 9.41 pH 10.24 pH 10.55

Hedong 1 117 C 35.70 29.40 9.58 (67.4%) 8.68 (70.5%) 9.47 (67.8%)

123 C 21.20 11.30 7.99 (29.3%) 6.90 (38.9%) 5.22 (53.8%)

171 C 22.30 15.10 12.90 (14.6%) 10.30 (31.8%) 10.30 (31.8%)
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permeability; however, it reacts with the
minerals and formation fluids and generates pre-
cipitation plugging the pore throats of the reser-
voir. The acid sensitivity of the reservoir means
that the phenomenon of permeability reduction
was induced after the acid acted on the reservoir.
Therefore, the acid sensitivity experiment studies
the degree of rock permeability damage caused
by the acid liquor, and intrinsically studies the
compatibility of the acid liquor with the reser-
voir. This will provide grounds for determining
the rational formulation of acid liquor when
matrix acidizing the reservoir.
Experimental Procedure and Result Analysis.
The acid liquor used for acid sensitivity
experiments includes raw acid (hydrochloric
acid, hydrofluoric acid, mud acid with some
concentration) and spent acid (prepared by reac-
tion of the raw acid with another core). The
experimental procedure includes (1) forward
injecting formation water and measuring the
basic permeability K1; (2) backward injecting
0.5–1.0 pore volumes of acid liquor and then
closing the valve for reaction for 1–3 hr; and
(3) forward injecting formation water and
measuring the restored permeability K2.

The improved experimental procedure includes
(1) forward injecting formation water and
measuring the basic permeability and then for-
ward injecting kerosene and measuring the

permeability K1 before acting of acid; (2) back-
ward injecting 0.5–1.0 pore volumes of acid
liquor; and (3) forward injecting kerosene and
measuring the restored permeability K2 and then
calculating the rate of damage (i.e., acid sensitiv-
ity index Ia) to evaluate the degree of acid sensi-
tivity (see Table 1-20). Results of acid sensitivity
evaluation of the Triassic sandstone reservoir in
the Jilake oil field are shown in Table 1-21.

To sum up, experimentation of the five types
of sensitivities is one of the important means of
evaluation and diagnosis of formation damage.
In general, experimentation of the five types of
sensitivities should be done for each block, and
the technical program for protecting the reser-
voir from damage in well completion operations
is formulated with reference to Table 1-22 and is
used for guiding the operations.

Experiments of Drilling and
Completion Fluid Damage Evaluation

When drilling-in reservoir under overbalance pres-
sure conditions, the drilling and completion fluid
will be sure to enter the reservoir. If the comple-
tion fluid is incompatible with the reservoir, the
invasion of solids and liquid phase must cause
formation damage. Therefore, in well completion
engineering, in addition to evaluation of the five
types of reservoir sensitivities mentioned earlier,

TABLE 1-21 Results of Acid Sensitivity Evaluation of Triassic Sandstone Reservoir
in Jilake Oil Field

Well No.
Sample
No. Horizon

Type of
Acid
Liquor

K1 Before
Experiment
(10�3 mm2)

K2 After
Experiment
(10�3 mm2) K2/K1 Ia (%)

Degree
of Acid
Sensitivity

Lunnan 55 118
179

T Hydrochloric
acid

200.57
242.49

126.78
240.04

0.63
0.99

37
1

Strong
Medium to weak

Lunnan 57 96
104

T Mud acid 82.62
103.83

43.64
67.68

0.53
0.65

47
35

Strong
Strong

TABLE 1-20 Evaluation Indices of Degree of Acid Sensitivity

Acid sensitivity index (%) Ia�0 0<Ia�15 15<Ia�30 30<Ia�50 Ia>50

Degree of acid sensitivity Weak Medium to weak Medium to strong Strong Very strong
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formation damage caused by working fluids
should be studied. This is particularly import-
ant for drilling and completion operations.
Hence, completion fluid evaluation experiments
are used to understand the degree of formation
damage resulting from the completion fluid used
for field after contacting core and then to evaluate
the completion fluid and optimize formulation. If
necessary, the treating agent in the completion
fluid and the formation damage caused by the fil-
trate of drilling fluid are specially evaluated.
Static Damage Experiment of Drilling and
Completion Fluid. Before and after the core is
contacted with drilling and completion fluid
some time under constant pressure, permeability

values are measured and then the degree of
drilling and completion fluid damage may be
evaluated. A hollow stainless steel cylinder is
attached to the upstream end face of the core
for this experiment. In fact, the static damage
experiment of drilling and completion fluid is
mainly used to simulate the effect of drilling
and completion fluid on formation soak. The
experimental procedure includes (1) forward
measuring formation water permeability Kf of
the core; (2) forward driving water by oil (gas)
and forward measuring the oil (gas) phase per-
meability Ko (Kg) of the core under the irreduc-
ible water condition; (3) backward completion
fluid filtering with a constant differential

TABLE 1-22 Application of Experimental Results of Five Types of Reservoir Sensitivities

Type of experiment Application of experimental results

Rate sensitivity experiment
(including oil and water)

(1) Determining the experimental flow rate of other sensitivity experiments (water, salt,
acid, and alkali sensitivity experiments)

(2) Determining the critical production rate Q1 without rate sensitivity damage of oil and
gas wells

(3) Determining the critical injection rate Qcw without rate sensitivity damage of
injection well. If Qcw is too small to meet the requirements of injection allocation,
stimulation of the injection well should be considered or the clay-stabilizing agent and
antiswelling agent should be added.

(4) Determining the admissible maximum density rmax of various working fluids

Water sensitivity experiment (1) If no water sensitivity, the salinity of working fluids entering the reservoir, which is
lower than formation water, is only required without other strict demands

(2) If any water sensitivity, the salinity of working fluids entering the reservoir should be
constantly higher than Cc1

(3) If water sensitivity is strong, the clay-stabilizing agent and antiswelling agent should be
used in the working fluids

Salt sensitivity experiment
(including increasing and
decreasing salinity)

(1) The salinity of various working fluids should be constantly between the two critical
salinities, i.e., Cc1< salinity of working fluids <Cc2

(2) If the salinity of the injected water used for waterflooding is lower than Cc1, a
suitable clay-stabilizing agent must be added to the injected water or the injection
well treated periodically using a clay-stabilizing agent in order to avoid generating
water sensitivity damage

Alkali sensitivity experiment (1) The pH value of various working fluids entering the reservoir should be constantly lower
than the critical pH value

(2) If the reservoir is strongly alkali sensitive, the shielding-type temporary blocking
technique is recommended due to being unable to keep the pH value of cement slurry
lower than the critical pH value in order to avoid formation damage

(3) For a reservoir with alkali sensitivity, avoid using strong alkaline working fluids
Acid sensitivity experiment (1) Providing scientific grounds for the formulation design of acid liquor used for matrix

acidizing
(2) Providing grounds for determining the rational block removing method and stimulation
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pressure of 3.5 MPa until the filtrate flows out
from the upstream end; (4) forward displacing
the completion fluid until the discharged fluid
of the downstream end is fully oil (gas); and (5)
forward measuring the oil (gas) phase perme-
ability Kop (Kgp) of the core after damage. In
the experimental process, a fluid flow rate not
higher than the critical flow rate is required.
Dynamic Damage Experiment of Drilling and
Completion Fluid. The main purpose of the
dynamic damage experiment of drilling and
completion fluid is to simulate the static and
dynamic wellbore fluid filtering in the wellbore
annulus and the solid and liquid phase damage
of shearing effect in reservoir rock. A typical
device for evaluating the dynamic damage is
shown in Figure 1-11. The device consists
mainly of a plunger pump, core holder, heating
and pressurized systems, and a metering system.

The experimental procedure consists of (1)
forward measuring formation water permeabil-
ity Kf of the core; (2) forward driving water by
oil (gas) and forward measuring the oil (gas)

phase permeability Ko (Kg) of the core under
the irreducible water condition; and (3) back-
ward injecting completion fluid to contact the
core under dynamic conditions. The dynamic
conditions for simulating include a differential
pressure of 3.5 MPa, the temperature equal to
practical formation pressure, the flow rate at
the end face of the core, which is constantly
retained at 50% of the critical flow rate for 1–
2 hr; (4) forward displacing the completion fluid
until the discharged fluid at the downstream end
is fully oil (gas); and (5) forward measuring the
oil (gas) phase permeability of the core after
damage. In the experimental process, a fluid
flow rate not higher than the critical flow rate
is required.
Evaluation Experiment of Drilling and Com-
pletion Fluid Invasion Depth and Degree
of Damage. The aforementioned static and
dynamic damage experiments only evaluate the
degree of damage of drilling and completion
fluid. However, the invasion of completion fluid
during drilling is a progressive process, and the

FIGURE 1-11 Dynamic damage evaluation instrumentation system of drilling and completion fluid.
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invaded zone is irregular. Due to completion
fluid invasion, from wellbore to in-depth reser-
voir, flushed, transitional, diffusional, and virgin
zones appear. Because each zone has a different
invasion volume, the invasion depth of solid
and liquid phases is different and the degree of
damage is also different. Therefore, the evalua-
tion experiment of drilling and completion fluid
invasion depth and degree of damage on the
one hand investigates the relationship between
the degree of damage and invasion depth and
provides grounds for optimizing the penetration
depth design or evaluation during perforating,
and on the other hand lays a foundation for
establishing the mutual conversion relationship
between field logging and well testing evaluation
and laboratory evaluation.

The high-temperature, high-pressure, long
core, multipoint damage evaluation system devel-
oped and manufactured by Southwest Petroleum
University is shown in Figure 1-12. The highest
working temperature is 150�C, and the highest
confining pressure is 50 MPa. The core used
for the experiment has a maximum length of
100 cm and a diameter of 2.45 cm. There are
altogether 16 points for measuring the pressure
and resistivity at intervals of 3–6 cm along the
core axis. The invasion depth of the filtrate and
the change in original reservoir fluid saturation
may be determined accurately by measuring the
core resistivity. The change in permeability may
be obtained accurately by measuring the pres-
sure, thus evaluating the degree of damage. This
evaluation system, which adopts two formats
of data acquisition, processing, and output,
including real-time monitoring and display by

computer and data playback, may simulate not
only the dynamic damage but the static soak or
the composite effects of both. The experimental
procedure is basically similar to the two types
mentioned earlier.

The completion fluid invasion depth, damage
depth, degree of damage, and their mutual
relations can be obtained by this experiment,
and the average core permeability after damage
can be further obtained in accordance with
Equation (1-7). By consideration of the macro-
scopic scale of formation fluid flow before and
after damage, when the measurement conditions
coincide with downhole conditions, this mea-
surement value can be compared with the
permeability value obtained by the well test
evaluation.

(1-7)

K ¼ 1
L1
L
� 1
K1

þ L2
L
� 1
K2

þ . . .þ Li
L
� 1
Ki

It is worth noting that this evaluation system
can also be widely applied to the experimen-
tal evaluations of waterflooding and tertiary
recovery.
Experimental Result Analysis and Evaluation
Standard. The static and dynamic damage
experiment results of four cores of the tertiary
sandstone oil reservoir of the Nanyang Xiaermen
oil field are shown in Table 1-23. Formulation of
the working fluid system is similar to that of field
completion fluid.

The degree of damage may be determined in
accordance with the oil phase permeabilities
before and after damage (see Table 1-24). It is

FIGURE 1-12 High-temperature, high-pressure, long core, multipoint damage evaluation
experiment device.
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TABLE 1-23 Static and Dynamic Damage Experiment Results of Nanyang Xiaermen Oil Field

Well
No.

Core
No. Horizon

Initial
Permeability
Ko (10�3 mm2)

Permeability
After Damage
Kop (10�3 mm2)

Rate of
Damage
(%)

Experimental Conditions

Differential
Pressure
(MPa)

Rate of
Shear
(S�1)

Time
(hr)

Temperature
(ºC)

Filtrate
(ml)

Mi 118 147 H3 V 1.66 0.58 65.1 3.5 180 1 90 6.7

Mi 191 377 H3 IV 11.5 2.43 78.9 3.5 180 1 90 4.2
Xia 16 265 H3 VI 6.93 4.95 28.6 3.5 0 1 90 0.5
Xia 16 262 H3 VI 36.4 27.7 27.7 3.5 0 1 90 0.8
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shown that the damage to this oil reservoir,
which is caused by completion fluid, is obvious;
static damage is medium by a weak degree; and
dynamic damage is medium by a strong degree.
This damage is a composite effect consisting of
solids invasion, water sensitivity due to water
base completion fluid, and treating agents. In
order to investigate completion fluid filtrate
damage, the static filtrate damage experiment
of four cores has been done. Results are shown
in Table 1-25. Obviously, in this region, the
degree of damage due to completion fluid
solids invasion is higher than the degree of fil-
trate damage; the dynamic damage is higher
than the static damage. In general, this system
is not suitable for drilling-in reservoir, unless
special measures such as the shielding-type tem-
porary blocking technique or the underbalanced
drilling-in technique are taken.

Experimental results of drilling fluid filtrate
invasion depth and degree of damage for the
core of the Jurassic oil reservoir in the Tuha
Shanshan oil field in China are listed in
Table 1-26. Data processing results are shown
in Figures 1-13 and 1-14.

The following knowledge can be obtained from
the aforementioned data: (1) the filtrate invasion

depth is 24 cm, and the damage depth is 27 cm.
The ratio between them is 0.89. The reason that
the damage depth is larger than the invasion depth
is ionic diffusion, which generates salt sensitivity
damage of the core, that is, permeability is
decreased when the filtrate with high salinity
invades the core containing formation water with
a low salinity. (2) The filtrate invasion is a tongu-
ing process. The total filtrate invasion volume is
about one-third of the total core pore volume,
whereas the invasion depth is up to two-thirds of
total core length. In addition, the shorter the dis-
tance to the upstream end of the core, the larger
the amplitude of resistivity reduction is and the
larger the filtrate invasion volume is. (3) The
degree of filtrate damage is obviously related to
the damage depth. The larger the filtrate invasion
volume, the higher the degree of damage. The rate
of permeability restoration increases gradually
with the invasion depth. (4) A power function
relationship exists between filtrate invasion depth
and invasion volume and between filtrate damage
depth and degree of damage. In combination with
field logging and well test evaluation, the range
and degree of downhole formation damage can
be further determined, thus guiding well comple-
tion operations.

TABLE 1-24 Completion Fluid Damage Experiment Evaluation Indices

Rate of damage Dk (%) Dk�5 5<Fk�30 30<Fk�50 50<Fk�70 Dk>70

Degree of damage None Weak Medium by weak Medium by strong Strong

TABLE 1-25 Completion Fluid Filtrate Damage Experiment Results
of Nanyang Xiaermen Oil Field

Well
No.

Core
No. Horizon

Initial
Permeability
Ko (10�3 mm2)

Permeability
After Damage
Kop (10�3 mm2)

Rate of
Damage
(%)

Soak
Temperature
(ºC)

Soak
Time
(hr)

Xia 16 313 H3 VII 42.86 35.24 17.8 90 24

Mi 118 152 H3 VII 21.63 17.54 18.9 90 24
Mi 191 328 H3 IV 10.50 8.39 20.1 90 24
Mi 118 119 4.38 3.32 24.2 90 24
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TABLE 1-26 Experimental Data of Drilling Fluid Filtrate Invasion Depth and Degree of Damage
for Tuha Shanshan Oil Field

Measurement Point 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Distance (cm) 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33

j, % 10.28 10.54 10.68 10.38 11.76 11.92 9.72 9.24 10.00 11.86 11.77
Swi, % 28.15 29.33 28.17 26.64 25.77 25.01 29.81 30.55 22.37 23.05 34.76
Ko1,10

�3 mm2 5.52 5.58 5.29 5.50 6.03 6.35 6.18 6.06 5.95 6.26 6.38
Rt1, O�m 272.3 258.4 277.7 286.0 294.9 301.3 264.1 236.7 331.5 319.4 310.8
Rt2, O�m 25.60 33.59 52.76 70.79 132.3 205.5 239.0 236.7 331.5 319.4 310.8
Ko2, 10

�3 mm2 1.126 1.534 1.793 2.393 3.401 4.731 5.500 5.866 5.95 6.26 6.38
Rt2/Rt1 0.094 0.130 0.190 0.279 0.450 0.682 0.905 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Ko2/Ko1 0.204 0.275 0.339 0.435 0.564 0.745 0.890 0.968 1.00 1.00 1.00

Note: Repeated measurement errors of resistivity, permeability, and porosity are 3, 1, and 0.3%, respectively.
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Other Evaluation Experiments

Other damage evaluationmethods include volume
flow rate evaluation, series fluid evaluation, fast
evaluation of working fluid by capillary pressure
measured using the centrifugal method, forward
and backward flow, wettability evaluation, and
relative permeability curve experiments. The goals
and uses of these experiments are shown in
Table 1-27.

To sum up, laboratory formation damage eval-
uation results can provide grounds for for-
mulating the technical programs of reservoir
protection at the links in the operational chain,
that is, these evaluation results are necessary

for determining the technical programs of reser-
voir protection at all operational links in whole
process from drilling-in to field development.

Laboratory formation damage evaluation tech-
niques are developing further with continuous
technical progress. At present, the following devel-
opment directions have formed: (1) full modeling
experiment simulating the practical downhole sta-
tus, such as temperature, pressure (backpressure,
formation pressure), anisotropy, and formation
damage evaluation; (2) application of a multi-
point permeameter and development toward long
core from short core; (3) core size developing
toward full diameter from small diameter;
(4) experimental automation, widely introducing
computerized data acquisition; and (5) combina-
tion of computerized mathematical simulation
with laboratory physical simulation.

1.4 RESERVOIR STRESS
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

In general, reservoir sensitivity evaluation means
the results of action of fluids on reservoir minerals,
whereas stress sensitivity investigates the perfor-
mance, which is the change of the parameters of
physical properties of rock samples under the
effective stress exerted. Stress sensitivity reflects
the response of rock pore geometry, fracture face
configuration, and mechanical properties of rock
to the change in stress. Stress sensitivity is closely
related to drilling and completion fluid filtration
loss and circulation loss, fracturing fluid loss,
and fracture closure during testing and produc-
tion. Stress sensitivity is generally stacked on other
factors of damage. For example, the drillstem test
and well completion test may contain both rate
sensitivity damage and stress sensitivity damage
problems.

Stress Sensitivity Experiment
Evaluation

Stress sensitivity has the two following meanings:
(1) the difference between measured values of
physical properties under standard and in situ
conditions and (2) the performance of change

FIGURE 1-13 Drilling fluid filtrate invasion depth vs.
resistivity.

FIGURE 1-14 Drilling fluid filtrate damage depth vs.
permeability.
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in physical property (including fracture width)
with stress when in situ stress changes. Porous-
type, high-permeability unconsolidated reservoirs
and tight reservoirs with very poor physical
properties have obvious stress sensitivity,
whereas fractured reservoirs are highly sensitive
to changes in stress.
Experimental Goals and Procedure. Experi-
mental goals include (1) converting the conven-
tional porosity value into the in situ value to

be used for reserves calculation by measuring
the porosity under simulated in situ conditions
in order to evaluate the reservoirs accurately;
(2) obtaining the core permeability value under
in situ conditions, establishing the relationship
between the core permeability Kc and the tested
effective permeability Ke, and helping under-
stand the relationship between Ke and formation
resistivity; and (3) determining the rational pro-
ducing pressure drawdown.

TABLE 1-27 Other Formation Damage Evaluation Methods

Experiment Item Experimental Goals and Uses

Forward and backward flow experiments Observing the effects of fluid flow direction on fine particle migration and
formation damage caused by migration.

Volume flow rate evaluation experiment Investigating the core cementation stability when flowing of working fluid of
large volume through the core under a flow rate lower than the critical flow
rate. Evaluating the water injection rate sensitivity of reservoir rock when
water injecting.

Series fluid evaluation experiment Understanding the total damage and its degree caused by contact of foreign
working fluids with core in accordance with the practical operating
procedure.

Cation exchange experiment Determining the relative degree of seriousness of clay mineral hydration and
swell by measuring the cation-exchange capacity of reservoir rock, thus
providing grounds for formation damage mechanism study and well
completion measures avoiding formation damage.

Acid liquor evaluation experiment Evaluating and selecting acid liquor formulation, which can avoid formation
damage caused by injecting acid liquor into core in accordance with the
practical acidizing operation procedure.

Wettability evaluation experiment Determining the change in reservoir rock wettability, caused by the working
fluid, by measuring reservoir rock wettability before and after injecting the
working fluid.

Relative permeability curve evaluation
experiment

Determining the degree of water phase trap damage by measuring the relative
permeability curve of reservoir rock. Determining the change in relative
permeability of reservoir rock, caused by the working fluid, and the degree
of damage by measuring relative permeability curves before and after
injecting working fluid.

Capillary imbibition experiment Evaluating the degree of potential water phase trap damage and presenting
preventive measures by measuring the dynamic rule of imbibition of
working fluid filtrate and experimental fluid under different initial water
saturation.

Expansion ratio evaluation experiment Evaluating working fluid compatibility with reservoir rock (particularly clay
minerals) by measuring the expansion ratio after working fluid enters the
core.

Fast evaluation experiment of capillary
pressure using centrifuge

Fast evaluating formation damage by measuring the change in capillary
pressure using the centrifugal method before and after working fluid enters
reservoir rock.
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The maximum confining pressure of the core
holder used for measuring stress sensitivity should
not be lower than 60 MPa. The dry core sample
is generally used for the air permeability experi-
ment. The diameter of the standard core sample
is 25.4 or 38.1 mm. The relationship between
effective stress and parameters of physical
properties for matrix and fractured rock samples
are determined respectively. The evaluation pro-
cedure consists of the following: (1) selecting the
experimental core and measuring its length and
diameter; (2) selecting the experimental points
of effective stress 2.5, 5.0, 10, . . .40, and
60 MPa; and (3) measuring the values of perme-
ability and porosity under various experimental
stress values using the fully automatic core testing
device (or other high-pressure permeameter).
Stress Sensitivity Evaluation Indices. At pres-
ent, there are three common types of experimen-
tal methods (and evaluation indices) of stress
sensitivity in China: (1) petroleum industry
standards method (SY/T5358-2002), (2) stress
sensitivity factor method, and (3) rate of perme-
ability damage method based on in situ effective
stress.

1. Petroleum industry standards method
In “The flow test evaluation methods of

reservoir sensitivity” (SY/T5358-2002), the
experimental method and evaluation indices
of stress sensitivity are given. This method
describes systematically the experimental
conditions, procedure, and data processing
evaluation.

In petroleum industry standards, the clear
definition of the permeability damage coeffi-
cient is given. The calculation formula is as
follows:

(1-8)
Dkp ¼ ðKi � Kiþ1Þ=ðKi j piþ1 � pi jÞ,

where Dkp is the permeability damage coeffi-
cient, MPa�1; Ki, Kiþ1 is core sample perme-
ability under effective stress No. i, iþ1,
10�3 mm2; piþ1, pi is effective stress No. I,
iþ1, MPa; and Dkp indicates the reduction
rate of core sample permeability per unit
effective stress increase.

The rate of permeability damage is calcu-
lated using the following formula:

(1-9)
Dk ¼ K1 � Kminð Þ=K1 	 100%,

where Dk is rate of permeability damage; K1

is core sample permeability corresponding
to the first stress point, 10�3 mm2; and Kmin

is minimum permeability of the core sample
after reaching critical stress, 10�3 mm2.

The petroleum industry standards method
has the following shortcomings: (1) the maxi-
mum effective stress value for set measurement
points is 20 MPa. This value is generally lower
than in situ effective stress. In the drilling, well
completion, and field development process,
engineers play close attention to the change in
reservoir permeability when effective stress
fluctuates near in situ effective stress. (2) The
stress value corresponding to the permeability
damage coefficient maximum is taken as criti-
cal stress (Figure 1-15). However, in practice,
the effective stress of the reservoir is generally
much higher than the critical stress, thus caus-
ing that definition of the critical stress is of
no obvious engineering significance for the
practical application. (3) Selection of the mea-
surement point of the highest effective stress is
restricted by the subjective choice of experi-
mental personnel and the pressure rating of
the experimental instrument, thus obtaining a
different value of rate of permeability damage
for the same core and causing unnecessary
trouble for practical engineering application.

FIGURE 1-15 Permeability damage coefficient vs.
effective stress.
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2. Stress sensitivity factor method
The stress sensitivity factor method (Jones

and Owens, 1980; Kang Yili, 1998) uses
Equation (1-10) for processing experimental
data obtained, thus obtaining the stress sensi-
tivity coefficient of the core sample and
evaluating the degree of stress sensitivity of
the core sample.

(1-10)

Ss ¼ 1� K

Ko

� �1=3
" #

= lg
s
so

where Ss is stress sensitivity factor; s is
effective stress, MPa; K is permeability
corresponding to effective stress point, 10�3

mm2; so is effective stress of initial measure-
ment point, MPa; and Ko is permeability of
initial measurement point, 10�3 mm2.

Equation (1-10) is mathematically con-

verted into Equation (1-11). If
K

Ko

� �1=3

is

the ordinate and lg
s
so

is the abscissa, the

experimental points should theoretically form
a straight line and its slope is the stress sensi-
tivity factor Ss. The linear regression is
needed by compilation of data measured,
then they are matched into a straight line,
and the absolute value of slope is the stress
sensitivity factor, as shown in Figure 1-16.

(1-11)
K=Ko½ 
1=3 ¼ 1� Ss lg

s
so

:

The measurement points of effective stress,
which are used for straight line match,

include points both lower and higher than in
situ stress, thus meeting the requirements for
data processing. The stress sensitivity factor
is obtained by matching all data obtained
by the experiment. Each core sample corres-
ponds to a stress sensitivity factor with
uniqueness. However, it is inferior to the rate
of permeability damage in physical visualiza-
tion and ease of understanding.

3. Stress sensitivity evaluation based on in situ
effective stress

Selection of the measurement points of
effective stress is concentrated in the vicinity
of in situ effective stress, and the measurement
points of effective stress are determined by
increasing and decreasing the reservoir pore
pressure percentage. For example, for an aver-
age overburden density of 2.50 g/cm2, 1.50
MPa/100 m is taken as the formation pressure
gradient, thus the formation pressure at a
depth of 2000 m is 30 MPa with an in situ
effective stress of 20 MPa, and the measure-
ment points of effective stress can be deter-
mined by 20 � 30 	 b%. Then, the effective
stress measurement points of effective stress
5, 12.5, 15.5, 17, 18.5, 20, 21.5, 23, 24.5,
27.5, 35, and 42.5 MPa are obtained by tak-
ing b ¼ 5, 10, 15, 25, 50, and 75. The stress
sensitivity evaluation formula based on in situ
effective stress is as follows. The evaluation
index in petroleum industry standards is
continued to be used for the evaluation of rate
of permeability damage.

(1-12)
R1 ¼ j Kin situ � K1ð Þj=Kin situ 	 100%,

where R1 is rate of permeability damage with
effective stress of 1 MPa (the negative value
indicates that permeability increases as the
effective pore pressure increases); K1 is per-
meability with effective stress of 1 MPa,
10�3 mm2; and Kin situ is core permeability
corresponding to in situ effective stress,
10�3 mm2.

The calculation of change in permeability
on the basis of in situ effective stress is done
by dividing into two sections (Figure 1-17).FIGURE 1-16 Match diagram of stress sensitivity factor.
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As effective stress is decreased gradually from
in situ stress (e.g., overbalance operating or
injecting the fluid, during which the pore
pressure is increased and the effective stress
of reservoir is decreased), the permeability
increases. As effective stress is increased grad-
ually from in situ stress (i.e., oil and gas are
produced), the pore pressure is decreased,
thus leading to an increase in the effective
stress of the reservoir. The combination of
the stress sensitivity evaluation with the oil
and gas production practice is favorable
to the correct evaluation of the degree of
stress damage and the practical engineering
application.

Contrast between Different Stress Sensitivity
Evaluation Methods. The results of permeabil-
ity damage evaluation for a core sample, which
are obtained in accordance with the different
evaluation indices, are shown in Table 1-28. Per-
meability damage evaluations obtained in accor-
dance with the initial point of 3 MPa and in situ
stress indicate strong and medium grades,
respectively. Therefore, the permeability damage
caused by effective stress is overestimated by the
evaluation results obtained using the petroleum
industry standards.

The rate of permeability damage and grade
of damage determined by Equations (1-9) and
(1-12) are shown in Table 1-29. Results indicate

FIGURE 1-17 Rate of change in permeability vs. effective stress.

TABLE 1-28 Permeability Damage Evaluation Results of Different Evaluation Indices

Evaluation
Method

Stress
Sensibility
Factor
Method Ss

Rate of Damage
Method of Petroleum
Industry Standards
(K3–K20)/K3

Rate of Damage
Method of Petroleum
Industry Standards
(K3–K35)/K3

Rate of Damage
Method Based
on In Situ Stress
(K20–K35)/K20

Calculation
example

0.54 0.83 0.92 0.55

Evaluation grade Medium by strong Strong Strong Medium by strong
Evaluation

standards
Dk�0.30, weak; 0.30<Dk�0.50, medium by weak; 0.50<Dk�0.70, medium by strong; Dk>0.70,

strong
Ss�0.30, weak; 0.30<Ss�0.50, medium by weak; 0.50<Ss�0.70, medium by strong; 0.70<Ss�1.0,

strong; Ss>1.0, very strong

Note: Ki is the core sample permeability at iMPa. In situ effective stress is 20 MPa. The effective stress increases to 35 MPa after
reservoir pressure decreases by 50%.
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that the permeability damage calculated on the
basis of the initial measurement point is of
medium by strong to strong grade, whereas the
permeability damage calculated on the basis of
in situ effective stress is of weak to medium by
weak grade. Analyses of more than 70 core
samples taken from the tight oil and gas sandstone
reservoirs in central Sichuan and the low-
permeability oil reservoirs in the Songliao basin
in China indicate that the stress sensitivity factor
is linear with the rate permeability damage based
on in situ stress when the reservoir pressure
decreases by 50%, and the values of the former
are very close to the values of the latter
(Figure 1-18). Thus the stress sensitivity factor
can be used for characterizing the stress sensitivity
of the core sample, and obtaining the average

values of horizon and region for correlation just
as porosity and permeability. Therefore, it is
recommended that the stress sensitivity factor
method be used for evaluating the stress sensitivity
of the reservoir. Evaluation results are shown in
Table 1-30.

Stress Sensitivity of Low-
Permeability Sandstone Oil Reservoir

The low-permeability oil reservoir in the south-
ern Songliao basin is fine- to medium-grained
lithic arkose with an average porosity of
10.73%. The permeability is 0.04–434 	 10�3

mm2 and its average is 8.55 	 10�3 mm2.
Fractures in the core well develop. Thus the
stress sensitivities of both matrix and fractured
core samples should be studied. The experimen-
tal results of stress sensitivity of the matrix are
shown in Table 1-31 and Figure 1-19. The stress
sensitivity factor of the matrix is 0.03–0.30.
Experimental results indicate none to weak
stress sensitivity. The weak stress sensitivity of
the Quan 4 member coincides with the higher
hardness of particular cores.

The experimental results of stress sensitivity of
fracture are shown in Table 1-32, Figure 1-20,
and Figure 1-21. The degree of stress sensitivity
of the naturally fractured core is medium by
strong degree, whereas the degree of stress sensi-
tivity of the artificially fractured core is medium
by strong to strong. The degree of stress sensitivity

TABLE 1-29 Correlation of Degree of Stress Sensitivity Damage of Some Core Samples
by Different Evaluation Index

20 þ 30 	 b% (MPa) 20.0 21.5 23.0 24.5 27.5 35.0 42.5

Dk calculated by initial
measurement point
(3 MPa)(%)

64.5 66.3 68.0 69.0 72.0 76.6 79.7

Grade of damage Medium by
strong

Medium by
strong

Medium by
strong

Medium by
strong

Strong Strong Strong

R1 calculated by in situ
stress (20 MPa)(%)

— 5.3 10.0 14.1 21.1 34.1 43.0

Grade of damage — Weak Weak Weak Weak Medium by
weak

Medium by
weak

Note: The average in situ effective stress of this reservoir is 20 MPa and the reservoir pressure is 30 MPa.

FIGURE 1-18 Linear relationship between stress sensitivity
factor and rate of permeability damage based on in situ
stress.
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TABLE 1-30 Evaluation Results of Degree of Stress Sensitivity by Stress Sensitivity Factor

Stress sensitivity
factor Ss

Ss�0.05 0.05<Ss�0.30 0.30<Ss�0.50 0.50<Ss�0.70 0.70<Ss�1.0 Ss>1.0

Degree of stress
sensitivity

None Weak Medium by weak Medium by strong Strong Very strong

TABLE 1-31 Stress Sensitivity Evaluation of Matrix in Southern Songliao Basin

No. Sample No. Horizon Depth (m) Permeability (10�3 mm2) Ss Evaluation

1 D5-6A Yaojia formation 1638.38 94.60 87.00 82.80 0.05 None

2 D15-17A Qing 2 member 2035.34 0.622 0.559 0.540 0.05 None
3 D6-14 Qing 2 member 2035.00 0.604 0.544 0.529 0.05 None
4 D6-4A Qing 2 member 2033.82 3.180 2.960 2.880 0.03 None
5 D8-3A Qing 1 member 2181.68 0.437 0.392 0.378 0.05 None
6 D8-3C Qing 1 member 2181.68 0.504 0.434 0.414 0.06 Weak
7 D2-3C Qing 1 member 1953.62 2.320 2.060 2.010 0.05 None
8 D2-4A Qing 1 member 1953.80 2.290 2.130 2.050 0.04 None
9 D20-7C Qing 1 member 1955.14 32.400 28.10 22.80 0.20 Weak
10 D6-23E Qing 4 member 2249.10 0.065 0.032 0.023 0.28 Weak
11 D16-43B Qing 4 member 2261.66 0.105 0.045 0.037 0.30 Weak
12 D7-18B Qing 4 member 2027.78 1.800 1.350 1.250 0.11 Weak
13 D17-30B Qing 4 member 2031.58 0.533 0.370 0.339 0.15 Weak

FIGURE 1-19 Stress sensitivity evaluation experiment curves of a matrix in southern
Songliao basin.
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of the artificially fractured core is slightly stronger
than the degree of stress sensitivity of the naturally
fractured core. The stress sensitivity of the frac-
tured core is obviously stronger than the stress sen-
sitivity of the matrix core.

The tight sands oil reservoirs of the
Shaximiao and Lianggaoshan formations of
the Gongshanmiao oil field in the central
Sichuan basin have a range of porosity of
0.25–5.16% and a range of permeability of

FIGURE 1-21 Stress sensitivity evaluation experiment curves of an artificial fracture in
southern Songliao basin.

FIGURE 1-20 Stress sensitivity evaluation experiment curves of a natural fracture in
southern Songliao basin.

TABLE 1-32 Stress Sensitivity Evaluation of Fracture in Southern Songliao Basin

No. Sample No. Horizon Depth (m) Permeability (10�3 mm2) Ss Evaluation Remarks

1 DB2-1 Qing 1
member

2065.34 63.50 2.960 1.640 0.69 Medium by
strong

Natural
fracture

2 DB22-5C Qing 1
member

2066.04 7.840 1.320 0.794 0.53 Medium by
strong

3 DB17-15A Qing 4
member

2027.28 28.70 3.780 2.500 0.52 Medium by
strong

4 D5-17A Qing 2
member

2035.34 1340.0 255.0 153.0 0.52 Medium by
strong

Artificial
fracture

5 DB16-14 Qing 2
member

2035.00 103.00 3.820 2.310 0.72 Strong

6 D8-3C Qing 1
member

2181.68 166.00 19.30 4.080 0.66 Medium by
strong

7 DB16-23E Qing 4
member

2249.10 879.00 185.00 80.300 0.54 Medium by
strong
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0.0012–0.1340 	 10�3 mm2. The reservoir rocks
are fine-grained lithic quartzose sandstone and
lithic feldspathic quartzose sandstone. The stress
sensitivity evaluation indicates that the stress
sensitivity of the matrix core sample has medium
by weak degree with a stress sensitivity factor
of 0.35–0.49, whereas the stress sensitivity of
the fractured core sample is medium by strong
to strong with a stress sensitivity factor of
0.57–0.88. Similarly, in the oil fields of Tuha,
Qinghai, Nanyang, Zhongyuan, and Changqing,
the stress sensitivity increases as the matrix per-
meability of the low-permeability sandstone oil
reservoir decreases with a weak to medium by
weak degree overall, and the stress sensitivity
of the fractured core sample has medium by
strong to strong degree.

Stress Sensitivity of Tight Sands
Gas Reservoir

The sandstone gas reservoir with an air perme-
ability lower than 0.1 	 10�3 mm2 under the in
situ condition is known as a tight sands gas res-
ervoir. The tightness of rock is caused by the two
following factors: (1) large buried depth and
strong compaction and cementation and (2) fine
grains of rock and a large amount of interstitial
matter. The former forms low-porosity tight
sands, whereas the latter forms porous tight
sands such as siltstone. The sand bodies can be
divided further into lenticular and sheet sand
bodies in accordance with the geometry of sand
body in consideration of the effects of stimula-
tion. Worldwide tight sands gas development
activities are mainly conducted in the Rocky
Mountains and Texas basins of the United
States, Alberta basin of Canada, and Sichuan
and Eerduosi basins of China. The stress sensi-
tivity of tight sands gas reservoirs may be
illustrated by examples of the Sichuan, Eerduosi,
and Rocky Mountain basins.
Stress Sensitivity of Conventional to Tight
Sands Gas Reservoirs in Sichuan Basin. The
gas reservoirs of the Jurassic Penglaizhen,
Shaximiao, and Qianfuya formations and the
upper Triassic Xujiahe formation have a buried

depth of 250–5500 m. Most of the reservoirs
have an abnormal high pressure, and multiple
pressure systems exist with a pressure gradient of
1.15–2.05MPa/100m. Fine- andmedium-grained
sandstones predominate. Conventional reservoirs
exist in the upper part of the Penglaizhen forma-
tion, the nearly tight reservoirs in the middle,
and the tight reservoirs in the lower part.
Most reservoirs of the Shaximiao and Xujiahe
formations are tight to very tight and quite a bit
are ultratight. The median capillary pressures of
conventional, nearly tight, tight, and very tight
reservoirs are <1.5, 1.5–3.0, 10–20, and 30–50
MPa, respectively. Regardless of occurrence,
nonsealing fractures have a width b <0.1 mm to
0.1–0.5 mm, mostly b <0.1 mm. Sealing fractures
have a larger width. Some sealing fractures filled
with calcite have a width up to several millimeters.
Fracture development has an obvious heterogene-
ity. Microfractures provide main permeability
for the tight sands. The average content of clay
minerals, including kaolinite, chlorite, illite,
illite–smectite interlayer, chlorite–smectite inter-
layer, and smectite, is 3.7–7.3%.

The permeability of a conventional to nearly
tight reservoir decreases slowly as the stress
increases, whereas the permeability of a tight res-
ervoir obviously decreases. The stress sensitivity
of a conventional to nearly tight fractured core
sample is stronger than that of a matrix core sam-
ple. The buried depths of reservoirs of the
Penglaizhen formation are shallower, the original
effective stress is 6.9–13.8 MPa, and the process
of increasing stress is actually a simulation of
compaction action. When reservoir pressure
decreases, the matrix permeability is basically
constant, whereas the permeability of the frac-
tured reservoir obviously decreases (Figure 1-22).

Reservoirs of the Xu 4 member are buried
deeply with an original effective in situ stress of
about 25.5 MPa. When the effective stress is
lower than 25.5 MPa, the permeability decreases
steeply as the stress increases; after crossing the
point of 25.5 MPa, the permeability slowly
decreases as the stress increases (Figures 1-23
and 1-24). Experiments indicate that when the
effective stress condition is simulated, the matrix
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core sample permeability of a conventional to
nearly tight reservoir is four-fifths to one-third
of the conventional value, whereas the perme-
ability of a tight reservoir is one-fifth to one-
twentieth of the conventional value. The change
in porosity is relatively small. After they are
corrected to original reservoir conditions, the
porosity of a conventional reservoir decreases

by about 10%, while the porosity of tight sands
decreases by 10–25%.

Table 1-33 shows that the stress sensitivity
factor of the matrix of a conventional to nearly
tight sands gas reservoir is 0.03–0.33 and the
degree of stress sensitivity is generally weak,
while the stress sensitivity factor of a fractured
reservoir increases to 0.40–0.52 and the degree
of stress sensitivity is generally medium by weak.
The stress sensitivity factor of the matrix of
typical tight sands of the Xu 4 member is
0.70–0.85, whereas the stress sensitivity factor
of a fractured reservoir is 0.74–1.16 and the
degree of stress sensitivity increases from strong
to very strong with an increase by 100%.

Analyses of more than 40 tight sands gas
reservoir core samples of the Xiangxi group
(corresponding to the Xujiahe formation in the
western Sichuan basin) in the central Sichuan
basin indicate that the stress sensitivity factor of
the matrix core sample is 0.37–0.69 with an aver-
age of 0.48, and the stress sensitivity factor of the
fractured core sample is 0.381–0.704 with an aver-
age of 0.65. The degree of stress sensitivity of the
former is medium by weak, whereas the degree
of stress sensitivity of the latter is medium by
strong. The lower the permeability of the matrix
of tight sands, the stronger the stress sensitivity.

The very strong stress sensitivity of fractured
tight sands is the basic reason for the ease of
generating blowout and circulation loss during
drilling. When the positive differential pressure
increases, the effective stress decreases and the
fracture width of rock increases, thus leading to
circulation loss. A reasonable differential pres-
sure should be retained during the tight gas res-
ervoir test, and the effect of change in pressure
on effective permeability should be considered
when test data are interpreted.
Stress Sensitivity of Upper Paleozoic Tight
Sands Gas Reservoir in Eerduosi Basin. The
stress sensitivity factor of the matrix core sample
of the upper Paleozoic tight sands gas reservoir
in the Eerduosi basin is 0.22–0.74, whereas the
stress sensitivity factor of the fractured core
sample is 0.37–1.02. The stress sensitivity of
the matrix core sample decreases as the perme-
ability increases, whereas the stress sensitivity

FIGURE 1-22 Stress sensitivity of a fractured core
sample of Penglaizhen formation.

FIGURE 1-23 Stress sensitivity of matrix core sample of
tight sands of Xu 4 member.

FIGURE 1-24 Stress sensitivity of matrix core sample of
tight sands of Xu 4 member.
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of the fractured core sample increases contrarily
as the permeability increases (Figure 1-25).
These analysis results coincide with those of
the western and central Sichuan basin.

The core is pressurized and depressurized
repeatedly, and the permeability corresponding
to the effective stress point is measured. Results
indicate that the primary pressurization process

has a higher degree of stress sensitivity, and the
subsequent pressurization and depressurization
processes decrease the degree of stress sensitivity
gradually (Figure 1-26). As the times of pressur-
ization and depressurization increase, plastic
deformation of the core tends to perfection;
the fracture closing and opening and the pore
throat shrinkage and diastolization coincide

TABLE 1-33 Stress Sensitivity Evaluation of Low Permeability to Tight Clastic Rock
Reservoir in Western Sichuan Basin

No.
Sample
No.

Permeability (10�3 mm2)

Ss Evaluation Remarks
5.52
MPa

6.9
MPa

13.8
MPa

27.6
MPa

1 0-12 5.150 4.990 0.03 None
2 2-23 6.080 3.970 0.33 Medium by weak
3 2-28 32.00 25.20 0.19 Weak

J3p Matrix
4 2-36 0.618 0.519 0.14 Weak
5 2-37 0.705 0.564 0.18 Weak
6 2-38 12.10 11.15 0.07 Weak
7 2-36 69.66 34.73 0.52 Medium by strong

J3p artificial fracture
8 2-37 4.402 2.618 0.40 Medium by weak
9 5-7 5.11	10�2 5.84	10�3 0.85 Strong
10 5-36 2.25	10�2 3.17	10�2 0.80 Strong
11 5-53 8.09	10�2 1.47	10�2 0.72 Strong

T3x4 matrix
12 5-54 7.99	10�2 1.51	10�2 0.71 Strong
13 5-65 1.01	10�1 1.59	10�2 0.76 Strong
14 5-69 6.42	10�2 1.23	10�2 0.70 Strong
15 5-7 6.0500 0.170 1.16 Very strong
16 5-53 13.469 0.681 1.02 Very strong
17 5-54 16.010 2.552 0.74 Strong T3x4 artificial fracture
18 5-65 12.023 1.896 0.76 Strong

19 5-69 9.5630 0.879 0.91 Strong

FIGURE 1-25 Stress sensitivity factor of tight sands vs. air permeability.
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gradually with the change in effective stress,
thus the degree of stress sensitivity decreases
macroscopically. The change in effective stress
certainly leads to closing of pore throat and
fracture, thus obviously decreasing gas reservoir
permeability. It is very important for the gas well
production rate to retain the rational pressure
drawdown and pressure stabilization.

The stress sensitivity factor of a water-bearing
core sample is almost larger than 0.5. This indicates
that the existence of water aggravates the degree of
stress sensitivity of the core sample (Table 1-34).
The higher the water saturation of the group core
sample (close physical properties), the stronger
the stress sensitivity. The reason is that as the water
saturation of the core sample increases, the actual
channels of gas flow decrease, or the physicochem-
ical change of rock, which is generated under pres-
sure due to the existence of water, decreases the
compressive strength of rock, thus increasing the
stress sensitivity of the core sample. The combined
effects of water saturation and effective stress may
further aggravate the degree of damage.
Stress Sensitivity of Tight Sands Gas Reservoir
in Rook Mountains. The tight sands gas
reservoirs are mainly Cretaceous low-porosity
tight sands with a porosity of 5–16% and a per-
meability of 0.05–2.0 	 10�3 mm2. The stress
sensitivity factor decreases as matrix permeabil-
ity increases. Average stress sensitivity factors of
the Frontier, Mesaverde, and Cotton Valley
groups are 0.50, 0.30, and 0.30, respectively.

The average stress sensitivity factor of the tight
sands of the Spirit River group in Canada is
0.30–0.50 (see Figures 1-27 and 1-28).

Stress Sensitivity of Carbonatite
Reservoir

Stress Sensitivity of Carbonatite Reservoir
of Zhanaruoer Oil Field in Kazakstan. The
Palaeozoic lower Carboniferous to Quaternary
strata deposit widely in the range of the
Zhanaruoer oil field. The reservoirs are Car-
boniferous carbonatite consisting of two oil-
bearing series of strata, that is, KT-I and KT-II.
Limestone predominates in the thick neritic
carbonatite intercalated with a little dolomitite.
Secondary dissolution pores are the main stor-
age space, and some microfractures developed.
KT-I is a saturated reservoir with a condensate
gas cap. The northern region of KT-II is a
nonsaturated reservoir with a condensate gas
cap, whereas the southern region of KT-II is a
nonsaturated oil reservoir. The oil and gas reser-
voir has unified oil–gas and oil–water interfaces
with weak edge and bottom waters. The average
porosity of the reservoir is 10.6–13.7%, and the
average permeability is 13.1–138 	 10�3 mm2.
Experiments indicate that the degree of stress
sensitivity of the matrix is none to weak and
can be negligible; the degree of stress sensitivity
of the naturally fractured core sample is
medium; and the degree of stress sensitivity of
the artificially fractured core sample is medium
by strong to strong and the stress sensitivity fac-
tor is generally not larger than 0.80 (Table 1-35).
Stress Sensitivity of Carbonatite Gas Reservoir
of Northeastern Sichuan Basin. The grey limy
dolomite, dark grey limy dolomite, grey dolo-
mite, and grey dissolved pore dolomite are pre-
dominant. Porosity is generally 0.1–15%. The
porosity and permeability of the reservoir of
the Feixianguan formation are unusually good,
with a maximum porosity of 22.59% and per-
meability of up to 1640 	 10�3 mm2. Stress sen-
sitivity experiment evaluation results are shown
in Tables 1-36 and 1-37. The degree of stress
sensitivity of matrix is none to weak with a little

FIGURE 1-26 Stress sensitivity of core sample pressurized
and depressurized repeatedly.
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TABLE 1-34 Stress Sensitivity Evaluation Results of Water-Bearing Tight Sands

Core
Sample
No. Horizon

Sw Before
Measurement
(%)

Air Permeability (10�3 mm2) Sw After
Measurement
(%)

Stress
Sensitivity
Factor Ss Evaluation2.5 MPaa 3 MPa 10 MPa 30 MPa 40 MPa

D16-6B 14.98 0.205 0.139 0.0755 0.0307 0.0235 14.61 0.38 Medium by weak
D16-6C He 2þ3 21.43 0.427 0.284 0.113 0.0400 0.0296 21.43 0.48 Medium by weak
D16-6A 53.24 0.360 0.109 0.0469 0.0124 0.009 50.93 0.51 Medium by strong
D1-17-2 15.45 0.414 0.340 0.161 0.0456 0.0342 15.45 0.53 Medium by strong
D1-17-3 He 1 28.04 0.440 0.364 0.150 0.0378 0.0283 27.63 0.57 Medium by strong
D1-18-2 46.44 0.440 0.354 0.137 0.0338 0.0260 46.18 0.59 Medium by strong
D15-47B 9.30 0.344 0.135 0.0532 0.0073 0.0036 9.30 0.56 Medium by strong
D15-47C Shan 2 20.10 0.236 0.115 0.0405 0.0055 0.0032 20.09 0.62 Medium by strong
D15-47A 43.46 0.319 0.105 0.0399 0.0032 0.0025 43.13 0.64 Medium by strong
D15-69A 13.50 0.329 0.112 0.0394 0.0066 0.0030 13.50 0.61 Medium by strong
D15-68A Shan 1 26.98 0.633 0.211 0.0659 0.0083 0.0043 26.89 0.65 Medium by strong

D15-69B 45.41 0.207 0.046 0.0037 0.0001 0.00008 45.34 0.92 Strong

aAir permeability of dry core sample (Sw ¼ 0) under the confining pressure of 2.5 MPa.
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part medium by weak degree. The degree of
stress sensitivity of naturally and artificially
fractured cores is mostly medium by weak
to medium by strong with a stress sensitivity
factor of 0.41–0.75. Only the degree of stress
sensitivity of some artificially fractured cores is

strong. Integrally, the degree of stress sensitivity
of an artificially fractured core is slightly stron-
ger than that of a naturally fractured core. The
degree of stress sensitivity of a fractured core is
stronger than that of a matrix core.
Variation Rules of Stress Sensitivity of
Carbonatite Reservoir. The stress sensitivity
factor is affected by differences of physical
parameters (permeability and porosity) of the
matrix core sample of the carbonatite reservoir
between the two regions to some extent. Inte-
grally, the stress sensitivity factor (average Ss ¼
0.056) of the high-porosity, high-permeability
matrix core sample is slightly lower than the
stress sensitivity factor (average Ss ¼ 0.219) of
the low-porosity, low-permeability matrix core
sample. The average stress sensitivity factor of
the matrix core sample is 0.145, and the average
degree of stress sensitivity is weak (Figure 1-29).

There is an obvious difference of the stress
sensitivity factor between naturally fractured
and artificially fractured core samples. The stress
sensitivity factor of an artificially fractured core
sample is mostly more than 0.61, whereas the
stress sensitivity factor of a naturally fractured
core sample is concentrated on about 0.40. Arti-
ficially fractured core samples have an average
stress sensitivity factor of 0.669 and medium
by strong degree of stress sensitivity, whereas
naturally fractured core samples have an average
stress sensitivity factor of 0.471 and medium by
weak degree of stress sensitivity (Figure 1-30).
The reason is that natural fractures may be
filled, contorted, dissolved, and deformed during
the long years after forming, and their surfaces
are not straight and regular like artificial
fractures. Therefore, the degree of damage of a
natural fracture is weaker than that of an artifi-
cial fracture when the stress changes.

1.5 IN SITU STRESS AND
MECHANICAL PARAMETERS
OF ROCK

The stress state around a wellbore and the
mechanical properties of rock after drilling a well
are closely related to well completion engineering.

FIGURE 1-27 Stress sensitivity factor vs. permeability of
typical tight sands in North America.

FIGURE 1-28 Cube root of permeability vs. logarithm of
effective stress.
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TABLE 1-35 Stress Sensitivity Factors of Reservoirs of Zhanaruoer Oil Field

No.
Sample
No. Horizon

Permeability (10�3 mm2)

Ss Evaluation Remarks2.5 MPaa 10 MPa 20 MPa 40 MPa

1 9-2B G 46.219 44.033 43.099 41.275 0.026 None Matrix

2 9-6B G 26.490 25.6077 22.271 23.392 0.034 None
3 9-9C G 308.80 316.04 302.74 285.84 0.013 None
4 9-12A G 7.531 7.3436 7.051 6.9336 0.022 None
5 9-17B G 0.328 0.2945 0.2824 0.2643 0.060 Weak
6 2-13A B 19.260 9.726 4.130 1.553 0.435 Medium by weak Natural fracture
7 2-15 B 15.638 3.200 1.122 0.433 0.613 Medium by strong
8 2-4B B 16864.1 3903.5 917.1 318.06 0.627 Medium by strong Artificial fracture
9 2-10B B 185.697 76.432 42.465 18.875 0.434 Medium by weak

10 9-5B G 760.817 113.91 34.24 — 0.723 Strong
11 9-15B G 3729.02 1052.70 311.13 58.72 0.633 Medium by strong
12 9-21C G 1830.03 145.34 34.290 5.375 0.789 Strong
13 2-19B Д 1623.20 435.56 102.90 12.949 0.633 Medium by strong
14 2-20A Д 312.560 62.660 18.743 3.158 0.666 Medium by strong
15 2-21A Д 1871.24 225.99 41.501 4.841 0.764 Strong
16 2-22A Д 654.724 93.049 24.540 2.891 0.721 Strong
17 2-22D Д 887.367 135.20 39.326 8.593 0.674 Medium by strong
18 2-26B Д 78.184 17.251 6.835 1.392 0.619 Medium by strong
19 2-29A Д 604.274 122.914 37.832 — 0.691 Medium by strong
20 2-29C Д 812.752 85.388 18.503 1.818 0.773 Strong

aEffective stress.
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This has a bearing not only on the completion
mode to be adopted, but on the design and imple-
mentation of certain engineering measures after
well completion. Therefore, it becomes very
important to study in situ stress, particularly the
change of the stress state of rock around the
wellbore due to stress concentration after drilling.

In this section, the stress state of rock around
wellbore, including firmness of borehole wall and
mechanical stability of borehole, is chiefly dis-
cussed from the basic conception of in situ stress,
and the relationship between in situ stress and well
completion engineering is briefly mentioned.

Basic Conception of in Situ Stress

Internal stress is generated within the rock mass
by the external forces exerted on the rock mass
in the earth crust under the mutual balance

condition, thus leading to a deformation of rock
mass. This internal stress is exactly the in situ
stress. It is a mutual acting force per unit area
between adjacent particles within the rock mass
along the interface. In situ stress can be
decomposed into two components, that is, the
normal stress s acting along the normal line of
interface and the shear stress t acting along the
interface, as shown in Figure 1-31.

The study of in situ stress should include both
normal stress and shear stress, otherwise it is
incomplete with many phenomena unable to be
understood. Normal stress toward the interface
is compressive stress, whereas normal stress
departing from the interface is tensile stress.
Whereas compressive stress within the earth crust
is absolutely predominant, in order to be conve-
nient, the compressive stress in geomechanics
is defined as a positive value, contrary to that

TABLE 1-36 Stress Sensitivity Evaluation of Matrix Core Sample of Carbonatite
of Northeastern Sichuan Basin

No.
Sample
No. Horizon Depth (m) Permeability (10�3 mm2) Ss Evaluation

1 S1-6A T2l 2742.06�2749.4 0.135 0.033 0.0197 0.467 Medium by weak

2 H1-01A T1j 4483.61 0.0279 0.0205 0.0190 0.117 Weak
3 H1-02A T1j 4484.11 0.5210 0.4830 0.4650 0.035 None
4 H1-02C T1j 4484.11 0.5620 0.5460 0.5360 0.015 None
5 H1-12C T1j 4519.69 0.0697 0.0402 0.0327 0.230 Weak
6 P1-10A1 T1f 5298.50 3.9700 1.2100 0.6380 0.437 Medium by weak
7 P1-10A2 T1f 5298.50 2.0600 0.5120 0.2920 0.468 Medium by weak
8 P1-16A T1f 5422.05 0.5450 0.1150 0.0712 0.481 Medium by weak
9 P1-17C T1f 5422.65 6.1000 2.5500 1.7500 0.342 Medium by weak

10 P1-23B1 T1f 5427.55 1.3000 0.9020 0.7840 0.154 Weak
11 P1-24A2 T1f 5427.90 0.6430 0.6430 0.2470 0.269 Weak
12 P2-2 T1f 5090.86�5094.63 427.0 360.0 353.0 0.065 Weak
13 P2-3 T1f 587.0 407.0 357.0 0.157 Weak
14 P2-6 T1f 487.0 454.0 445.0 0.029 None
15 P2-7 T1f 208.0 181.0 170.0 0.0638 Weak
16 P2-8 T1f 1.770 1.440 1.380 0.0782 Weak
17 P2-18A T1f 1020.0 913.0 875.0 0.0534 Weak
18 P2-19 T1f 1090.0 1040.0 1010.0 0.0270 None
19 P2-20 T1f 428.0 366.0 342.0 0.0753 Weak
20 P2-24B T1f 840.0 711.0 654.0 0.0843 Weak
21 P2-29 T1f 597.0 578.0 566.0 0.0236 None
22 P2-37A P2ch 5094.63�5104.43 0.0519 0.0195 0.00959 0.3769 Medium by weak
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TABLE 1-37 Stress Sensitivity Evaluation of Fractured Core Sample of Carbonatite of Northeastern Sichuan Basin

No. Sample No. Horizon Depth (m)

Permeability (10�3 mm2)

Ss Evaluation Remarks3 MPa 20 MPa 30 MPa

1 S1-1B T2l 532 157 90.6 0.428 Medium by weak Artificial fracture
2 S1-4A T2l 2742.06�2749.40 84 13.2 7.48 0.526 Medium by strong Artificial fracture
3 S1-9A T2l 1030 357 179 0.414 Medium by weak Artificial fracture
4 H1-06A T1j 4500.57 1.5200 0.1480 0.0771 0.628 Medium by strong Natural fracture
5 H1-10C T1j 4514.12 0.5740 0.1200 0.0726 0.491 Medium by weak Natural fracture
6 H1-07A T1j 4505.82 277.00 58.1000 33.5000 0.512 Medium by strong Artificial fracture
7 H1-08C T1j 4507.22 41.500 3.6600 2.0100 0.645 Medium by strong Artificial fracture
8 H1-11C T1j 4517.02 12.800 0.7760 0.3460 0.705 Strong Artificial fracture
9 H1-16C T1j 4525.02 6.0700 0.2360 0.1000 0.755 Strong Artificial fracture
10 P1-11A T1f 5300.90 3.9800 0.9950 0.6630 0.455 Medium by weak Natural fracture
11 P1-12C T1f 5292.90 11.7000 3.7300 2.1100 0.429 Medium by weak Natural fracture
12 P1-14B T1f 5304.22 132.0000 35.1000 27.0000 0.421 Medium by weak Natural fracture
13 P1-18C T1f 5423.15 120.0000 31.2000 11.9000 0.491 Medium by weak Natural fracture
14 P1-19B T1f 5425.10 5.8800 1.5800 0.9950 0.457 Medium by weak Natural fracture
15 P1-19C T1f 5425.10 72.0000 12.3000 8.2500 0.477 Medium by weak Natural fracture
16 P1-20B T1f 5426.55 4.5800 1.2000 0.7120 0.447 Medium by weak Natural fracture
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in mechanics of materials and engineering
mechanics.

When the rock mass is exerted by external
forces under the mutual balance condition, in situ
stress is generated at arbitrary points within the
rock mass. These in situ stresses occur or
disappear simultaneously. The stresses, including
normal and shear stresses, are different in different
spatial orientations. As shown in Figure 1-32,
sa 6¼ sb, ta 6¼ tb, sa, and ta are normal stress

and shear stress on interface A and sb and tb are
normal stress and shear stress on interface B,
respectively. However, a certain relationship exists
between stress values on interfaces in different
directions at the same point, which make up an
entity by the name of the in situ stress tensor, com-
monly known as the in situ stress state. There
always are three orthogonal planes within the in
situ stress sensor, on which there are only normal
stresses and no shear stress. These three planes
are named for principal planes, the directions
of their normal lines are named for principal
directions, and the normal stresses borne by them
are called principal stresses. The three principal
stresses of an in situ stress tensor, as shown in
Figure 1-33, are mutually perpendicular.

Customarily, principal stresses with the
highest, intermediate, and lowest values are

FIGURE 1-30 Stress sensitivity factor Ss of fractured core
sample of carbonatite reservoir vs. permeability.

FIGURE 1-31 Normal stress s and shear stress t.

FIGURE 1-29 Stress sensitivity factor Ss of matrix core
sample of carbonatite reservoir vs. permeability.

FIGURE 1-32 Differences of stress values of interfaces
with different directions.

FIGURE 1-33 The three principal stresses of in situ stress
tensor.
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known as maximum principal stress s1, interme-
diate principal stress s2, and minimum principal
stress s3, respectively. The in situ stress tensor
can be described briefly by three principal
stresses with three principal directions as the
coordinates. When three principal stress values
are known, normal stress and shear stress on
an interface in an arbitrary direction are definite
and can be calculated.

In situ stress on a specific interface is different
from the in situ stress tensor. They are of differ-
ent levels and have different characters. The
in situ stress tensor is often abbreviated to in situ
stress, hence the two different types of things are
easily mixed up under the same name, and mis-
understanding will be generated. Therefore, it
is necessary to determine exactly whether the
word “in situ stress” means the in situ stress ten-
sor or in situ stress on a specific interface when
we see “in situ stress.” The in situ stress tensor
reflects comprehensively the in situ stress state
of a rock mass.

The rock mass in the earth crust bears multiple
pairs of mutually balanced acting forces. Each pair
of mutually balanced acting forces (i.e., external
forces) will generate a stress tensor in the rock
mass, which consists of six substresses of which
the most important, widespread substresses, in-
clude gravitative stress, tectonic stress, and fluid
pressure. Sometimes the thermal stress caused
by the change in temperature is also important.
Some other substresses are important locally or
in a short time.

Gravitative stress is stress caused within the
rock mass by a pair of mutually balanced exter-
nal forces consisting of the overburden weight
and the counteracting force of underlying forma-
tion. Gravitative stress within the earth crust,
which is different from that at the surface, has
a high value and is difficult to simulate in a
laboratory. The vertical principal stress sgz of
gravitative stress is as follows:

(1-13)
sgz ¼ rrgh,

where rr is average density of overburden, h is
buried depth, and g is gravitational acceleration.

Due to the horizontal confinement of forma-
tion, the following relation exists between hori-
zontal principal stress sgh and vertical stress sgz:

(1-14)

sgh ¼ sgx ¼ sgy ¼ sgz ¼ u
1� u

� �1=n
,

where u is Poisson’s ratio of rock.
A creep correction should be made for the

Poisson’s ratio obtained from the laboratory by
reason that the bearing time of the rock mass is
counted by geologic age. “n” in the equation is
a coefficient related to the nonlinear compression
of rock and is generally 0.67. The nonlinearity of
the compressive effect should be considered due
to great pressure borne by the subsurface rock.

Tectonic stress is stress caused within the rock
mass by a pair of mutually balanced external
forces consisting of tectonic force and resistance
to the movement of the rock mass. The vertical
component of tectonic stress is generally zero,
that is, no change in vertical principal stress
occurs around acting of the tectonic force. The
other two principal stresses are in the horizontal
direction. One horizontal principal stress is along
the acting direction of compressive tectonic force
Sc or tensional tectonic force St and has the same
values as tectonic forces, which are, respectively,

(1-15)
scx ¼ Sc
stx ¼ St

The other horizontal principal stress is the
following:

(1-16)
scy ¼ scxu1=n

sty ¼ stxu1=n

Sometimes tectonic force appears in the form
of a couple of force, which is balanced by the
counteracting couple of force resisting rotation
of the rock mass. The result of a combined
action of both is tectonic stress generated within
the rock mass. At this time the signs of the
two horizontal principal stresses of the tectonic
stress tensor are mutually contrary, that is, one
is positive and the other is negative. It is shown
that the types of tectonic stress tensors are
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divided in accordance with the signs of horizon-
tal principal stresses.

There always is fluid in the oil-bearing rock for-
mation, and the fluid always has a certain pres-
sure. The fluid pressure is substantially stress
caused by the action of the gravity on the fluid,
which is spheric stress, that is, stress with the same
normal stress value in any direction. There is no
shear stress within static fluid. Therefore, arbi-
trary coordinates can be taken and the three prin-
cipal stress values are equal. The fluid pressure p in
the normal hydrostatic pressure system is

(1-17)
p ¼ rf�h�g,

where rf is average fluid density from shallow to
deep.

In an enclosed environment, the fluid pressure
may be higher than this value, and in a few
instances it may be lower than this value. When
deviating obviously from this value, the pressure
is known as abnormal pressure.

The fluid pressure acts on the rock matrix and
tends to open the pores and fractures, thus com-
pensating the compressive stress borne by the
rock mass. Permanent deformation of the rock
mass is dependent on the difference between the
rock matrix stress and the fluid pressure. This dif-
ference is commonly known as effective stress.
For convenience, the in situ stress mentioned later
means effective in situ stress unless otherwise
specified. During field development, the change
in in situ stress is not considerable, whereas the
fluid pressure often changes quickly, thus leading
to a subsequent change in effective in situ stress.

The change in temperature may generate ther-
mal stress in the rock mass. Thermal stress can
be conducted out and disappeared gradually dur-
ing the very long geologic period. However, in a
petroleum engineering operation, there is not
enough time to conduct the thermal stress out.
If the temperature changes obviously, thermal
stress can play an important role in well comple-
tion engineering. Thermal stress is also a stress
tensor. It depends on the change in temperature
and the thermodynamic behavior and is further
related to the free and nonfree directions of the
environment where it is located at.

In situ stress is an algebraic sum of the afore-
mentioned various substresses. One of the basic
characteristics of in situ stress is that there
always is a principal stress located in the vertical
(or nearly vertical) direction. The other two
principal stresses are in the horizontal direction,
and their directions coincide with that of the two
principal stresses of tectonic stress.

In the near-surface environment, the free and
nonfree directions located by the rock mass may
be changed with topography. This may affect
the horizontal principal stress value of gravity
and cause a deviation of tectonic principal
stresses from vertical or horizontal directions,
thus affecting the earth stress value and causing
slightly deviating principal stresses of in situ
stress from vertical and horizontal directions.
Under near-surface and severe topographic relief
conditions, this affection is obvious and gradu-
ally decreases toward deep. Because of the deeper
burying of most oil reservoirs, the effect of topo-
graphy on in situ stress is weak.

Other basic characteristics of in situ stress are
that the three principal stresses under most
conditions are compressive stresses (positive
values) and their values may be great; only under
a few conditions may one principal stress be neg-
ative (tensile stress). This is also different from
conditions in normal engineering mechanics.

The types of in situ stress are divided by the
azimuths of the maximum, intermediate, and
minimum principal stresses, that is, by that
which among the maximum, intermediate, and
minimum principal stresses locate in the vertical
direction. In situ stress with the maximum prin-
cipal stress locating in the vertical direction is
of type I. It can be further divided into two
subtypes. In situ stress with positive minimum
principal stress (compressive stress) is of type Ia
(Figure 1-34), and under its control the normal
fault with a big dip angle develops. In situ stress
with negative minimum principal stress is of
type Ib, and under its control a tensile fracture
or normal fault develops. In situ stress with min-
imum principal stress locating in the vertical
direction is of type II, and under its control a
reverse fault with a small dip angle develops.
In situ stress with intermediate principal stress
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locating in the vertical direction is of type III,
and under its control the nearly vertical strike-
slip fault or shear fracture with the same charac-
ter as a strike-slip fault develops.

Spatial change in the in situ stress tensor is
known as the distribution of in situ stress. From
the constitution of in situ stress, distribution
of the in situ stress tensor is complicated. Any
change in any principal stress of any substress
tensor will result in a change in the in situ stress
tensor. The vertical principal stress of gravitative
stress increases with depth, whereas the horizon-
tal principal stress is related not only to depth
but to Poisson’s ratio. The signs (positive and
negative) and values of the two horizontal prin-
cipal stresses are different for different types
of tectonic stress and change laterally with atten-
uation of tectonic force during propagation.
Generally, tectonic stress has some increase with
depth and is also related to the rock properties
to some extent. In addition, fluid pressure also
has some change spatially. In general, one or sev-
eral principal stress values rapidly or slowly
change longitudinally or laterally. For instance,
in two adjacent formations of interbedding
with different lithology, the horizontal principal
stresses of in situ stress may make a greater dif-
ference if the difference of the Poisson’s ratio is
greater. Therefore, in situ stress values measured
at minority spatial points in a basin cannot be
representative simply of the whole area.

Each type of substress may cause an elastic
deformation of rock. However, whether a per-
manent deformation may be caused and what

type of permanent deformation may be caused
depend on total stress (effective stress). Perma-
nent deformation, including ruptural and plastic
deformations, cannot be restored after the stress
disappears. The relationship between permanent
deformation of rock and in situ stress should be
studied at the two levels, that is, interface in situ
stress and in situ stress tensor.

At the level of interface in situ stress, perma-
nent deformation is generated on the interface,
on which in situ stress exceeds resistance to
deformation. This resistance includes two parts
related to cohesive force and internal friction.
The resistance related to cohesive force is
reflected by the following three strengths.

1. Tensile strength
When tensile stress on an interface exceeds

this value, tension fracture of rock along this
interface occurs. This point corresponds to
the intersection of the rupture envelope and
the abscissa, that is, point A in Figure 1-35.

2. Shear strength
If shear stress exceeds this value when nor-

mal stress is equal to zero on an interface, the
shear fracture of rock may occur. This point
corresponds to the intersection of the rupture
envelope and the ordinate, that is, point B in
Figure 1-35.

3. Yield strength
After shear stress on an interface exceeds

this value, a microscopic shift occurs but the
cohesive force is not affected, thus generating
plastic deformation.

FIGURE 1-34 Types of in situ stress.
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This resistance, which increases with the
normal stress of the interface, corresponds
to frictional force known as internal friction,
which is shown by rising of the rupture enve-
lope toward the upper right (see Figure 1-35).
However, the yield condition is affected
slightly by normal stress.

The just-described strengths are inherent per-
manent deformation conditions. Data obtained
can be used directly for solving the problems
of subsurface and downhole rock deformation.
Certainly the effects of conditions, including
temperature on the physical properties of rock,
should be considered.

However, at this level, the reason for
generating permanent deformation on one
interface but not another and the reason for
a rock easily fracturing under one condition
but not fracturing under another condition
until the greater shear stress is available are
not known. These problems should be con-
sidered at the level of the in situ stress tensor
in order to find conditions of generating per-
manent deformation of the in situ stress ten-
sor. In addition, it should be found which
interface first attains the conditions of perma-
nent deformation and which type of perma-
nent deformation condition is attained under
the specific in situ stress tensor.

The problem at this level may be studied
thoroughly using the Mohr diagram. The

rupture conditions of rock are reflected com-
prehensively by the rupture envelope, on
which each point represents the shear stress
and normal stress values (as values at point
C in Figure 1-35) on this interface when the
rupture conditions are attained. Interfaces
with values of greater shear stress and smaller
normal stress in a specific stress tensor are
shown by Mohr’s circle, including minimum
and maximum principal stresses. The combi-
nation of a rupture envelope and Mohr’s cir-
cle clearly show whether the rupture may be
generated under a specific stress state; to
which extent when the maximum principal
stress increases and the minimum principal
stress decreases, the rupture is generated; on
which interface the rupture should be
generated; and how much the stress value
on the rupture face is.

In a material test, rock strength is often
characterized by the external force exerted.
This is not the internal deformation condition
mentioned earlier. Substantially, the deforma-
tion condition is characterized by the stress
tensor during deformation. For example, in
a uniaxial compression (or tension) test, rock
strength is characterized by axial compres-
sion (or tension) when fracturing occurs. At
this time, an axial principal stress in the x
direction is exerted, whereas the other two
stresses in the y and z directions are zero.

FIGURE 1-35 Mohr’s circle and failure envelope.
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During the uniaxial loading test under certain
confining pressures, principal stresses in the y
and z directions are the confining pressures,
and rock strength obtained is different from
that under no confining pressure. This rock
strength obtained is the deformation condi-
tion under the aforementioned stress tensor
(see the smaller circle in Figure 1-36).

The stress tensor borne by the subsurface
rock mass is very different from that under
the test condition. The principal stresses in
the y and z directions are far higher than that
under the test condition, and certainly the
compression able to be borne in the x direc-
tion is further higher than that under the test
condition. Full attention to the difference in
stress tensor should be paid when laboratory
rock strength test data are applied to the sub-
surface condition.

Stress State of Borehole Wall Rock

After drilling, the stress state of borehole wall
rock is changed greatly due to the effect of stress
concentration.

As a result of stress concentration, stress
borne by the borehole wall and the near-
wellbore rock depends not only on in situ stress,
but is affected by the wellbore. One of the prin-
cipal stresses of stress tensor for the borehole
wall and a near-wellbore rock mass is in the
vertical direction, and its value is equal to the

vertical principal stress value of in situ stress.
That is, the vertical principal stress is not
affected by the wellbore, whereas the two hori-
zontal principal stresses are obviously affected
by the wellbore. This is similar to the stress state
around the round hole on a flat plate. The two
horizontal principal stresses are respectively in
normal and tangential directions. The former is
known as normal principal stress sr, whereas
the latter is known as tangential principal stress
st. Their values are related to the two horizontal
principal stresses sx and sy of in situ stress and
also to the wellbore radius a, the distance
between the rock mass and the center of
wellbore r, and the location of rock mass on
the borehole wall. Suppose the direction of sx

is the zero azimuth; the included angle y between
r and sx can characterize the location of rock
mass on the borehole wall. The values of sr

and st are as follows:

(1-18)

sr ¼ 1

2
ðsx þ syÞ 1� a2

r2

� �
þ

1

2
sx � sy

� �
1� a2

r2

� �
1� 3a4

r4

� �
cos 2y

(1-19)

st ¼ 1

2
ðsx þ syÞ 1þ a2

r2

� �
�

1

2
sx � sy

� �
1þ 3a4

r4

� �
cos 2y

For any point on the wellbore r ¼ a, then sr ¼ 0

st ¼ ðsx þ syÞ � 2ðsx � syÞ cos 2y

When r ¼ a and y ¼ 0

st ¼ 3sy � sx

When r ¼ a and y ¼ p/2

st ¼ 3sx � sy

When r is more than 3a or 4a,
a2

r
� 0 and

a4

r4
� 0,

thus

sr � 1

2
½ðsx þ syÞ þ ðsx � syÞ cos 2y


FIGURE 1-36 Difference of rupture conditions between
uniaxial test and subsurface rock.
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st � 1

2
½ðsx þ syÞ � ðsx � syÞ cos 2y


At y ¼ 0

sr � sx st � sy

At y ¼ p/2

sr � sy st � sx

It is shown that at a distance more than 4a
from the center of the wellbore, the stress borne
by the rock has approached the in situ stress state.

Whether the borehole wall and the near-
wellbore rock mass are in a stable state depends
on whether the permanent deformation condi-
tion (plastic deformation or rupture condition)
of rock has been attained by the stress tensor
borne by the rock mass.

As mentioned earlier, if the maximum tensile
stress borne by the borehole wall rock exceeds
the tensile strength of rock, tension fracture or
tensile failure may occur. This is specifically
reflected by causing the borehole wall rock to
be infirm and resulting in sand production from
the reservoir. If the maximum shear stress borne
by the borehole wall rock exceeds the shear
strength of rock, shear failure may occur. This
is specifically reflected by causing the borehole
to be unstable.
Firmness of Borehole Wall Rock. Sand pro-
duction from the reservoir is caused by the struc-
tural failure of borehole wall rock. The internal
causes of sand production from the reservoir
are the stress state of borehole wall rock and
the tensile strength of rock (affected chiefly by
consolidation strength of rock), whereas exter-
nal causes are the producing pressure drawdown
value and the change in reservoir fluid pressure.
In addition, the properties of reservoir fluid
(oil) and the water cut are also factors affecting
sand production from the reservoir.

In the thermal recovery process, thermal
stress may be superimposed on the stress of
borehole wall rock. However, due to no ripe the-
ory and method at present, the thermal effect
has not been considered during discussions of
the firmness of borehole wall rock. In addition,

the effects of oil properties and water cut on
the firmness of borehole wall rock are being pur-
sued and are not considered here.

In accordance with research results [57], the
maximum tangential stress borne by the bore-
hole wall rock of a vertical well is shown by
the following formula:

(1-20)

st ¼ 2
u

1� u
ð10�6rgH � psÞ þ ðps � pwfÞ

h i
:

On the basis of the rock failure theory, when
the compressive strength of rock is lower than
the maximum tangential stress st, the borehole
wall rock is infirm, thus leading to the structural
failure of rock and rock matrix sand production.
The discriminant for determining whether the
borehole wall rock of a vertical well is firm is
as follows:

(1-21)

C � 2
u

1� u
ð10�6rgH � psÞ þ ðps � pwfÞ

h i
,

where st is maximum tangential stress of bore-
hole wall rock, MPa; C is compressive strength
of formation rock, MPa; u is Poisson’s ratio of
rock, decimal number; r is average density of
overburden, kg/cm3; g is gravitational accelera-
tion, m/s2; H is reservoir depth, m; ps is reser-
voir fluid pressure, MPa; and pwf is flowing
bottomhole pressure during production, MPa.

If Equation (1-21) is satisfied, that is, C�st,
under the aforementioned producing pressure
drawdown (ps – pwf), the borehole wall rock is
firm and the structural failure of rock will not be
caused, the rock matrix sand production will not
be generated, then the sand control completion
mode will not be selected. However, when the res-
ervoir has low consolidation strength and the
maximum tangential stress of borehole wall rock
exceeds the compressive strength of rock, the
structural failure of rock may be induced and the
rock matrix sand production from the reservoir
may be generated, then the sand control comple-
tion mode should be adopted.

The maximum tangential stress st borne by
the borehole wall rock of a horizontal well is
shown by the following formula:
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(1-22)

st ¼ 3� 4u
1� u

ð10�6rgH � psÞ þ 2ðps � pÞ:

The meanings of the parameter signs are the same
as described earlier. By comparing Equation
(1-21) with Equation (1-22), it is shown that
due to the Poisson’s ratio of rock, which is gener-
ally between 0.15 and 0.4, (3 � 4u)/(1 � u) > 2u
(1 � u). Then, at the same buried depth, the tan-
gential stress borne by the borehole wall rock of
a horizontal well will be higher than that of a ver-
tical well. Therefore, at the same buried depth,
for the formation, from which sand production
will not be generated in a vertical well, sand
production is still possible in a horizontal well.
Similarly, the discriminant for determinating the
firmness of borehole wall rock of a horizontal
well is as follows:

(1-23)

C � 3� 4u
1� u

ð10�6rgH � psÞ þ 2ðps � pwfÞ:

For the directional wells of other angles, refer
to reference [57] about evaluating the firmness
of borehole wall rock.
Mechanical Stability of Borehole. Borehole
stability is affected by the combined mechanical
and chemical stabilities. Chemical stability means
whether the reservoir contains interbedded clay,
which is strongly swellable and ease of collapse,
gypsum bed, and salt bed. These interbeds are very
easy of swell and plastic creep whenmeeting water
during production, thus leading the reservoir
to losing support and collapsing. The chemical sta-
bility problem will not be discussed here due to
generation only in special formations and its com-
plexity and variability. In this section, the mechan-
ical stability of wellbore during production will
be chiefly discussed, the relationship between the
shear stress borne by borehole wall rock and
the shear strength of rock during production will
be studied, and then grounds are provided for
determining whether the well completion mode
of supporting borehole wall is selected.

Without consideration of the effect of thermal
stress, in accordance with Mohr–Coulumb’s
shear failure theory, in which the intermediate

principal stress is neglected, shear stress and
effective normal stress acting on the maximum
shear stress plane of borehole wall rock are:

(1-24)

tmax ¼ ðs1 � s3Þ=2
sN ¼ ðs1 þ s3Þ=2� ps

where tmax is maximum shear stress, MPa; sN is
effective normal stress acting on maximum shear
stress plane, MPa; s1 is maximum principal stress
acting on borehole wall rock, MPa; s3 is mini-
mum principal stress acting on borehole wall rock,
MPa; and ps is formation pore pressure, MPa.

In accordance with von Mises’s shear failure
theory, in which intermediate principal stress is
considered, the shear stress root mean square (the
generalized shear stress) and effective normal stress
acting on the borehole wall rock are as follows:

(1-25)

J 0:52 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1=6½ðs1 � s2Þ2 þ ðs2 � s3Þ2 þ ðs3 � s1Þ2


q

J1 ¼ 1

3
ðs1 þ s2 þ s3Þ � ps

where J 0:52 is shear stress root mean square, MPa;
J1 is effective normal stress, MPa; and s2 is inter-
mediate principal stress, MPa.

The meanings of the other signs in the
formulae are the same as given earlier. The two
types of criteria of stability are discussed briefly
later.

Bradley’s method of calculating the stress
around a borehole is as follows.

(1) In situ stress is converted into the three nor-
mal stresses and three shear stresses in the
rectangular ccoordinate system of the bore-
hole axis on the basis of the original hori-
zontal in situ stresses sT1 and sT2 and
original vertical in situ stress s0, inclination
angle g of the borehole, and azimuth angle
j of the borehole.
sx ¼ ðsT1 cos

2jþ sT2 sin
2jÞ cos2gþ s0 sin

2g
sy ¼ ðsT1 sin

2jþ sT2 cos
2jÞ

szz ¼ ðsT1 cos
2jþ sT2 sin

2jÞ sin2gþ s0 cos
2g

tyz ¼ 0:5ðsT2 � sT1Þ sin2ð2jÞ sing
txz ¼ 0:5ðsT1 cos

2jþ sT2 sin
2j� s0Þ sinð2gÞ

txy ¼ 0:5ðsT2 � sT1Þ sinð2jÞ cosg
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(2) The three normal stresses and the three shear
stresses in the rectangular coordinate system
of the borehole axis are changed into the
three normal stresses sr, sy, and sz and the
three shear stresses try, trz, and tyz in the cir-
cular cylindrical coordinate system of a
borehole.
sr ¼ pw
sy ¼ ðsx þ sy � pwÞ � 2ðsx � syÞ cosð2yÞ�

4txy sinð2yÞ
sz ¼ szz � 2mðsx � syÞ cosð2yÞ � 4mtxy sinð2yÞ
try ¼ trz ¼ 0
tyz ¼ 2ðtyz cosy� txy sinyÞ

(3) The principal stresses are calculated on the
basis of normal stresses and shear stresses
in the circular cylindrical coordinate system
of a borehole.
s1 ¼ sr ¼ pw

s2, 3 ¼ 1

2
ðsy þ szÞ � 1

2
½ðsy � szÞ2þ 4t2yz
1=2

Afer calculating, the subscripts are rearranged.
The signs s1, s3, and s2 represent maximum,
minimum, and intermediate principal stresses,
respectively.

Finally, the shear strength of borehole wall
rock is calculated in accordance with the linear
shear strength formula, that is,

(1-26)
½t
 ¼ Ch þ sN tan F

Ch ¼ 1

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
scst

p

F ¼ 90� � arc cos
sc � st

sc þ st

where [t] is shear strength of oil reservoir rock,
MPa; Ch is cohesive force of oil reservoir
rock, MPa; F is internal friction angle of oil res-
ervoir rock, �C; sc is uniaxial compressive
strength of oil reservoir rock, MPa; st is uniaxial
tensile strength of oil reservoir rock, MPa;
and sN is effective normal stress calculated by
Equation (1-24), MPa.

Equation (1-26) shows that the shear strength
[t] of oil reservoir rock can be calculated
provided the uniaxial compressive strength sc

and tensile strength st of oil reservoir rock are
known. If the shear strength of oil reservoir
rock, which is obtained by Equation (1-26), is
greater than the maximum shear stress of
borehole wall rock, which is calculated by
Equation (1-24), that is, [t] >tmax, it is indi-
cated that the mechanical instability of the
borehole will not be generated. However, the
mechanical instability of a borehole will be
generated, that is, borehole collapse is possible,
thus the open hole completion mode should not
be adopted.

If the stress state of borehole wall rock is cal-
culated in accordance with von Mises’s shear
failure theory, the shear strength root mean
square of borehole wall rock can be calculated
in accordance with the linear formula of shear
strength root mean square, that is,

(1-27)
½J0:52 
 ¼ aþ J1 tan b

a ¼ 3Ch

ð9þ 12 tan2FÞ0:5

tanb ¼ 3 tan F

ð9þ 12 tan2FÞ0:5

where [ J 0:52 ] is shear strength root mean square
of oil reservoir rock, MPa; a is rock material
constant, MPa; b is rock material constant;
and J is effective normal stress calculated by
Equation (1-25).

If the shear strength root mean square [ J 0:52 ]
calculated by Equation (1-27) is greater than
the shear stress root mean square J 0:52 calculated
by Equation (1-25), mechanical instability will
not be generated. However, the mechanical
instability of the borehole will be generated.

Relationship between In Situ Stress
and Well Completion Engineering

The in situ stress state in the long-term production
process should be considered in advance for com-
pletion mode selection and completion engineer-
ing design. The relationship between in situ stress
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distribution (particularly the stress state around a
borehole) and well completion engineering is
chiefly reflected in the following aspects.
Grounds Are Provided by In Situ Stress
State for Completion Mode Optimization
and Completion Engineering Design. After
drilling, due to the effect of stress concentration
around the borehole, the stress state around the
borehole is changed greatly and completely differ-
ent from in situ stress. In particular, maximum
tangential stress and maximum shear stress borne
by borehole wall rock during production are
directly related to the failure of borehole wall
rock. In general, whether the failure of borehole
wall rock is generated is related to the borehole
stability and then whether the completion mode
of the supporting borehole wall is adopted is deter-
mined, while whether the tensile failure of bore-
hole wall rock is generated is related to the
firmness of borehole wall rock and then whether
the completion method of sand control for sand-
stone reservoir is adopted is determined. Thus
the selection and determination of completion
mode and method (as detailed in Chapter 2) are
directly affected by the stress state around the
borehole. In addition, the production casing
design (see Chapter 5) and the hydraulic fracturing
and acid fracturing designs (see Chapter 8) may
also be affected directly by the stress state around
the borehole.
Fracture Configurations Generated by Hydrau-
lic Fracturing andAcid FracturingDependon in
Situ Stress State. For the formation of type I of
in situ stress, vertical stress is the maximum prin-
cipal stress, the fracture generated by hydraulic
fracturing is perpendicular to minimum principal
stress, and this type of fracture generated by
hydraulic fracturing or acid fracturing is always
a vertical fracture. However, for the formation
of type II of in situ stress, vertical stress is the
minimum principal stress, the fracture generted
by hydraulic fracturing is perpendicular to mini-
mum principal stress, and this type of fracture
generated by hydraulic fracturing or acid fractur-
ing is always a horizontal fracture. Therefore, the
fracture configurations generated by hydraulic

fracturing or acid fracturing depend on the state
and type of in situ stress, which then influences
directly the fracturing design.

1.6 TECHNOLOGICAL GROUNDS
OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING

Water Injection

The sandstone oil fields in China are formed
chiefly by continental sedimentation. They are
characterized by a series of strata, multiple thin
interbeds, notable proportion of low-permeability
oil reservoirs, and reservoir pressure commonly
on the low side. Thus the oil fields are mostly
developed using early waterflooding, and multi-
ple-zone production in a well is commonly
adopted. Therefore, separate-zone waterflooding
technology is mostly applied. Seeing that water
injection is applied in the whole process of oil
field development and the water injection pres-
sure is approaching the breakdown pressure of
the oil reservoir, in particular the water injection
pressure of the low-permeability oil reservoir in
a deep well is especially high, thus the rational
water injection pressure should be determined
in accordance with the nodal analyses of the oil
well and water injection well, the casing perfora-
tion completion should be adopted, and the well
should have good cement job quality. In addi-
tion, a good isolation between the oil reservoirs
and between oil reservoir and interbed without
seeping and crossflow is required. Not only
should the water injection beds be mutually
isolated, but also the strength of production cas-
ing and its thread-sealing property should be
considered, thus ensuring the normal work of
the injection well under long-term, high-pressure
conditions.

Fracturing and Acidizing

Waterflooding and fracturing stimulation are
mostly necessary to the low-permeability sand-
stone reservoirs in China, and separate-zone
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fracturing is required due to the multiple series
of strata. When fracturing fluid is injected
through tubing, the operation pressure is high
due to the high pumping rate and the high
frictional resistance. Sometimes the means of
increasing the tubing size is adopted to decrease
the frictional resistance of tubing, thus decreas-
ing the operation pressure. The casing perfora-
tion completion should be applied to the oil
and gas production well and water injection well
to be treated by fracturing. If the operation
pressure is high and increasing tubing size is
required, matching between tubing and casing
sizes should be considered. The conventional
acidizing treatment is mostly necessary to the
carbonatite reservoir whether fractured or
porous. In the well for this type of reservoir,
open hole completion is sometimes applied. If
the interval of the oil reservoir is very long or
bottom water and a gas cap exist and acid frac-
turing treatment is required, casing perforation
completion should be applied. For the oil or
gas well in which acid fracturing is necessary,
high pressure during the operation should be
considered in the casing strength calculation of
the casing design, in which the sealing property
of thread should also be considered.

Control of Gas Cap, Bottom Water,
or Edge Water Management

Control of the gas cap, bottom water, or edge
water is generally required whether for the mas-
sive oil and gas reservoirs of sandstone or
carbonatite. Some oil reservoirs may have a gas
cap, bottom water, and edge water simulta-
neously, while some only have a gas cap, bottom
water, or edge water. When a well is completed,
not only how to play a favorable role of gas cap,
bottom water, and edge water should be fully
considered, but also unfavorable factors should
be controlled effectively.

Open hole completion is unsuitable, and only
casing perforation completion should be applied.
At the same time, the location of perforating
should be suitably selected in order to control

the invasion of gas cap gas, bottom water, or
edge water into the oil well.

Adjustment Well

An adjustment well is such an oil well or water
injection well, which is redrilled during the middle
and late field development period to adjust the
well pattern or to perfect the well pattern if the
oil well or water injection well cannot be used
due to failure. This type of well is considerably dif-
ferent from the development wells drilled origi-
nally. The pressure system of an oil well and
water injection well, interlayer pressure, and oil
saturation have changed to a great extent. Some
interbeds or oil reservoirs have collapsed. It is
more important that the downhole fluid is in a
flow state, thus causing great difficulty in well
cementing. Therefore, when an adjustment well
is cemented, water injection of the surrounding
injection wells should be stopped, the surrounding
oil wells should be shut in, or adding of external
casing packer on casing string is necessary in order
to isolate the high-pressure flow bed.

Thermal Recovery by Steam Injection

Heavy crude oil, particularly extra-heavy and
superheavy crude oil, is almost impossible of flow
due to high underground viscosity and cannot be
produced using conventional methods, thus ther-
mal recovery should be adopted. At present, ther-
mal recovery by steam injection is broadly
applied worldwide. The steam injection pressure
and temperature depend on the depth of the oil
reservoir. Due to the high viscosity and flow resis-
tance of heavy crude oil, a large-diameter (�7 in.)
casing and large-diameter (�3 in.) tubing are suit-
able. At the same time, prestressed casing should
be used due to elongation of the casing under the
high temperature, and the sealing property of cas-
ing threads should be considered. In addition,
high-temperature-resistant cement should be used
for well cementing and should be returned to the
surface. If necessary, the gravity drainage of a hor-
izontal well may also be used.
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Sand Control

On the basis of the firmness of borehole wall
rock and formation test data, if it is determined
that sand production from an oil reservoir will
occur, sand control completion should be
selected. In general, if the oil reservoir is thick
without a gas cap and bottom water, open hole
or casing perforation sand control completion
may be adopted. For thin beds or interbeds, the
casing perforation completion mode with sand
control should be applied. The different sand
control methods will be selected in accordance
with the degree of sand production and sand
grain diameter. A casing with a diameter larger
than 178 mm (7 in.) is suitable for a sand-
controlled well by reason that the oil inflow
velocity can be decreased and the sand control
thickness of the gravel pack can be increased to
enhance the effectiveness of sand control.

Corrosion Prevention and
Scale Control

Hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and carbon dioxide
(CO2) are corrosive gases and have a very strong
effect of corrosion and hydrogen embrittlement
on casing, tubing, and downhole tools. The nat-
ural gas in a gas well and the associated gas in
an oil well contain commonly H2S or CO2 gas.
The casing, tubing, and downhole tools of
anticorrosive steel should be used for the well
completion of these oil and gas wells. At the
same time, permanent packer and matching
string are set above the top of the reservoir in
order to prevent corrosive gas from entering
the tubing–casing annulus. If necessary, a protec-
tive fluid is displaced into the tubing–casing
annulus or anticorrosive fluid is injected into
the annulus in order to protect the tubing, cas-
ing, and downhole tools.

In some oil fields, formation water has a
very high salinity. For example, the salinity of
formation water in the Zhongyuan oil field
is up to 20–30 	 104 mg/liter, whereas that
in the Talimu Donghetan oil field is up to

20–26 	 104 mg/liter. Tubing and casing may
be seriously corroded by formation water with
a high salinity. Sometimes scale and salt will
deposit at the inner wall of tubing. In addition
to the aforementioned measures of corrosion
prevention, chemicals, including an antiscaling
additive, are mostly injected into the tubing
from the annulus during well completion.

Injection of Natural Gas and
Other Gases

Gas injection means mainly cyclic gas injection in
a condensate gas field or injection of N2, CO2, or
other gases during tertiary recovery. No matter
what gas is injected, the gas injection pressure is
high due to the low density and gas column pres-
sure. Because the casing will work over a long
period under high pressure, casing perforation
completion should only be selected. The casing
strength and gas tightness of the casing thread
should also be considered. The gas channeling
inhibitor should be added in the cement during
the cementing job of the gas injection well and
the cement slurry should be returned to the sur-
face. The permanent packer is set above the top
of the reservoir in order to protect the casing. Tub-
ing string with snubbing downhole tools is
required. Thus the tubing string can be pulled up
to a place above the reservoir under snubbing
conditions for well killing in order to prevent kill-
ing fluid from damaging the reservoir.

Stratified Oil Reservoir with Vertical
or Composite Fractures and High Dip
Angle

The oil reservoirs of the Kelamayi Dongjiang
Huosaoshan, Shixi, and Xiaoguai oil fields are
mostly vertically or compositely fractured res-
ervoirs with a formation pressure coefficient
commonly on the low side. If the conventional
completion mode is adopted, a large amount of
cement slurry is leaked off during cementing, thus
not only is the reservoir not sealed off, but also
serious damage is caused in reservoir deeps.
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During well completion of this type of reservoir,
the intermediate casing should be run to the top
of the reservoir and the well is cemented, then
the reservoir is drilled in and a slotted liner is run
in for completion or else the reservoir is separated
into several intervals using an external casing
packer. Putting into production with fracturing is
unsuitable for wells of a fractured oil reservoir
due to the very high fluid loss into fractures and
the difficulty of forming a pressure field to open
up fractures. Even if a high pumping rate and high
proppant concentration are applied, it is difficult
to form long fractures linking up other fractures.
This has been proven by the pratice of some oil
fields. For this type of fractured oil reservoirs, hor-
izontal well completion is mostly applied. The
fractures are cut through by the horizontal section,
which will be much longer than fractures formed
by fracturing. Horizontal wells are applied to cut-
ting through multiple fractures in the Cretaceous
vertically fractured formation in Austin, Texas,
and the obvious results of development have been
obtained.

Straight well completion is unsuitable for
stratified oil reservoirs with a high dip angle by
reason that only a few oil reservoirs (sometimes
only one or two reservoirs) can be met by drilling
a straight well. If directional well completion is
adopted, multiple oil reservoirs with a great total
thickness can be drilled through. If horizontal well
completion is adopted, results are better than that
of directional and straight wells. In the Shengli
Chengdong oil field, directional and horizontal
well completions are applied to multiple sets of
Carboniferous and Permian stratified fractured
oil reservoirs with a high dip angle (60� unconfor-
mity surface), thus increasing the individual-well
production rate greatly.

Stratified Oil Reservoir

A stratified oil reservoir is formed by continental
deposit, that is, the deposit forming sandstone is
followed by the deposit forming mudstone, thus
forming the stratified oil reservoir with a certain
thickness or some thin interbeds. For a stratified
oil reservoir, a straight well is commonly applied.

A horizontal well may also be applied if the
conditions of horizontal well production are met.
However, the thin intercalated oil reservoirs can
only adopt straight well completion. Casing per-
foration completion should be adopted whether
for the stratified oil reservoir or for the thin
intercalated oil reservoir by reason that mudstone
interbeds are easily collapsible (particularly in the
waterflooding reservoir) and clay swelling or slid-
ing may be caused if the water injected enters mud-
stone, thus aggravating the collapse of mudstone.
Under casing perforation completion conditions,
only oil reservoirs are perforated, and multiple-
zone commingled production or separate-zone
production in a well and separated-zone water
injection can be applied to waterflooding of an
oil field.

Massive Oil Reservoir

A massive oil reservoir is a thick oil reservoir
with a large area in which there is almost no
restraining barrier of mudstone. A massive oil
reservoir not only can be a sandstone oil reser-
voir (such as region III of the Liaohe Gaosheng
oil field), but also can be a carbonatite oil reser-
voir (such as the Renqiu oil field in north
China). A massive oil reservoir contains thin oil
or heavy oil, and straight well completion may
be applied. If a gas cap and bottom water
exist, casing perforation completion should be
adopted. In the Renqiu carbonatite oil field in
north China, to which open hole completion is
applied, bottom water coning is generated after
producing for a time, and water cut of the fluid
produced increases rapidly. Horizontal well
completion may also be applied to a massive
oil reservoir. In accordance with the specific
conditions, casing perforation or open-hole slot-
ted liner completion (particularly slotted liner
plus external casing packer) is selected.

Fractured Oil Reservoir

Buried hill oil reservoirs, including carbonatite,
metamorphic rock, and igneous rock oil reser-
voirs, are mostly massive oil reservoirs, and
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sometimes are stratified oil reservoirs. These oil
reservoirs are generally fractured or fracture
porosity reservoirs, and sometimes bottom water
and a gas cap exist. For a stratified oil reservoir,
the whole reservoir should be drilled through
and casing perforation completion should be
applied. For a massive oil reservoir, the interme-
diate casing may be run to the top of the oil res-
ervoir and then open hole completion is applied
after drilling the weathering crust. However,
many problems regarding open hole completion,
such as bottom water or gas cap management,
acidizing, and water shutoff, are difficult to
solve. Therefore, casing perforation completion
is also applied to most of the massive oil
reservoirs at present.

Multiple-Zone Commingled
Production in Well with Great
Interzone Pressure Difference

When multiple-zone commingled production in
a well is required, the well completion mode
should be seriously considered. The pressure
and production rate differences between various
series of strata should first be considered. If the
differences are not obvious, commingled pro-
duction in a well is suitable. If the differences
(particularly interzone pressure difference) are
obvious, the oil in a single series of strata is only
produced in a well, as otherwise the oil in the
high-pressure reservoir will flow into the low-
pressure reservoir due to the obvious interlayer
interference, and the production rate of multiple
series of strata is contrarily lower than that of
single series of strata. If the reserve of single
series of strata is too low to be produced alone,
only two-string production can be applied with
each string used for production from one series
of strata in order to avoid the interlayer interfer-
ence and ensure normal production to the two
series of strata (Figure 1-37).

Two-string production has some limitations,
although the interlayer interference problem
can be solved by reason that the two series of
strata corresponding to the two strings may have
different flowing production periods, that is,

flow from one of the two series of strata may
possibly stop first. In order to maintain the pro-
duction rate of two-string production, a gas lift
valve is attached to the lower end of each string.
Once flow from one of the two series of strata
becomes irregular or stops, the production from
this series will be converted into gas-lift produc-
tion at once. Other artificial lifting modes are
unsuitable for two-string production. Despite
the advantages of gas-lift production, the gas-lift
production mode is limited to some extent due
to the complicated downhole tools, the need
for a two-string Christmas tree at the wellhead,
and particularly the requirement of the natural
gas source used for gas-lift production and the
gas supply flowsheet and equipment. If these

FIGURE 1-37 Two-string gas lift production diagram.
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conditions cannot be provided, only production
from one series of strata by a single-string well
can be applied.

Horizontal Well

The term horizontal well has been broadly applied
to the development of oil reservoirs of various
types under various conditions since the 1990s. It
is applied not only to individual-well production
and finding remaining oil, but to whole oil field
development. As for horizontal well completion,
open hole, open-hole liner, or casing perfora-
tion completion can be selected in accordance
with the specific reservoir conditions and the
requirements of oil field development. At present,
the whole completion process of a horizontal well
mostly includes intermediate casing completion,
drilling horizontal section and completion, and
final production casing tie-back completion in
order to ensure safe production.

At present, the horizontal well is no longer
the single-hole horizontal well, but has multiple
forms, including a horizontal branched well
and multibore well. For example, horizontal
branches are further separated from the horizon-
tal or vertical section of a horizontal well in
order to produce oil and gas from several series
of strata, to increase the individual-well produc-
tion rate, and to decrease the well construction
cost. Multibranch well completion is relatively
difficult. It is possible that casing-perforated
completion is applied to one branch, whereas
liner completion is applied to another one or
two branches. As for the rest, only open hole
completion can be applied.
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Well completion mode selection is an important
component of well completion engineering. At
present, there are multiple types of well
completion modes and their own applicable
conditions and limitations. Only the most

suitable well completion mode is selected in
accordance with the type and properties of an
oil and gas reservoir—can the oil and gas
field be developed effectively, the life of the oil
and gas well be prolonged, and the economic
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benefit be enhanced? The potential of oil
reservoir intervals should be fully played by
applying the reasonable completion mode in
accordance with requirements of the oil field
development program. The tubing string design
should not only meet the requirements of
flowing production of an oil well, but consider
the requirements of artificial lift production in
the later stage, and also create favorable
conditions of necessary downhole operations
and measures. A well completion mode should
meet the following requirements:

(1) The optimum condition of communication
between reservoir and wellbore should be
retained to reduce formation damage to the
full extent.

(2) The flow area between reservoir and well-
bore should be provided as fully as possible
in order to decrease the resistance to oil
and gas flow into the well as far as possible.

(3) The oil and gas reservoirs and aquifer
should be effectively isolated in order to
avoid gas and water channeling and inter-
layer interference.

(4) Sand production should be effectively con-
trolled in order to prevent the borehole
wall from sloughing and ensure long-term
production of the oil well.

(5) The oil well, which is run in after the well
is completed, should not only meet the
requirements of flowing production, but suit
the need of artificial lift production in the later
stage.

(6) The conditions of downhole operations and
measures, including separate-zone water
injection and gas injection, separate-zone
fracturing and acidizing, and water shutoff
and profile control, should be provided.

(7) The requirements of steam injection should
be met during the thermal recovery of heavy
oil.

(8) The conditions of side-tracking should be
provided in the later stage of oil field
development.

(9) The conditions of drilling horizontal branch
holes of a horizontal well should be provided.

(10) The corrosion caused by H2S, CO2, and
salt water with a high salinity should be
effectively prevented.

(11) The creeping of salt rock bed and salt paste
bed should be resisted.

(12) Simple and convenient operations and good
economic benefits should be provided.

2.1 VERTICAL, SLANT, AND
DIRECTIONAL WELL COMPLETION

At present, the most common well completion
modes include casing (or liner) perforation com-
pletion, open hole completion, and slotted liner
completion, which can be further subdivided
into completion with a slotted liner at the bot-
tom of the casing and completion with a slotted
liner run in the open hole.

It is important to understand the distinguishing
features of various completion modes due to their
different applicable conditions and limitations.

Perforated Completion

Perforated completion is the most important and
widely applied completion mode in China and
abroad and includes casing perforation comple-
tion, liner perforation completion, and tieback
liner perforation completion.
Casing Perforation Completion. Casing perfo-
ration completion includes drilling through the
reservoir to the design depth, running-in produc-
tion casing to the bottom of the reservoir and
cementing, and perforating with perforator to per-
forate through the production casing and cement
sheath, and penetrate into a certain depth in the
reservoir in order to make channels to allow the
oil and gas to flow into the well (Figure 2-1).

Casing perforation completion can achieve
selective perforating oil reservoir with different
pressure and physical properties in order to
avoid interlayer interference, can keep clear of
interbedded water, bottom water, and gas cap,
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keep away from collapse of interbed, and provide
the conditions of separate-zone operations,
including separate-zone injection and production
and selective fracturing and acidizing.
Liner Perforation Completion. Liner perfora-
tion completion includes running-in intermedi-
ate casing and cementing after drilling to the
top of the reservoir, drilling through the reser-
voir to the design depth using a smaller size bit,
running in a liner using drilling tools and hang-
ing the liner on the intermediate casing (with a
overlap section of the liner with the intermediate
casing not less than 50 m), and then cementing
and perforating (Figure 2-2).

During liner perforation completion, by reason
that the upper formations have been sealed by the
intermediate casing, drilling fluid compatible with
the oil reservoir can be used to drill in the oil reser-
voir under a balanced or underbalanced pressure,
thus providing favorable protection of the reser-
voir. In addition, perforated liner perforation com-
pletion can decrease theweight of casing string and
the cement slurry volume, thus decreasing the com-
pletion cost. At present, oil and gas wells with a
greater depth aremostly completed by thismethod.

Liner Tieback Perforation Completion

Liner perforation completion mentioned earlier is
only suitable for oil and gas wells with a medium
or low pressure. Under the conditions of no packer
or malfunctioning of packer on the tubing string,
the intermediate casing functions practically as a
production casing and has difficulty withstanding
high pressure of oil and gas.

Currently, liner tieback perforation completion
is commonly applied to deep and ultradeep oil and
gas wells and to high-pressure and superhigh pres-
sure oil and gas wells and includes generally run-
ning liner in, cementing, running in production
casing to tie back liner, cementing into intermedi-
ate casing-production casing annulus under atmo-
spheric pressure and returning cement slurry to the
surface, and then perforating at the liner, thus
ensuring the cementing quality at the oil reservoir
and throughout the whole wellbore above the oil
reservoir and achieving safe production of the oil
and gas well. If the liner is a screen pipe, the proce-
dure is the same as just mentioned, but perforating
is unnecessary. Liner tieback perforation comple-
tion is shown in Figure 2-3.

FIGURE 2-1 Casing perforation completion.
FIGURE 2-2 Liner perforation completion.
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Perforated completion is applicable to most
oil reservoirs. The specific service conditions
are listed in Table 2-13 later on in this chapter.

Open Hole Completion

Open hole completion means that the oil reser-
voir is completely exposed during completion
of a straight or horizontal well. There are two
types of procedures for open hole completion.

1. After drilling to the top of the oil reservoir, the
intermediate casing is run in and the well is
cemented. After the cement slurry is returned
to the predetermined design height, a bit
with a smaller diameter is run in through the
intermediate casing, and the cement plug is
drilled through. Then the oil reservoir is
drilled in to the design depth and the well is
completed (Figure 2-4).

Open hole completion is also suitable for
some thick oil reservoirs. If a gas cap on the
top or a water-bearing bed near the top bound-
ary exists, the intermediate casing may be run
across the oil–gas interface and the upper
part of the oil reservoir is sealed and then
open hole completion follows. If necessary,

the oil-bearing interval is perforated. This type
of well completion is known as composite well
completion (Figure 2-5).

2. The bit is not changed. The oil reservoir is
drilled directly through to the design depth,
the intermediate casing is run to the top of

FIGURE 2-3 Liner tieback perforation completion. FIGURE 2-4 Initial open hole completion.

FIGURE 2-5 Composite well completion.
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the oil reservoir, and the well is cemented.
During cementing, the oil reservoir is padded
with sand in order to prevent the oil reservoir
below the casing shoe from damaging by
cement slurry; the drilling fluid with low fluid
loss and high viscosity is displaced in order to
prevent the cement slurry from settling; or an
external casing packer and cement stinger are
set at the lower part of the casing in order to
retain the cement slurry in the annulus and pre-
vent the cement slurry from settling. During
well completion using this procedure, the tar-
get can be drilled through using a set of drilling
tools. However, after the target is drilled
through, the intermediate casing should be fur-
ther run in and the well should be cemented,
the cement plug should be drilled, and then
the well should be redrifted. Under normal
conditions, this procedure is not applied due
to the complicated operating sequence, long
duration, serious formation damage, and possi-
ble formation collapse (see Figure 2-6).

Because complete exposure of the oil reser-
voir is the most important characteristic of
open hole completion, the oil reservoir has
the maximum percolation area. This type
of well is known as a hydrodynamically

completely penetrating well and has a higher
productivity. Despite a high degree of com-
pleteness, open hole completion has a great
limitation. The fracturing stimulation is
mostly required by medium and low per-
meability sandstone oil and gas reservoirs.
Open hole completion cannot meet these
requirements. At the same time, sandstone
contains mostly mud shale interbeds, which
easily collapse when meeting water, thus plug-
ging the wellbore. Open hole completion has
been applied to the carbonatite oil and gas
reservoirs (including fractured oil and gas
reservoirs), such as many oil fields of the Mid-
dle East in the 1970s, the buried hill oil
reservoirs of Wumishan of Renqiu oil field in
north China, and the Sichuan gas field. At
present, most of these oil and gas reservoirs
adopt casing perforation completion due
to difficulties in conducting stimulation,
controlling bottom water coning, and plug-
ging water and advances in the perforating
technique. In the initial application period of
horizontal wells in the early 1980s, open hole
completion was applied to most of the horizon-
tal wells of Cretaceous vertically fractured
carbonatite reservoirs in Austin, Texas, and also
to some horizontal wells in other countries.
However, late in the 1980s, open hole comple-
tion was mostly replaced by the completion
mode of a slotted liner or a slotted liner with
an external casing packer. In particular, along
with the extending of horizontal sections or dril-
ling of horizontal branch holes, open hole com-
pletion is rarely applied because the wellbore
collapse problem induced by open hole comple-
tion is difficult to solve. Thus, a slotted liner
or perforated pipe is run in the open hole
wellbore during well completion. The geologi-
cal conditions suitable for open hole completion
are listed in Table 2-3 later in this chapter.

In general, in the same oil and gas res-
ervoirs, the daily production rate of the open
hole completion well is higher in the initial
period; however, after a time, the daily pro-
duction rate of the casing perforation comple-
tion well is basically the same as that of theFIGURE 2-6 Final open hole completion.
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open hole completion well, and finally cumu-
lative production of the casing perforation
completion well is yet higher than that of the
open hole completion well. Casing perforation
completion is favorable to conducting stimula-
tion and various downhole operations and
helpful in stabilized production of the oil and
gas field.

Slotted Liner Completion

Slotted liner completion also has two types of
procedures. In the first procedure, after drilling
through the oil reservoir using the same size bit, a
liner at the bottom of the casing string is run to
the position of the oil reservoir and then the well
is cemented using an external casing packer and
cement stinger to isolate the annulus above the
top boundary of the oil reservoir (Figure 2-7).
Under this procedure, the downhole liner damage
cannot be repaired or changed. Therefore, this type
of procedure is generally not applied.

In the second procedure, after drilling to the top
boundary of the oil reservoir, the intermediate cas-
ing is run in and the well is cemented, then a bit
with a smaller diameter is run through the interme-
diate casing and the oil reservoir is drilled through

to the design depth, and finally a liner slotted in
advance is run to the position of the oil reservoir.
The liner is hung on the wall of the intermediate
casing by using the liner hanger on the top of
the liner and the liner hanger seals the liner-
casing annulus, thus the oil and gas may flow into
the wellbore through the slots of the liner
(Figure 2-8). This procedure is commonly adopted.

When this procedure is adopted, the oil reser-
voir will not be damaged by the cement slurry
during cementing. The oil reservoir can be
drilled in using drilling fluid compatible with
the oil reservoir or other drilling techniques of
protecting the oil reservoir. The slotted liner that
is worn or failed may be pulled out to be
repaired or changed.

The mechanism of sand control of the slotted
liner is that the fine sand grains of a certain size,
which can be carried to the surface by crude oil,
are permitted to pass through the slots, whereas
larger sand grains are retained out of the liner to
form a sand bridge, thus achieving sand control
(Figure 2-9).

The small sand grains cannot remain in the
sand bridge due to the higher flow velocity at
the sand bridge. This natural sorting of sand
grains provides a good throughput capacity for

FIGURE 2-7 Slotted liner completion. FIGURE 2-8 Hook-wall slotted liner completion.
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the sand bridge, which also acts as a protector of
the borehole wall matrix sand. The shape and
size of the slots should be determined by the
grain size of the matrix sand.
Shape of Slot. The shape of the slot should be
trapezoid, as shown in Figure 2-10. The included
angle of the two hypotenuses of the trapezoid is
related to the pressure borne by the liner and the
throughput and is generally about 12�. The large
bottom of the trapezoid should be the internal
surface of the liner, while the small bottom
should be the external bottom of the liner. This
shape of slot may prevent sand grains from stick-
ing in the slot and plugging the liner.
Width of Slot Opening. The width of the
small bottom of a trapezoid slot is known as
the width of the slot opening. The sand control
efficiency of a slotted liner depends on the
width of the slot opening. In accordance with
experimental studies, the condition of forming
a sand bridge outside the slot is that the width
of the slot opening is not larger than two times
the sand grain diameter, that is,

(2-1)

e � 2D10

where e is the width of the slot opening and D10

is the sand grain diameter corresponding to 10%
of the accumulative quality on the cumulative

curve of the reservoir sand grain size composi-
tion. This indicates that fine sand grains, which
are 90% of the total sand sample quality, can
pass through the slots, whereas large-diameter,
load-bearing matrix sand grains cannot pass
but are retained out of the liner and form a sand
bridge with a higher permeability.
Arrangement of Slots. There are two arrange-
ment patterns of slots: arranged parallel or per-
pendicular to the axis of the liner (see Figure 2-10).

The former is commonly applied by reason
that the strength of the liner of the latter is lower
than that of the former. In addition, the arrange-
ment of staggered slots is appropriate in order to
retain the maximum original strength of the liner
and ensure an open slot area of 2–3%, as shown
in Figure 2-11.

Suppose the length of a slot is l (mm), and the
longitudinal distance between the slots is 1.3 l
(or other appropriate multiple optimized). Sup-
pose n is slots per meter liner, and a generatrix of

slots is distributed per 360�=
n

1000=2:3l

� �
(degree)

along the circumference of the liner.
If the slots are distributed staggeringly in twin-

ning form on the liner, the liner may have the
optimum drainage area, as shown in Figure 2-12.
Size of Slotted Liner. The diameter of the slot-
ted liner can be determined by the intermediate

FIGURE 2-9 Sand bridge formed by natural sorting outside liner: 1,
oil reservoir; 2, sand bridge; 3, slot; and 4, wellbore.

FIGURE 2-10 Shape of slot. FIGURE 2-11 Arrangement of staggered slots.
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casing size and the bit diameter of the open hole
section, as shown in Table 2-1.
Length of Slot. The length of the slot depends
on the liner diameter and the arrangement of
slots and is normally 20–300 mm. The length
of the slot perpendicular to the axis of the liner
is shorter and is normally 20–50 mm due to the
lower strength of the slotted liner, while the
length of the slot parallel to the axis of the liner
is normally 50–300 mm. A high value is taken
for the liner with a small diameter and high
strength, whereas a low value is taken for the
liner with a large diameter and low strength.
Quantity of Slots. The quantity of slots is
dependent on the flow area of the slotted liner.
When the flow area of the slotted liner is deter-
mined, both the liquid production requirement
and the strength of the slotted liner should be con-
sidered. Under the premise of ensuring the strength
of the liner, the flow area of the liner should be
increased to the full extent. Generally, 2–3% of
the total external surface area of the liner is taken

as the total area of slots. The quantity of slots
may be determined by the following formula:

(2-2)

n ¼ a F

el

where n is quantity of slots, m�1; a is total slot
area percentage of total external surface area of
liner, normally 2–3%; F is external surface area
per meter liner, mm2/m; e is width of slot open-
ing, mm; and l is length of slot, mm.

Slotted liner completion is presently one of
the important completion methods. It can act
as open hole completion, can prevent open hole
completion from borehole wall sloughing and
wellbore plugging, can also control sand produc-
tion to some extent. Slotted liner completion is
commonly applied to medium and coarse sand
oil reservoirs without serious sand production
due to simple technology, convenient operation,
and low cost, in particular to horizontal wells
(including horizontal branched wells). Specific

FIGURE 2-12 Staggered multislot sets.

TABLE 2-1 Matching of Casing, Bit, and Liner for Slotted Liner Completion

Intermediate Casing Bit of Open Hole Section Slotted Liner

Nominal Size
(in.)

Casing OD
(mm)

Nominal Size
(in.)

Bit Diameter
(mm)

Nominal Size
(in.)

Liner OD
(mm)

7 177.8 6 152 5�51/2 127�140

85/8 219.1 71/2 190 51/2�65/8 140�168
95/8 244.5 81/2 216 65/8�75/8 168�194

103/4 273.1 95/8 244.5 75/8�85/8 194�219
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use conditions are listed in Table 2-13 later in
this chapter.
Slot Cutting of Liner. In order to ensure a high
precision and constant flow rate of the slotted
liner, multidisc mechanical equipment, a special
digital calculating system, and a hydraulic hold-
ing device should be adopted during slot cutting.
This equipment with good stability and firmness
can stabilize the liner firmly. The liner after
slotted has an accurate allowable tolerance,
clean slots, and a constant slot width along the
slot length. Under the condition of the exposed
open area of 3%, the liner still has maximum
strength.

Gravel Pack Completion

Generally, gravel pack completion should be
adopted toward unconsolidated formations with
serious sand production. First, a wire-wrapped
screen is run to the position of the oil reservoir
and then gravel selected at the surface in advance
is pumped to the annulus between the wire-
wrapped screen and the borehole or between the
wire-wrapped screen and the casing using packing
fluid, thus forming a gravel pack bed in order to
retain reservoir sand to prevent sand from entering
into the wellbore and protect the borehole wall.

During gravel pack completion, the stainless steel
wire-wrapped screen is generally used, but not
the slotted liner. The reasons are as follows.

(1) The minimum width of the slot opening of
the slotted liner is 0.5 mm due to the limita-
tion of cutter strength. Thus, the slotted liner
is only suitable for medium-coarse grain
reservoirs. However, because the minimum
gap width of the wire-wrapped screen is
0.12 mm, its applicable range is much larger.

(2) The wire-wrapped screen has a continuous
gap formed by the wrapping wire, as shown
in Figure 2-13(a). There almost is no pressure
drop when fluid flows through the screen.
The flow cross section of the wire-wrapped
screen is trapezoid with a narrow outside
and a wide inside, thus providing a certain
self-cleaning action so that slight plugging
can be dredged by the produced fluid, as
shown in Figure 2-13(b and c). The wire-
wrapped screen without self-cleaning action
is shown in Figure 2-13(d). Their flow areas
are much larger than that of the slotted liner
(see Figure 2-14).

(3) The wire used for the wire-wrapped screen is
a stainless steel wire with strong corrosion
resistance, long service life, and high
economic benefits.

FIGURE 2-13 Wire-wrapped screen cross section.
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In order to suit the needs of different oil reser-
voir characters, open hole gravel pack or casing
gravel pack may be selected.
Open Hole Gravel Pack Completion. If the
geological conditions allow adopting open hole
and sand control is needed, open hole gravel
pack completion should be applied. The proce-
dure includes drilling to 3 m above the top
boundary of the oil reservoir, running intermedi-
ate casing, cementing, drilling through the
cement plug with a smaller bit, drilling-in the oil
reservoir to design depth, changing into the
underreaming expansion bit, enlarging the bore-
hole diameter up to 1.5–3.0 times the outside
diameter of the intermediate casing in order to
ensure a larger annulus during gravel packing,
an increased thickness of the sand control bed
and an enhanced effectiveness of sand control,
and then packing gravel (see Figure 2-15). Gener-
ally, the thickness of the gravel bed is not less
than 50 mm. Size matching of open hole under-
reaming is shown in Table 2-2.

Conditions adaptable to open hole gravel
pack completion are listed in Table 2-13 later
in this chapter.
Casing Gravel Pack Completion. The casing
gravel pack completion procedure includes drilling
through the oil reservoir to design depth, running

production casing to the bottom of the oil reser-
voir, cementing, and then perforating the oil
reservoir. During perforating, a high perforation
density (30–40 perforations/m) and a large perfo-
ration diameter (20–25.4 mm) are required in
order to increase flow area. Sometimes the reser-
voir sand outside the casing may be washed out
in order to pack gravel into the location of the oil
reservoir outside the perforations to avoid mixing
of gravel with formation sand and increasing flow
resistance. There are two types of packing fluid.
One is hydroxyethyl cellulose or polymer. High-
density packing is adopted with a gravel-carrying
volume ratio up to 96% (12 lb/gal), that is, 1 m3

fluid should pack 0.96 m3 gravel. The other is
low-viscosity salt water with a gravel-carrying vol-
ume ratio of 8–15% (1–2 lb/gal), which can avoid
the possible formation damage induced by the
high-viscosity, gravel-carrying fluid.

FIGURE 2-14 Screen liner throughput capacity compari-
son diagram.

FIGURE 2-15 Open hole gravel pack completion.
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Casing gravel pack completion is shown in
Figure 2-16. Matching of production casing with
a wire-wrapped screen is listed in Table 2-3.
Conditions appropriate to casing gravel pack
completion are shown in Table 2-13 later in this
chapter.

Both open hole and casing gravel pack com-
pletions have the same mechanism of sand
control.

Under open hole gravel pack completion, the
gravel bed at the bottom of the borehole acts
as a sand filter—it only allows fluid to pass
through, not formation sand. Under the casing
gravel pack completion condition, the wire-
wrapped screen matching the grain size of sand
produced and the gravel size matching the reser-
voir rock grain composition should be selected.
The selection principle is that not only can reser-
voir sand be retained, but also the gravel pack
bed has a higher permeable property. There-
fore, the sizes of wire-wrapped screen and
gravel, quality of gravel, performance of packing
fluid, packing with gravel ratio (gravel-fluid
volume ratio of 0.8–1:1), and operational qual-
ity are important successful factors of sand
control by gravel pack completion.

TABLE 2-2 Size Matching of Underreaming for Open Hole Gravel Pack

Casing Size Small Hole Size
Size of Hole
Enlarged

Outside Diameter
of Screen

in. mm in. mm in. mm in. mm

51/2 139.7 43/4 120.6 12 305 27/8 87

65/8�7 168.3�177.8 57/8�61/8 149.2�155.5 12�16 305�407 4�5 117�142
75/8�85/8 193.7�219.1 61/2�77/8 165.1�200 14�18 355.6�457.2 51/2 155
95/8 244.5 83/4 222.2 16�20 407�508 65/8 184
103/4 273.1 91/2 241.3 18�20 457.2�508 7 194

FIGURE 2-16 Casing gravel pack completion.

TABLE 2-3 Screen Matching with Casing
for Gravel Pack Completion

Production Casing
Diameter

Outside Diameter
of Screen

mm in. mm in.

139.7 51/2 74 23/8
168.3 65/8 87 27/8
177.8 7 87 27/8
193.7 75/8 104 31/2
219.1 85/8 117 4
244.5 95/8 130 41/2
273.1 103/4 142 5
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Gravel Quality Requirements. The quality of
gravel packed may directly affect the effect of
sand control and the productivity after comple-
tion. Hence the quality control of gravel is very
important. The quality of gravel includes gravel
grain diameter selection, qualified degree of
gravel size, sphericity and psephicity of gravel,
acid solubility of gravel, and strength of gravel.

(1) Gravel grain diameter selection: The rec-
ommended grain diameter of gravel in China
and abroad is five to six times themedian grain
diameter of reservoir sand.

(2) Qualified degree of gravel size: The API stan-
dard of the qualified degree of gravel size is
that the content of gravel larger than the
required size in the gravel sample should not
exceed 0.1%, whereas the content of gravel
smaller than the required size should not
exceed 2%.

(3) Strength of gravel: The API standard of the
strength of gravel is that the content of
crushed gravel measured in the crushing test
should not exceed the value shown in
Table 2-4.

(4) Sphericity and psephicity of gravel: The API
standard of sphericity and psephicity of
gravel is that mean sphericity and psephicity
should be greater than 0.6. The visual chart
used for appraising sphericity and psephicity
is shown in Figure 2-17.

(5) Acid solubility of gravel: The API standard
of acid solubility of gravel is that the weight
percentage of gravel dissolved in standard

mud acid (3% HF þ 12% HCl) should not
exceed 1%.

(6) Conglomeration of gravel: The API standard
stipulates that the gravel should be composed
of single quartz sand grain, and the gravel
sample should not be used if the gravel sample
contains conglomerate gravel grains of 1%.

Wire-Wrapped Screen Gap Size Selection.
The wire-wrapped screen should ensure the
integrity of the gravel pack bed. Thus the wire-
wrapped screen gap size should be less than the
smallest gravel size in the gravel pack bed, and is
normally one-half to two-thirds of the smallest
gravel size. For instance, if it is determined that
the gravel grain size is 16–30meshes and the range
of gravel size is 0.58–1.19 mm in accordance with
the median reservoir sand grain size, the wire-
wrapped screen gap size selected should be
0.3–0.38 mm, or taken from Table 2-5.
Multiple Gravel Pack Technology. During
sand control operation in a well of multiple
reservoirs, the reservoir is separated into several
intervals in accordance with the requirements
of oil reservoir development. The advantage is
that the separate-zone control and measure can
be achieved by wire and downhole operations
during oil well production, thus favoring the
water-cut control and the increase in oil well
production rate, that is, increasing the recovery
factor of the oil field. The segregated sand
control methods are as follows.

TABLE 2-4 Recommended Standard of
Crushing Strength of Gravel

Pack
Gravel
Grain
Size
(Mesh)

Weight
Percentage
of Crushed
Gravel (%)

Pack
Gravel
Grain
Size
(Mesh)

Weight
Percentage
of Crushed
Gravel (%)

8�16 8 20�40 2

12�20 4 30�50 2
16�30 2 40�60 2

FIGURE 2-17 Visual chart of sphericity and psephicity.
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1. Zone-by-zone gravel packing method
Gravel packing is conducted zone by zone

from bottom to top. The operational proce-
dure for each zone is the same as that for a sin-
gle zone, except that a corresponding plug is
set in every packer between zones. The config-
uration of the plug is shown in Figure 2-18.
The plug acts as a temporary bridge plug in
order to avoid damage to the lower reservoir,
thus operations including pressure testing,
perforating, and washing can be conducted
above the packer. After perforating of the
upper zone, the plug should be pulled out and
then a sand control screen is run in. The same
operational procedure is conducted zone by
zone from bottom to top.

2. Once multizone gravel packing method
Once two-zone gravel packing is con-

ducted by one or two trips of string. There
are two to eight intervals of oil reservoirs in
some oil fields in the South China Sea. Each
interval needs sand control. In order to de-
crease the duration of the packing operation,
the sand control method of once two-zone
packing by two trips of string is adopted.

The two trips of string mean that the screen
and the packer setting tool assembly are run
in by the first trip of string and the string is
pulled out after all packers are set and
checked for sealing; then the second trip of
string (gravel packing string) is conducted
for sand control of two separate zones (see
Figures 2-19 and 2-20). After the lower two
zones are packed, packing of the upper inter-
val of the oil reservoir follows.

Fixed downhole tools, setting tool assembly,
packing tool assembly, and packing technology
are as follows.

(1) Fixed downhole tools for once two-trip
multizone packing include bottom packer
and insertion seal assembly, lower zone wire-
wrapped screen, blind pipe, isolation packer
assembly (location indicating sub, packoff nip-
ple, sliding sleeve, and isolation packer), wire-
wrapped screen, blind pipe, and top sand con-
trol packer assembly (location indicating sub,
packoff nipple, sliding sleeve, packoff nipple,
inner seal sleeve, and top sand control packer).

(2) The setting tool assembly for once two-trip
multizone packing includes blind plug, elastic
claw indicator, washing pipe, packoff nipple,
ported nipple, packoff nipple, washing pipe,
and hydraulic setting tool assembly.

(3) The packing tool assembly for once two-trip
multizone packing includes packoff nipple,
ported nipple, washing pipe, sliding sleeve
switch, washing pipe, elastic claw indicator,
washing pipe, adjustable seat with one-way
ball, seal elements, circulating nipple, seal
elements, washing pipe, limit sub, washing
pipe, inner seal sleeve running tool and seal
sleeve, and top operation tool.

(4) Packing technology includes running fixed
downhole tools for sand control and setting

TABLE 2-5 Recommended Size Matching
of Gravel with Screen Gap

Gravel Size
Screen
Gap Size

Standard
Sieve Mesh mm mm in.

40�60 0.419�0.249 0.15 0.006

20�40 0.834�0.419 0.30 0.012
16�30 1.190�0.595 0.35 0.014
10�20 2.010�0.834 0.50 0.020
10�16 2.010�1.190 0.50 0.020
8�12 2.380�1.680 0.75 0.030

FIGURE 2-18 Plug.
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FIGURE 2-19 Once two-trip two-zone packer setting.
FIGURE 2-20 Once two-trip two-zone gravel packing
technology.
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tool assembly to the predetermined location,
dropping the ball, pressurizing and setting
the top packer, turning right and pulling up
after checked for sealing to release the opera-
tion tools, further pulling up to the reverse cir-
culation location, reverse circulating the
setting ball out, and then pulling out the
setting tool assembly and running in the pack-
ing string for separate zone sand control.

Advantages of once one- or two-trip multizone
gravel packing include decreasing times of trips,
saving operational duration, and favoring eco-
nomic benefits, especially for a multizone sand
control well.

A hydraulic packer without slip is used for
interzone isolation. Almost all downhole tools
do not need rotating in addition to the only right
rotating for releasing after setting of the packer,
thus operations in a slant well are safe and
reliable.

Case 1. Three-zone sand control completion
is applied to the oil reservoirs of some oil fields
in the Bohai Sea. The oil reservoirs are Dongying
formation sandstones. The reservoir depth is
1450–1700 m. The relative density of crude oil
is 0.95–0.96, and the in situ oil viscosity is
70 mPa�s. The length of the oil-bearing section
is up to 100–200 m with a low flowing capabil-
ity of oil wells. During the formation test, an
electric submersible pump had been used for
determining the production rate. The sand pro-
duction of the oil well is serious with a sand col-
umn height up to more than 20 m in casing.
Inside the casing, wire-wrapped screen gravel
pack completion is adopted by reason of the
long oil-bearing section, multiple oil reservoirs,
and serious sand production. The production
casing size is 9 5/8 or 7 in. The perforation den-
sity is 30 perforations/m. The wire-wrapped
screen with an outside diameter of 6.05 in.
and an inside diameter of 4.95 in. is run in the
9 5/8-in. casing, while the wire-wrapped screen
with an outside diameter of 4.62 in. and an inside
diameter of 3.94 in. is run in the 7-in. casing.
In accordance with division of the bed set, three
zones are packed separately with gravel. A sliding

sleeve is attached for each of the upper two zones.
A mandrel for the plug is attached for the lowest
zone. If necessary, any zone may be shut in.
The tubing diameter is 3 1/2- in. After gravel is
packed, an electric submersible pump is run to a
depth of 1000 m. The field was put into produc-
tion in 1993. The initial average individual-well
daily production is 100–130 tons/day. The pro-
ducing pressure differential is 4 MPa. No sand
production problems have occurred since the
field was put into production more than 10 years
ago. The electric submersible pump string with a
Y-shaped sub for sand-control separate zone pro-
duction is shown in Figure 2-21.

Case 2. Multizone sand control string is
applied to well completion of some oil fields in
the South China Sea. The oil field is located in
the water area of the mouth of the Zhujiang
River. The water depth is 99 m. The Tertiary
Hanjiang and Zhujiang formation oil-bearing
series include 27 subzones and are divided into
five reservoir groups with a buried depth of
1607–2843.2 m and a length of oil-bearing sec-
tion of more than 1200 m. The marine sand-
stone reservoirs have good pore connectivity
and an effective permeability up to 1700–1800
� 10�3 mm2. The relative density of crude oil is
0.87–0.91. The reservoirs have sand production,
whereas the production rate of the oil well is
high. In order to develop the oil field effectively,
the oil reservoirs are divided into four series
of strata. Sand control is applied to each well
of every series. Some include up to 11 subzones.
Its reservoirs have a total effective thickness of
30.5 m with an individual-layer effective thickness
of 1.5–5.4 m and an effective permeability of
522–1761.7 � 10�3 mm2. The oil–water interfaces
of subzones are not coincident completely. In order
to achieve the productivity of each subzone and
control the high water cut of the subzone, the 11
subzones of this series of strata are divided into
eight sand control zoneswith packers between sand
control zones and with sliding sleeves between
packers. Once two-tripmultizone gravel pack com-
pletion is applied. After that, a high-duty electric
submersible pump is run in. Because the oil wells
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have flowing capability, the initial flowing daily
production is more than 600 m3/day. After produc-
ing for 6 months, using an electric submersible
pump, wells produce a daily oil production of
800–1000 m3/day. No sand production problems
have occurred since the field was put into produc-
tion about 10 years ago. This proves the good effect
of multizone gravel pack sand control. In addition
to the function of sand control, this string can be

used for separate-zone production logging to grasp
the conditions of production rate, pressure and
water cut of each subzone, and for shutting off the
sliding sleeve to control and decrease the interfer-
ence effect of water production interval on oil well
production. The multizone sand control string is
shown in Figure 2-22.
Diverter Pipe Gravel Pack Technique. Diverter
pipe gravel pack means changing the path of

FIGURE 2-21 Electric submersible pump string with Y-shaped sub for
sand control separate-zone production of an oil field in the Bohai Sea.
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gravel slurry in the gravel pack process using
diverter pipes (with nozzles) outside the packing
screen so that under the condition of premature
sand bridge formation in annulus the caves
below the sand bridge can be further packed
by the gravel slurry through the nozzles of
the diverter pipe. Initially, gravel packing is
conducted in accordance with the standard
packing mode until screenout of gravel slurry;
after that the packing pressure is increased in
order to pack the left caves with gravel slurry
through the nozzles of the diverter pipes until
all the caves are filled. Finally, screenout is
generated and tight gravel pack is achieved.
The packing operations are finished.

One, two, or three diverter pipes with a rectan-
gular cross section are installed outside the screen.
The sizes of diverter pipes are 1 � 0.5 in. (used for
gravel packing) or 1.5 � 0.75 in. (used for fractur-
ing). They are connected concentrically or eccentri-
cally to the screen joint. There is a 1/4- or 3/8-in.
nozzle in each 6-in. well section on each diverter
pipe. These nozzles can be used as paths for further
packing the caves below the sand bridge once the
sand bridge is prematurely formed in the screen–
casing annulus. The cross sections of eccentrical
and concentrical diverter pipes are shown in
Figure 2-23. The outside shapes of the screens with
diverter pipes are shown in Figure 2-24.

FIGURE 2-22 Multizone sand control string of some oil
field in the South China Sea.

FIGURE 2-23 Cross sections of eccentrical and concentrical diverter pipes
within casing.
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The matching unit of the screen with the
diverter pipe also includes packers that can pass
through the diverter pipe andbe used formultizone
isolation. This technique, combinedwithmatching
downhole tools, can be used for the separate-
zone gravel packing and fracturing operations of
straight and directional wells and the gravel pack-
ing completion operations of a horizontal well,
thus achieving a high-quality gravel pack. The
investigation indicates that the average quantity
of gravel packed outside the casing using this tech-
nique is 42 lb/ft, whereas it is only 15 lb/ft using
conventional packing technology. The diverter
pipe gravel pack technique can achieve a complete
pack of perforations and less caves left in the

screen-casing annulus, thus obviously increasing
oil well production and prolonging the sand con-
trol life of the oil well. In recent years, the diverter
pipe gravel pack technique has been applied to
sand control of the horizontal well in China and
abroad and good results have been achieved.
Hydraulic Fracturing Gravel Pack Technique.
In recent years, the following two hydraulic
fracturing gravel pack techniques have been
developed by Baker Hughes: high-rate water
gravel pack (HRWP) and tip screenout prepack
(TSO-Prepack).

The two techniques use sea water or salt water
to fracture oil reservoirs and form short fractures
for the gravel pack; which of the two techniques
is adopted depends on the type of oil reservoir.
Common characters include fracturing the forma-
tion damage zone, packing the near-wellbore zone
with gravel, and forming a high flow conductivity
area. The formation of caves during transport-
ing gravel to long fractures by high-viscosity
polymeric carrying fluid and the decrease in frac-
ture conductivity due to incomplete breaking of
polymeric carrying fluid are both avoided, and
the operation costs are also reduced.

1. Tip screenout fracturing design
The fracture propagation process of tip

screenout fracturing includes a normal three-
dimensional extension stage before fracture
screenout and a one-dimensional fracture
width extension stage after screenout. After
fracture screenout, the three-dimensional frac-
ture extension becomes the extension in the
fracture width direction; at this time the rate
of fluid loss from fractures to formation
through fractures is obviously decreased, thus
leading to an increase in pressure inside
fractures and an increase in fracture width
growth rate. The calculation procedure of
fracturing screenout design is as follows.
(1) Changes of fracture sizes, fracture genera-

tion efficiency, and bottomhole pressure
with time are determined by normal three-
dimensional fracture simulation before
screenout, and discharge capacity and fluid
viscosity are optimized.

FIGURE 2-24 Outside shapes of screens with diverter
pipes.
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(2) The relational fracture length Lf is selected,
and the duration required to achieve this
length and the fluid efficiency eso at this
time are determined using the conven-
tional method.

(3) The starting time of pumping the carrying
fluid with low proppant concentration is
calculated:

tfp ¼ tso½ð1� esoÞ2 þ SF�,
where SF is safety factor. The formula
also indicates the filtration time of prepad
fluid.

(4) The proppant input ending time teoj is
determined, and the fluid efficiency eeoj
at this time is calculated.

DVf ¼ qðteoj � tsoÞ � DVL
eeoj ¼ ðqtsoeso þ DVfÞ=ðqteojÞ

where DVf is fracture volume increment
after screenout and DVL is fluid loss after
screenout.

(5) The starting time of pumping the carry-
ing fluid with a high proppant concentra-
tion is calculated using teoj and eeoj:

tms ¼ teoj½ð1� eeojÞ2 þ SF�
This formula also indicates the ending
time of pumping carrying fluid with a
low proppant concentration.

(6) The proppant pack concentration cross
section and total proppant weight from
tms to teoj are calculated:

CdðzÞ ¼ Cdmaxz
a

(7) The proppant pack concentration in
fractures is calculated.

(8) The increase in pump pressure during
proppant packing is estimated.

(9) Design parameters are adjusted and
recalculated, and the optimization design
is conducted.

2. High-rate water gravel pack
This method is appropriate for oil wells of

stratified reservoirs forwhich sand control is nec-
essary. Before operation, formation pressure is
tested in order to prove that formation can be

fractured by sea water or salt water. Then the
water is pumped with a high pumping rate of
1.59 m3/min to fracture the first interval with
a fracture length of 1.5–3 m; after that it is
followed by pumping a thin gravel slurry with
a concentration of 120–240 kg/m3 until tip
screenout, thus the pressure increases and the
second interval is fractured and packed by self-
diversion until the whole perforation section is
packed.

By reason of the self-diversion characteris-
tic, a good treatment result of a long well sec-
tion up to 137 m has been obtained using
high-rate water gravel pack. The HRWP pro-
cess is shown in Figure 2-25.

Case 3. High-rate water gravel pack. The
treated well depth is 1188–1322 m, and the
bottomhole pressure is 13.098 MPa. Before
gravel packing, reservoirs are treated by the
acidizing fluid of 5.7 m3 (10% hydrochloric
acid and 5% acetic acid). The pumping
rate is 1.59 m3/min, the surface pressure is
18.9585 MPa, and 5818 kg of thin gravel
slurry with gravel of 40/60 mesh are used.
The thickness of production casing is
10.36 mm. Completion fluid of CaCl2 type
with a density of 1282 kg/m3 is used.

FIGURE 2-25 High-rate water gravel pack process.
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After being treated, the oil well has a
flowing production rate of 202.2 m3/day.
The skin factor is �2.7, and permeability is
50 � 10�3 mm2 in accordance with well test
data. The net oil reservoir thickness is 76 m.

3. TSO-Prepack
This technique is applicable to oil wells

with serious formation damage and a circula-
tion loss, for which HRWP is unsuitable. This
method adopts a prepad fluid used for wash-
ing the perforations. The calcium carbonate
particles and polymeric bridging particles
that match the formation pore size are added
into the prepad fluid in order to control
the fluid loss by reason that a cake can be
formed rapidly on the fracture face and fluid
loss on the fracture face for fracturing for-
mation is minimized. After a pressure field
is established by the prepad fluid, fracture
the formation and pump water with a low
pumping rate of 0.8 m3/min. Then packing
with a low proppant concention of 59.9–
287.5 kg/m3 is applied, and tip screenout is
generated, thus forming a propped fracture
of 3–6 m. The pack thickness should be less
than 30 m. The thicknesses of upper and

lower restraining barriers should not be less
than 3 m. During tip screenout of hydraulic
fracturing, resin can be added into the tail
proppant for wrapping the proppant in order
to avoid disgorging proppant after fracturing.
Sometimes this technique may be combined
with acidizing. This technique is mainly
used as pretreatment. After that, the gravel
pack is further conducted inside the casing
or the well may be put into production after
tip screenout. Tip screenout prepack is
illustrated in Figure 2-26.

Case 4. Tip screenout prepack. The treated
well depth is 516–542 m (vertical depth
445–453 m). The borehole deviation is 73�.
The pumping rate is 0.8 m3/min. The prepad
fluid volume is 11.4 m3. The carrying fluid
volume is 20.8 m3. The carrying fluid concen-
tration is 59.9–287.5 kg/m3. The quantity of
proppant is 3311 kg. The flowing production
rate of the oil well after treating is 159–
318 m3/day, and the pumping production rate
by an electric submersible pump is 127 m3/
day. Oil well test analysis indicates that the
permeability is 2200 � 10�3 mm2, and the
skin factor is 0–6.

FIGURE 2-26 Tip screenout prepack.
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Other Sand Control Screen
Completions

Precision Millipore Composite Sand Control
Screen. The base pipe is API standard casing
or tubing. The sand control filter layer is stain-
less steel precision Millipore composite filtering
material of all-welded construction. This type
of screen has good operating performance due
to the high permeability, high strength, high
deformation resistance, and high corrosion resis-
tance of the composite filtering bed. The preci-
sion Millipore composite sand control screen is
shown in Figure 2-27. The Millipore composite
sand control screen cross section is shown in
Figure 2-28.

The precision Millipore screen grid of the
multilayer composite sand control filter layer is
woven with 316L stainless steel material. This
Millipore screen grid is known as a filtering
layer. The screen grid with a larger pore, which
is woven with the same material, is known as
the diffusion layer. A screen grid of a diffusion
layer and a screen grid of a filtering layer are
overlapped, thus forming a single filtering layer.
Then a diffusion layer and a filtering layer are
overlapped on the formed single filtering layer.
There are four layers of Millipore screen grids
altogether. They are welded on the base pipe,
thus forming a multilayer composite sand con-
trol filter layer.

Features of composite sand control filter layer:
Large filtrating area (10 times that of slotted

screen or wire-wrapped screen), small
resistance to flow

Stable filtering pores with high deformation
resistance (the sand control capability is
still constant under the condition of
radial deformation of 40%), which can
meet the servicing requirements of a hori-
zontal well

Uniform filtering pores, high permeability,
high resistance to plugging (the plugging
period is two to three times that of com-
mon screen); convenience of reverse
flushing

Small outside diameter, light-weight conve-
nient to be pushed along long-distance
horizontal section

Material and anticorrosion performance:
The base pipe of J55 andN80 grade of steel

is used for common oil and gas wells. For oil
and gas wells with H2S, CO2, and high Cl�

content, anticorrosion casing, tubing or stain-
less steel pipe is used as the base pipe, and
acid-, alkali-, and salt-resistant quality stain-
less steel material is used for the sand control
filter layer and outside protective sleeve.

FIGURE 2-27 Precision Millipore composite sand control
screen.
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Filtration accuracy and technical parameters of
sand control screen:

The filtration accuracy can be determined
by the composition of formation sand or
user’s requirement (see Table 2-6). The

technical parameters of sand control screen
are shown in Table 2-7.

Precision Punched Screen. This screen is com-
posed of the base pipe, stainless steel punched
filtering screen, and support ring. The base pipe
is a perforated API standard casing or tubing.
The high-density spatial slots on the quality
stainless steel punched filtering screen are
formed using computerized precision punching
technology. The punched filtering screen and
the base pipe are welded into a hole through
the bearing ring. During production, formation
sand is retained outside the punched filtering
screen, whereas formation fluid enters the screen
through the punched slot clearance, thus achiev-
ing sand control. In accordance with practical
requirements, an outside protective sleeve can
also be added outside the punched filtering
screen in order to strengthen protection of the
punched filtering screen. The punched screen
structure is shown in Figure 2-29.

FIGURE 2-28 Millipore composite sand control screen
cross section.

TABLE 2-6 Filtration Accuracy

Sand control media WF60 WF80 WF100 WF120 WF160 WF200 WF250 WF300 WF350

Filtration precision (mm) 60 80 100 120 160 200 250 300 350

TABLE 2-7 Technical Parameters of Sand Control Screen

Base Pipe
Precision Millipore

Composite Filter Layer
Stainless Steel Fiber

Composite Filter Layer

Size
Weight per
Meter (kg/m)

Outside
Diameter

Weight per
Meter (kg/m)

Outside
Diameter

Weight per
Meter (kg/m)

23/4 in. 6.85 3 in. (76 mm) 12 3.5 in. (89 mm) 15

27/8 in. 9.54 3.5 in. (89 mm) 15 4 in. (102 mm) 18
31/2 in. 13.7 4.3 in. (108 mm) 20 4.9 in. (124 mm) 23
4 in. 14.2 4.9 in. (124 mm) 22 5.4 in. (138 mm) 26
41/2 in. 17.3 5.3 in. (135 mm) 25 5.9 in. (150 mm) 32
5 in. 22.4 5.9 in. (150 mm) 30 6.4 in. (162 mm) 38
51/2 in. 25.3 6.3 in. (159 mm) 35 6.9 in. (175 mm) 45
65/8 in. 35.8 7.3 in. (188 mm) 46 8 in. (203 mm) 56
7 in. 38.7 7.7 in. (196 mm) 50
Length (m) 5�5.3 Filtration section length 4 m � 1

9.3�9.6 Filtration section length 4 m � 2

Note: The base pipe length can be determined by user’s requirement.
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Features of the punched screen are as follows.

(1) Precision controllable gap. The gap width
can be controlled precisely in the range of
0.15–0.8 mm. The precision of gap width is
	0.02 mm. It can match well with the forma-
tion sand of different grain size composition,
thus meeting sand control requirements.

(2) High corrosion resistance. The stainless steel
punched filtering screen can be resistant
to acid, alkali, and salt corrosions and can
meet the special requirements of oil and gas
wells with H2S, CO2, and high Cl� content.
The gap will not widen due to corrosion
under the long-term use condition.

(3) High integral strength and deformation resis-
tance. The punched filtering screen is sustained
by the base pipe inside. In accordance with
requirements, an outside protective sleeve
can be added. The integral strength of the
perforated base pipe is decreased by only a
matter of 2–3% as compared with that of
standard casing and tubing. It has enough
strength for the compressive deformation of
formation.

(4) High-density gaps and low resistance to
flow. The gap density is three to five times
that of a common slotted screen. The low
resistance to flow is favorable for increasing
oil and gas well production. The filtration
precision of the punched screen is shown in
Table 2-8. The technical parameters of the
punched screen are listed in Table 2-9.

Sand control performance comparison among
wire-wrapped screen, slotted screen, metallic fiber
screen, precision Millipore composite screen, and
precision punched screen is shown in Table 2-10.
STARS Star Pore Screen. This screen has been
applied to horizontal branch holes of the
Suizhong 36-1 oil field in the Bohai Sea, direc-
tional wells of the Luda 10-1 and Penglai 19-3
oil fields, and horizontal wells of the Wei 11-4
oil field in the western South China Sea, and
good results have been achieved.

1. Features of STARS star pore screen
Technical features of the STARS star pore

screen include unique structured design, simple
operation, operational safety and reliability,
broad applicable range, and good sand control
results. Outside configuration of the STARS
star pore screen is shown in Figure 2-30.
(1) Structure is similar to that of tubing or

casing. No welding seam. High strength
and deformation resistance.

(2) Filter medium units sink into the surface
of the base pipe and are not easily dam-
aged with safety and reliability.

(3) There is no sandwich space in the whole
screen, and sand accumulation is avoided
within the screen.

(4) Because the flow filter units are dis-
tributed uniformly on the whole screen, a
blind pipe end will not be reserved, thus
the tripping operations are not influenced.

FIGURE 2-29 Punched screen structure.

TABLE 2-8 Filtration Precision of Punched Screen

Gap width of filtering screen (mm) 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80

Filtration precision (mm) 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 600 700 800

Note: Filtration precision can be determined by formation sand grain size composition or user’s requirement.
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(5) It is applicable to vertical, directional,
horizontal, side-tracked, and multibore
wells due to being light weight, ease of
running in, and wide sand control range.
In addition, its features also include small
frictional resistance to flow, high unit
permeability, small pressure loss, and ero-
sion resistance due to buffering flow.

(6) Pores can be distributed with gradation
or variable density, thus maximizing the
oil and gas well capacity of horizontal
sections.

(7) Good sand controllability due to self-
removal of blocking under varying pres-
sure differentials.

(8) Short operation period and low integrated
costs.

2. STARS star pore screen structure
Single-layer, thick-walled quality stainless

steel pipe, tubing, or casing can be used as
the base pipe of a STARS star pore screen.
There are step-type pores on the base pipe.
The filter units are made of SS304 or SS316
and threaded into the pipe pores. The integral
structure is similar to tubing or casing, as
shown in Figure 2-31.

The filter units of a STARS star pore screen
are relatively independent. They consist of hous-
ing, inside and outside support nets, filtering
net, and gasket. There are various types of filter
units dependent on filtering material. Presently,
widely used filter units include metallic fiber
and woven filter units. The minimum filtration
precision is 60 mm.

STARS Composite Screen
1. Features of STARS composite screen

The STARS composite screen has high per-
meability, strength, deformation resistance,
and corrosion resistance and can be applied
to sand control of open hole or perforated
oil and gas wells and water injection wells.
(1) The STARS composite screen is convenient

for downhole operations due to being light
weight and having good permeability.

(2) The STARS composite screen is not infe-
rior to steel pipe in pliability. The radial
deformation during running in can be
up to 65%, while the torsional and bend-
ing deformations are less than 1�/m.

(3) The integral tensile and compressive
strengths of sand control pipe are not
less than 90% of that of base pipe.

TABLE 2-9 Technical Parameters of Punched Screen

Base Pipe Precision Punched Screen

Size
Weight per
Meter (kg/m)

Maximum
Outside
Diameter

Weight per
Meter (kg/m)

Filtration
Precision

23/8 in. 60.3 mm 6.85 66 mm 7.90 150�800 mm
27/8 in. 73 mm 9.54 80 mm 10.9 150�800 mm
31/2 in. 88.9 mm 13.7 96 mm 15.5 150�800 mm
4 in. 101.6 mm 14.2 109 mm 16.3 150�800 mm
41/2 in. 114.3 mm 17.3 121 mm 19.9 150�800 mm
5 in. 127 mm 22.4 134 mm 25.8 150�800 mm
51/2 in. 139.7 mm 25.3 147 mm 29.1 150�800 mm
65/8 in. 168.3 mm 35.8 175 mm 41.2 150�800 mm
7 in. 177.8 mm 38.7 185 mm 44.5 150�800 mm
Base pipe length, m 4.8�5.0 Filtration section length 4 m � 1

9.3�9.6 Filtration section length 4 m � 2

Note: The base pipe length and filtration precision can be determined in accordance with user’s requirement.
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TABLE 2-10 Sand Control Performance Comparison among Common Sand Control Screens

Performance
Index

Wire-Wrapped
Screen Slotted Screen

Metallic Fiber
Screen

Precision Millipore
Composite Screen

Precision Punched
Screen

Filtration area
percentage


3% 2�3% 80�85% 80�85% 4�6%

Filtering pore
size precision

Excellent error
	30 mm

Medium error
	50–100 mm

Poor error
>200 mm

Excellent error
	7 mm

Excellent error
	30 mm

Filtering pore
instability

Stable Unstable, slot width
increased due to
corrosion

Unstable,
filtering pore
deformed
due to
compression

Stable Stable

Filtration precision
controllability

Difficult to control
when <200 mm

Difficult to control
when <200 mm

Uncontrollable Precise control when
60–400 mm

Controllable when
>500 mm

Collapse resistance Poor Poor Medium Excellent Excellent
Slot corrosion

resistance
Good Poor Good Excellent Excellent

Sand control
reliability

Good Poor Poor Good Good

Resistance to
plugging

Medium Medium Good Excellent Medium

Adaptability to
horizontal well

Unadaptable to
horizontal well,
variable slot width
during pushing along
horizontal section

Basically adaptable to
horizontal well,
mostly applicable to
formation with slight
sand production

Unadaptable to
horizontal
well due to
large outside
diameter

Adaptable to horizontal
well, easy to be run
in and pushed due
to outside protective
sleeve

Adaptable to horizontal
well, easy to be run
in due to compact
structure and light
weight

Sand control life Long Short Shorter Long Long
Economy Excellent Excellent Good Excellent Excellent
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(4) Good corrosion resistance, including resis-
tances to acid, alkali, and salt. For oil and
gas wells and water injection wells con-
taining corrosive fluid, anticorrosive and

hydrogen sulfide resisting casing or tubing
can be used for the base pipe of the screen,
and the whole screen and its components
can be made of stainless steel.

(5) Each layer of the filtering net of the com-
posite screen is welded, and the weld
strength of the soldering point is equal
to or even higher than the strength of
each layer.

(6) The STARS composite screen has a large
flow area, and coverage of the filtering
net on the base pipe is up to 70%, thus
it decreases producing pressure differen-
tial and friction loss and is applicable to
heavy oil reservoirs.

(7) The composite screen adopts a multilayer
filtering net. Even if one of the layers is
damaged, the other layers can still maintain
the filtering effect and normal production.

(8) The shoulder and base pipe should be
connected by socket head bolts and then
surface welded in order to avoid slippage
at welds due to corrosion, thus applica-
tion of the screen in wells containing
H2S, CO2, or a high content of Cl� is
safer and more reliable. Especially for
13 Cr or other materials with a higher
content of alloy, the strength at the con-
nection of the shoulder with the base pipe
is further ensured by fastening with a
socket head bolt and further surface
welding.

The outside drawing of a STAR composite
screen is shown in Figure 2-32.

2. STAR composite screen structure
A STAR composite screen consists mainly

of a base pipe, inner and outer support nets,
a filtering net, and an outside protection pipe.
The materials of the inner and outer support
nets and filtering net are SS304 or SS316
stainless steel. The outside protection pipe
material is stainless steel. The STAR compos-
ite screen structure is shown in Figure 2-33.
The outside protection pipe is used for pro-
tecting the inner and outer support nets and
filtering net during installing and bearing neg-
ative pressure. The outer support net provides

FIGURE2-30 Outside configurationof a STARSpore screen.
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uniformly distributed fluid flow. The filtering
net can meet the requirements of controlling
sand of coarse, medium, and fine sizes. The
inner support net is wrapped on the base pipe
and the seam is welded longitudinally. The
filtering net provides uniformly distributed
fluid flow for the base pipe. The base pipe is
made of API standard casing or tubing, and
the holes are distributed evenly in accordance
with a specific rule. The minimum degree of
precision is 60 mm.

Prepacked Gravel Wire-Wrapped Screen. The
prepacked gravel wire-wrapped screen is a sand
control screen in which gravel comformable to
reservoir properties is prepacked into the annulus
between inner and outer wire-wrapped screens.
The screen is run to the sand production horizon.
Oil well productivity using this sand control
method is lower than that of downhole gravel
pack, and the valid period is not as long as that
of the gravel pack method by reason that the
prepacked gravel wire-wrapped screen sand con-
trol method can only prevent the reservoir sand
after entering the wellbore from further entering
the tubing. (The gravel pack sand control method
can prevent reservoir sand from entering the
wellbore.) However, due to convenient technol-
ogy and low cost, it is still an effective method
for wells in which the gravel pack sand control
method cannot be adopted. Therefore, it is com-
monly used abroad, especially in horizontal
wells. The structure is shown in Figure 2-34.

The selections of the prepack gravel grain size
and the gap between inner and outer wire-wrapped

screens are the same as those of downhole gravel
pack. The difference between the outside diameter
of the outer screen and the internal diameter of the
casing should be small to the full extent and is nor-
mally about 10 mm in order to increase the thick-
ness of the prepacked gravel layer, thus enhancing
the sand control effectiveness. A prepacked gravel
layer thickness of about 25 mm should be ensured.
The inside diameter of the inner screen should be
more than 2 mm larger than the outside diameter
of the central pipe in order to be installed smoothly
on the central pipe.
Metallic Fiber Sand Control Screen. There are
two types of metallic fiber sand control screens:
the sand control screen of roll-formed metallic
fiber and the sand control screen of sintered
metallic fiber.

1. Sand control screen of roll-formed metallic
fiber

The basic structure is shown in Figure 2-35.
The main sand control material is the wire-cut
and mixed stainless steel fiber, which is then
rolled, carded, and formed. The sand control
principle is that when bulk fibers accumulate
together, some gaps form in between and the
formation sand grains are retained. The gap
size is related to the compactedness of the
cumulated fiber. The sand control of different
diameter reservoir sand grains is achieved by
controlling the metallic fiber gap size, that is,
the fiber compactedness. However, the metal-
lic fiber has elasticity and the small sand
grains can pass through the gaps under some
driving force, thus avoiding plugging up.

FIGURE 2-31 STARS star pore screen structure.
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The fiber can resume to its former state and
the self-cleaning effect can be achieved.

Under steam injection oil production, the
high temperature (360�C), high pressure
(18.9 MPa) and corrosion (pK 8–12)-resistant
sand control tools are required and stainless
steel fiber can meet these requirements.

In the Liaohe oil field, the wire diameter
of the stainless steel fiber that is used is
50–120 mm, the fiber filtering layer thick-
ness is 15–25 mm, and the compressibility is
22–28 MPa�1. The fiber filtering layer perme-
ability is greater than 1000 mm2, the porosity
is greater than 90%, and the sand production
is not greater than 0.01%. The screen is appli-
cable to sand control of open hole, casing,
vertical, and horizontal wells.

2. Sintered metallic fiber sand control screen
Tubing or casing may be used as the base

pipe of a sintered metallic fiber sand control
screen. The base pipe is perforated in accor-
dance with a specific rule, and the metallic
fiber is sintered on the perforated base pipe,
thus forming a spatial cellular filtering
shield. Crude oil and fine silt smaller than
0.07 mm can pass through the metallic fiber.
The fine silt is carried away from the wellbore
by the oil flow, whereas the coarse sand grains
with a larger diameter are retained outside the
screen, thus forming a sand-retaining barrier
and achieving the sand control goal. The tech-
nical characteristic indices of sintered metallic
fiber screen are listed in Table 2-11.

This sand control string is not only appli-
cable to the sand control of various oil and
gas wells and water injection wells, which
are casing completed vertical, directional,
side-tracking, or horizontal wells, but also
applicable to the sand control of various open
hole wells.

External Guide Housing Sand Filtering Screen.
The external guide housing sand filtering screen
is a combination of a wire-wrapped screen and
a sand screen. It has not only the performance
of a wire-wrapped prepack screen, but the per-
formance of a sand screen, thus surpassing the

FIGURE 2-32 STARS composite screen.
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performance of each. From inside to outside the
sand filtering screen consists of a perforated base
pipe, wire-wrapped screen, net sleeve woven
with thin steel wire, and external guide housing

used for protecting the sand filtering screen. This
structure provides optional productivity and
prolongs the life of the screen. It is applicable
to the vertical and horizontal wells of casing per-
foration or open hole completion. The external
guide housing the sand filtering screen is shown
in Figure 2-36.

1. External guide housing
The external guide housing protects the

screen and guiding. It can prevent borehole
debris and casing burr from damaging the
screen. When the well is put into production,
the guide housing inflow structure can
change the flow direction of the produced
formation fluid with sand, thus mitigating
screen erosion and prolonging the screen life.
The external guide housing structure is
shown in Figure 2-37.

2. Sand filtering net sleeve woven with thin steel
wire

The inflow area of the sand filtering net
sleeve woven with thin steel wire is 11 times as
large as that of the prepack screen. It provides
the maximum inflow area and uniform pore
throats, which help form permeable cake. In
addition, the changing of the sand carrying
fluid flow direction once more decreases screen
erosion. Furthermore, this sand filtering net
sleeve can be backwashed in order to remove
the fine sand and cake adsorbed on the sand fil-
tering net sleeve. The sand filtering net sleeve
woven with thin steel wire and the wire-
wrapped screen are shown in Figure 2-38.

FIGURE 2-33 STARS composite screen structure.

FIGURE 2-34 Prepacked gravel wire-wrapped screen: 1,
collar; 2, gland; 3, inner wire-wrapped screen; 4, gravel; 5,
outer wire-wrapped screen; and 6, central pipe.
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3. Wire-wrapped screen
The formation fluid first enters the internal

guide housing, passes through the sand fil-
tering net sleeve woven with thin steel wire,
and finally passes through the wire-wrapped
screen. The sand carried by the formation fluid
is retained outside the sand control screen.
The fluid enters the central pipe of the screen
through the holes, then enters tubing, and
finally flows to the surface. The wire-wrapped
screen is also welded to the frame the same
as the former wire-wrapped screen. However,
the cross section of the wire is circular but
not trapezoidal. Therefore, the whole circular
surface area can be fully used and the fluid
flow is diverted, thus mitigating erosion and
prolonging the service life.

The technical specifications are the follow-
ing: wire spacing 25 mm; destructive strength
up to 41.4 MPa; tensile elongation 2%; crush
diameter up to 60% of original diameter;
torque test torsion 3.3�/m.

This screen, which improves the structure,
material, and manufacturing technology, can
be used for controlling coarse, medium, and

FIGURE 2-35 Roll-formed metallic fiber sand control screen structure:
1, base pipe; 2, bulkhead; 3, protection pipe; 4, metallic fiber; and 5,
metallic net.

TABLE 2-11 Technical Characteristic Indices of Sintered Metallic Fiber Screen

Type

Minimum
Bore
Diameter
(mm)

Permeability
(mm2)

Sand
Retaining
Grain Size
(mm)

Internal
Pressure
Strength
(MPa)

External
Pressure
Strength
(MPa)

Flow
Area
(cm2/m)

Temperature
Resistance (ºC) Remarks

j168 mm j140 38�120 Over 0.07 22 35 286 350 Horizontal well

j148 mm j120 32�120 Over 0.07 22 35 267 350 7-in. well
j108 mm j82 28�65 Over 0.07 20 32 260 350 51/2 in.
j102 mm j78 38�80 Over 0.07 20 32 254 350 Side-tracked hole
j102 mm j82 38�65 Over 0.07 18 28 254 350 Sand anchor

j89 mm j68 24�52 Over 0.07 18 32 205 350 Sand anchor

FIGURE 2-36 External guide housing sand filtering screen.
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fine sand, and the sand control effectiveness
and service life are improved.

The directional well completion mode is
basically the same as that of the straight well
by reason that the deviation angle of the
directional well is generally about 50�.

Chemical Sand Consolidation
Well Completion

The chemical sand consolidation process includes
mixing the binding agent (cement slurry or
phenolaldehyde resin, etc.), pore retaining agent

(light oil), and supporting agent (rigid grains, such
as quartz sand, walnut hull) uniformly in a specific
proportion, squeezing the mixture outside the cas-
ing, and accumulating it at the sand production
horizon. After setting, the mixture forms an artifi-
cial borehole wall with a specific strength and
permeability, thus preventing the reservoir from
producing sand, or the supporting agent is not
added, the binding agent is squeezed directly into
the sand producing reservoir outside the casing,
and the unconsolidated sandstone is firmly con-
solidated, thus preventing the reservoir from pro-
ducing sand. In accordance with the features of
a thermal production well of heavy oil, a high-
strength sand consolidating agent (Liaohe No.5)
and high-temperature foam resin for controlling
fine silt are obtained by testing and the artificial
borehole wall sand control of the thermal

FIGURE 2-38 A sand filtering net sleeve woven with thin
steel wire and a wire-wrapped screen.

FIGURE 2-37 External guide housing.
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production well is achieved and broadly applied in
the Liaohe oil field, and good results have been
obtained. In addition, the subsurface-synthesized
phenolaldehyde resin sand control technique devel-
oped at the Shengli oil field and the fine silt control
technique using the chemical sand consolidating
agent formulated with polymer, etc., by the Cana-
dian Alberta Research Center (ARC) have been
applied successfully to sand control in oil fields.

Despite a sand control method, chemical sand
consolidation has limitations of use. It is only
applicable to the sand control of a single and
thin bed of about 5 m thick and is not applicable
to sand control of a thick bed and long well sec-
tion. The applicable range and advantages and
disadvantages are listed in Table 2-12. The appli-
cable conditions of various well completion
methods are listed in Table 2-13.

Fiber Complex Fine Silt Control
Completion

The fiber complex fine silt control technique has
been applied in the Sebei gas field in Qinghai,
the Shengli Gudao oil field, and the heavy oil
thermal production wells in the Liaohe oil field
since 2001 and good results have been obtained.

Reservoirs of the Sebei gas field in Qinghai are
mainly quaternary siltstone and argillaceous silt-
stone with loose consolidation, low diagenetic
grade, high clay content, high shale content,
high salinity, strong sensitivity, and serious silt
production. The produced fine silt has a grain
size of 0.04–0.07 mm. Conventional sand control
techniques have no effect or only very poor
results, thus restricting seriously the highly effec-
tive development of this gas field. Laboratory
tests and field applications of the fiber complex
fine silt technique have obtained obvious effects.
Fiber Complex Fine Silt Control Principle. The
fiber complex fine silt control technique uses
two types of fiber. One is the soft fiber used for
stabilizing silt, which changes fine silt to larger
aggregates of fine silt. The other is the hard fiber
used for retaining silt. The hard fiber and the
resin-wrapped sand form a complex retaining silt
and preventing silt from entering the wellbore.

The soft fiber is a long-chain cationic polymer
with a branched chain. The branched chain has
a cationic gene. This soft fiber may expand nat-
urally due to the electrical behavior effect in
aqueous solution. When the soft fiber enters
the reservoir, the branched chain with a positive
charge in soft fiber will adsorb the fine silt in the
reservoir to become a larger fine silt aggregate
similar to large grain, thus decreasing the
starting speed of fine silt and increasing the crit-
ical flow velocity of fine silt, which will stabilize
and consolidate the silt to some extent and
achieve fine silt control.

The hard fiber is a special silt control fiber,
which is woven by using crook, crimp, and spiral
intersection of the tailored hard fiber to form a
stable three-dimensional reticulated structure
and bind up the sand grains in it, thus forming a
firm filtration body with a specific permeability
and achieving silt control. The hard fiber silt con-
trol principle is shown in Figure 2-39.

The reservoir of the Sebei gas field is ooze
sandstone with poor consolidation and serious
fine silt production. When the reservoir is being
fractured along the maximum principal stress,
the fiber mixture is packed around the borehole,
a pack ring is formed, all perforations in the bore-
hole are plugged, and a quasi-screen is formed,
thus achieving the effects similar to that of a pack
screen and the goal of fine silt control. The pack
ring around the borehole and the man-made
fracture are shown in Figure 2-40.
Fiber Complex Silt Control Stimulation
Principle
1. Removing original formation damage

It is unavoidable that the reservoir may
be damaged to some extent during drilling,
well completion, formation testing, and well
workover, thus impairing well productivity.
Therefore, two procedures should be consid-
ered for removing formation damage during
the fiber complex sand control application.
First, the reservoir is treated with organic acid
to dissolve the acid-soluble minerals in the res-
ervoir and the foreign invasion material, thus
the reservoir permeability is improved and
near-wellbore formation damage is removed.
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TABLE 2-12 Chemical Sand Consolidation Method Selection Reference

Method
Binding
Agent

Supporting
Agent

Formulation
(Weight Ratio) Applicable Range

Advantages and
Disadvantages

Sand–cement
slurry
artificial
borehole wall

Cement slurry Quartz sand Cement:water:quartz
sand ¼ 1:0.5:4

Later sand control of oil production
and water injection wells

Sand control of low pressure and
shallow wells

Wide material source, low strength,
short valid period

Water-cement-
sand artificial
borehole wall

Cement Quartz sand Cement:quartz
sand ¼ 1:2–2.5

Later sand control of high water cut
oil well and water injection well

Low pressure oil production and
water injection wells

Wide material source, low cost,
serious plug

Diesel oil–
cement slurry
emulsion
artificial
borehole wall

Diesel oil–
cement
slurry
emulsion

Diesel oil:cement:
water ¼ 1:1:0.5

Initial sand control of oil production
and water injection wells

Less sand production

Wide material source, low cost,
serious plug

Phenol aldehyde
resin artificial
borehole wall

Phenol
aldehyde
resin
solution

Phenol:formal-
dehyde:ammonia
water ¼ 1:1.5:0.05

Initial and early sand control of oil
production and water injection
wells

Sand control of medium and
coarse sandstone reservoirs

Strong adaptability, high cost, short
resin storage life

Resin walnut hull
artificial
borehole wall

Phenol
aldehyde
resin

Walnut hull Resin:walnut
hull ¼ 1:1.5

Early and later sand control of oil
production and water injection
wells

Less sand production

High binding strength, high
permeability, good sand control
effectiveness, difficult material
source, complicated operation

Sand–resin slurry
artificial
borehole wall

Phenol
aldhyde
resin

Quartz sand Resin:quartz
sand ¼ 1:4

Later sand control of oil
production and water injection
wells

High binding strength, strong
adaptability, complicated
operation

Phenol aldehyde
solution
subsurface
synthesis

Phenol
aldehyde
solution

Phenol:formal-
dehyde:hardening
agent
¼ 1:2:0.3–0.36

Initial and early sand control of oil
production and water injection
wells with reservoir temperature
above 60�C

Low solution viscosity, easy to be
squeezed into reservoir, able to
be used for separate-layer sand
control

Resin coating
gravel
artificial
borehole wall

Epoxy resin Quartz sand Resin:gravel
¼ 1:10–20

Early and later sand control of oil
production and water injection
wells with reservoir temperature
above 60�C

High permeability, high strength,
simple operation
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Second, the tip screenout fracturing tech-
nique is used to widen the fracture at the frac-
tured end, pack the mixture of fiber and
proppant, and form a high flow conductivity
fracture zone. Formation damage is in the
near-wellbore zone. For high permeability
formation, the formation damage zone is gen-
erally in a range of 3 m. The length of the

short fracture generated by tip screenout frac-
turing may far exceed the damage radius, and
the original formation damage can be removed
(see Figure 2-40).

2. Improving original flow conditions
The fracture generated using the tip

screenout fracturing technique used in the
fiber complex silt control technology system

TABLE 2-13 Geological Conditions Suitable for Various Well Completion Modes (vertical
well)

Completion Mode Suitable Geological Condition

Perforated completion 1. Reservoir required to be separated into intervals due to complicated geological conditions,
such as gas cap, bottom water, water-bearing interbed, or sloughing interbed

2. Reservoir that needs separate-zone testing, production, water injection, and treatments
due to differences in pressure and lithology between separate zones

3. Low-permeability reservoir that needs massive hydraulic fracturing

4. Sandstone reservoir and fractured carbonatite reservoir

Open hole completion 1. Competent carbonatite reservoir

2. Reservoir without gas cap, bottom water, water-bearing interbed, and sloughing interbed

3. Single thick reservoir or the multizone reservoir with basically same pressure and lithology

4. Reservoir not required to be separated into intervals and treated selectively

Slotted liner completion 1. Reservoir without gas cap, bottom water, water-bearing interbed, and sloughing interbed

2. Single thick reservoir or the multizone reservoir with basically same pressure and lithology

3. Reservoir not required to be separated into intervals and treated selectively

4. Unconsolidated medium and coarse sand grain reservoir

Open hole gravel pack
completion

1. Reservoir without gas cap, bottom water, and water-bearing interbed

2. Single thick reservoir or multizone reservoir with basically same pressure and physical
properties

3. Reservoir not required to be separated into intervals and treated selectively

4. Unconsolidated, seriously sand-producing, coarse, medium, and fine sand grain reservoir

Casing gravel pack
completion

1. Reservoir required to be separated into intervals due to complicated geological conditions,
such as gas cap, bottom water, water-bearing interbed, or sloughing interbed

2. Reservoir required to be treated selectively due to differences in pressure and lithology
between separate zones

3. Unconsolidated, seriously sand-producing, coarse, medium, and fine sand grain reservoir

Complex-type completion 1. Competent reservoir

2. Reservoir without water-bearing and sloughing interbeds in the open hole section

3. Single thick reservoir or multizone reservoir with basically same pressure and lithology

4. Reservoir not required to be separated into intervals and treated selectively

5. Reservoir with gas cap and a high-pressure water-bearing formation near the top
boundary of the reservoir and without bottom water
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increases flow area, the original radial flow is
changed to quasi-liner flow, the producing pres-
sure drawdown is apportioned in a larger range
of formation deep, the pressure drop in the
near-wellbore zone is decreased, and the gas
flow velocity around the borehole is reduced
greatly, thus mitigating or avoiding the failure
of the rock matrix, decreasing the degree of res-
ervoir silt production, increasing the well pro-
duction rate, and achieving silt control.

Furthermore, the fiber complex ring formed
bypacking around the borehole has a higher per-
meability,which ismuchhigher than the original
reservoir permeability, thus also improving the
flow conditions around the borehole in the
nonfracture zone (see Figure 2-40).

Fiber Complex Silt Control Application. The
argillaceous siltstone reservoir of the Sebei gas field
in Qinghai has a shale content of 40–60%.

The clay minerals include mainly illite (45–67%),
chlorite (18–29%), kaolinite (12–17%), a mixed
illite–smectite layer (0–14%), and a small amount
of smectite. Themedian grain diameter of reservoir
silt is 0.03–0.07 mm. Reservoir silt with a grain
size smaller than 0.01 mm accounts for 28%.

The degrees of formation damages of water,
salt, acid, and alkali sensitivities are strong. The
average degrees of damages of water and salt
sensitivities are 94 and 97%, respectively, whereas
the average degrees of damages of acid and alkali
sensitivities are 76%. The critical salinity is
80,000 mg/liter. The critical pH value is about
7.5. In order to protect the reservoir, enhance
the flow conductivity of the proppant zone, and
favor fracturing tip screenout, in accordance with
the strong salt sensitivity of the reservoir, a clean
fracturing fluid has been developed and used as
the carrying fluid of fiber complex silt control
operation.

In 2002–2005, fiber was used for stabilizing
and retaining silt in 23 wells of the Sebei gas
field. The glass fiber was used as hard fiber,
which is 1–1.5% of the resin-wrapped sand
volume weight ratio. The fiber had a diameter
of 10–13 mm and a length of 10–15 mm. The
resin-wrapped sand was used for preventing the
proppant from flowback. The clean fracturing
fluid was used as the carrying fluid to conduct
tip screenout fracturing as a measure of fine silt
control. Obvious results were obtained. No silt
has been produced since the measure was taken.
The gas production rate averages 1.7–2.3 times
the original production rate.

The Guantao and Minghuazhen formation
reservoirs of the Shengli Gudao oil field have a
buried depth of 1120–1350 m. With production
extended, serious fine silt production is generated.
Good results have been obtained in the laboratory
and on-site experimental studies of fiber complex
silt control. The long-chain cationic polymer with
a branched chain is used as soft fiber. In accor-
dance with the reservoir features, both ceramic
and glass fibers may be used as the hard fiber.
The cost of glass fiber is much lower than that of
ceramic fiber. Laboratory experiments of acid-,
alkali-, salt-, and temperature-resistant properties

FIGURE 2-39 Hard fiber sand control principle.

FIGURE 2-40 The pack ring around a borehole and the
man-made fracture.
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have proven that glass fiber has good chemical sta-
bility and can meet the requirements of the reser-
voir silt control, thus glass fiber was selected and
used. An on-site case history is the following:
The N7 N6 well of the Gudao oil field is located
in the polymer injection oil production area. The
reservoir is the Guantao formation Ng5

4-5. It has
an average porosity of 30%, permeability of
1.61 mm2, median grain size of 0.103 mm, shale
content of 9.6%, surface crude oil viscosity of
4655 mPa, formation water salinity of 8000 mg/
liter, reservoir temperature of 71�C, and perforated
thickness of 7.5 m. A large amount of fine silt was
produced in thiswell due to polymer injection. The
well was shut down on July 6, 2004, due to silting.
A fiber complex silt control operation was
conducted on December 20, 2005. The pumping
rate was 900–1000 liter/min, the mean sand carry-
ing ratio was 29.5%, the fiber complex sand body
of 12 tons was actually squeezed, and the pumping
pressurewas increased from6 to 15 MPa.Thewell
was opened on December 23, 2005. The silt pro-
duction problem was fully solved.

Furthermore, good results of fine silt control
in the steam injection well of the heavy oil reser-
voir in the Liaohe oil field have been obtained.
High-temperature resin plus glass fiber was
pumped into the oil reservoir to prevent fine silt
from producing. After hardening, it can be tem-
perature resistant to above 350�C and has been
applied extensively.

Intelligent Well Completion

In the late 1980s, the first intelligent well
appeared and a downhole pressure-temperature
meter was run in, thus achieving reading out
data at the surface and real-time monitoring of
the downhole pressure and temperature of an
oil well. After the 1990s, the intelligent well,
which is able to control the downhole flow rate,
appeared. Data of downhole temperature, pres-
sure, and flow rate can be acquired at the surface
using a hydraulic or electric control system. By
2004, there were more than 130 intelligent wells
worldwide. In addition, more than 200 wells
had downhole remote control devices by which

downhole tools and gauges can be controlled
remotely at the surface and more data of reser-
voir production parameters can be acquired.
Overview. The intelligent well completion sys-
tem is a computerized automatic control system
for controlling oil and gas production. It can be
used for real-time monitoring and controlling
the oil and gas production of production
horizons in oil and gas wells or branch holes of
a multibore well. It can measure and monitor
downhole oil and gas production at the surface
remotely, thus optimizing production rates of
production horizons in accordance with theoret-
ical calculation results and actual measurement
data, enabling producing of production horizons
in the optimum working state. Hence, the recov-
ery factor of oil and gas reservoirs may be
enhanced, the times of downhole operations
may be decreased, and the operating manage-
ment of oil field production may be optimized.

The intelligent well completion system includes
the following subsystems: downhole information
sensing system, downhole production control sys-
tem, downhole data transmission system, and sur-
face data acquisition, analysis, and feedback
control system. The downhole production control
system includes various removable downhole tools
and downhole sensors. These devices have good
flexibility and can meet various requirements of
well completion in accordance with oil reservoir
production features. The intelligent well comple-
tion system consists mainly of the following
components:

1. Surface SCADA (supervisory control, alarm,
and data acquisition) system interface

2. Underwater control network
3. Downhole control network
4. Separate-zone packers with bypass
5. Removable, switchable, and open degree

adjustable downhole tools
6. Downhole sensors of pressure, tempera-

ture, flow rate, water cut, and density

All of the downhole devices, including sen-
sors and removable tools, are connected with
the downhole control network. The system uses
permanently installed cable for supplying power
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and provides bidirectional digital communica-
tion between the surface and the downhole
sensors. The hydraulic or electromagnetic drive
can be adopted. If the hydraulic drive is adopted,
hydraulic power is supplied through a hydraulic
line connected with the surface hydraulic power
installation. If the electromagnetic drive is adopted,
the electric driver is selectively indicated to pro-
vide mechanical power for various mechanical
devices.
Functions of Intelligent Well Completion
System. The intelligent well completion system
has the following advantages and functions in
reservoir management and behavior monitoring
aspects.

(1) Multilayer reservoirs can be selectively pro-
duced, and the optimum working mode can
be selected on the basis of the surveyed
inflow and working environment parameter
data of each layer in wells. The injection per-
formance of the injection well and the pro-
duction performance of the oil well can be
improved, the choke of the high water-cut

layer or high gas–oil ratio layer can be
timely shut, more oil and gas can be pro-
duced from the reservoir, and the recovery
factor of the oil field can be increased.

(2) Pressure build-up and drop tests can be
conducted with no need for well shut-in,
and production rate, pressure, and tempera-
ture can be measured at any time. Material
balance calculation of the reservoir can be
conducted accurately. The reservoir perfor-
mance can be kept informed. The oil and
gas well management quality and efficiency
can be enhanced by effectively analyzing
and processing the flow parameter data of
each layer.

(3) Downhole horizons can be treated with no
need for downhole operations, thus decreas-
ing times of downhole operations, decreasing
production downtime, decreasing production
operation costs, and enhancing the competi-
tive power of oil field production.

The hole structures of conventional and intelli-
gent well completions are shown in Figure 2-41.

FIGURE 2-41 Hole structures of conventional and intelligent well completions.
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By reason of the high investment of downhole
completion devices, the intelligent well comple-
tion system is chiefly used for the subsea satellite
wells, horizontal wells, and extended reach wells
in offshore deep water areas and the unattended
oil wells, multilayer injection and production
wells, and electric submersible pumpwells in fron-
tier areas at present. It is mostly used in oil fields
with high productivity and downhole operation
costs. The intelligent well completion system can
achieve real-time production optimization of vari-
ous production horizons, thus achieving a higher
recovery factor and economic benefits. Presently,
oil fields adopting the intelligent well completion
system are located in the North Sea, Adriatic Sea,
Gulf of Mexico, West Africa, Indonesia, and
Venezuela. The intelligent well completion is a
completion method with development prospects;
however, it is unsuitable for low-productivity
wells, shallow wells, and wells with a single series
of strata due to diseconomy and no need.

The Suizong oil field in the Bohai Gulf, China,
has an oil-bearing area of 43 km2 with oil reserves
of 2.6 � 108 tons and an initial individual-well
daily production rate of 70–100 tons per day with
sand production. In the early 1990s during devel-
opment of the pilot area, there was a packer
between two reservoirs in addition to a gravel
pack in the well. There is a sliding sleeve for
each, thus water cut may be controlled by shutting
the sliding sleeve if the water cut of some
reservoirs is high. Also, a batch of electronic pres-
sure gauges was selected, thus keeping informed
on downhole pressure conditions in time. In the
late 1990s–early 2000s, a new capillary pressure
gauge was adopted and located at 100 m below
the electric submersible pump. Thus, downhole
pressure data can be read out on the platform at
any time. The oil reservoir permeability, skin fac-
tor, downhole flowing pressure, and reservoir
pressure can be calculated by interpreting and
analyzing these pressure data. An excessive skin
factor and a lower production rate in an oil well
indicate that some plugging of the reservoir in
the well exists, and a plugging removal measure
may be taken. Until 2005, the downhole capillary
pressure gauge had been applied in 39 wells,

which accounted for 20% of more than 200 pro-
duction wells in the whole oil field. Thus, by using
downhole pressure and production data, the oil
well and field production conditions can be
analyzed in time and corresponding adjustments
can be made, thus optimizing oil field production.

Monobore Well Completion

The hole structure of a traditional oil and gas
well includes two flow channels: the tubing used
for oil and gas production and the tubing–casing
annulus used for circulation and well killing
[see Figure 2-42(a)]. The hole structure of a
monobore well has only a flow channel, that is,
tubing [see Figure 2-42(b)]. This hole structure
can save the drilling and completion equipment
and tools, such as casing, packer, and circulating
valve, and the operating procedures of running
these equipment and tools. In addition, the
perforated completion operation of monobore
well completion does not take up rig time, thus
reducing drilling and completion costs greatly.
However, the problems of well killing, lifting,
induced flow, and plugging will occur when the
monobore hole structure is used; as a result,
the monobore well completion application is
restricted to some extent. The monobore well
completion technique is mainly applicable to oil

FIGURE 2.42 Hole structures of a traditional oil and gas
well (a) and monoborne oil and gas well (b).
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wells flowing in whole production life, especially
to gas wells. For gas fields with low reserves,
low permeability, a low individual-well produc-
tion rate, and no sand production, the investment
can be reduced greatly by using this comple-
tion technique, thus achieving better economic
benefit.
Good Results Obtained in Gulf of Thailand.
The geological features of the Gulf of Thailand
include continental deposit, cataclastic structure,
more faults, low oil and gas reserves, and lower
individual-well production rate. By adhering
to the low-cost strategy and uninterrupted techni-
cal innovation, Unocal has implemented a series of
measures with the monobore well completion
technique as the kernel and has acquired great suc-
cess in oil and gas exploration and development.

More than 80 wellhead platforms have been
built, and more than 1600 wells have been
drilled by Unocal in the Gulf of Thailand
(Figure 2-43). In 1983–2002, the hole structure
of the wells drilled in the Gulf of Thailand had
been improved many times and well completion
with F73-mm tubing had been achieved. The
borehole size changed from large to small, and
the hole structure decreased from four to three
layers. Using the monobore well completion
technique, the well construction period of the
oil and gas fields in the Gulf of Thailand was
shortened and well construction costs were
decreased, as shown in Figure 2-44. The further
significance of reducing drilling and completion
costs is that the saved costs increased the

quantity of wells drilled and completed, and
more oil and gas reserves were found.
Main Features of MonoboreWell Completion.
(1) The monobore well completion technique

decreases borehole size. Production casing
size is decreased from F177.8 mm (7 in.) to
F73 mm (2 7/8 in.). The matching techniques
and tools have been had.

(2) When the monobore well completion tech-
nique is used for development well drilling
and completion, tubing may be run in and
the well cemented after drilling. Then the
drilling rig and drill vessel can be evacuated
from the site and the through-tubing wireline
perforating can be conducted on the well site
or platform, thus the rental of a drilling rig or
drill vessel can be decreased.

(3) The monobore well completion technique
can also be used for drilling exploration
wells. For conventional well completion,
during a drillstem test [Figure 2-45(a)], a
series of downhole tools, including packer,
circulating valve, jar, and killing valve,
should be run in, long running-in and
pulling-out time and a large amount of
materials will be consumed, and high costs
are required. Under monobore well comple-
tion [Figure 2-45(b)], after tubing running-in,
cementing, and wireline perforating, testing
may be conducted. When testing of the lowest
zone is ended, a bridge plug is set at its top to

FIGURE 2.43 The hole structure improvements of wells
drilled by Unocal in the Gulf of Thailand.

FIGURE 2.44 The operation technique improvements
and corresponding well construction period and drilling
and completion cost changes of Unocal in the Gulf of
Thailand in 1980–2002.
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conduct testing at the next zone. After the
testing task is finished, a bridge plug is set at
the uppermost zone and the upper tubing is
cut using cutting bullets. After the cement
plug is set using tubing string, the exploration
well operations may be finished. By compari-
son with the string operations, the wireline
operations are quite timesaving.

(4) The monobore well completion technique
changes operation mode from the traditional
bibore operation mode able to conduct
circulating well killing to the monobore
operation mode able only to conduct squeez-
ing well killing. In order to solve the difficulty
of induced flow of oil and gas in the produc-
tion well, in addition to coiled tubing for
induced flow, diesel oil can also be used as
the tail slurry for cementing. The under-
balance condition may be formed by diesel
oil in the wellbore, thus the well can be put
into production just after perforating.

(5) If monobore well completion is adopted, the
downhole safety valve is run in before the
cementing operation and may be affected
negatively by the cementing fluid. Therefore,
the downhole safety valve should be moved
many times in the cementing operation pro-
cess in order to prevent the safety valve from
being stuck by the cementing fluid.

(6) For wells completed using the monobore well
completion technique, operations including
perforating, setting bridge plug, induced flow
operation, and downhole safety valve servicing

operation may only be conducted using wire,
wireline, and coiled tubing, and because the
well servicing operations of running or pulling
string cannot be conducted, higher quality wire
and wireline operations are required.

(7) The monobore hole structure has no tradi-
tional circulating and killing channel, thus
generating oil and gas well operation risk to
some extent. However, the experiences of a
large number of applications in the Gulf of
Thailand indicate that this risk may be con-
trolled by installing a downhole safety valve
and taking other risk-controlling measures
so that the operations are also safe.

(8) The monobore hole structure is simple and the
operational measures are limited. If downhole
problems occur and repair is needed, the side-
trackingmethodmayoften be used but not tra-
ditional repair measures. Hence, the require-
ment of side-tracking should be considered
when the cement return height is designed in
the cementing design.

During the monobore well completion oper-
ations, the matching technology and management
concept optimization, including large-scale, three-
dimensional seismic survey and interpretation for
enhancing the accuracy of reservoir interpreta-
tion, integrally completed well-site design for
batch drilling and centralized drilling wells with
the same borehole size, using more logging while
drilling for decreasing wireline logging, drilling
two monobore wells within the same marine
riser for reducing surface engineering and riser
building costs, and optimizing the drilling rig
evacuation and emplacement and the drilling
fluid properties, for enhancing integral benefit
of the monobore well completion technique, is
required. Drilling two monobore wells within
the same marine riser and the monobore well
drilling and completion technique are shown in
Figure 2-46.

In general, monobore (2 7/8-in. tubing) well
completion is relatively suitable for gas wells of
gas fields that have low reserves, low permeabil-
ity, low individual-well production rates, no
sand production, and no need of dewatering
gas production for the following reasons.

FIGURE 2.45 Conventional DST (a) and monobore
structure tubing (b) testing diagram.
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1. The gas production of gas wells is gener-
ally flowing production.

2. The downhole operation workload is rela-
tively low during the gas production of
gas wells.

3. The downhole technology and tools, includ-
ing perforating and separate-zone testing,
have been matched for 2 7/8-in. tubing well
completion.

4. When the 2 7/8-in. tubing well completion
is adopted, a 7-in. intermediate casing is
needed to be run to some depth in order
to produce the remaining natural gas by
late side-tracking if necessary.

A large amount of investment can be saved and
better economic benefits of gas field production
can be achieved by adopting monobore well com-
pletion. However, for the oil fields of pumping
production, small-hole oil production is limited
by reservoir depth and has to solve downhole pro-
duction technology and tool problems; therefore,
specific studies and economic benefit analysis
should be conducted in accordance with the
practical conditions of the field and then a strate-
gic decision can be prudently made.

Underground Natural Gas Storage
Well Completion

Underground natural gas storages are underground
facilities for storing natural gas. At present, there

are three types of underground natural gas storages
worldwide, which include depleted oil and gas res-
ervoir gas storages, salt-cave gas storages, and aqui-
fer gas storages. They are distributed mostly in the
United States, Canada, the former USSR, and
Germany, and 10–30% of the yearly consumption
is supplied by underground natural gas storages.
According to statistics in 2000, about 200 under-
ground natural gas storages had been built world-
wide and the total effective working gas volume
was up to 3003.5 � 108 m3. In the United States
and Europe, over 20% of commercial gases were
from underground natural gas storages. The work-
ing gas volume of the 23 underground natural gas
storages operated just byRussiaNatural Gas Indus-
try Co., Ltd. had reached 600 � 108 m3 and the
average daily gas supply in winter had reached
about 50 � 108 m3. In recent years, three large
underground natural gas storages with a total peak
adjusting gas volume of several hundred million
cubic meters have been built in the North China
area. Also, underground salt-cave natural gas
storages with a total peak adjusting gas volume of
several hundred million cubic meters, are being
built in the Changjiang delta area. In addition, a
series of larger underground natural gas storages
are being planned in northern, northeastern, and
southwestern China.

Natural gas is generally injected into the natu-
ral gas storages in the slack season of gas usage
and is produced from storages in the busy season

FIGURE 2.46 Drilling two monobore wells within the same marine
riser and the monobore well drilling and completion technique.
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(generally winter) or security period. A high flow
rate is adopted for injection or production, and
the individual-well productivity should be gener-
ally up to 100–300 � 104 m3/day. A well of the
underground salt-cave natural gas storage of the
American Duke Energy Co. in northern Texas
has a diameter of 20 in. (508 mm) and the maxi-
mum gas productivity is up to 1870� 104 m3/day.

Underground natural gas storages suffer breath-
ing of higher gas injection and production rates
during working and the wellbore bears intermit-
tently the repeated alternating load from low to
high and from high to low. Furthermore, in order
to achieve the maximization of benefit, the service
life of an underground natural gas storage well
should be prolonged to the full extent. Therefore,
well completion technology, injection and produc-
tion string, downhole tools, cementing quality,
and integral wellbore leakproofness should fulfill
higher requirements. In addition, in the depleted
oil and gas reservoir and aquifer gas storages, some
reservoirs have a decreased pore pressure coeffi-
cient lower than 0.5 and attention to the protection
of reservoir properties should be paid, as otherwise
the gas injection pressure and the injection and
production rates will be reduced greatly and the
operation loads of the surface equipment will be
increased, thus increasing the operation costs of
gas storage greatly.

In order to meet the requirements of opera-
tion safety and strong injection and production,
the injection and production strings, perforating
and completion strings, wellhead facilities,
cementing, and wellbore leakproofness detection
should be optimized, thus achieving optimum
injection and production results and prolonging
wellbore service life.

Depleted Oil and Gas Reservoir and Aquifer
Gas Storage Well Completion
1. Gas storage well completion string selection

Gas storage gas injection and production
well completion string should meet the
requirements of the working environment of
gas storage. The high-pressure gas flow under
abnormal conditions should be controlled
rapidly, and casing and tubing corrosion by
downhole fluids in the gas injection and pro-
duction process and the strong injection and
production should be considered. In addition,
a long service life of completion string is
also required. The selection principles of gas
storage well completion string include the
following.
(1) Meeting the requirement of injection and

production scales of gas storage
(2) Suiting the corrosive environment
(3) Ensuring long-term safe operation of

injection and production wells
(4) Matching of cost control with technolog-

ical measures
In the gas storage injection and production

well string design, a packer and downhole
safety valve are generally adopted. The
packer is normally set at the bottom of string,
thus preventing reservoir fluid from corrod-
ing the upper string and prolonging wellbore
service life. The downhole safety valve is set
between 80 and 100 m above the bottom of
string and is used for cutting off the channel
between downhole and surface rapidly and
safely when high-pressure gas flow in the
wellbore gets out of control, thus ensuring
the safety of people at the surface and
surrounding area.
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3.1 OVERVIEW

The selection and determination of tubing and
production casing sizes and the hole structure
design are the important links in the well com-
pletion process. The traditional practice is that
the hole structure is designed and the production
casing size is determined by drilling engineering.
After a well completion operation, the tubing
size and the mode of production are selected
and determined by production engineering on
the basis of the production casing that has been
determined. The result of this practice is that
the production operations are limited by the
production casing size, many oil and gas wells
cannot adopt the adaptable technology and tech-
nique, the stimulation is difficult to conduct,
and the requirement of increasing the fluid

production rate of the oil well cannot be
achieved at the high water cut stage. In order
to change this traditional practice, this chapter
will prove the rational selection and determina-
tion of production casing size to the full extent.
In accordance with the reservoir energy and the
requirements of production engineering, the
rational tubing size should first be determined
under a different production mode, and the
admissible minimum production casing size is
then selected and determined. At the flowing
production stage, the rational tubing size can
be selected and determined using the sensitivity
analysis of tubing size, which is based on
the nodal analysis. At the artificial lift stage,
the rational tubing size is closely related to the
requirement of stable oil production during oil
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field development and the specific lifting mode.
Therefore, the nodal analysis is briefly described
at first, and the selection and determination of
tubing and production casing sizes are then
described in detail.

The tubing and production casing sizes of oil
and gas wells should be selected and determined
before well completion. The tubing size can be
changed, but the production casing cannot
be changed after well completion. Therefore, the
type of well, production mode, stimulation, oil
properties, and requirements of production engi-
neering in the entire production process should
be considered when a production casing size is
selected and determined; that is, natural gas wells,
flowing wells, artificial lift wells, stimulation, and
heavy oil production have different requirements
for selecting tubing and production casing sizes.
Thus, for a specific well, the aforementioned fac-
tors should be consideredwhen the rational tubing
and production casing sizes are determined.

For a natural gas well, both production opti-
mization and stimulation should be consid-
ered. Therefore, the tubing and production
casing sizes should be computed as shown in
Equation (3-1):

(3-1)
Tubing and production casing sizes of natural

gas well ¼ max T1, T2, T3f g
where T1 ¼ tubing and production casing sizes
by production optimization; T2 ¼ tubing and
production casing sizes by stimulation; T3 ¼
tubing and production casing sizes by other spe-
cial technological requirements; max ¼ maxi-
mum value function.

For a conventional oil production well, the
tubing and production casing sizes should be
calculated as shown in Equation (3-2):

(3-2)
Tubing and production casing sizes of conventional

oil production well ¼ max t1, t2, t3, t4f g
where t1 ¼ tubing and production casing sizes
at flowing stage by production optimization;
t2 ¼ tubing and production casing sizes by artifi-
cial lift selected; t3 ¼ tubing and production casing
sizes by stimulation; t4 ¼ tubing and production

casing sizes by other special technological require-
ments; and max ¼ maximum value function.

For a heavy oil production well, the tubing
and production casing sizes should be calculated
as shown in Equation (3-3):

(3-3)
Tubing and production casing sizes of heavy oil

production well ¼ max Tt1, Tt2, Tt3f g
where Tt1 ¼ tubing and production casing sizes
by artificial lift selected; Tt2 ¼ tubing and pro-
duction casing sizes by heavy oil production;
Tt3 ¼ tubing and production casing sizes by other
special technological requirements; max ¼ maxi-
mum value function.

After the tubing and production casing sizes
are determined, the casing program of a specific
well is determined in accordance with well
depth, technical requirements of drilling technol-
ogy, complexity of oil and gas reservoir, and
characteristics of overburden.

The slim hole (hole size �5 in.) completion
mode includes open hole, slotted liner, and liner
cementing perforated completions. In addition,
the monobore well completion technique has
been used by Shell. The slim hole completion is
basically the same as the conventional wellbore
completion, except that the matching techniques
of the slim hole, including perforating, stimula-
tion, artificial lift, downhole tools, and fishing
tools, should be considered in order to ensure
the normal production from a slim hole.

3.2 OVERVIEW OF NODAL
ANALYSIS

The oil and gas flow from reservoir to surface
separator is shown in Figure 3-1.

The total fluid pressure loss from reservoir
deep to surface separator is composed of several
sections of pressure loss caused by resistance:
pressure loss through porous media (first pres-
sure subsystem), pressure loss through well com-
pletion section (second pressure subsystem),
total pressure loss through tubing string (third
pressure subsystem), and total pressure loss
through flowline (fourth pressure subsystem).
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1. Fluid pressure loss through porous media
In accordance with the relation between

reservoir pressure, bottomhole flowing pres-
sure, oil saturation pressure, and the theory
of mechanics of fluid through porous media,
the pressure distribution relations of single-
phase liquid flow, single-phase gas flow,
two-phase flow of oil and gas, three-phase
flow of oil, gas, and water, and dissolved
gas drive and the oil and gas inflow perfor-
mance relationship can be derived; thus the
total fluid pressure loss through porous
media can be determined.

2. Fluid pressure loss through well completion
section

The fluid pressure loss through well comple-
tion section is closely related to the well com-
pletion mode and can be calculated by
calculating the total skin factor S under a differ-
ent completion mode.

3. Total fluid pressure loss through tubing
string

This pressure loss can be determined by
the calculation under the multiphase flow
condition in tubing string. At present, there
are various methods to calculate multiphase
flow in pipe.

4. Total fluid pressure loss through flowline
The same calculation method as that of

multiphase flow in pipe is used.

The oil and gas production passes through the
four subsystems in the preceding list, which can
be joined together into a unity by setting up
nodes. If the analog calculation of each subsys-
tem is conducted, the whole production system
can be mathematically simulated. The nodal
analysis method uses just such an analogy calcu-
lation process to analyze and optimize the pro-
duction system of an oil and gas well. When a
specific problem is to be solved by using the
nodal analysis method, it is usual to take aim
at some node (known as the solution node) in
the system. The production system of an oil

FIGURE 3-1 Various pressure losses in the production system.
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and gas well can be simplified into two large
parts (that is, inflow and outflow parts) by select-
ing the solution node. For instance, when the
solution node is selected at pwf of the bottomhole
of the oil well, the inflow part includes the two
subsystems, that is, the fluid flow through porous
media and the fluid flow through completion sec-
tion, while the outflow part includes the other
two subsystems, that is, the fluid flow through
tubing string and the fluid flow through surface
flowline. Thus, the following two major prob-
lems can be solved.

1. Under the condition of constant parameter
values of the outflow part, the completion
section can be optimized using the nodal sys-
tems analysis method. For instance, for a
perforated well, the parameters of perforated
completion, including perforation density,
perforation diameter, perforation length, and
phase angle, can be optimized using this anal-
ysis method.

2. However, under the conditions of constant
completion mode and completion parameter
values, the tubing size and choke can be opti-
mized. The sensitivity analysis of tubing size,
which is described later, is just a worsening of
this problem.

Nodal analysis of an oil and gas well not only
can be used for solving the problem mentioned
earlier, but also can be used for solving others,
including determining the dynamic performance
of an oil and gas well under current production
conditions, optimizing the production restriction
factor of an oil and gas well and presenting
adaptable stimulation and adjustment measures
of an oil and gas well, determining the produc-
tion state when flowing stops or is turned to
pumping and analyzing the reason, determining
the optimum moment of turning to an artificial
lift and its optimum mode, and finding a way
to enhance the production rate.

To sum up, for a new well, the maximum
daily fluid production and the minimum flowing
pressure in the future for the entire production
process of the oil well should be predicted using
the numerical simulation method or the method

of predicting the future inflow-performance rela-
tionship (IPR) curve in order to optimize com-
pletion parameters and tubing size using the
nodal analysis method. This is what well com-
pletion engineering pays the most attention to.
For an oil and gas well that has been put into
production, the nodal analysis method is helpful
for scientific production management.

The theory and practice of nodal analysis have
been described in detail in the related literature.

3.3 SELECTION AND
DETERMINATION OF TUBING
AND PRODUCTION CASING
SIZES FOR FLOWING WELLS

Tubing is one of the important component parts
in the production system of a flowing well and is
the main channel for oil and gas field develop-
ment. The pressure drop for fluid lifting from
the bottomhole to the surface can be up to
80% of the total pressure drop of the oil and
gas well system. Any oil well system has an opti-
mum tubing size. Undersized tubing will limit
the production rate due to the increased friction
resistance caused by excessive flow velocity.
Contrarily, oversized tubing may lead to an
excessive liquid phase loss due to slippage effect
or an excessive downhole liquid loading during
lifting. Therefore, sensitivity analysis of tubing
size should be carried out using the nodal analy-
sis method. On the basis of the sensitivity analy-
sis of tubing size, the tubing and production
casing sizes required during the flowing period
can be determined. However, the production
casing size of the well cannot be determined
yet. The reason is that the tubing and production
casing sizes of the oil and gas well should meet
the requirements of the well during the entire pro-
duction life, whereas the flowing period of the oil
and gas well is limited, and the tubing and pro-
duction casing sizes are often on the small side.
After the flowing period, the oil and gas well
may turn to artificial lift production. The tubing
and production casing sizes in the flowing pro-
duction period of an oil and gas well cannot meet
the requirements of stable production in the
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artificial lift production period. For a waterflood-
ing oil field, after entering the high water cut
period of the oil well, the large-size pump with
a high pumping rate should often be used in order
to ensure stable oil production and rational pro-
ducing pressure drawdown. For a different lifting
mode, different tubing and production casing
sizes should be adopted. The pump diameter
should be determined in accordance with the
daily fluid production rate during the whole
development period of the oil field, and the
corresponding tubing and production casing sizes
are then selected. In addition, different tubing
and production casing sizes are required by stim-
ulation and sand control technology. Therefore,
the tubing and production casing sizes can only
be finally determined after all of the aforemen-
tioned factors are taken into consideration.

By comparison with other production modes,
under flowing and gas lift production modes, a
certain production rate and a certain tubing shoe
pressure (flowing bottomhole pressure if the tub-
ing shoe is in the middle of the oil reservoir)
should be maintained. Under the other produc-
tion modes, the flowing bottomhole pressure
can be reduced to the full extent if that is
allowed by reservoir pressure and casing
condition.

Importance of Sensitivity Analysis
of Tubing Size

The tubing size should be optimized in order to
ensure the lowest energy consumption for lifting
and the longest flowing time, that is, to utilize
rationally the energy of the oil and gas reservoir.

The inflow performance relationship (IPR)
curve indicates the relationship in a well between
the flowing bottomhole pressure at a stabilized
production rate and the liquid production rate,
which can be obtained on the basis of reservoir
pressure, flowing bottomhole pressure, liquid
production rate, and open flow rate under zero
flowing bottomhole pressure. The tubing perfor-
mance relationship (TPR) curve, which is
obtained on the basis of the tubing shoe pressure
(flowing bottomhole pressure if the tubing shoe is

in the middle of the oil reservoir) calculated in
accordance with the flow rule (single- or two-
phase flow) in tubing under the given gas-liquid
ratio, water cut, well depth, and wellhead pres-
sure for different production rates, reflects the
lifting capability of lifting tubing, which is only
dependent on tubing flow parameters, such as
wellhead pressure, well depth, tubing diameter,
and gas-liquid ratio, and is independent of reser-
voir productivity.

Many methods of calculating the IPR can
be used, and the Vogel formula shown in
Equation (3-4) is generally adopted:

(3-4)

qo
qoma

¼ 1� 0:2
pwf
pr

� 0:8
pwf
pr

� �2
where qo is the surface production rate of the oil
well at pwf, m

3/d; qomax is the surface production
rate of the oil well at pwf ¼ 0, m3/d; pwf is the
flowing bottomhole pressure, MPa; and pr is
the average reservoir pressure in the oil drainage
area, MPa.

Many methods of calculating the TPR can be
used, and the Orkiszewski and Hagedom Brown
method is generally adopted in practice.

The coordination between inflow and outflow
performances should be studied using the IPR
and TPR curves in accordance with the nodal
analysis method in order to ensure the optimum
utilization of natural energy.

The tubing performance relationship is shown
in Figure 3-2. This figure indicates when a

FIGURE 3-2 The effect of tubing size on lifting capability
of tubing in a flowing well.
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high production rate QL>QA, 114.3-mm (4 ½ in.)
tubing has the highest lifting efficiency; when
QA>QL>QB, 73-mm (2 7/8 in.) tubing is more
economic; and when QL<QC, 60.3-mm (2 3/8 in.)
tubing is most appropriate.

Sensitivity Analysis and Optimization
of Tubing Size of Flowing Well

The fluid flow in tubing during flowing produc-
tion can be analyzed in accordance with the
aforementioned vertical flow rule in tubing.
The most sensitive factors affecting the pressure
gradient distribution of multiphase vertical flow
in tubing include tubing size, production rate,
gas-liquid ratio, viscosity, and water cut. For a
well design, the gas-liquid ratio, viscosity, and
water cut are basically in a range, whereas the
production rate can be controlled and changed.
In accordance with the theory of multiphase
flow in tubing, each production rate value corre-
sponds to the optimum tubing size so that the
pressure gradient (or pressure depletion) in tub-
ing can be the minimum. For a given production
rate, an undersized tubing may have an excessive
flow velocity so that the friction resistance may
be increased, whereas an oversized tubing may
have a flow velocity on the low side so that a
serious gas slippage effect may be caused. There-
fore, only by selecting an appropriate tubing size
can the friction resistance and liquid phase loss
due to slippage effect be in the optimum state
and the maximum energy utilization efficiency
be achieved.

Because the production rate is an important
parameter for optimizing and selecting the tub-
ing size and the optimum tubing size is different
under different production rates, the production
rate acts as a variable in all analyses. In the flow
process from the reservoir to the surface, the
production rate is closely related to the pressure,
thus the pressure acts as the other variable. The
effect of change in tubing size is often analyzed
using the coordinate diagram of pressure p and
production rate Q. The optimum tubing size is
generally determined using the nodal analysis
method.

There are two methods of analyzing the opti-
mum tubing size. (1) Under given surface condi-
tions (such as separator pressure, wellhead
pressure, or surface flowline size), the tubing size
capable of maximizing the production rate is the
optimum tubing size. (2) Under a specific produc-
tion rate, the tubing size capable of minimizing
the producing gas-oil ratio, maximizing gas
expansion energy utilization efficiency, and
ensuring the longest flowing production time is
the optimum tubing size; that is, there are two
methods of optimizing and selecting the tubing
size or two different objective functions. In accor-
dance with the specific conditions of an oil field,
one of these methods can be selected or the two
methods can be used for determining the opti-
mum tubing size; the optimum tubing size is
finally determined by composite consideration.
The methods generally used include the optimiza-
tion method based on the surface tubing pressure
derived by a given separator pressure; the optimi-
zation method on the basis of a given surface tub-
ing pressure; and the optimization method of
ensuring a relatively long flowing period.
OptimizationMethod Based on Surface Tubing
Pressure Derived by Given Separator Pressure.
In order to ensure the flow from wellhead to sep-
arator for the produced fluid, the minimum well-
head tubing pressure pwh should be achieved on
the basis of the surface pipe network design
and the specific well location. In general, the
minimum entering pressure is required by enter-
ing the separator. Thus the wellhead tubing pres-
sure can be derived in accordance with the
entering pressure, surface flowline size, path of
surface flowline, and flow rate in the pipeline.
If a choke is needed by controlling the flowing
well production, the choke pressure differential
Dpchoke through the choke should be added.
Thus, the wellhead tubing pressure pwh under
the minimum separator pressure can be
obtained. Obviously, the pwh is related to the
production rate Q. The higher the production
rate, the higher the minimum wellhead tubing
pressure pwh required. In Figure 3-3, curve 1 is
the surface flowline and wellhead tubing pres-
sure curve (no choke); curve 2 is the combined
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flowline, choke, and wellhead tubing pressure
curve; and curve 3 is the remaining wellhead
pressure pwh of flow from reservoir to wellhead
vs. production rate curve (OPR curve), as shown
in Figure 3-4.

Obviously, the changes in surface parameters
(including choke size, surface flowline, and sepa-
rator pressure) will change the TPR curve as
shown in Figure 3-4. The changes of reservoir
condition, completion mode, and tubing size
(such as reservoir pressure reduction with time,
different perforating parameters, and change in
tubing diameter) will also affect the OPR curve.

Under uncertain wellhead tubing pressure pwh,
the change in tubing size is displayed by the OPR
curve. The wellhead inflow performance curves
under the three tubing sizes and the wellhead out-
flow performance curves under the two choke
sizes are shown in Figure 3-5. Obviously, when
the choke size is dch1, the tubing with diameter
dt1 is the optimum production tubing; and when
the choke size is dch2, the tubing with diameter
dt3 is the optimum production tubing.
Optimization Method Based on the Given
Wellhead Tubing Pressure pwh. In many cir-
cumstances, the conditions of surface flowline
cannot be determined in advance and the first
method cannot be used for the sensitivity analy-
sis of tubing size. Thus, the tubing size is opti-
mized by setting wellhead tubing pressure pwh.

FIGURE 3-3 The pressure system analysis using wellhead as node
under a given separator pressure.

FIGURE 3-4 Wellhead pressure relationship curve (OPR
curve) taking reservoir flow and tubing flow as oil well
flow system.
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The inflow performance relationship (IPR)
curve is first obtained. Then, in accordance with
the given wellhead tubing pressure pwh and the
various production rates supposed, the tubing
shoe pressures are calculated under different
tubing sizes. (The tubing shoe pressure is equal
to the flowing bottomhole pressure pwf if the
tubing shoe is in the middle of the oil reservoir.)
The production rate vs. tubing shoe pressure pwf

relationship (TPR, that is, tubing performance
relationship) curves under the different tubing
sizes can be obtained. Figure 3-6 shows the
TPR curves under various tubing sizes. The
intersections of the TPR curves and the IPR
curve are just the production points under the
various tubing sizes.

In general, increasing the tubing size will
increase the production rate of a flowing well.
However, when the tubing size exceeds the criti-
cal tubing size, the increase in tubing size may
lead to a decrease in production rate, as shown
in Figure 3-6.
Case 1. The Shen 77 well of the Liaohe Shenyang
oil field has the following known parameter
values: mean reservoir pressure pr ¼ 16.3 MPa,
depth in middle of reservoir H ¼ 1673.1 m,
producing gas-liquid ratio GLR ¼ 108.7 m3/m3,
saturation pressure pb ¼ 18.89 MPa, relative

density of oil go ¼ 0.856, relative density of gas
gg ¼ 0.73, and water cut fw ¼ 0. The IPR curve
obtained with the measured production data is
shown in Figure 3-7. The wellhead tubing pres-
sure pwh ¼ 4.4 MPa, the wellhead temperature
Twh ¼ 20�C, and the bottomhole temperature
Twb ¼ 68�C. Try determining the optimum tubing
size under flowing production mode.
Solving Process. The outflow performances of
the various tubing sizes are calculated using the
Orkiszewski method, and it is found that when
the tubing size dt exceeds 60.3 mm (2 3/8 in.), the
well will stop flowing. Figure 3-8 shows the tub-
ing outflow curve of the well. Figure 3-9 shows

FIGURE 3-5 Sensitivity analysis of tubing size under
uncertain wellhead tubing pressure.

FIGURE 3-6 Sensitivity analysis of tubing size under
given wellhead tubing pressure.

FIGURE 3-7 IPR curve of Shen 77 well.
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the production rate vs. tubing size relationship
obtained by the values of the intersections of
the IPR curve and the TPR curves. Obviously,
the production rate is very sensitive to the tubing
size. When the tubing size is increased from
42.2 mm (1.660 in., inside diameter 35.1 mm) to
48.3 mm (1.900 in., inside diameter 40.3 mm),
the production rate is obviously increased. When
the tubing size is further increased to 60.3 mm
(2 3/8 in., inside diameter 50.7 mm), the production
rate may be greatly decreased. Thus, the optimum
tubing size is 48.3 mm (1.900 in., inside diameter
40.3 mm).
Case 2. The Tazhong 402 well of the Talimu oil
field has the following known parameter values:
mean reservoir pressure pr ¼ 42.49 MPa, depth in

middle of reservoir H ¼ 3695 m, producing gas-
liquid ratio GLR ¼ 220 m3/m3, oil saturation
pressure pb ¼ 42.49 MPa, relative density of oil
go ¼ 0.8331, relative density of gas gg ¼ 0.7851,
and water cut fw ¼ 0. The IPR curves obtained
by matching the data of step-rate testing are
shown in Figure 3-10 and indicate a high-
productivity oil well. The wellhead tubing pres-
sure pwh ¼ 2.0 MPa. The wellhead temperature
Twh ¼ 30�C, while the bottomhole temperature
Twb ¼ 85�C. Try determining the optimum tubing
size under flowing production mode.
Solving Process. The outflow performance
relationship curves under various tubing sizes are
obtained by analyzing and calculating. These -
tubing sizes include 73.0 mm (2 7/8 in., internal
diameter 62 mm), 88.9 mm (3 ½ in., inside
diameter 75.9 mm), 101.6 mm (4 in., inside diam-
eter 90.1 mm), 114.3 mm (4 ½ in., inside diame-
ter 100.5 mm), 127 mm (5 in., inside diameter
115.8 mm), and 139.7 mm (5 ½ in., inside diame-
ter 127.3 mm). The Q - dt curve and the pwf - dt
curve, which are obtained by the values of inter-
sections of the IPR curve and the TPR curves, are
shown in Figure 3-11 and Figure 3-12, respec-
tively. The production rate increases with the
increase of tubing size when the tubing size is
smaller than 114.3 mm (4 in.), whereas the pro-
duction rate will start reducing when the tubing
size is increased to 127 mm (5 in.). Thus, the
optimum tubing size is 114.3 mm (4 ½ in.).

FIGURE 3-8 Outflow curves of Shen 77 well (obtained
by matching the measured data) under various tubing
sizes (tubing sizes in figure are inside diameters).

FIGURE 3-10 Tazhong 402 well system analysis curves
(tubing sizes in figure are inside diameters).

FIGURE 3-9 Production rate vs. tubing size for Shen
77 well.
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This example shows that a larger tubing
should be used in a high-productivity well, but
an oversized tubing may reduce the production
rate by reason of slippage and increase the well
construction cost.
Case 3. The offshore Oudna oil field in Tunisia
has the following known parameter values:
original reservoir pressure pr ¼ 16 MPa, depth in
middle of reservoir H ¼ 1600 m, producing gas-
liquid ratio GLR ¼ 4.5 m3/m3, oil saturation
pressure pb ¼ 1.56 MPa, relative density of oil
go ¼ 0.82, relative density of gas gg ¼ 0.76, rela-
tive density of reservoir water gw ¼ 1.05, and
water cut fw ¼ 2%. The wellhead temperature
Twh ¼ 40�C and the bottomhole temperature
Twb ¼ 77.4�C. The fluid productivity index of
764.6 m3/(d � MPa) is obtained by well-testing

analysis. Try determining the optimum tubing
size to achieve the production rate of 3000 m3/d
under gas lift mode when the reservoir pressure
is reduced to 13 MPa. (The tubing pressure value
of 0.6 MPa is necessary for transport.)
Solving Process. The gas lift performance curve
under various tubing sizes is obtained by analyz-
ing and calculating as shown in Figure 3-13.
When the tubing size is smaller than 168.27 mm
(6 5/6 in., inside diameter 153.6 mm), the produc-
tion rate increases with the increase of tubing size
under constant gas lift gas injection rate; and
when the tubing size is larger than 168.27 mm
(6 5/8 in., inside diameter 153.6 mm), the produc-
tion rate decreases with the increase of tubing
size. The gas lift gas injection rate under produc-
tion rate of 3000 m3/d (on gas lift performance
curve) vs. corresponding inside diameter of tubing
is shown in Figure 3-14. In order to obtain the
production rate of 3000 m3/d, the tubing size of
168.27 mm (6 5/8 in., inside diameter 153.6 mm)
needs the minimum gas lift gas injection rate and
has the highest efficiency. Thus, the optimum tub-
ing size is 168.27 mm (6 5/8 in., inside diameter
153.6 mm).
Tubing Size OptimizationMethod of Ensuring
Longer Flowing Period. Flowing oil production
is the most economic production method and the
flowing period of the oil well should be pro-
longed to the full extent. The key to that lies in
economically and rationally utilizing the energy

FIGURE 3-11 Production rate vs. inside diameter of
tubing for Tazhong 402 well.

FIGURE 3-12 Flowing bottomhole pressure vs. inside
diameter of tubing for Tazhong 402 well.

FIGURE 3-13 Gas lift performance curves of oil well in
Oudna oil field under various tubing sizes (tubing sizes in
figure are inside diameters).
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of reservoir fluids, including the pressure energy of
fluid and expansion energy of gas. When the flow-
ing wellhead tubing pressure is lower than the sat-
uration pressure or even when the flowing
bottomhole pressure is lower than the saturation
pressure, the reservoir energy is mainly released
in the form of gas expansion energy. When the
gas-liquid ratio of the fluid produced from the res-
ervoir is not enough, the oil well may stop flowing.

The production rate and the bottomhole pres-
sure will gradually decrease in the whole flowing
production process. The decrease in flowing bot-
tomhole pressure will lead to the increase in pro-
ducing gas-oil ratio, which will first rapidly
increase on the basis of the lower initial value
and then gradually decrease to a point lower
than the initial point. Thus, the problem of
prolonging the flowing period of the oil well
changes into the problem of rationally utilizing
gas expansion energy.

It has been believed that the tubing size
selected should still ensure producing under the
maximum lifting efficiency at the end of the
flowing period. The formula of selecting tubing
diameter is shown in Equation (3-5).

(3-5)

d ¼ 0:074
g1L

pwf � pwh

� �0:5 Q1L

glL� 10ðpwf � pwhÞ
� �1=3

� 25:4

where d ¼ internal diameter of tubing, mm;
g1 ¼ relative density of liquid; Q1 ¼ production
rate at the end of the flowing period, t/d;

L ¼ tubing length, m; pwf ¼ flowing bottomhole
pressure at the end of the flowing period, 105Pa;
pwh ¼ flowing tubing pressure at the end of the
flowing period, 105Pa.

The production rate at the end of the flowing
period can be determined by the intersections of
the future inflow performance IPR curve and tub-
ing TPR curve. The tubing size, which can maxi-
mize the current production rate, can be used for
obtaining the tubing IPR curve. The intersections
of the IPR curve and TPR curve at different stages
of drop in reservoir pressure are drawn. The tan-
gential point of the IPR curve and TPR curve is
just the quit flowing point. The production
rate and the bottomhole pressure at this time
are respectively the quit flowing production rate
and the quit flowing bottomhole pressure.
In practice, the tubing performance curve may
also gradually change. With continuous produc-
tion, the water cut and viscosity may gradually
increase and the gas-liquid ratio may gradually
decrease; thus the TPR curve also changes. When
the wellhead tubing pressure is constant, the TPR
curve may gradually move up, whereas the IPR
curve may move down, as shown in Figure 3-15.

After the quit flowing production rate and
bottomhole pressure are predicted, the tubing
size that can maximize the flowing period can
be selected using Equation (3-5).

FIGURE 3-14 Inside diameter of tubing to achieve the
production rate required vs. gas lift gas injection rate.

FIGURE 3-15 The change of production point with
decrease of reservoir pressure and the prediction of quit
flowing point.
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Case 4. A certain well has predictive Q1 ¼ 75 �
103kg/d, minimum wellhead tubing pressure
pwh ¼ 2 � 105Pa, flowing bottomhole pressure
pd ¼ 23� 105Pa, well depth L ¼ 1000 m, and rel-
ative density of produced fluid g1 ¼ 0.9. Try select-
ing the tubing size with the longest flowing period.
Solving Process. The inside diameter of the
tubing is calculated using Equation (3-5).

d ¼ 0:074
0:9� 1000

23� 2

� �0:5 75� 1000

0:9� 1000� 10ð23� 2Þ
� �1=3

� 25:4 ¼ 58:7 mm

Tubing with an inside diameter closer to this
value, such as 2 7/8-in. (inside diameter 62.0 mm)
tubing, can be used.
Method of Analyzing Tubing Size Sensitivity
Affected by Inflow Performance. The princi-
ples and methods of optimizing tubing size for
flowing wells have been briefly described in the
preceding sections. The inflow performance
and outflow performance of a production well
are influenced and conditioned by each other.
The inflow performance is the internal factor
of conditioning the system, whereas the tubing
itself is only an external factor. Therefore, the
effect of inflow performance change on tubing
size should be analyzed.

The reservoir pressure may reduce with the
production time, and that may lead to inflow
performance change and gradual fluid property
change, thus changing the tubing outflow perfor-
mance and possibly changing the optimum tub-
ing size. In order to simplify the analysis, the
effect of inflow performance change on the opti-
mum tubing size is only discussed here.
Case 5. The TuhaWenxi 1 well has the following
data: mean reservoir pressure 24.6 MPa, depth
in middle of reservoir 2513 m, producing gas-
liquid ratio 116 m3/m3, oil saturation pressure
18.89 MPa, relative density of oil 0.8147, relative
density of water 1.05, relative density of gas
0.824, water cut 30%, fluid productivity index
under the flowing bottomhole pressure higher
than saturation pressure 5 m3/(d � MPa), given
wellhead tubing pressure 1.5 MPa, bottomhole
temperature 79�C, and wellhead temperature

20�C. Try analyzing the change of the optimum
tubing size when the reservoir pressure reduces
from 20.6 MPa to 18.6 MPa.
Solving Process. The inflow performance rela-
tionships on the basis of the given data and
three different reservoir pressures are shown in
Figure 3-16. The production rate vs. tubing size
under the different reservoir pressures is
obtained on the basis of the intersections of the
inflow performance curves and the tubing per-
formance curves, as shown in Figure 3-17. When
the reservoir pressure is 24.6 MPa, the optimum
tubing size is 48.3 mm (1.900 in.) or 60.3 mm
(2 3/8 in.). When pr is reduced to 20.6 MPa, the
production rate is obviously reduced, the tubing
larger than 60.3 mm (2 3/8 in.) may stop the flow-
ing of the oil well, and the optimum tubing
size is changed to 48.3 mm (1.900 in.). When
the reservoir pressure is reduced to 18.6 MPa,
the optimum tubing size is 42.2 mm (1.660 in.).

If flowing production can only be achieved
using such a small tubing, a series of problems
of production technology will certainly result
(such as difficulty of paraffin removal). Thus it
is better to use a larger tubing for turning to arti-
ficial lift, and the economic benefit may be much
better. Therefore, this method can be used for
predicting the time of turning to pumping.

Production Casing Size
Determination of Flowing Well

The tubing size should first be optimized and deter-
mined on the basis of oil field development mode
(waterflooding and flowing or artificial lifting
production), oil production rate, liquid produc-
tion rate, recovery rate, reservoir pressure, rule of
water cut rising, water cut, ultimate recovery fac-
tor, timing of turning to artificial lift from flowing
production, oil properties (thin oil, heavy oil, high
pour-point oil, and condensate oil), sand produc-
tion situation of oil well, and stimulation. After
that, the maximum size of the matching downhole
tools (such as the maximum outside diameter of
downhole safety valves of different specifications)
should also be considered and the production cas-
ing size should be finally determined.
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3.4 SELECTION AND
DETERMINATION OF TUBING
AND PRODUCTION CASING
SIZES FOR GAS WELLS

Tubing size optimization of a natural gas well
should ensure the minimum energy consumption
of lifting under rational production rate of the

gas well, and should consider the maximum tub-
ing size meeting the requirement of carrying liq-
uid and the minimum tubing size meeting the
requirement of avoiding erosion.

Selection and Determination of
Tubing Size of Natural Gas Well

SelectionandDeterminationMethodofTubing
Size with Minimum Energy Consumption of
Lifting under Rational Production Rate. The
tubing size of the gas well should avoid excessive
pressure loss in tubing and should ensure a cer-
tain tubing pressure for a longer period in order
to meet the requirement of the surface engineer-
ing. The pressure loss is generally calculated
using the gas phase conduit flow pressure drop
calculation method under different production
rates, flowing bottomhole pressures, and tubing
sizes.

The inflow performance curve of a gas well is
generally obtained using the exponential deliver-
ability equation or the binomial deliverability
equation.

FIGURE 3-16 Tubing sensitivity analysis under changing reservoir pressure.

FIGURE 3-17 Tubing size vs. production rate under
different reservoir pressures.
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The exponential deliverability equation is as
follows

(3-6)

qg ¼ C� pr
2 � pwf

2
� �n

where qg ¼ daily gas production rate, 104m3/d;
pr ¼ mean reservoir pressure, MPa; pwf ¼ flowing
bottomhole pressure, MPa; C ¼ gas productivity
index (related to gas reservoir permeability and
thickness, gas viscosity, and bottomhole clean-
liness)104m3/d(MPa)�n; n ¼ filtrate index depend-
ing on gas flow mode (n ¼ 1 for linear flow;
n<1 for high flow velocity or multiphase flow).

The binomial deliverability equation is shown
in Equation (3-7).

(3-7)
pr

2 � pwf
2

qg
¼ Aþ Bqg

where A ¼ laminar coefficient; B ¼ turbulence
coefficient.

The A means the pressure loss induced by
viscosity and the Bqg means the pressure loss
induced by inertia. The sum of both form the
total pressure drop of inflow. When the flow
velocity is low and the flow is linear, the Bqg
can be negligible and the (pr

2�pwf
2) vs. qg rela-

tionship is linear. When the flow velocity
increases or the flow is multiphase flow, the iner-
tia resistance (that is, Bqg) should be considered.
Case 6. A certain gas well has the following data:
well depth H ¼ 3000 m, mean gas reservoir tem-
perature T ¼ 50�C, relative density of gas
gg ¼ 0.65, tubing wall roughness e ¼ 0.016 mm,
and wellhead tubing pressure ¼ 2 MPa. Try deter-
mining the tubing performance curves for the
inside diameters of tubing, that is, d ¼ 40.8 mm,
50.7 mm, 62.0 mm, and 101.6 mm.
Solving Process. The flowing bottomhole pres-
sures are calculated under the various tubing
sizes and the various gas production rates
Qsc ¼ 1, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80 � 104m3/d in accor-
dance with the flowing bottomhole pressure
calculation formula. The tubing performance
curves are shown in Figure 3-18. It is shown that
with the increase in gas production rate the TPR
curves of smaller tubings are getting steeper

while the TPR curves of larger tubings are more
gentle. The gas flow velocity and friction resis-
tance increase as the tubing size decreases.
Case 7. A certain water-bearing gas well has
the following data: well depth H ¼ 3000 m,
tubing size ¼ F73 mm (2 7/8 in.), relative density
of gas gg ¼ 0.65, relative density of reservoir
water gw ¼ 1.05, reservoir water viscosity
mw ¼ 0.8 MPa � s, and wellhead tubing pressure
pwh ¼ 2 MPa. Calculate and draw the tubing per-
formance curve under the various water produc-
tion rates Qw ¼ 1, 10, 20, 50, 100 m3/d.
Solving Process. The flowing bottomhole pres-
sures are calculated using the Hagedorn-Brown
two-phase flow calculation method with progres-
sive increase by 10 � 104m3 under different water
production rate (Qw) values, and the tubing per-
formance curves of the gas well under different
water production rates are obtained (Figure 3-19).

Figure 3-19 shows that when the gas produc-
tion rate is very low, the effective density of the
mixture in tubing is high and the flowing bottom-
hole pressure is relatively high; with an increase
in gas production rate, the mixture density
decreases and the flowing bottomhole pressure
decreases to some extent; and with a continuous
increase in gas production rate, the flow velocity
increases, the friction resistance increases, and
the flowing bottomhole pressure contrarily
increases. When the water production rate is very
low, the effective density of the mixture is slightly

FIGURE 3-18 Tubing performance curves of pure gas
well (tubing sizes in figure are inside diameters).
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affected by water and the flowing bottomhole
pressure has no decreasing stage, and the flowing
bottomhole pressure increases with the increase
in gas production rate.

The TPR curves mentioned earlier are
obtained by giving tubing pressure and changing
production rate. If a constant tubing pressure is
sometimes not needed, the change in tubing
pressure under the coordinated condition of res-
ervoir pressure and tubing flow should be deter-
mined (Figure 3-20). In the figure, the ordinate
represents pressure including reservoir pressure,
flowing bottomhole pressure, and tubing pres-
sure. The outflow performance relationship

(OPR) curve, known as the gas well outflow
curve, is derived on the basis of the inflow per-
formance relationship (IPR) curve and the well-
head tubing pressure is obtained using the
given flowing bottomhole pressure and the tub-
ing flow formula.

The IPR curve of a water-bearing gas well and
the OPR curves of different tubing sizes shown
in Figure 3-20 indicate that the production of
the gas well is controlled by choke, and the
two straight lines A and B represent respectively
the choke performance relationships (CPR) of
two chokes of different sizes. In accordance with
the stability analysis, the gas well production
should be conducted on the right side of the
peak value for each OPR curve; otherwise, a
pressure surge and production stoppage may be
caused. When the daily gas production rate is
low, a larger diameter tubing may cause gas well
production to stop, whereas a smaller diameter
tubing can maintain gas well production. Con-
trarily, in a higher gas production rate range, a
larger diameter tubing has a higher flow effi-
ciency. Therefore, a large diameter tubing is used
in the initial gas field development period while
a small diameter tubing is adopted in the late
gas field development period in order to utilize
rationally the gas reservoir energy and prolong
the gas production period.

Figure 3-20 also shows that the lifting pres-
sure drop of a gas well is not certain to increase
with the increase in production rate, and it has a
lower value at a certain critical production rate.
Different tubing sizes have different gas well
production rates, different lifting pressure drops,
and different tubing pressures. Therefore, the
tubing size should be rationally selected in order
to meet the requirement of optimizing
production.
Case 8. The results of calculation of the Kelaz
2 gas well are shown in Table 3-1.
Solving Process. Taking the flowing bottom
pressure of 70 MPa as an example, the curves
can be drawn (Figure 3-21). It can be shown that
when the flowing bottomhole pressure is lower,
the pressure loss is low and the requirement of
high production rate can still be met.

FIGURE 3-19 Tubing performance curves of a water-
bearing gas well (the different curves in the figure
correspond to the different water production rates).

FIGURE 3-20 Effect of tubing size on gas-well deliver-
ability.
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Method of Selecting and Determining Maxi-
mum Tubing Size under Condition of Meeting
Carrying Liquid in Gas Well.The tubing size of
the gas well should meet the requirement of
carrying liquid in order to avoid the downhole
liquid accumulation due to slippage and the
increase in flowing bottom pressure that may
cause a decrease in production rate. Thus
the maximum tubing size limit should be

determined. Generally, the following Jones Pork
formula is used for calculation:

(3-8)

Qmin ¼ 35:119D2:5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pwf=ðMtTZÞ2

q
where Qmin ¼ minimum allowable production
rate, 104m3/d; D ¼ inside diameter of tubing,
cm; pwf ¼ flowing bottomhole pressure, MPa;
Mt ¼ relative molecular mass of downhole
fluid; T ¼ flowing bottomhole temperature, K;
Z ¼ gas deviation factor under bottomhole con-
dition, dimensionless.

The maximum inside diameter of tubing vs.
daily production rate curves of a gas well under
the different flowing bottomhole pressures are
shown in Figure 3-22.

The maximum allowable tubing size under
different flowing bottomhole pressures and dif-
ferent daily gas production rates can be deter-
mined as shown in Figure 3-22. When the
tubing size selected does not exceed the maxi-
mum allowable size, the downhole liquid accu-
mulation may be avoided.

TABLE 3-1 Pressure Loss in Tubing

Tubing Size
[in (ID mm)]

Daily Production
Rate (104m3)

Flowing Bottom Pressure (MPa)

70 60 50 40 30 20

7 (157.07) 200 10.41 9.68 8.80 7.72 6.40 4.88
300 10.79 10.10 9.27 8.27 7.11 6.01
400 11.40 10.75 9.99 9.12 8.21 7.83
500 12.20 11.63 10.97 9.73 9.73 10.71
600 13.22 12.72 12.20 11.76 11.76 17.02
700 14.43 14.05 13.70 14.46 14.46 —

51/2 (121.36) 200 11.39 10.74 9.97 9.08 8.12 7.61
300 13.10 12.59 12.04 11.53 11.42 15.27
400 15.58 15.30 15.13 15.32 17.39 —
500 18.80 18.95 19.39 21.08 — —
600 23.06 23.70 25.30 32.30 — —
700 28.29 29.89 34.38 — — —

5 (108.61) 200 12.47 11.90 11.27 15.33 10.12 11.45
300 15.60 15.32 15.14 23.74 17.37 —
400 20.18 20.41 21.14 — — —
500 26.43 27.63 30.74 — — —
600 34.85 34.48 — — — —
700 47.08 — — — — —

FIGURE 3-21 Pressure losses of different inside diameters
of tubing under flowing bottomhole pressure of 70 MPa.
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Case 9. A certain gas well has the following
inflow performance: Qg ¼ 0.3246 (13.4952�
pwf

2)0.8294 (Qg: 10
4m3/d, p: MPa). Relative den-

sity of gas gg ¼ 0.6. Depth in middle of reservoir
H ¼ 2100 m. Reservoir temperature is 80�C and
wellhead temperature Twh is 25�C. The given
wellhead tubing pressure pwh is 6 MPa. Try ana-
lyzing the effects of tubing sizes of 2 3/8 in.
(60.3 mm, inside diameter 50.7 mm) and 3 ½
in. (88.9 mm, inside diameter 75.9 mm) on the
deliverability of the system.
Solving Process. First the inflow performance
relationship (IPR) curves of a gas well are drawn
(Figure 3-23). Then the outflow performance
relationship (TPR) curves (TPR1 and TPR2) of
the two tubing sizes are drawn, using the calcula-
tion method of vertical tubing flow of a pure gas

well. The following results are obtained by the
intersections of the IPR curve and the two TPR
curves: production rate Qg1 ¼ 15.1 � 104m3/d
(pwf ¼ 8.97 MPa) when dt1 ¼ 60.3 mm (2 3/8
in.); and production rate Qt2 ¼ 18.27 � 104m3/
d (pwf ¼ 7.37 MPa) when dt2 ¼ 88.9 mm (3 ½
in.). In this case history, the production rate of
the system can be increased by 21.0% when the
tubing size is increased from 2 3/8 in. to 3 ½ in.

The maximum allowable tubing sizes under
the different daily production rates and flowing
bottomhole pressures can be calculated using
Equation (3-8) and are listed in Table 3-2.
Selection and Determination Method of
Minimum Tubing Size Avoiding Erosion due
to Excessive Flow Velocity in GasWell. A seri-
ous erosion may occur in the tubing of a gas well

FIGURE 3-22 Maximumallowable tubing sizemeeting requirement
of carrying liquid.

FIGURE 3-23 Effects of different tubing sizes on production rates.
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due to excessive flow velocity, thus leading to
premature failure of the tubing. The Beggs formula
is generally used for calculation.

1. Beggs erosion velocity formula, as shown in
Equation (3-9):

(3-9)

Ve ¼ C

r0:5g

where Ve ¼ erosion velocity, m/s; rg ¼ gas
density, kg/m3; C ¼ constant, dimensionless
(generally 1.22; 1.5 or so under favorable
corrosion conditions).

2. Anti-erosion production rate formula, as
shown in Equation (3-10):

(3-10)

Qmax ¼ 55:164� 104A

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p

ZTgg

s

where:Qmax ¼ limiting anti-erosion production
rate, 104m3/d; A ¼ internal cross-sectional area,
m2; p ¼ mean pressure in tubing, MPa;
T ¼ mean temperature in tubing, K; Z ¼ gas

deviation factor under bottomhole condition,
dimensionless; gg ¼ relative density of gas.

The minimum anti-erosion tubing sizes can be
calculated using Equation (3-10) under different
flowing bottomhole pressures and gas production
rates as listed in Table 3-3.

The daily gas production rate vs. minimum
anti-erosion tubing size can be drawn under
the different flowing bottomhole pressures (see
Figure 3-24). The minimum anti-erosion tubing
sizes under different flowing bottomhole pres-
sures and gas production rates are shown.
Case 10. The erosion failure of tubing wall
and downhole tools may be caused during high-
velocity gas flowing in tubing. In consideration
of the effect of erosion on the tubing size selection
for the Kela 2 gas well, the binomial deliverability
equation is shown in Equation (3-11).

(3-11)
73:892 � pwf

2

q
¼ 2:4033þ 0:0034q

where q ¼ gas flow rate, 104m3/d; pwf ¼ flowing
bottomhole pressure, MPa.

TABLE 3-2 Maximum Allowable Tubing Sizes Required by Carrying Liquid

Flowing
Pressure (MPa)

Daily Gas Production Rate (104m3/d)

50 100 150 200 250 300

70 128.9 182.3 223.3 257.8 288.3 314.2

50 138.7 196.2 240.3 277.4 310.2 325.9
35 140.5 198.7 243.7 281.0 314.1 342.8
20 155.9 220.5 270.1 311.8 348.6 381.9

TABLE 3-3 Minimum Anti-Erosion Tubing Sizes

Flowing Bottomhole
Pressure (MPa)

Daily Gas Production Rate (104m3/d)

200 300 400 500 600 700

70 83.54 102.42 118.34 132.37 145.05 156.72

60 85.33 104.62 120.89 135.23 148.20 160.12
50 87.83 107.67 124.43 139.17 152.53 164.81
40 91.52 112.17 129.58 144.95 158.84 171.62
30 97.46 119.40 137.87 154.19 168.93 182.50
20 108.00 132.11 152.46 170.42 186.65 201.59
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The relative density of gas (gg) is 0.578.
The relative density of gas condensate (go) is
0.843. The relative density of reservoir water is
1.01. The water cut is 80%. The gas-liquid ratio
is 145,000 m3/m3. The depth in the middle of
the reservoir is 3670 m. The reservoir tempera-
ture is 103.5�C. The wellhead temperature is
76.2�C. The tubing pressure is 55 MPa. Try
selecting the rational tubing size.
Solving Process. The erosion may be caused by
high-rate gas flowing in tubing and will be very
obvious when the flow rate exceeds a certain
flow rate (erosive flow rate). Thus the through-
put capacity of the gas well tubing is constrained
by the erosive flow rate. The critical anti-erosion
production rate can be calculated in accordance
with the daily throughput capacity determined
by erosive flow rate and Equation (3-10).

The sensitivity analyses of tubing sizes of
193.7 mm (7 5/8 in.), 177.8 mm (7 in.), 168.2 mm
(6 5/8 in.), 139.7 mm (5 ½ in.), and 127 mm
(5 in.), corresponding towhich the inside diameters
are respectively 177.0 mm, 154.0 mm, 147.2 mm,
124.2 mm, and 112.0 mm, are made and the
corresponding gas production rates are obtained.
The corresponding erosive flow rates are calcu-
lated by substituting inside diameters of tubing into
Equation (3-10). The gas production rate and ero-
sive flow rate vs. tubing size curves are obtained
(Figure 3-25). It is shown that the erosion will be
generated under smaller tubing. In order to avoid
erosion and reduce cost to the full extent, a tubing
between 168.2 mm (6 5/8 in.) and 177.8 mm (7 in.)
is selected.

Production Casing Size
Determination of Natural Gas Well

The production casing size selection of a natural
gas well should ensure minimum lifting friction
resistance or energy consumption under the
rational natural gas production rate, maximum
tubing size meeting the requirement of carrying
liquid, and minimum tubing size decreasing ero-
sion force. In addition, the maximum size of the
matching downhole tools (such as the maximum
outside diameter of downhole safety valve), the
stimulations in the process of putting the well
into production, and the measures of dewatering
gas production in the late producing period
should also be considered in order to select the
rational tubing size. Finally, the production cas-
ing size is determined (see Table 3-4).

The outdated nominal tubing diameter is the
inside diameter, while the updated or interna-
tional nominal tubing diameter is the outside
diameter (see Tables 3.5 and 3.6).

3.5 SELECTION AND
DETERMINATION OF TUBING
AND PRODUCTION CASING SIZES
FOR ARTIFICIAL LIFT WELLS

When the reservoir energy is insufficient or the
water cut is higher despite sufficient reservoir
energy, the artificial lift method should be
used in order to maintain oil well production
under rational producing pressure drawdown.

FIGURE 3-24 Minimum anti-erosion tubing sizes.

FIGURE 3-25 Effect of tubing ID on flow rate.
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TABLE 3-4 Matching Tubing Size with Production Casing Size for Oil and Gas Wells

Outside Diameter
of Tubing [mm (in.)]

Production Casing
Size [mm (in.)]

Outside Diameter of
Tubing [mm (in.)]

Production Casing
Size [mm (in.)]

�60.3(23/8) 127(5) 127.5(5) 177.8�193.7(7�75/8)

73.0(27/8) 139.7(51/2) 139.7(51/2) 193.7(75/8)�244.5(95/8)
88.9(31/2) 168.3��177.8(65/8�7) 177.8(7) 244.5(95/8)
101.6(4) 177.8(7) 193.7(75/8) 273.1(103/4)
114.3(41/2) 177.8(7) 244.5(95/8) 339.7(133/8)

Note: When the downhole safety valve is set, the production casing above the safety valve should be enlarged by one grade
(generally 100–200 m from the surface).

TABLE 3-5 Comparison of Updated Nominal Tubing Sizes and Outdated
Nominal Tubing Sizes

Nominal Diameter
[mm (in.)]

Inside Diameter of
Tubing (mm)

Outside Diameter
of Tubing (mm)

Outdated
Standard (in.)

33.4(1.315) 26.4 33.4 1

42.2(1.660) 35.2 42.2 11/4
48.3(1.900) 40.3 48.3 11/2
60.3(23/8) 50.7 60.3 2
73.0(27/8) 62.0 73.0 21/2
88.9(31/2) 75.9 88.9 3
101.6(4) 90.1 101.6 31/2

TABLE 3-6 Common Production Casing Sizes

Nominal
Diameter (in.)

Outside Diameter
of Casing (mm) Casing Wall Thickness (mm)

41/2 114.3 5.21, 6.35, 7.37, 8.56

5 127.0 5.59, 6.43, 7.52, 9.20
51/2 139.7 6.20, 6.98, 7.72, 9.17, 10.54
65/8 168.3 7.32, 8.94, 10.59, 12.07
7 177.8 5.87, 6.91, 8.05, 9.20, 10.36, 11.51, 12.65, 13.72
75/8 193.7 7.62, 8.33, 9.93, 10.92, 12.70
85/8 219.2 6.71, 7.72, 8.94, 10.16, 11.43, 12.70, 14.15
95/8 244.5 7.93, 8.94, 10.03, 11.05, 11.99, 13.84
103/4 273.0 7.09, 8.89, 10.16, 11.43, 12.57, 13.84, 15.11, 16.51, 17.78
113/4 298.9 8.46, 9.52, 11.05, 12.42
133/8 339.7 8.38, 9.65, 10.92, 12.19, 13.06
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Different artificial lift methods require different
matching tubing sizes and different corresponding
production casing sizes due to different lifting
devices and equipment and different well condi-
tions. For instance, when the conventional tubing
pump of F56 mm is used for oil pumping, the
matching tubing size should be F73 mm (2 7/8 in.)
and the maximum outside diameter of the pump
is 89.5 mm, and then the production casing of
F139.7 mm (5 ½ in.) can be selected under the
single-string production with no sand control.
If the inside casing gravel pack sand control
method should be used and the pump is required
to be set at reservoir position (this factor should
be considered when a wire-wrapped screen size
is selected), the production casing should be
larger than F177.8 mm (7 in.). When the conven-
tional tubing pump of F110 mm is used for oil
pumping, the matching tubing size should be
F114.3 mm (4 ½ in.), and the maximum outside
diameter of the pump is 146 mm, then the pro-
duction casing size should be at least
F177.8 mm (7 in.) even if the single-string pro-
duction with no sand control is adopted. If the
inside casing gravel pack sand control method is
required, the production casing of F244.5 mm
(9 5/8 in.) is more adaptable.

When the tubing and production casing sizes
of the artificial lift well are determined, the mode
of lift should be emphatically considered. The
common artificial lift production modes include
sucker rod pump, electric submersible pump,
hydraulic piston pump, hydraulic jet pump,
screw pump, and gas lift production. Sucker rod
pumping accounts for more than 90% in China.
The other key to determination of the type of
pump and the tubing and production casing sizes
is the daily fluid production rate level in the mid-
dle and late periods of waterflooding.

Prediction of Daily Liquid Production
Rate Level in the High Water Cut
Period

For a new well with adequate energy, flowing
production can be initially adopted, but the daily
liquid production rate is relatively low because a

certain tubing shoe pressure should be main-
tained. After oil well production is turned to
artificial lift production during oil field water-
flooding, in order to adjust the producing pres-
sure drawdown, utilize reservoir potential, and
achieve stable oil production, the daily fluid pro-
duction rate should be gradually increased with
the increase in water cut and flowing bottom-
hole pressure, thus maintaining the rational
producing pressure drawdown.

The well completion design should be com-
pleted before drilling. Thus, leadership and fore-
sight should be provided for selection and
determination of tubing and production casing
sizes. The daily liquid production rate during
the whole oil field development, especially in
the high water cut period, and the requirements
for tubing and production casing sizes should
be considered.

In general, the daily liquid production rate in
the flowing period is relatively low and the
corresponding tubing and production casing sizes
are also relatively small. After turning to artificial
lift production, especially in the high water cut
period, larger tubing and production casing sizes
are required in order to adapt production under
the condition of a large pump. After the lift mode
of the oil well is determined, the possible daily
liquid production rate in the future should be pre-
dicted and the tubing and production casing sizes
are then selected and determined; otherwise, the
production rate may be limited due to the unrea-
sonable strings in many oil wells. For instance, a
certain well selects sucker rod pumping and the
conventional tubing pump is selected. The initial
daily oil production rate is 50t/d. The water cut
is 10%. The daily liquid production rate is
55.6 t. If the mean pump efficiency is 60% and
a tubing pump of F56 mm is selected, the match-
ing tubing size is F73 mm (2 7/8 in.), the outside
diameter of the pump is 89.5 mm, and the pro-
duction casing of F139.7 mm (5 ½ in.) is possi-
ble. However, when the water cut of this well
fw ¼ 90%, the stable oil production rate of
40t/d is required, and the daily liquid production
rate level should be at least 400 t/d. If the
mean pump efficiency is still 60%, the tubing
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pump of F110 mm should be selected. At this
time, the tubing size matching with the pump is
F114.3 mm (4 in.) and the outside diameter of
the pump barrel is 146 mm; thus, the
production casing should be at least F177.8 mm
(7 in.). If this well is in the high water cut period
and sand control is required, the production
casing of 7 in. cannot meet the requirement.
The daily oil production rate of 40t/d cannot
be reached, and the oil production rate has to be
reduced.

Therefore, the selection and determination of
tubing and production casing sizes in consider-
ation of the future daily production rate level
are scientific and realistic practices. After a well
is completed, the tubing size is changeable,
whereas the production casing size is unchange-
able. In order to discharge liquid by a large pump
in the high water cut period, a larger production
casing size is better. Therefore, in the initial flow-
ing and artificial lift period, rational tubing size is
adopted on the basis of production optimization
(nodal systems analysis), whereas in the high
water cut period during which a large pump is
needed for discharging the liquid, the tubing size
can be changed to a larger tubing size.

The daily liquid production rate in the high
water cut period can be predicted in accordance
with the requirement of stable oil production
design. In the development program, the daily
oil production rate level (allocating oil produc-
tion rate) is formulated on the basis of the reser-
voir oil properties, reservoir parameters, and
requirement of allocation of oil field develop-
ment. In the waterflooding oil field, the daily liq-
uid production rate of the oil well should be
increased after entering into the high water cut
period of the oil well in order to meet the
requirement of stable oil production. The empir-
ical method shown in Equation (3-12) is com-
monly used in the field:

(3-12)

QL ¼ Qpo

1� fw

where Qpo ¼ daily allocating oil production
rate of oil well in development design, m3/d;

QL ¼ daily liquid production rate predicted,
m3/d; fw ¼ water cut.

The numerical simulation method or the
method of predicting the future IPR curve should
be used for calculating accurately the daily liquid
production rate in the high water cut period.

Artificial Lift Mode Determination

On the basis of the maximum tubing diameter or
the minimum production casing diameter, in
accordance with the predicted highest daily liq-
uid production rate level in the high water cut
period and the theoretical discharge capacity
and discharge head calculated by supposing
pump efficiency of 60%, with reference to down-
hole conditions, surface environment, operation
condition, maintenance and management, and
economic benefit, artificial lift mode is optimized
and selected. In general, artificial lift mode is
selected and determined using the methods
described in the following sections.
Preliminary Selection of Artificial Lift Mode.
Artificial lift mode is preliminarily selected in
accordance with adaptability to production con-
ditions, as shown in Table 3-7.
ProductionModeOptimizationUsing theGrade
Weighted Method. The evaluation parameters
related to the feasibility and complexity of vari-
ous artificial lift modes are digitized, compared,
and graded. The first type parameter (X) is
the parameter related to the feasibility of suc-
cessful use of artificial lift mode and is divided
into five grades (Grades 4, 3, 2, 1, and 0 represent
respectively excellent feasibility, good feasibility,
moderate feasibility, poor feasibility, and in-
feasible). The second type parameter (Y) is
the parameter related to the method complexity,
investment, and steel product consumption
and is divided into three grades (Grades 3, 2,
and 1 represent respectively favorable complex-
ity, moderate complexity, and unfavorable comp-
lexity). X, Y, and Z are respectively calculated
using Equations (3-13), (3-14), and (3-15), with
reference to Table 3-8 and Table 3-9 under the
specific conditions of the oil well. The artificial
lift methods with higher Z values are selected as
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TABLE 3-7 Adaptability Comparison between Artificial Lift Systems

Item
Adaptability
Condition

Sucker Rod
Pump

Screw
Pump

Electric
Submersible
Pump

Hydraulic
Piston Pump

Hydraulic Jet
Pump Gas Lift Plunger Lift

Basic conditions
of system

Degree of
complexity

Simple Simple Complex
bottomhole

Complex surface Complex surface Complex
surface

Complex
surface

One investment Low Low High High High Highest Highest
Operation cost Low Low High Low; High in high

water cut
period

Low Low; High for
small oil
field

Low; High for
small oil
field

Discharge
capacity m3/d

Normal range 1�100 10�200 80�700 300�600 10�500 30�3180 20�32

Maximum 410 (1000) 1400 (3170) (1293) 1590 (4769) (7945) 63
Pump depth m Normal range 3000 1500 2000 4000 2000 3000 3000

Maximum 4421 3000 3084 5486 3500 3658 3658
Downhole

conditions
Slim hole Appropriate Appropriate Inappropriate Appropriate Appropriate Appropriate Appropriate

Separate-zone
production

Inappropriate Inappropriate Appropriate Appropriate Inappropriate Appropriate Appropriate

Directional well General wear Serious wear Appropriate Appropriate Appropriate Appropriate Appropriate

Degree of
cavitation

Strong Strong Strong Strong Strong Strong Strong

Surface
environment

Offshore and city Inappropriate Appropriate Appropriate Appropriate Appropriate Appropriate Appropriate
Harsh climate General General Appropriate Appropriate Appropriate Appropriate Appropriate

1
4
0
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P
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Operation
problems

High gas-oil ratio Adaptable General Inadaptable General Adaptable Very adaptable Very adaptable

Heavy oil and
high pour-
point oil

Good Good Inadaptable Very good Very good Inadaptable Inadaptable

Sand production Good Adaptable Inadaptable General General Very adaptable Very adaptable

Corrosion Adaptable Adaptable Adaptable Adaptable Adaptable Adaptable Adaptable

Scaling Adaptable Inadaptable Inappropriate Adaptable Adaptable General General

Working system
adjustment

Convenient Convenient Lack of
flexibility

Lack of flexibility Convenient Convenient Convenient

Power source Electricity, natural
gas, oil

Electricity,
natural
gas, oil

Electricity Electricity, natural
gas, oil

Electricity, natural
gas, oil

Electricity,
natural
gas, oil

Electricity,
natural
gas, oil

Requirement for
power media

None None None Special power fluid Water power fluid Avoiding
hydrate

Avoiding
hydrate

Maintenance and
management

Pump inspection Pulling out tubing
for tubing
pump

Pulling out
tubing

Pulling out
tubing

Hydraulic or wire
pulling and
running

Hydraulic or wire
pulling and
running

Wire pulling
and running

Wire pulling
and
running

Mean repair-free
period (a)

2 1 1.5 0.5 0.5 3 3

Auto-control Appropriate General Appropriate Appropriate Appropriate General General
Production test Basically

matching
Unmatching Basically

matching
Basically matching Unmatching Completely

matching
Basically

matching

Notes: 1. The discharge capacity values in parentheses ( ) mean the discharge capacity values achievable when the external diameter of production casing is larger
than 177.8 mm.
2. If a frequency converter is used, the working system adjustment for various artificial lift modes is convenient, but the cost is high.
3. For the various artificial list modes, the flowing bottomhole pressures can be reduced to zero under sufficient production casing strength except gas lift mode, under which
a certain tubing shoe pressure (that is, flowing bottomhole pressure when tubing is set in the middle of reservoir) is required in order to lift the well liquid.
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TABLE 3-8 Local Feasibility Parameter Assessment Values (X)

No.
Related Contents
of Local Parameter Symbol

Sucker
Rod
Pump

Electric
Submersible
Pump

Hydraulic
Piston
Pump

Hydraulic
Jet Pump

Gas
Lift

Surface-
Driven
Screw
Pump

1 High production rate
(>100 m3/d)

X1 2 4 2 2 4 2

2 Medium production rate
(5–100 m3/d)

X2 3 4 3 3 4 3

3 Low production rate
(<5 m3/d)

X3 4 1 4 4 0 4

4 High discharge head
(>1350 m)

X4 1 3 4 4 4 0

5 Medium discharge head
(450–1350 m)

X5 3 4 4 4 4 2

6 Low discharge head
(<450 m)

X6 4 4 4 4 4 4

7 Failure-free time, rate of
well utilization

X7 2 3 3 3 3 3

8 Well test, production test X8 3 2 2 2 4 2
9 Automated oil

production, parameter
adjustment

X9 2 4 3 3 3 3

10 Integrity of production
technology

X10 2 2 3 3 3 3

11 Oil production method
efficiency

X11 1 3 3 2 2 3

12 Ability of separate
production in a well

X12 2 2 2 2 3 2

13 Adaptability to slant and
directional well

X13 1 3 4 4 4 3

14 Adaptability to 70�C well
temperature

X14 3 3 3 3 4 3

15 Adaptability to well
temperature higher
than 70�C

X15 2 0 3 3 4 2

16 Mechanical admixture in
produced liquid�1%

X16 2 3 2 2 4 4

17 Mechanical admixture in
produced liquid�1%

X17 0 0 0 0 3 4

18 Scaling and corrosion X18 1 1 1 1 2 2
19 Water cut X19 2 3 2 3 2 3
20 Enhanced oil recovery

ability
X20 1 4 1 1 2 2

21 High gas-oil ratio X21 2 2 2 2 4 3
22 High paraffin content X22 2 3 2 2 1 4
23 Heavy oil (<100) X23 2 1 4 4 2 4
24 High wellhead tubing

pressure
X24 1 2 3 3 2 2

25 Harsh climate, offshore X25 1 2 3 3 2 2
26 Adaptability to slim hole X26 2 2 1 3 4 2
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the preliminary results, and the technical and eco-
nomic demonstration is then conducted in accor-
dance with the technical design of a typical well,
and the artificial lift mode meeting the require-
ments is finally determined.

(3-13)

X ¼ n

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiYn
i¼1

Xi

vuut

(3-14)

Y ¼ n

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiYn
i¼1

Yi

vuut

(3-15)

Z ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
XY

p

Chart Method of Selecting Oil Production
Mode. The two methods of selecting the oil
production mode are as follows:

1. A rational usable range chart of sucker
rod pump, electric submersible pump, and

hydraulic piston pump, which was obtained
by reference to the related charts in the late
1980s and in combination with the oil field
conditions and use experience in China, is
shown in Figure 3-26. The artificial lift mode
can be determined by the location of the pre-
dicted coordinate point of discharge head and
liquid production rate.

2. The optimum usable range charts of gas
lift, plunger lift, sucker rod pump, electric

TABLE 3-9 Local Complexity Parameter Assessment Values (Y)

No.

Related
Contents
of Local
Parameter Symbol

Sucker
Rod
Pump

Electric
Submersible
Pump

Hydraulic
Piston
Pump

Hydraulic
Jet Pump

Gas
Lift

Surface-
Driven
Screw
Pump

1 Serviceability Y1 3 3 3 3 2 2

2 Simplicity and
convenience of
equipment

Y2 2 3 2 2 2 3

3 Energy utilization
efficiency

Y3 2 3 2 1 1 2

4 Mobility of
equipment

Y4 1 3 2 2 2 3

5 Demulsification
ability

Y5 2 1 2 1 1 3

6 Degree of simplicity
and ease of oil
well equipment

Y6 1 3 1 2 1 3

7 Initial investment
efficiency

Y7 2 1 2 2 2 3

8 Utilization rate
of metal

Y8 1 3 1 1 1 3

FIGURE 3-26 Rational usable ranges of sucker rod
pump, electric submersible pump, and hydraulic piston
pump.
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submersible pump, hydraulic piston pump,
and jet pump, which were presented by Blais
et al. in 1986, are shown in Figures 3-27 and
3-28. The artificial lift mode can be deter-
mined by the location of the coordinate point
of the predicted discharge lead and liquid
production rate.

After artificial lift modes are determined
using these methods, the tubing and production
casing sizes are selected and determined on the
basis of the artificial lift modes.

Selection and Determination of
Tubing and Production Casing Sizes
for Sucker Rod Pump Well

Sucker rod pumping has played a leading role in
artificial lift production mode worldwide all
along. At present, sucker rod pumping has been
adopted by more than 90% of artificial lift pro-
duction wells in China. Sucker rod pumps are
divided into two categories: conventional and spe-
cial pumps. Special pumps include anti-sanding-in
pumps, gas control pumps, heavy oil pumps, dual
gassy fluid pumps, heavy oil sand control pumps,
double-acting pumps, and pumps in series.

The procedure for selecting the tubing and
production casing sizes of sucker rod pumping
wells is as follows.

1. Predicting daily liquid production rate level
in the high water cut period of an oil well.

2. Selecting theoretical discharge capacity. The
theoretical pump discharge capacity QtL vs.
daily liquid production rate QL relationship
is shown in Equation (3-16):

(3-16)

QtL ¼ QL

Zp

whereQtL ¼ theoretical pumpdischarge capac-
ity, m3/d; QL ¼ daily liquid production rate
predicted, m3/d; Zp ¼ actual pump efficiency,
% (generally 60% selected preliminary).

3. Selecting the nominal diameter of the pump
on the basis of theoretical discharge capacity
of the pump.

4. Determining production casing size. The tub-
ing size and the maximum outside diameter
of the pump can be obtained on the basis of
the nominal diameter of the pump. The pro-
duction casing size matching the pump size
is determined under the condition of gravel

FIGURE 3-27 Optimum usable ranges of plunger lift,
sucker rod pump, gas lift, and electric submersible pump.

FIGURE 3-28 Optimum usable ranges of hydraulic piston
pump and hydraulic jet pump.
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pack sand control well or non-sand control
well and the condition of single-string or
dual-string production.

The pump barrel of the tubing pump is at the
lower end of the tubing string and the sucker rod
is run in the pump barrel with the plunger. The tub-
ing pump has mainly a pump barrel and plunger.
Thus a relatively large pump sizewith a theoretical
discharge capacity can be chosen. It can be used in
shallow and moderately deep pumping wells with
high productivity (Table 3-10).

The rod-insert pump has inside and outside
working barrels and has relatively small pump
size and discharge capacity. It is used in deep
wells with low liquid levels and low production
rates (see Table 3-11).

In practice, the pumping unit cannot operate
under the maximum stroke, maximum strokes
per minute, and maximum load; the fullness
coefficient cannot be equal to 1; and the pump
efficiency cannot be equal to 100%. When the
pump size is selected, pump efficiency of 50%

to 80% and (stroke) � (strokes per minute)
value�36 can be preliminarily selected.

The special pumps, such as the anti-sanding-
in pump, gas control pump, hydraulic feedback
heavy oil pump, circulation flow heavy oil
pump, and dual gassy fluid pump, will not
be discussed in detail because they are rarely
used. However, the methods of selecting pro-
duction casing size are the same as that of the
conventional tubing pump and conventional
rod-insert pump.
Case 11. The allocating oil production rate of a
certain well on the basis of development design
is 15 m3/d. The underground oil viscosity is
14.5 MPa � s. The oil well has no sand produc-
tion. The oil field adopts waterflooding. Try
selecting the production casing size.
Solving Process. (1) The daily liquid production
rate in the high water cut period is predicted
using Equation (3-12). When the water cut fw ¼
80%, QL1 ¼ 75 m3/d; when fw ¼ 90%, QL2 ¼
150 m3/d; and when fw ¼ 95%, QL3 ¼ 300 m3/d.
(2) The conventional tubing pump is selected.

TABLE 3-10 Matching Conventional Tubing Pump (Integral Pump Barrel)
with Tubing and Production Casing

Nominal
Diameter
of Pump
(mm)

Outside
Diameter of
Connecting
Tubing (mm)

Theoretical
Discharge
Capacity
(m3/d)

Maximum
Outside
Diameter (mm)

Casing Size Recommended (in.)

Non-Sand
Control
Well

Gravel-Pack
Sand-Control
Well

32 73.0 14�35 89.5 5�51/2 7

38 73.0 20�44 89.5 5�51/2 7
44 73.0 26�66 89.5 5�51/2 7
57 73.0 40�110 89.5 5�51/2 7
70 88.9 67�166 107 51/2 7
83 101.6 94�234 114 7 7
95 114.3 122�306 132.5 7 7
110 114.3 164�410 146 7�95/8 95/8
Plunger stroke length range: 1.2–5.0 m

Notes: 1. Under theoretical discharge capacity, lower limit strokes per minute ¼ 10/min, stroke ¼ 1.2 m; upper limit strokes per
minute ¼ 6/min, stroke ¼ 5 m.
2. For an inside casing gravel pack sand control well, the production casing size should be increased by one grade and a production
casing size larger than 7 in. should be selected in order to ensure sand control effectiveness and increase thickness of gravel pack zone.
For an outside gravel pack sand control well, the production casing size should be decreased by one grade. If the pump is required to
be set below the top of a perforated interval, the production casing size should be increased by one grade. Generally, the distance
between pump and perforation should not be less than 80 m in order to protect the reservoir from surges.
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Suppose the pump efficiency Zp is 80% when the
water cut is high. The theoretical discharge
capacities of the pump under the water cuts of
80%, 90%, and 95% are 93.8 m3/d, 187.5 m3/d,
and 375 m3/d, respectively, in accordance with
Equation (3-16). In order to ensure the stable
oil production rate of 15 m3/d in the high water
cut period, the pump of F110 mm with a theo-
retical discharge capacity of 164–410 m3/d can
be selected using Table 3-10. The tubing of
F114.3 mm (4 ½ in.) and the maximum pump
OD of 146 mm can also be selected. The produc-
tion casing of F177.8 mm (7 in.) should be
selected. The calculation results show the pump
size required when the ultimate liquid production
rate is reached. Thus the tubing and production
casing sizes can be derived. When the well is com-
pleted, whether the sucker rod pump or electric
submersible pump is adopted should be consid-
ered, and then the tubing and production casing
sizes are selected and the economization and effec-
tiveness of both types of pumps are compared.

Selection and Determination of
Tubing and Production Casing Sizes
for Hydraulic Piston Pump Well

A hydraulic piston pump has a wide discharge
capacity range (30–1274 m3/d) and is adaptable
to mid-viscosity oil, high pour-point oil, and
deep pumping conditions; thus it has become
an important component part of artificial lift
production technology in China. The adaptabil-
ity and the technological conditions are shown
in Table 3-12.

The common hydraulic piston pumps in-
clude a single-acting pump with variable pres-
sure ratio, balanced single-acting pump, long-
stroke double-acting pump, and dual hydraulic
motor double-acting pump. The power fluid
circulation and tubing string assembly are
shown in Table 3-13.

The selection procedures of tubing and pro-
duction casing sizes of a hydraulic piston pump
are similar to that of a sucker rod pump and
are as follows.

TABLE 3-11 Matching of Conventional Rod-Insert Pump with Tubing
And Production Casing

Nominal
Diameter
of Pump
(mm)

Outside
Diameter of
Connecting
Tubing
[mm (in.)]

Theoretical
Discharge
Capacity
(m3/d)

Maximum
Outside
Diameter
(mm)

Casing Size Recommended (in)

Sand
Control
Well

Non-Sand
Control Well with
Gravel Pack

32 60.3(23/8) 14�35 89.5 5�51/2 7

38 73.0(27/8) 20�49 89.5 5�51/2 7
44 73.0(27/8) 26�66 89.5 5�51/2 7
51 73.0(27/8) 35�88 107 51/2 7
56 88.9(31/2) 43�106 107 51/2 7
57 88.9(31/2) 44�110 107 51/2 7
63 88.9(31/2) 54�135 114 7 7
Plunger stroke length range: 1.2–5.0 m

Notes: 1. Under theoretical discharge capacity, lower limit strokes per minute ¼ 10/min, stroke ¼ 1.2 m; upper limit strokes per
minute ¼ 6/min, stroke ¼ 5 m.
2. For an inside casing gravel pack sand control well, the production casing size should be increased by one grade and a production
casing size larger than 7 in. should be selected in order to ensure sand control effectiveness and increase thickness of gravel pack zone.
For an outside gravel pack sand control well, the production casing size should be decreased by one grade. If the pump is required to
be set below the top of a perforated interval, the production casing size should be increased by one grade. Generally, the distance
between pump and perforation should not be less than 80 m in order to protect the reservoir from surges.
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1. Predict the daily liquid production rate in the
late development period.

2. Select and determine the theoretical discharge
capacity QtL of the pump.

3. Find the matching tubing size and maximum
outside diameter of the pump in the technical
parameter table of a hydraulic piston pump.

Then determine the production casing size
in accordance with single-string production
or dual-string production.

The long-stroke double-acting hydraulic pis-
ton pump is the most common hydraulic piston
pump and is appropriate to the oil pumping of

TABLE 3-13 Power Fluid Circulation and Tubing String Assembly

Outside Diameter
of Production
Casing [mm (in.)]

Outside Diameters of Tubing Strings Assembled [mm (in.)]

Open Single
String

Dual Parallel
String

Dual Concentric
String

127(5) 60.3(23/8)
73.0(27/8)

— —

140(51/2) 60.3(23/8)
73.0(27/8)
88.9(31/2)

60.3�33.4
(23/8�1.315)

73.0�48.3
(27/8�1.900)
88.9�48.3
(31/2�1.900)

178(7) 60.3(23/8)
73.0(27/8)
88.9(31/2)
101.6(4)
114.3(41/2)

60.3�60.3
(23/8�23/8)
73.0�40.3
(27/8�1.900)

73.0�48.3
(27/8�1.900)
88.9�48.3
(31/3�1.900)
101.6�60.3
(4�23/8)
114.3�73.0
(41/2�27/8)

TABLE 3-12 Adaptability and Technological Conditions of Hydraulic Piston Pump

Item Adaptability Application Ranges or Technological Conditions

Lift height Strong Normal range 3500 m, up to 5486 m

Liquid production rate Wide range Up to more than 600 m3/d for oil well with casing of F140 mm (5 1/2 in.);
up to more than 1000 m3/d for oil well with casing of F178 mm (7 in.)

High gas-liquid ratio Conditional
adaptation

No limitation if gas flows out through separate passage. A certain
submergence is required if gas is produced through pump.

Borehole deviation or
bending

Strong Deviation angle of about 45�

Scaling Moderately
strong

Anti-scaling additive is carried by power fluid, or magnetic anti-scaler is
used.

Sand production Poor Sand content of power fluid should be lower than 0.01%.
High pour-point oil well Strong Flow rate and temperature of power fluid should be ensured.
Heavy oil well Moderately

strong
Thin crude oil or water base power fluid should be used and flow rate and

temperature should be ensured.
Corrosion Moderately

strong
Corrosion inhibitor should be carried by power fluid.

Selective zone production Strong Pump and tubing string appropriate to selective zone production are used.
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the oil well with high productivity and a high
liquid production rate. Matching the pump
with tubing and production casing is shown in
Table 3-14.
Case 12. On the basis of the parameters of
Case 11, try selecting the tubing and production
casing sizes of a hydraulic piston pump well.
Solving Process. By calculating as Case 11,
when the water cut is 95%, the daily liquid pro-
duction rate is up to 300 m3/d in order to ensure
the stable oil production rate of 15 m3/d. When
the long-stroke double-acting hydraulic piston
pump is adopted, at least the �HB 3.0 � 50/20
pump should be selected. Its theoretical dis-
charge capacity is 500 m3/d (by taking the pump
efficiency of 80%, the actual discharge capacity
can be up to 400 m3/d). The outside diameter
of tubing is 76.2 mm (3 in.) and the production
casing size is F139.7 mm (5 ½ in.).

Selection and Determination of
Tubing and Production Casing Sizes
for Hydraulic Jet Pump Well

A main feature of a hydraulic jet pump is that
there is no moving component and water can
be used as the power fluid. The other surface
equipment and downhole working barrel are
the same as that of a hydraulic piston pump.
The discharge capacity can be up to 4769 m3/d
and is second only to that of gas lift. The dis-
charge head can be up to 3500 m and is second

only to that of a hydraulic piston pump. How-
ever, the pump efficiency is relatively low and
the maximum pump efficiency is only up to
32%. The hydraulic jet pump can be used for
oil pumping production and is appropriate espe-
cially to the high pour-point oil production and
the oil production in the high water cut period,
during which the hydraulic piston pump can be
replaced by the hydraulic jet pump. The hydrau-
lic jet pump is also appropriate for formation
tests, drillstem tests, blocking removal, spent
acid removal, and scavenging, due to its simple
structure and strong adaptability.

The selection procedures of tubing and pro-
duction casing sizes of hydraulic jet pump wells
are as follows.

1. The maximum daily liquid production rate
in the high water cut period is predicted using
the aforementioned method of predicting the
daily liquid production rate level in the high
water cut period.

2. The lifting rate H is calculated as shown in
Equation (3-17).

(3-17)

H ¼ p3 � p4
p1 � p3

where H ¼ lifting rate; p1 ¼ working pressure
at nozzle inlet, MPa (pump depth multiplied
by power fluid pressure gradient plus well-
head pressure of the system); p3 ¼ discharge
pressure of mixed liquid, MPa (pump depth

TABLE 3-14 Matching of Long-Stroke Double-Acting Hydraulic Piston Pump with Tubing
and Production Casing

Model Number of Pump SHB2.5�10/20 SHB2.5�20/20 SHB2.5�30/20 SHB3.0�50/20

Tubing size [mm (in.)] 73.0(27/8) 73.0(27/8) 73.0(27/8) 88.9(31/2)

Discharge capacity (m3/d) 100 200 300 500
Maximum outside diameter (mm) 114(102) 114(102) 114 114
Recommended

nominal
diameter
of production
casing

Single-string
production

139.7 mm,
127 mm
(51/2, 5 in.)

139.7 mm,
127 mm
(51/2, 5 in.)

139.7 mm
(51/2 in.)

139.7 mm
(51/2 in.)

Dual-string
production

177.8 mm
(7 in.)

177.8 mm
(7 in.)

177.8 mm
(7 in.)

193.7�244.5 mm
(75/8�95/8 in.)
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multiplied by mixed liquid pressure gradient
plus wellhead backpressure); p4 ¼ suction
pressure, MPa (submergence multiplied by
crude oil pressure gradient).

3. The jetting rate and area ratio are determined
in accordance with the empirical values in
Table 3-15.

4. The maximum power fluid flow rate is
obtained by the theoretical pump discharge
capacity divided by the jetting rate minimum.

5. The nozzle diameter is estimated using Equa-
tion (3-18):

(3-18)

d1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Qe

9:6� 107a
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p1 � p4

r

r
vuuut

where d1 ¼ nozzle diameter, m; Qe ¼ power
fluid flow rate, m3/d; a ¼ flow rate coefficient
determined by testing results (a ¼ 3.1 when
power fluid is water and a ¼ 8.5 when power

fluid is heavy oil); r ¼ power fluid density,
kg/m3.

6. Throat diameter is predicted using the follow-
ing formula:

(3-19)

d2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d1

2

R

s

where d2 ¼ throat diameter, mm; R ¼ area
rate (see Table 3-15).

7. The tubing and production casing sizes are
determined on the basis of nozzle diameter
and throat diameter in accordance with
Table 3-16 and the type of pump selected.

Case 13. In accordance with the development
program of a certain well, the allocating oil
production rate in the late period is 7 m3/d, the
working pressure at the nozzle inlet is
26.7 MPa, the suction pressure is 12.1 MPa, and
the discharge pressure of mixed liquid is
17.0 MPa. The water base power fluid is
adopted. Try selecting the production casing size.
Solving Process
1. On the basis of the allocating oil production

rate of 7 m3/d and the predicted water cut
of 95%, the maximum daily liquid produc-
tion rate of 139 m3/d is predicted in accor-
dance with Equation (3-12).

2. The lifting rate H is calculated as follows.

H ¼ 17:0� 12:1

26:7� 17:0
¼ 0:51

TABLE 3-15 Empirical Values of
Key Parameters

Lifting Rate H Jetting Rate M Area Ratio R

<>0.15 >1.5 0.17

0.15�0.25 1.5�1.0 0.21
0.25�0.3 1.0�0.7 0.26
0.3�0.45 0.7�0.5 0.33
0.45�0.8 0.5�0.1 0.41

TABLE 3-16 Matching of Conventional Jet Pump with Tubing and Production Casing

Index

Type of Jet Pump

SPB 2.5 Series
Casing-Type
Jet Pump

Up-Jet-Type
Jet Pump

F62 mm Short-
Type Jet Pump

Nozzle diameter 1.9�6.0 2.1�3.9 1,8�6.8 1.8�6.8

Throat diameter 4.5�9.8 3.3�6.2 2.9�11.0 2.9�11.0
Tubing OD 73 73 60.3 73
Maximum OD of pump 114 114 89 114
Minimum ID of casing 127(51/2 in.) 127(51/2 in.) 100(41/2 in.) 127(51/2 in.)

Note: The power fluid of a casing-type jet pump flows in from casing and the mixed liquid flows out through tubing.
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3. The jetting rate of 0.5 and the area ratio of
0.41 are obtained using Table 3-15.

4. The power fluid flow rate Qe is predicted as
follows.

Qe ¼ 139

0:5
¼ 278 m3=d

5. The nozzle diameter is predicted using
Equation (3-18).

d1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

278

9:6� 107 � 3:1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
26:7� 12:1

1000

r
vuuut � 0:0028 m

¼ 2:8 mm

6. The throat diameter is predicted using
Equation (3-19).

d2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2:82

0:41

s
¼ 4:4 mm

7. On the basis of the nozzle diameter and the
throat diameter, the short-type jet pump of
F62 mm is selected, and the maximum pump
OD of 114 mm and the minimum production
casing ID of 127 mm are obtained. Thus the
production casing of F139.7 mm (5 ½ in.)
or F177.8 mm (7 in.) should be selected.

Selection and Determination of
Tubing and Production Casing
Sizes for Electric Submersible
Pump Well

The electric submersible pump is adaptable to oil
wells (including directional wells) of high dis-
charge capacity, low and medium viscosity oil,
low sand content, and pump depth less than
2500 m. The electric submersible pump can also
be used in the gravel pack sand control well under
the conventional production condition of heavy
oil. At present, the theoretical discharge capacity
of the electric submersible pump adaptable to the
production casing of F139.7 mm (5 ½ in.) can be
up to 550 m3/d. Therefore, the selection proce-
dures of tubing and production casing sizes of
electric submersible pump wells are same as that
of a hydraulic piston pump.Matching the electric

submersible pump with tubing and production
casing is shown in Table 3-17.

Matching the TRW Reda Pumps electric sub-
mersible pump with tubing and production cas-
ing is shown in Table 3-18.
Case 14. On the basis of the parameters of
Case 12, try selecting the production casing size
of the electric piston pump well.
Solving Process. By calculation similar to
Case 11, in order to ensure the daily oil produc-
tion rate of 15 m3/d under the water cut of
95%, the daily liquid production rate of
300 m3/d is required. In accordance with
Table 3-17, the QYB120-425 pump with theoret-
ical discharge capacity of 425 m3/d can be used.
By taking the pump efficiency of 80%, the actual
discharge capacity can be up to 340 m3/d, which
can meet the requirement of daily liquid produc-
tion rate of 300 m3/d. The corresponding tubing
size of F73 mm (2 7/8 in.) can be selected. For a
conventional well with no sand control, the pro-
duction casing size of F139.7 mm (5 ½ in.) is
selected. For the gravel pack sand control well,
the production casing of F177.8 mm (7 in.) can
be selected in order to ensure sand control effec-
tiveness by increasing the thickness of the gravel
pack sand control zone. If a larger discharge
capacity is required in the late production period,
a larger production casing, that is, the production
casing ofF177.8 mm (7 in.) for conventional wells
and the production casing ofF244.5 mm (9 5/8 in.)
for sand control wells, can be adopted in order to
leave some selection margin for adopting the elec-
tric submersible pump with larger discharge
capacity in the future. For instance, a higher daily
liquid production rate can be obtained by selecting
the G-160 or G-225 type of pump in Table 3-18.

Selection and Determination of
Tubing and Production Casing Sizes
for Gas Lift Oil Production Well

Gas lift production is especially adaptable to
sand production wells, medium and low viscos-
ity oil wells, high gas-oil ratio wells, deep wells,
and directional wells, and is an important artifi-
cial lift production mode. The advantages and
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limitations of gas lift production are listed in
Table 3-19.

The modes of gas lift include continuous gas-
lift and intermittent gas-lift. The intermittent
gas-lift can be further divided into conventional
intermittent gas-lift, chamber gas-lift, and
plunger gas-lift. The continuous gas-lift is only
discussed because the daily liquid production
rate of intermittent gas-lift is much lower than
that of continuous gas-lift.

The selection procedures of tubing and pro-
duction casing sizes for a gas lift well are as
follows:

1. Predict the daily liquid production rate
level QL.

2. Determine the tubing and production casing
sizes meeting the requirement of daily liquid

production rate QL for a single-string gas-lift
well using Tables 3-20 and 3-21.

The tubing and production casing sizes of the
gas lift well with a high production rate under
the condition of tubing-casing annulus produc-
tion (known as reverse lift, that is, gas injection
into tubing and oil production from annulus)
are selected and determined using the following
recommended procedure:

1. On the basis of the possibly provided gas
injection rate, gas injection pressure, and gas
properties, the tubing with sufficiently small
frictional pressure drop is selected.

2. A sensitivity analysis of production casing
size is made and the optimum production cas-
ing size is selected and determined.

TABLE 3-17 Matching Partial Chinese Electric Submersible Pumps with Tubing
and Production Casing

Manufacturer
Model
Number

Tubing
Size (mm)

Rated
Discharge
Capacity (t/d)

Outside
Diameter (mm)

Casing Size
Recommended (in.)

Conventional
Well

Gravel
Pack Well

Tianjing Electric
Motor

A10
A15
A20
A42
A53

60.3, 73.0
60.3, 73.0
60.3, 73.0
60.3, 73.0
60.3, 73.0

100
150
200
425
500

95
95
95
95
95

5½
5½
5½
5½
5½

7
7
7
7
7

Zibo Submerged
Electric Pump
Manufacturer

5.5QD100
5.5QD160
5.5QD200
5.5QD250
5.5QD320
5.5QD425

60.3, 73.0
60.3, 73.0
60.3, 73.0
60.3, 73.0
60.3, 73.0
60.3, 73.0

100
160
200
250
320
425

100, 98
100, 98
100, 98
100, 98
100, 98
100, 98

5½
5½
5½
5½
5½
5½

7
7
7
7
7
7

Huxi Electric
Motor
Manufacturer

QYB120-75
QYB120-100
QYB120-150
QYB120-200
QYB120-250
QYB120-320
QYB120-425
QYB120-550

60.3, 73.0
60.3, 73.0
60.3, 73.0
60.3, 73.0
60.3, 73.0
60.3, 73.0
60.3, 73.0
60.3, 73.0

75
100
150
200
250
320
425
550

100, 98
100, 98
100, 98
100, 98
100, 98
100, 98
100, 98
100, 98

5½
5½
5½
5½
5½
5½
5½
5½

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

Note: The electric submersible pump in this table should be used in the production casing of 5 1/2 in. The tubing sizes include 60.3 mm
(2 3/8 in.) and 73.0 mm (2 7/8 in.).
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TABLE 3-18 Matching TRW Reda Pumps Electric Submersible Pump with Tubing and
Production Casing

Model
Number

Outside
Diameter
(mm)

Type of
Pump

Maximum
Power (kw)

Theoretical
Discharge
Capacity (t/d)

Casing Size
Recommended (in.)

Conventional
Well

Gravel
Pack Well

338 85.9 A—10
A—14E
A—25E
A—30E
A—45E

62
62
62
62
79

33�66
58�86
90�140
115�195
160�240

127 mm (5) 177.8 mm (7)

400 101.6 D—9
D—12
D—13
D—20E
D—26
D—40
D—51
D—55E
D—82

62
62
62
62
78
78
78
78
161

26�53
33�66
53�80
75�115
106�146
125�240
180�260
190�320
280�480

139.7 mm (51/2) 177.8 mm (7)

450 117.35 E—35E
E—41E
E—100

99
99
161

135�200
140�235
380�560

139.7 mm (51/2) 177.8 mm (7)

540 130.3 G—52E
G—62E
G—90E
G—110
G—160
G—180
G—225

161
161
161
224
224
224
224

210�310
240�360
320�480
420�600
580�840
660�960
636�1140

177.8 mm (7) 244.5 mm (95/8)

TABLE 3-19 Advantages and Limitations of Gas Lift Production

Method Advantages Limitations

Gas lift Low deep well investment cost and lift cost.
Most effective for high gas-liquid ratio well.
Low lift operation cost for sand production

well.
Easy to change production conditions, wide

adaptive range.
Adaptable to slant well and crooked well.
Appropriate to high liquid production

rate well.
Convenient for production test.

Sufficient gas source adjacent to the oil field is required.
High cost required by purchasing the gas lift gas.
High lift cost when corrosive gas exists.
Difficult to maintain low downhole liquid level when

perforation interval is long.
Unsafe high-pressure gas.
Production casing is required to be able to bear pressure.
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Case 15. On the basis of the given data in Case
5, the production technology of tubing-casing
annulus gas lift is adopted. Try analyzing the
optimum tubing and production casing sizes for
the production rate of 3200 m3/d under the gas
lift production mode when the reservoir pressure
is reduced to 13 MPa. In order to be convenient
for transporting, the wellhead tubing pressure of
0.6 MPa is necessary. The maximum gas injec-
tion flow rate of 10 � 104 m3/d can be provided
and the gas injection pressure is 15 MPa.
Solving Process. Under the condition of tubing-
casing annulus gas lift, the gas flow in tubing
should be studied in order to determine the
tubing size. If the tubing size is too small,
the frictional resistance may be high due to the
reverse direction of frictional resistance against
the gas flow. However a tubing that is too large
may increase the cost. The tubing sensitivity anal-
ysis is conducted and the gas injection point pres-
sure vs. the inside diameter of the tubing curve is
obtained (Figure 3-29). The 3 ½-in., 4-in., and

4 ½-in. ID tubings have close gas injection point
pressures (that is, close frictional resistances). In
consideration of decreasing the cost and because
the gas injection rate of 10 � 104 m3/d is not nec-
essarily required, the 3 1/2-in. ID tubing is
selected. The 3-in. ID tubing has a relatively large
effect on gas injection point pressure; thus it is
inappropriate.

TABLE 3-20 Matching of Tubing with Production Casing for Single-String Gas-Lift Well

Minimum
Liquid Production
Rate (t/d)

Maximum
Liquid Production
Rate (t/d)

Tubing ID mm
(OD in.)

Casing Size Recommended (in.)

Conventional
Well

Gravel
Pack Well

4�8 55 26.6(1.315) 5�51/2 7

8�12 96 35.1(1.660) 5�51/2 7
12�20 159 40.3(1.990) 5�51/2 7
31�40 397 50.3(23/8) 51/2 7
50�80 476 62.0(27/8) 51/2 7
30�120 636 75.9(31/2) 51/2 7
159�240 1590 100.5(41/2) 51/2�7 7

TABLE 3-21 Matching Tubing with Production Casing for Tubing-Casing Annulus Gas-Lift
Well (Medium Production Rate)

Minimum Liquid
Production Rate (t/d)

Maximum Liquid
Production Rate (t/d)

Tubing
Size (in.)

Production
Casing Size (in.)

476 1270 23/8 51/2
795 2380 23/8 7.0
636 1900 27/8 7.0
500 1590 31/2 7.0

FIGURE 3-29 Frictional pressure drop analysis of tubing.
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The casing size sensitivity analysis is conducted.
Figure 3-30 shows that under the gas injection rate
lower than 10 � 104m3/d, the 12.71-in., 6.97-in.,
and 6.36-in. ID casings cannot meet the produc-
tion requirement due to the too large annulus of
the former (high slippage loss) and the too small
annulus of the latter two (high friction loss). The
production casing size vs. gas injection rate curve
is obtained by using the four casing sizes meeting
the requirement and the corresponding gas injec-
tion rate under the liquid production rate of
3200 m3/d (Figure 3-31). In order to achieve the
required production rate of 3200 m3/d, the pro-
duction casing size of 9 5/8 in. (222.4 mm ID) has
the minimum necessary gas injection rate and the
highest efficiency; thus, it is the optimum produc-
tion casing size.

Selection and Determination of
Tubing and Production Casing Sizes
for a Screw Pump Production Well

This type of pump is appropriate to the produc-
tion well with crude oil viscosity lower than
2000 MPa � s, sand content lower than 5%, dis-
charge head of 1400–1600 m, discharge capacity
lower than 200 m3/d, and working temperature
lower than 120�C. With the increase of high-
viscosity crude oil production and high-viscosity
polymer gas production by tertiary recovery in
recent years, oil production using a screw pump
has been widely used. In the late 20th century,
with the advance in synthetic rubber technology
and vulcanizing binding technology, the screw
pump has been greatly improved in France. At
present, the screw pump has been adapted to the
production of oil with viscosity lower than
15,000 MPa � s, sand content lower than 60%,
and temperature not exceeding 120�C, and it has
a discharge head up to 3000 m and discharge
capacity up to 1050 m3/d. A screw pump has a
large discharge capacity and a slightly large out-
side diameter. The tubing and production casing
sizes for a screw pump well can be determined
by reference to Table 3-22 on the basis of the late
liquid production rate (water cut of 95%) pre-
dicted by the development program.

Selection and Determination of
Production Casing Size for Dual-
String Production Well

Selection and Determination of Production
Casing for Dual-String Gas Lift Well. The
selection procedure of production casing size
for a dual-string gas lift production well is as
follows.

1. The daily liquid production rates QL1 and
QL2 of upper and lower oil reservoirs are
respectively predicted.

2. The tubing sizes corresponding to QL1 and
QL2 are obtained using Table 3-20.

3. The recommended production casing size is
obtained using Table 3-23 on the basis of
the tubing sizes obtained.

FIGURE 3-30 Effect of casing size on gas lift performance
curve (the curves are obtained by calculating under various
tubing IDs).

FIGURE 3-31 The casing size required by necessary
production rate vs. gas injection rate.
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Case 16. A certain oil well includes two oil reser-
voirs, that is, upper and lower oil reservoirs, and
dual-string separate-zone production in a well
under gas lift is designed. The daily liquid pro-
duction rate QL1 of 450 m3/d for the upper reser-
voir and the daily liquid production rate QL2 of
1000 m3/d for the lower reservoir are predicted.
Try selecting the production casing size.
Solving Process. Using Table 3-24, the tubing
of F73 mm (2 7/8 in.) with a collar of 89.5 mm

OD is appropriate for the upper reservoir,
while the F101.6 mm (4-in.) tubing with a collar
of 121 mm OD is appropriate for the lower
reservoir. The sum of the two collar ODs has
reached 210.5 mm (8 1/4 in.). In consideration
of the clearances between the tubings and
between tubing and casing, in which the packer
should be set, at least a F244.5 mm (9 5/8-in.)
production casing should be selected (see
Table 3-24).

TABLE 3-22 Relation between Theoretical Discharge Capacity and Maximum
Outside Diameter of Screw Pump

Producing
Area

Connecting
Tubing
[mm (in.)]

Theoretical
Discharge
Capacity (mm)

Maximum
Outside Diameter
of Pump (mm)

Adaptable Minimum
Casing Diameter
[mm (in.)]

China 60.3(23/8) 4�17 73 127(5)
73.0(27/8) 32�180 90 139.7(51/2)
88.0(31/2) 35�108 114 139.7�177.8(51/2�7)
101.6(4) 64�500 114 139.7�177.8(51/2�7)

Other countries 60.3(23/8) 15�80 78 127(5)
73.0(27/8) 60�240 94 139.7�(51/2)
88.0(31/2) 120�300 108 139.7�177.8(51/2�7)
101.6(4) 180�840 120 139.8(7)

127.0(5) 430�1000 138 139.8(7)

TABLE 3-23 Matching of Tubing Size* with Production Casing Size* for Dual-String
Gas-Lift Well

Upper-Reservoir
(or Lower-Reservoir)
Gas-Lift Tubing (1) Size (in.)

Upper-Reservoir
(or Lower-Reservoir)
Gas-Lift Tubing (2) Size (in.)

Minimum Casing Size
Recommended (in.)

1.315 1.315�27/8 51/2
1.660 1.315�27/8 51/2
1.990 1.315�27/8 51/2�7
23/8 1.315�27/8 51/2�7
27/8 1.315�27/8 51/2�7
31/2 1.315�27/8 7�95/8
41/2 1.315�27/8 7�95/8

1.315�27/8 95/8�113/4
31/2 31/2 95/8
41/2 31/2 103/4

Note: If a large value is taken as the tubing (2) size, the casing size enlarged by one grade is taken.
*Tubing and casing sizes mean outside diameter.
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Selection and Determination of Production
Casing Size for Other Dual-String Production
Well. For the oil well with great interzone dif-
ference, dual-string production can adjust the
interzone contradiction. The production casing
size for a dual-string production well is much
larger than that of a single-string production
well. The tubing size required by each zone is
selected using the previously mentioned method,
while the production casing size corresponding
to a dual-string production well can be selected
in accordance with Table 3-24.
Selection and Determination of Production
Casing Size for Oil Production Well of
Electric Submersible Pump with Y-Shaped
Adapter. An electric submersible pump with a
Y-shaped adapter can be used for oil wells (espe-
cially offshore oil wells) in which multizone pro-
duction, production logging, through-tubing
perforation, and coiled tubing operation will be
conducted.

The production casing size under this condi-
tion can be selected in accordance with the
thinking and method of selecting and determin-
ing production casing size for a dual-string pro-
duction well (Table 3-24). At present, it is
common that a tubing of 2 7/8 in. and a bypath
of 2 3/8-2 7/8 in. are run in the production casing
of F244.5 mm (9 5/8 in.).

3.6 EFFECTS OF STIMULATION
ON TUBING AND PRODUCTION
CASING SIZE SELECTION

Stimulation mainly includes hydraulic fracturing
and acidizing and is used for both the measure
of putting into production and the measure of
blocking removal and increasing production rate.
No special requirement for tubing size should be
met during matrix acidizing due to the lower dis-
placement. However, the hydraulic sand fractur-
ing of the sandstone reservoir and the hydraulic
sand fracturing and acid fracturing of the car-
bonatite reservoir (especially for deep wells and
high breakdown pressure wells) may affect the
selection of tubing and production casing sizes.

Hydraulic fracturing and acidizing are high-
pressure high-displacement operations. The higher
hydraulic friction resistance can be caused by a
high pumping rate in the wellbore, thus leading
to the excessive wellhead pressure and the unavail-
able power loss of the fracturing unit. Thus the
reservoir cannot be fractured. The relationship
among wellbore friction loss, wellhead pressure,
and reservoir breakdown pressure is shown in
Equation (3-20).

(3-20)

pwh ¼ aHþ Dpf � 10�6rgHþ Dph

TABLE 3-24 Recommended Production Casing Size for Dual-String Production Well

Tubing Size Required by Upper
(or Lower) Reservoir (in.)

Tubing Size Required by Lower
(or Upper) Reservoir (in.)

Minimum Casing Size
Recommended (in.)

1.315 1.315�31/2 51/2
1.315 1.315�31/2 51/2
1.990 1.315�27/8 51/2
23/8 1.315�27/8 51/2�71

23/8 31/2�4 7
27/8 19/32�27/8 51/2�71

27/8 23/8�27/8 7
31/2 2�27/8 7
31/2 31/2 95/8
41/2 39/32�2 7
41/2 23/8�31/2 95/8
41/2 41/2 103/4

1Tubing and casing sizes mean outside diameters.
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where pwh ¼ wellhead pressure during fractur-
ing, MPa; a ¼ reservoir breakdown pressure
gradient, MPa/m; H ¼ depth in middle of reser-
voir, m; Dpf ¼ fraction loss of fracturing fluid
in wellbore, MPa; r ¼ fracturing fluid density,
kg/m3; g ¼ gravitational acceleration, m/s2;
Dph ¼ total friction resistance of fracturing fluid
through perforations, MPa.

It is shown that when the reservoir breakdown
pressure aH is high (breakdown pressure gradient
a is great or well is deep), pwh can only be
reduced by decreasing Dpf and Dph. In general,
Dpf is much greater than Dph. Thus the key lies
in decreasing the wellbore friction loss Dpf.

The fracturing fluids used in the field include
Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids. The frac-
turing fluid of Newtonian fluid has the wellbore
friction resistance pressure drop described in
Equation (3-21):

(3-21)

Dpf ¼ f
Hv2

2Dg
�10�2

where f ¼ friction resistance coefficient, dimen-
sionless; H ¼ well depth, m; D ¼ inside diameter
of tubing, m; v ¼ fracturing fluid flow velocity in
wellbore, m/s; Dpf ¼ friction resistance pressure
drop, MPa; g ¼ gravitational acceleration, m/s2.

The relationship between the displacement Q
and the flow velocity v during fracturing is
shown in Equation (3-22).

(3-22)

v ¼ Q

15pD2

where Q ¼ fracturing fluid pumping rate, m3/min;
D ¼ inside diameter of tubing, m; V ¼ fracturing
fluid flow velocity, m/s.

By substituting Equation (3-22) into Equation
(3-21), the formula in Equation (3-23) is
obtained:

(3-23)

Dpf ¼ 2:29� 10�7f
HQ2

D5

where Dpf ¼ friction resistance pressure drop,
MPa; Q ¼ fracturing fluid, m3/min; D ¼ inside
diameter of tubing, m.

The other symbols are as explained earlier.
It is shown that the Dpf is directly proportional

to the well depth H and the square of the pump-
ing rate and is inversely proportional to the fifth
power of the tubing ID. The pumping rate of
hydraulic fracturing is generally 2–6.0 m3/min
and will be up to about 6 m3/min during the
limited entry fracturing.

For low-permeability tight sand, the scale of
hydraulic fracturing has been greatly increased
and the massive hydraulic fracturing (MHF) tech-
nique has been developed. The hydraulic fluid
volume is up to several thousand cubic meters,
the proppant volume is up to several hundred to
several thousand tons, and the fracture length is
up to several hundred to several thousand meters.
In the medium and late stage of the MHF opera-
tion, the fracture length has been great and the
fluid loss into formation through the fracture wall
face may be great. In order to continue to extend
and spread the fracture, a high pumping rate is
required. This can be explained using the formula
in Equation (3-24):

(3-24)
Q� Dt ¼ Vw þ DVF

where Q ¼ fracturing fluid pumping rate, m3/min;
Dt ¼ unit time, min; Vw ¼ fluid loss into for-
mation through fracture wall face per unit time,
m3; DVF ¼ fracture volume increment per unit
time, m3.

It is shown that in order to maintain the frac-
ture volume increment DVF per unit time as a
positive value (that is, to increase continuously
the fracture volume), a high pumping rate of
fracturing fluid is necessary because the fluid
loss into formation through the fracture wall
face per unit time increases with the increase in
fracture length. The fracture extension and
spreading cannot be achieved by a fracturing
fluid volume lower than the fluid loss. The mas-
sive hydraulic fracturing is a fracturing opera-
tion with a very high pumping rate, which is
even higher than that of limited entry fracturing
and up to 6–10 m3/min.

The deep well and high pumping rate operation
has a large wellbore friction resistance pressure
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drop Dpf . The methods of reducing friction resis-
tance pressure drop include the method of reduc-
ing effective viscosity of fracturing fluid or
adding a friction-reducing agent into fracturing
fluid (which can only reduce friction resistance to
40% to 60% of clear water friction resistance)
and the method of increasing tubing size, which
is the most effective. This can be shown in
Table 3-25 on the basis of Equation (3-23).

Table 3-25 indicates that the reservoir cannot
be fractured by using the tubing of 50.7 mm ID
(2 3/8 in.) and 1000-type fracturing unit under
the pumping rate of 3 m3/min. However, the res-
ervoir has begun to be fractured by using a tub-
ing of slightly larger ID to 62.0 mm ID (2 7/8 in.)
and the wellhead pressure of 78.44 MPa. The
reservoir can be easily fractured when the tubing
ID increases and is above 75.9 mm (3 ½ in.).
Under the pumping rate of 6 m3/min, the reser-
voir cannot be fractured by using a tubing of
smaller ID than 75.9 mm (3 ½ in.). However,
the reservoir can be easily fractured when the
tubing ID is above 88.6 mm (4 in.).

Figures 3-32 and 3-33 show the pumping
rate vs. friction loss relationships obtained by
Halliburton under various tubing and casing IDs.

When a non-Newtonian fluid is used as frac-
turing fluid or acidizing fluid, the relation
between shear stress and shear rate can be con-
sidered as a power law model:

t ¼ K
0
gn

0

where t ¼ shear stress; g ¼ shear rate; K0 ¼ liquid
consistency coefficient; n0 ¼ liquid flow regime
index.

K0 and n0 are determined by experiment. The
friction loss can still be calculated using the
one-way resistance pressure drop and Equation
(3-21). The friction resistance coefficient is also
obtained by experiment and is related to the Rey-
nolds number and n0 values. It should be indicated
that the water-base gel fracturing fluid used pres-
ently is basically a viscoelastic fluid, so the actual
situation cannot be accurately reflected by calcula-
tion in accordance with the power-lawmodel. The
friction resistance pressure drop value is obtained
by using the instant pumping off in the fracturing
operation. The value obtained is compared with
the clear water friction resistance pressure drop
value and the percentage is obtained. The water-
base plant gel fracturing fluid friction loss in tub-
ing is generally lower than the friction loss of clear
water and is related to fracturing fluid, material,
formulation, and shear rate. The water-base plant
gel fracturing fluid friction loss is generally about
60% of clear water fracturing fluid friction loss.
The friction resistance pressure drop of hydroxy-
propylguar (HPG) gum titanium gel fracturing
fluid has been lower than 45% of that of clear
water under some conditions. Because the long-
chain linear molecules may restrain the turbulence
of water and reduce the friction resistance, the high
molecular polymer can reduce the friction resis-
tance pressure drop. However, it should still be

TABLE 3-25 Calculated Values of Friction Resistance Pressure Drop in Tubing During
Fracturing and Wellhead Pressure

Tubing Size
[ID mm (OD in.)]

Tubing Friction Loss (MPa) Wellhead Pressure (MPa)

Pumping Rate
3 m3/min

Pumping Rate
6 m3/min

Pumping Rate
3 m3/min

Pumping Rate
6 m3/min

50.3(23/8) 107.99 430.81 152.95 475.77

62.0(27/8) 33.48 133.37 78.44 178.33
75.9(31/2) 12.89 51.26 57.85 96.22
88.6(4) 5.76 22.87 50.72 67.83
100.3(41/2) 2.87 11.38 47.84 56.34
114.1(5) 1.56 6.16 46.52 51.11

Note: Clear water viscosity is 1 MPa � s. Well depth H ¼ 4000 m. Breakdown pressure pf¼ 92MPa. Relative density of fracturing fluid is 1.2.
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indicated that the friction loss sensitivity is greatly
affected by the tubing size. For instance, during
hydraulic fracturing in a certain area a small tub-
ing of 2 7/8 in. was first used, the friction resistance
pressure drop exceeded 30 MPa under the pump-
ing rate of 2 m3/min and the tubing length of

3000 m, the operating wellhead pressure exceeded
70 MPa, and the reservoir could not be fractured
under a high breakdown pressure. When the
tubing size was changed to 3 ½ in., the operating
wellhead pressure was reduced to about 50 MPa
and the reservoir could be fractured. Under the

FIGURE 3-32 Friction loss vs. pumping rate for clear water fracturing fluid.
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aforementioned conditions, the clearwater friction
resistance pressure drop is 46.5 MPa (Figure 3-32)
and the friction resistance pressure drop of frac-
turing fluid is 63.5%of that of clear water. Despite
the fact that the friction-reducing effect of polymer

has been achieved, the friction resistance pressure
drop value is still high. When the tubing size is
increased from 2 7/8 in. to 3 ½ in., the friction resis-
tance pressure drop of clear water is changed into
only 17.6 MPa, that is, 40% of that of 2 7/8-in.

FIGURE 3-33 Friction loss vs. pumping rate for fracturing fluid.
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tubing. When the friction-reducing effect of
fracturing fluid is also considered, the pumping
rate is possibly increased (for example, to
3 m3/min), the friction resistance pressure drop is
only 35 MPa, and the wellhead pressure can be
decreased to a value below 54MPa, thus improv-
ing the fracturing operation condition.

With the increase in tubing size, the friction
resistance pressure drop in tubing decreases rap-
idly. Therefore, for a high breakdown pressure
well or deep well, a relatively large tubing size
and corresponding large production casing size
should be designed.

The tubing friction resistance pressure drop
and the operating wellhead pressure are pre-
dicted under the different tubing sizes on the
basis of reservoir breakdown pressure gradient
and well depth in accordance with Equation
(3-20) and Equation (3-21) or Figures 3-32
and 3-33. The minimum tubing size can be
selected by the criterion of operating wellhead
pressure �80% � working pressure of the
fracturing unit. The corresponding minimum

production casing size is selected in accor-
dance with the matching relation between tub-
ing and production casing sizes, as shown in
Table 3-4. On this basis, by reference to the
preselected tubing and production casing sizes
for the artificial lift well, appropriate tubing
and production casing sizes are selected and
determined.

3.7 SELECTION AND
DETERMINATION OF TUBING AND
PRODUCTION CASING SIZES FOR
HEAVY OIL AND HIGH POUR-POINT
OIL PRODUCTION WELLS

Heavy oil is asphalt-based crude oil and has
low or no flowability due to the high content
of colloid and asphaltene and the high viscosity.
The heavy oil viscosity is sensitive to change in
temperature (Figure 3-34). With the increase in
temperature the heavy oil viscosity may rapidly
decrease and vice versa. This inherent feature
of heavy oil makes the recovery methods

FIGURE 3-34 Heavy oil viscosity vs. temperature.
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different from that of conventional light oil and
makes the recovery process complicated. At
present in China the ordinary heavy oil with a
viscosity lower than 150 MPa � s under reservoir
conditions is recovered by waterflooding, while
the ordinary and extra-heavy oils with a viscos-
ity higher than 150 MPa � s are recovered by
steam injection.

Heavy Oil Recovery by
Waterflooding

The heavy oil with a viscosity lower than
150 MPa � s under reservoir conditions is com-
monly recovered by waterflooding because this
heavy oil generally contains a higher dissolved-
gas content and has a certain flowability under
reservoir conditions, despite the fact that the
surface crude oil viscosity may be up to several
thousand millipoises. The features of waterflood-
ing include mature technique, simple technology,
relatively low investment, and good economic
benefit. Therefore, waterflooding is the first
selected recovery method. For instance, the con-
ventional waterflooding has been adopted in the
Gudao, Gudong, Chengdong, and Shengtuo oil
fields of the Shengli oil region and the Jing 99
block, Niuxintuo, and Haiwaihe oil fields of
the Liaohe oil region, and good development
results have been achieved through continuous
adjustment.
Flowing Production. The flowability of heavy
oil is low due to the high intermolecular friction
resistances of colloid and asphaltene. The fric-
tion head loss of fluid flow in tubing can be
calculated using the hydraulics formula in
Equation (3-25):

(3-25)

Hf ¼ f
L

D
� v

2

2g

whereHf ¼ friction head loss, m; f ¼ friction resis-
tance coefficient, dimensionless; L ¼ tubing setting
depth, m; D ¼ tubing diameter, m; v ¼ liquid
flow velocity, m/s.

The friction head loss vs. tubing setting depth
relationships under a certain heavy oil viscosity

and the different tubing diameters are calcu-
lated using Equation (3-25) and are shown in
Figure 3-35.

It is well known that the higher the crude oil
viscosity, the greater the friction head loss. As
shown in Figure 3-35(a), under the same crude
oil viscosity, the friction head loss increases
with the increase of fluid flow velocity in

FIGURE 3-35 Effect of tubing diameter on friction
head loss.
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tubing and decreases with the increase of tub-
ing diameter. For heavy oil with high viscosity,
tubing with a relatively large diameter should
be adopted in order to maintain flowing pro-
duction, and the corresponding production cas-
ing with a larger diameter should also be
selected.
Oil Production by Pumping Unit and Deep
Well Pump. Because of the limitations of tradi-
tional ideas, small size tubing was set in most
heavy oil wells in the early development period.
On the downstroke of the sucker rod, the
dropping velocity of the sucker rod is reduced
by the great friction resistance of heavy oil to
the sucker rod, and the movement of the sucker
rod lags behind the movement of the hanging
point of the horsehead. When the hanging point
is rising, the sucker rod is still dropping. Not
only the normal movement of sucker rod may
be affected, but also the impact of the horsehead
on the sucker rod may be caused. Thus the
impact load may be generated, the service life
is reduced, and even mechanical failure may
result (see Figure 3-36).

In view of this, when the pumping unit and
deep well pump are used for producing heavy
oil, the upstroke friction resistance and the
downstroke resistance should first be reduced.
The friction resistance of the wellbore liquid col-
umn to the sucker rod can be calculated using
the formula shown in Equation (3-26):

(3-26)

Fr ¼ 2pmLv

103
1

ln m
þ 4b2

a
þ 4b

a

 !

v ¼ Sn
30

m ¼ dt
dr

a ¼ m4 � 1� ðm2 � 1Þ2
In m

b ¼ m2 � 1

2In m
� 1

where Fr ¼ friction resistance of wellbore liquid
column to sucker rod, N; m ¼ liquid viscosity,
MPa � s; L ¼ pump setting depth, m; v ¼ sucker
rod movement velocity, m/s; S ¼ length of stroke,
m; n ¼ strokes per minute, min�1; dt ¼ tubing
diameter, m; dr ¼ sucker rod diameter, m.

It is shown that the friction resistance is
related to the wellbore liquid viscosity, flow
velocity, and tubing diameter. The friction resis-
tance curves under the different tubing diame-
ters and the different crude oil viscosities
(Figure 3-37) indicate that the friction resistance
increases with the increase in viscosity and the
decrease in tubing diameter. Therefore, the
large-diameter tubing of 101.6–114.3 (3 ½-4 ½
in.) should be used in order to reduce the friction
resistance and reduce the sucker rod flotation
and impact on the horsehead.

When heavy oil is produced by large-diameter
tubing and pumps, the friction resistance and
sucker rod flotation can be reduced, and the
pump stroke efficiency and pumping rate can
be increased. Under the conventional water-
flooding of heavy oil, the oil-water viscosity
ratio is high, the early water breakthrough
occurs, the water cut rapidly increases, most oil
should be produced in the high water cut period,
the water-free recovery factor is only 2% to 5%,
and the yearly average water cut increases by
about 3%. When the water cut is higher than
50%, the liquid production rate should be
increased by 2 to 20 times in order to maintain
a stable oil production rate (see Table 3-26).

FIGURE 3-36 Crude oil viscosity effect during heavy oil
pumping (sucker rod flotation).
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Therefore, in order to increase the liquid produc-
tion rate and maintain a stable oil production
rate, the tubing diameter should also be
increased.

In the Gudao oil field of the Shengli oil region,
the surface stock tank oil viscosity is 250–5700
MPa � s, the reservoir oil viscosity is 20–130
MPa � s, and the oil-water viscosity ratio is 80–
350. This oil field was put into production in
1973 and started waterflooding in April 1974.
The water cut increased rapidly due to the high
oil viscosity, and a large amount of crude oil
would be produced in the high water cut period.
In order to maintain a stable oil production rate
and increase the liquid production rate, the origi-
nal pumps ofF43–56 mm have been changed into
pumps of F70 mm and F83 mm. When pumps of
F43–56 mm were used, the individual-well daily
oil production rate was 20 t/d, and the tubing
diameter of 2 7/8 in. could meet the requirement.
When the water cut increases to 80%, the liquid
production rate of 100 t/d is required by retaining
the stable oil production rate. Thus the oil well
pumps of F70 mm and F83 mm are required,
the corresponding tubing diameter should be
above 3 ½ in., and the relatively large production
casing diameter should be selected in the well
completion design.

Heavy Oil Recovery by
Steam Injection

Huff and Puff. Huff and puff is a commonly
used method of producing heavy oil. In China
most heavy oil is produced using huff and puff.
At the steam injection stage, the injected steam
heats the reservoir, the crude oil viscosity is
decreased, and the flowability of crude oil is
increased. When a well is put on, the heated
crude oil flows into the well under the effects

FIGURE 3-37 Effects of tubing diameter on friction
resistance of liquid to sucker rod.

TABLE 3-26 Water Cut vs. Liquid Production Rate

Water cut (%) 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95

Liquid production rate (t/d) 15.0 16.6 18.8 21.4 25.0 30.0 37.5 50.0 75.0 150 300
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of elastic energy and gravity. In the wellbore,
with the flow of crude oil toward the wellhead,
the fluid temperature gradually decreases due
to heat conduction, and the oil viscosity gradu-
ally increases. Therefore, both the oil pumping
condition during production and the wellbore
heat loss condition during steam injection
should be considered in the huff and puff well
tubing string design.

The heat-insulated tubing string should be set
in the well in order to decrease wellbore heat
loss and improve steam quality at the steam
injection stage. This string consists of tubing,
insulating layer, and outside pipe. The different
string sizes have different overall heat transfer
coefficients, and the insulating layer thickness
and annulus size will play important roles.
The overall heat transfer coefficients for differ-
ent sizes of wellbore string configuration
(Table 3-27) indicate that the small heat-
insulated string has great overall heat transfer
coefficient and great wellbore heat loss. In the
production casing of 7 in., the insulating effec-
tiveness of the heat-insulated string of 2 3/8 in.
� 4 in. is higher than that of the heat-insulated
string of 2 7/8 in. � 4 in. due to the larger insulat-
ing layer thickness. However, the mechanical
strength (in a deep well) and safety load of the
former are lower than that of the latter. More-
over, the low bottomhole steam pressure and
high wellbore steam pressure are caused by the
former due to the high flow velocity, high fric-
tion resistance, and great wellbore pressure drop
of the small tubing size (Figure 3-38). Therefore,

on the premise of ensuring good insulating effec-
tiveness, a larger diameter string should be used
to the full extent for steam injection and later
pumping.

The liquid production rate of huff and puff is
high. The condensate water of injected steam
should be rapidly produced, and the crude oil
should be produced as much as possible, thus
the huff and puff production effectiveness may

TABLE 3-27 Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient U1[W/(M2 � K)] under Different Sizes
of Wellbore String Configuration

No.
Sizes of Wellbore
String Configuration (in.)

Insulating Layer
Thickness (mm)

Annulus
Clearance (mm)

Steam Injection
Temperature (ºC)

250 300 350

1 7�23/8�4 17 28.7 1.91 2.52 2.67

2 7�27/8�4 10.5 28.7 4.13 4.48 4.78
3 7�27/8�41/2 16 22.5 3.58 3.79 4.02
4 51/2�23/8�31/2 10.4 17.7 4.18 4.85 5.41
5 51/2�23/8�4 16.8 11.1 3.99 4.01 4.33

FIGURE 3-38 Wellhead steam pressure under different
tubing sizes.
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be increased. As a result, the tubing size should
meet the requirement of the liquid production rate.
If a small size tubing is used, the fluid flow velocity
may be very high under a high production rate.
Under the same tubing size, with the increase in
flow rate or (stroke � strokes per minute) value,
the friction resistance of liquid to sucker rod will
increase (Figure 3-39), and the friction resistance
will increase with the increase in oil viscosity
(Figure 3-40). Thus the problems (including sucker
rod flotation, impact of the horsehead on the
sucker rod, and decrease in stroke efficiency) that
may be generated under the conventional water-
flooding of heavy oil will occur.

In order to reduce friction resistance during
the movement of the sucker rod in the tubing
liquid, a larger diameter tubing should be
selected. For instance, when the liquid viscosity
is 1000 MPa � s, and the working parameter
S � n is 3.3 m � 6 min�1, the friction resistance
of 2 7/8-in. tubing is 1.4 times that of 3 ½-in.
tubing and 2.2 times that of 4 ½-in. tubing
(Table 3-28). Obviously, the friction resistance
can be effectively reduced by using the tubing
of 3 ½ to 4 ½ in. Correspondingly, a larger pro-
duction casing should be adopted.

It is shown that a large diameter string is
required by the huff and puff during both the

FIGURE 3-39 Flow velocity vs. friction resistance to sucker rod
under different tubing sizes.

FIGURE 3-40 Oil viscosity vs. friction resistance to sucker rod
under different tubing sizes.
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steam injection and the liquid production in
order to increase the production effectiveness of
the huff and puff.
Heavy Oil Recovery by Steam-Flooding.
Steam-flooding is an important method of heavy
oil recovery. When heavy oil is produced by huff
and puff to some extent, with the decrease in reser-
voir pressure and the increase in water saturation,
the effectiveness will decrease gradually. In order
to further enhance the crude oil recovery factor,
the huff and puff should be substituted by steam-
flooding. Laboratory studies and field practice
indicate that the liquid productivity of the produc-
tion well will greatly affect the recovery effective-
ness of steam-flooding, and the liquid production
rate should be higher than the steam injection rate;
that is, the production-injection ratio should be up
to 1.2–2.0 in order to achieve good recovery effec-
tiveness. For instance, in the steam-flooding pilot
test area of the Du 66 block of the Shuguang oil
field in the Liaohe oil region, the optimized steam

injection rate is 135 t/d. Under this steam injection
rate, the steam-flooding production effectiveness
of the different liquid production rates of the pro-
duction well indicate that when the liquid produc-
tion rate of the production well is lower than or
equal to the steam injection rate, that is, the pro-
duction-injection ratio is lower than or equal to
1, the production effectiveness of steam-flooding
is low (the oil-steam ratio and recovery factor are
low); when the liquid production rate of the pro-
duction well is higher than the steam injection
rate, that is, the production-injection ratio is
higher than 1, the production effectiveness of
steam-flooding is improved (Table 3-29).

The Tangleflags oil field in Canada has stock
tank oil viscosity of 13,000 MPa � s, reservoir
thickness of 27 m, and reservoir depth of
450 m. The combined steam-flooding tests of
vertical and horizontal wells were conducted by
Sceptre in 1988 and met with success. The main
experience and practice include:

TABLE 3-29 Effects of Liquid Production Rate of Production Well
on Steam-Flooding Effectiveness

Liquid
Production
Rate (t/d)

Production
Time (d)

Cumulative
Steam
Injection (t)

Cumulative
Oil
Production (t)

Average
Oil
Production
Rate (t/d)

Oil-
Steam
Ratio

Recovery
Factor (%)

Production-
Injection
Ratio

Net Oil
Production
Increment (t)

80 126 17,010 2410 19.1 0.142 4.1 0.59 992

100 147 19,845 2860 19.5 0.144 4.8 0.74 1206
120 218 29,430 3870 17.8 0.132 6.5 0.89 1417
140 304 41,040 5190 17.1 0.126 8.7 1.04 1770
160 1341 1,81,035 23,050 17.2 0.127 38.8 1.18 7963
180 788 1,06,380 16,390 20.8 0.154 27.6 1.33 7525
200 751 1,01,385 16,010 21.3 0.158 26.8 1.48 7561

220 706 95,310 15,150 21.5 0.159 25.5 1.63 7207

TABLE 3-28 Friction Resistances to Sucker Rod under Different Tubing Sizes
and Different S r n Values

Tubing Diameter (in) 27/8 31/2 41/2 51/2

Friction resistance under different S�n value (N) 2.7�6 � min�1 20,500 14,500 9500 6600
3.3�6 � min�1 25,000 17,800 11,600 8100
4.0�6 � min�1 30,400 21,600 14,000 9800
5.0�6 � min�1 38,000 27,000 17,600 12,300

Note: The results are obtained by calculating under viscosity of 1000 MPa � s and sucker rod diameter of 25 mm.
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1. The productivity of the oil reservoir should
be fully understood. The drainage radius pre-
dicted initially by numerical simulation in this
region is 50 m. The practical production data
indicate that the drainage radius should be up
to 80 m. The predicted maximum liquid pro-
duction rate is 650 m3/d, while the actual liquid
production rate has been up to 1200 m3/d.
Due to the initial underestimation of the liquid
production rate, a pump of 3 3/4 in., which was
initially set, has been inappropriate for produc-
tion and was changed later from 4 3/4 in.
through 5 3/4 in. to 7 3/4 in. The corresponding
liquid production rate was also increased. Be
that as it may, the high production period was
missed. Later a pump of 7 3/4 in. was used. The
tubing diameter is 7 5/8 in. and the production
casing diameter is 10 3/4 in. (Figure 3-41). Dur-
ing oil pumping, slow downstroke movement
and quick upstroke movement are adopted in

order to increase the fullness coefficient. The
actual liquid production rate is up to 1200 m3/
d and the daily oil production rate is 480 m3/d
under thewater cut of 60%. If themaximum liq-
uid production rate had initially been predicted
accurately, the effectiveness would be better.

2. The period after steam breakthrough is an
important production period. Before steam
breakthrough the production rate of a produc-
tion well is relatively low. Only after steam
breakthrough can the liquid production rate
be increased and most of the crude oil will
be produced in the period with a water cut
of up to 60% to 80%. In this period a suffi-
ciently high liquid production rate of the pro-
duction well and a production-injection ratio
higher than 2 should be ensured. Thus a suffi-
ciently large string and the matching large
diameter production casing should be set in a
production well.

FIGURE 3-41 Typical production well completion in Tangleflags oil field.
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High Pour-Point Crude Production

High pour-point crude is a paraffin-based crude
oil and has a high pour point and low viscosity.
Crude oil viscosity is highly sensitive to the
change in temperature (Figure 3-42). When the
temperature is higher than the pour point,
the crude oil is a Newtonian fluid and the viscos-
ity can be reduced to several to several dozen
MPa � s. However, when the temperature is
lower than the wax precipitation point, the fluid
configuration may change and become non-
Newtonian. The crude oil viscosity is not only

related to temperature, but to shear rate. The
flow performance reduces obviously with the de-
crease in temperature. Therefore, when the
temperature is higher than the pour point of
oil, the oil viscosity is low, the flowability is
good, and the oil flows easily from reservoir to
bottomhole. However, when the crude oil flows
from bottomhole to wellhead, with the decrease
in temperature, the wax precipitates from the
crude oil. When the temperature is lower than
the wax precipitation point, the crude oil viscos-
ity increases, the flowability decreases, and
even the crude oil cannot flow due to the

FIGURE 3-42 Rheological curves of high pour-point
crude of Shenbei oil field in Liaohe oil region.

FIGURE 3-43 Concentric string hot-water circulation
production.
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solidification of wax. Thus the key to high pour-
point oil production lies in keeping a higher oil
temperature than the pour point. The crude oil
flow in the near-wellbore zone and in the well-
bore should be ensured and the precipitation of
wax should be prevented.

At present, the following approaches can be
taken in order to ensure the normal production
of high pour-point crude:

1. Self-controlled electric heating cable
2. Hollow sucker rod (electric heating and

hot-water circulation)
3. Hydraulic piston pump
4. Electric submersible pump
5. Concentric string hot-water circulation (Fig-

ure 3-43)

The former four selections are mainly depen-
dent on the liquid production rate and the
technological conditions, and no special require-
ment for production casing size. In the fifth
selection, the concentric tubing string configura-
tion requires that the outer tubing should be
larger than the inner tubing. In general, the outer
tubing of 4 ½ in. and the inner tubing of 2 7/8 in.
are set in the production casing of 7 in., thus
forming a hot-water circulation path.

As mentioned earlier, the selection of tubing
and production casing sizes may be affected by
natural gas wells, flowing wells, artificial lift
wells, stimulation, heavy oil, or high pour-point
oil production. Therefore, these aspects should

be considered when rational tubing and produc-
tion casing sizes are determined.
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The drilling fluid used during drilling-in the oil
and gas reservoir belongs to the category of
completion fluid and is known as drilling and
completion fluid. The drilling and completion
fluid should serve the function of protecting the
reservoir and ensuring downhole safety and
smooth drilling work, thus combining the dril-
ling fluid technique with the reservoir-protecting
technique and forming a drilling and completion
fluid technique that enables protection of the
reservoir. Perforating fluid is a working fluid
used for perforating operations in the well com-
pletion process and should be able to protect the
reservoir and meet the requirements of the per-
forating operation.

4.1 FUNCTIONS OF DRILLING
AND COMPLETION FLUID AND
BASIC REQUIREMENTS

Functions of Drilling and Completion
Fluid

Different types and properties of drilling and
completion fluid are required by different oil
and gas reservoirs and different drilling engineer-
ing requirements. However, the basic require-
ments are similar; that is, the drilling fluid
should have the required functions, and the

requirements of protecting the reservoir should
be met. In general, a drilling and completion
fluid should have the following functions:

1. Controlling the formation fluid pressure and
ensuring normal drilling. The drilling fluid
density can be regulated in accordance with
actual downhole conditions and the techno-
logical requirements of drilling in order to
effectively control the reservoir fluid.

2. Meeting the requirements of rheological pro-
perties necessary for drilling engineering. The
rheological parameters of drilling and comple-
tion fluid should be optimized in order to maxi-
mize the hydraulic horsepower. Furthermore,
drilling and completion fluid should have the
corresponding rheological properties in order
to clean the bottomhole, carry cuttings, and
suspendweightingmaterial. In addition, enhan-
cing displacement efficiency during cementing
should be considered when the rheological
property of drilling and completion fluid is
determined.

3. Stabilizing the borehole wall. Drilling and
completion fluid should have appropriate
density, inhibitive property, filtration and
wall-building properties, and shut-off capac-
ity, which are required by the formations to
be drilled in order to keep the borehole wall
stable.
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4. Improving the wall-building property, enhanc-
ing cake quality, stabilizing the borehole wall,
and preventing differential pressure sticking.
Improving the wall-building property is an
important requirement for drilling and comple-
tion fluid. It can stabilize the borehole wall, can
prevent differential pressure sticking during
drilling-in a reservoir with higher permeability,
and also is necessary to protect the reservoir.
It is an important drilling and completion
technique.

5. Other functions that are required of drilling
fluid.

In addition, drilling and completion fluid
should avoid formation damage as much as
possible.

Different formation damage occurs when
different reservoirs contact different types of
completion fluid. The location of the damage
is dependent on reservoir characteristics and
completion fluid properties. Therefore, studies
of formation damage mechanisms and the rea-
sons for generating formation damage, selection
of the adaptive completion fluid system, and
determination of the corresponding application
technology are the main contents in the reservoir-
protecting completion fluid technique.

Drilling-in upsets the original balanced state
of the reservoir. The reservoir is brought into
contact with the foreign working fluids (drilling
fluid, cement slurry, and so on) and formation
damage may be caused. Therefore, when the res-
ervoir is drilled in, the problem of preventing
formation damage is the first link in the system
engineering of the reservoir protection tech-
nique, to which attention should be fully paid.

Because drilling-in upsets the original balanced
state of the reservoir and the working fluid (dril-
ling and completion fluid, cement slurry, and so
on) contacts the reservoir for a longer time, vari-
ous problems of formation damage may be gener-
ated. These include formation damage caused by
the entrance of solid particles in the working fluid
into the reservoir, and also formation damages
caused by the hydration of formation grains
(clay minerals and water-wet secondary minerals),

reservoir surface wettability reversal, phase trap
damage, blocking by emulsification, inorganic
scale deposition formed by contacting formation
water, fine migration, blowout, lost circulation,
and borehole collapse, after the liquid phase of
the working fluid enters the reservoir.

Therefore, during drilling and completion
the reasons for formation damage should be
accurately analyzed on the basis of reservoir
characteristics and potential problems, and the
corresponding measures of drilling operation
should be taken, thus ensuring the effectiveness
of reservoir protection, finding the reservoir in
time, and the original productivity of the reser-
voir, and thus achieving the desired results of
the first link in the system engineering of reser-
voir protection.

Features of Formation Damage
of Drilling and Completion Fluid

Formation damage exists at several links in the
whole process from drilling-in to the end of
cementing. During this period of time, the for-
mation damage is related to differential pressure,
soak time, and annular return velocity. The fac-
tors affecting formation damage by drilling and
completion fluid are discussed in the following
sections.
Solids Content and Solid Particle Grading in
Drilling and Completion Fluid. During drilling-
in, blocking may be caused by solid particles in
drilling and completion fluid to some extent.
The higher the solids content in drilling and
completion fluid, the greater the formation
damage (see Figure 4-1).

The formation damage caused by solids
depends on the shape, size, property, and grading
of solid particles. In the drilling and completion
process, particles with diameters larger than the
reservoir throat diameter may not cause forma-
tion damage, whereas particles with diameters
smaller than the reservoir throat diameter
may cause formation damage after entering for-
mation. The smaller the particle, the greater
the invasion depth. When there are fine or ultra-
fine particles in drilling and completion fluid,
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the invasion depth and formation damage may be
greater.When there are various diameter particles
in drilling and completion fluid, the invasion
depth of fine and ultrafine particles will be
reduced, but the degree of damage in the damage
zone will not be reduced.

Formation damage caused by solid particles
will be more remarkable for a fractured oil and
gas reservoir. In order to reduce the formation
damage caused by solid particles in drilling and
completion fluid, the solid particles should be
well controlled, the solids content (especially
fine and ultrafine solids content) in drilling and
completion fluid should be reduced, and a ratio-
nal solid particle grading in drilling and comple-
tion fluid should be maintained. Furthermore,
the increase of solids content in drilling and com-
pletion fluid, which is caused by shale sloughing
(due to unstable borehole wall during drilling),
borehole diameter enlargement, mud yielding of
mud shale, and so on, will aggravate the
formation damage caused by solids.
Clay-Hydration-Inhibiting Property of Drilling
and Completion Fluid. The basic reasons for
generating water-sensitive formation damage
include hydration and swelling and dispersion
and migration of the clay minerals in the reser-
voir. The higher the clay-hydration-inhibiting
ability of the drilling and completion fluid, the
lower the degree of water-sensitive formation
damage. Therefore, on the basis of the types
and properties of clay minerals in the reservoir,
enhancing the inhibiting property is also an
important aspect of the reservoir-protecting dril-
ling and completion technique.

Compatibility between the Drilling and
Completion Fluid Filtrate and the Reservoir
Fluid. The precipitation or emulsion generated
by the chemical action between the drilling and
completion fluid filtrate and the reservoir fluid
may plug the reservoir. Incompatibility between
the water-based drilling and completion fluid fil-
trate and the formation water may generate var-
ious types of precipitation (or scaling), which
commonly cause formation damage.
Formation Damage Caused by Treating Agents
in Drilling and Completion Fluid. The various
treating agents in the drilling and completion fluid
will react on the reservoir when entering the reser-
voir with the drilling and completion fluid filtrate.
Despite the fact that the different types of treating
agents and different reservoir compositions and
textures have different types and mechanisms of
reaction, formation damage may be generated to
varying extents. Because the treating agents are
the requisite components, the selection of appro-
priate treating agents on the basis of oil and gas
reservoir characteristics is also an important
aspect of the reservoir-protecting drilling and com-
pletion technique.

Requirements of Reservoir Protection
for Drilling and Completion Fluid

In order to achieve reservoir protection, the fol-
lowing requirements for drilling and completion
fluid should be met:

1. Maintaining compatibility between the liquid
phase of drilling and completion fluid and the
reservoir.
• Compatibility with the liquid phase in the

reservoir, including no precipitation caused
by contact with formation water, no emulsi-
fication caused by contact with oil, and no
bubble generated.

• Compatibility with the reservoir. More
attention should be paid to reservoirs with
a serious water, salt, or alkali sensitivity.

• Effect on reservoir wettability.
The completion fluid composition, in-

cluding treating agents, inorganic salts, and

FIGURE 4-1 Effect of solids content in drilling and
completion fluid on reservoir permeability.
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surfactants, should be appropriately selected
in consideration of the aforementioned com-
patibilities and should be determined after
being checked and evaluated using an effec-
tive evaluation method.

2. The content of solids (especially clay and
barite) and solid particle grading should
be strictly controlled on the basis of the fea-
tures of reservoir throat distribution in order
to reduce the formation damage caused by
solid particles in the drilling and completion
fluid.

3. Attention should be paid to preventing com-
pletion fluid from corroding drill tools and
casing. The drill tool and casing corrosion
caused by the various inorganic salts (includ-
ing NaCl, KCl, and CaCl2) in completion
fluid may be more obvious. Not only may
the corrosion reduce drill tool life and oil
and gas well life, but also the corrosion pro-
ducts may cause formation damage.

4. No environmental pollution will be generated
or the pollution can be eliminated.

5. The system should have stable performance,
and downhole safety can be ensured. For a
deep well, the thermal stability problem
should also be considered.

6. Low cost and simple technology.

Practical experience indicates that drilling and
completion fluid with good effectiveness has
generally high cost and complicated technology
(including preparation, usage, and purification
and maintenance treatment). Therefore, drilling
and completion fluid with good effectiveness,
low cost, and simple technology should be re-
searched and developed.

4.2 DRILLING AND COMPLETION
FLUID SYSTEMS AND
APPLICATION

The different types of drilling and completion
fluids with different compositions and properties
should be selected under different reservoir
pressures as well as different compositions, tex-
tures, and properties of rock and reservoir fluids.

At present, there are three categories of drilling
and completion fluid in accordance with composi-
tion and working principles. These are: aero-based
drilling and completion fluid, including aero-fluid,
fog fluid, foam fluid, and aeration drilling and
completion fluid; water-based drilling and comple-
tion fluid, including solid free clean salt water com-
pletion fluid, clay-free solids-laden completion
fluid (temporarily blocking-type system), and
modified completion fluid; and oil-based drilling
and completion fluid, including oil-based comple-
tion fluid and water-in-oil emulsion drilling and
completion fluid.

Aero-Based Drilling and Completion
Fluid

Conventional water-based or oil-based drilling
fluid cannot be used during drilling-in a low-
pressure reservoir with a pressure coefficient less
than 1 in order to avoid generating excessive
overbalance pressure and formation damage,
and the aero-based drilling and completion fluid
should be adopted with the permission of reser-
voir conditions. The so-called aero-based drilling
and completion fluid is not always such a system
taking gas as a dispersed medium but is just to
achieve a drilling and completion fluid system
density lower than 1 g/cm3 by using gas, thus
favoring drilling-in a low-pressure reservoir.
Aero-Fluid. Aero-fluid means the circulation
fluid composed of air or natural gas, corrosion
inhibitor, and drying agent. Aero-fluid is often
used for drilling of lost-circulation zones, strongly
sensitive reservoirs, vuggy low-pressure zones,
and low-pressure payzones, due to low aero-fluid
density. The penetration rate can be increased by
three to four times in comparison with the con-
ventional drilling fluid. The aero-fluid has the
features of high penetration rate, short drilling
time, and low drilling cost. Special equipment,
such as air compressors, is needed on the well
site when an aero-fluid is used for drilling.
In general, aero-fluid drilling can be effectively
conducted under a surface injection pressure
of 0.7–1.4 MPa and an annular velocity of
762–914 m/min. The usage of aero-fluid is often
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limited by well depth, formation water produc-
tion, and an unstable borehole wall.
Fog Fluid. Fog fluid means the circulation
fluid composed by air, foaming agent, corrosion
inhibitor, and a small amount of water, and it
is a transitional technology. The low-pressure
oil and gas reservoir can be drilled-in by using
fog fluid when the formation liquid production
rate is lower than 24 m3/h, whereas the reser-
voir can only be drilled-in by using foam
fluid when the formation liquid production rate
is higher than 24 m3/h. In the fog fluid, air
is the continuous phase while liquid is the
discontinuous phase. The air requirement of
fog fluid drilling is 30% (sometimes 50%)
higher than that of aero-fluid drilling. Twenty
to 50 liters of foam liquid (99% water and 1%
foaming agent) are generally required to be
injected into the well depending on the liquid
production rate.

In order to effectively carry the cuttings out of the
wellhead, the surface injection pressure should be
generally higher than 2.50 MPa; thus, the annular
velocity can be higher than 914 m/min. The pay-
zone is only affected by aero-fluid or fog fluid in
a small degree due to the low annular pressure
and underbalanced drilling.
Aerated Drilling and Completion Fluid. Air is
injected into the drilling fluid to reduce the fluid
column pressure. The aerated drilling and com-
pletion fluid density can be minimized to
0.5 g/m3. The drilling fluid-to-air ratio is gener-
ally 10:1. An annular velocity of 50–500 m/min
is required during drilling using aerated drilling
and completion fluid, and a surface normal
working pressure of 3.5–8 MPa is required.
Attention should be paid to the problems of
gas separation, corrosion prevention, and anti-
erosion during drilling.
Foam Fluid. At present, the foam fluid is a com-
monly used effective completion fluid for drilling
a low-pressure payzone. It can also be used as a
workover fluid, and good results have been
obtained. The most common foam used for dril-
ling is stable foam. It is formed at the surface
and then pumped into the well for use, hence it
is also known as prepared stable foam.

1. Application features of stable foam comple-
tion fluid
a. Foam has low density (generally 0.032–

0.065 g/cm3) and low hydrostatic column
pressure in a well (only 2% to 5% of the
water column pressure). The underbalance
as a consequence will generate very low
formation damage. However, foam is un-
suitable for a formation with an unstable
borehole wall, for mechanical reasons.

b. Stable foam has a strong cuttings-carrying
capacity. It is a gas-water-dispersed system
with dense fine bubbles that are covered
by liquid film with a higher strength.
The stable foam has a lower density and
a higher strength and has a certain texture,
thus generating a higher apparent viscosity
under a lower velocity gradient and form-
ing a plunger moving up. The plunger has
a strong cuttings-lifting ability due to its
high viscosity and strength. In addition,
foam has a high compressibility and has
a tendency to expand during rising, thus
favoring cuttings lifting. The cuttings-
carrying capacity of stable foam is up to
10 times that of water and up to 4 to
5 times that of common drilling and
completion fluid and can fully meet the
requirements of bottomhole cleaning and
cuttings-carrying during drilling. Obvi-
ously, the cuttings-carrying capacity of
foam is directly related to the foam’s sta-
bility and strength.

c. Low liquid content. The water phase con-
tent in foam cannot be higher than 25%.
The possibility of water phase contacting
and entering the reservoir is greatly redu-
ced due to low water phase content and
binding by liquid film.

d. No solids in liquid. It is possible that there
are no other solids (that is, no special solid
foam-stabilizing agent is selected) except
cuttings in foam, thus reducing the forma-
tion damage caused by solids.

e. The stable foam cannot be reclaimed and
cyclically utilized. The prepared foam is
difficult to reclaim after circulating in the
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well and returning to the surface. The
reclaimer should meet the higher require-
ments. Therefore, the foam fluid is only
to be used once in a well. Obviously, a
practical effective foam reclaimer should
be researched and developed.

2. Foam composition and preparation
The foam used for drilling and completion

and workover consists mainly of the follow-
ing components:
a. Fresh or salt water. The salinity and the

type of ion depend on reservoir condi-
tions. The water content is 3% to 25%
(volumetric ratio).

b. Foaming agent. There are many types of
foaming agents, which are film-forming
surfactants, and mainly include alkyl sul-
fate, alkyl sulfonate, alkyl benzene sulfo-
nate, alkyl polyoxyethylene ether, and
alkyl benzene polyoxyethylene ether.

c. Aqueous-phase viscosifying agent. In gen-
eral, it is a water-soluble high-molecular
polymer (such as CMC). Its volume is
dependent on the appropriate water-phase
viscosity.

d. Gas phase. Air or nitrogen. It is supplied
by air compressor and special gas supply
equipment.

e. Others. The special components used for
increasing foam stability.
An appropriate foam composition (formula-

tion) should have good compatibility with the
reservoir and high stability. A high-stability
foam has a long foam life period.

After foam composition is selected and
determined, whether the foam fluid that is
applicable under downhole conditions can be
formed depends mainly on the special prepara-
tion equipment that has been approved and
supplied for field use.

3. Determination of gas-liquid ratio of foam
The gas-liquid ratio of foam is a compli-

cated application technology. In general, a
liquid phase content of 3% to 25% (volu-
metric ratio) can form a foam with a high
cuttings-carrying capacity. When the liquid
phase content is lower than 3% (volumetric

ratio) and the foam is known as dry foam,
the foam stability may be reduced and the
bubbles will merge and even form a gas bag,
thus losing the cuttings-carrying capacity
of foam. When the liquid phase content is
higher than 25% (volumetric ratio) and the
foam is known as wet foam, the foam texture
tends to fail, the foam becomes gassy fluid
(water foam) of which the flow performance
is similar to that of an aqueous solution,
and the cuttings-carrying capacity is similar
to that of water, thus losing the function of
foam. The water-gas ratio in foam can be
regulated and controlled by the gas injection
rate and water injection rate. In general,
when the gas injection rate is 12–30 m3/min,
and the water injection rate is 40–200 l/min,
an annular return velocity of 2.5–10 m/s can
be kept under a surface working pressure of
1.5–3.5 MPa, thus keeping the borehole clean.

However, the gas-liquid ratio of the stable
foam formed in the use process of foam will
change greatly with the temperature and
pressure borne by foam because the effects
of temperature and pressure on gas volume
are much greater than the effects on water
volume. Therefore, in order to maintain sta-
ble foam in the whole well section, the gas-
liquid ratio appropriate to temperatures and
pressures in various well sections must be cor-
rectly designed, and then the total injection
rate and the total ratio are determined. The
gas-liquid ratio of foam is a complicated
problem, related to basic borehole param-
eters, air injection rate, foam injection rate,
penetration rate, and so on, and is generally
controlled by using a special computer
program.

4. Annular backpressure control
In order to adapt to formation conditions

and ensure smooth drilling and downhole
safety, the fluid pressure on formation should
be controlled and regulated, and the annular
backpressure control method can generally
be used. The annular backpressure control
method can also be used for understand-
ing the change in downhole pressure and
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controlling the gas-liquid ratio of downhole
foam in time. Therefore, the annular back-
pressure control is a necessary component
part of the foam drilling and completion tech-
nique. The annular backpressure is generally
controlled by using a backpressure value
between the wellhead outlet and the cuttings
discharge pipeline, and the expected results
can be obtained.

5. Rheological characteristics of foam fluid
Because of the strongly compressible gas in

foam, the rheological characteristics of foam
and the research approach are different from
those of ordinary fluid.

To sum up, foam drilling and completion is
one of the best low-pressure reservoir drilling
and completion methods when the reservoir and
downhole conditions permit. Foam fluid has
been successfully used as the drilling and com-
pletion fluid and the workover fluid of low-
pressure reservoirs in theXinjiang andChangqing
oil fields in China, and an obvious effectiveness
has been obtained.

Water-Based Type Drilling
and Completion Fluid

Water-based type is a main category of drilling
and completion fluid, which is most widely used
at present. It is a dispersed system in which
water is the dispersed medium.
Solid-Free Clean Salt Water Drilling and
Completion Fluid
1. Basic thinking

The formation damage caused by solids can
be avoided by having no solids in the com-
pletion fluid. As a result, the requirements of
reservoir protection and drilling technology
can be met.
a. The system is a clean salt water with no

solids. The cleanliness of salt water can
be ensured by precise filtration.

b. The completion fluid density can be
adjusted by the type, concentration, and
formulation of inorganic salts in order to
meet the downhole requirements.

c. Water-sensitive minerals can be highly
inhibited by the high salinity and various
ions of the system, thus preventing forma-
tion damage due to water sensitivity.

d. The viscosity can be increased by using a
polymer with no or low formation damage.

e. The fluid loss can be reduced by using a
polymer with no or low formation damage.

f. Surfactant and corrosion inhibitor can be
used if necessary.

2. Density control of clean salt water
Clean salt water is formulated with clean

water and various inorganic salts. Its density
is determined by the salt concentration and
the proportions of various salts. The density
range is 1.00–2.30 g/cm3. When the various
salt water solutions are under saturation con-
ditions, their densities are different from each
other, as shown in Table 4-1.

The water solutions of the same type of
salt under different concentrations have dif-
ferent densities, and the density can be
changed by changing the concentration. The
water solutions of the same type of salt with
the same concentration have different densi-
ties under different temperatures. The effect
of temperature should be considered during
formulating.

TABLE 4-1 Maximum Densities of
Various Salt Water Solutions

Type of
Salt Water

Mass
Concentration
of Salt (%)

Density
at 21º
(g/cm3)

NH4Cl 24 1.0

KCl 26 1.07
NaCl 26 1.17
KBr 39 1.20
CaCl2 38 1.37
NaBr 45 1.39
NaCl/NaBr 1.49
CaCl2/CaBr2 60 1.50
CaBr2 62 1.81
ZnBr2/CaBr2 1.82
CaCl2/CaBr2/ZnBr2 77 2.30
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3. Formulation of common solid-free salt water
solutions
a. Potassium chloride salt water. The potas-

sium chloride salt water is the best drilling
and completion fluid for a water-sensitive
reservoir. The salt water solution of
1.003–1.17 g/cm3 can be formulated at
the surface. The density is determined by
the KCl concentration.

b. Sodium chloride salt water. Sodium chlo-
ride salt water is most commonly used.
Its density range is 1.003–1.20 g/cm3.
In order to prevent clay minerals from
hydrating, KCl of 1% to 3% can be added
during formulating. KCl does not act as
a weighting agent but just acts as a for-
mation damage inhibitor. The density is
determined by the NaCl concentration.

c. Calcium chloride salt water. A drilling
and completion fluid density higher than
1.20 g/cm3 is required by drilling and com-
pletion of a deep well and abnormally
high-pressure reservoir. The formulating
range of calcium chloride salt water den-
sity is 1.008–1.39 g/cm3. There are two
types of calcium chloride: granular cal-
cium chloride (purity 94% to 97%, water
content 5%, soluble fast in water) and
sheet calcium chloride (purity 77% to
82%, water content 20%). If the latter is
used, more should be added. Combined
usage can reduce cost to some extent.
The density is determined by the CaCl2
concentration.

d. Calcium chloride and calcium bromide
salt water. When a working density of
1.40–1.80 g/cm3 is required by the bore-
hole, calcium chloride and calcium bro-
mide salt water should be used. When
the salt water is formulated, calcium
bromide solution with a density of
1.82 g/cm3 is used as the base solution,
and calcium chloride solution with a den-
sity of 1.38 g/cm3 is added to the base
solution to reduce and adjust the system
density. The density is determined by
CaCl2 and CaBr2 concentrations.

e. Calcium chloride, calcium bromide, and zinc
bromide salt water. Completion fluid with a
density of 1.81–2.31 g/cm3 can be formu-
lated by the calcium chloride, calcium bro-
mide, and zinc bromide salt water and can
be specially used for some high-temperature
high-pressure wells. When the calcium chlo-
ride, calcium bromide, and zinc bromide
salt water is formulated, the mutual effects
(density, crystallization point, corrosion,
and so on) should be considered in the light
of specific well conditions and environment.
An increase of density and a reduction of
crystallization point can be achieved by
increasing the densities of calcium bro-
mide and zinc bromide. The highest crystal-
lization point of the highest density is
�9�C. Increasing calcium chloride concen-
tration can reduce the density, raise the crys-
tallization point to 18�C, and have the
best compositional economy. The density is
determined by the concentrations of CaCl2,
CaBr2, and ZnBr2.

4. Fluid loss control and viscosifying
There are no solids in clean salt water, and

no cake will be formed on the borehole wall;
thus, a higher fluid loss may be generated, and
a leakage into a high-permeability reservoir
can easily form. In order to reduce the leakage
of costly completion fluid and reduce the for-
mation damage, the fluid loss should be con-
trolled. Some special water-soluble polymer
can be used to increase water phase viscosity
and reduce the filtration rate. The special poly-
mer should have the following features:
a. Capable of dissolving in high-salinity salt

water, and incapable of precipitating by
high-valence metallic ion

b. Higher viscosifying action in salt water
c. No obvious formation damage
d. Highly stable, not easy to degrade, and

remaining effective at a temperature above
100�C

Hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC), Xantho-
monas Campestris polymer (XC), hydroxy
thylated starches, and so on are commonly
used for controlling the fluid loss of clean
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salt water. When the fluid loss is measured,
a core instead of filter paper is used as a fil-
tering medium.

Drilling and completion fluid should
have a certain viscosity in order to meet
the requirement of borehole cleaning.
A water-soluble polymer should be added
due to no solids in the clean salt water in
order to increase the system viscosity. It
is known that the increase of viscosity is
similar to the decrease of fluid loss for
clean salt water drilling and completion
fluid. HEC and XC (used alone or jointly)
not only can increase the clean salt water
viscosity up to 40–50 MPa � s (apparent
viscosity), but also can reduce the system
fluid loss to below 10 ml, thus meeting
the requirements of drilling and comple-
tion technology and reservoir protection.

5. Effects of temperature
The effects of temperature on the properties

of a clean salt water completion fluid system
are as follows (especially the effect on density).
a. Crystallization temperature of saturated

salt water. High-salinity salt water close to
a saturation condition under a higher tem-
perature will be able to reach a saturation
or supersaturated condition when the tem-
perature is reduced to a certain value. Salt
crystallization will occur, the pipeline will
be plugged, the salt concentration in the
solution will be reduced, liquid phase den-
sity will be greatly reduced, drilling and
completion fluid density will not meet the
design requirement, and the drilling and
completion fluid cannot be used. Therefore,
the crystallization temperature of this type
of completion fluid used in an area should
be higher than the lowest atmospheric tem-
perature in this area. The crystallization
temperature is related to the types of salt
and the proportions of different salts. As a
result, when the mixed salt is selected to
adjust and control completion fluid density,
the system should have a higher crystalliza-
tion temperature. For instance, there are
several formulations for clean salt water

with a density of 1.40 g/cm3, and the
saturated CaCl2 solution and the mixed
CaCl2 and CaBr2 solution may meet the
requirement. However, the former starts crys-
tallizing at 18�C, and the latter’s crystalliza-
tion temperature may reduce to �35�C as
the proportion of CaBr2 increases. CaBr2 has
a high cost. In order to meet the requirement
ofdensity, raise the systemcrystallization tem-
perature to a temperature higher than the
lowest temperature in use, and to reduce the
cost, it is important to rationally select the
mixed salt and the proportion.

b. Effects of temperature on system density.
The change in temperature will induce a
change of solution volume; thus, the system
density will change. As a result, the bot-
tomhole temperature is an important factor
affecting the design and maintenance of the
completion fluid. The completion fluid
temperature change from the surface to
the bottomhole may affect the mean den-
sity of the completion fluid. When the
temperature increases, the density will
decrease. Therefore, the mean working
temperature of the completion fluid in the
borehole should be known in advance
before preparing the completion fluid in
order to determine the density under sur-
face conditions. Figure 4-2 shows the rela-
tions between the temperature and the
density, which are obtained by experimen-
tal data of several types of salt water at
21–43�C (70–110�F). The salt water den-
sity at the surface, which can balance the
reservoir pressure at the bottomhole tem-
perature, can be calculated in accordance
with the correction factors shown in
Figure 4-2, and as shown in the following
equation.

(4-1)
r21

�C ¼ r1 þ 1:8Kx ðt� 21Þ
where:
r21�C ¼ density at 21�C, g/cm3;
r1 ¼ salt water density necessary for bal-

ancing reservoir pressure, g/cm3;
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t ¼ mean temperature in borehole [t ¼
(bottomhole temperature þ surface
temperature)/2], �C;

Kx ¼ temperature correction factor at
55.6�C, g/cm3.
In general, the effects of temperature on

the salt water densities of KCl, NaCl, and
CaCl2 are small, in the density range of
1.02–1.40 g/cm3, while the effects of tem-
perature on heavy salt water (such as
CaBr2 and ZnBr2) densities are greater.
For some salt water, the higher the density,
the smaller the effect of temperature on
density change.

6. Keeping the completion fluid system clean
The basic advantage of solid-free clean salt

water is that it can avoid the formation dam-
age caused by solids. Removing various solids
and keeping the system clean are important
for applying this kind of system. The system
must be kept clean during preparation, trans-
portation, and reservation. Therefore, preci-
sion filtering equipment as well as clean
preparation, transportation, and reservation
equipment are required.

7. Corrosion prevention
Salt water solutions may seriously corrode

the surface equipment, pipeline, and downhole
tubulars, and corrosion inhibition should be
considered. There are quite a few corrosion
inhibitors. However, the corrosion inhibitors
used by the system should not cause formation
damage, thus increasing the degree of techno-
logical difficulty.

8. Reclamation
Clean salt water completion fluid should

be reclaimed after use due to its high cost
and should be used repeatedly. Solid-free
clean salt water completion fluid has been
used, and good results have been obtained.
For instance, in the US block 573, Gulf
of Mexico, the individual-well average oil
production rate and gas production rate
are respectively 31.8 m3/d and 56,634 m3/d
before using clean salt water completion
fluid, whereas the individual-well average oil
production rate and gas production rate are
respectively 270.3 m3/d and 566,343 m3/d
after using clean salt water completion fluid.
However, there are quite a few problems,
and wide application has been obstructed.
These problems include:
a. High cost. The high-density clean salt

water fluid has a high cost due to the high
cost of bromide and the high costs of vis-
cosifying agent and fluid loss additives.
The unit price per cubic meter of high-
density clean salt water fluid is several to
several dozen times that of common dril-
ling and completion fluid.

b. Complicated technology with high requi-
rements. Special equipment and tech-
nology are required in order to keep the
system clean during use and a special design
for keeping the system density stable is
also required, thus complicated applica-
tion technology with high requirements is
needed.

c. The viscosifying agent, such as HEC or XC,
may cause formation damage, and serious
formation damage may be caused under a
higher density.

FIGURE 4-2 Temperature correction factors for several
salt water solutions.
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d. A large fluid loss may cause aqueous trap
formation damage.

e. The high-salinity water phase entering the
salt-sensitive reservoir will cause serious
formation damage; that is, this system is
inappropriate for a salt-sensitive reservoir.

To sum up, the advantages and disadvantages
of a clean salt water completion fluid system
result from no solids in the system to a great
extent. Thus a completion fluid with solids caus-
ing formation damage that can be eliminated
later has been developed. This type of comple-
tion fluid system is just a temporary plugging-
type completion fluid system.
Clay-Free Drilling and Completion Fluid with
Solids. The highly dispersed clay particles in
drilling and completion fluid may cause perma-
nent formation damage that cannot be elimi-
nated after invading the reservoir and should
be removed from the drilling and completion
fluid as much as possible. Solid-free clean salt
water has no solids and can avoid the formation
damage caused by solids, but it is difficult to
control density and fluid loss and will generate
a series of complicated problems and high costs.
If the solid particles that can weight drilling and
completion fluid and favor forming cake and
controlling fluid loss are added into the salt
water, weighting the system and controlling the
fluid loss will become easier. Despite the fact
that these solid particles will certainly plug the
reservoir during drilling, these solid particles
can later be eliminated by using special measures
and may not generate formation damage. Thus
this type of special solid particle is known as a
temporary plugging agent, and this technique
is known as a temporary plugging technique.
This type of drilling and completion fluid system
is just the clay-free drilling and completion fluid
with solids and is known as a temporary plug-
ging type completion fluid system.

This type of system consists of water phase
and solid particles used as a temporary plugging
agent. The water phase is generally the water solu-
tion that contains various inorganic salts and
inhibitors and is compatible with the reservoir,

and obviously may not be fresh water. In addi-
tion, it is not required to consider the density of
the aqueous phase of the system. The solid
phase (that is, temporary plugging agent) can
weight the system and form inner and outer
cakes on the borehole wall (which can be
removed later) to reduce fluid loss. These fine
solids are highly dispersed and the dispersion
degree should be adaptable to reservoir throats.
They should be at a multigrade dispersion state
and have a rational grading. They can form an
outer tight cake on the reservoir borehole wall
surface, form bridging at reservoir throats,
and form an inner tight cake. These solids can
dissolve themselves in acid, oil, or water. There-
fore, they can be divided into acid-soluble, oil-
soluble, and water-soluble temporary plugging
agents in accordance with density and solubil-
ity. In general, the particles of a temporary
plugging agent can be divided into bridging
particles and packing particles.

1. Acid-soluble system
All components in this system should be

soluble in strong acid. Polymer-CaCO3 dril-
ling and completion fluid is a commonly used
acid-soluble system. This system consists
mainly of salt water, polymer, calcium car-
bonate fines (2500 mesh), weighting agent,
and other necessary treating agents, and the
density range is 1.03–1.56 g/cm3.

After operating, the inner and outer solids
or cake on the reservoir borehole wall can be
removed by acidizing.

2. Water-soluble system
A water-soluble system consists mainly of

saturated salt water, polymer, salt particles,
and corresponding additives, and the density
range is 1.0–1.56 g/cm3. The salt solids of a
certain size are added into the saturated salt
water, and the polymer is also added. The
salt solids cannot be further dissolved in
the saturated salt water. They suspend in vis-
cous solution and act as inert solids. Thus
the salt solids and colloidal component can
have the effects of bridging, weighting, and
controlling fluid loss. The salt particles and
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cake plugging temporarily on the reservoir
can be removed by soaking and washing with
fresh water or nonsaturated salt water. There
is no need for acidizing.

3. Oil-soluble system
The oil-soluble system consists of oil-soluble

resin, salt water, polymer, and additives. Oil-
soluble resin is used as bridging material.
HEC polymer is used for increasing viscosity.
Water-wet surfactant is added in order to wet
the resin. The oil-soluble resin can be dissolved
by the crude oil or the gas condensate produced
from the reservoir, and can also be dissolved by
injecting diesel oil and oil-wet surfactant.

Despite the fact that this type of system
has many advantages, it has not been widely
used yet because the oil-soluble temporary
plugging agent is difficult to suspend, cannot
form texture, and is difficult to prepare. The
drilling and completion fluid system can be
modified using temporary plugging agents
by means of the following actions:
a. Adjusting the kinds of inorganic ions in

drilling fluid to make them similar to the
kinds of ions in formation water, and
increasing drilling fluid salinity to exceed
the critical salinity of the reservoir; or adjust-
ing the drilling fluid salinity in accordance
with the activity equilibrium principle
to meet the requirements and to ensure
compatibility of the liquid phase of drilling
fluid with formation water.

b. Reducing the solids content in drilling fluid.
c. Adjusting the solids grading in drilling

fluid. The solids size corresponding to res-
ervoir throat diameter is selected as the
bridging particle size. Furthermore, the
amount of submicron particles smaller
than 1 mm should be reduced as much as
possible.

d. Adopting an acid-soluble or oil-soluble
temporary plugging agent.

e. Improving cake quality and reducing the
fluid loss of drilling fluid under high tem-
perature and high pressure.

f. Adopting a drilling fluid treating agent
with low formation damage.

At present, modified drilling fluid has been
widely used as completion fluid for drilling-in
reservoirs due to its low cost (much lower than
that of special completion fluid), simple applica-
tion technology, and no special requirement for
hole structure and drilling technology. Practice
indicates that the formation damage of this type
of drilling and completion fluid can be reduced
to a value below 10%, and the skin factor can
be close to zero.

Furthermore, special completion fluid sys-
tems, including clean salt water and clay-free
temporary plugging systems, cannot be used
under practical conditions. For instance, if there
is an uncased cavey formation above the reser-
voir, the drilling fluid should have a higher den-
sity in order to keep the borehole at this
section stable, thus generating a greater overbal-
ance pressure during drilling-in. If the reservoir
to be drilled is in itself a cavey formation, the
drilling and completion fluid should have a good
antisloughing property. The high temperature at
a deep reservoir in a deep well is difficult to deal
with using special completion fluid. In practice,
multiple oil-bearing series may often be drilled-
in, and there is a clay-rich mud shale interbed
between reservoir groups. Thus the special com-
pletion fluid makes it difficult to keep the origi-
nal composition and properties in use and still
become the clay-particle-containing drilling fluid
system. As a result, the predominance of special
completion fluid will be lost.

To sum up, the special completion fluid can-
not be adopted and kept in practice due to com-
plicated downhole conditions, multiple oil and
gas reservoirs, and limitations of the casing pro-
gram. Thus a modified drilling fluid that can
deal with the complicated downhole situations
should be adopted in order to minimize the for-
mation damage. It is the most valuable part of
the reservoir-protecting drilling and completion
fluid technique. At present, the modified drilling
fluid is mostly used as a completion fluid on the
basis of minimizing formation damage caused by
drilling fluid in China and abroad. The shield-
type temporary plugging technique is a new type
of modified drilling fluid technique.
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Oil-Based Type Drilling and
Completion Fluid

The oil-based type drilling and completion fluids
include water-in-oil emulsion (such as invert
emulsion drilling and completion fluid) and the
dispersed system in which oil is the dispersed
phase and solids are in oil (such as oil-based dril-
ling and completion fluid). They have good ther-
mal stability and a large density range with
rheological properties that are easily adjustable.
They can resist the pollution of various salts,
inhibit mud shale, stabilize the borehole wall,
and control corrosion. The water-sensitive effect
of the reservoir can be avoided due to the fil-
trate, which is oil phase. Thus the formation
damage that may be caused by oil-based type
drilling and completion fluid is generally consid-
ered to be low, and this type of drilling and com-
pletion fluid can be considered as a completion
fluid that not only can meet the various opera-
tion requirements but also has a good effect of
protecting the reservoir. It can be widely used
for drilling-in, reaming, perforating, workover,
and so on, and also can be used as a gravel pack-
ing fluid. Good results have been obtained in
practice; however, economy and safety should
also be considered.
Formation Damage Mechanism of Oil-Based
Type Drilling and Completion Fluid. Practical
experience indicates that formation damage
can still be generated by oil-based type drilling
and completion fluid. The formation damage
mechanisms of any oil-based completion fluids
are similar and include:

• Reversing the reservoirwettability and reducing
the relative permeability of the oil phase

• Forming an emulsion with reservoir water
and plugging the reservoir

• Fine particle migration of oil-wet particles
• Completion fluid solids that may invade the

reservoir
• Formation damage due to other components

1. Reservoir wettability reversal
A change in reservoir wettability may lead

to a change in relative permeability. When the

reservoir surface changes from water wetta-
bility into oil wettability, the relative perme-
ability of the oil phase may be reduced by
40% and above. The action of the surfactant
on the rock surface will certainly change the
wettability of the rock surface. The surfac-
tants, such as the main emulsifying agent,
supplementary emulsifying agent, and wetta-
bility reversing agent (from water wettability
to oil wettability), are unavoidably used in
the oil-based drilling and completion fluid in
large amounts. When the adsorption of
amphiphilic textures of the various emulsify-
ing agents is generated on the hydrophilic
rock surface, the hydrophilic group will cer-
tainly combine with the hydrophilic rock
surface, and the lipophilic group is directed
to outside, thus causing the oil-wetted rock
surface. The cationic surfactant has the most
obvious effect.

2. Forming an emulsion and plugging reservoir
In an oil-based drilling and completion

fluid, there is always an emulsifying agent.
Excessive emulsifying agent enters the reser-
voir with the filtrated oil and meets the
reservoir water. The emulsifying agent con-
taining oil may form an emulsion when
meeting the reservoir water under flow condi-
tions. The emulsion formed may be water-in-
oil emulsion or oil-in-water emulsion. The
liquid droplets of emulsion may reduce reser-
voir permeability due to the Jamin effect
during moving. If the water-in-oil emulsion
is formed, the formation damage is more
serious due to the high viscosity.

3. Formation damage due to solids
First, formation damage will occur when

the solids in drilling and completion fluid
invade the reservoir. An oil-based completion
fluid contains unavoidable solids. Some com-
pletion fluids need adding dispersable solids
(such as organic clay and oxidized asphalt)
into oil. All of these will cause formation
damage. Second, formation damage will be
caused if the oil phase contains a wettability
reversing agent that may change the clay in
the reservoir into oil-wet solids. These solids
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may swell, disperse, and migrate, and forma-
tion damage may be caused. Third, the water-
wet solids bound by the water layer, which is
adsorbed on the water-wet surface, may be
released due to surface wettability reversal
and changed into movable solids, thus gener-
ating formation damage.

Formulation of Oil-Based Drilling and
Completion Fluid. The formulation of oil-based
drilling and completion fluid can be changed with
the usage and the reservoir properties; however,
the basic composition and application rule are
basically constant. The formulation of oil-based
drilling and completion fluid should be optimized
by using reservoir evaluation experiments of
the various components of the drilling and com-
pletion fluid under specific reservoir conditions,
thus meeting the requirements of the drilling and
completion and protecting reservoir.

4.3 SHIELD-TYPE TEMPORARY
PLUGGING TECHNIQUE

Overview

In order to ensure drilling safety, reduce drilling
cost, and simplify application technology, taking
the modified drilling fluid as a drilling and
completion fluid is an effective measure. The fac-
tors of formation damage, including high solids
content and multistage dispersion of solids
in drilling fluid and high pressure difference
and long-time soak in reservoir, always exist when
the reservoir is drilled-in. The shield-type tempo-
rary plugging technique of modified drilling fluid
is adaptable to high pressure difference and long-
time soak in reservoir and can achieve reservoir
protection when the reservoir is drilled-in by using
drilling fluid with a high solids content.

On the basis of reservoir properties and a
full understanding of the rock mineral composi-
tion, the sensitive mineral components, contents
and occurrences, and the reservoir pore texture,
porosity, permeability, temperature, and reservoir
water composition, the shield-type temporary
plugging technique becomes a reservoir protection

technique with no special requirements for drilling
operation and drilling fluid. In accordance with
the rule of plugging the reservoir by the solids in
drilling fluid, some bridging particles, packing
particles, and deformable plugging particles
that match the mechanism of plugging reservoir
throats are artificially added to the drilling
fluid; thus, these particles can rapidly (in several
to a dozenminutes) form an effective impermeable
shield ring within 10 cm around the borehole wall
and prevent the solids and liquid phase in drilling
fluid from further invading the reservoir, thus elim-
inating formation damage possibly caused by dril-
ling and completion fluid and cement slurry during
drilling, completion, and cementing and also elim-
inating the formation damage possibly caused by
excessive soak. Then the shield ring is perforated.
Thus there is no or slight formation damage gener-
ated. The breakthrough in the reservoir protection
idea of this technique is at full-plugging the reser-
voir in the vicinity of the wellbore in order to
prevent the foreign material from invading the res-
ervoir. This reservoir protection idea is completely
different from the traditional reservoir protection
idea.

The features of the shield-type temporary
plugging technique include:

1. This technique is appropriate for various sand-
stone oil and gas reservoirs. It has low cost,
simple technology, and no special requirements
for drilling fluid and drilling technology, and is
easy to deploy. When this technique is applied,
it is only necessary to reform slightly the dril-
ling fluid used for drilling and add some tempo-
rary plugging materials to the drilling fluid,
and it is unnecessary to formulate any new dril-
ling fluid or completion fluid, thus greatly
reducing cost and simplifying operation tech-
nology (it is only necessary to add evenly to
the drilling fluid the temporary plugging agent
within a certain time with no need for adding
any equipment). Therefore, it has been widely
adopted in the field.

2. The unfavorable condition of overbalance pres-
sure difference, which may cause formation
damage during drilling, is converted into an
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essential condition favoring reservoir protec-
tion. In order to ensure forming a very low-
permeability shield ring in the vicinity of the
wellbore within a dozen minutes, a greater
pressure difference is necessary. Furthermore,
with the increase of pressure difference, shield
ring permeability will reduce more rapidly,
and formation damage will decrease.

This feature of the shield-type temporary
plugging technique is very important for dril-
ling an adjustment well or reservoirs with mul-
tiple pressure systems in a borehole. In general,
drilling technology requires a high-density dril-
ling fluid to protect upper borehole stability.
However, the high-density drilling fluid may
enter the reservoir and cause serious formation
damage. This will violate the reservoir pro-
tection principle. The shield-type temporary
plugging technique can successfully solve this
contradiction and combine technically the
objectives of drilling and production.

3. The reservoir permeability can be resumed by
up to 80% during flowback. This feature is
very important to a drillstem test. Because
of the thin shield ring (thickness less than
10 cm), which is close to the borehole, the
deformable particles are first flowed back
during flowback, and then the packing parti-
cles and bridging particles are flowed back,
thus ensuring that the drillstem test can accu-
rately reflect the original physical parameters
and the productivity of the reservoir.

4. The formation damage that can be caused by
cement slurry during cementing can be elimi-
nated, thus enhancing the cement job quality.
Because the shield ring that is formed in the
oil and gas interval during drilling has a very
low permeability, the solids and the high pH
value filtrate have difficulty invading the
reservoir during cementing, thus eliminating
the formation damage that can be caused by
the cement slurry. Furthermore, forming
of the shield ring makes the borehole diame-
ter regular, thus enhancing the displacement
efficiency of drilling and completion fluid by
cement slurry and the consolidation strength
of cement sheath with formation.

To sum up, the key to the shield-type tempo-
rary plugging technique lies in rapidly forming
an effective thin shield ring in the reservoir near
the borehole wall. Thus the physical properties
of the reservoir should be fully understood, and
some temporary plugging particles can be artifi-
cially added to the drilling fluid. The shield-type
temporary plugging technique is a new tech-
nique on the basis of physical properties of the
reservoir after a breakthrough in the idea of res-
ervoir protection has been made.

Theoretical Basis of Shield-Type
Temporary Plugging Technique
of Modified Drilling Fluid

Reasons forDevelopingShield-TypeTemporary
Plugging Technique.As is well known, reservoir
protection is just to avoid formation damage,
that is, to prevent the oil and gas passage in the
reservoir from plugging. Formation damage is
certainly generated during drilling and comple-
tion, and the formation damage of cement slurry
during cementing is further superposed on the
formation damage of drilling and completion.
The related data indicate that the formation dam-
age during drilling and completion operations
can be from 10% to 100%, while formation
damage during cementing is generally higher
than the formation damage of drilling and com-
pletion by 20% or above. Therefore, an effective
reservoir protection technique should be adopted
during drilling and completion.

Studies indicate that the formation damage
during drilling and completion is mainly caused
by entering of the solids and liquid phase of dril-
ling and completion fluid into the reservoir
under pressure difference. The solids will plug
up the throats, and formation damage may be
caused from 10% to 100%. The liquid phase
may cause formation damage due to water-,
alkali-, and salt-sensitivity and formation dam-
age due to Jamin effect, water phase trap,
and incompatible treating agents. The influence
factors include potential reservoir problems
(rock minerals) and drilling and completion fluid
(drilling and completion fluid properties) as well
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as the external conditions such as overbalance
pressure difference p (the greater the p, the
greater the formation damage), soak time t of
the drilling and completion fluid (the longer the
t, the greater the formation damage), and annu-
lar velocity (irrational annular velocity will
aggravate formation damage of drilling and
completion fluid). Formation damage during
cementing is mainly caused by the entrance of
cement slurry filtrate into the reservoir.

Therefore, the main approaches to preventing
formation damage during drilling and comple-
tion are as follows.

1. In drilling and completion engineering, the
near balanced drilling-in is adopted to the
full extent, and the pressure difference p is
minimized. Measures including meticulously
organizing the operations, preventing failure,
decreasing nonproducing time, optimizing
hydraulic parameters, increasing penetration
rate, and controlling appropriately annular
velocity are taken in order to decrease the soak
time of the reservoir.

2. The special completion fluid is used for drilling-
in. (1) No solids or minimized solids content
(especially the high-dispersity clay content)
in drilling and completion fluid, or contained
solids, which can be removed later. (2) Li-
quid phase compatible with the reservoir:
Liquid phase compatible with reservoir fluids
(oil, gas, and water); increasing compatibility
between liquid phase and reservoir rock (no
water-sensitivity damage, no salt-sensitivity
damage, no alkali-sensitivity damage, no
incompatibility with reservoir pore surface
property, and so on).

3. Preventing drilling and completion fluid from
entering the reservoir.

Thus it can be seen that the reservoir-protecting
drilling and completion fluid technique embodies
the two aspects: preventing drilling and comple-
tion fluid from entering the reservoir as much as
possible; and preventing the components that enter
the reservoir from plugging the reservoir as much
as possible. The former should first be fully
considered.

Mechanism and Experimental Results of
Shield-Type Temporary Plugging Technique.
The key to the shield-type temporary plugging
technique lies in whether the solid particles can
plug up the reservoir throats, how they can plug
up the reservoir throats, and how they can be
artificially controlled and can fully plug up the
throats at a circular shallow part of the reservoir.

1. Physical model of plugging reservoir throats
by solid fines
a. Deposition and plugging (bridging) of fine

particles during migration. Studies indicate
that the solid fines that migrate with fluid
flow in reservoir pores may be caught and
stop moving in pores. The deposition is
mostly generated at the places of large
diameter in pores while the throat plugging
is generated at the throats. The solid fines
deposited can remigrate when flow condi-
tions are changed (flow rate or pressure dif-
ference is increased). The solid fines that
plug throats stick firmly in throats and will
not remigrate. Both the deposition and
plugging of solid fines will reduce reservoir
permeability, but the latter will reduce per-
meability more greatly. For the original
modified drilling fluid, both (especially the
latter) should be prevented. However, the
shield-type temporary plugging technique
has to utilize generating the latter to take
the effect of bridging. This technique is
known as bridge plug-type bridging.

b. Single-particle staged pluggingmodel.When
the reservoir is drilled-in, the drilling and
completion fluid contacts the reservoir and
starts filtrating into the reservoir under pres-
sure difference.

A particle larger than the reservoir pore
will deposit on the reservoir surface and
form a cake (outer cake). A particle smaller
than the reservoir pore will enter the reser-
voir with liquid phase and migrate to the
throat. A particle larger than the throat
diameter Dt will deposit on the borehole
wall. A particle with particle diameter Df

much smaller than the throat diameter (Dt
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>Df >7) will pass through the throat and
enter the deep reservoir. Only a particle
with size and shape similar to the diameter
and type of throat will stick firmly in the
throat. A smaller new throat will be formed
by bridging the original throat by bridging
particles. At this new throat, solid fine parti-
cles will repeat the aforementioned migra-
tion process, except that the diameter of
fine-particle-generating deposition, passing,
and sticking will be much smaller than that
for the first time. Then the fine particle of
which the diameter and shape are similar
to that of the new throat will stick to the
new throat. This type of particle is known
as a packing particle. Obviously, a packing
particle is a particle of the stage next to the
bridging particle. After packing, a new
throat of smaller diameter will be gener-
ated, and only the further smaller particle
will act as a packing particle of the next
stage, on the analogy of this until the smal-
lest particle in the fluid is packed to the
corresponding new throat. At this time the
process of packing the throat by solid parti-
cles is ended. Serious formation damage is
caused by throat packing. Because the final
packing of the smallest fine particle in the
throat cannot fully seal the throat, there cer-
tainly is a further smaller throat left behind.
Obviously, the new throat left finally de-
cides the degree of formation damage or
plugging degree. Generally, deformable par-
ticles should be added in order to further
plug the throat and to plug it entirely. The
plugging and packing of this throat at a time
are the single-particle action in stages from
large to small particle diameter; that is,
at any time only a single fine particle
migrates and passes through the throat sec-
tion. Therefore, this process of throat plug-
ging is known as single-particle staged
plugging model.

c. Double-particle (or multiparticle) bridging
model. When the liquid phase, which has a
higher solid particle concentration, passes
through any cross-section of the throat at

any time, two or more solid particles exist
at the same time. Despite the fact that the
diameter of each fine particle is not
enough to generate bridging or packing,
two or more fine particles put together in
the throat simultaneously will generate
bridging or packing when the sum of the
diameters of two or more particles almost
equals the throat size. This process of
throat plugging is known as the double-
particle or multiparticle bridging model.

Studies indicate that these two throat-
pluggingmodels cannot be absolutely divided
and that they will not conflict. The gradual
single-particle plugging in combination with
the simultaneous multiparticle plugging will
generate better results.

2. Mechanism of plugging the throat by fine par-
ticles (single-particle staged plugging model)
a. Studies of bridging particle and bridging

effect. In accordance with the single-particle
staged plugging model, plugging effective-
ness is based on the existence and effect of
a bridging particle. The bridging particle is
required to be stuck firmly in the throat. It
can greatly decrease the throat diameter
and will still not migrate under the long-
term shock of fluid flow; that is, it will be
firmly stuck in the throat and become a cor-
nerstone of plugging.
(1) Relationbetweenbridgingparticlediam-

eter and throat size. The principle of
particle-to-throat diameter ratio of 1/3

has been widely accepted since it was
presented by Abram. This principle is
based on formation damage and has
been examined by experiments. How-
ever, whether this principle can meet
our bridging requirements needs to be
proved by experimental studies.

After the core throat diameter is
determined, the suspension of solid
particles with particle diameter Df ¼
Dt/n is injected into the core on a flow
device, the plugging is conducted (the
plugging conditions depend on require-
ments of study), and the permeability K
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is measured by using salt water under
the same conditions.

The bridging experiments are done
when n¼ 3, 2, and 3/2, that is, a particle-
to-throat diameter ratio of 1/3, 1/2, and
2/3 under p ¼ 3.5 MPa, t ¼ 15 min,
and room temperature. The solid parti-
cle size distribution of some drilling
and completion fluid in the experi-
ments is shown in Figure 4-3.
The experimental results under the
particle-to-throat diameter ratio of 1/3

indicate that when the particle-to-
throat diameter ratio is 1/3, the reservoir
can be plugged, and formation damage
of 50% to 80% is caused regardless of
core throat size (Figure 4-4). However,
the experimental curve also shows
that the fine particles still migrate
continuously, and the core permeability
K is obviously reduced. The clay fines
that do not belong to the original core
are observed in the filtrate flowing out
of the core, and the core permeability
will increase, thus proving that these
particles can still migrate and cannot
be firmly stuck, although the throat
can be plugged under a particle-to-
throat diameter ratio of 1/3, and that this
type of particle is not enough to be used
as a bridging particle.

Under the particle-to-throat diameter
ratio of 1/2, the plugging is more serious,
and the core permeability is reduced by

more than 80%. The decreasing trend
of the curve is much gentler, but the
curve still shows a tendency to drop.
This indicates that this type of particle
with a particle-to-throat diameter ratio
of 1/2 is still not enough to be used as a
bridging particle (Figure 4-5).

Under the particle-to-throat diameter
ratio of 2/3, the plugging is more serious,
and the core permeability is reduced by
more than 90% (Figure 4-6). When the
injected liquid volume is up to more
than 10 times pore volume (PV), the
curve is basically parallel to the abscissa
axis. This indicates that no fine particle
migrates, and this type of particle can
be firmly stuck in the throat and taken
as a bridging particle.

(2) Stability of the bridging particle. On
the cores that are respectively plugged

FIGURE 4-4 Bridging by using particles with a particle-
to-throat diameter ratio of 1/3 in a reservoir.

FIGURE 4-3 Particle size distribution of some drilling and
completion fluids.

FIGURE 4-5 Bridging by using particles with a particle-
to-throat diameter ratio of 1/2 in a reservoir.
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by particles with particle-to-throat
diameter ratios of 1/3, 1/2, and 2/3,
permeability is measured under different
flow rates, and the Ki/Kw (Kw is original
salt water permeability) vs. flow rate
curves are obtained (Figure 4-7). The
results indicate that only the bridging
particle that meets the principle of
particle-to-throat diameter ratio of 2/3 is
stable.

(3) Effect of bridging particle concentra-
tion. Whether the bridging particle
can form bridging and can be stable
after bridging also depends greatly
on bridging particle concentration.
Too low a concentration will form
bridging of part of the throats by
bridging particles and bridging of
other parts of the throats by the parti-
cles with particle-to-throat diameter
ratio smaller than 2/3, thus leading to
a bridging strength too low to meet

the requirements of shield and tempo-
rary plugging for pressure-bearing
ability and permeability of shield ring.
Too high a concentration will cause
waste. Figure 4-8 shows the plugging
results of bridging agents with different
concentrations.

The concentration curve indicates
that Ki/Kw value decreases with the
increase in concentration. When the
concentration is higher than 2%, Ki/Kw

value is relatively stable. When the con-
centration is higher than 3%, Ki/Kw

value is basically constant, which indi-
cates that the bridging effectiveness is
basically constant. Thus the concentra-
tion value of 3% can be taken as critical
concentration. Obviously, the critical
concentration is related to the develop-
ment situation of reservoir pores. The
larger the porosity, the higher the critical
concentration value, or vice versa.

The relation between the bridging
depth of plugging particle and the con-
centration of plugging particle is as fol-
lows. In accordance with the single-
particle staged plugging model, the
plugging depth of the bridging particle
decides the plugging depth of fine parti-
cles of drilling and completion fluid in
the reservoir. Thus the key to meeting
the requirement of shallow zone plug-
ging of the shield-type temporary plug-
ging technique lies in the bridging
depth of bridging particles. In the

FIGURE 4-8 Effects of bridging particle concentrations.
FIGURE 4-6 Bridging by using particles with a particle-
to-throat diameter ratio of 2/3 in a reservoir.

FIGURE 4-7 Effects of flow rate on permeability.
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laboratory, the cores are respectively
plugged by using the different bridging
particle concentrations, and the inva-
sion depths are measured by using the
cutting method. The experimental
results are shown in Tables 4-2 and 4-3.

It has been proven in practice that
the entering depth of the bridging par-
ticles is only 2 to 3 cm regardless of
particle density.

(4) Effect of time. In this technique, the
duration of the bridging operation is
of great significance. A short plug-
ging time can ensure that the plugging
is only generated in a shallow zone
of the reservoir. The plugging results
of different plugging durations are
shown in Table 4-4.

The experiments indicate that the bridg-
ing effect of bridging particles can be rap-
idly achieved within 10 minutes.

b. Study of the packing rule. In accordance
with the single-particle staged packing
model, the process of fine particle pack-
ing by stages will be conducted after
bridging of the bridging particles.

As mentioned earlier, bridging by using
particles with a particle-to-throat diame-
ter ratio of 2/3 is characterized by speed,
shallow zone, and effectiveness, and this
type of particle can be used as the bridg-
ing particle of the shield-type temporary
plugging technique. Notwithstanding the
low Ki/Kw value after bridging, the
throats have not been entirely plugged,
and there is a passage through which the
fluid enters. In accordance with the plug-
ging mechanism, after bridging by using
particles with a particle-to-throat diame-
ter ratio of 2/3, the smaller throats should
be packed by smaller particles, and so
forth. The staged packing will reduce
the permeability to the full extent. It
would be best if Ki!0.
(1) Staged bridging. Select a core. After

bridging by using particles with a

TABLE 4-2 Physical Properties of Core and Bridging Particle Size and Concentration

Core No.
Original Kw

(10�3mm2)
Mean Throat
Dia. (mm)

Solid Particle
Dia. (mm)

Bridging Particle
Concentration (%)

M-16 2003.2 6.60 4.0�5.0 2.5

M-60 3738.6 9.41 6.0�7.0 0.5
L-4-22 1516.0 5.30 3.0�4.0 1.5
M-25 1996.5 6.77 4.0�5.0 3.5
M-29 2011.1 7.06 4.0�5.0 5.0

TABLE 4-3 Experimental Results

Core
No.

Section Permeability Kw and Ki/Kw

Section
Length (cm) Ki (10

�3mm2) Ki/Kw

M-60 0.0�1.8 19.1 0.051
1.9�3.7 3540.0 0.95
3.8�6.6 3740.2 1.00
6.7�7.5 3742.7 1.00

L-4-22 0.0�1.6 69.5 0.046
1.7�3.2 1322.6 0.87
3.3�4.9 1500.8 0.99
5.0�6.6 1517.2 1.00

M-16 0.0�1.4 76.4 0.038
1.5�2.8 1707.0 0.85
2.9�4.3 2011.5 1.0
4.4�5.8 2010.4 1.0

M-25 0.0�1.9 39.8 0.020
2.0�3.5 1805.1 0.90
3.6�5.3 2002.7 1.00
5.4�7.1 2011.5 1.00

M-29 0.0�2.0 39.1 0.019
2.1�3.7 1984.0 0.99
3.8�5.6 2041.0 1.01
5.7�7.3 2024.8 1.00
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particle-to-throat diameter ratio of 2/3,
the core is respectively plugged by par-
ticles with ratios of 1/2 and 1/4. The
experimental results are shown in
Figure 4-9 and Table 4-5.

The bridging experiments indicate
that Ki/Kw has been reduced to a value
less than 0.1 after bridging by parti-
cles with a particle-to-throat diameter
ratio of 2/3. Thus this bridging is effec-
tive and crucial. The following two
packings further reduce permeability
respectively, thus indicating their effec-
tiveness and necessity. The flat curve
indicates that bridging and packing
are stable with no fine particle migra-
tion. In addition, the packing particle
concentration has no decisive effect,
and it is all right so long as packing par-
ticles exist. Generally, the packing par-
ticle concentration should be lower
than 1%.

Figures 4-3, 4-4, and 4-7 show that
if there is no bridging particle, the
obvious migration of fine particles
with particle-to-throat diameter ratios
of 1/2 and 1/3 will be generated in the
core. However, after bridging by the
bridging particle, these fine particles
cannot move, thus indicating that
there are staged packing and plugging
effects.

(2) Plugging effect of mixed particles of
different grades. In practice, it is
impossible to plug different reser-
voirs by using particles of different
grades. In a drilling and completion
fluid system, particles of various parti-
cle diameters act simultaneously on
reservoir throats. Under the condition
of adequate bridging particles, the
packing particles are added in a
proper proportion to form a shield-
type temporary plugging drilling and
completion fluid system, thus achiev-
ing temporary plugging. The experi-
mental results of the drilling and
completion fluid that contains a bridg-
ing agent and packing agent are
shown in Table 4-6.

The experimental results show that
the plugging effectiveness of mixed
particles of different grades (Ki/Kw ¼
0.017) and the effectiveness of staged
plugging (Ki/Kw ¼ 0.010) are about the
same. This indicates that this plugging

TABLE 4-4 Effect of Plugging Time

Core No. K‘ (10�3mm2) Kw (10�3mm2) K1 (10�3mm2)

Temporary Plugging
Condition (Dynamic)

p (MPa) Time (min) Filtrate (ml)

1-2 63.14 60.40 0.43 3.5 10 1.0

2-3 74.80 50.07 0.48 3.5 30 1.5
3-5 60.55 41.08 0.32 3.5 60 3.3

Note: Temporary plugging liquid: composite clay slurry (3% clay) þ 1%QS-2 þ 2%HL-2 (QS ¼ superfine CaCO3 powder,
HL ¼ sulfonated asphalt).
K1: permeability measured with 1% KCl solution under 0.12 MPa after temporary plugging.

FIGURE 4-9 Experimental studies of the staged
packing effect.
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model and mechanism are appropriate
for drilling and completion fluid.

(3) Effect of deformable particles. Under
the aforementioned conditions, a seri-
ously plugged zone can be formed in a
shallow place of the reservoir at the
borehole wall, and its permeability can
be reduced by 99.9% but cannot be
zero, so that the continuous liquid
phase invasion cannot be fully arrested,
and the requirement conceived by the
shield-type temporary plugging tech-
nique cannot be met. The plugging
model analysis indicates that this plug-
ging cannot achieve zero permeability
because there is always a minute throat
left to be packed by even smaller fine
particles, and this throat is much larger
than water molecules despite the fact
that it is small. The minute throat
should be fully sealed with the aid of
the plugging mechanism of deformable
fine particles.

After packing the minute throat
by highly dispersed fine particles, the

smaller throat has not been fully
packed. If the fine particle is rigid, the
smaller throat may be conserved unless
it is packed with further smaller fine
particles. If this fine particle is deform-
able under pressure difference, it will
deform toward the unfilled space. If
the size of this space is about the same
as the size and deformation of deform-
able fine particles, this space can be
fully plugged by deformation, and there
is no smaller throat left over. At this
time the plugged zone has zero perme-
ability. In accordance with this mecha-
nism, these deformable particles should
meet the following two requirements:
First, they can disperse themselves
highly into the fine particles of micron
grade or even smaller in water; second,
they can soften and deform but cannot
become fluid at reservoir temperature.
The use of this type of particle is closely
related to temperature.

Theoretical analysis and experi-
mental studies have proven that the

TABLE 4-5 Experimental Results of Staged Packing

PV 4.4 6.1 7.9 10.7 14.5 16.5 Note: Bridging by using 2/3

particleKi,10
�3mm2 198.2 211.6 211.3 204.3 196.9 169.6

Ki/Kw 0.047 0.050 0.050 0.048 0.047 0.040
PV 2.4 3.2 4.3 6.9 9.2 11.45 Note: Bridging by using 1/2

particle after bridging by
2/3 particle

Ki,10
�3mm2 100.7 104.0 103.0 100.2 94.4 91.2

Ki/Kw 0.024 0.025 0.024 0.024 0.022 0.022

PV 0.9 0.7 3.9 5.0 5.9 7.0 7.9 8.8 Note: Bridging by using 1/4

particle after bridging by
2/3 particle

Ki,10
�3mm2 52.5 57.4 56.2 54.0 52.6 50.1 49.3 46.9

Ki/Kw 0.012 0.014 0.013 0.013 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.011

TABLE 4-6 Plugging Effectiveness of Mixed Particles of Different Grades

PV 0.0 1.2 3.4 5.7 6.9 8.1 9.7 10.5 12.0

Ki,10
�3mm2 2060.9 36.48 35.27 36.25 35.07 35.85 35.65 35.47 35.55

Ki/Kw 1.0 0.018 0.018 0.018 0.018 0.017 0.017 0.017 0.017
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envisioning of the shield-type tempo-
rary plugging technique is feasible.
Whether the plugging will meet with
success depends first on the ratio of
the size of fine particles in drilling
and completion fluid to reservoir
throat diameter (whether the 2/3 princi-
ple is met, that is, the bridging
particles exist) and the necessary con-
centration; next, on the existence of
packing particles of various grades
and the necessary concentration; and
then on the existence of soft fine parti-
cles and the necessary concentration
regardless of the reservoir characteris-
tics and the type of drilling and com-
pletion fluid.

Despite the fact that the various
types of particles need their lowest
concentration, the concentration value
is not high (generally 1% to 3%) and
is easy to achieve in drilling and com-
pletion fluid. Even if the solid particle
concentration in drilling and comple-
tion fluid is excessive, there is no unfa-
vorable effect.

c. Effects of external environment
(1) Effect of pressure difference. The pres-

sure difference p is an essential con-
dition of forming the shield ring.

Three cores are selected for experi-
ments on the effect of pressure differ-
ence on a temporary plugging result.
The experimental results are shown
in Table 4-7.

The experiments indicate that the
greater the pressure difference, the
better the plugging effectiveness of the
shield ring. In order to ensure the qual-
ity of the shield ring, it should be
ensured that p�1.0 MPa. Generally,
under the condition of 3.5 MPa, an
effective shield ring can be formed.
And the technically difficult problems
that will be generated during drilling-
in under high pressure difference can
be solved by using this technique. The

aforementioned plugging mechanism
indicates that the plugged zone has a
compressibility, and this effect of pres-
sure difference can be considered as
an inevitable expression of compress-
ibility of the plugged zone.

(2) Effect of time. Three cores are selected
for experiments on the effect of time
on temporary plugging effectiveness
(Table 4-8).

The experiments show that this
shield ring can be formed within 10
minutes, and there is no obvious
effect when time is prolonged. Thus
the requirement of a fast-forming
shield ring can be met, further forma-
tion damage of drilling and comple-
tion fluid can be prevented, and the
unfavorable effect of soak time can
also be eliminated.

(3) Effect of temperature. The effect of
temperature is mainly the effect of
temperature on softening and defor-
mation of deformable particles, which
this technique includes. The experi-
mental results are shown in Table 4-9.

The experiments indicate that the
effect of temperature depends mainly
on the softening point of deformable
particles. If the temperature is lower
than the softening point, plugging
effectiveness increases as the tempera-
ture increases. If the temperature is
higher than the softening point, plug-
ging effectiveness decreases as the tem-
perature increases. Therefore, for
different reservoir temperatures, de-
formable particles with different soft-
ening points should be selected.

(4) Effect of cement slurry after forming a
shield ring. The experimental results
are shown in Table 4-10.

The experiments show that the res-
ervoir, which has been damaged by
drilling and completion fluid, may still
be damaged by cement slurry. The for-
mation damage due to cement slurry is
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TABLE 4-7 Effect of Pressure Difference on Forming the Shield Ring

Core
No.

K‘
(10�3mm2)

F
(%)

R
(mm)

Kw

(10�3mm2)

K1 under
0.15 MPa
(10�3mm2)

K2 under
0.15 MPa
(10�3mm2)

K3 under
0.15 MPa
(10�3mm2)

K4 under
0.15 MPa
(10�3mm2)

Temporary Plugging
Condition (Dynamic)

p
(MPa)

Time
(min)

Filtrate
(ml)

3-2 307.19 33.07 2.3 228.05 6.35 1.0 10 1.2

8-1 316.87 33.15 2.4 252.09 0.94 0.88 0.67 3.0 10 1.2
5-2 310.93 32.80 2.3 238.16 0.86 0.75 0.51 0.43 3.50 10 1.2

Note: R is mean pore throat radius obtained by calculating. Temporary plugging liquid: composite clay slurry (3% clay) þ 1%QS-2 þ 2%HL-2 (QS ¼ superfine CaCO3

powder, HL ¼ sulfonated asphalt). K1, K2, K3, and K4 are permeabilities measured with 1% KCl solution after temporary plugging.
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generally added to the formation
damage by 20% to 40% or above.
However, the reservoir that is pro-
tected by using the shield-type tempo-
rary plugging technique with an ideal
result is only damaged by cement
slurry within a damage depth range
of 2–3 cm, thus indicating that the
components of cement slurry cannot
pass through the shield ring, and for-
mation damage due to cement slurry
can be effectively prevented.

(5) Flowback effect under underbalance
pressure. For the shield ring formed
under overbalance pressure, the greater
the overbalance pressure, the better the
effectiveness. Under an underbalance
pressure, a backflow may be generated,

the shield ring may be broken, and the
permeability can be recovered with
a recovery rate of 70% to 80% or
higher depending on plugging depth
(Table 4-11), thus indicating that the
plugging of the shield ring, which is
formed under overbalance pressure,
may be removed by flowback under
an underbalance pressure. Therefore, an
underbalance pressure should be strict-
ly prevented from generating in the
process of using the shield-type tempo-
rary plugging technique, whereas the
removal of plugging by flowback can
be adopted if necessary.

Reservoir Protecting Shield-Type
Temporary Plugging Technique
Program and Application Results

The feasibility of the shield-type temporary plug-
ging technique has been proven, and the following
technical program for performing this technique
has been obtained on the basis of the study results:

1. Measuring the reservoir throat distribution
curve and mean throat diameter Dt by using
the mercury injection method or other method
that can be used for measuring the reservoir
throat diameter.

2. Measuring the solid particle grade distribu-
tion of drilling fluid by using a hondrometer
or the settling analysis method, and measur-
ing the solids content of various grades and
total solids content.

TABLE 4-8 Effect of Time on Temporary Plugging Effectiveness

Core
No.

K‘
(10�3mm2) F (%) R (mm)

Temporary Plugging Condition (Dynamic)

Kw

(10�3mm2)
K1

(10�3mm2)
p

(MPa)
Time
(min)

Filtrate
(ml)

8-1 316.87 33.15 2.4 252.09 0.94 3.0 10 1.2

8-2 519.39 34.56 2.9 442.68 0.87 3.0 30 2
8-3 451.92 34.23 2.8 337.86 0.93 3.0 60 3

Note: Temporary plugging liquid: composite clay slurry (3% clay) þ 1%QS-2 þ 2%HL-2. K1: permeability measured with 1% KCl
solution under 0.15 MPa after temporary plugging.

TABLE 4-9 Effect of Temperature
on Shield Ring

Temperature
Ki after
Plugging (mm2) Ki/Ko

15 12.98 0.015

32 9.01 0.1
45 4.93 0.0057
50 0.64 0.00074
60 2.34 0.0027

Note: Core permeability Ko ¼ 865.29 mm2, F ¼ 37.77%,
R ¼ 6.44 mm, injected volume ¼ 1050 ml.
Particle system: D (diameter) ¼ 1.0–8.0 mm, concentration ¼
4.1%, soft particle content ¼ 1%, softening point of soft
particle ¼ 52�C.
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TABLE 4-10 Results of Dynamic Experiment of Formation Damage by Cement Slurry after Forming the Shield Ring

Core
No.

K� ‘
(10�3mm2)

Kw1

(10�3mm2)
Kw2

(10�3mm2)
Length of
Section (cm)

K
(10�3mm2)

Temporary Plugging

Systemp (MPa)

Shear
Rate
(s�1)

Time
(min)

Filtrate
(ml)

143 1265.38 410.84 0 2.02 406.72 3.5 180 1 0.9 1. Raw mud
þ 2%QS-1
þ 2%QS-2
þ 2%
250 mesh
CaCO3 þ
1.5%
320 mesh
CaCO3;

2. Cement
slurry

70 119.95 57.17 0 1.96 56.35 3.5 100 1 0.4
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TABLE 4-11 Permeability Recovery by Flowback

Core
No.

K‘
(10�3mm2)

F
(%)

R
(mm)

Kw

(10�3mm2)
K1

(10�3mm2)

Flowback
Pressure
(MPa)

K2

(10�3mm2)
Recovery
Rate (%)

Temporary Plug Condition
(Dynamic)

p (MPa)
Time
(min)

Filtrate
(ml)

8-3 519.39 34.57 2.9 442.68 0.87 0.295 427.33 96.6 3.0 30 2.0

8-2 310.93 32.8 2.3 238.16 0.86 0.713 227.39 99.9 1.0 10 1.2

Note: Temporary plugging liquid: composite clay slurry (3% clay) þ 1%QS-2 þ 2%HL-2.
K1: permeability measured with 1% KCl solution under 0.15 MPa after temporary plugging.
K2: permeability measured with distilled water after flowback.
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3. Ensuring that particles with a median particle
diameter of (1/2 to 2/3) Dt in drilling and comple-
tion fluid account for 2% to 3% (weight per-
cent) of drilling and completion fluid.

4. Ensuring that the content of particles of vari-
ous grades smaller than bridging particles in
drilling and completion fluid is 1% to 2%
(weight percent).

5. Adding deformable fine particles (such as sul-
fonated asphalt with a higher degree of sulfo-
nation and deformable resin) by 1% (weight
percent). The softening point of the deform-
able fine particle to be used should be adapt-
able to reservoir temperature.

After completing these five steps, determine
the program of drilling fluid reformation for
the shield-type temporary plugging technique.

6. System evaluation. The modified drilling and
completion fluid that has been determined is
evaluated as follows.
a. Plugging rate of shield. Zero permeability

after plugging is required. No fine particle
migration and no fluid loss.

b. Plugging depth. A plugging depth less than
3 cm is required.

c. Plugging time. Plugging time less than 10
minutes is required.

d. Effect of p. The greater the p, the better
the effectiveness. A minimum effective pres-
sure difference of less than 3.0 MPa is
required.

e. Effect of temperature. No unfavorable
effect under reservoir temperature.

f. Effect of annular return velocity. The
higher the return velocity, the better the
effectiveness. An effective shield ring
should be formed under the condition of
drill collar annulus return velocity.

g. Further formation damage by cement
slurry. It is required that there is no forma-
tion damage by cement slurry after the
shield ring is formed.

h. Flowback effectiveness. The permeability
is required to be recovered to 70% to
80% by flowback.

7. Optimizing the matching perforating tech-
nique.

a. The underbalanced and deep penetrating
perforating is required. The shield zone
should be perforated and penetrated thro-
ugh in order to remove the plugging.

b. Optimizing the perforating parameters in
order to reduce the skin factor to the full
extent.

c. Perforating fluid compatible with the res-
ervoir is adopted.

This technique has been widely applied in
onshore and offshore oil fields. The statistical
data indicate that more than 10,000 wells
adopted this technique by the end of 1998, and
obvious results have been obtained. This tech-
nique has been used in 60 wells in the Xinjiang
Xiazijie oil field, and the individual-well produc-
tion rate has increased by 45% in comparison
with that of wells that have not used this tech-
nique. The wells of the low-permeability reser-
voir of the Tuha Wenmi oil field should be
stimulated by using hydraulic fracturing before
putting well into production. After drilling-in
by using the shield-type temporary plugging
technique and perforating, all the 167 wells are
flowing, and the individual-well production rate
is increased by 20% to 30% in comparison with
the designed value.

Development of Shield-Type
Temporary Plugging Technique

The shield-type temporary plugging technique
has spread rapidly and become the first choice
of reservoir protection technique during drilling
and completion due to its good effectiveness.
With the increase of technical requirements and
the accumulation of practical experience, the
research on this technique has been continued,
and a signal advance has been made.
New Theory and Method of Optimizing
Temporary Plugging Agent Particle Size
Distribution in Drilling and Completion Fluid.
Research on solid particle selecting and match-
ing and the plugging mechanism in the shield-
type temporary plugging technique, especially
the Ideal Packing Theory and the d90 rule, have
made significant advances.
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The Ideal Packing Theory means that in
accordance with the reservoir throat size distri-
bution, the corresponding temporary plugging
agent particles with continuous particle diameter
series distribution are added to the drilling and
completion fluid in order to achieve effective
bridging in the reservoir throats of various sizes
and packing by stages, thus forming a shield
ring. On condition that a rational particle diam-
eter series distribution is formed, the formation
of a tight cake with a very low permeability
can be ensured.

Under normal conditions, the relation be-
tween the particle diameter and the cumula-
tive particle volume percentage of a temporary
plugging agent in drilling fluid is presented
by an S-shaped curve (Figure 4-10). This curve
shows the particle diameter distribution range.
Kaeuffer applied the research results in the coat-
ing industry to the petroleum industry and pre-
sented the Ideal Packing Theory or the d1/2

theory[10] about temporary plugging agent parti-
cles. He supposed that the temporary plugging
agent particle distribution accords with the
Schuhmann particle size distribution model and
observed that the packing efficiency under the
model parameter n¼0.5 is the highest on the
basis of the physical experiments and the com-
puter modeling calculation. It is indicated that
the ideal packing of particles can be achieved

when the cumulative particle volume percentage
of the temporary plugging agent is directly pro-
portional to the square root of the particle diam-
eter (that is, d1/2). In accordance with this theory,
if there is a linear relation between the cumula-
tive particle volume percentage of the temporary
plugging agent and the d1/2 in the rectangular
coordinate system, it is indicated that this tempo-
rary plugging agent can meet the necessary condi-
tion of ideal packing. The cumulative particle
size distribution curves of CaCO3 particles (tem-
porary plugging agent) of the four specifications
are shown in Figure 4-11. It can be seen that the
four curves are close to straight lines within most
of the distribution region of each curve. Thus the
four specifications of product can all meet the use
requirements.

Hands et al. have further presented the d90 rule,
which is convenient to perform on site, on the
basis of the theory of ideal packing. On condition
that the particle diameter distribution of solid par-
ticles contained in the drilling fluid system is in
accordwith normal distribution, when the d90 rule
of temporary plugging agent particles (taking
effect) on the cumulative particle diameter distri-
bution curve (the particle diameters of 90% parti-
cles are lower than this value) is equal to the
maximum reservoir throat diameter or the maxi-
mum fracture width, an ideal temporary plugging
effectiveness can be obtained[8].

FIGURE 4-10 The conventional CaCO3 particle (temporary plugging
agent) size distribution curve of drilling fluid.
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The graphical optimization method of tempo-
rary plugging agent particle size on the basis of
the d90 rule is as follows.

1. Some representative core samples are selected
for cast thin section analysis or mercury injec-
tion experiment, and the maximum reservoir
throat diameter (that is, d90) is measured.
The d90 rule can also be read out on the
cumulative throat size distribution curve.

2. On the cumulative particle volume percent-
age of temporary plugging agent particles
vs.

ffiffiffi
d

p
coordinate diagram, the connecting

line to the origin is taken as the baseline.
For instance, if the maximum throat diameter
of a reservoir is 133 mm,

ffiffiffi
d

p
90 ¼ 11.53 mm,

thus the baseline can be drawn (Figure 4-12).
The closer to baseline the optimized cumu-
lative particle diameter distribution curve
of temporary plugging agent particles, the
higher the packing efficiency of the particles,
and the better the temporary plugging
effectiveness of formed cake.

3. If the maximum throat diameter cannot be
obtained (such as for an exploration well), it
can be estimated by using the upper limit
value of reservoir permeability, that is:
(Kmax)

1/2�d90. If the mean reservoir perme-
ability is given, the d50 is first determined,
that is, (Kmean)

1/2�d50. Then the connecting

line between the point of (d50)
1/2 and the

coordinate origin is extended, and the d90
can be obtained by extrapolation.

Figure 4-12 indicates that with a single tem-
porary plugging agent with some particle distri-
bution characteristics, it is difficult to match
the objective line. However, the cumulative par-
ticle diameter distribution curve can be basically
coincided with the baseline by mixing the tem-
porary plugging particles with two or more than
two different particle size distributions in a cer-
tain proportion, thus obtaining the ideal tempo-
rary plugging program. Experience indicates that
because of the shear wear of a temporary plug-
ging agent in annulus, the optimum particle size
distribution curve of the compounded temporary
plugging agent should be to the right slightly
(rather right than to the left). During drilling,
the particle size distribution curve of solid parti-
cles in drilling fluid may gradually shift to the
left. When it is found to be moved over to the
left side of the baseline, temporary plugging
agent particles of large size should be appropri-
ately added for adjustment.

In order to make the new method more prac-
tical, a set of software for optimizing the tempo-
rary plugging agent particle size distribution has
been developed, and a related database has been
established. The field tests have proven that

FIGURE 4-11 CaCO3 particle (temporary plugging agent) size
distribution curves of various particle diameters.
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better results can be obtained by using the
shield-type temporary plugging technique under
the d90 rule.
Drilling and Completion Fluid for Protecting
a Fractured Reservoir. Formation damage of a
fractured reservoir due to drilling and completion
fluid will occur after the drilling and completion
fluid enters the fracture. In comparison with pore,
the fracture can be easy for drilling and comple-
tion fluid to enter, and it can be plugged by the
solid particles more seriously. Therefore, using
solid particles in drilling and completion fluid for
effectively plugging the fracture to prevent drilling
and completion fluid from going deeper into the
fracture is possible, and applying the shield-type
temporary plugging technique to a fractured reser-
voir is feasible. This has been proven in practice.

The bridging particles and bridging process of
the shield-type temporary plugging technique
that is suitable for a fractured reservoir are dif-
ferent from that for a porous reservoir and are
as follows.

1. Irregular particulate material as bridging parti-
cle. When the maximum particle size of an
irregular solid particle is equal to the narrow
seam size in a fracture, the particlemay be stuck
at the narrow seam, and bridgingmay be gener-
ated. Because the fracture is only sealed by two

faces, the possibility of particles getting stuck in
the fracture is much lower than that in pores.
Thus the bridging particle to narrow seam size
ratio of a fractured reservoir is higher than that
of a porous reservoir. The experiments indicate
that only when the particle diameter is slightly
smaller than the fracture width (about equal
to fracture width) can the effective bridging be
generated. There are many narrow seams with
different widths in a fracture due to the very
rough fracture surface. When entering the frac-
ture, this type of particle can bridge the narrow
seams. After a large number of bridging parti-
cles bridge the narrow seams, the fracture is
changed into pores, and the plugging mecha-
nism is similar to that of a porous reservoir.

2. Fibrous material as bridging particle. Special
fiber that can be highly dispersed in drilling
and completion fluid is used. More than
several dozen pieces of fine fiber cross mutually
and form flocculated glomerate, which is easily
deposited on the fracture surface. This deposit-
ing is not a single-point contact, but a multi-
point contact, thus forming a reliable bridge
and taking a gridding effect. Then the other
solid particles in drilling and completion fluid
deposit on it. Finally, a very low permeability
plugging layer is formed. Furthermore, this
type of flocculated glomerate can deform under

FIGURE 4-12 Ideal particle size distribution of temporary plugging
agent particles in drilling and completion fluid for a reservoir with a
maximum throat diameter of 133 mm.
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pressure difference, enter the fracture, and
reach the narrow seam to bridge. In addition,
it can pack a fracture of any shape. In compar-
ison with the irregular particulate material, the
fibrous material can take plugging effect more
effectively.

To sum up, both types of bridging particles
can achieve good effectiveness, and the differ-
ence is that the fibrous bridging particle is only
applicable to fractured reservoirs.

4.4 DRILLING AND COMPLETION
FLUID FOR A COMPLICATED
RESERVOIR

The peculiarity of the drilling and completion
fluid technique for drilling-in complicated reser-
voirs is reflected in the following two aspects:
first, it should deal with complicated problems
for safe and normal drilling (such as lost circula-
tion, blowout, borehole sloughing, and drillpipe
sticking) and meet the higher requirements of
special drilling technology; second, sensitive res-
ervoir protection problems will further increase
the degree of difficulty technically. The compli-
cated drilling problems mingled with reservoir
protection problems will become more compli-
cated. Practical experience indicates that the
drilling and completion fluid for complicated
geological conditions is mostly the modified dril-
ling and completion fluid.

Drilling and Completion Fluid for
Wells Prone to Lost Circulation and
Borehole Sloughing

During drilling-in, the drilling and completion
fluid should be able to prevent sloughing, lost
circulation, blowout, and then formation dam-
age. Thus, the following are required:

1. Determining the rational drilling and comple-
tion fluid density. Under this density, the down-
hole pressure should be able to exceed the
lateral stress that causes mechanical instability
of the borehole wall (that is, sloughing
stress) and should be lower than the formation

breakdown pressure, and the rational rheolog-
ical property of drilling and completion fluid
and the rational drilling parameters (including
hydraulic parameters, bottomhole assembly,
and tripping speed) should be ensured in order
to prevent sloughing and lost circulation due to
swabbing and pressure surge.

2. Enhancing the inhibiting ability of drilling
and completion fluid. It is required by stabi-
lizing the borehole wall and protecting the
sensitive reservoir. The inorganic salt (espe-
cially salts that contain Kþ, NH4

þ, or Ca2þ),
high molecular polymer (such as non-ionic
polymer, cationic polymer, and amphoteric
polymer), inorganic polymer, mixed metal
hydroxide (MMH), and so on may be used.
There are fewer measures for meeting both
borehole wall stability and reservoir pro-
tection. These two aspects should be consid-
ered when the drilling and completion fluid is
evaluated and selected.

3. Enhancing wall-building ability and plugging
ability. The optimum method is selected for
borehole wall stability and reservoir protec-
tion in accordance with the reservoir charac-
teristics. The formation breakdown pressure
can be increased by using the shield-type tem-
porary plugging technique, thus reducing the
possibility of lost circulation.

4. If the reservoir is a lost-circulation zone, the
lost circulation problem should be solved first,
and then the shield-type temporary plugging
is applied. The lost circulation problem and
the shield-type temporary plugging are best
considered together.

5. Adopting appropriate drilling technology. The
modified drilling and completion fluid and the
shield-type temporary plugging technique are
generally adopted when this type of reservoir
is drilled in.

Drilling and Completion Fluid
for Adjustment Wells

The balanced state of the reservoir that will be
drilled in by an adjustment well has been upset.
As a result, the corresponding measures should
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be taken in the light of drilling or reservoir
protection.

In general, there are two kinds of cases. First,
an oil field is developed by waterflooding, and a
flood effectiveness is generated in some single
zone that has a pressure much higher than other
zones. During the drilling of an adjustment well,
lost circulation may be generated if drilling and
completion fluid density is too high, and well
kick or blowout may be generated if drilling
and completion fluid density is too low. Second,
an oil field is developed by dissolved gas drive or
multiple huff and puff, and the reservoir pres-
sure has been greatly reduced. During the dril-
ling of an adjustment well, the drilling and
completion fluid may be lost to a large extent.

In the first case, if the high-pressure zone is at
the top, this zone can be surpressed by using
high-density drilling and completion fluid, and
then the low-pressure zone is plugged, or the
shielding and temporary plugging agent is added
until the low-pressure zone can bear the liquid
column pressure of high-density drilling fluid
with no fluid loss. Thus all the reservoirs in the
well can be drilled through. If the low-pressure
zone is at the top, it can be plugged first, or the
shielding and temporary plugging agent is
added, the drilling and completion fluid density
is gradually increased, and the high-pressure
zone is drilled in. In the second case, the shield-
ing and temporary plugging drilling and comple-
tion fluid can be used for drilling through the
whole section. If there is a high-pressure zone
in a thin interbed of a low-pressure zone, a
method similar to that in the first case can be
adopted.

Drilling and Completion Fluid for
Deep and Ultra-Deep Wells

The most important feature of deep and ultra-
deep well drilling and completion fluid is that
it is used under high-temperature and high-
pressure conditions. Drilling and completion
fluid with high density (up to 2.00 g/cm3 or
above) may generate a high overbalance pressure

on the reservoir. The effect of high temperature
should first be considered during deep and
ultra-deep well drilling. The drilling and comple-
tion fluid properties may be changed and dam-
aged under high-temperature conditions.

The complex effect of high temperature
makes the downhole high-temperature proper-
ties and thermal stability of deep and ultra-deep
well drilling and completion fluid very com-
plicated, and a special evaluation method and
special temperature-resistant treating agent are
needed, thus forming a special technique. Some
special completion fluids, such as gas-based
completion fluid, clean salt water, and clay-free
salt water systems with solids, are inappropriate
for high-temperature conditions, and the modi-
fied drilling fluid is used instead as the comple-
tion fluid. The high temperature, high pressure,
high overbalance pressure, and long soak time
of a deep well will provide favorable conditions
for using the shield-type temporary plugging
technique, which needs packing particles that
enable generating deformation under high tem-
perature (150–180�C). The temporary plugging
effectiveness under high temperature and over-
balance pressure of a deep well should be evalu-
ated in order to apply this technique in practice.

Drilling and Completion Fluid for
Directional and Horizontal Wells

During drilling-in the reservoir in a directional
or horizontal well, the three difficult techni-
cal problems of drilling and completion fluid,
including the cuttings-carrying problem (also
vertical sinking), borehole stability of the high-
angle section and the horizontal section, and
friction resistance reducing, should be solved
and have been described in the relevant content.
The following section only discusses the reser-
voir protection problem during normal drilling
of directional and horizontal wells. The forma-
tion damage mechanism of directional and hori-
zontal well drilling is similar to that of straight
well drilling, but its evaluation method is differ-
ent from that of vertical well drilling because
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permeabilities in three directions should be con-
sidered under the conditions of horizontal well
drilling. In addition, the features of formation
damage of directional well drilling (especially
horizontal well drilling) also include the follow-
ing in comparison with that of straight well
drilling:

1. The area of contact between the reservoir and
the drilling fluid is much greater than that of
a straight well, and the formation damage
may be greater, thus making reservoir protec-
tion more difficult.

2. Long soak time of the reservoir. The drilling
time of a horizontal well is generally longer
than that of a straight well, the duration from
drilling-in target to finishing drilling is longer,
the range of formation damage is larger, and
the radius of formation damage zone is greater
(especially for the initial horizontal section).

3. Great pressure difference. During horizontal
drilling, with the increase in length of the hor-
izontal section, an additional flow pressure
acts on the reservoir, thus gradually increas-
ing the pressure difference.

4. Obvious anisotropy of formation damage.
The degree of damage below the borehole is
higher than that on both sides of the borehole
and that above the borehole due to the action
of the drilling tool on borehole wall rock.

5. The plugging removal effectiveness of natural
flowback under a certain pressure difference
is lower than that of a straight well, and
supplementary cake removal methods, such
as acid wash, oxidative plugging removal,
biological plugging removal, and complex
plugging removal, are needed.

Drilling and Completion Fluid
for Tight Sand Gas Reservoir
Protection

The drilling and completion technique for gas
reservoir protection is similar to that for oil reser-
voir protection and also has its peculiarity, which
is particularly conspicuous in the tight sand gas

reservoir exploration and development. China is
a country rich in natural gas resources, and the
natural gas resources of tight gas sand account
for more than 40%. Tight sand gas reservoir
development is an important component part
of the natural gas industry (the techniques in
this area have been rapidly developed in the
United States and Canada), and the tight sand
gas reservoir-protecting drilling and completion
fluid technique is an essential component part of
these techniques. Because the potential formation
damage problem of a tight sand gas reservoir is
more conspicuous and representative, its settle-
ment is of great theoretical and practical signifi-
cance for the development of the natural gas
industry.
Features of Formation Damage of Tight Sand
Gas Reservoir. Low-porosity tight gas sand
may be under normal pressure or overpressured,
and fractures develop. This special pore-fracture
configuration and the resulting percolation
property aggravate formation damage, and the
reservoir is easily affected by external factors.
The clay content in tight sand and its distri-
bution in fracture may increase sensitivity to
external factors, thus increasing the degree of
difficulty of gas reservoir protection.

1. Stress sensitivity and fracture closure
Stress sensitivity means that the reservoir

permeability will decrease as the effective stress
increases, and formation damage will be
caused. The stress sensitivity of a gas reservoir
is much more obvious than that of an oil reser-
voir due to gas compressibility. In the reservoir
inwhich fractures develop, the closing tendency
of fracturewill be generated under the increased
effective stress, thus further aggravating the
stress sensitivity. The stress sensitivity of tight
sand includes the stress sensitivity of matrix
and the stress sensitivity of fracture. Generally,
the former is weak while the latter is strong.
In practice, the latter is mainly considered. In
engineering, the stress sensitivity includes
the difference between the measured values
of the physical properties of reservoir under
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conventional conditions and the physical
properties of the reservoir under original res-
ervoir conditions; and the changes in the
physical properties of the reservoir, which
are induced by the change in effective stress
due to various engineering operations under
downhole conditions.

On condition that the throat that connects
fractures is a slender slit with a width less than
1 mm, and the borehole is communicated with
the fracture of the reservoir, when the recovery
rate of the gas reservoir is too high or blowout
occurs, the pressure difference in the vicinity of
the gas reservoir is increased, the effective stress
is rapidly increased, the microfractures and slim
throats are closed, and the flow conductivity is
reduced due to the low reservoir permeability
and insufficient gas delivery, thus rapidly caus-
ing a low or even zero production rate after a
high-yield period or blowout. This is a typical
characteristic of a stress-sensitive gas reservoir.

In addition, if there is a mud shale interbed
between gas reservoirs, it will be hydrated by
the drilling and completion fluid filtrate and
will be swelled. The swelling pressure will act
on the gas reservoir and increase the effective
stress on the gas reservoir, thus causing the frac-
ture of the gas reservoir to close and generating
a special formation damage of the gas reservoir.

Too high drilling and completion fluid
density may open the fracture to a great
extent. If the drilling and completion fluid
does not possess an effective plugging ability,

the solid particles and liquid phase of drilling
and completion fluid will drive straight in
along the fracture, thus causing deep forma-
tion damage of the gas reservoir.

2. Measures for putting into production should
be combined with reservoir protection techni-
ques of drilling and completion.

Many Chinese tight sand gas reservoirs
have the common features of continental clas-
tic rock reservoir and engineering geological
characteristics, including low porosity and
low permeability, fracture, locally ultra-low
water saturation, high capillary pressure,
abnormal formation pressure, and high forma-
tion damage potential. Moreover, in tight sand
reservoirs there are very small throats and clay
minerals, which are well developed and can
easily cause formation damage, including
mainly water-sensitive, alkali-sensitive, water
phase trap, and stress-sensitive damage. In
addition, there is also serious leakage damage
in deep fractured tight sand. The related stud-
ies and practice indicate that for the tight sand
gas reservoir, rational reservoir-protecting
measures taken during drilling and completion
will greatly favor the effectiveness of stimula-
tion for putting the well into production
(Table 4-12).

This is decided by the features of this type
of reservoir. For a common porous sandstone,
the effects of rate sensitivity, water sensitivity,
acid sensitivity, alkali sensitivity, salt sensitiv-
ity, water blocking, and so on are themselves

TABLE 4-12 Reservoir Protection Measures in Tabamao Area since 2002 and Testing
Results after Fracturing

Well
No. Horizon

Open Flow
Potential (104m3/d)

Reservoir-Protecting
Measure

Hydraulic Fracturing
Technique

D7 He 3 member 3.1658 Non-shielding temporary plugging Sandfrac þ liquid nitrogen

D10 He 3 member 4.0350 Initial insertion Sandfrac þ liquid nitrogen
D15 He 3 member 21.0800 Shield-type temporary plugging Sandfrac þ liquid nitrogen
DK2 He 3 member 38.8700 Shield-type temporary plugging Sandfrac þ liquid nitrogen
DK3 He 3 member 13.0000 Shield-type temporary plugging Sandfrac þ liquid nitrogen
DK4 He 3 member 20.3000 Shield-type temporary plugging Sandfrac þ liquid nitrogen
D16 He 3 member 16.4400 Shield-type temporary plugging Sandfrac þ liquid nitrogen
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independent of each other. For a fractured
carbonatite reservoir, as a result of relatively
single sensitive mineral in the throat of the
matrix and its lower content, it is tradition-
ally considered that there is no sensitive dam-
age in the matrix, and the formation damage
is mainly generated by fracture. However,
the conditions are different for tight sand.
The various factors of formation damage
in the matrix also exist in fracture of tight
sand. The composite effects of these factors
will complicate the integral damage mecha-
nism of a tight gas reservoir. The damage
of drilling and completion fluid to the fracture
system will not only cause various types of
damage to matrix but also lead the damage
into the deep reservoirs (Figure 4-13).
Table 4-13 is a conclusion of the damage
mechanism of a tight sand reservoir. It should

be noted that the application of the shield-type
temporary plugging technique of drilling and
completion fluid in the tight sand gas reservoir
not only has common merits but also can
effectively control the generation of capillary
absorption. The shield ring with zero perme-
ability takes a key effect. Therefore, tight sand
gas reservoir-protecting measures should be
taken during drilling and completion regard-
less of the stimulation measures before putting
the well into production.

Completion Fluid for Protecting a Tight Sand
GasReservoir. In addition to the general require-
ments for drilling and completion fluid, which
should be met, the following points should be
noted:

1. Enhancing inhibition of clay hydration caused
by completion fluid

FIGURE 4-13 Two-dimensional model of storage and percolation media and damage mechanism of tight sand. 1, horizontal
principal fracture, unpacked; 2, vertical fracture, open; 3, arkosic dissolved pore; 4, illite and illite-montmorillonite interstratified
clay packing in diminutive intergranular pore; 5, kaolin packing in diminutive intergranular pore; 6, quartz plus chlorite coat
packing remaining intergranular pore; 7, chlorite packing in intergranular pore; 8, biotite dissolution pore, end face scattering;
9, mold pore, chlorite coat reserved; 10, petal chlorite; 11, intra-cuttings micropore; 12, authigenous quartz packing
remaining intergranular pore; 13, remaining intergranular pore, only chlorite on pore wall, illite-montmorillonite
interstratification packing at center of pore; 14, arkosic dissolved pore, authigenous feldspar formed in it; 15, throat, chlorite
as lining; 16, kaolin packing in arkosic dissolved pore; 17, microfracture, slightly larger than throat; 18, solids that invade
fracture; 19, liquid phase that invades through throat; 20, liquid phase that invades through fracture.
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TABLE 4-13 Formation Damage Mechanism of Tight Sand Gas Reservoir

Type of
Damage

Reason for and Process
of Damage Operation

Precautions and
Treatment

Liquid phase
trap (liquid
blocking)

Water saturation is increased.
Capillary percolation

(overbalance pressure)
Imbibition
Displacement leakage

Drilling by using water-based
drilling and completion
fluid.

Cementing
Perforating
Underbalanced drilling by using

water-based working fluid
Fracturing, acidizing, workover

Avoiding using water-based
working fluid

Reducing pressure difference
Forming cake with zero

permeability
Reducing capillary pressure
Gas injection
Heat treatment
Fracturing (N2, CO2)

Oil saturation is increased.
Capillary percolation
Condensation

Drilling by using oil-based
drilling fluid

Too low flowing pressure
during production

Avoiding using oil-based
working fluid

Controlling pressure
difference

Gas injection
Heat treatment
Fracturing

Solids invasion Particles are deposited in
throat of matrix.

Drilling (overbalance pressure,
pulsing underbalance
pressure)

Cementing
Well completion (openhole

completion)
Fracturing
Acidizing
Well killing
Workover, well cleanout

Forming cake with zero
permeability

Underbalanced drilling
Fluid to be used in well

should be strictly filtrated
Deep penetrating perforating
Fracturing, acidizing
Heat treatment
Ultrasonic treatment

Particles are deposited in
fracture.

Packing in fracture
Cake in fracture face

Formation
damage
of clay
minerals

Action of foreign fluid on rock.
Alkali sensitivity (pH¼9)
Water sensitivity
Salt sensitivity
Rate sensitivity
Action of formation fluid on

rock.
Rate sensitivity

Drilling
Cementing
Well completion
Acidizing
Fracturing
Well killing
Workover, well cleanout
Production

Forming cake with zero
permeability

Underbalanced drilling
Potential damage evaluation
Adding clay stabilizing agent
Reducing pH value
Reducing flow rate (using

horizontal well)
Stable pressure difference,

reducing surge
Production under flow rate

lower than critical flow
rate

Chemical
adsorption

High-molecular polymer
adsorption and retained oil
wetting surfactant
adsorption

Throat surface
Fracture face (wall)
Emulsification

Drilling
Well completion
Well killing
Fracturing
Workover, well cleanout

Laboratary evaluation
Gas-based fracturing fluid
Using oxidizing agent

(enzyme)
Microbial degradation

polymer

Continued
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This inhibition aims to avoid the forma-
tion damage that may be caused by water-,
salt-, and alkali-sensitive clay minerals, and
so on in the reservoir and aims to avoid the
interbedded mud shale hydration and swell,
which may generate additional effective stress
on the gas reservoir. Thus inorganic salt such
as salts that contain Kþ and Caþþ and mixed
metal hydroxide (MMH) and the inhibitive
polymer should be added to the completion
fluid, and experimental studies of the inhibi-
tion evaluation of interbedded mud shale
should be conducted.

2. Particular attention to avoiding water absorp-
tion of microfracture

The pore and fracture surfaces of a tight
gas reservoir are generally water-wet, and

the water in water-based completion fluid
may be automatically absorbed by the surface
even if it is under an underbalance pressure.
The smaller the fracture width and the lower
the original water saturation of the reservoir,
the greater the water absorption ability and
volume. The water that enters the reservoir is
more difficult to displace. For instance, it can
be displaced through the throat with a radius
of 0.075 mm only under a pressure drop
greater than F10 MPa. The absorption of
volumes of water may greatly reduce gas per-
meability, thus causing reduction of gas well
productivity and the gas reservoir gas recovery
factor. The peculiar water-phase trap damage
of this type of gas reservoir may extend
through fracture to deep reservoirs (up to a

TABLE 4-13 Formation Damage Mechanism of Tight Sand Gas Reservoir—cont’d

Type of
Damage

Reason for and Process
of Damage Operation

Precautions and
Treatment

Stress
sensitivity

Change in throat size of matrix
Change in fracture width

(open, close)

Overbalanced drilling (lost
circulation)

Underbalnced drilling
Long cemented section

cementing
Perforating
Production

Forming cake with zero
permeability

Controlling rational pressure
difference

Horizontal well
Inhibiting hydration swell of

mud shale of adjacent
bed

Optimizing perforating
parameters

Inorganic scale
deposition

Action of foreign fluid on
formation fluid.

Inorganic salt and water
BaSO4, CaCO3 � 2H2O,
CaCO3

Environmental change of
formation fluid

Inorganic salt, CaCO3

Drilling
Cementing
Well killing
Workover, well cleanout
Production

Fluid compatibility test
Controlling rational pressure

difference
Prolonging water

breakthrough time
Using anti-scaling agent
Mechanical and chemical

scale removed
Fracturing, acidizing

Rock face
glazing

Tight porcelain layer is formed by
rock powder and water under
the action of drill bit and drill
pipe (high temperature).

Plugging throat
Plugging fracture

Gas drilling
Openhole completion
Horizontal well

Increasing lubricity and heat
transfer capacity

Mist drilling fluid
Perforating
Cave-in stress completion
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depth of several meters or more). The damage
results are beyond imagination.

3. Shield-type temporary plugging technique
appropriate to tight sand gas reservoir

When the reservoir is drilled-in by drilling
and completion fluid under an overbalance
pressure, formation damage by solids and
liquid phase is avoidable. The formation dam-
age will be very serious due to the characteris-
tics of this type of reservoir. Therefore, the
most effective measure to protect a tight sand
gas reservoir is to prevent drilling and comple-
tion fluid from entering the gas reservoir, and
the shield-type temporary plugging technique
for protecting a tight sand gas reservoir must
be used. In comparison with porous oil and
gas reservoirs, the shield-type temporary plug-
ging technique for protecting a tight sand gas
reservoir has the following obvious features:
a. Fracture width prediction. The shield-type

temporary plugging of this type of reservoir
is mainly aimed at fracture; thus, the bore-
hole wall fracture width of the gas reservoir
should be understood in accordance with its
plugging mechanism in order to properly
select the bridging particle size. Therefore,
fracture width and distribution measure-
ment provide a basis for performing this
technique. Thin section statistics, mercury
injection method, scanning electron micros-
copy, and so on can be used for measuring.
However, the measured data will not truly
represent the actual width of the downhole
fracture just yet. Therefore, on this basis,
the width and distribution range of the
downhole fracture should be measured in
accordance with the law of stress sensitivity
of the reservoir.Well testing, laboratory sim-
ulation tests, computerized simulation tests,
and so on can be adopted. Even though an
accurate prediction has not been achieved
yet, the direction and corresponding range
of the design of completion fluid to be used
are clearly shown conceptually.

b. Temporary plugging mechanism of a frac-
tured reservoir. This mechanism is not
entirely the sameas that of a porous reservoir.

It has been proven that the process of plug-
ging fractures by solids includes a series of
bridging actions of bridging particles at nar-
row places of fracture to change fractures to
pores and the subsequent pore plugging, sim-
ilar to the temporary plugging model of a
porous reservoir. Thus the key lies in contain-
ing the solid particles required in drilling and
completion fluid, which can be bridged at
narrow seams. Studies have proven that the
most effective particles are fibrous particles
with a major axis size that is about equal to
the fracture width. Recent studies indicate
that the highly dispersed flocculated glome-
rate of fiber has a higher effectiveness.
Therefore, as a shield-type temporary plug-
ging agent, a series of fibrous particles with
matching sizes are required. At present, this
type of product can be provided.

c. Laboratory evaluation technique of comple-
tion fluid effectiveness for fractured reser-
voir. This technique is quite different from
that for a porous reservoir and should
reflect the effects of fracture width and
stress sensitivity on completion fluid effec-
tiveness at least. At present, in China there
have been corresponding methods and
standards that can be applied.

In addition, if underbalanced drilling is allowed
by the gas reservoir pressure, boreholewall stability,
and drilling equipment, an aerated drilling and
completion fluid or foam fluid with a relative den-
sity lower than 1 can be used as drilling fluid and
completion fluid. At present, this technique has
beenmature and can be provided for selection.Dur-
ing gas drilling, formation damage may be caused
by rock face glazing, particularly in the horizontal
well drilling process. The completion fluid tech-
nique for effectively protecting the reservoir after
drilling-in by gas drilling is a problem that has not
been fully solved so far and is being speedily studied.

4.5 PERFORATING FLUID

Perforated completion is adopted by most oil and
gas wells. Perforating fluid design is an important
component part of perforating operation design.
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Perforating fluid is a working fluid used during a
perforating operation and is used for protecting
production casing, preventing the perforating
gun from deforming, controlling perforating, or
testing pressure difference, and providing for
performing perforating or combination operation
technology. A perforated completion operation
will generate channels with certain depth in the
reservoir to facilitate the flow between the reser-
voir and the wellbore. During a perforating opera-
tion, perforating fluid will unavoidably contact
and enter the reservoir. This shows that rationally
designing and selecting perforating fluid is of great
significance and will directly affect achieving oil
and gas well productivity. Sometimes the unfavor-
able effects of perforating fluid are even more seri-
ous in comparison with drilling fluid. In order to
ensure optimum perforating effectiveness, select-
ing quality perforating fluid appropriate to the
reservoir and fluid characteristics is required.

Perforating fluid design and selection should be
determined on the basis of the physical properties
and fluid properties of the reservoir core, in combi-
nation with corresponding perforating technology
and laboratory formation damage evaluation
experiment results, in accordance with the forma-
tion damage mechanism of the perforating fluid.

Formation Damage Mechanism
of the Perforating Fluid

The formation damage mechanism of perforating
fluid is the same as that of completion fluid. The
potential formation damage will become true dam-
age only due to external causes, and controlling
external causes is the only mode of reservoir pro-
tection during perforating and formation testing.
Current study is aimed at understanding the forma-
tion damage mechanism of perforating fluid and
avoiding or mitigating induction of potential for-
mation damage. In general, the formation damage
of perforating fluid is shown in three aspects.
Formation Damage of Solid Particles in
Perforating Fluid. When perforating fluid con-
tains solid particles, the solid particles will enter
perforation channels or microfractures under
overbalance pressure and plug or even fill up the

perforations. The smaller solid particles may enter
the reservoir through perforation channel walls,
and formation damage may be caused in deep
reservoirs. The formation damage in a porous res-
ervoir, a porous fractured reservoir, and a fracture
porosity reservoir, which is caused by solid particle
migration in a region far from the perforation wall
and borehole wall, will possibly lead to wasting all
previous efforts during well construction. This for-
mation damage is difficult to remove, and oil and
gas well productivity is difficult to restore, if stim-
ulation is not taken. There are many sources of
solid particles, such as barite, insoluble lost circu-
lation additive, and clay in modified drilling fluid,
which is used as a perforating fluid; clay particle,
precipitant, and scale particle in produced water,
which is used as perforating fluid; salt crystal, bac-
teria, and corrosion product; and bullet debris
generated during perforating operation.
Formation Damage Caused by Perforating
Fluid Filtration. Perforating fluid will filtrate
and enter the oil and gas reservoir to varying
degrees under overbalanced or underbalanced per-
forating, and various modes of formation damage
may be generated. Even if underbalanced perforat-
ing is adopted, and the backpressure of wellbore
liquid is lower than the reservoir pressure, the
energy released during ignition and perforating will
generate an obvious water surge in the wellbore,
and an overbalance pressure is first generated when
a perforation channel is formed. Only after the
energy generated by perforating is dissipated, the
underbalance pressure environment can be restored
in the wellbore, and the perforations can be cleaned
by instantaneous backflow. Under an overbalance
pressure, the formation damage caused by perfo-
rating fluid entering the reservoir includes:

1. Clay mineral swell, dispersion, slabbing, and
migration.

2. Chemical precipitation or scaling due to the
incompatibility of reservoir minerals or fluid.

3. Decrease in the relative permeability of oil or
gas due to the increase in water saturation
and the water blocking caused.

4. Viscous emulsion that is formed by perforat-
ing fluid and reservoir oil or the wettability
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reversal of the reservoir, which will increase
oil flow resistance.

5. Long-chain high-molecular polymer in per-
forating fluid with polymer, which enters the
reservoir and decreases the effective radius
of the throat due to adsorption by perfora-
tion channel surface.

6. Precipitation and plugging generated by the
reaction between kill fluid and rock or reser-
voir fluid due to the irrational use of acid-
based perforating fluid in a reservoir with
more acid-sensitive minerals.

FormationDamageofaRate-SensitiveReservoir
by Perforating Fluid.The formation damage of a
rate-sensitive reservoir by perforating fluid is
mainly generated under the following three
conditions:

1. The filtration rate of perforating fluid may be
increased under an overbalance pressure
when the reservoir permeability is higher.
A strong interference between the solids in
the reservoir and the foreign solids carried
by the perforating fluid and the bridging
may be generated under a high filtration rate,
thus plugging throats. In a seriously rate-
sensitive reservoir, the pressure difference
should be controlled, or perforating fluid vis-
cosity is increased to reduce filtration.

2. In an unconsolidated or seriously rate-sensitive
reservoir, rock grain shedding generated by
high-speed backflow under underbalance pres-
sure will also cause throat plugging. Thus
the pressure difference should be rationally
controlled.

3. Under super-overbalanced or combined perfo-
rating, perforating fluid will rapidly enter the
reservoir because thewellbore pressure is higher
than the reservoir breakdown pressure during
operation. Despite the fact that the unclosed
fracture may be generated in the vicinity of the
wellbore after operation, in the region out of
fracture wall face or tip, pluggingmay be gener-
ated due to the high-speed flow of perforating
fluid in a seriously rate-sensitive reservoir, thus
greatly reducing the effectiveness of super-over-
balanced or combined perforating.

The potential formation damage will become
true damage only due to external causes, and
controlling external causes is the only mode of
reservoir protection. Current studies are aimed
at avoiding or mitigating induction of poten-
tial formation damage during perforating and
formation testing. A perforating fluid system
should be designed around this key point.

Design Principle of a Perforating
Fluid System

With the increase of attention to reservoir pro-
tection and the gradual increase of exploration
cost, the application of perforating fluid is
becoming wider. In particular, for the explora-
tion and development of a complicated oil and
gas field with a high risk and offshore oil and
gas field, the most appropriate completion tech-
nology and fluid technique are further required
in order to minimize formation damage and
maximize oil and gas well productivity. With
the increase of strictness in environmental pro-
tection laws and regulations and the develop-
ment and application of environmental control
techniques, non-toxic or low-toxicity additives
and systems with easy biological degradation
are required in perforating fluid.

The design principles of perforating fluid are
as follows.

1. The system density should be adaptable to
the reservoir, and the density should be
adjustable.

2. Perforating fluid should be compatible with
reservoir rock, that is, it can retain clay sta-
bility, does not plug the throat, will not gen-
erate wettability reversal, and so on.

3. Perforating fluid should be compatible with
the reservoir fluid with no scaling, no crystal-
lization, no hydrate generated, no emulsifica-
tion, and so on.

4. Perforating fluid can protect tubing, casing, and
downhole equipment with low corrosiveness.

5. Perforating fluid should have good thermal sta-
bility under surface and downhole conditions.

6. The system can be treated in accordance with
conventional safety procedures.
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7. Perforating fluid should be favorable to
environmental protection and safety (pre-
venting environmental pollution and ensuring
operating personnel for safety).

8. Perforating fluid should be adaptable to per-
forating technology.

9. Perforating fluid has a low cost, and its raw
materials have wide sources. In addition, per-
forating fluid should consider technological
complexity and can be used repeatedly.

An ideal perforating fluid system should
have appropriate density, crystallization tempera-
ture, viscosity and viscosifying ability, stability,
corrosion resistance, cleanliness, recovery, and
reutilization properties, fluid loss additive effec-
tiveness, compatibility with reservoir rock and
fluid, cost and raw material sources, and so on.

Common Perforating Fluid Systems
and Their Features

At present, there are mainly five perforating
fluid systems that are commonly used.
Solid-Free Clean Salt-Water Perforating Fluid.
Solid-free clean salt water perforating fluid was
first presented by Conoco in the late 1950s and
has been widely used in drilling, completion, and
workover operations. Practical experience indi-
cates that it is feasible both technically and eco-
nomically. Its important effect on the reduction
of formation damage has been broadly approved.
Field use indicates that solid-free clean salt water
perforating fluid can obviously increase oil and
gas well production rate by comparison with per-
forating fluid with solids.

This system is prepared with various salts,
clean fresh water, and appropriate additives.
The reservoir protection of this perforating fluid
is achieved by matching the various inorganic
salts and salinity of this system with the various
inorganic salts and salinity of formation water.
The inorganic salts in liquid may change the
ionic environment in the system and reduce ionic
activity, thus reducing the adsorptive capacity of
clay. After the filtrate invades the reservoir, the
clay in the reservoir will still keep stable and will

not easily swell and migrate, thus preventing the
sensitive clay minerals in the reservoir from
changing. Moreover, there are no foreign solids
that will invade the reservoir because there are
no solid particles in the perforating fluid. The
features of this perforating fluid include low
cost, convenience of preparation, and safe use.
However, it is inappropriate for fractured reser-
voirs and reservoirs with high permeability and
serious rate sensitivity.

Clean water is used as the base fluid of a
solid-free clean salt water perforating fluid sys-
tem. Appropriate types and concentrations of
salts, clay stabilizing agent, demulsifying agent,
corrosion inhibitor, and so on should be selected.
Solid-free clean salt water perforating fluid sys-
tems can be divided into inorganic salt water
systems and organic salt water systems.

The types of salts are selected in accordance
with clay-inhibiting property, perforating fluid
density, economy, and so on. KCl, NH4Cl, and
CaCl2 have the most obvious clay-inhibiting
effectiveness. The two former salts have a high
cost, whereas CaCl2 is unsuitable for a reservoir
in which there is sodium micromontmarillonite.
At 21�C, KCl solution density is up to 1.07 g/
cm3 (weight percent 26%), NaCl solution density
is up to 1.17 g/cm3 (weight percent 26%), and
CaCl2 solution density is up to 1.37 g/cm3

(weight percent 38%). CaCl2/CaBr2/ZnBr2 solu-
tion density can be up to 23 g/cm3 (weight percent
77%), however, the cost of bromide is higher.
Therefore, when a high perforating fluid density
is not required, NaCl, KCl, or NH4Cl is generally
adopted. The maximum densities of the various
salt solutions are shown in Table 4-14.

The salt concentration can be selected and
determined by core flow experiments. In many
cases, the water analysis data are not the forma-
tion water data and possibly the drilling fluid or
injected water data, thus the optimum salt concen-
tration selected is not so-called formation water
salinity. For a reservoir with serious water sensitiv-
ity, a clay-stabilizing agent should be added to the
perforating fluid. Despite a certain clay-stabilizing
effect, cationic monomers such as Kþ, Naþ,
and NH4� have insufficient effectiveness and
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endurance. Thus, inorganic polymers (such as car-
boxy1 aluminum, chromic hydroxide) and organic
polymers (such as polyquaternary ammonium salt,
polyquaternary phosphate, polyquaternary sul-
fate) can be selected. The type and volume of
clay-stabilizing agent can be selected by the core
or lentil test on the clay swell instrument or the
core flow test. Demulsifying agents can be selected
by testing under the condition of mixing crude oil
and perforating fluid. A corrosion inhibitor should
be added when the salt concentration selected is
higher, or the reservoir temperature is higher. Its
type and volume can be determined by the N80
or P110 steel coupon test. Octadecylamine, dipo-
lyoxyvinyl octadecylamine, quaternary ammo-
nium salt, phosphoric acid, NaSO4, and so on are
generally used as corrosion inhibitors.

After the various additives and their volumes
of this system are selected, compatibility and for-
mation damage tests are required in order to
ensure no reaction of the perforating fluid to
produced fluid (crude oil, water), that is, no pre-
cipitation, no gas bubble, and no residue, and to
ensure that the permeability recovery of the final
core flow test is higher than 80%.

Bromide salt water can be used as a high-
temperature high-density perforating fluid. How-
ever, its usage is limited due to its high cost, and
it is only used occasionally in offshore oil and gas

field development. The strong corrosiveness of
ZnBr2 salt water may cause serious damage to skin
and eyes, and special protection measures are
required. A special corrosion inhibitor is needed
in order to control the terrible acidic corrosion.
The waste fluid that contains ZnBr2 will seriously
damage the local ecologic environment and surface
water quality after being drained into the sea.

A high-temperature high-density non-bromide
salt water perforating fluid system is mainly
prepared by one or several inorganic salts such as
CaCl2, K2CO3, Ca(NO3)2, and Na2CO3, and has
much lower cost, broad raw material sources,
and similar or even better performance by compar-
ison with bromide salt water. The non-bromide
salt water perforating fluid density can be up to
1.57–2.0 g/cm3.

Studies show that organic acid salt water per-
forating fluid systems in which formate salt water
is a representative have better performance than
halide salt water but have a cost still higher than
that of a bromide salt water perforating fluid sys-
tem. Advantageous performance includes:

1. High solubility and adjustable density between
1.36–2.4 g/cm3. No suspended particles under
these conditions.

2. Maintaining particularly low viscosity under
high solubility. For instance, sodium formate
salt water viscosity is slightly higher than
3 MPa � s at 1.2 g/cm3; potassium formate
salt water viscosity is only about 3 MPa � s
at 1.48 g/cm3; and cesium formate salt water
viscosity is still lower than 4 MPa � s at
2.36 g/cm3. However, halide salt water vis-
cosity is up to 10 MPa � s at 1.72 g/cm3 and
20�C and up to 23 MPa � s at 2.3 g/cm3.

3. Low crystallization point. The crystallization
point of cesium formate salt water is �53�C
at 1.92 g/cm3, whereas the crystallization point
of bromide salt water is�28�C at 1.748 g/cm3.

4. Favoring environmental protection. Low tox-
icity. Ease of biological degradation. Low
corrosion rate. Favoring protecting tubing,
casing, and downhole equipment. No damage
to skin and eyes. Cosolvency with polymers
commonly used in the oil field. Good

TABLE 4-14 The Maximum Densities
of Various Salt Solutions

Salt Water
Solution

Salt
Concentration
(%)

Maximum
Density at
21ºC (g/cm3)

KCl 26 1.07

NaCl 26 1.17
KBr 39 1.20
HCOONa 45 1.34
CaCl2 38 1.37
NaBr 45 1.39
CaCl/CaBr2 60 1.50
HCOOK 76 1.69
CaBr2 62 1.81
CaCl2/CaBr2/

ZnBr2

77 2.30
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compatibility with the formation water con-
taining SO4

2� and CO3
2� and good thermal

stability (higher than 130�C).

To sum up, when a solid-free clean salt water
perforating fluid system is used, special attention
to the following two aspects should be paid:
(1) Cleanliness and filtering should be ensured
in order to meet the requirement of no solids.
The tank-transport truck, pipeline, and well-
bore should be cleaned, and appropriate filtering
equipment should be adopted on the basis of
reservoir pore conditions and working capacity
of treatment. (2) The density adjustment and
control should meet the requirement of perfo-
rating pressure difference. Attention should be
paid to the effect of downhole temperature on
salt water density in order to ensure that no
salt precipitated at the bottomhole. Salt crystalli-
zation inhibitor (such as NAT) is added if
necessary.

The advantages of solid-free clean salt water
perforating fluid include: (1) There are no solids
invading the reservoir, so formation damage can
be reduced (core permeability can be recovered
by more than 80%). (2) This salt water can inhibit
the water-sensitive minerals in the reservoir.
(3) Wide adjustable range of density (for example,
ZnBr2/CaBr2 system density can be arbitrarily
adjusted between 1.07 g/cm3 and 2.33 g/cm3).
(4) No need to add a weighting admixture.
(5) Simple technology, fewer kinds of materials,
and convenience of field operation and manage-
ment. The disadvantages include short clay stabili-
zation time, necessary consideration of corrosion
prevention, necessary control of the crystallization
point, precision filtering device required during
preparation, and high cost.
Polymer-Type Perforating Fluid. Polymer-type
perforating fluid is mainly used in the wells of oil
and gas reservoirs with possible serious leakage
(fracture) or filtration (high permeability), greater
perforating pressure difference, or serious rate sen-
sitivity. High-molecular polymer with different
performance is added to solid-free salt water per-
forating fluid depending on requirements, in order
to adjust rheological properties and control

filtration loss. Solids of different types are some-
times added as a bridging agent in order to achieve
further controlling filtration loss. These solids can
be acid-soluble (such as CaCO3 and MgCO3),
water-soluble (such as salt particles), or oil-soluble
(oil-soluble resin). The polymer-type viscosifying
agents commonly added to this system include
hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC), modified HEC,
biopolymer (XC), polyacrylamide (PAM) and its
derivative, calcium lignosulfonate, a synthetic
polymer.

The type and concentration of polymer are
mainly selected in accordance with filtration loss
and damage rate of filtrate, and a low filtration
loss and a low degree of formation damage are
generally required.
Oil-Based Perforating Fluid. Oil-based perfor-
ating fluid can be a water-in-oil emulsion or an
oil or diesel oil to which a certain quantity of
additive is added. Oil-based perforating fluid
can avoid the formation damage that may be
caused by water sensitivity because the filtrate
is oil phase. However, it should be noted that
reservoir wettability reversal may be caused
(from water wettability to oil wettability) by
the action of some additives (such as surfactant),
or an emulsion may be caused when the bitumen
or paraffin (emulsifying agent) in oil used as per-
forating fluid enters the reservoir, thus leading to
a decrease in permeability. Therefore, the demul-
sifying experiments are required before use, and
an appropriate demulsifying agent is added in
light of the specific conditions.

If oil-based perforating fluid is used, the con-
tent of bitumen, paraffin, or other solids and the
reservoir plugging should be inspected. Atten-
tion should be paid to fire prevention and safety
during use.
Acid-Based Perforating Fluid. Acid-based per-
forating fluid is prepared with acetic acid or
dilute hydrochloric acid to which the additives
meeting various requirements are added. Owing
to a certain ability of hydrochloric acid or acetic
acid to solve rock minerals or impurities, the
substance in perforation and in the compacted
zone in the vicinity of the perforation wall can
be solved to some extent after perforating, thus
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preventing the compacted zone permeability
from reducing after perforating and preventing
the residual particles from plugging the perfora-
tion channel. Generally, about 10% acetic acid
solution or about 5% hydrochloric acid solution
may be used for treating the reservoir.

Acid-based perforating fluid is similar to water-
based perforating fluid in that clay-stabilizing
agent, demulsifying agent, and corrosion inhibitor
should be added to the perforating fluid. In addi-
tion, ferric ion stabilizing agent (chelating agent)
and acid sludge-resisting additive (acid sludge
may form when acid contacts oil) should also be
added to acid-based perforating fluid. The type
and concentration of acid should be emphatically
considered when an acid-based perforating fluid
system is selected.

When this type of perforating fluid is used,
the following two problems should be noted:

1. It should prevent acid from reacting with rock
or reservoir fluid, thus avoiding the generation
of precipitation and plugging. Particularly, it
should be prudently selectedwhen the reservoir
contains more acid-sensitive minerals.

2. Corrosion prevention of equipment and pipe-
line should be considered. In particular, seri-
ous corrosion and embrittlement of steel
product may occur when the reservoir has a
high H2S content.

Gas-Based Perforating Fluid. Gas-based per-
forating fluids developed from underbalanced
drilling fluid system means aerated (air, nitrogen,
and so on) low-density completion fluids, which
are further divided into foam completion fluid,
micro-foam completion fluid, and so on in
accordance with the gas proportion and the type
and density of polymer and additive. Micro-
foam completion fluid was first used in the com-
pletion operation of a depleted reservoir in the
Lake Maracaibo area, in Venezuela. Micro-foam
is not single gas bubbles accumulated together,
but a micro-bubble network that can resist or
mitigate the invasion of liquid into the reservoir.
The preparation and maintenance of micro-foam
drilling fluid are simple. In general, the micro-
foam volume can be up to 8% to 14%.

This type of perforating fluid was developed
to meet the requirements of completion and
workover of oil and gas wells of low-pressure
fractured reservoirs, heavy oil reservoirs, low-
pressure strong water-sensitive reservoirs, low-
pressure low-permeability reservoirs, reservoirs
that easily have serious leakage, depleted reser-
voirs, and offshore deep-water wells. Its features
include low density, low filtration loss, and good
effectiveness of oil and gas reservoir protection.

The types, preparation methods, and advan-
tages and disadvantages of various perforating
fluids are listed in Table 4-15.

Requirements of Perforating
Technology for Perforating Fluid

The general requirements for perforating fluid
include ensuring compatibility between the per-
forating fluid and the reservoir rock and fluid,
preventing further formation damage during
and after perforating, and meeting the require-
ments of perforating technology. Therefore, per-
forating fluid system selection should be in
accordance with the actual reservoir conditions
and the type of perforating technology, and the
optimum perforating fluid system that can not
only protect the reservoir but also smoothly ful-
fill the operation should be selected.

Controlling formation damage and designing
and selecting a perforating fluid system can not
only make up a discipline but also become an
art. A formulation appropriate to some condi-
tions may not be necessarily appropriate to
others. In general, conventional perforating tech-
nology such as tubing conveyed perforating
(TCP) has no special requirement for a perforat-
ing fluid system, and the corresponding per-
forating fluid system adaptable to reservoir
characteristics is selected in light of reservoir
protection. However, nonconventional perforat-
ing technology has requirements for perforating
fluid.

When combined perforating and testing (inclu-
ding TCPþMFE, TCPþHST, TCPþPCT, TCP-
þAPR) are required, the perforating fluid should
meet the requirement of testing pressure difference
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TABLE 4-15 Main Types of Perforating Fluid

Type Subtype Application Range Preparation Advantage Disadvantage

Water-
based

Modified drilling fluid Drilling-in reservoir,
perforating, and
well killing

Adjusting performance of
original drilling fluid, such as
adding clay-stabilizing agent,
fluid loss additive, and
temporary plugging agent,
and increasing cationic
concentration. Mainly
including polymer-type
drilling fluid, polymer/
lime-type drilling fluid,
lignocarbonate drilling fluid,
and CaCO3-type drilling fluid.

Simplicity, low cost, low
degree of formation
damage by polymer-
type drilling fluid,
higher degree of
formation damage
to high-permeability
reservoir than that
to low-permeability
reservoir

High solids
content,
possibly
higher degree
of formation
damage

Solid-free clean salt water Perforating and well
killing

Inorganic salt þ clay-stabilizing
agent þ viscosifying fluid
loss additive þ pH adjusting
agent þ corrosion inhibitor

Good reservoir
protection
effectiveness,
adjustable density
(1.07–2.3 g/cm3)

Slightly poor
suspension,
filtering
required,
easily corroded

Low-solids
temporary
plugging-
type killing
fluid

Acid-soluble
killing fluid

Perforating and well
killing

Temporary plugging-type
bridging agent þ viscosifying
agent

Acid-soluble bridging agent:
carbonate

Oil-soluble bridging agent: resin,
bitumen

Water-soluble bridging agent:
salt particle

American formulation: CaCO3 þ
HEC þ temporary plugging
agent þ XC

Strong inhibiting effect,
enabling temporary
plugging, core
permeability
recovery up to
80–90%

Corresponding
plugging
removal
measure
required

Oil-soluble
killing
fluid

Water-soluble
killing
fluid

Continued

2
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TABLE 4-15 Main Types of Perforating Fluid—cont’d

Type Subtype Application Range Preparation Advantage Disadvantage

Polymer-type
perforating
fluid

Polymer þ
surfactant

High water saturation
reservoir and
reservoir easily
water blocked

Formulation: viscosifying fluid
loss additive þ surfactant þ
salt þ solids

Backflow of liquid
enters reservoir
easily

Cationic
polymer

Water-sensitive
reservoir

Viscosifying fluid loss additive þ
clay-stabilizing agent þ
surfactant

Inhibiting clay swell,
high recovery of
permeability

Oil-in-water emulsion Mainly gas reservoir
or strong water-
sensitive reservoir

Bentonite þ CaCl2 þ gas
condensate þ sulfonyl

Preventing liquid from
entering reservoir,
easiness of induced
flow

Oil-based Crude oil or diesel oil Low-pressure reservoir
or reservoir with
clear information

No damage to reservoir Dirty

Water-in-oil emulsion and
micellar solution

Water-sensitive
reservoir

Water þ oil þ surfactant/alcohol Solubilizing water Expensive

Gas-
based

Foam Low-pressure reservoir
or deep-water well

Water þ surfactant þ water
soluble clay-stabilizing agent

Low density, having
energizing
effectiveness, ease of
backflow, no damage
to reservoir

Poor stability,
matching
equipment
required

Micro-foam Water þ surfactant þ water-
soluble clay-stabilizing
agent þ polymer

Nitrogen Super-overbalanced
perforating and
testing operations

Commonly used in combination
with acid-based perforating
fluid

Having energizing
effectiveness, ease of
backflow, favoring
removal of skin
damage

Liquid nitrogen
truck and
matching
equipment
required

Acid-
based

Hydrochloric acid system Super-overbalanced
perforating,
combined
perforating
and acidizing

Water þ hydrochloric acid/acetic
acid þ clay-stabilizing agent
þ demulsifying agent þ
corrosion inhibitor þ
chelating agent

Enabling removal of
damage in perfor-
ations and in vicinity
of wellbore

Pay attention to
flowbackAcetic acid system
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and should favor packer setting and testing valve
switching. Not only can liquid-type perforating
fluid be used in light of reservoir conditions, but
inert nitrogen can also be used as a testing gas cush-
ion. Not only can this gas cushion play a part in
protecting the reservoir and setting packer, but it
can also be particularly convenient for regulating
backpressure so that reservoir fluid can flow, thus
reducing formation damage and avoiding
explosion.

When combined perforating and acidizing are
required, an acid-based perforating fluid can be
used. When combined perforating and fracturing
are required, fracturing prepad fluid is selected
as the perforating fluid. When a combined per-
forating and sand control operation (such as
gravel packing) is required, the perforating fluid
should meet the requirements of reservoir pro-
tection and sand control operation.

When super-overbalanced perforating is re-
quired, the perforating fluid may be pressurized
and enter the reservoir; thus, a rational combined
mode of fracturing fluid and liquid nitrogen
should be selected in light of the different reser-
voir conditions. The liquid cushion and liquid
nitrogen volumes should be designed in accor-
dance with operational requirements. Regardless
of the type of fluid and the size of the fluid’s vol-
ume, a friction-reducing polymer should be added.
The design criteria of perforating fluid for super-
overbalanced perforating are shown in Table 4-16.

The fluid volume selected should ensure a
certain submergence of the perforating gun and
is related to fracture propagation or operation
design effectiveness. It can be designed by
dynamic simulation analysis and calculation.

When combined perforating and high-energy
gas fracturing are required, the perforating fluid
may be unavoidably carried into the reservoir;
thus, the perforating fluid system should be care-
fully selected, and a system adaptable to reservoir
characteristics should be designed and selected to
the full extent.

For a low-pressure low-permeability reservoir,
horizontal or multibranch well, and deep-water
oil and gas wells, the perforating fluid system
should be prudently selected, and low-density

foam or micro-foam perforating fluid is used to
the full extent in order to avoid formation dam-
age that may be caused by perforating fluid and
to meet the requirement of underbalance during
perforating. For a high-temperature and abnor-
mal high pressure reservoir, a high-temperature
high-density clean salt water perforating fluid is
required.

Generally, a perforating fluid should be
selected in accordance with concrete conditions.
For instance, in the Lake Maracaibo area, in
Venezuela, in order to prevent perforating fluid
and displacement fluid from damaging the reser-
voir, drilling fluid is displaced by salt water
with a density of 1.02 g/cm3 during completion,
Stable Mul emulsion (oil-in-water emulsion,
0.89 g/cm3, no demulsification at 160�C) is used
as a perforating fluid, and after perforating, the
Stable Mul emulsion is displaced by light oil
with a density of 0.78 g/cm3 for putting well into
production. This indicates that the water-based
perforating fluid does not contact the reservoir
in the process from the beginning of perforating
to putting well into production, thus reducing
the formation damage that may be caused by
completion fluid. At present, produced water is
also used as a perforating fluid, but necessary
treatment such as filtering should be implemen-
ted before it is used.

TABLE 4-16 Selection Criteria of
Perforating Fluid for Super-
Overbalanced Perforating

Reservoir condition Type of liquid

Sandstone (specific carbonatite) 2% KCl salt water
Sandstone (water retention) 2% KCl salt water

þ alcohol
Carbonatite 15–20% HCl
Sandstone (serious water

sensitivity)
Crude oil

Sandstone þ carbonatite 10% acetic acid
Low-pressure shale gas reservoir 10% acetic acid

or 1.5% HF
Heavy oil reservoir (waxy) or

drilling with oil-based mud
Xylene

Sandstone gas reservoir (< 7 MPa) Diesel oil
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One or more casings are required to be run and
set in the process of oil and gas well construction.
The casing that is finally used for producing oil
and gas is known as production casing. The main
functions of production casing include protecting
the borehole wall and sealing and separating oil
and gas reservoirs in order to achieve safe oil
and gas production and separate-zone testing,
water injection, and stimulation.

Production casing should be safe and effective
throughout the process of oil and gas field devel-
opment. Production casing bears external collapse
pressure, internal pressure, tensile load, and so on
during casing running, cementing, and oil and
gas producing. During well completion by perfo-
rating, production casing is required to bear a
large-energy high-temperature transient impact
load. In the long-term oil- and gas-producing pro-
cess, in addition to the external collapse pressure
of formation, production casing may bear long-
term internal pressure and external load change
of multiple stimulation and workover. In addition,
production casing is required to withstand corro-
sion of various fluidic corrosive media, and corro-
sion has become the main factor in the failure of
production casing. Production casing deformation,
leaping, breakdown, leakage, and so on may cause
oil and gas wells to be unable to produce, cause oil
and gas fields to be unable to develop normally,
and even lead to underground channeling or
underground blowout and serious environmental
and safety problems arising therefrom. Therefore,
the technical personnel of downhole operations
and oil production should master and understand
the knowledge of production casing design and
present rational technical requirements.

5.1 BASIC REQUIREMENTS FOR
PRODUCTION CASING DESIGN
AND INTEGRITY MANAGEMENT
OF PRODUCTION CASING

Basic Requirements of Production
Casing Design

Because the strengths and life of high-temperature
high-pressure wells, deep wells, superdeep wells,
hydrogen sulfide–containing wells, and steam

thermal production wells are highly related to
safety and environment problems, the designer
and production management personnel should
pay great attention to design, safe operation,
and operating life.
Safety Criteria. Production casing string should
be designed in accordance with the criteria of
safety and economy. A balanced relation between
casing strength and the pressure borne by casing
string should be established on the basis of the
downhole working conditions of casing string in
order to ensure safety first. However, the external
load borne by casing string is different under dif-
ferent engineering and geological conditions.
For instance, the external collapse pressure borne
by casing string from a downhole halite bed will
greatly exceed normal formation pressure; the
internal pressure borne by casing string during
fracture acidizing is different from the internal
pressure during normal oil production; and the
external collapse pressure borne by casing string
from an oil reservoir that easily sloughs during
the early production period is different from that
during the middle and late period. Moreover, cas-
ing strength will also be changed. For instance,
in a downhole corrosive environment, the casing
strength is reduced by corrosion, thus causing
casing failure; in a thermal production well, the
high-temperature steam will lead casing to repeat
extending and retracting, thus reducing casing
strength; and in a horizontal or high-angle well,
the casing strength may be reduced due to wear
in the process of long-term downhole operation.
Therefore, the application of safety criteria for
designing production casing string is difficult to
some extent. The typical present solution is
mainly that the pressure borne by the production
casing string is determined in accordance with
the most dangerous downhole working condi-
tions, and then a rational casing string strength
design method is used, thus ensuring the safety
of casing string.

The basic casing string designs include:

1. Tensile strength design. The tensile strength
of casing string is calculated in accordance
with the axial tensile force of casing weight
during casing running.
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2. Collapsing strength design. In general, col-
lapsing strength is calculated in accordance
with the internal full-hollowed condition
and the external casing collapse pressure
determined by using drilling fluid density dur-
ing casing running. There are several different
views including internal partly hollowed and
full-hollowed conditions. An external casing
collapse pressure based on salt water column
pressure in a cementing section and drilling
fluid density in a no-cementing section or
based on drilling fluid density in a whole sec-
tion is adopted in practice.

3. Internal pressure strength design. The inter-
nal pressure strength is only considered when
the well is a gas well, and the internal pres-
sure is calculated in accordance with gas res-
ervoir pressure or the pressure that counts gas
column gravity.

A more accurate design for deep wells and
high-pressure gas wells should consider the three
aforementioned loads combined and the change
of casing strength under combined loads. For
instance, the reduction of collapsing strength of
casing by the action of axial load should be con-
sidered in design.
Requirements of Well Completion. Most oil
and gas wells adopt perforated completion
because perforated wells can mitigate the inter-
layer interference of a stratified reservoir as
much as possible. Perforating may affect the
strength and service life of production casing to
some extent; therefore, quality casing that may
not be broken or deformed after perforating
should be selected.

In a gas well that uses a tubing packer during
completion, the packer may fail or the sealing of
the tubing thread may be damaged in the process
of long-term production; thus, gas may enter
the tubing-casing annulus, and the production
casing will bear high internal pressure and suffer
corrosion. Hence a rigorous internal pressure
strength check of the production casing is
required.

Specific requirements of perforating, sand con-
trol, fracturing, and oil pumping for completion

socket length should be considered. In general,
socket length should be larger than 10–15 m,
and 50–60 m or longer can be selected.

At the same time, some specific conditions
should be considered. For instance, if liner com-
pletion is adopted, the clearance size between
liner and production casing should be considered
in order to ensure cement job quality; if gravel
pack and slotted liner sand control completion
is adopted, a larger casing should be used, and
a production casing larger than 7in is selected
as far as possible. If the well is a natural gas well
or a gas injection well, casing thread and sealing
compound should have high sealing perfor-
mance; if gas is acidic in a gas well, casing mate-
rial should be corrosion resistant; if the well is a
thermal production well by steam, casing thread
and sealing compound should be resistant to
thermal stress; and a casing with a high collaps-
ing strength should be adopted in a rock salt
section.
Requirements of Safe Operation and Working
Life. The safety and working life of casing and
cement sheath are mainly affected by abnormal
high external load and corrosion. Integrity of
design and management is achieved by require-
ments of safe operation and working life on the
basis of advanced design and management
theory.

Production Casing Integrity
Management

Conception of Production Casing Integrity
Management. A host of cases show that
almost all casings that have failed meet the
API/ISO standards in designs and operations.
This indicates that designing casing only in
accordance with API/ISO standards cannot
ensure the integrity of casing in the working
process. In recent years, the idea of well integ-
rity management has been presented, and the
theory and method are still being perfected
continuously. Production casing integrity is a
key component part of well integrity. Produc-
tion casing integrity includes the following
connotations:
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1. Production casing should keep both physical
and functional integrities. Physical integrity
means no leakage, no deformation, no per-
formance degradation of material, and no
wall thickness thinning, while functional
integrity means adaptability to pressure and
operating during production or downhole
operation.

2. Production casing is always in a controlled
state. The collapsing loads that can be borne
and the limiting working environments in dif-
ferent use periods can be predicted.

Production casing integrity management
deals with corrosion, external load estimation,
on-line monitoring and casing logging, opera-
ting limitation and management, and so on.
External load and casing damage or material
performance degradation, and so on, are diffi-
cult to calculate accurately, and there are no
related design standards established. There-
fore, the designing and working conditions
should be determined by the oil and gas well
manager and designer using the risk analysis
method.
Casing Failure Caused by Corrosion. Corrosion
is the most common and serious factor in casing
failure. Internal corrosion is predominant in
some wells, while external corrosion predomi-
nates in others. However, most casing failure
may be caused by external corrosion in the no-
cementing section. Local corrosion may develop
into boring and leaking, thus leading to down-
hole channeling or downhole blowout and
erumpent water block in oil and gas wells.
Weight-loss corrosion may lead to wall thickness
thinning, thus reducing the strength of casing.

Corrosion may cause performance degrada-
tion of steel product or reduction of structural
strength. For instance, the toughness of steel
product may be reduced by hydrogen sulfide–
containing fluid or sulfide or hydrogen atoms
generated by chemical reaction, thus generating
lagging rupture. This is just performance degra-
dation of material.

The material to be used should be rationally
selected, and inappropriate material with low

cost should be avoided in the design stage. Other-
wise, the later workover cost may be much higher
than the first cost in the design stage. If the pro-
duction casing cannot be fully sealed by cement,
the corrosive components in the reservoir fluid
should be examined, and corresponding mea-
sures (for example, using casing with external
anticorrosive insulation and locally plugging the
reservoir that contains corrosive fluid) are
designed. The leakage that is caused by corrosion
often occurs at an API/ISO standard thread,
reducing nipple, stage collar, tie back tool, and
casing wall above the drop-out point of conden-
sate water.

Corrosion monitoring or corrosion logging is
required by important oil and gas wells in the
production stage in order to confine production
operation parameters. Corrosion monitoring or
corrosion logging can provide grounds for risk
assessment.
Initial Failure of Casing in a Perforated
Interval. Most oil and gas wells adopt perfo-
rated completion, and the initial failure of casing
in a perforated interval is often generated. The
internal cause of initial failure is the reduction
of casing strength due to perforating, while the
external cause is the complicated downhole
loads and corrosion.

When perforations are bored by boring
machine with reference to the perforation diam-
eter and distribution of downhole casing perfo-
ration, the collapsing strength of the casing is
only reduced by about 5%. However, downhole
perforating is achieved by deflagrating and bor-
ing of perforating charge, the toughness of the
material around perforations is reduced by the
transient impact, and axial cracking of the cas-
ing on the upper and lower edges of perforation
is almost unavoidable. During perforating,
the dynamic fracture toughness of material con-
trols the cracking tendency. After perforating,
the lateral impact toughness of casing controls
the extension of longitudinal crack under the
action of external collapse pressure or internal
pressure. In order to reduce perforating crack-
ing, the lateral impact toughness of the casing
should be used as a casing performance index.
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In accordance with fracture mechanics theory,
a casing that has lateral impact toughness as
high as possible and impact toughness and
yield strength matchable to the casing wall
thickness should be selected. This matching
means selecting a high-yield strength steel
grade and corresponding higher lateral impact
toughness. A thick-wall casing is selected under
allowable conditions of well completion and
downhole operations in order to obviously
increase the structural fracture toughness of
the casing. The lateral impact toughness of
the casing and collar has been a standard in
ISO 11960 and API 5CT, which also specify
the requirements of lateral impact toughness
of different steel grade and wall thickness.
The longitudinal and lateral impact toughness
of casing in ISO 11960 and API 5CT are the
lowest standards. Practically, the lateral impact
toughness of casing in many casing manufac-
turers has been higher than the ISO/API stan-
dards. Due to manufacturing engineering, the
lateral impact toughness of casing is only half
of the longitudinal impact toughness. In order
to prevent casing from cracking due to perfo-
rating, the lateral impact toughness of the
casing in the reservoir interval should first be
increased, and then the perforating parameter
design is optimized, and the toughness of
cement stone is increased.
Casing Collapse Mechanism and Potential
Risk. Casing collapse is a generalized denota-
tion and includes the following three failure
modes:

1. Symmetric deformation. This is a collapse
caused by unequal collapse pressures in both
directions of major and minor axes or by a
high ovality of the casing.

2. Local sag on the circumference. Local corro-
sion of the outside wall or local wear of the
inside wall leads to reduction of wall thick-
ness, and fluid pressure acts on the thinned
surface, thus forming sag.

3. Lateral displacement of casing. Formation
rock mass sliding causes lateral displacement
of casing.

The casing collapse mechanism and potential
risk are as follows.

1. Casing collapse by rock creep
Rock salt bed, cream salt bed, ooze rock,

and so on have creep property, which means
that these beds will sustainedly generate
strain after the borehole is formed. The con-
tinuous reducing of these beds may cause cas-
ing collapse. The creep of some rock masses
can sustain for several months to several
years, and the corresponding casing may
collapse after several months to several years.
In some oil fields, casing collapse is mainly
generated in the cementing section. The no-
cementing section has not generated casing
collapse but has generated boring by external
corrosion. In some oil fields, the casing
collapsing strength design of the rock salt
interval is in accordance with overburden
pressure; however, casing collapse is still
generated often.

2. Casing collapse by reservoir sloughing and
formation sliding

A pressure shortfall of an unconsolidated
sandstone reservoir may be generated in the
producing period. With the compacting
action of the pore structure, the local slough-
ing of the reservoir interval may be gener-
ated, thus generating casing collapse. Sliding
at the interface between caprock and reser-
voir may be generated by various factors
during oil and gas production. Caprock slid-
ing may be caused by the effective stress
change of reservoir rock during waterflood,
reduction of temperature, and water channel-
ing into the interface between caprock and
reservoir. In addition, sliding at the interface
between caprock and reservoir may also be
generated by thermal volumetric expansion
in a large range of the reservoir during ther-
mal production of heavy oil. The shearing
force of the aforementioned formation sliding
is sometimes so great that even with a good
cement job it is difficult to prevent sliding
and casing collapse or shear deformation.
The greater the rock strength difference
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between caprock and reservoir rock, the
greater the sliding tendency.

Local sliding of formation rock along the
formation face or fault surface may generate
shearing force acting on the casing, thus caus-
ing casing collapse or generating lateral
displacement of casing.

3. Casing collapse by unconsolidated sandstone
reservoir sand production

An unconsolidated sandstone reservoir
may generate sand production during oil
production, and with the increase of water
saturation, sand production may be aggra-
vated. Cavitation may be generated in the
reservoir by continuous sand production and
destroy the normal stress distribution around
the borehole, thus causing local formation
sloughing and sinking. A nonuniform exter-
nal collapse pressure of the casing may be
generated by sand production. Under the
combined action of overburden pressure,
casing collapse and leap may be generated.
The sand production severity can be pre-
dicted by using lithomechanical logging data
and related software, thus providing grounds
for the casing design of reservoir interval and
sand control.

4. Casing collapse by high-pressure water injection
Waterflooding is one of the oil field devel-

opment measures commonly used. When
water pressure reaches or exceeds overburden
pressure, a large amount of high-pressure
water may invade the mud shale interbed,
crushed zone of formation interface, and
fault surface, thus causing changes in rock
properties and geomechanical factors and
generating a supernormal external pressure
on the production casing. The manifestations
are as follows.
a. A water suction swell of mudstone may

generate creep or sliding, thus squeezing
the casing. At this time, the casing bears
all rock pressure. The dispersed smectite
has the highest water content. Mudstone
with dispersed smectite content of 50%
may have a water content higher than
10%. A bentonite bed contains 95%

smectite, of which the water content
can be higher than 50%. Therefore, the
higher the smectite content of the mudstone
interval, the greater the possibility of
squeezing the casing. Obviously, after the
high-pressure injected water invades the
mudstone, the water content that causes
water suction swell of the mudstone may
greatly exceed the water content of the
mudstone itself. As a result, the various
lateral pressures generated by the injected
water that invades the mudstone may
cause squeezing of the casing to a great
extent.

b. High-pressure injected water enters the
primary microfracture of the mudstone
bed or generates vertical fracture, which
penetrates the interbed, thus generating a
squeeze pressure on the casing due to the
effect of a water wedge. Thus mudstone
may generate creeping and sliding and col-
lapse the casing. This sliding may be more
serious in an area with a larger dip angle
and an area in which fractures developed,
and may also be generated at the top of
the structure.

c. Injected water invades the crushed zone of
mudstone or fault interface so that inter-
formational friction resistance is reduced,
and rock bed sliding and casing collapse
may be caused. When high-pressure water
invades the fault surface, a lubricating
tendency may be generated at the fault
surface, and fault activity may even be
activated. The imbalance of formation
pressure on both sides of the fault can even
reactivate the fault. In an oil field with
high-pressure waterflooding, microseism
can be measured by using a high-precision
seismic monitoring instrument.

Casing Collapse Severity Assessment. Under
conditions of ample data, the rock-mechanical
and geomechanical analyses and studies of
caprock, salt rock, cream salt bed, ooze rock,
crushed zone, and so on are required in order
to quantitatively assess the casing collapse
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severity. However, a reliable quantitative calcu-
lation is difficult, or decision and design are
required to be completed before calculating.
Thus a qualitative analysis is valuable. The lat-
eral collapse pressures of rock salt bed, cream
salt bed, ooze rock, and unconsolidated reser-
voir are controlled by an in situ stress state, rock
properties, and structural relation.

1. Three-directional in situ stress state assess-
ment based on structural configuration

Suppose that the three principal stresses
have s1>s2>s3. Their vertical and horizontal
distributions may affect the stress state of
the borehole wall. In a normal fault area, s1

is in the vertical direction, the difference
between both horizontal stresses is small, and
the lateral collapse is not serious. In a thrust
nappe, the intermediate principal stress s2 is
in the vertical direction, while the maximum
principal stress and the minimum principal
stress are in the horizontal direction. For a
straight well, this is a three-directional in situ
stress relation, which has the most serious lat-
eral collapse. On both flanks of the anticline,
under the conditions of high dip angle, cross-
stratification of soft and hard strata, and
well-developed bedding, the difference between
both horizontal stresses is great, an additional
stress may be generated by anisotropy of
formation rock, and the lateral collapse is
serious. For a straight well, the greater the dif-
ference between both horizontal stresses, the
higher the reducing rate.

For a long time past, the overburden pres-
sure of the salt bed has been regarded as the
lateral collapse pressure on the casing in
casing design, but casing collapse has been
generated where rock salt bed, cream salt
bed, or ooze rock exists.

2. Two types of rheological rock
a. Rheological fluid. Deep-buried or high-

temperature rock salt bed, cream salt, or
ooze rock may continuously creep until
the borehole closes. In some areas, casing
deformation or collapse may be generated
several years later.

b. Rheological solids. Most rock salt beds,
cream salt beds, and ooze rocks are com-
posed of rheological solids. The creep rate
reduces with time. After a certain time,
the creep may basically stop. In some
wells, local reaming and no-cementing
measures have been adopted in order to
reserve enough space for deforming. After
deforming stops, casing collapse will not
happen.

c. Qualitative assessment of factors affecting
rock creep

In a well that penetrates high-dipping
rheological formations (such as rock salt
bed, cream salt bed, and ooze rock),
the creep rate of rheological rock along
formation dip direction is shown in
Equation (5-1).

(5-1)

S ¼ ch2

12ZðTÞ rg tana

where: S ¼ areal creep rate, which corre-
sponds to borehole area reducing rate;
r ¼ mean overburden density; g ¼ gravita-
tional acceleration; a ¼ formation dip
angle; c ¼ coefficient.

Equation (5-1) has the following clear physi-
cal and engineering meanings:

1. The thicknesses of rock salt bed, cream salt
bed, and ooze rock have a very obvious
effect. Creeping formation thickness is a main
factor of reducing. Thin salt bed or thin ooze
rock formation has a low effect.

2. Formation dip angle a has an obvious effect.
The tana value is obviously increased with
the increase of dip angle a. This means that
a rock salt bed, cream salt bed, and ooze rock
formation with a high dip angle has a high
reducing rate.

3. Temperature affects the coefficient of viscosity
of creeping formation, which reflects the
degree of ease of creeping of the rock mass
and is a function of temperature T. The higher
the temperature, the smaller the coefficient
and the higher the reducing rate.
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4. Casing collapsing strength design. Rock salt
bed, cream salt bed, ooze rock formation,
high-pressure waterflooding formation, un-
consolidated sandstone reservoir, reservoir
sloughing and formation sliding, and so on
may collapse the casing. Obviously, the con-
ventional design method cannot solve this cas-
ing collapse problem due to the uncertainty of
external load character and size. For an inter-
bedded formation of thick salt bed and cream
salt bed or rock salt bed or cream salt bed of
great difference in elastic modulus with thin
mudstone and sandstone, or a rhythmic series
of strata of salt lake sedimentation, under the
conditions of high formation dip angle or
vicinity to fault, the nonuniform creep of rock
salt bed and cream salt bed in the lateral plane
is the main factor incasing deformation, and a
relative interlayer sliding may also be gener-
ated. The casing bears a nonuniform squeeze
load in these intervals. These are the reasons
why casing easily sticks and collapses in most
intervals of rock salt, cream salt, and ooze
rock of high dipping structure or contorted
structure.

The API/ISO thick-wall or nonstandard extra-
strong casing is often required to be used in
order to solve the aforementioned problems.
The thick-wall casing series has been added to
the API/ISO standards. For instance, the wall
thickness of 10 3/4-in. casing can be increased
from 7.09 mm to 20.24 mm, while the wall
thickness of 7 5/8-in. casing can be increased
from 7.62 mm to 19.05 mm. In a well in which
a 7 5/8-in. casing can be set, a 7 3/4-in. casing
can also be set. Therefore, 7 3/4-in. casing is
added to the API/ISO standards, and each steel
grade has only a wall thickness of 15.11 mm.
With a constant outside diameter, an increase of
wall thickness will decrease the inside diameter,
thus affecting subsequent drilling, completion,
or downhole operations. In order to solve this
problem, the outside diameter can be increased
while keeping the inside diameter constant. This
will deal with hole structure, safe casing running,
close-clearance cement job quality, casing thread,

and so on. The prevention of casing collapse is a
composite systems engineering task and should
be considered in technical, economic, and risk
grade aspects.

The casing collapsing strength formula of API
5C3 cannot be used for calculating the collaps-
ing strength of extra-strong casing, whereas the
ISO 10400 standards can be used for calculating
the collapsing strength of extra-strong casing.

For a formation at which the casing may be
seriously collapsed, the hole structure of concen-
tric casing and concentric cement sheath can be
adopted, that is, this formation is sealed by inter-
mediate casing, and liner hanger is set above this
formation.
Casing Failure of Free Section. The no-
cementing section in the annulus is known as
the free section. Particular attention should be
paid to the casing design and management of
this section. The statistical data indicate that
the casing failure of the free section is generated
more frequently and seriously than that of the
cementing section. The following problems
should be considered in free section design and
management:

1. Free section casing inflexion possibility and
effect

Casing inflexion of the free section may
be generated when the stability of the free
section casing is lost under the action of
axial force. For a specific diameter casing,
whether the inflexion may be generated
depends on increase of temperature, density
of drilling fluid retained outside the casing,
density of fluid inside the casing, setting
force when slip is set in the casinghead, and
so on. An appropriate pulling force is needed
when slip is set in the casinghead in order to
avoid the casing inflexion of the free section
during subsequent oil and gas production or
downhole operations. Under most condi-
tions the inflexion is restrained by the bore-
hole, and a serious effect may not be
generated. However, casing failure may be
caused by inflexion when there is a borehole
enlargement section. This casing failure may
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include thread leak and casing wear during
downhole operations, and so on. If inflexion
is generated in the former casing, corrosion
may be aggravated at the contact point
between the two casings.

2. Casing collapse by high pressure of a closed
annulus

During two-stage cementing, a closed
annulus may occur at the bottom and top of
the no-cementing section. If the casing out-
side of the free section is in the former cas-
ing, or some section is at a tight openhole
formation interval and another section is in
the former casing, a closed annulus can be
formed. The temperature and pressure of
media retained in the closed annulus may
be increased by the returned drilling fluid
used for drilling deep formation or the fluid
produced through tubing. The high pressure
of the annulus may collapse the casing. If cor-
rosion is generated in the free casing section,
local pressurized sagging deformation may
be generated.

In deep-well and high-temperature high-
pressure well designs, the aforementioned
downhole closed annulus should be avoided.
If some closed annulus is in the openhole
section, the high pressure of the closed annu-
lus can be expected to be released and to
enter formation.

3. External corrosion of free section casing
The external corrosion of free section

casing includes corrosion caused by the
drilling fluid retained in the annulus. In
addition, the performance of drilling fluid
may fail under the long-term action of
high temperature, and drilling fluid density
may be reduced by forming a water zone
due to the separation or precipitation of
weighting material and solids, thus leading
to the reduction of pressure on formation
and the invasion of corrosive fluid in for-
mation. If a micro-annulus is formed due
to imperfect cement job quality or down-
hole operations, the corrosive fluid in the
formation sealed by cement may invade

the free section, thus causing serious casing
corrosion.

4. Wear and fatigue failure of free section
casing

The casing strength of API/ISO standards
is calculated on the basis of new casing;
however, the strength or fatigue strength
may be reduced by free section casing wear
and impact, which may generate micro-
crack. If there is no liner tieback, and the
intermediate casing is also used as a produc-
tion casing, the casing wear and fatigue
should be earnestly considered. In addition,
casing wear and fatigue during drilling
cement plug, workover, or downhole opera-
tions must also be considered. When the drill
string rotates (especially under high speed)
in the casing, the microcrack of free section
casing may be generated by impact. If the
make-up torque of API/ISO round thread is
going too great, fatigue crack may be gener-
ated at the complete end thread of the pin
thread, and the collar can easily crack longi-
tudinally. The fatigue resistance of a trape-
zoidal thread is higher than that of a round
thread.

Long-Term Service Life of a Cement Sheath. At
present, the long-term service life of a cement
sheath lacks specific standards and reliable
monitoring methods in use for cementing design.
In high-temperature high-pressure deep wells
and H2S- and CO2-containing wells, the per-
formance and long-term service life of the
cement sheath are still faced with a rigorous
challenge. The cement job quality detection
requirements, which are only met after
cementing, cannot ensure the long-term service
life of a cement sheath. Cement sheath failure
may aggravate casing corrosion and lead to
possible blowout. In the integrity management
and design of production casing, special
attention to the following problems should be
paid:

1. Deep-well close-clearance annulus cement
job quality. The problems of deep-well
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close-clearance annulus cement job quality
include cementing circulation loss, which
may generate outside-casing local section
with no cement; low displacement efficiency,
which causes mud channeling; and thin
cement sheath, which is easily contaminated
by drilling fluid and leads to reduction of
strength. Thus the requirement of quality is
difficult to meet.

2. High-temperature high-pressure deep well
cementing. Overestimation of circulation tem-
perature in consideration of safe cementing
may lead to using cement that has an exces-
sively long pumpable time. An overlong cement
setting time may cause gas and water to invade
the annulus and disrupt cement setting. A
high temperature may cause strength retro-
gression of cement stone or lose the tightness
of cement stone.

3. Hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide may
aggravate the corrosion of the cement
sheath under high temperature and pres-
sure. Coexistence or combinations of meth-
ane, hydrogen sulfide, carbon dioxide, and
formation water may corrode the cement
sheath; however, there are no detailed
studies and standards about the effects of
the coexistence of methane, hydrogen
sulfide, carbon dioxide, and formation
water on the long-term service life of
cement stone. Under high temperature
and pressure, hydrogen sulfide and carbon
dioxide may first corrode the cement sheath
and then proceed to corrode the casing.
The corresponding H2S- and CO2-resisting
cement systems and additives need to be
researched and developed. Special attention
should be paid to the erosion of cement by
supercritical carbon dioxide under high
temperature and pressure. The corrosion
of cement by carbon dioxide and the gener-
ation of micro-annulus have been found by
casing logging. Laboratory evaluation indi-
cates that for common oil well cement, the
set cement may be seriously carbonized
and cracked in the environment of 28 MPa

and 90�C supercritical carbon dioxide
within one month.

4. The change of pressure or the downhole
operations may damage the cement sheath.
Cement job quality detection after cementing
in many wells shows a good cement job qual-
ity; however, further logging after a certain
period off production or after downhole
operations indicates that micro-annulus has
been generated. The colliding and expanding
of the casing by downhole operations may
damage the cement sheath. The pressure test
of the casing has been presented. Hydraulic
fracturing with no tubing packer may cause
permanent damage to the cement sheath.
The improvement in cement properties and
the formulation of rational production and
downhole operation systems are required in
order to ensure the long-term working prop-
erties of cement.

5.2 HOLE STRUCTURE AND TYPES
OF CASING

Hole Structure

In recent years, advances in drilling technology
and casing manufacture technology have
provided the grounds for the selection of pro-
duction casing and tubing. Full understanding
and application of these technologies are of great
importance to the optimization of production
casing during well completion. There is a large
amount of casing and connection structure of
nonstandard size for meeting the requirements
of well completion and hole structure. During
designing, the ISO 11960 (similar to API SCT)
standard casing diameter is first selected, and
nonstandard casing size series can be selected if
necessary.
Hole Structure of Standard Casing Size
Series. Figure 5-1 is a casing and bit size select-
ing and matching path diagram of conventional
hole structure. The conventional hole structure
is shown by solid lines and is generally as
follows.
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Casing: 20 in.þ 13 3/8 in.þ 9 5/8 in.þ 7 in.þ
5 in. (4 1/2 in.)

Bit: 26 in.þ 17 1/2 in.þ 12 1/4 in.þ 8 1/2 in.þ
5 7/8 in.

This hole structure is generally feasible, and
has high matching and standardizing degrees of
various tools and accessories.

Long-term production practice has shown
problems with this hole structure, such as casing
or liner that is too small, which may generate
problems of cement job quality, testing, produc-
tion, downhole operations, safety of string, and
so on. Casing sticking may be generated by using
a 7-in. or 5-in. casing due to the small clearance

with the borehole, and the cement job quality is
difficult to ensure. Enlarging the hole structure
by one grade on the basis of present drilling
technology may refer to the problems of large
borehole size, low drilling rate, high cost, and
so on.

A hole structure that has been proven in
practice to be comprehensively predominant is
13 3/8 in. þ 10 3/4 in. þ 7 5/8 in. (or 7 3/4 in.)
þ 5 in. (or 5 1/2 in., extremeline type). The
features of this hole structure are as follows.

1. A 10 3/4-in. casing is set at the former
pack-off location of 9 5/8-in. casing. In order

FIGURE 5-1 Conventional casing program.
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to run the 10 3/4-in. casing smoothly,
the previous 12 1/4-in. bit is changed to 12
3/4-in. bit, or the 12 1/4-in. borehole
becomes vertical to the full extent with no
serious dogleg. The 10 3/4-in. casing with a
small diameter collar (or of extremeline type)
is used in order to increase the outside casing
clearance.

2. Under normal conditions, a 7-in. casing is set
in a 9 1/2-in. borehole during well comple-
tion. A 7-in. casing has a large outside casing
clearance, thus enhancing cement job quality.

3. Under abnormal conditions. a 7 5/8-in. cas-
ing is set in a 9 1/2-in. borehole, and then
the well is drilled by using a 6 1/2-in. bit. If
necessary, a 5 1/2-in. liner with no collar is
set, and even the well is continuously drilled
by using a 4 5/8-in. bit, and then open hole
completion is adopted.

Hole Structure of Nonstandard Casing Size
Series. The hole structure of nonstandard cas-
ing size series is mainly used under the following
conditions:

Deep wells, superdeep wells, high-pressure
gas wells, and corrosive gas wells are required
to be multicased wells, and the standard casing
size series cannot basically meet their require-
ments. Figure 5-2 shows the hole structure of a
sour gas well. It is a stepped structure with
a larger upper part and a smaller lower part.
A larger casing size is adopted in the upper well
section so that a larger casing or liner can be set
at the final completion stage. In a high-pressure
gas well or acid gas well, a downhole safety
valve is generally required to be set at 50 to
100 m below the wellhead. This requires a cas-
ing ID large enough to hold the safety valve
and control line.

FIGURE 5-2 Hole structure and tubing string structure of gas well in hostile environment.
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The nonstandard casing size series is adopted
in order to obtain the largest possible production
casing diameter. A superstrong casing is some-
times required in order to resist the collapse
pressure of rock salt bed or cream salt bed or
reduce the stress level of a hydrogen sulfide
environment. Therefore, the following measures
should be taken:

1. Using special size casing or extremeline
casing

2. Using the technique of reaming while drilling
3. Improving the drilling technology and bore-

hole quality, thus favoring running in the
casing of small annulus

In a sour gas well, a casing with a yield
strength lower than 95ksi and a wall thickness
up to 16–25 mm (increasing wall thickness by
enlarging OD instead of reducing ID) is required
to the full extent. Using a casing program similar
to that in Figure 5-2 favors the solving of the
annulus clearance problem.
Expandable Casing Technique and Hole
Structure. The expandable casing of the API
standard casing size series is run in the intermedi-
ate casing and is expanded to the inner wall of
the intermediate casing by using special tools and
technology. The openhole part can be cemented,
while the overlapping part of the casing has hang-
ing and packing elements. The difference between
the two inside diameters of the two casings is only
the wall thickness after expansion. This technique
is of great importance to deep drilling, drilling
under complicated conditions, and hole structure
under these conditions. It can increase the casing
diameter and the technical and economic benefit
during well completion.

Casing Size and Steel Grade Series

Standard Casing Size Series. The casing size
series standards have been presented by ISO
11960 and API Spec 5CT and accepted by the
international petroleum industry trade. Gener-
ally, the casing series are produced in accordance
with the API standards. The non-API casing
goods are specially ordered.

The casing size series stipulated in the stan-
dards include mainly the following:

1. Casing OD
There are 14 ODS from 114.3 mm

(4 1/2 in.) to 508 mm (20 in.). For production
casing, the five ODS commonly used include
127.0 mm (5 in.), 139.7 mm (5 1/2 in.),
177.8 mm (7 in.), 193.7 mm (7 5/8 in.), and
244.5 mm (9 5/8 in.). The casing OD of
168.3 mm (6 5/8 in.) is rarely used.

2. Wall thickness
For the same casing OD, several wall

thickness sizes are stipulated by the API stan-
dards, thus forming different strength grades
for selection. Several wall thickness sizes of
heavy wall casing are added to the new wall
thickness series in order to meet the require-
ments of high collapsing strength, high tensile
strength, and sufficient corrosion allowance.
For example, the casing with 139.7 mm (5
1/2 in.) OD includes 12 wall thickness sizes
from 6.20 mm to 22.22 mm in the standards.

3. Weight per unit length
The weight per unit length commonly used

is a reduced weight that includes collar and
thread and is used for calculating the total
weight and tensile strength of the casing.
Under the conditions of upset end or extreme-
line casing, the corresponding weight per unit
length should be checked.

4. Casing ID
The ID can be used for calculating internal

volume and strength. It is not a deterministic
value and changes with OD and allowance.

5. Drift diameter
The diameter of casing through which

the standard drift diameter gauge can freely
pass is known as drift diameter. The maxi-
mum diameter of any casing to be run in the
well should be smaller than the drift diame-
ter. This is the final detecting step that should
be taken before running the casing in order to
determine whether the casing is deformed due
to collision or squeeze during transportation.
It should be noticed that the drift diameter is
not the criterion for checking the ellipticity of
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casing, and there are special standards and
methods of checking the outside diameter
and wall thickness of casing. The diameters
and lengths of drift diameter gauge under dif-
ferent casing ODs are shown in ISO 10960
and API Spec 5CT.

6. Collar diameter
The standards of common and small diam-

eter collars in smaller casings than 10 3/4 in.
are presented by ISO 10960 and API Spec
5CT. A small diameter collar is used when
the annulus clearance is smaller. The diameter
of a small collar is 9.52 mm to 12.7 mm larger
than the diameter of the casing body. Only the
buttress thread casing has a small diameter
collar. In order to increase the tensile strength
and internal pressure strength of small diame-
ter collar, the collar can be made of a steel
product of a higher steel grade. The tensile
strength of a small diameter collar may be
lower than that of the casing body and may
also be lower than that of the casing thread
of a standard collar. The tensile strength of a
round thread casing is higher than that of a
small diameter collar casing under the condi-
tion of heavy wall casing of the same steel
grade and same size. However, under the con-
dition of thin wall casing, the tensile strength
of a small diameter collar is still higher than
that of standard round thread casing.

Casing Steel Grade Standard and Code. The
strict quality requirement for steel is due to the
harsh working conditions of casing. The steel
product should be produced and checked in
accordance with special standards or specifica-
tions. ISO 11960 and API Spec 5CT have speci-
fied the steel product standards of casing. The
strength of casing has been calculated by API
5C3 and ISO 10400 in accordance with the
material and the specific technical terms stipu-
lated by ISO 11960. The international standard
steel grade consists of letter and code. The letter
is optional and has no special meaning, while the
code shows the minimum tensile yield strength
of casing material, which is equal to the
code multiplied by 1000 psi (6894.757 kPa).

For instance, the steel grade of N80 has the
minimum tensile yield strength of 80,000 psi
(551.6 MPa).

The ISO 11960 standards specify in detail the
chemical elementary composition, heat treat-
ment status, performance requirement, check-
ing standard, and so on, and the technological
requirements of manufacture and quality stan-
dard allow for unforeseen circumstances. The
specific technical terms can be consulted by
buyer and manufacturer. For deep wells and
gas wells, and so on, the more rigorous techni-
cal terms should be implemented. The strength
of the casing is calculated by ISO 10400 in
accordance with the material and the specific
technical terms of ISO 11960. For instance,
different heat treatment statuses may have dif-
ferent internal pressure strengths and collaps-
ing strengths. The internal pressure strengths
of casing are respectively calculated under the
different defects of wall thickness on the basis
of the theory of fracture mechanics. The inter-
nal pressure strength of casing under the wall
thickness defect of 5% to 12% is lower than
that under the wall thickness defect lower
than 5%.
Types of Casing Steel Grade. The ISO 11960
and API Spec 5CT standards classify the casing
steel grades from the angle of manufacture,
while this book will briefly explain the classifica-
tion from the angle of casing selection and
design. Casings are classified as common casing,
high-strength casing, and corrosion-resistant
casing.

1. Steel grades of common casing
Common casing is most commonly used,

is technically mature, and is well known
by designers and users. The steel grades
of common casing include H40, J55, K55,
N80-1, N80Q, and P110. The maximum
content of sulfur and phosphorus, which
are harmful elements, is limited. The ele-
mentary composition of other alloying
elements is determined by the manufacturer.
Common casing may be seamless casing or
straight weld casing.
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J55 and K55 have the same minimum
yield strength value of 375 MPa. However,
the ultimate tensile strengths of J55 and
K55 are 517 MPa and 655 MPa, respec-
tively. This will give J55 better mechanical
and thermal fatigue resistance and crack
resistance than K55. For a thermal produc-
tion well, the heavy wall K55 casing is
appropriate instead of J55 casing. The for-
mer has a better thermal fatigue resistance
property than the latter.

2. N80 is the steel grade most commonly used
and most commonly fails. N80-1 and N80Q
can be composed of the same alloying ele-
ments. During heat treatment, N80-1 steel is
treated by normalizing and tempering, while
N80Q steel is treated by quenching and tem-
pering. Therefore, the collapsing strength and
internal pressure strength of N80Q are higher
than that of N80-1. N80-1 or N80Q should
be clearly shown by the designer when N80
casing is selected.

3. Steel grades of high-strength casing
Q125 is the only high-strength steel grade

in the standards, and others have not been
listed. However, 140 ksi and 150 ksi of high
steel grade have been used. In a deep well
with a depth of 5000–9000 m or the rock salt
interval of a deep well, a high steel grade cas-
ing is often required. The use performance of
high-strength steel is sensitive to the matching
of strength with toughness and residual stres-
ses, cracks, and volumetric defects, and so on
during manufacture. Be prudent during
designing, detection, and use.

The harmful elements (sulfur and phos-
phorus) in the Q125 steel are restricted more
strictly in the standards. Some alloying ele-
ments should be limited. For instance, the
maximum allowable contents of sulfur and
phosphorus in the Q125 steel are 0.010%
and 0.020%, respectively. However, the max-
imum allowable contents of sulfur and phos-
phorus in common casing steel can be
0.030%. In fact, it is not difficult to control
the content of sulfur and phosphorus by using

advanced metallurgical technology, and steel
product quality control has been transferred
to the rolling process and heat treatment
technology. The Q125 steel is sensitive to
crack or volumetric defect. The standards
stipulate that the defect depth on the internal
or external surfaces should not be larger than
5% of wall thickness. However, for common
casing steel grade, the defect depth should be
smaller than 12.5% of the casing wall thick-
ness, and the casing can still be accepted after
proper grinding and repairing. It should be
especially noticed to prevent impact, under-
cut, and any possible corrosion pit during
transportation, storage, and downhole opera-
tion of high-strength casing.

4. Steel grades of corrosion-resistant casing
The steel grades of corrosion-resistant cas-

ing include M65, L80 (L80-1, L80-9Cr, L80-
13Cr), C90, C95, and T95. In these steel
grades (except M65), the harmful elements
(sulfur and phosphorus) have been limited
more strictly, and some other elements are
also limited.

M65 is a new steel grade and has not been
widely used. It is a steel grade transitional from
J55 to L80. M65 has a limitation of harmful
elements (sulfur and phosphorus), which is
the same as common casing steel grade. Other
alloying elements are not limited. The HCR
hardness should not be higher than 22.

In the ISO 11960 standards, L80 includes
L80-1, L80-9Cr, and L80-13Cr (or API
13Cr). L80-1 is used in the H2S environment,
while L80-9Cr and L80-13Cr are used in the
CO2 environment. In the corrosive environ-
ment in which carbon dioxide predominates,
Super 13Cr has a higher corrosion resistance
than L80-13Cr. This difference should be
noticed during designing.

L80-1, C90 (C90-1 and C90-2), C95, and
T95 (T95-1 and T95-2) are used in the H2S
environment. It should be noticed that only
L80-1, L90-1, and T95-1 can be used in the
H2S environment at a temperature lower than
65�C, whereas C95, C90-2, and T95-2 can
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only be used in the H2S environment at a
temperature higher than 65�C. The content
control of harmful elements, the contents
and matching of alloying elements, and the
hardness and deviation range of hardness of
the aforementioned typ. 1 are more stringent
than those of typ. 2. These differences should
be noticed during designing and ordering.

High Collapsing Strength Casing. The high
collapsing strength casing means casing of which
the steel grade and wall thickness accord with
the ISO 11960 standards and of which the col-
lapsing strength is higher than the collapsing
strength rating of API 5C3. The collapsing
strength of high collapsing-strength casing is
about 30% higher than that of common casing.
This is of great value to deep wells because of
the higher collapsing strength under the condi-
tion of no increase of wall thickness or casing
weight. A high collapse resistance is achieved
by reducing ellipticity and wall thickness
unevenness and by reducing the generation of
residual stress.

At present, high-collapsing-strength casing
is of nonstandard casing, and its collapsing
strength is provided by the manufacturer.
A downhole rock salt bed and a bed that can
easily slide may generate nonuniform squeeze
pressure or local stress concentration; thus,
high-collapsing-strength casing may be ineffi-
cient, and heavy wall casing is appropriate
under this condition.

Straight Weld Casing. Straight weld casing
manufactured by using the rolled-plate high-
frequency electric resistance welding (ERW)
technique is an important technical advance in
the steel pipe trade and petroleum pipe engineer-
ing. At present, for large-diameter casings (16
in., 18 5/8 in., 20 in., or larger), only the straight
weld is gradually adopted. For casings of 5 in. to
13 3/8 in., only the thin wall casing can be man-
ufactured by using straight weld. Because weld is
a weak link, in the steel grades that are appropri-
ate to the H2S environment, C90 and T95 can
only select seamless steel pipe, while C95 can

select straight weld casing (the pipe body is a
straight weld pipe, but the collar should be a
seamless pipe). In comparison with the common
seamless casing, the straight weld casing has the
following merits:

1. High accuracy of sizes (including outside
diameter, wall thickness, and roundness).
Generally, the ellipticity does not exceed
0.5%, and the deviation of wall thickness does
not exceed �7.5% of nominal wall thickness.

2. Good toughness. There is a small difference
of material property between longitudinal
direction and lateral direction.

3. Higher collapsing strength and internal pres-
sure strength. The collapsing strength is
30% to 40% higher than the same type API
seamless casing.

4. Low cost and good benefit. In comparison
with the same type of seamless casing, the
cost of straight weld casing is 5% to 10%
lower. Under the condition of the same safety
factors, a casing with a smaller wall thickness
can be used.

Casing Thread and Connection
Structure

API/ISO Threads
1. Types of thread

The types of API/ISO threaded casing
include short round threaded and coupled
(STC) casing, long round threaded and cou-
pled (LTC) casing, buttress threaded and cou-
pled (BTC) casing, and extremeline (XL)
casing. Figure 5-3 shows the API/ISO types
of thread.

2. API/ISO round thread seal and strength
The API/ISO round thread has a lower

manufacture cost and a certain sealing prop-
erty. The sealing of round thread is achieved
by the surplus grip of the thread on the side
face. The top clearance of the tooth is
0.152 mm. The filling of sealing compound
in the clearance provides a supplementary
sealing action.
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In accordance with the effects of steel grade,
wall thickness, and outside diameter on the
tensile strength of thread and the matching
relation, the API/ISO round thread can be
short threaded and coupled (STC) or long
threaded and coupled (LTC). The STC and
LTC can adoptH40, J55, K55, and K65. Under
the condition of thin body wall, it can be STC.
The various grade casings of 10 3/4 in. to 18
5/8 in. can only be STC, while the 6 5/8- to 9
5/8-in. casings of steel grades above 80 ksi are
mostly LTC (only the casing with thin body
wall is STC). The API SC3 or ISO 10400
standard can be consulted to determine which
type casing can be STC or LTC.

Round thread casing has been widely used.
The following limitations should be noticed
when an API/ISO round thread is designed
and selected:
a. Not enough gas tightness inappropriate to

high-pressure oil and gas wells;
b. Low strength of connection, which is only

60% to 80% of the yield strength of the
casing body. The statistical data indicate
that in the API round thread casing failure
cases, the cases of thread connection fail-
ure account for more than 75%. The main
failure forms include:
(1) Thread slipping: External thread re-

duces and threads off under the action
of axial forces.

(2) Thread galling: Tooth metal seizure
makes the thread lose sealing property.

(3) Thread breaking: Low fatigue strength
of round thread. Changes of tempera-
ture, pressure, and downhole opera-
tions, and so on, may generate alternate
load and lead to external round thread
root breaking of long no-cementing
openhole section casing.

(4) Thread expanding: Expanding or lon-
gitudinal cracking of collar.

(5) Boring by corrosion: There are various
corrosion factors at connection. Bor-
ing by corrosion may be from internal
wall to external wall or from external
wall to internal wall.

3. API/ISO round thread and buttress thread
with seal ring

In consideration of the inadequate sealing
property of API/ISO round thread and buttress
thread, the API/ISO standards have specified
to make a ring groove at the internal threads
of both ends of the collar, and a nonmetallic
rectangular sealing ring is inserted into the
groove in accordance with the new API/ISO
standards. Figure 5-4 shows the collar structure
with a sealing ring and the sealing ring. The A,
C, andDhave different values for round thread,
buttress thread, and different casing sizes. The
sealing ring width F and thickness E of round
thread and buttress thread are 3.96 mm and

FIGURE 5-3 API/ISO types of thread.
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2.54 mm, respectively. The material of the seal-
ing ring is the polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
resin filled with glass fiber by 25%. The API/
ISO round thread and buttress thread with this
sealing ring can increase the sealing property
and can first be used on production casing that
has a high sealing requirement. However, they
are not recommended to be used in high-pres-
sure gas wells or gas wells with a high H2S or
CO2 content.

4. API/ISO buttress thread seal and strength
The tensile strength of API/ISO buttress

thread is higher than that of round thread
and is dependent on the strength at the full
thread of the end of the pipe body or the
strength of the collar. In order to ensure that
the cross-sectional area at the body end
thread is not smaller than that of the pipe
body, the outside diameters of the tubing
and casing for making API/ISO buttress
thread should be slightly larger than that
of the pipe body (that is, a positive allow-
ance is taken). If this requirement can not
be met, it is inappropriate to machining but-
tress thread.

The sealing property of API/ISO buttress
thread is lower than that of round thread. API/
ISO buttress thread of production casing should
be prudently selected, and the API/ISO buttress
thread with sealing ring can be selected.

Gas Sealing Thread of Casing and Connection
Structure
1. Gas sealing thread of casing

In order to overcome the aforementioned
shortcomings of API/ISO thread, various

casing threads have been developed. They
possess higher connecting strength and seal-
ing property. The gas sealing thread means
metal-to-metal contact seal and is mainly
the metal-to-metal contact seal between the
end of the external thread and the internal
shoulder of the collar. At present, this connec-
tion structure has been widely used but has
not entered the API/ISO standards. The gas
sealing thread is a customary wording and is
also known as premium connection.

The pressure on contact surface and the
length of contact are the main decisive fac-
tors of gas sealing ability. When the length
of contact with the sealing surface is greater,
the mean stress on the contact surface may
be smaller. Conversely, when the length of
contact with the sealing surface is smaller,
the mean stress on the contact surface
should be greater. In order to achieve better
gas sealing ability, it is feasible to increase
the pressure on the contact surface and also
to increase the length of contact. On the
basis of this design concept, the sealing of
gas sealing thread structure is generally
achieved by the allowance fit of contact
between metals.

Gas sealing thread structure can be tapered-
face-to-tapered-face, tapered-face-to-spherical-
face, and spherical-face-to-spherical-face in
the light of sealing surface shape and can be
end face seal, radial seal, and multiple seal,
which is combined end face seal and radial
seal in the light of the sealing surface location.
The multiple seal has been widely adopted,
and the radial metal-to-metal seal is predomi-
nant, while the one-end or multiple-end face
seal is supplemental. VAM, NSCC, TM, 3SB,
BDS, FOX, and so on, are typical. Figure 5-5
shows several end face seal structures that
are commonly used.

The VAM series is the gas sealing thread
and connection structure used most widely
and is characterized by thick external thread
end and rational stress distribution. Figure 5-6
shows a new type of VAM thread.

2. Failure forms of gas sealing thread

FIGURE 5-4 The structure of the collar with sealing ring
(left) and the sealing ring (right).
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There are many types of casing thread of
metal-to-metal contact seal. They can be
slightly different from each other, but their
usabilities are different. The possible failure
forms include:
a. Reduction of external thread end. The

external thread end is thin and will bear
a compressive stress after make-up.
Reduction may also be caused by the well-
head make-up torque, which is not strictly
controlled.

b. Boring and leaking at the external thread
end by local corrosion. There is a high con-
tact stress at the contact between the exter-
nal thread end and the internal shoulder of
the collar. The excessive compressive stress
and contact stress may cause electric poten-
tial difference corrosion, stress corrosion,
and crevice corrosion. Corrosion pits or
holes on the external thread end face can
be seen after the tubing is taken out. Seri-
ous consequences may be caused by losing
the sealing property of tubing thread and
leaking of corrosive gas into the tubing-cas-
ing annulus. A thick external thread end or
a thread structure with a rational stress dis-
tribution is selected as much as possible.

c. Collar cracking. The collar is under the
action of axial, radial, and circumferential
stresses. The stress crack of the collar
should be considered under the condition
of a H2S environment or an environment

FIGURE 5-5 Several end face seal structures.

FIGURE 5-6 VAM thread.
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in which high-strength steel has high chlo-
ride content. When it is predicted that the
environment may cause collar cracking, in
order to reduce stress on the collar, a collar
with a diameter as large as possible should
be adopted to the full extent on the premise
of ensuring that the collar can be run in. At
the same time, thread sealant should be
strictly selected in accordance with the
related standard, and the make-up torque
should be strictly controlled.

Integral Joint Casing. Under the condition of a
smaller annular clearance, internal and external
threads can be directly made on the pipe body
with no collar. Generally, a pipe end should be
upset or expanded, and an internal thread is
made. At the other end, an external thread is
made after reducing. The API/ISO standards
have only specified one type of integral joint cas-
ing, which is just the streamline casing and is
customarily called extremeline casing. The vari-
ous integral joint casings developed in recent
years have a gas sealing property higher than
that of API/ISO streamline casing and have been
widely used. During designing and use of other
nonstandard integral joint casing, the data
provided by the manufacturer can be consulted.

The thread of integral joint casing often
adopts inverted trapezoidal thread, that is, the
load-bearing face has a negative oblique angle
of 3� to 5�. Under the action of axial force, the
lateral component force on the load-bearing face
will not generate radial component force on the
collar, and the collar will not generate radial
deformation. Figure 5-7 shows a VAM thread
of integral joint casing.

The tensile strength of integral joint casing
thread connection is only 65% to 80% of the
tensile strength of the pipe body. Integral joint
casing is generally used as a liner, and the tensile
strength should be able to meet the requirement.
The tripping operations of integral joint casing
are inconvenient, and special tools are needed.
In addition, inappropriate upset and heat treat-
ment may generate residual stress. The stress
concentration due to the change of cross-section

may aggravate stress corrosion. The integral
joint casing should not be adopted to the full
extent in oil and gas wells that contain hydrogen
sulfide.

Field Make-Up Operation
Requirements

Make-Up Rotations and Location. Insufficient
make-up torque cannot generate sufficient con-
tact stress on the metal contact surface; whereas
excessive torque may generate strain and sliding
on the metal contact surface, thus leading to seal
failure. For a long time, the make-up torque of
power tongs was customarily taken as a mark
of make-up by field operators. The ISO 11960
and API SCT standards stipulate that this should
be based on the make-up rotations and location
and that the buttress thread casings of all steel
grades and diameters and most round thread
casings should be operated in accordance with
the following:

A triangle mark has been added to the make-
up end of the pipe body by the manufacturer.
Each type casing has an initial torque value, on
the basis of which certain rotations are required
so that the end face of the collar enters the trian-
gle mark area and qualification is achieved at
this time. If the triangle mark area is unreached

FIGURE 5-7 Integral joint casing thread used under
small annular clearance.
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or exceeded after making the specified rotations,
the make-up operation is unqualified. For the
distance between the triangle mark and the pipe
end, the initial torque value used for calculating
rotations, and the rotations, consult ISO 11960.

The optimum make-up torque value range of
gas sealing thread is recommended by the manu-
facturer on the basis of experimental results.
Thread Sealant. Thread sealant is used for
lubrication and seal of thread. The lubricant in
thread sealant ensures the make-up under the
rational torque and prevents thread galling or
wearing, while the solids in thread sealant pack
the thread backlash and provide sealing. Serious
consequences may result from using unqualified
thread sealant. Refer to ISO 11960 and ISO
13678. The latter is similar to API RP 5A3. These
standards are only the lowest requirements. The
thread sealants provided by some manufacturers
have higher properties and a more friendly envi-
ronment than the specified standards.

The thread sealant should meet the following
requirements:

1. Appropriate lubricating property. During
make-up, an adequate lubricating property
is required in order to ensure the rated
make-up torque and prevent galling.

2. Thread galling resistivity. Thread galling may
affect sealing property andmay damage casing.

3. Sealing property. The solids in thread sealant
pack the thread backlash and provide seal-
ing. Trapezoidal thread has a low sealing
property, and a sealant appropriate to trape-
zoidal thread should be adopted. The short
polytetrafluoroethylene fiber added properly
to sealant can obviously enhance the seal-
ing property of trapezoidal thread; however,
at the same time, the lubricating property
should be adjusted in order to prevent excessive
make-up torque.

4. Safety and environmental protection. Lead
and organic solvent in the sealant may be
harmful to eyes and skin as well as environ-
ment. As a result, safety and environmental
protection should be taken as a performance
index of sealant.

5. Adaptability to environment. It includes:
a. High-temperature stability. The lowest

standard is that at 148.9�C, the thread
sealant may not be excessively liquefied,
may not be chemically decomposed, can
be oxidation-resistant, may not be dried
and hardened, may not absorb water, and
has no obvious volumetric change. In oil
and gas wells that contain hydrogen sul-
fide, it should also be corrosion-resistant.

b. High-temperature sealing property. The
lowest standard is that at 148.9�C the
thread sealant should have an adequate
sealing property in order to prevent leak-
ing. In wells that have a temperature
higher than 148.9�C (such as superdeep
wells, thermal production wells, and geo-
thermal wells), a high-temperature thread
sealant that has a special formulation
should be used.

c. In cold weather, it is easy to apply with a
brush. In the temperature range of �17.8
to 48.9�C, the sealant can be used for
applying and can adhere to metal.

5.3 STRENGTH OF CASING AND
STRENGTH DESIGN OF CASING
STRING

At present, the strength calculation of casing,
tubing, and drill pipe is in accordance with the
API 5C3 and API 5C5 standards. Both practice
and studies indicate that the related standards
have some shortcomings, and a new related stan-
dard (ISO 10400) has been formulated.

Casing Strength Calculation in
API 5C3

Collapsing Strength Calculation. In the API
5C3 standard, the casing collapse pressure calcu-
lation includes four regions, that is, four formu-
lae that include collapse pressure of minimum
yield, plastic collapse pressure, elastoplastic col-
lapse pressure, and elastic collapse pressure.
The formula of collapse pressure of yield and
the formula of elastic collapse pressure are
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theoretical derivation formulae, while the for-
mula of plastic collapse pressure is an empirical
formula that was obtained by regression analysis
of 2888 tests of K55, N80, and P110 test pieces
produced before 1968. The formula of elasto-
plastic collapse pressure is the transitional region
between elastic and plastic collapse pressures.

The meanings of the signs in the formulae are
as follows.

D: outside diameter, mm
t: wall thickness, mm
D/t: diameter-to-wall thickness ratio
pYP: minimum yield strength collapse pres-

sure, MPa
pP: minimum plastic collapse pressure, MPa
pT: minimum elastoplastic collapse pressure,

MPa
pF: minimum elastic collapse pressure, MPa
(D/t)YP: D/t boundary value between yield

strength collapse and plastic collapse
(D/t)PT: D/t boundary value between plastic

collapse and elastoplastic collapse
(D/t)TE: D/t boundary value between elasto-

plastic collapse and elastic collapse
YP: minimum yield strength, MPa

1. Collapse pressure. When the circumferential
stress on the inner wall of the casing reaches
the minimum yield strength under external
collapse pressure, the yield failure of casing
is generated, as shown in Equation (5-2):

(5-2)

pYP¼ 2YP
ðD=tÞ � 1

ðD=tÞ2
" #

The usable range of Equation (5-2) is
D/t � (D/t)YP:

ðD=tÞYP ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðA� 2Þ2 þ 8ðBþ 6:894757 C=YPÞ þ ðA� 2Þ

q
2ðBþ 6:894757 C=YPÞ

2. Plastic collapse pressure. The plastic collaps-
ing formula means that the stress generated
by external collapse pressure may cause plas-
tic deformation of the casing, which is a
permanent deformation. The plastic collapse
pressure formula is an empirical formula that

is based on a large amount of casing collapse
test data, as shown in Equation (5-3):

(5-3)

pp¼ YP
A

D=t
� B

� �
� 6:894757 C

The usable range of Equation (5-3) is
(D/t)YP � D/t � (D/t)PT:

ðD=tÞPT ¼
YPðA� FÞ

6:894757 Cþ YPðB� GÞ
3. Elastoplastic collapse pressure. It is appro-

priate to the transition section between the
minimum plastic collapse pressure and the
minimum elastic collapse pressure and is also
obtained by the regression of the test data, as
shown in Equation (5-4):

(5-4)

pT ¼ YP
F

D=t
� G

� �

The usable range of Equation (5-4) is
(D/t)PT � D/t � (D/t)TE:

ðD=tÞTE ¼
2þ B=A

3 B=A

4. Elastic collapse pressure. Casing is a cylindri-
cal shell, which may lose its elastic stability
under the action of external hydrostatic pres-
sure. The elastic collapse pressure of the cas-
ing is only dependent on the elastic modulus
of the steel product and the geometry and is
independent of the yield strength of the steel
product. A large-diameter thin-wall casing is
possibly located in the elastic collapse pres-
sure region, thus high-strength steel product
is not required.

When D/t � (D/t)TE, as shown in
Equation (5-5):

(5-5)

pE ¼
323:71� 103

ðD=tÞ½ðD=tÞ � 1�2

5. Empirical coefficient values. The D/t boundary
values and the coefficients A, B, C, F, and G in
the four aforementioned API collapse pressure
formulae are shown in Table 5-1.
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In practice, the collapsing strength of casing is
unnecessarily calculated by using the aforemen-
tioned formulae, and the collapsing strength
value of specific casing can be found in the API
5C3 standard.

In long-term practice and studies, the follow-
ing problems have been found in the collapsing
strength calculation method of API 5C3:

1. The collapsing strength calculation method of
API 5C3 cannot reflect the obvious technical
advance in casing manufacture technique in
recent years. For a pipe with a D/t value of
10 to 26, the length of the test sample is more
than 8 times the pipe diameter. In light of the
collapsing test data of the pipes produced by
the industry, the measured collapsing strength
is higher than the API 5C3 calculation result
by more than 30%.

2. The test sample used for API 5C3 casing
collapse test at the early stage was too short,
and the collapse pressure obtained was on
the high side due to the end face effect at
both ends. Thus it cannot represent the actual
casing collapsing strength. There are many
factors that affect collapsing strength; thus,
the measured collapsing strength data of pro-
duction casing and its test piece have a higher
discreteness. In order to ensure a lower col-
lapse probability than 5%, the theoretical

formula correction factors and the empirical
formulae are on the conservative side.

3. The API 5C3 collapsing strength calculation
method cannot reflect the effect of casing
manufacture method and quality on collapsing
strength. The collapsing strength of casing
with a good manufacture quality is higher
than that obtained by using API 5C3. In recent
years, high collapsing strength casing has been
used in the industry. The API 5C3 collapsing
strength calculation method cannot reflect the
collapsing strength of high collapsing strength
casing.

Internal Yield Pressure Strength Calcula-
tion. The internal pressure strengths of casing,
tubing, and drill pipe in the API 5C3 standard
are calculated in accordance with the thin wall
Barlow’s formula, which neglects radial stress.
The formula supposes that under the action of
internal pressure, pipe may fail when the material
of the inner wall of the pipe starts yielding under
the action of circumferential stress on the pipe
wall. The internal pressure strength calculation
formula in API 5C3 is as follows.

piapi¼ 2fymnðKwalltÞ2=D
where: fymn ¼ minimum yield strength; D ¼ out-
side diameter of pipe; Kwall ¼ pipe wall allow-
ance factor (for example, when the allowance

TABLE 5-1 D/t Boundary Values and Factors in API Collapsing Pressure Formulae

Steel
Grade

D/t Range
Plastic Collapse
Pressure Factors

Elastoplastic
Collapse Pressure

Factors

(D/t)YP (D/t)PE (D/t)TE A B C F G

H40 16.40 27.01 42.64 2.950 0.0465 754 2.063 0.0325

JK55 14.81 25.01 37.21 2.991 0.0541 1206 1.989 0.0360
JK60 14.44 24.42 35.73 3.005 0.0566 1356 1.983 0.0373
LN80 13.38 22.47 31.02 3.071 0.0667 1955 1.998 0.0434
C90 13.01 21.69 29.18 3.106 0.0718 2254 2.017 0.0466
CT95 12.85 21.33 28.36 3.124 0.0743 2404 2.029 0.0482
P110 12.44 20.41 26.22 3.181 0.0819 2852 2.066 0.0532
Q125 12.11 19.63 24.46 3.239 0.0895 3301 2.106 0.0582
A140 11.84 18.97 22.98 3.297 0.0971 3751 2.146 0.0632
A150 11.67 18.57 22.11 3.336 0.1021 4053 2.174 0.0666
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is �12.5%, Kwall ¼ 0.875); piapi ¼ internal yield
pressure strength in API 5C3; t ¼ pipe wall
thickness.

The API 5C3 internal pressure strength value
of casing is higher than that obtained by the for-
mula used in ISO 10400 standard by 1% to 10%.

In effect, the seal integrity is still retained
when the inner wall of the pipe starts yielding.
The ultimate internal pressure strength of the
pipe (pipe rupture and losing seal integrity) has
been presented in ISO 10400. The circumferen-
tial tensile stress on the pipe wall is generated
under the action of internal pressure. Thus the
toughness of the material and the potential crack
generated during manufacture may obviously
affect the ultimate internal pressure strength.
The rupture toughness and failure are neglected
in the API 5C3 internal pressure strength for-
mula. Therefore, this formula cannot reflect the
difference of internal pressure strength between
the previous steel pipe manufacture technique
and the current advanced technique and cannot
give actual internal pressure strength.

Collapsing Strength Calculation
in ISO 10400

Basic Supposition and Calculation Principle
1. For an ideal thick wall pipe (round pipe with no

defect), the ultimate pressure underwhichwhole
pipewall enters the yield stress state is calculated
only under the action of external pressure.

2. For an ideal thin wall pipe, the ultimate pres-
sure of geometric elastic destabilization of
pipe is calculated only under the action of
external pressure.

3. The ultimate external collapsing pressure of
pipe is probably between the elastic collapse
and the full yield collapse or slightly lower
than the full yield collapse value. An interme-
diate formula between the elastic collapse
and the full yield collapse can cover various
diameters, wall thicknesses, and steel grades.
This formula is aimed at an ideal round
pipe and does not take into consideration
unavoidable manufacturing defects; thus its
result is the ultimate collapsing strength.

4. Steel pipe manufacturing defect and property
differences between different manufacturing
techniques are hard to avoid. By comparison
with the API 5C3 strength formula, the ISO
10400 strength formula contains the correction
factors that consider the effects of manufacture
defect and different manufacturing techniques
on collapsing strength and is known as the for-
mula of design collapse strength on which the
design is based. In recent years, in order tomeet
the requirements of engineering, the non-API
thick wall casing and non-API high collapse
casing have been manufactured. The ISO
10400 formula of collapsing strength can be
used for calculating the collapsing strength of
non-API casing and tubing. It is not required
to rely fully on the full-scale test sample collapse
evaluation, which is only used as a check. The
API 5C3 formula cannot be used for calculating
the collapsing strengths of non-API thick wall
casing and high collapse casing.

Design Collapse Strength of Casing Only
under the Action of External Collapsing
Pressure. In accordance with the aforemen-
tioned first supposition the yield collapse
strength of ideal thick wall pipe is calculated
using Equation (5-6):

(5-6)
pydes ¼ kydes � 2fymnðt=DÞ½1þ t=ð2DÞ�

In accordance with the aforementioned sec-
ond supposition, the ultimate collapsing strength
of geometric elastic destabilization of ideal thin
wall pipe is calculated using Equation (5-7):

(5-7)
pedes ¼ 0:825� 2E=fð1� u2ÞðD=tÞ½ðD=tÞ � 1�2g

The actual collapsing strength of casing can
be expressed by using a reverse function. The
right side of the formula shows the effect of
actual casing ellipticity, wall thickness uneven-
ness, and residual stress on collapsing strength.

ðpC � pEÞðpC � pÞ ¼ f e, E,
sR

sY

� �

This formula is a univariate quadratic equa-
tion, and its solution is shown in Equation (5-8):
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(5-8)
pdes ¼ fðpedes þ pyedesÞ � ½ðpedes � pydesÞ2þ

4pedespydesHtdes�1=2g=½2ð1� HtdesÞ�
where: D ¼ outside diameter of pipe; E ¼ Young’s
modulus, 206.9 � 109 N/m2; fymn ¼ minimum
yield strength; Htdes ¼ influence factor of
residual stress during manufacture (Table 5-2);

e ¼ out of roundness of pipe, e ¼ 2ðDmax � DminÞ
Dmax þ Dmin

;

e ¼ wall thickness unevenness of pipe,

e ¼ 2ðtmax � tminÞ
tmax þ tmin

; kydes ¼ yield strength reduc-

tion factor (Table 5-2); t ¼ pipe wall thickness;
u ¼ Poisson’s ratio, 0.28; pedes ¼ ultimate
collapsing strength of geometric elastic destabi-
lization; pydes ¼ collapse yield strength.
Collapsing Strength under the Action of
Axial Tension and Internal Pressure. In gen-
eral, the calculation method under the condition

of decrease in collapsing strength due to axial
tension is known as the biaxial stress method.
The simple biaxial stress method is used by ISO
10400 for calculating collapsing strength under
axial tension. Under medium tensile stress (0 �
axial stress/yield stress � 0.4), the error of the
simple method is within �5% (by comparison
with the accurate method). The simple biaxial
stress method is a rather safe calculation method
and can meet requirements in practice.

1. Equivalent yield stress formula. The decrease
of collapsing strength due to axial tension is
equivalent to the decrease of yield strength
of material under the action of axial tension,
as shown in Equation (5-9).

(5-9)

fye ¼ f½1� 0:75ðsa=fymnÞ2�1=2 � 0:5sa=fymngfymn
where: fymn ¼ minimum yield strength of
material; fye ¼ equivalent yield strength of

TABLE 5-2 The Residual Stress Influence Factor H
tdes

and the Yield Strength Reduction
Factor K

ydes
for Both Hot Alignment and Cold Alignment

Steel Grade1
Cold Alignment Hot Alignment

Htdes kydes Htdes kydes

H40 0.22 0.910 Inapplicable2 Inapplicable2

J55 0.22 0.890 Inapplicable2 Inapplicable2

K55 0.22 0.890 Inapplicable2 Inapplicable2

M65 0.22 0.880 Inapplicable2 Inapplicable2

L80 0.22 0.855 0.20 0.865
L80 9Cr 0.22 0.830 0.20 0.84
L80 13Cr 0.22 0.830 0.20 0.84
N80 (typ 1) 0.22 0.870 0.20 Inapplicable2

N80 Q&T 0.22 0.870 0.20 0.870
C90 Inapplicable3 Inapplicable3 0.20 0.850
C95 0.22 0.840 0.20 0.855
T95 Inapplicable3 Inapplicable3 0.20 0.855
P110 0.22 0.855 0.20 0.855
Q125 Inapplicable3 Inapplicable3 0.20 0.850

1Only applicable to the nominal yield strengths of various steel grades. It is inadmissible to obtain the residual stress influence factor
Htdes and the yield strength reduction factor kydes of actual yield strength by using interpolation method.
2Generally, hot alignment is not applied to this steel grade.
3The ISO 11960 and API 5CT standards stipulate that cold alignment is inadmissible.
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material under the action of axial tension; sa

¼ axial stress, which should not be the stress
generated by bending.

2. By substituting fymn with fye, pydes is calcu-
lated by using Equation (5-6).

3. When there is internal pressure, the increase
of collapsing strength pdese is considered by
using the linear superposition method, as
shown in Equation (5-10):

(5-10)
pdese¼ pdes þ pi½1� ð2t=DÞ�

where: D ¼ outside diameter of pipe; pdese ¼
collapsing strength under axial stress and inter-
nal pressure; pi ¼ internal pressure; t ¼ pipe
wall thickness.

Calculation Case. Calculate the collapsing
strength of 9 5/8-in. casing. Steel grade L80.
Cole aligning pipe. Weight per unit length
53.5 lb/ft. Wall thickness t ¼ 0.545 in. Using
Table 5-2, kydes ¼ 0.855, Htdes ¼ 0.22. The min-
imum yield strength of L80 is 552 MPa, and the
elastic modulus is 2.07 � 105 MPa.

The following result is obtained using
Equation (5-6):

pydes ¼ 0:855� 2� 552� ð0:545=9:625Þ

f1þ ½0:545=ð2� 9:625Þ�g ¼ 54:9 MPa

The following result is obtained using
Equation (5-7):

pdese ¼ 0:855� 2� 2:07�105=fð1� 0:282Þ

ð9:625=0:545Þ½ð9:625=0:545Þ � 1�2g ¼ 75:5 MPa

The following result is obtained using
Equation (5-8):

pdes ¼ fð75:5þ 54:9Þ � ½ð75:5� 54:9Þ2 þ 4 �

75:5� 54:9� 0:22�1=2g=½2ð1� 0:22Þ� ¼ 43 MPa

Internal Pressure Strength
Calculation in ISO 10400

Casing and tubing breaking due to internal pres-
sure may have more serious consequences than
collapsing. It may lead the borehole to be out of

control and cause an underground blowout, thus
generating problems of environment and safety.
Casing and tubing breaking due to internal pres-
sure may be generated in a high-temperature
high-pressure deep well, a high-pressure gas well,
and a gas well that contains hydrogen sulfide, or
during some downhole operations.

The ISO 10400 standard has introduced
the theory and applicable achievements of
advanced material engineering and fracture
mechanics. The ISO 10400 internal pressure
strength design of tubing, casing, and surface
gathering pipeline is different from the API
5C3 internal pressure strength design. The
advanced design methods and standards should
be understood by oil and gas well engineering
design and operation personnel and steel pipe
designers and manufacturers.

The internal yield pressure strength based on
the ISO 10400 standard is lower than that based
on the API 5C3 standard. The internal tough-
burst pressure strength under the condition of
crack smaller than 5% of wall thickness is
higher than the internal yield pressure strength;
whereas the internal burst pressure strength
under the condition of crack smaller than
12.5% of wall thickness may be lower than the
internal yield pressure strength. This indicates
that manufacturing quality may greatly affect
the calibration of internal pressure strength.
Internal Yield Pressure Strength
1. Internal yield pressure strength under zero

axial load
When axial stress, external pressure, bend-

ing moment, and torque are zero, the initial
yield strength of thick wall pipe with both
open ends under combined radial and cir-
cumferential stresses can be calculated by
using Equation (5-11):

(5-11)

piYLO ¼ fymnðD2 � d2wallÞ2=ð3D4 þ d4wallÞ1=2

where: D¼ outside diameter of pipe; d¼ inside
diameter of pipe, d¼D-2t; dwall¼ inside diam-
eter of pipe in consideration of wall thickness
allowance on the basis of kwall and t, dwall ¼
D-2tkwall; fymn ¼ minimum yield strength;
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kwall ¼ wall thickness allowance factor, for
example, kwall ¼ 0.875 when the allowance is
�12.5%; piYLO ¼ internal pressure when the
thick wall pipe with both open ends is yielded;
t ¼ pipe wall thickness.

2. Internal yield pressure strength of pipe with
both plugged ends

Internal pressure acts on both pipe ends
when both ends are plugged. The pipe is
acted on by the axial acting force due to
internal pressure. A higher internal pressure
strength is required by the axial force.

3. Internal yield pressure strength under com-
pound stress

Under the composite action of axial ten-
sion and compression, bending moment, and
torque, the stresses in an elastic state include
radial and circumferential stresses on thick
wall cylinder, homogeneous axial stress due
to various loads (except bending stress), axial
bending stress, and torsional shear stress due
to rotation around the axis of pipe string.

The internal yield pressure strength calcula-
tion under compound stress has not considered
the bending stress generated by longitudinal
compression and destabilization.

The initial yielding is defined by the following
formula:

se ¼ fymn

where: fymn ¼ minimum yield strength; se ¼
equivalent stress.

The equivalent stress se is defined as shown
in Equation (5-12)

(5-12)
se ¼ ½sr

2 þ sh
2 þ ðsa þ sbÞ2 � srsh�

srðsa þ sbÞ � shðsa þ sbÞ þ 3t2ha�1=2

sr ¼ ½ðpid2wall � poD
2Þ�ðpi�poÞd2wallD2=ð4r2Þ�=ðD2� d2wallÞ

sh ¼ ½ðpid2wall� poD
2Þþðpi � poÞd2wallD2=ð4r2Þ�=ðD2� d2wallÞ

sa ¼ Fa=Ap

sb ¼ �Mbr=I ¼ �Ecr

tha ¼ Tr=Jp

where: Ap ¼ cross-sectional area of pipe, Ap ¼
(D2 � d2) p /4; c ¼ curvature of pipe, that is,
reciprocal of curvature radius of central line of
pipe; D ¼ outside diameter of pipe; d ¼ inside
diameter of pipe, d ¼ D � 2t; dwall ¼ inside
diameter based on kwallt, dwall ¼ D � 2kwallt;
E ¼ Young’s modulus; Fa ¼ circumferential stress;
I ¼ rotational inertia of cross section of pipe, I ¼
(D4 � d4) p/64; Jp ¼ polar rotational inertia of
cross section of pipe, Jp ¼ (D4 � d4) p/32; kwall

¼ wall thickness allowance factor, for example,
kwall ¼ 0.875 when the minimum allowance
value is 12.5%; Mb ¼ bending moment; pi ¼
internal pressure; po ¼ external pressure; T ¼
torque exerted; r ¼ polar coordinates, d/2 � r �
D/2 for sb and tha, dwall/2 � r � D/2 for sr and
sh; t ¼ pipe wall thickness; sa ¼ axial stress
combination before bending; sb ¼ axial stress
combination when bending is generated; se ¼
equivalent stress; sh ¼ circumferential stress;
sr ¼ radial stress; tha ¼ shear stress.

Internal Toughness Burst Pressure Strength.
The toughness burst describes the ultimate inter-
nal pressure property of the pipe. When the
internal pressure reaches the designed toughness
rupture value, the pipe cracks and loses the seal
integrity. Toughness rupture means that an obvi-
ous plastic deformation emerges before material
rupture, or it means the work or impact energy
that is absorbed by the material before rupture.
This toughness rupture is not the property of
material that corresponds to brittle rupture.
The internal toughness rupture pressure formula
in ISO 10400 and the internal pressure strength
calculated should meet the following conditions:

1. Plastic deformation condition: Material
should have sufficient plastic deformation
before rupture, and the brittle rupture mate-
rial should not be used for manufacturing
casing.

2. Small crack condition. Generating crack is
hard to avoid; however, the depth of the
crack should be sufficiently small. The pres-
ent ultrasonic flaw detection technique
may leave out cracks with a depth smaller
than 5% of wall thickness. Therefore, in
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the ISO 10400 standard, the internal pres-
sure value of toughness rupture is calculated
on the basis of crack depth smaller than 5%
of wall thickness and is marked strength
grade 5 in the internal pressure strength
table. If the manufacture quality and detec-
tion measure of manufacturer can only
ensure leaving out the crack with a depth
smaller than 12.5% of wall thickness, the
strength grade 12.5 is marked in the internal
pressure strength table. If the depth of crack
left out is limited to a value smaller than 2%
of wall thickness after the detection tech-
nique is improved in the future, the internal
toughness rupture pressure strength value
can be further increased.

It can be seen that the ISO 10400 standard is
related more closely to manufacturing quality.
The toughness rupture design is inappropriate
to tubing and casing that has not been tested
by rupture toughness detection and crack size
detection. In addition, the adaptive working sta-
tus of toughness burst formula is plugging of
both ends.

The minimum toughness burst formula of
pipe is shown in Equation (5-13).

(5-13)
piR ¼ 2kdr fumnðt kwall � ka aNÞ=½D� ðkwall � ka aNÞ�

where: aN ¼ defect depth (maximum crack-type
defect depth), which can be detected by using
the detection method and instrument. This depth
is known as the threshold value. A crack smaller
than the threshold value may be left out. For
instance, for a pipe with a wall thickness of
12.70 mm (1/2 in.) under the condition that the
instrument can detect the crack with a depth
greater than 5% of pipe wall thickness, the defect
threshold value aN ¼ 0.05 � 12.7 ¼ 0.635 mm
(0.025 in.). D ¼ outside diameter of pipe; fumn

¼ minimum ultimate tensile strength (it is not
the minimum tensile yield strength, which has
not appeared in the formula); ka ¼ internal
pressure strength factor (the ka value is 1.0 for
quenched or tempered martensite steel or 13Cr
while the ka value implied is 2.0 for normalized

steel. If there are test data, the ka value can be
given under the condition of specific tubulars
on the basis of test); kdr ¼ correction factor of
strain hardening of material, of which the value
is ½ð1=2Þnþ1 þ ð1= ffiffiffi

3
p Þnþ1�; kwall ¼ pipe wall

allowance factor calculated (for example, kwall

¼ 0.875 when the minimum allowance value
is 12.5%. Actual wall thickness allowance can
be used if it can be sure that the wall thickness
allowance is smaller than 12.5%); n ¼ dimen-
sionless hardening index (curve fit index of
actual stress-strain curve of unilateral stretch
test), see Table 5-3; piR ¼ internal toughness
burst pressure strength; t ¼ pipe wall thickness.

Internal CrackDestabilizationRupture Pressure
Strength. When the crack depth is larger than
5% of pipe wall thickness and smaller than
12.5% of pipe wall thickness, the failure is a
crack propagation destabilization, the aforemen-
tioned internal toughness burst pressure strength
formula is inapplicable, and the crack destabili-
zation rupture formula should be adopted. This for-
mula includes a transcendental function based on
the fracture mechanics theory and experience, its
solution is very complicated, and the related
strength table in the ISO 10400 standard can be
consulted. It should be noticed that some casings
allow crack to have a depth smaller than5%of pipe
wall thickness, while some casings allow crack to

TABLE 5-3 Material Hardening Index

API Steel Grade n

H40 0.14

J55 0.12
K55 0.12
M65 0.12
N80 0.10
L80 type 1 0.10
L80 Cr steel 0.10
C90 0.10
C95 0.09
T95 0.09
P110 0.08
Q125 0.07
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have a depth smaller than 12.5% of pipe wall
thickness.
Environmental Rupture Failure. The rupture
failure induced by the working environment will
often be generated when the stress level is lower
than the yield strength of the material. The rup-
ture failure of tubing and casing, which is
induced by the working environment, includes
mainly the following types:

1. Stress corrosion cracking
Cracking generated under the combined

action of stress and media corrosion is known
as stress corrosion cracking, which is more
serious than the cracking generated under the
sole action of stress or corrosion. The stresses
within casing include the stress caused by
applied stress, the residual stress during manu-
facture, and thread connection stress. Sulfide
stress corrosion cracking is most serious and
should be considered first. When stainless steel
is adopted, chloride stress corrosion cracking
should also be considered.

2. Fatigue cracking
The vibration induced by oil and gas flow in

tubing may lead to fatigue cracking. In addi-
tion, the change in temperature or pressure
and complicated downhole operations may
also generate alternate load.

Other Strength Standards of Casing

The collapsing and internal pressure strength
standards of ISO 10400 are completely differ-
ent from those of the previous API 5C3; how-
ever, the tensile strength and other property
calculation is the same as that of the previous
API 5C3.
Tensile Strength. The tensile strength is on the
basis of thread connection strength and includes
yield strength, rupture strength, and slippage
strength. Once the casing has been run in the
well, it is no longer taken out; thus the tensile
strength of the casing is calculated on the basis
of the ultimate tensile strength of the material.
However, tubing needs to be run in and pulled
out many times; thus the tensile strength of tub-
ing is calculated on the basis of the yield strength

of the material, that is, only tubing thread yield
strength is considered when the tensile strength
of tubing is calculated.

When trapezoidal thread is adopted, only the
tensile strength of external thread or collar is
considered. The weaker one between them is
listed in the strength table.
Internal Pressure Strength of the Collar. When
the ISO/API round thread or buttress thread is
adopted, the internal pressure strength of the
collar should also be calculated. The smaller
one between the internal pressure strengths of
collar and pipe body is taken as internal pressure
strength.
ISO/API Thread Seal Pressure. In the middle
of the collar with ISO/API thread, there is a
space with a height of about 1 in. (25.4 mm),
which is known as the J ring. The internal pres-
sure will act on the contact surface of the thread
tooth. The contact pressure on the first contact
tooth surface will play a sealing role after
power make-up is finished. Then the internal
pressure will strive to expand the collar, and
the contact pressure of thread tooth will be
reduced. The pressure in a balanced state is just
the sealing pressure of thread.

The sealing of round thread is achieved by the
compression of both side faces of 60� tooth,
while the sealing of buttress thread is achieved
by the compression between the top of the exter-
nal thread and the root of the internal thread.
Thus the sealing property of buttress thread is
lower than that of round thread. Using sealing
compound to achieve the sealing property of
buttress thread should be prudently considered.
The infinite friction coefficient of sealing com-
pound may lead to longitudinal cracking of the
collar or stress corrosion boring in the middle
of the collar.

The sealing pressure of ISO/API thread is
lower than the internal yield pressure strength.
Therefore, in the ISO/API thread tubing and
casing design, the internal pressure should
not be higher than the sealing pressure. The
gas-tight thread with metal-to-metal seal
should be adopted under the condition of high
pressure.
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Loads Borne by Production
Casing String

When the production casing string strength is
designed, the various forces borne by production
casing string in the well should be accurately
analyzed, and an appropriate strength design
method is selected. Obviously, the more accurate
the analysis of forces borne and the more reason-
able the design method, the safer and more reli-
able the production casing string.

At the different stages including production
casing string running-in, cementing, and oil and
gas well production, the forces borne by the cas-
ing string are different. Under different forma-
tion conditions and geological settings, the
forces borne by the casing string are different.
Long-term practice indicates that despite the
complicated forces borne by the production cas-
ing string, the three basic loads, that is, internal
pressure, external squeeze pressure, and axial
tension, can still be concluded, except that their
acting mechanisms and values are different
under different conditions. The states of forces
borne by the casing string under various condi-
tions should be comprehensively studied in order
to accurately analyze the forces borne by the
production casing string. At present the values
of forces borne by the production casing string
are determined in accordance with the most dan-
gerous working status.
Internal Pressure. The internal pressure borne
by the production casing is from the formation
fluid (oil, gas, and water) pressure and the pres-
sure exerted during special operations (for
example, gas injection, water injection, fractur-
ing, acidizing, and cement squeeze). On the
premise of no external liquid column pressure,
the internal pressure borne by production casing
at any well depth can be calculated using
Equation (5-14):

(5-14)
pi ¼ ps þ pb

where: pi ¼ pressure at any well depth; ps ¼
wellhead pressure; ph ¼ fluid column pressure
at any well depth.

In the interconnected borehole-formation sys-
tem, the internal pressure pi at any well depth
not only depends on formation pressure but also
is related to fluid properties, well completion
mode, special operations, and so on. The work-
ing status of the maximum internal pressure,
which should be considered during production
casing design, includes the following types:

1. High-pressure gas well with no packer
Under this working status the gas column

pressure is low due to the well, which is fully
filled with natural gas; thus the high downhole
pressure can be directly transmitted to the well-
head, high wellhead pressure is formed, and
then the production casing bears high internal
pressure. In accordance with the ideal gas state
equation, the relation between wellhead pres-
sure and bottomhole pressure can be approxi-
mately expressed by Equation (5-15):

(5-15)
ps ¼ pb=e

0:000111554gH

where: pb ¼ bottomhole pressure, kPa;
H ¼ well depth, m; g ¼ relative density of
natural gas (0.55 for methane).

In high-temperature high-pressure gas well
design, the shut-in wellhead pressure and
flowing pressure are required to be predicted
on the basis of bottomhole pressure, and the
accuracy may affect the tubing and casing
designs and the selection and safety of surface
equipment. It has previously happened that
achieving shut-in wellhead pressure and flow-
ing pressure higher than predicted pressures
made the operating of surface equipment
unsafe.

Under the condition of correct reservoir
pressure prediction, the shut-in wellhead
pressure and flowing pressure are just depen-
dent on the accuracy of the calculation model
and algorithm. Equation (5-15) is an intrinsi-
cally ideal gas law, and the effects of actual
natural gas temperature and deviation factor
on actual natural gas volume and pressure
are not considered. An error up to 30%
may be generated in a high-temperature
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high-pressure gas well. The aforementioned
formula does not have a large error under
the condition of wellhead pressure lower
than 25 MPa. The shut-in wellhead pressure
should be predicted by using the PVT equa-
tion of actual natural gas under the condition
of high-temperature high-pressure gas well.
This is very important to strength design,
corrosion prevention, and surface control
and treatment equipment. Table 5-4 shows
the shut-in wellhead pressures under different
working statuses on the basis of different
algorithms.

It may be excessively complicated to calcu-
late the shut-in wellhead pressure by using
the PVT equation of actual natural gas. In
accordance with the Canada IRP1 2007 stan-
dard under the condition of well depth more
than 1800 m, the wellhead pressure at which
85% of bottomhole pressure is taken is ade-
quately accurate and reliable, regardless of
whether the well has high pressure or low
pressure.

2. High-pressure gas well with packer
The safety of casing cannot be fully

ensured during production of a high-pressure
gas well with packer. If the tubing thread has
leakage in the initial production period of the
well, or the packer fails in the late production

period of the well, high-pressure natural gas
may enter the tubing-casing annulus through
leak position. Under the condition of closed
annulus, the gas slips and rises to the well-
head, so that the wellhead annulus pressure
is increased, and the deep casing will bear
combined wellhead annulus pressure and
annulus section liquid-column pressure.

3. Hydraulic fracturing or acidizing well with
no packer

In the hydraulic fracturing or acidizing well
with no packer, the fracture pressure acting on
the bottomhole is higher than formation
breakdown pressure, so that the wellhead
pressure is increased, and the production
casing will bear high internal pressure. When
this method is used, the maximum internal
pressure borne by the casing and the thread
connection status should be checked; other-
wise, casing failure may be easily caused.

External Pressure. The external pressure of
casing string includes mainly drilling and com-
pletion fluid pressure in sections with no cement-
ing and the oil, gas, and water pressure of the
reservoir. The status of external pressure borne
by the casing string is complicated due to differ-
ent conditions of oil and gas wells and different
working statuses at different stages.

TABLE 5-4 Comparison Between Shut-In Wellhead Pressure Values Predicted
by Using Ideal Gas Law and Pvt Equation

Downhole Parameter
Normal Pressure
Well

High-Temperature
High-Pressure Well

Well depth (m) 2881 7520

Static bottomhole pressure (MPa) 32 170
Bottomhole temperature (�C) 74 226
H2S weight percentage 0 Trace
CO2 weight percentage 0 0.02
Shut-in wellhead temperature (�C) 16 16
Relative density of gas 0.68 0.55 (98% CH4)
Wellhead pressure based on ideal gas law (MPa) 25.8 107
Wellhead pressure based on actual natural gas

PVT equation (MPa)
25.3 145

Actual measurement value (MPa) 145
Difference or error 2% 26%
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The effective external pressure of thick-wall
casing after balancing internal and external pres-
sures of casing can be calculated by using
Equation (5-10).

In general, the most dangerous working sta-
tus of production casing under the action of
external pressure is generated at a late produc-
tion stage due to the decrease of internal pres-
sure, which may lead to increasing effective
external pressure to a value close to or equal
to the external casing liquid column pressure.
Therefore, in order to ensure the safety of the
production casing, the external pressure is cal-
culated in accordance with the empty internal
casing and the external casing liquid column
of drilling fluid:

po ¼ 0:981rmH

where: H ¼ well depth at artificial bottomhole,
m; rm ¼ external casing drilling fluid density,
g/cm3; po ¼ external casing drilling fluid column
pressure, MPa.
Axial Forces. The axial force acting on the cas-
ing string is mainly generated by weight and also
includes buoyance of drilling fluid in the well
and the additional axial force generated under
specific conditions.

1. Axial force generated by weight of casing.
The axial force generated by the weight of
casing increases gradually from bottom to
top and reaches the maximum at the well-
head. Suppose the casing string consists of n
sections of casing; then the axial tensile force
at the top of the section i (i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , n,
from bottom to top) of the casing string is
shown in Equation (5-16).

(5-16)
Ti ¼

X
Tk ¼

X
qk�Lk

where: Ti ¼ axial tensile force at the top of
section i of casing string, N; Tk ¼ weight of
section k (k ¼ 1, 2, . . . , i) of casing string,
N; Lk ¼ length of section k of casing string,
m; qk ¼ weight per meter for section k of
casing string, N/m.

Obviously, at the wellhead Ti ¼ Tn ¼P
Tk, that is, the sum of all casing string

weight. At the top of the lowest section of
casing string, it is the weight of this section.
The aforementioned formula can be used for
calculating the axial tensile force at the top
of each section of casing string.

2. Axial force under the action of buoyance.
The casing string in the well is under the
action of buoyance of drilling fluid, and the
axial force distribution may be changed. In
accordance with the Archimedes principle,
the buoyance value is equal to the product
of drilling fluid column pressure at this depth
and the bare area of casing in the horizontal
direction.

Obviously, the axial tensile force at the
wellhead is just the maximum axial tensile
force, while the axial compressive force at
the bottom of the casing string is just the
maximum axial compressive force.

At present, opinion as to whether the
buoyance effect should be considered when
the axial force is determined has not been
unified. Some people think that the buoy-
ance effect should not be considered because
the buoyance is counteracted by the addi-
tional tensile force generated by friction
between the casing string and the borehole
wall when the casing is run in or moved.
Others think that the buoyance should be
considered because the buoyance can be
accurately calculated and is related to the
drilling fluid density in the well. Some
designs adopt different tension safety factor
values to differentiate the influence of the
buoyance effect.

3. Axial force generated by borehole buckling.
Casing may be curved when it is run in the
well with a certain deviation angle and cur-
vature change. An uneven axial force is gen-
erated by buckling on the cross-section of
casing. The increase of axial force, which
is caused by an excessive flexural deforma-
tion, will reduce casing connection strength
and cause thread seal failure. The additional
axial tensile force can be calculated simply
by using Equation (5-17) on condition that
the normal stress of the outside casing
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buckling extends to the whole cross-section
of casing:

(5-17)

Td ¼ 1

2
EypDA=ð180� 106LÞ

where: Td ¼ additional axial tensile force
caused by buckling, kN; E ¼ elastic modulus
of steel, E¼ 2.1� 108 kPa; L¼ length of buck-
led section, m; y ¼whole angle change of devi-
ation space; A ¼ cross-sectional area of casing,
cm2; D ¼ outside diameter of casing, cm.

The rate of deviation per 25m is often used
for substituting for whole angle change y of
deviation space in order to simplify the calcu-
lation. Then, the aforementioned formula is
changed as shown in Equation (5-18):

(5-18)
Td ¼ 0:0733 DAa

where: a ¼ rate of deviation, (�)/25 m.
It is shown that under the same rate of devi-

ation, the additional axial tensile force caused
by buckling for a large casing is greater than
that for a small casing. Under the same casing
size, the greater the rate of deviation, the
greater the additional axial tensile force caused
by buckling. When a casing string is designed,
the effect of flexural stress can be estimated
by using the aforementioned formula, and then
it is suitable to increase appropriately the ten-
sile safety factor of casing.

Because the outside diameter of the collar
is larger than that of the pipe body, the flex-
ural stress of the complete thread at the end
of the API round thread or buttress thread
casing in a crooked hole is the maximum,
and the vulnerable spot of tension resistance
is at the external thread.

4. Axial force generated during cementing. Dur-
ing deep or superdeep well cementing, an
additional axial tensile force that acts on the
casing string will be generated due to a large
amount of cement slurry and much higher
cement slurry density than drilling fluid den-
sity when the cement slurry has not been
returned from the casing shoe. It can be

calculated by using the approximate formula
shown in Equation (5-19):

(5-19)
Tc ¼ hðrc � rmÞ d2p=4000

where: Tc¼ additional axial tensile force gener-
ated by the difference between densities of
cement slurry and drilling fluid, kN; h¼ cement
slurry column height in casing, m; rc ¼ cement
slurry density, g/cm3; rm¼ drilling fluid density,
g/cm3; d ¼ inside diameter of casing, cm.

When the cement slurry is going to be
returned from the casing shoe, this additional
tensile force reaches the maximum value. In
the casing string design, if the buoyance of
drilling fluid is considered, and moving casing
is needed by technological requirements, then
this additional axial tensile force should be
considered. In addition, the hydraulic impact
load generated when the top plug bumps the
bottom plug during cementing will generate
an additional axial tensile force, which acts
on the casing. This additional axial tensile
force can be calculated using Equation (5-20):

(5-20)
Tch ¼ 0:07854 d2 pb

where: Tch ¼ additional axial tensile force,
kN; d ¼ inside diameter of casing at plug
bump, cm; pb ¼ increased value of pump pres-
sure when top plug bumps bottom plug, Pa.

5. Other additional axial forces. Other addi-
tional axial forces include the additional axial
force generated by impact load during run-
ning casing, which is dependent on the
change of velocity of casing string putting in
well; a large additional axial force due to
the friction between casing and borehole wall
when casing string is stuck or passes through
a sloughing and reducing formation during
running casing; a possible large additional
axial force due to the reciprocating motion
of casing during cementing; the axial force
due to pulling casing during installing the
wellhead after cementing, and so on. These
additional axial forces vary greatly and are
generally included in a safety factor.
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To sum up, the force-summing status of pro-
duction casing in a well is complicated. The loads
that can be accurately calculated should be metic-
ulously calculated. Under the condition of some
loads that cannot be accurately calculated at pres-
ent, the casing strength selected should allow for
unforeseen circumstances, and a rational safety
factor should be determined in order to ensure
the safety of casing string in the well.

Design Procedure and Design Safety
Factor

Design Procedure. The design procedure of
production casing includes: selecting the type of
steel on the basis of the corrosion environment;
selecting the thread on the basis of seal require-
ment and loads; and making the strength design
on the basis of loads, including selection of steel
grade and wall thickness.
Design Safety Factor of Casing. The safety
factor method is a commonly adopted casing
string design method.

1. Design safety factor of internal pressure
strength

In accordance with the Canadian design
standard of casing, the safety factor of casing
in sour oil and gas wells should be considered
respectively under the following conditions:
a. When there is trace hydrogen sulfide and

the partial pressure of hydrogen sulfide is
lower than 0.34 kPa, the safety factor is
taken to be 1.0.

b. When the partial pressure of hydrogen sul-
fide is between 0.34 kPa and 500 kPa, the
safety factor is taken to be 1.25. This
means that in a hydrogen sulfide environ-
ment, the yield strength of material is con-
sidered as 80% of the value.

c. When the partial pressure of hydrogen sul-
fide is lower than 500 kPa and the partial
pressure of carbon dioxide is higher than
2000 kPa, the safety factor is taken to
be 1.35.

d. When the partial pressure of hydrogen sul-
fide is higher than 500 kPa, the problem

cannot be solved by increasing the safety
factor, and stress should be reduced in the
range of the whole well during designing.

2. Design safety factor of external collapsing
strength

It is generally taken to be 1.0–1.1. It has
been recommended that the design safety fac-
tor of the casing string below the cement top
is taken to be 0.85, while the design safety
factor of the casing string above cement top
is taken to be 1.0, for the following reasons:
a. Laboratory and field tests indicate that

when external casing is cemented, the
external casing collapsing strength may
be increased due to the support of cement.

b. The lower parts of the casing string are
under a compressive load due to the action
of buoyance. The collapsing strength of
the casing may be increased under com-
pressive stress.

c. The API collapsing strength of casing is the
minimum value, which may be exceeded
by the casings more than 90%.
The biaxial stress design method in which

the casing strength may be reduced by the
axial tensile force should be considered for
adoption in deep wells.

3. Design safety factor of tensile strength
It is generally taken to be 1.6. The casing

thread connection strength and tensile strength
of the casing body should be respectively
checked on the basis of different types of
thread. In general, round thread casing should
be checked for thread connection strength,
while buttress thread casing or gas tight thread
casing should be checked for the yield strength
of casing body and thread strength.

The design safety factor should be determined
in accordance with the aforementioned princi-
ples and practical experience in the specific area.
If the API standard casing strength selected can-
not meet the requirement of the design safety
factor, a special casing string structure should
be adopted, or high-strength casings including
high-accuracy casing, extra-strong casing, and
special thread casing are specially ordered.
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Casing Tension Allowance Design Method.
The tension allowance value of casing is equal
to the tensile strength multiplied by the safety fac-
tor minus the weight of the casing in the well. In
general, the tension allowance method is used to
control the maximum pull-up tension when the
casing meets with resistance during running-in.
The tension allowance method can also be used
to calculate the maximum admissible pull force
when the casing is set.

5.4 CEMENTING

Basic Grounds of Cementing Design

Operation Requirements. The basic require-
ments of cement job quality include a complete
cement sheath formed after the cementing opera-
tion; good consolidation between cement and
casing and between cement sheath and borehole
wall; a high cement consolidation strength; and
good isolation of oil-, gas-, and water-bearing
formations with no channeling and no leakage.
In order to fulfill these requirements, the various
influencing factors should be comprehensively
considered, and the designs and operations
should be meticulous. The general procedure
includes the following:

1. In accordance with the cementing goal and
the requirements of geology and engineering,
on the basis of the parameters of downhole
conditions and the predicted parameters, an
elementary project design including selecting
the type of cement, determining the formula-
tion of cement slurry, and testing rheology
and strength is formulated.

2. The data of borehole diameter, electric logging
of oil-, gas-, and water-bearing formations,
actual drilling fluid properties, formation pore
pressure and breakdown pressure, and so on
are acquired; the casing depth and casing com-
ponents are determined; and cement isolation
location and return height are specified. The
cementing parameters include actual cement
slurry volume injected and displaced, flow
regime of drilling fluid used as displacing fluid,

critical displacement rate, change of flowing
pressure in the whole process, and time.
Cementing pressure equilibrium and the safety
of operation time and cement slurry thickening
time are checked. Finally, injecting procedure,
pumping rate, and pressure are specified.

3. Cementing quality evaluation including
acoustic amplitude log, variable density log,
temperature log, and pressure test of casing.
If there is any cementing quality problem,
the corresponding remedial measures (such
as a squeeze cement job) should also be taken
in order to ensure oil and gas well quality and
meet the requirements of performing various
stimulation measures.

Well Completion Requirements. Cement slurry
is a mixed liquid that is composed of cement,
water, and various chemical additives and has a
certain density. No matter which cementing
method is used, cement slurry contacts certainly
with the oil and gas reservoir. The cement slurry
has a much larger filtration loss than drilling fluid
and will unavoidably cause formation damage to
various oil and gas reservoirs to a different degree,
which includes mainly the mechanical plugging of
cement slurry particles, the entering of cement
slurry filtrate, the crystallization and precipitation
of inorganic matter in cement slurry filtrate, and
cement slurry leakage. If a shield-type temporary
plugging drilling fluid is adopted during drilling-
in, the aforementioned formation damage caused
by cement slurry may be obviously reduced.
Requirements of Oil and Gas Well Produc-
tion. In a long-term oil and gas well production
process, the environment faced by set cement is
very harsh. In order to prolong the production
life of oil and gas wells, the cementing design
should meet the following requirements:

1. Minimum support strength. The compressive
strength of set cement is related to curing
time. At least a compressive strength of
3.5 MPa should be achieved by set cement
during an effective time in order to conduct
the operations of putting the well into pro-
duction. The measures that can be taken
include increasing the tail cement slurry
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density, specifying the minimum curing time,
and decreasing the internal pressure of casing
during curing time.

2. Increasing thermal stability. The strength retro-
gression of set cement may be generated under
a temperature higher than 110�C. Therefore,
when the static downhole temperature is higher
than 110�C, silica flour or silica sand should be
added as a thermal stabilizing agent in order to
prevent strength retrogression.

3. Enhancing corrosion resistance. Appropriate
additives or special cements are selected in
order to reduce corrosion to the full extent.

Types and Properties of Cement

During cementing of oil and gas wells, it is
required to pump cement slurry to a depth of
more than several thousand meters, and the
properties of cement are closely related to tem-
perature and pressure; thus the properties of
the oil well cement and the cement slurry formu-
lated by oil well cement should strictly meet the
related requirements.
Concept of Oil Well Cement. Oil well cement
means the silicate cement (Portland cement)
and nonsilicate cement (including modified
cement or special cement with additives) which
are applied to cementing, workover, squeeze,
and so on.

In general, the silicate cements of API grades are
known as basic oil well cement, while the other
cements such as thixotropic cement, expanding
cement, tenacious cement, and corrosion-resistant
cement are known as special oil well cement.
Types and Usable Range of Oil Well
Cement. At present, the commonly used oil
well cement is mainly silicate cement, in
which hydraulic calcium silicate is the main
component and to which a certain quantity of
gypsum and grinding aids (or a certain quantity
of gypsum or gypsum and water) are added.
They form a product after grinding. Dry
cement mixed with water (and also additives
generally) forms cement slurry. The set cement
in the downhole annulus is known as cement
sheath.

In order to adapt to requirements of different
well depth and prevent the sulfate in formation
fluid from corroding the set cement, there are
various grades and types of oil well cement that
can be selected. The API standard specifies
eight grades of oil well cement. The Chinese
oil well cement standard has also been formu-
lated with reference to the API standard. The
usable range of API oil well cement is shown
in Table 5-5.

The chemical and physical indices related
to cement and the related test methods are
specified in the API standard and Chinese
standard.
Formulation of Oil Well Cement
1. Chemical composition

The oxide analysis of typical silicate
cement is shown in Table 5-6.

2. Mineral composition of cured material
The hydration reaction may be rapidly

generated after cement is mixed with water,
and various hydrates may be formed. Cement
slurry will gradually change from liquid state
to solid state. This is just the solidification
and hardening process of cement slurry. In
oil well cement, the four minerals, tricalcium
silicate, b-type dicalcium silicate, tricalcium
aluminate, and quadricalcium ferric alumi-
nate, play a leading role in the solidification
and hardening process of cement slurry.
a. Tricalcium: 3CaO	SiO2 (that is, C3S). This

is a main compound that generates the
strength of cement. Its silicate makes early
strength increase rapidly and generates a
high ultimate strength. It accounts for
60% to 65% in a high early strength cement
and 40% to 45% in a retarded cement.

b. b-type dicalcium silicate: b-typ. 2CaO	SiO2

(that is, b-C2S). This has a slow hydration
reaction and a slow increase of early
strength; however, it plays an important
role in raising the ultimate strength of
cement.

c. Tricalcium aluminate: 3CaO	Al2O3 (that
is, C3A). This has the most rapid hydra-
tion reaction. It plays a main part in decid-
ing the initial setting time and thickening
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time of cement slurry and also greatly
affects the rheology of cement slurry. It
is sensitive to the erosion of sulfate, so that
its content is limited in sulfate-resistant
cement. In a medium sulfate-resistance
cement, the content of tricalcium aluminate
should not exceed 8%. In a high sulfate-
resistance cement, the content of tricalcium
aluminate should not be higher than 3%.
However, in a high early strength cement,
the content of tricalcium aluminate can be
up to 15%.

d. Quadricalcium ferric aluminate: 4CaO	
Al2O3	Fe2O3 (that is, C4AF). It has a hydra-
tion reaction only slower than that of trical-
cium aluminate. It makes a rapid increase of
early strength but has a small influence on
the ultimate strength of cement. The differ-
ence between the strength values during
hardening for three days and twenty-eight

days is small. In a high-sulfate-resistance
cement, the total content of one-share C4AF
and two-share C3A should not exceed 24%.

Basic Requirements for Cement Slurry and
Set Cement. The cement slurry and set cement
that finally forms should meet specific require-
ments in order to ensure the safety of operation
and enhance cementing quality. The properties
required to be measured include cement slurry
density, thickening time of cement slurry, rheolog-
ical property of cement slurry, cement slurry
filter loss, free water content of cement slurry
(bleeding of cement slurry), compressive strength
of set cement, and set cement permeability. The
test methods and standards of these properties
have been formulated. In the field, the first six
items are generally measured, and the set cement
permeability is not required to be measured at
present.

TABLE 5-6 Oxide Content of Typical Silicate Cement

Oxide SiO2 CaO Fe2O3 Al2O3 MgO SO3 K2O Burning Loss

Content (%) 22.43 64.77 4.10 4.76 1.14 1.67 0.08 0.54

TABLE 5-5 Usable Range of API Oil Well Cement

Grade

Appropriate
Well Depth
(m)

Type

RemarksCommon
Medium Sulfate
Resistance

High Sulfate
Resistance

A 0
1830 √ — — Common cement

B 0
1830 — √ √ Sulfate-resisting cement
C 0
1830 √ √ √ High-early-strength cement
D 1830
3050 — √ √ Medium-temperature medium-

pressure conditions
E 3050
4270 — √ √ High-temperature high-

pressure conditions
F 3050
4880 — √ √ Superhigh-temperature

high-pressure conditions
G 0
2440 — √ √ Basic oil well cement
H 0
2440 — √ √ Basic oil well cement

Note: “√” means having this type of cement while “—” means not having this type of cement.
The cements of grades G & H are basic oil well cements, can be used under conditions of greater well depth and higher temperature
when they are used with curing accelerator or retarding agent, and are the commonly used cements at present.
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1. Cement slurry density.
Cement slurry density means the cement

slurry weight per unit volume. It should be
higher than the density of drilling fluid in
the well but should not make formation
break, and it should also ensure the strength
of set cement and the flowability of cement
slurry. The other properties of cement slurry
and set cement are also related closely to
cement slurry density. Under normal condi-
tions, in order to ensure both the strength of
set cement and the flowability of cement
slurry and to make the other properties easy
to regulate, the density of cement slurry is
generally 1.80–1.90 g/cm3 and much higher
than that of drilling fluid.

2. Thickening time of cement slurry
With the continuous hydration of cement,

the cement slurry thickens continuously until
its flowability is lost. In order to ensure safety
during the cementing operation and ensure
pumping the cement slurry to the desired
location in annulus in the well, the cement
slurry should keep its flowability during a
certain time. The thickening time of cement
slurry can be measured by using a pressurized
consistometer, which can simulate the down-
hole temperature and pressure conditions.
When the downhole temperature and pressure
conditions are simulated by using a pressur-
ized consistometer, the duration from starting
warming and pressurizing cement slurry to
reaching a cement slurry consistency of 100
Bc (Bearden unit of consistency) is known as
the thickening time of cement slurry, which
should ensure completion of the cementing
operation and has a certain safety factor. Con-
versely, after the thickening time of cement
slurry is determined, the whole cementing
operation should be completed within the time
specified; otherwise, cement slurry cannot be
returned to the predetermined location in the
annulus.

3. Rheological property of cement slurry
Rheological property of cement slurry

means the flow deformation property of
cement slurry under the action of applied

shear stress and can be measured by using a
rheological parameter that is related to rheo-
logical mode. The rheological property of
cement slurry should be favorable for
enhancing the efficiency of displacing drilling
fluid by cement slurry (that is, degree of dis-
placing drilling fluid by cement slurry). In
addition, the rheological property of cement
slurry is also used for calculating the friction
loss of circulation in the cementing process
in order to prevent the borehole from leakage
and rationally select operational equipment.

4. Filter loss of cement slurry
Filter loss of cement slurry means that the

free water in cement slurry enters formation
through the borehole wall. A large amount
of filter loss of cement slurry will cause rapid
thickening of cement slurry, reduce the flow-
ability of cement slurry, and even cause the
accident of being unable to displace the
cement slurry to the predetermined location
in the annulus. The filtrate entering the oil
and gas reservoir may generate formation
damage.

The filter loss of cement slurry is shown by
the total filter loss volume within 30 minutes.
In principle, the filter loss of cement slurry
should be as small as possible; however, the
additives used for controlling the filter loss
of cement slurry may generally affect the rhe-
ological property, thickening time, and com-
pressive strength, and so on; thus, trade-off
studies should be made and a compromise is
taken. In general, the filter loss of cement
slurry should be 100–200 ml/30 min for cas-
ing cementing; 50–150 ml/30 min for cement
squeeze or liner cementing; 20–40 ml/30 min
for gas-channeling prevention; and lower
than 50 ml/30 min under the condition of
high density cement slurry.

5. Bleeding of cement slurry
In a static process, the bleeding of cement

slurry means the dropping out of free
water in cement slurry and forming a contin-
uous water phase. The volume of free water
dropped out per unit volume of cement slurry
is just the free-water content of cement slurry
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(that is, bleeding of cement slurry). The
bleeding of cement slurry reflects the stability
of cement slurry settlement to a great extent.
An excessive bleeding of cement slurry will
lead to an uneven distribution of cement
slurry density and an inconsistent strength
of set cement. The downhole longitudinal
water channel formed by bleeding will affect
the sealing property of the annulus. In a
directional or horizontal well, if the bleeding
of cement slurry is not controlled, a continu-
ous water channel can easily form on the
upper side of the annulus and will seriously
affect the setting and sealing quality. There-
fore, the bleeding of cement slurry should be
controlled as much as possible, and a bleeding
as low as possible should be selected. A
cement slurry with no bleeding should be
adopted in a directional or horizontal well.

6. Compressive strength of set cement
The mechanical property of set cement is

examined by testing the compressive strength
of set cement. The force that the set cement
can bear in a unit area under the action of
pressure before rupture is known as the com-
pressive strength of set cement.

The strength of set cement should meet the
following requirements from the angle of
engineering:
a. Bearing casing. Studies indicate that the

compressive strength of set cement, which
is required by bearing casing, is low and
is only 0.7 MPa, which can generally
be met.

b. Bearing impact load during drilling. The
impact load acting on casing and set cement
is dependent on drilling technology. Before
the pressurizing part of the drill string goes
out of the casing shoe, the weight on bit and
rotary speed should be controlled in order
to reduce the impact load acting on the cas-
ing and cement sheath.

c. Meeting the requirements of acidizing and
fracturing. During acidizing or fracturing,
the weak link of the cementing section is
at the consolidation strengths between the
cement sheath and the borehole wall and

between the cement sheath and casing but
not at the set cement itself. In general, when
the strength of set cement is high, the con-
solidation strengths between cement sheath
and borehole wall and between cement
sheath and casing are also high. However,
the test method of consolidation strength
has not been specified in the related stan-
dards. This is possibly due to the difficulty
in simulating downhole conditions to test
the consolidation strength (especially the
consolidation strength between cement
sheath and borehole wall).

7. Set cement permeability
Set cement permeability means the ability

for fluid passage allowed by set cement. Obvi-
ously, the permeability of set cement should
be low to the full extent in order to achieve
isolation. In practice, the permeability of set
cement is mostly lower than 1 � 10�5 mm2.
The analysis indicates that the problem of
zonal isolation is not obvious if the permeabil-
ity of itself is only to be considered; however,
the existence of microclearance between set
cement and casing or between set cement and
borehole wall may seriously affect the effective
isolation.

Basic Property Requirements for Cement
Slurry. A pilot slurry and tail slurry should
often be designed and used in order to enhance
displacement efficiency. The basic properties of
the pilot slurry and tail slurry of production cas-
ing cementing and the cement slurry of produc-
tion liner cementing are shown in Table 5-7.

Oil Well Cement Additives

The types of oil well cement are limited. In order to
meet cementing operation and quality require-
ments under different conditions, various additives
and admixtures are generally required to be added
to cement slurry to regulate the cement slurry prop-
erties. With the development of the petroleum
industry, cementing is faced with conditions that
are becoming more and more complicated (such
as deep wells, superdeep wells, adjustment wells,
horizontal wells, extended reach wells, and slim
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holes), and higher requirements are set on cement
slurry. Additives and admixtures are used more
widely, and higher requirements are set on addi-
tives and admixtures.

In the last 30 years, oil well cement additives
have been rapidly developed, and the renewal
of products is also rapid. Presently, the additives
include fluid loss additive, dispersant, retardant,
accelerant, special additives, and supplementary
additives. The admixtures include lightening
admixture, weighting admixture, and thermal
stabilizer.
Fluid Loss Additive of Oil Well Cement. Dur-
ing the cementing operation, cement slurry will
generate percolation under pressure when it
passes through a high-permeability formation.
When the filtrate of cement slurry enters forma-
tion, filter loss of the cement slurry will be
caused, cement slurry flowability will be reduced,
and even the operation will fail. In addition,
when the filtrate enters formation, formation
damage will form in varying degrees.

The API filter loss of raw cement slurry is gener-
ally higher than 1500 ml/30 min. In a cementing
operation, the filter loss should not exceed
250 ml/30 min in general. Liner cementing and
gas-channeling prevention require that the filter

loss should not exceed 50 ml/30 min, so that a
fluid loss additive is used in cement slurry.

Fluid loss additive can improve cake structure
so that a low-permeability dense cake is formed;
thus filter loss is reduced.

Polymer-type fluid loss additive is generally
used. It can increase the filtrate viscosity of
cement slurry and the resistance to entering for-
mation, thus reducing the filter loss of cement
slurry.

At present, the commonly used fluid loss
additives include particulate material and high
molecular water-soluble material.

1. Particulate material: bentonite, microsilica,
asphalt, and thermoplastic resin. Latex is a
special material and also has a good filtra-
tion-reducing property.

2. Water-soluble high molecular material: natu-
ral modified high molecular material and
water-soluble polymer. These have become
important fluid loss additives of cement
slurry. The commonly used water-soluble
polymers are as follows.
a. Cellulose derivative: hydroxyethyl cellulose

(HEC), carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC),
carboxymethyl hydroxyethyl cellulose, and

TABLE 5-7 Basic Property Requirements for Cement Slurry

Production Casing

Production LinerItem Pilot Slurry Tail Slurry

Initial consistency (Bc) <30

Thickening time (min) Cementing operation time þ 60 min
Pumpable time (min) Difference between thickening time and pumpable time <20 min
Bleeding (%) Conventional well <0.2 <0.2 <0.2

Directional well <0.2 <0.2
Horizontal well 0 0

Filter loss (6.9 MPa)
(ml/30min)

Conventional well <250 <150 <50
Directional well <150 <100
Horizontal well <50 <50

Rheological property Meeting operational requirements
Compressive strength (MPa) 24h >8 >14 >14
Permeability (10�3mm2) — <0.01 <0.01

Note: The test method of cement slurry property is in accordance with GB/T 19139-2003.
For directional and horizontal wells, the measuring cylinder used for testing free liquid level should be placed with a slope of 45�.
For low- or high-density cement slurry, the setting time of compressive strength can be 48 h.
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other cellulose derivatives. These are of an
important category of fluid loss additives
of oil well cement.

b. Acrylamide-acrylic acid copolymer (AM/
AA): acrylamide-sodium acrylate copoly-
mer (AM/AA-Na); binary acrylamide-
vinyl imidazole (VI) copolymer; ternary
acrylamide-AMPS-imidazole copolymer;
N, N-dimethyl acrylamide-AMPS copoly-
mer (NNDMA/AMPS); AA/AMPS copoly-
mer; and vinyl pyrrodidone copolymer.

Dispersant of Oil Well Cement. Oil well
cement slurry is a high-concentration suspension
system in which water is the continuous phase,
while cement particles are the dispersed phase.
The solid content (weight percent) can be up to
70%. A dispersant is used for providing the sus-
pension system with a good rheological property
and thermal stability (that is, not dispersing fur-
ther at a high temperature but still keeping a
strong adsorptivity and dispersity at a high
temperature).

Dispersant is generally an anionic, cationic,
or nonionic surfactant and is mainly used for
adsorption and dispersion.

When cement and water are mixed, positive
and negative charges are generated on the sur-
face of cement particles. When solid concentra-
tion is high, the cement particles will form a
continuous net structure due to the interaction
between positive charge and negative charge.
When the cement slurry is pumped, the net
structure will be broken, thus leading to a reduc-
tion of cement slurry viscosity. The types of dis-
persant include:

1. Polynaphthalene sulfonate;
2. Formaldehyde and acetone (or other ketone)

condensation polymer;
3. Lignosulfonate.

Retardant of Oil Well Cement. The retardants
of oil well cement are used for prolonging
the setting time of cement. Commonly used
retardants include lignosulfonate, saccharide
compound, cellulose derivative, and organic
phosphate. In addition, some inorganic salts

(such as borate, phosphate, and chromate) can
also act as retardants. The AMPS copolymers
developed in recent years are good retardants
and have stable property, high effectiveness,
wide temperature range, good compatibility
with other additives, and no side effect on set
cement strength development. They are AMPS-
AA and AMPS-itaconic acid copolymers.
Accelerant of Oil Well Cement. The acceler-
ants of oil well cement are used for shortening
the thickening time and accelerating the cement
setting and hardening; or for mitigating the
over-retarding caused by adding other additives
(such as dispersant and fluid loss additive). The
commonly used accelerants may be grouped into
two categories: the inorganic accelerant and the
organic accelerant.

Chloride is the most common accelerant of oil
well cement. Carbonate, silicate, aluminate,
nitrate, sulfate, thiosulfate, sodium hydroxide,
potassium hydroxide, ammonium hydroxide,
and so on are also accelerants of oil well cement.
Calcium chloride is the most effective and eco-
nomic accelerant.

Sodium chloride influences the thickening
time and compressive strength development of
oil well cement. This is dependent on its concen-
tration and environmental temperature. Sodium
chloride is an accelerant when its concentration
(weight percent) in cement is lower than 10%.
When its concentration is in a range of 10%
to 18%, it not only has no accelerating effect
but also no retarding effect, and its thickening
time is similar to that of fresh cement slurry.
When its concentration is increased to more
than 18%, a retarding effect will be generated.
Obviously, sodium chloride is not a good
accelerant and is only used when calcium chlo-
ride is in short supply on site or under special
conditions.

Sea water is often used for formulating
cement slurry in offshore operation. The content
of sodium chloride in sea water is about 25 g/L,
and an accelerating effect may be generated. The
content of magnesium chloride in sea water is
about 1.5 g/L and should be simultaneously
counted.
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Sodium silicate is generally used as a filling
material, but it also has an accelerating effect.
In the liquid phase of cement slurry, sodium sili-
cate reacts with Ca2þ and forms a colloidal
nucleus of hydrated calcium silicate, thus leading
to the ending of the induction period of cement
hydration in advance.

Organic accelerants include calcium formate
Ca (HCOO)2, ammonium formate, oxalic acid,
and triethanolamine.
Special Function Additives. In recent years,
with the continuous exploration and develop-
ment of oil and gas fields, the number of wells
with complicated conditions has continually
increased, and the requirements of special func-
tions for a cement slurry system have also
increased, thus developing oil well cement addi-
tives with various special functions, such as
gas-channeling inhibitor used for preventing gas
channeling during setting of cement slurry,
toughness promoter used for improving the
impact resistance of set cement, expanding agent
used for reducing volume contraction during
setting of cement slurry, and early strength addi-
tive used for enhancing ultra-low and ultra-high
density cement strength development.

1. Gas-channeling inhibitor
Gas-channeling inhibitors include the

inhibitor used for preventing or reducing
weight loss during setting of cement slurry
and the inhibitor used for increasing resis-
tance to oil, gas, and water to prevent them
from entering the cement slurry system.
a. Gas-channeling inhibitor used for prevent-

ing or reducing weightlessness. After being
added to cement slurry, it can generate
minute gas bubbles that disperse evenly
in the system and can increase the pore
pressure to make up for the decrease of
hydrostatic column pressure of cement
slurry. This cement is generally known as
gas-channeling–resistant compressibility
cement.

There are many kinds of gas cement
material, such as aluminum powder, zinc
powder, oxydol, and bleaching powder.

Aluminum powder is an appropriate mate-
rial by comprehensive consideration of
source and cost (such as Halliburton’s
Gas Check and the KQ series of Chinese
Southwest Petroleum University).

Metal aluminum (Al) has an active
chemical property. Hydrogen gas may
be generated when aluminum reacts on
an acid or alkali. Cement slurry has alka-
linity (pH value is about 12 to 13). The
chemical reaction that will generate
hydrogen gas may be speeded up under
the condition of downhole temperature
and pressure. Hydrogen gas generated
will be evenly distributed in cement
slurry (known as gas-charged cement
slurry), and an additional pressure may
be acted on formation with the aid of
slurry column weight, pore resistance,
or bridging. This additional pressure will
be gradually released when weightless-
ness is generated during setting of cement
slurry, thus making up for the pressure
decrease caused by weightlessness. The
chemical reaction of aluminum powder
in cement slurry is as follows.

2Alþ CaðOHÞ2 þ 2H2O ! CaðAlO2Þ2 þ 3H2 "

b. Gas-channeling inhibitor used for increas-
ing resistance to gas channeling. When it
is added to cement slurry, the gas penetra-
tion potential of cement slurry and plastic
cement slurry permeability can be reduced
in the transitional period from liquid state
to solid state, and the resistance to gas is
increased so that gas channeling is pre-
vented. This cement is generally known
as gas-channeling–resistant impermeability
cement.

The gas-channeling mechanism of this
type of inhibitor is the following: first, the
dense cement cake deposited on permeable
formation inhibits formation fluid from
entering the cement system; second, itmakes
the formation fluid that enters cement form
an impermeable barrier in cement pores,
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thus inhibiting gas from continuing to enter
the cement system, or superfine material is
added for plugging the pore channel and
inhibiting gas from entering the cement sys-
tem. On the basis of this mechanism, poly-
mer emulsion (latex), partially crosslinked
polymer, and microsilica, and so on, have
been formulated.

Ethylene-butadiene latex is a typical
latex used in oil well cement. In addition,
the latexes used in oil well cement also
include polyvinyl dichloride, polyvinyl
acetate (PVA), and styrene-butadiene-ethyl
acrylate.

2. Toughness promoter (plasticizing agent)
At present, fiber material and latex can

be appropriately added to cement slurry in
order to improve the impact resistance of set
cement.

a. Fiber-type toughness promoter: A certain
quantity of evenly dispersed fiber material
is added to cement slurry, so that the stress
concentration at the end of the original
defect in set cement is decreased, and the
spreading of defect is mitigated (crack-
resisting effect). This type of fiber includes
fibrous asbestos, carbon fiber, and nylon
fiber.

b. Latex-type toughness promoter: Latex is
evenly distributed in cement slurry. Under
normal conditions latex will not react
chemically with cement slurry. The water
in latex particles may be absorbed during
hydration of cement. The latex particles
after water loss will agglomerate and form
filiform films that are distributed in whole
set cement and stretch over the defects and
microcracks in set cement. These films
have a high tensile strength and deform-
ability, thus mitigating effectively the
extension of defect and microcrack of set
cement.

Lightening Admixture. Lightening admixture
is used for decreasing cement slurry density
and reducing the hydrostatic column pressure

of cement slurry; thus circulation loss due to
the rupture of weak formation can be pre-
vented, and the return height of cement slurry
is ensured.

There are three kinds of lightening admix-
ture: bentonite material with its high density,
which has high adsorptive capacity and high
mud yield and can decrease cement slurry den-
sity by increasing the water-cement ratio, such
as fly ash, bentonite, soluble silicate, and diato-
mite; material with lower density than water,
such as drift bead and glass microbead; and
gases (such as air and nitrogen gas) that can
decrease cement slurry density after the cement
slurry is aerated with gas, and a foamed cement
is formed.
Weighting Admixture. When a high-pressure
oil and gas well or an adjustment well of an
old oil field is cemented, a weighting admixture
is often added to cement in order to prevent well
blowout and gas channeling and increase cement
slurry density. The commonly used weighting
admixtures include barite, hematite, titanic iron
ore, and silica sand. Sometimes NaCl and some
dispersants can also be used for increasing
cement slurry density.
Thermal Stabilizer. Under the condition of
downhole temperature higher than 110�C (such
as deep wells, superdeep wells, and thermal pro-
duction wells), the hydration products (dical-
cium silicate and tricalcium silicate) in cement
may generate a change of crystal form, so that
the strength of set cement will be reduced.
When silica flour or silica sand is appropriately
added to cement slurry, the strength of set
cement can prevent the strength of set cement
at high temperature from reducing. The per-
centage of silica flour or silica sand added
is dependent on temperature. Under the condi-
tion of downhole static temperature between
110 and 204�C, the percentage is 30% to 40%
(the content of silicon oxide is not less than
90%). When the vapor temperature is 240–
360�C in the vapor injection well of a heavy oil
reservoir, the percentage of silica four or silica
sand added is sometimes up to 60%.
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Principle of Enhancing Cement Job
Quality

The purpose in enhancing cement job quality is
to isolate oil-, gas-, and water-bearing forma-
tions and protect payzones. Thus the two key
problems that should be solved include how to
fill in the annulus with cement slurry; and how
to stably suppress oil-, gas-, and water-bearing
formations and isolate these formations fully
during the setting time of cement slurry.
Measures to Raise Displacement Efficiency
of Cementing. The degree of displacement of
drilling fluid by cement slurry in the annulus is
shown by displacement efficient Z as follows:

Cementing section: Z ¼ cement slurry volume/
annulus volume;

Some cross-section of cementing section:
Z ¼ cement slurry area/annulus area.

When Z is equal to 1 (that is, 100%), the dril-
ling fluid is fully displaced by cement slurry.
When Z is less than 1, the drilling fluid has not
been fully displaced by cement slurry, thus
leading to a channel.

Measures to raise displacement efficiency
include: using a centralizer to reduce the eccen-
tricity of casing in the borehole; moving the cas-
ing during cementing; cementing under the
condition of turbulent flow or plug flow; using
pad fluid, adjusting drilling fluid properties
before cementing; and increasing contact time
under a turbulent flow regime.

1. Using a centralizer for ensuring the eccentric-
ity of casing

In a directional or horizontal well, casing
string may be on the lower side of the bore-
hole due to the weight of casing, and an
eccentricity is formed. In a straight well, the
borehole drilled is also unable to be abso-
lutely vertical, and there is also the eccentric-
ity of casing. The displacement efficiency of
cementing is closely related to the eccentricity
of the casing in the borehole.

The conditions of flow velocity distribu-
tion in a concentric annulus and an eccentric
annulus are shown in Figure 5-8.

In a concentric annulus, the circumferen-
tial flow velocity distribution is even due to
the equal clearance on the whole circumfer-
ence of the annulus. In an eccentric annulus,
the circumferential flow velocity is uneven
due to the unequal clearance on the whole
circumference of the annulus, which is due
to eccentric casing; the flow velocity in wide
clearance is high, and the flow velocity in
narrow clearance is low. The more serious
the eccentricity of the casing, the more seri-
ous the unevenness of flow velocity distribu-
tion. The flow velocity distribution of liquid
in an eccentric annulus has been measured.
When the eccentricity is 69%, the flow
velocity in the maximum clearance is 70
times the flow velocity in the minimum
clearance.

During the displacement of drilling fluid
by cement slurry, a similar condition will also
be generated. The speed of displacing drilling
fluid by cement slurry in wide clearance is
faster than that in narrow clearance, thus
leading to different return heights of cement
slurry between wide and narrow clearances.
Under the condition of serious eccentricity
of the casing, the drilling fluid in narrow
clearance cannot be displaced and may be left
in the original place, thus generating channel.

Therefore, the eccentricity of casing in the
borehole should be reduced to the full extent.
At present, the measures taken include

FIGURE 5-8 Flow velocity distributions in a concentric
annulus and an eccentric annulus.
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attaching a centralizer to the casing string.
The casing centralizer spacing calculation
method has been recommended in the related
Chinese standard.

2. Moving casing during cementing
Moving the casing up and down or rotat-

ing the casing is an effective measure to raise
displacement efficiency. The measure to raise
displacement efficiency by rotating casing is
shown in Figure 5-9.

When the casing rotates, the drilling fluid
held up in narrow annulus clearance or flow-
ing more slowly is carried to wider annulus
clearance; on the other hand, casing bending
is certainly generated due to the crooked
borehole, and casing revolution may be gen-
erated by rotating casing, thus generating
alternate change between wide and narrow
clearances circumferentially. Thus the drilling
fluid will be evenly displaced by cement
slurry in the whole annulus under the com-
bined action of the two aspects. Rotating
may cause the casing to bear an excessive
stress. Therefore, a rotating speed of 10 to
20 rotations per minute is appropriate.

It is generally considered that rotating cas-
ing may have a better result. Moving the

casing up and down may generate sticking
of the casing after pulling up; thus the casing
cannot be set to the design location, so that it
is difficult to install a wellhead.

3. Cementing under the condition of turbulent
flow or plug flow

The flow velocity distributions under differ-
ent flow regimes are shown in Figure 5-10.
Turbulent flow regime has a time-average flow
velocity distribution. The cross-sectional flow
velocity under laminar flow regime is a lepto-
kurtic distribution. The cross-sectional flow
velocity distributions under turbulent flow
regime and plug flow regime are relatively
gentle, thus favoring the uniform advan-
cing of cement slurry to displace drilling
fluid. However, in an eccentric annulus, a
serious circumferential uneven advancing
may be caused under a plug flow regime
despite the fact that cement slurry can
evenly advance to displace drilling fluid in
this clearance.

Displacement under a turbulent flow
regime has an even cross-sectional flow
velocity distribution. Furthermore, it is more
important that the swirl of turbulent flow in
turbulent flow displacement fluid can

FIGURE 5-9 Rotating the casing to raise displacement efficiency. 1 - borehole;
2 - casing; 3 - flowing cement slurry; 4 - drilling fluid.

FIGURE 5-10 Flow velocity distributions under different flow regimes.
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generate erosion, disturbance, and carrying
effect on the interface between displacement
fluid and drilling fluid, thus favoring dis-
placing drilling fluid. In an eccentric annulus,
the erosion, disturbance, and carrying effect
can gradually displace the drilling fluid in
narrow clearance. In an eccentric annulus,
the unevenness of circumferential turbulent
flow regime is much lower than that under a
laminar flow regime (plug flow is intrinsi-
cally of laminar flow) and can be reduced
by 27% to 76% in accordance with the data
obtained by measurement; thus a turbulent
flow regime is favorable to displacement in
narrow clearance. In addition, the turbulent
flow regime has a great friction resistance
pressure drop per unit length. This friction
resistance pressure drop is a motive force
that motivates the retained drilling fluid
to flow; thus it favors drilling fluid displace-
ment. Therefore, displacement under turbu-
lent flow regime should first be selected,
provided that it is allowed by downhole con-
ditions (that is, it is impossible to cause lost
circulation).

4. Using pad fluid
The chemical composition of cement slurry

is different from the chemical composition of
drilling fluid. When drilling fluid is directly
displaced by cement slurry, the drilling fluid
and cement slurry in the vicinity of the inter-
face will mix. After mixing of drilling fluid
and cement slurry, the cement slurry may be
thickened, thus leading to an increase of flow
friction resistance in the annulus and even to
lost circulation, or the cement slurry cannot
be pumped so that the drilling fluid cannot
be entirely displaced out of the casing. On
the other hand, the mixture of drilling fluid
and cement slurry may be very thick and is
not easily displaced by the following cement
slurry, so that channel of mixture is formed,
thus influencing cement job quality. Thus
drilling fluid is incompatible with cement
slurry, and one or several sections of specially
formulated liquid that is simultaneously com-
patible with drilling fluid and cement slurry

are required to be injected ahead of cement
slurry. This liquid is known as pad fluid of
cementing.

The pad fluid includes washing fluid and
spacer fluid. The washing fluid is used for
diluting drilling fluid and washing the bore-
hole wall and casing wall (also isolating dril-
ling fluid from cement slurry) and is mainly
used during cementing under turbulent flow
regime. The spacer fluid is mainly used for
isolating drilling fluid and cement slurry.
There are two types of spacer fluid: the
thick-type spacer fluid used for cementing
under a plug flow regime, and the turbulent
flow type spacer fluid used for cementing
under a turbulent flow regime.

5. Adjusting drilling fluid properties before
cementing

The drilling fluid properties during drilling
should meet the requirements of the drill-
ing operation; however, these properties are
inappropriate for raising the displacement
efficiency of cementing. Therefore, it is ge-
nerally required to adjust the drilling fluid
properties. This is very important. The
density, viscosity, and gel strength or thixo-
tropy of drilling fluid should be appropri-
ately reduced on the premise of ensuring
downhole safety. Theoretical and experimen-
tal studies indicate that reducing the thixot-
ropy is particularly important. The stronger
the thixotropy, the greater the internal tex-
tural force of drilling fluid and the more
unfavorable the displacing of drilling fluid.
However, in a deep complicated well, it is
difficult to adjust the drilling fluid properties
to a great extent in the whole well before
cementing. Therefore, under the condition
of adjusting drilling fluid properties to the
full extent, drilling fluid of about 20 m3

should be adjusted to have good displace-
ment property and the property of prevent-
ing cement slurry from contaminating, and
used as a lead fluid before pad fluid in order
to raise displacement efficiency.

6. Increasing contact time under turbulent flow
regime
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As mentioned earlier, displacement under
a turbulent flow regime generates mainly
erosion, disturbance, and carrying effect.
Obviously, the erosion, disturbance, and car-
rying effect need a certain amount of time.
Laboratory simulation studies and statistical
analysis of cementing practice indicate that
under the condition of casing centricity that
is not less than 67%, the drilling fluid can
be effectively displaced when the contact
time is more than 7 to 10 minutes. There-
fore, the pad fluid properties and volume
and the cement slurry volume should be
rationally designed.

7. Density difference between displacement
fluid and drilling fluid

The step-up densities of drilling fluid, pad
fluid, and cement slurry (that is, positive den-
sity difference) are generally required because
the positive density difference will generate a
buoyancy effect on drilling fluid, thus favoring
displacement. However, the washing fluid can
be excepted due to the main effects of washing
fluid, which include diluting drilling fluid and
washing the borehole wall and casing wall.

Cement SlurryWeightlessness and Prevention
of Channeling ofOil, Gas, andWater. In the ini-
tial stage after cementing, the cement slurry is still
in a liquid state, the pressure acting on the reser-
voir by the annulus liquid is equal to the sum of
the hydrostatic pressures of slurry columns above
the acting point and can suppress the reservoir
due to the density of cement slurry being higher
than that of drilling fluid. However, with the
setting of cement slurry, the cement slurry column
pressure is gradually reduced. This phenomenon is
known as cement slurry weightlessness. When the
slurry column pressure is lower than reservoir
pressure, the oil, gas, and water in the reservoir
may enter the annulus and then interzonal cross-
flow or channeling to the wellhead along the
annulus will be generated. This type of flow or
channeling is more possible in wells that have
high-pressure formation of oil, gas, and water or
great interzonal pressure difference (such as water
injection wells).

1. Mechanism of cement slurry weightlessness
Cement slurry weightlessness includes gel
weightlessness and bridging weightlessness.
a. Gelling weightlessness. During hydration

and setting of cement slurry, a spatial net
texture with a certain gelling strength may
be formed between cement particles,
between cement particles and the borehole
wall, and between cement particles and
the casing. When lower slurry volume is
decreased due to cement hydration, volume
contraction, and fluid loss, the net texture
will cause a part of the cement slurry col-
umn weight to hang on the borehole wall
and casing, and the lower volume decrease
cannot be fully compensated, thus reducing
the effective stress acting on the lower for-
mation and leading to weightlessness.

b. Bridgingweightlessness.When cement slurry
is static after cementing, the rapid fluid loss
of cement slurry at high-permeability forma-
tion will cause the cement slurry to thicken
rapidly and form plugging (bridging). In
addition, the rock blocks and cement parti-
cles generated by high-velocity erosion
during cementing may sink and form plug-
ging.When a decrease of volume is generated
in a lower cement slurry column due to
cement hydration, volume contraction, and
fluid loss, the upper cement slurry column
pressure cannot be effectively transmitted
downward due to plugging; thus, the effec-
tive pressure acting on lower formation may
also be decreased, and weightlessness may
be caused.

c. Set cement contraction. During the
setting of cement slurry, internal contrac-
tion of the set cement body due to hydra-
tion may form micropores, and the
appearance also presents volume contrac-
tion, thus reducing the pore pressure
and the pressure acting on formation.
The shrinkage factor of cement slurry
during initial setting time is generally
0.1% to 0.5%; whereas the shrinkage
factor during final setting time is higher
than 2%.
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d. Forming water column by free water sepa-
ration. The free water separation in
cement slurry may form an axial
connected water channel, thus reducing
the pressure acting on formation. This
effect is particularly obvious in a deflect-
ing well, in which an obvious water chan-
nel is formed on the upper side of the
borehole wall. This is the main channel
of channeling of oil, gas, or water.

2. Gas block cement slurry evaluation
The cement slurry weightlessness and gas

invasion and the prediction methods have
been studied.
a. Gas-channeling potential factor method.

The gas-channeling factor of potential
(GFP) method was presented by Hallibur-
ton in 1984 in accordance with the concept
of transient time of cement slurry. The ratio
of the maximum reduction pmax of slurry
column pressure when gel strength tcgs of
cement slurry equals 240 Pa to the bal-
anced slurry column pressure pob in the
well is used for describing the hazard level
of gas channeling. This is a qualitative esti-
mating method. The formula of GFP is
shown in Equation (5-21).

(5-21)

GFP ¼ Pmax
Pob

pmax ¼
4Lctcgs

100ðDh � DpÞ

pob ¼ ðrcLc þ rspLsp þ rmLm � GfLÞ=100
where: L, Lc, Lsp, Lm ¼ well depth, cement
slurry section length, pad fluid section
length, upper drilling fluid section length,

respectively, m; rc, rsp, rm ¼ densities of
cement slurry, pad fluid, drilling fluid in
annulus, respectively, g/cm3; Gf ¼ equiva-
lent density of formation pressure at well
depth L, g/cm3; pmax ¼ reduction of
cement slurry column pressure when tcgs ¼
240Pa, MPa; pob ¼ overbalance pressure
acting on reservoir, MPa.

Obviously, the greater the pob and the
smaller the pmax, the smaller the GFP
and the lower the hazard level of gas chan-
neling. The GFP, possibility of gas chan-
neling, and methods of preventing gas
channeling are shown in Table 5-8.

b. Gas-channeling resistance coefficient
(Emig) method. This method was presented
by Southwest Petroleum University in
2002, and a corresponding evaluation
instrument was developed. This method
is used for comparing the gas-channeling
resistances in setting processes of different
type or formulation cements so that the
cement design may be evaluated or opti-
mized, as shown in Equation (5-22):

(5-22)

Emig ¼ Pmig

ffiffiffi
tc

p
t

where: pmig ¼ gas invasion pressure dif-
ference measured at time t of curing, kPa;
t ¼ curing time, min; tc ¼ initial setting
time of cement slurry, tc > t, min.

The greater the Emig, the greater the gas-
channeling resistance of the cement slurry
system. The Emig value is related to curing
time and increases as time increases. The
gradation of the gas-channeling resistance
coefficient is shown in Table 5-9.

TABLE 5-8 Prediction and Application of Gas Channeling Factor of Potential

GFP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ‘

Possibility of gas channeling Low Medium High (high hazard level)

Recommended cement slurry High-density cement slurry
Low fluid-loss cement slurry

Delayed gelling cement slurry
Thixotropic cement slurry
Impermeable cement slurry

Compressible cement slurry
Latex-cement slurry
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c. Main method of preventing gas channeling
A gassing material is added so that the

elastic bulging force generated in the setting
process of cement can compensate for the
cement slurry weightlessness, thus retaining
the effective pressure of the cement slurry
column. When cement slurry weightless-
ness is generated, the gassing agent gener-
ates gas, thus forming microbubbles that
are dispersed in cement slurry. An addi-
tional pressure is generated in the gassing
cement slurry by using the plug effect
formed by hydrostatic pressure and textural
force of the slurry column (drilling fluid col-
umn or cement slurry column) above gassing
cement slurry or the plug effect of bridging
section with the aid of microbubbles gener-
ated by the gassing agent so that the final
pressure of the cement slurry column can
be higher than reservoir pressure, thus pre-
venting weightlessness and gas channeling.
Aluminum is an active metal. The reaction
of treated aluminum powder to caustic
water will generate dispersed hydrogen,
which can play a part mentioned earlier.

In addition, increasing the drag force of
cement slurry during setting, especially for the
duration of pressure reduction from cement
slurry column pressure to water column pres-
sure, may prevent gas channeling.

Cement Job Quality Detection and
Evaluation

Quality Requirements of Cementing
1. Specifications of the return height of cement

slurry, cement plug length, and artificial bore-
hole bottom. During cementing, the designed
return height of cement slurry should exceed
150m above the top of reservoir, and the
actual cement top should exceed 50 m above

the top of reservoir. Natural gas wells and
steam injection wells require cement slurry
to return to the surface.

2. The double-plug cementing method is adopted
in order to ensure the sealing and fixing qual-
ity of the casing shoe. The distance between
choking ring and casing shoe should not be
less than 10m. It is generally 20 m for inter-
mediate casing or an initial completion well.
The casing shoe should be close to the bottom-
hole as much as possible. The double-plug
method is used for avoiding contaminating
cement slurry by liquid film slurry body,
which is formed by scraping the internal cas-
ing surface during downgoing of a single plug.

3. The distance between the bottom boundary
of the reservoir and artificial borehole bot-
tom (cement face in casing) should not be less
than 15m in order to meet the requirements
of petroleum production technology.

Cement Sheath Quality Standards
1. Cement bond log (CBL)

Acoustic amplitude log, which is also
known as cement bond log (CBL), is gener-
ally taken as the criterion of cement sheath
quality assessment, and carried out after cur-
ing of 24 to 48 hours; however, the time is
determined in accordance with the specific
conditions for special wells (liner cementing,
cementing by using retarded cement, and
so on). The cement sheath quality is deter-
mined on the basis of the relative amplitude
of acoustic amplitude attenuation on the
acoustic amplitude log. The acoustic ampli-
tudes value of the free casing section under
the condition of a whole annulus that is fully
filled with drilling fluid is taken as a base.

Relative amplitude ¼ acoustic amplitude
log amplitude of target section/acoustic
amplitude log amplitude of free casing sec-
tion � 100%

TABLE 5-9 Application of Gas-Channeling Resistance Coefficient

Emig <8 8–16 16–32 >32

Gas channeling resistance Low Medium High Very high
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The relative acoustic amplitude values of
cement job quality assessment are shown in
Table 5-10.

2. Variable density log (VDL)
Variable density log has been commonly

used in recent years. It can be used for measur-
ing and recording the formation wave and
reflecting the status of the bond between
cement and formation (known as second inter-
face). After the results of variable density log
are contrasted with the results of acoustic
amplitudes log, the cement sheath quality can
be comprehensively assessed.

The qualitative quality assessment of the
first and second interfaces of cement sheath
on the basis of VDL is shown in Table 5-11.

3. Segmented cement bond log
Cement bond quality is measured by using a

segmented bond tool (SBT) in longitudinal
and lateral (circumferential) directions. A
segmented bond tool has six slide plates.
Two high-frequency oriented transducers are
attached to each slide plate and are used for
measurement in six sectors of 60� around cas-
ing. Six slide plates have six power backup
arms. Each arm sticks an emitter-receiver
transducer slide plate on the inner wall of the
casing. The distance between emitter trans-
ducer and receiver transducer is 15.2 cm.
Segmented cement bond log is insensitive to
gassing in heavy drilling fluid or drilling fluid,
the influence of high-speed bed on adopting

TABLE 5-10 Cement Job Quality Assessment Based on CBL

Conventional Density Cement Low-Density Cement Evaluation Conclusion

CBL�15% CBL�20% Good

15%<CBL�30% 20%<CBL�40% Medium (qualified)
CBL>30% CBL>40% Poor (unqualified)

Note Low-density cement means cement slurry with density between 1.30 g/cm3 and 1.75 g/cm3

TABLE 5-11 Qualitative Cement Job Quality Assessment Based on VDL

VDL Characteristics
Qualitative Cement Job Quality

Assessment Conclusion

Casing Wave
Characteristic Formation Wave Characteristic

Bond Status of
First Interface

Bond Status of
Second Interface

Very weak or no Clear formation wave; good synchronism
of phase line with AC

Good Good

Very weak or no No; weak formation by AC; hole not
enlarged

Good Good

Very weak or no No; weak formation by AC; large hole Good Poor
Very weak or no Weak Good Partial bond
Weak Clear formation wave Partial bond

(or micro-annulus)
Partial to good bond

Weak No or weak formation wave Partial bond Poor
Weak Unclear formation wave Medium Poor
Weak Weak Slightly poor Partial to good bond
Very strong No Poor Unable to determine

Note: AC is compressional wave moveout curve measured in open hole.
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short spacing, and the eccentricity of the tool,
and so on, are insensitive due to the casing
wall contact measurement. These factors have
a great influence on conventional cement
bond log.

Segmented cement bond log can be used
for the following:
a. Determining the cement bond status on

casing-cement interface and formation-
cement interface

b. Showing circumferential, omnidirectional
cement bond status around the casing so
that the multiple solvability of conven-
tional cement bond log may be overcome

c. Judging the channeling location
d. Effective assessment of cement bond status of

large-diameter casing (406-mm-dia. casing)
e. Assessment of the casing bond status of

horizontal well

5.5 PRODUCTION CASING AND
CEMENTING FOR COMPLEX
TYPE WELLS

Thesewells include high-temperature high-pressure
deep and superdeep wells, high-temperature high-
pressure gas wells, high H2S or CO2 wells, wells
that easily lose circulation, thermal production
wells, horizontal wells, adjustment wells, and ex-
ternal casing packer wells.

Superdeep Wells and High-
Temperature High-Pressure
Gas Wells

Main Problems. Production casing and cement-
ing may often be faced with more complicated
and special conditions in superdeep wells and
high-temperature high-pressure gas wells. The
problems include mainly the following:

1. A high-capacity gas well needs to have a
large diameter tubing and corresponding
large production casing. For instance, pro-
duction casing diameter is enlarged from
9 5/8 in. to 9 7/8 in. in the KL-2 well.
Large diameter production casing under

high pressure may be faced with many tech-
nical problems of internal pressure strength
and sealing property.

2. A superdeep well needs to have a casing of
high-strength steel grade. High-strength steel
is sensitive to the failure of cracking. If the
reservoir contains hydrogen sulfide, then
high-strength steel grade cannot be adopted.

3. Conventional hole structure cannot meet
the requirements of a superdeep well, and
nonconventional hole structure is required.
Nonconventional hole structure requires non-
standard size casing and corresponding acces-
sories and tools. If slip-type casinghead is
used, the problem of casing collapse and
deformation should be considered due to the
great casing string weight. Shoulder-type
casinghead should be preferentially used for
hanging casing string.

4. In a high-temperature high-pressure gas well,
tieback is generally required after a liner is
run in, and intermediate casing is not generally
used as production casing. The tieback sleeve
on the liner head and the tubular stinger
should be able to bear a high-pressure seal.
The failure of the seal may cause a serious
result. If lost circulation during cementing is
predicted, the tieback technique should be
designed to prevent lost circulation during
cementing. In a high-temperature high-pres-
sure gas well, cementing by using stage-
cementing collar has a low sealing reliability
and may generate leakage or breakdown, thus
making serious future trouble. At a stage-
cementing collar, the setting quality of the
external casing cementing is poor, or there is a
mixed slurry section, or even there is no cement
sheath; thus, external casing corrosion may be
caused, and a local compression deformation
may be generated at a thinning place due to
corrosion on the casing wall.

5. In a superdeep well, liner completion is gener-
ally adopted. The cement job quality is diffi-
cult to ensure due to the small clearance and
long cementing section. Gas channeling after
cementing, cementing channel, water inva-
sion of water-bearing permeable interval, lost
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circulation during cementing, and excessive
pump pressure or even pump bouncing dur-
ing cement, and so on, may be generated.

Solving Means
1. Using casing material suitable for superdeep

well and high-temperature gas well
a. Effect of high temperature on casing

strength. The yield strength and elastic
modulus of steel may be slightly reduced at
high temperature, and the casing strength
performance indices calculated in accor-
dance with ISO/API standards may be cor-
respondingly reduced. The safety factor of
casing strength design should consider the
reduction of steel strength at high tempera-
ture. The curves of P110 and Q125 steel
grade casing strength reduction with the
increase of temperature are shown in Fig-
ure 5-11. It is shown that the yield strength
is reduced by 8% to 11% at 140�C while
the yield strength is reduced by about 11%
to 13% at 200�C. The casing strength calcu-
lation formula adopts a conservative calcu-
lation method or correction factor. For
instance, the wall thickness is decreased by
12.5% on the basis of nominal wall

thickness. The actual yield strength of cas-
ing produced by the manufacturer is higher
than the minimum nominal yield strength
in order to ensure fully meeting the require-
ment of minimum nominal yield strength of
110 ksi or 125 ksi. Thus the material
strength reduction at high temperature is
only considered when the strength is
designed in the critical state.

b. Performance matching requirements of
high-strength steel.

Q125 is a high-strength steel that has
been listed in the standard. In addition, the
casings of 140 ksi and 150 ksi steel grades
are also used by the industrial sector under
special conditions. High-strength steel is
sensitive to the failure of cracking; thus
special attention should be paid to the
steel properties that are related to cracking
and crack propagation. Charpy impact
toughness is a composite index that reflects
crack propagation resistance of material
and should be matched with the strength
and wall thickness. A high-yield strength
should correspond to a high Charpy impact
toughness. ISO 11960 has specified the

FIGURE 5-11 Casing strength reduction with increase of temperature.
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minimum longitudinal and lateral Charpy
impact toughness values of different steel
grades, which are the minimum standards.
Designers should first select casings with
high Charpy impact toughness when they
are used in high-temperature high-pressure
and high-capacity gas wells. The lateral
Charpy impact toughness values of collar
and casing body play an important part in
the longitudinal cracking failure of the col-
lar and disruptive failure of the casing; thus
the lateral Charpy impact toughness of cas-
ing should be especially emphasized when
the casing is used in high-pressure gas wells.

The defect detection of high-strength
steel casing above Q125 should be more
rigorous. Both the internal and external
surfaces of casing should not have a defect
that has a crack depth greater than 5% of
wall thickness. Scoring should also be
avoided during casing running operation
and downhole operation.

2. Using liner as production casing
Deep and superdeep well completion

adopts the same diameter casing. Large diam-
eter production casing when it is run to bot-
tomhole has a great total weight. In addition,
the cement job quality of long-section cement-
ing is difficult to ensure. Currently, deep and
superdeep well completion mostly adopts
liner completion, which is favorable for pro-
tecting oil and gas reservoirs and reducing for-
mation damage, can ensure the cement job
quality of the reservoir interval and the whole
well, and can decrease the usage of large diam-
eter casing and the cement slurry volume.
Liner completion has a short cement section
and can avoid the cementing channel and the
gas invasion or channeling during curing time,
thus favoring enhancing cement job quality.
After liner cementing, the reservoir has been
cemented. The production casing is then run
in for tieback (the soak time of drilling fluid
is decreased) and cementing. The cementing
discharge capacity can be increased just as in
conventional cementing, cementing is not
disturbed by reservoir oil and gas, and the

cement job quality is also ensured. In addition,
a large diameter tubing can be set above the
liner. However, the annular clearance of liner
completion is generally small, the liner hanger
has a complicated structure, the liner comple-
tion operation has a complicated procedure,
the cementing discharge capacity is limited,
and the liner completion should meet high
operational requirements.
a. The annular clearance at the collar should

not be less than 5/8 in. (16 mm) in order
to ensure a sufficient cement sheath thick-
ness. A reamer bit can be used for reaming.
On the basis of experience, a 7 in.
(177.8 mm) liner requires a borehole diam-
eter larger than 230 mm, while a 5 1/2 in.
(139.3 mm) liner requires a borehole diam-
eter larger than 190 mm in order to ensure
annulus cement job quality. However, these
requirements have not been achieved in
practical operations at present.

b. During running-in liner, the landing time
for each liner should not be less than 1 to
1.5 minutes in order to prevent formation
leakoff and prevent hanger spring and slip
dog, and so on, from damage.

c. Sufficient preflush and cement slurry vol-
umes should be ensured in order to ensure
that the time of contacting themain isolation
interval is not less than 10 minutes.

d. Attention should be paid to the require-
ments for cement slurry properties. Cement
slurry mobility should be improved, and
fluid loss should be decreased. The even-
ness of the cement slurry should be ensured
by using preformulation.

e. The overlay length of liner and upper cas-
ing should be between 50 m and 150 m.
Too great overlay length is inappropriate
even under special conditions.

f. When cementing plug impingement is not
adopted, a special metering tank should be
set up. When cementing plug impingement
is adopted, an overdisplacement is also inap-
propriate if plug impingement has not been
achieved yet after displacement volume
exceeds compressibility volume.
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g. If allowed by conditions, the liner is appro-
priately rotated in order to enhance cement
job quality. In deep wells, directional wells,
and horizontal wells, a liner hanger that
can be hydraulically unhung should be
adopted in order to prevent mistaken judg-
ing of whether back-off operation has been
completed.

3. Measures for cementing under small clearances
of borehole-casing annulus and intermediate
casing-production casing annulus

Deep wells and superdeep wells have a com-
plicated casing program and small clearances
of borehole-casing annulus and intermediate
casing-production casing annulus, thus causing
difficulties in hole structure and cementing.
a. Using integral joint casing or special clear-

ance collar casing. The casing program of
20 in./13 3/8 in./9 5/8 in./7 in./5 in. and
threaded collar joint are adopted in China
at present. The casing matching series is
affected by collar diameter to a great extent.
The collar diameter of standard casing
series is 12.7 mm larger than casing body
diameter for 4 1/2-in. casing and 25.4 mm
larger than casing body diameter for 10
3/4-in. casing. The casing collar–borehole
clearances of 7-in. casing in 8 1/2-in. bore-
hole and 5-in. casing in 5 7/8-in. borehole
are 10.7 mm and 3.95 mm, respectively
(Table 5-12).

A clearance value smaller than 0.5 in.
(12.7 mm) may cause difficulty in running
casing and cannot ensure cement job qual-
ity. An 8 1/2-in. (215.9 mm) bit cannot pass
through 9 5/8-in. (244.5 mm) casing with
a wall thickness of 13.84 mm and can
only pass through 9 5/8-in. high collapsing
strength casing with a wall thickness of
11.19 mm, thus requiring an 8 3/8-in.
(212.7 mm) bit and causing a further small
annular clearance outside 7-in. casing.

One approach to solving this problem is
the adoption of integral joint casing or
special clearance collar casing.

Integral joint casing has special trape-
zoidal thread machined directly on the

casing body. There are two types of inte-
gral joint casing:
(1) Casing with upset end. These casings

include external upset casing and inter-
nal and external upset casing. The OD
of the upset end is 2% to 3% larger
than the casing body OD.

(2) Casing with non-upset end. The OD
and ID of the non-upset end are the
same as that of the casing body. Fig-
ure 5-12 shows the integral casing
joint structures. Table 5-13 shows
the model numbers of threads and spe-
cifications of integral joint casings of
several manufacturers.

The external collapsing strength
and internal pressure strength of inte-
gral joint casing are the same as that
of common casing, whereas the ten-
sile strength of the thread connection
is only 65% to 80% of the tensile
strength of the casing body. Integral
joint casing is generally used as a
liner, and the tensile strength may
meet production requirements. Inte-
gral joint casing is a non-API casing,
and the data provided by the manu-
facturer can be consulted during
design and use.

b. Special clearance collar casing. The special
clearance collar diameter is from 9.52 mm
(for 4 1/2-in. special clearance collar cas-
ing) to 12.7 mm (for 10 3/4-in. special
clearance collar casing) larger than the
casing body diameter. Only the buttress
thread casing has a special clearance collar
and has been listed in the API standard.
The collapsing strength and internal pres-
sure strength of a special clearance collar
casing are the same as that of a standard
collar. The tensile strength of a special
collar casing thread is lower than the ten-
sile strength of a standard collar casing
thread. For casings with the same steel
grade and size, the tensile strength of
thick-wall round thread casing is higher
than that of special clearance collar
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TABLE 5-12 Clearances Between 7-in. Casing and Bit and Between 5-in. Casing and Bit

Upper Casing Lower Casing
Lower Casing
OD-Upper
Casing
Clearance
(mm)

An¼ an � cn
2

Lower Casing
Collar-Upper
Casing
Clearance
(mm)

Bn¼ an � dn

2

Lower casing
OD-Borehole
Wall Clearance
(mm)

Cn¼ bn � cn
2

Lower Casing
Collar-
Borehole
Wall
Clearance
(mm)

Dn¼ bn � dn

2

OD
mm
(in.)

Wall
Thickness
(mm)

ID an
(mm)

Bit
size bn

(mm)

Casing
OD cn
(mm)

Collar
OD dn

(mm)

244.5
(95/8)

11.19
13.84

a1:222.12
a2:216.12

b1:215.9
(81/2)

c1:177.8 d1:194.5 A1:22.16
A2:19.51

B1:13.81
B2:11.61

C1:19.05 D1:10.7

177.8
(7)

10.36
11.51
12.65

a3:157.08
a4:154.78
a5:152.5

b2:149.2
(57/8)

c2:127 d2:141.3 A3:15.04
A4:13.89
A5:12.71

B3:7.89
B4:6.74
B5:5.60

C2:11.1 D2:3.95

2
7
6

C
H
A
P
T
E
R
5
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casing. However, for thin-wall casing, the
tensile strength of a special clearance col-
lar is higher than that of a standard round
thread casing. High internal pressure may
decrease the slipping strength of a special
collar, which, however, has not been intro-
duced into design standards.

4. Reaming and close clearance hole structure

The key technique of solving close clear-
ance hole structure and cement job quality
is reaming while drilling. Reaming is used
for increasing cement sheath thickness to
enhance cement job quality and changing
the casing program.
a. Increasing cement sheath thickness. For a

deep well, a F127 mm (5 in.) liner is

FIGURE 5-12 Integral casing joint structures.

TABLE 5-13 Types of Integral Joint Casing

Manufacturer Thread Name

Production Casing Specifications

RemarksOutside Diameter (mm) Steel Grade

Dalmine
Siderca
Tamsa

FL-4S
ST-L
NJO

101.6
244.475(4
85/8 in.)
101.6
346.075(4
135/8 in.)
101.6
346.075(4
135/8 in.)

API series
API series
API series

Full flush type
Internal upset slightly
Upset type

Mannesmann BDS
MUST
FLUSH
OMEGA

114.3
346.075(41/2
135/8 in.)
139.7
273.05(51/2
103/4 in.)
127.0
323.85(5
123/4 in.)
114.3
349.75(41/2
133/8 in.)

API series,
API series, MW series
API series, MW series
API series, MW series

Upset type
Full flush type
Full flush type
Upset type

Hydril Supreme LX
Typ. 521
MAC

114.3
346.075(41/2
135/8 in.)
114.3
473.075(41/2
185/8 in.)
127.0
406.4(5
16 in.)

API series, MW series
API series, 140, 150
API series, 140, 150

Upset type
Upset type
Upset type

NKK NK-EL
NK FJ1
NK FJ2
NK HW

127.0
273.05(5
103/4 in.)
101.6
196.85(4
73/4 in.)
101.6
196.85(4
73/4 in.)
127.0
355.6(5
14 in.)

API series, NK series
API series, NK series
API series, NK series
API series, NK series

Upset type
Upset type
Full flush type
Upset type

Nippon Steel BDS
FL-4S
NSCC-SC

114.3
349.75(41/2
133/8 in.)
101.6
349.75(4
133/8 in.)

API series, NT series
API series, NT series
API series, NT series

Upset type
Full flush type
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often run in a F149.2 mm (5 7/8 in.) well,
and the clearance between collar and
borehole is only 3.95 mm (Table 5-12).
In addition to running risk, cement job
quality cannot be assured. The basic
measure is to use a special bicenter bit
for reaming while drilling. A 7-in.
(177.8 mm) liner requires a borehole
diameter larger than 230 mm, while a 5
1/2-in. (139.3 mm) liner requires a bore-
hole diameter larger than 190 mm. The
annular clearance of the collar should
not be less than 16 mm; however, this is
difficult to accomplish in practice.

b. Changing the casing program. In a deep
well, production casing diameter as large
as possible is required.When a not too large
borehole bit and a production casing as
large as possible are required, or the num-
ber of casings is required to be increased
in order to avoid a complicated downhole
condition, it is certain to relate to a close
clearance casing program. For instance, a
F241.3 mm (9 1/2 in.) borehole is drilled
by using a bicenter bit (reaming while dril-
ling), and a F193.67 mm (7 5/8 in.) liner
or casing is run in. A 5 1/2-in. liner or casing
is run in a 7 5/8-in. liner. The standard 7 5/8-
in. casing collar OD is 215.9 mm. The collar
of this size cannot pass or cannot be sure to
pass through 9 5/8-in. casing; thus only a
7 5/8-in. special collar casing (its collar
OD is 206.38 mm) can be used. The selec-
tion of close clearance casing program is
dependent on formation, which is easy to
ream while drilling using a bicenter bit.
Production casing size is increased in order
to favor production and downhole opera-
tions, but this is still difficult to perform
in practice.

5. Close clearance well cementing
During setting of cement slurry, the smal-

ler the annular clearance, the greater the
decline rate of hydrostatic column pressure
of cement slurry. This indicates that the
weight loss in close clearance annulus is fas-
ter than that in normal annulus and large

annulus, and gas channeling may be more
likely to be generated during curing; thus a
greater gas-channeling inhibiting ability of
cement slurry is required, and the following
methods can be used:
a. Decreasing cement slurry weightlessness

and increasing gas-channeling resistance.
When cement slurry is in a liquid state,
or after cement slurry is initially set, gas
channeling may be generated in the transi-
tional process from plastic state to solid
state, and the structural pores (except
the internal defect of slurry body and the
defect at the bonding interface) are the
weakest spots in the cement body. There-
fore, in order to inhibit gas channeling
due to cement slurry weightlessness, the
following relationship should be met:

Pore pressure (including additional pres-
sure generated by additives) þ resistance to
flow in pores > gas reservoir pressure

Gas channeling is still possible when
common gas-channeling inhibiting cement
slurry is used. The supplementary gas-
channeling inhibiting measures (such as
decreasing cementing section length, using
separable setting cement slurry, and
increasing annulus backpressure) have a
limited effect due to the restriction of down-
hole conditions. Thus the basic principle of
enhancing gas-channeling inhibiting ability
is not only compensating for or decreasing
cement slurry weightlessness but also
increasing gas-channeling resistance when
cement slurry is in a plastic state during pore
transfer. During setting of this type of
cement slurry, the effective pressure can be
obviously compensated, and gas-channeling
resistance can also be obviously increased
and can be increased with the increase of
quantity of gas-channeling inhibitor. This
indicates that this type of cement slurry
can obviously compensate for cement slurry
weightlessness and a good gas-channeling
inhibiting effect.

b. Increasing strengths of bonding between
cement and casing and between cement
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and borehole wall. During cement slurry
setting, the micropores form within the
set cement body due to hydration, and
visual volume contraction is generated. In
general, the shrinkage factor of cement
slurry during initial setting is 0.1% to
0.5% while the shrinkage factor after final
setting is higher than 2%, thus generating
micro-annulus and leading to reduction
of the formation-isolating ability of
cement sheath or causing failure. The
method of solving this problem includes
adding an expanding agent of appropriate
type and quantity to the cement slurry so
that there is no volume contraction or
there is micro-expansion, thus preventing
generation of micro-annulus, which may
be formed by hydration and volume con-
traction, and also enhancing the strength
of bonding between cement sheath and
formation and between cement sheath
and casing.

c. Decreasing fluid loss and bleeding of
cement slurry to the full extent. Under
pressure of 6.9 MPa, the fluid loss should
be lower than 50 ml/30 min, and the
bleeding should be zero or trace.

d. Using superfine cement or plastic cement
system. Using superfine cement or adding
fiber material and latex, and so on, to
cement can increase cement plasticity and
set cement impact toughness, thus favor-
ing preventing the cracking caused by
perforating.

e. Increasing contact time under turbulent
flow. The contact time under turbulent flow
can only be increased by increasing flush
fluid or spacer fluid volume due to lower
cement slurry volume of the liner. The liner
is rotated during cementing if it is allowed.

f. Ensuring achieving pressure balance dur-
ing cementing

In high-temperature high-pressure multi-zone
wells, in order to achieve pressure balance and
ensure no lost circulation and no blowout, the
following basic work should be done:

1. Comprehensively understanding the opera-
tional parameters and complicated conditions
(especially drilling pump rate and circulation
pressure) during drilling and accurately tak-
ing the test and predicted data of formation
pressure and formation breakdown pressure.

2. Understanding and taking in detail the geo-
logical conditions of the sections that are
prone to lost circulation and sloughing and
the related data of leak-off pressure and loca-
tion and understanding formation sensitiv-
ities to foreign fluids.

3. Rationally designing the densities and service
lengths of cement slurry and spacer fluid and
checking the annulus pressure.

4. Designing the displacement rate range during
cementing in accordance with the most stable
condition during drilling.

5. Systematically selecting and designing the
cement slurry system and pad fluid system
on the basis of formation characteristics and
cementing requirement, thus ensuring having
good rheological property.

6. Using cementing simulation software for
comprehensively analyzing the pressure vari-
ation during cementing, and then adjusting
and revising the fluid density and volume,
pumping rate, and fluid properties; avoiding
lost circulation or channeling. The effect of
temperature on rheological property, the
effect of close clearance on flow calculation,
and so on, should be considered in simulation
calculation.

Corrosive Media-Containing Oil and
Gas Wells

The corrosive media in formation, which include
mainly Cl�, HCO3

�, Mgþ, CO2, and H2S, may
corrode the cement sheath and then the casing,
thus seriously influencing the service life of an
oil and gas well. If a well has an acceptable
cementing job quality testified by detection, this
does not mean that it has a long-term service
life. The problem of the corrosion of the cement
sheath by sulfate has been noticed, and sulfate-
resistant cement has been correspondingly used;
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however, attention has not been paid to the cor-
rosion of cement sheath by carbon dioxide and
hydrogen sulfide. In high-temperature high-pres-
sure wells and high-capacity gas wells, the corro-
sion of the cement sheath by carbon dioxide and
hydrogen sulfide may cause casing corrosion
boring or interzonal cross-flow, thus generating
a potential threat against the safety of this type
of well.
Physico-Chemical Reaction in the Corrosion
Process. The corrosion action of corrosive
media on the cement sheath includes dissolution,
ion exchange, and crystallization expansion, and
which one is predominant depends on cement
composition, microstructure of set cement, type
of corrosive media, environmental conditions,
and so on.

1. Dissolution action
This means mainly the leaching action of

media on set cement. The solid Ca(OH)2
may be gradually reached under the condi-
tion of flowing water, thus causing the failure
of the set cement structure. In addition, the
hydrated silicate and aluminate may be
decomposed due to the decrease of alkaline
phase concentration of cement.

2. Ion-exchange erosion action
The carbonic acid (also including CO2),

organic acid, inorganic acid, alkali metal,
and alkali earth metal (such as magnesial
salt) which are dissolved in water may gen-
erate an ion-exchange reaction with set
cement. The ion-exchange reaction includes
the reaction of carbonic acid to set cement,
the reaction of inorganic acid to set cement,
and the reaction of alkali metal and alkali
earth metal in corrosive media to set cement.

Sulfate Corrosion and Sulfate-Reducing
Bacteria Corrosion
1. Sulfate corrosion

Sulfate corrosion is a typical expansion
failure action. The secondary hydration
product generated by the reaction of sulfate
to set cement may cause the failure of the
set cement structure. When the sulfate in

media reacts to Ca(OH)2, C3A, and C-S-H,
and so on, in set cement, the crystalline
(gypsum or calcium aluminite, and so on)
may be formed and grows and expands
gradually in set cement pores during reac-
tion, thus causing the failure of set cement
structure. In addition, sulfate may also com-
pose hydrated silicate and fail the solid
structure of cement.

2. Sulfate-reducing bacteria corrosion
Sulfate reducing bacteria (SRB) grow in a

specific environment, thus obviously chang-
ing the physical and chemical properties of
the environment. SRB metabolize by using
sulfate, thus reducing SO4

2� to S2�. The final
product, that is, H2S, which is generated by
combining S2� and HS� with Hþ, may aggra-
vate corrosion.

Corrosion Action of Carbon Dioxide on
Set Cement
1. Chemical erosion action of carbon dioxide on

set cement
The corrosion action of carbon dioxide on

set cement of an oil well is of chemical ero-
sion. The mechanism includes:
a. Leaching action. Carbon dioxide may enter

set cement after dissolving in water, react
with Ca(HCO3)2, and form CaCO3 and
water. CaCO3 may form Ca(HCO3)2 under
the action of CO2-rich formation water,
and then Ca(HCO3)2 reacts to Ca(OH)2
and generates CaCO3 and water. The water
generated (equivalent to fresh water) con-
tinuously dissolves Ca(HCO3)2, and this
reaction is repeated just as fresh water
leaches set cement.

b. Dissolution action. After Ca(OH)2 is con-
sumed, unconsolidated amorphous SiO2

is generated by the reaction of CO2 with
CSH, thus causing the failure of integral
consolidation of set cement.

c. Carbonization contraction action. Ca(OH)2
is a main reactant to generate expansive
material (calcium aluminate). When Ca
(OH)2 is consumed by CO2, calcium alumi-
nate cannot exist stably, thus causing the
contraction of set cement.
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d. Synergistic action of high-salinity forma-
tion water. High-salinity formation water
may increase solubility of CaCO3, thus
aggravating leaching action.

The aforementioned actions indicate that
the main products (that is, CaCO3 and
amorphous SiO2) after set cement is cor-
roded by CO2 are of unconsolidated mate-
rial. The theoretical calculation indicates
that the 2 mol Hþ evolution per 1 mol CO2

consumption during carbonization may
decrease pH value from 12.6 to 8.3. Under
this final pH value, almost all the hydration
products in set cement may be decomposed.

2. Severity of supercritical carbon dioxide
corrosion

Carbon dioxide gas at a temperature
above 31�C under a pressure higher than
7.3 MPa is in a supercritical state. Carbon
dioxide in a supercritical state has very high
penetrating ability and extractability. Serious
strength retrogression of set cement has been
observed in laboratory experiments.

Corrosion Action of Hydrogen Sulfide on
Cement Sheath
1. Mechanism of corrosion action of hydrogen

sulfide on cement sheath
Hydrogen sulfide will assume acidity after

dissolving in water. The components of set
cement assume basicity. The reaction of H2S
to set cement will generate CaS and FeS and
will generate Ca(HS)2, CaS, and Al2S3 (which
are unconsolidated products) when the H2S
content is high. After the cement sheath is
corroded, the casing will directly expose in
the corrosive environment of H2S.

2. Promotion of corrosive action of hydrogen
sulfide on cement by methane gas

It has been observed in laboratory experi-
ments that hydrogen sulfide corrosion will
be promoted under the condition of methane.

Approaches to Cement Sheath Corrosion
Prevention
1. Adjusting cement clinker composition

The aforementioned erosion mechanism
shows that calcium hydroxide and hydrated

calcium aluminate in set cement is the inter-
nal cause leading to set cement failure; thus,
the C3A content should first be controlled
for corrosion prevention. The expansion ratio
of set cement in CaSO4 solution is gradually
increased with the increase of C3A content.
The C4AF in the cement clinker can inhibit
expansion reaction to a certain extent. The
appropriate increase of C3AF content (total
content of C3AF and 2 C3A in high-sulfate–
resistant cement up to 24%) can enhance
sulfate erosion resistance).

2. Decreasing Ca(OH)2 crystal content in set
cement

The activated SiO2-rich material (such as
silica flour or microsilica, volcanic ash, and
slag) can react with Ca(OH)2 and generate a
new hydrated calcium silicate C-S-HII when
added to cement composition, thus increasing
erosion resistance of set cement.

3. Enhancing set cement tightness for preventing
corrosive media from invading
a. Microsilica is appropriately added to

cement composition. Impermeable tight
set cement structure is formed due to good
size grading between microsilica and
cement particles, thus preventing corrosive
media from further erosion.

b. A latex cement system is used. Set cement
pores are filled with polymer films or gel
particles so that set cement permeability
is decreased, and erosion resistance is
increased. A further satisfactory result
can be achieved with the combined use
of latex and microsilica or fly ash.

4. Developing a hydrogen sulfide corrosion-
resistant oil well cement system

Developing and adopting a hydrogen sul-
fide corrosion-resistant oil well cement can
intrinsically enhance corrosion resistance
and are of great significance to sour gas well
cementing, cement plug building, sour gas
well plugging and abandoning, and so on.

5. Adopting a cement slurry system with high
gas-channeling resistance for preventing gen-
erating gas channeling during cement slurry
setting
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This type of cement slurry system includes
channeling-resistant compressible cement slurry
system (such as KQ series), latex cement
slurry system (such as PCR168 and PCR169),
slightly expanding latex cement slurry, and
so on. Gas-channeling inhibiting measures
include rationally using separable setting
cement slurry, and acting annulus backpressure
during curing.

Wells That Absorb Easily

Main Problems
1. Low-pressure wells that absorb easily

The typical low-pressure lost-circulation
zone includes low-pressure fractured reser-
voirs and sandstone reservoirs. A drilling fluid
column pressure higher than reservoir pressure
may cause leakage of a large quantity of dril-
ling fluid during drilling. Cement slurry col-
umn pressure higher than reservoir pressure
may also cause a leakage of cement slurry dur-
ing cementing. Lost circulation during cement-
ing may make the reservoir uncemented or
imperfectly cemented or cause an insufficient
cement slurry return height, which may cause
interzone communication, thus causing
sloughing because the water in water-bearing
formation invades the restraining barrier. In
addition, the leakage of cement slurry may
plug fractures and cause formation damage.

2. High-pressure leaking wells that easily absorb
A high-pressure well that easily absorbs

often presents blowout and leaking because
there simultaneously are a low-pressure lost-
circulation zone and a high-pressure gas res-
ervoir in the same open hole section. In gen-
eral, there are two situations. One is that a
lost-circulation zone is above a high-pressure
gas reservoir. During drilling by using low-
density drilling fluid or continuous drilling
after sealing, a high-pressure gas reservoir is
drilled-in. Increasing drilling fluid density may
cause an overflow due to the lost-circulation
zone, thus inducing blowout. The other situa-
tion is that a lost-circulation zone is below
a high-pressure gas reservoir. During drilling

the upper part the gas reservoir has been
suppressed; however, when the lower lost-
circulation zone is drilled in, lost circulation
is generated. Thus the whole fluid column
pressure in the borehole may be decreased,
and an overflow may be caused, or even a
blowout may be caused.

In many deep wells, cement slurry is
required to be returned to the surface, thus
aggravating the risk of lost circulation during
cementing.

Approaches to Cementing Leakage Prevention
1. Improving hole structure and cementing

technology
The program of improving hole structure,

which is to isolate high-pressure or low-pressure
reservoirs by using casing, should first be
selected. At first the liner is cemented, and then
it is tied back to the wellhead. This is the princi-
pal approach of enhancing cement job quality
and preventing lost circulation during cement-
ing. For high-temperature high-pressure gas
wells and sulfur-bearing gas wells, it is appropri-
ate to use this cementing technique predomi-
nantly. The two-stage cementing technique
with stage-cementing collar can favor solving
the lost-circulation problem during cementing;
however, it should be prudently considered to
use it under the condition of production casing
cementing, or it is limited to the oil well. With
a stage-cementing collar, it is difficult to meet
the requirements of gas tightness, internal pres-
sure strength, and corrosion prevention.

In order to decrease or prevent cementing
leakage, the rheology and pressure drop cal-
culations are required under the specific bore-
hole and string conditions, the annulus flow
pressure should be reduced to the full extent
by adjusting the pumping rate, and the fol-
lowing cement slurry techniques may be used.

2. Using low-density cement system
a. Low-density bentonite cement. Bentonite

is used as lightening admixture; thus a
cement slurry density of 1.50–1.60 g/cm3

can be obtained. Bentonite cement has
good properties except lower strength
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and is suitable to low-pressure and lost-
circulation reservoir cementing.

b. Low-density fly ash cement. Fly ash con-
sists mainly of fine glass bead, spongy
vitreum, quartz, iron oxide, carbon parti-
cles, and sulfate, and so on, in which fine
glass bead and spongy vitreum are princi-
pal. The cement slurry density may be
adjusted by mixing ratio and can be
1.55–1.70 g/cm3. The stable low-calcium
silicic hydration product that is generated
by the reaction of fly ash to the free lime
precipitated during cement hydration
reaction can increase the strength and
tightness of set cement and increase the
corrosion resistance.

c. Low-density fine bead cement. The chemi-
cal composition of fine beads includes ox-
ides of silicon, aluminum, and iron. Fine
beads have a light weight, little adsorption
water, a certain activity, and good compat-
ibility with cement. The fine beads used on
site at present are mainly round hollow
beads (floating beads), which can be used
for formulating a cement slurry with a
density of 1.20–1.60 g/cm3. The practice
indicates that the low-density fine bead
cement has a higher compressive strength
than other low-density cement and is
mainly used in shallow wells with a well
depth less than 3000 m.

d. Low-density foamed cement. A certain
quantity of gas is mixed with or generated
in cement slurry and evenly distributed in
cement slurry, thus reducing cement slurry
density. The merits of foamed cement
include low density (generally 0.84–1.32 g/
cm3, down to 0.5–0.6 g/cm3); good rheo-
logical property (which can fully meet oper-
ational requirements); and higher strength
than other low-density cements. Under the
condition of weight loss, the compressible
elastic microbubbles in cement slurry may
compensate for the decrease of water vol-
ume during hydration, thus restricting
the invasion of formation water and
avoiding the generation of channeling.

Because of the aforementioned merits,
foamed cement is the first selection of
cements used in cementing operation of
low-pressure low-permeability oil and
gas reservoirs.

3. Using lost-circulation fiber cement
Inorganic or organic synthetic fiber mate-

rial is added to cement slurry, and a three-
dimensional fiber-bridged cement cake is
formed in fracture, vugular pore space, or the
vicinity of the borehole wall, thus preventing
cement slurry from leaking. In addition, fiber
cement can enhance the toughness and impact
resistance of the cement sheath. Optimizing
fiber material can obviously improve the leak
resistance property. The basic requirements
for fiber material include appropriate length-
to-diameter ratio; good dispersity in cement
slurry, not plugging the pipe manifold and
downhole casing accessories; inertness of mate-
rial, not damaging the operational property of
cement slurry; and high property of bonding
with cement.

4. Adopting two-stage cementing
A stage-cementing collar is generally set

between main lost-circulation zone and main
high-pressure gas reservoirs in accordance
with the balanced-pressure cementing princi-
ple. When the high-pressure gas reservoir is
below the low-pressure lost-circulation zone,
the part below the stage-cementing collar
can be cemented by using high-strength high-
density cement slurry (1.80–1.85 g/cm3), while
the part above the stage-cementing collar is
cemented by using cement slurry with a density
lower than that corresponding to the lost-
circulation zone pressure gradient. When the
high-pressure gas reservoir is above the lost-
circulation zone, leakage of the first stage should
be noticedwhen a stage-cementing collar is used
for cementing.

5. Adopting liner cementing
When liner cementing is adopted, the bal-

anced-pressure calculation should be seriously
done so that the high-pressure reservoir is
stably suppressed while the low-pressure lost-
circulation zone does not generate leaking.
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During operation several sections of liquids
with different densities (such as low-density
cement slurry and high-temperature–resistant
high-strength cement slurry) are sometimes
required to be injected. If leaking is generated
during cementing, cement is squeezed at the
top of the liner according to leakage after the
cement slurry is set.

Salt Rock Bed and Salt Paste
Bed Wells

Main Problems. The plastic creep mechanism
generated by salt rock beds or salt paste beds is
rather complicated due mainly to the creep prop-
erty of rock, as shown in Figure 5-13.

Salt rock has a high primary creep rate. Once
the borehole is drilled, the primary creep of salt
rock will be generated, and the borehole gener-
ates a tendency to close. Rational operational
measures (such as adjusting drilling fluid proper-
ties and multiple redressing) disrupt the primary
creep of rock and ensure the safety of the bore-
hole, thus creating favorable conditions for
subsequent work (such as cementing and well
completion). With the lapse of time, the salt rock
enters the secondary creep stage. At this time the
creep rate is not high, the external pressure act-
ing on the casing string in the well is not high,
and the condition is relatively safe. After the oil
and gas well is put into production, salt rock will
enter the tertiary creep stage, the creep rate
increases rapidly, and a plastic flow is finally

formed. At this time the casing bears high exter-
nal pressure and is in danger.

Different rocks have different times at which
the rocks enter the tertiary creep stage. For hard
rocks such as limestone and sandstone, the sec-
ondary creep stage can be kept for a long time,
and it is difficult to present the plastic flow phe-
nomenon. For soft rocks such as mudstone and
shale (especially salt rock), the secondary creep
stage is short, they rapidly enter the tertiary
creep stage, and the plastic flow that squeezes
the casing is generated.

Whether the plastic flow phenomenon will be
generated depends also on the in-situ stress at
the structure. If the stress relaxation effect is gen-
erated (that is, the axial stress at the distance
from the maximum triaxial stress point at the
borehole wall is above zero) due to the creep in
a long geological period, the rock may not gener-
ate the plastic flow phenomenon. This is the rea-
son why the casing that penetrates salt rock bed is
not supernormally squeezed. Certainly, it is rare
to achieve full stress relaxation under normal dril-
ling conditions.

Salt rock beds include potassium salt beds
and salt paste beds, which are soluble forma-
tions and are also known as plastic formations.
Salt rock bed has a large coverage area. The
plastic composite salt rock is very unstable and
easily causes borehole reduction under the
action of overburden pressure, and the borehole
wall easily dissolves and erodes. Therefore, acci-
dents, including sticking and borehole sloughing,
easily occur during drilling and there will be
great difficulty during well completion, which
is mainly as follows.

1. The creep of salt rock bed or salt paste bed
will generate a great external pressure on the
casing; thus the casing will be collapsed, and
the well will fail. For instance, casing collapse
at Es1 salt rock bed is often generated in the
Dongpu sag area of the Zhongyuan oil region.
The Es1 salt rock bed pressure gradient at
2400 m is up to 0.0217 MPa/m, which is
obtained by regression of Schlumberger den-
sity logging data, and greatly exceeds theFIGURE 5-13 Generalized creep curve of rock.
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normal pressure gradient value. In the KL-2
gas well in the Talimu basin, the Paleogene
gas reservoir internal includes sandstone, mud-
stone, salt paste bed, dolomite, paste mud-
stone, and basal sandstone from top to
bottom and has a length of 600 m. The reser-
voir depth is 3750 m. The depth of dolomite
is 4025 m. The salt paste bed and other for-
mations except gas reservoir have a length
of 400–500 m. The formation pressure is
74.3 MPa, and pressure coefficient is 2.022. If
a casing of API series is used, it may be rapidly
collapsed. After study and analysis, the inter-
mediate casing size is increased from 9 5/8 in.
to 9 7/8 in. The wall thickness is increased to
15.88 m. The high collapsing strength casing
of SM125TT steel grade is adopted. The
cement slurry density is 2.0–2.3 g/cm3.

2. Cement slurry may be contaminated during
cementing due to the solution of salt rock
bed, and the flow properties may be
changed; thus the displacement efficiency
and the strengths of bonding between
cement sheath and casing and between the
cement sheath and the borehole wall are
decreased. The cement job quality is poor,
and oil and gas are given off from the well-
head. In effect, the low cementing qualifica-
tion rate of a salt rock bed is a difficult
problem with which the oil and gas fields
are faced.

Approaches to Solving Problems. Practical
experience indicates that the following are effec-
tive methods of enhancing the cement job qual-
ity of a salt rock bed well:

1. Casing design
a. The production casing string strength

design is made by using the biaxial stress
method; thus the stress loading considered
is closer to the complicated downhole stress
state. The present method of designing
strength in a three-dimensional stress state
has also been widely applied to salt rock
beds or salt paste beds.

b. A high collapsing strength casing is adopted
and its length is designed on the basis of

overburden pressure gradient. The design
section length should ensure more than
50 m above the top and below the bottom
of a salt rock bed.

c. The intermediate casing depth should be
100 m more than salt rock bed depth as
much as possible. During production cas-
ing cementing, cement slurry should be
returned again to the top of the salt rock
bed, and a double-layer casing and cement
sheath cementation is formed. Its collapsing
strength is higher than the sum of the
collapsing strengths of two casings. The
casing diameter is sometimes increased in
order to increase the wall thickness of
the casing.

d. Special threaded casing with metal seal is
adopted in order to prevent the decrease
of the sealing property of the casing con-
nection thread due to bending.

2. Cementing design
a. On the basis of the relation between the

degree of dissolution of salt rock bed and
temperature, supersaturated salt water
cement slurry is formulated (supersatu-
rated crystallized salt precipitant generally
appears) in order to ensure that the salt
water cement slurry is in the state of satura-
tion under the condition of downhole tem-
perature and pressure so that the degree of
dissolution of the salt rock bed is decreased.

b. The salt-saturated cement slurry density
should be 0.05–0.2 g/cm3 higher than dril-
ling fluid density. The fluid loss of cement
slurry should be less than 50 ml.

c. Because gas bubbles may be generated dur-
ing mixing saturated salt water with
cement slurry, so that the suction efficiency
of pump and the formulated cement slurry
density are decreased, weighting admix-
ture, defoamer, and salt dispersant should
be added during formulating salt-saturated
cement slurry. In addition, fluid loss addi-
tive, salt-resisting agent, early strength
additive, drag reducer, and so on, are added
according to the actual situation in order to
improve cement slurry properties.
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Thermal Production Well

At present, steam injection is one of the effective
methods of producing heavy oil. The casing and
cement in a thermal production well will be seri-
ously damaged due to high temperatures in the
production period. The short casing life in a
thermal production well restricts the production
benefit of a thermal production well. Using some
technique cannot solve the problem of casing
damage in a thermal production well, and the
combined use of the techniques mentioned in
the following section is required.
Main Problems
1. Casing string is in a high-temperature thermal

field due to the injected steam, which has a
temperature up to 300�C. The casing string
will elongate when it is heated, thus generat-
ing compressive stress. When the compressive
stress exceeds the yield strength of casing
material, the casing will break or fail.

2. The string may expand during steam injec-
tion, and the normal load is changed from
tensive load to compressive load. When
steam injection is stopped, the temperature
is greatly decreased, and the tensile force will
act. The repeated change may lead the collar
to leakage and lead the thread to slipping
failure.

3. Experiments indicate that the compressive
strength of set cement may be greatly
decreased when the temperature exceeds
110�C; the set cement will burst when the tem-
perature is increased to 200�C and reaches the
critical temperature, thus losing the function
of supporting and sealing the casing. In gen-
eral, the high temperature borne by set cement
in a thermal production well has reached or
exceeds the critical temperature, and the fail-
ure of set cement due to the decrease of
strength occurs now and then.

Mechanism of Damage to Material by High
Temperature, Thermal Stress and Creep,
and Corresponding Games
1. Mechanism of damage to material by high

temperature and thermal stress

The temperature of injected steam in a ther-
mal production well of heavy oil is up to
360�C. The casing is fixed by cement sheath
and wellhead equipment. The casing string is
in a high-temperature thermal field. It is
heated but cannot elongate, thus generating
thermal stress in casing material. On the other
hand, the yield strength and elastic modulus of
material are decreased at high temperature.
When the thermal stress exceeds the yield
strength of material at high temperature, the
casing material will enter a plastic state. The
phenomenon of generating a slow plastic defor-
mation of this metal material under a long-term
constant-temperature constant-stress condition
is known as creep deformation, which may lead
to the following problems of damage:
a. Retained residual stress in material. After

the first cycle of huff-and-puff production
is ended, the retained residual stress in
material due to creep cannot be eliminated.
The existence of residual stress means a
decrease of strength. After the second and
third cycles, residual stress is increased,
thus causing a further decrease of strength.

b. Creep damage of material. The retained
residual stress in material is the macro-
scopic description of damage of material.
The essence of the damage is that the creep
generates microcrack and microvoid, thus
decreasing the effective load-bearing area
of the casing. High stress leads to crack
propagation until rupture occurs.

c. Fatigue rupture at high temperature. The
casing is in a high-temperature environ-
ment for a long time, and the temperature
gradient and change of temperature exist;
thus the fatigue strength of material may
decrease with the increase of environment
temperature. The combined action of creep
and fatigue loads may hasten the fatigue
rupture of casing and decrease obviously
the service life at high temperature.

d. Corrosion in high-temperature environ-
ments. Casing is in a high-temperature
environment for a long time; thus crystal-
boundary oxidation may be generated at
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the tip of crack, and the notch effect may
cause corrosion crack and lead to early
failure.

e. Decrease of strength of casing steel mate-
rial due to high temperature. The strengths
and properties of various casing materials
may be decreased to a different extent at
a temperature higher than 120�C. For
instance, at a high temperature of 340�C,
the yield strength, elastic modulus,
and tensile strength of early-stage N80
(N80-1) casing are decreased by 18%,
38%, and 7%, respectively.

2. Game of preventing and decreasing high-
temperature thermal stress and creep damage

Designing and selecting material proper-
ties are the basic technical lines and include:
a. Improving alloying design and heat treat-

ment. Improving alloying element design
can enhance the high-temperature-resisting
property of steel. The casing that will be
used in a thermal production well should
undergo quenching-tempering treatment.
A large amount of former N80 steel had
undergone normalizing or normalizing-tem-
pering treatment and had strength higher
than that of J55 steel but had still been seri-
ously damaged. ISO/API has specified that
the N80 steel of normalizing or normaliz-
ing-tempering treatment is Type N80-1
steel, and the N80 steel of quenching-tem-
pering treatment is Type N80Q steel. Ratio-
nal alloying design and heat treatment can
control the microtexture, crystalline grain
size, foreign impurity, and low-expansion
texture of material and enhance the tough-
ness of material. The properties of material
can be used for decreasing the creep dam-
age, that is, the creep does not easily gener-
ate microcrack and microvoid and does
not easily propagate microcrack that has
been generated to form fracture. This means
a relatively high critical fracture toughness.

b. Reducing yield strength to ultimate tensile
strength ratio of steel. J55 and K55 have the
same minimum yield strength value of
375 MPa. J55 has an ultimate tensile

strength of 517 MPa; thus the yield strength
to ultimate tensile strength is 0.72. The ulti-
mate tensile strength of K55 after heat treat-
ment reaches 655 MPa, and the yield
strength to ultimate tensile strength ratio is
0.58. This difference leads K55 to have a
thermal residual stress lower than that of J55.

c. Selecting steel grade with higher yield
strength. When the yield strength of the
casing is increased, the thermal stress
caused by thermal expansion may be lower
than the yield strength, so that the casing
may be retained in an elastic state. Despite
the retained residual stress in material after
the first cycle of huff and puff, the remain-
ing effective strength may retain a rather
great value to adapt to the second and mul-
tiple cycles of huff and puff. At present, the
yield strength of the steel used in a thermal
production well has reached 100 ksi and
120 ksi (1 ksi ¼ 1000 psi). In addition to
high strength, other matching properties
are required. It is necessary to formulate
the casing material and property standards
for a thermal production well.

3. Casing string and cementing of thermal
production well

The casing load in a thermal production
well should consider the effect of the thermal
stress cycle. The mechanical properties of cas-
ing material are reduced at high temperature,
and the API standards related to casing prop-
erty indices and design safety factor cannot
be adopted. The sealing property of casing
thread (round thread and buttress thread) is
reduced at high temperature, and the connec-
tion strength is also reduced at high tempera-
ture; thus the multipolar sealing or end face
sealing should be adopted.
a. Temperature field and thermal stress analysis

of thermal production wells. The tempera-
ture field calculation of thermal production
wells is first dependent on the steam injection
parameter design and then dependent on
the hole structure. In the steam injection
parameter design, the basic steam injec-
tion parameters include injection pressure,
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temperature, mass flowrate, and steam
quality of bottomhole steam, which are
not fully independent and are mutually cou-
pled. After the heat loss, pressure loss, and
temperature distribution of injected steam
in the borehole are considered, the required
wellhead steam injection parameters
(including pressure, temperature, steam
quality, and mass flowrate) are calculated.
The thermal stress of the casing is calculated
on the basis of the aforementioned steam
injection parameters.

In general, the traditional one-dimen-
sional thermal stress calculation method
may be used. When the conditions are com-
plicated and the thermal stress of the casing
is in a critical state (that is, thermal stress is
close to the yield strength of steel), the
three-dimensional thermal stress calculation
model is appropriate, and the casing thread
connection strength should be checked.

b. Change of the mechanical property of cas-
ing material at high temperature. It is
important to understand the change of
the mechanical property of casing material
at high temperature. Improper material
selection may cause casing failure in ther-
mal production wells. At normal tempera-
ture the strength of N80 steel is higher
than that of K55 steel; however, some
mechanical properties of N80 steel at high
temperature are lower than that of K55.
(1) Reduction of strength of casingmaterial

at high temperature. The strengths and
properties of various casing steels
(except high-temperature steel) may be
reduced at a temperature higher than
120�C to different extents. The changes
of strengths and properties of N80 steel
at 340�C are shown in Table 5-14.

The data in Table 5-14 reflect only
the macroscopic change of property.
Different steels have different sensitiv-
ities to temperature. L80 has the same
minimum yield strength as N80; how-
ever, the residual stress of L80 after
circulating at high temperature is
lower than that of N80.

(2) Casing collapse. In thermal production
wells, the collapsing and biaxial stress
effects (collapsing strength will be
reduced under the condition of axial
tension) of the casing are not negligi-
ble. In the collapsing strength design
under the condition of biaxial stress,
the residual tensile stress and the axial
stress caused by casing weight should
be stacked. Therefore, it is possible
that the collapsing strength under the
condition of biaxial stress for low steel
grade casing with low residual stress is
higher than that of high steel grade
casing with high residual stress. For
instance, at 354�C, the collapsing
strength (under of biaxial stress) of
K55 thick-wall casing is higher than
that of N80 and C95 thin-wall casings.

Heat-Resistant Seal Thread for Thermal
Production Well. The related statistical data
(especially the multiarm caliper log data) indi-
cate that casing failure in thermal production
well is mostly generated at or near the connector
of casing; thus the study and selection of casing
thread seal in thermal production wells are of
great importance.

The Japanese NS-CC special threaded
connector, which has good sealing property, high
strength, and low circumferential stress, and so
on, is shown in Figure 5-14.

TABLE 5-14 Reduction of Strengths and Properties of N-80 Steel at High Temperature

Temperature (ºC)
Reduction of Yield
Strength (%)

Reduction of Elastic
Modulus (%)

Reduction of Tensile
Strength (%)

340 18 38 7
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The NS-CC connector has two sections of
shoulders. A radial seal is between the original
torque shoulder and the reversal torque shoul-
der. The compressive load is borne by the origi-
nal shoulder; thus the deformation of shoulder
may not affect the sealing location. The reversal
torque shoulder may bear further compressive
load; thus the sealing property can also be
ensured under conditions of repeated tension
and compression. Comparative tests indicate
that the NS-CC thread has certainly a good
thermostability.

In the Liaohe oil field, the NS-CC thread,
which has good thermostability, has been corre-
spondingly improved and perfected in consider-
ation of the dangerous working status of
thermal production casing and the safety require-
ment for casing connector, and the NS-CC-M
special thread, which is suitable to the thermal
production wells in this oil field, has been devel-
oped. And good results have been obtained.
High-Temperature–Resistant Cement. High-
temperature–resistant cement is formulated with
grade G cement and 30% to 40% quartz sand
(80 meshes). Bentonite is not used as an additive
in cement to the full extent. If a low-density
cement slurry is adopted, it is suitable to use
microbeads as lightening admixture. A volcanic

ash-lime series of cement has a better tempera-
ture-resisting property (not obvious reduction of
strength) and may be adopted if possible.

Practical experience indicates that the annulus
in thermal production wells should be fully
cemented, that is, cement slurry is returned to
the surface. If the hole section is very long, the
multistage cementing method can be adopted.
During cementing, a certain amount of cement
slurry (4–8 m3) should be returned out in order
to discharge the mixed slurry and ensure the
cement sheath cementing quality in the wellhead
section. The rational piggyback attaching of cas-
ing centralizers on the casing string can enhance
displacement efficiency and cement job quality.
Mode and Method Selection of Well
Completion. There are two completion modes
of thermal production wells, that is, casing per-
foration completion and openhole wire-wrapped
screen or gravel packing slotted liner or metal-
fiber sand screen completion. They have their
own usable ranges. Openhole wire-wrapped
screen or slotted liner or metal-fiber sand screen
completion is suitable for massive reservoirs and
heavy oil reservoirs with no interbed, gas cap,
and bottom water. Simple openhole completion
cannot be adopted because a heavy oil well
may produce sand and interbeds may generate
sloughing, thus plugging the borehole. Casing
perforation completion has a wide usable range,
that is, it is appropriate for massive reservoirs,
stratified reservoirs with interbeds, and oil
reservoirs with gas cap and bottom water. In
addition, well completion can be pretension
prestressed casing cementing completion and
non-pretension casing cementing completion.
Some problems have been found during preten-
sion of casing. The great pretension is difficult
to achieve by existing drilling rig and difficult
to bear by casing. Moreover, the existing ground
anchor is seated at sandstone or mudstone for-
mation (double ground anchor is sometimes
set), and the ground anchor cannot bear such a
great tension, so the ground anchor may slide;
thus the possibility of generating prestress by
pretension may be lost. The existing pretension
is only on the basis of existing drilling rig

FIGURE 5-14 NS-CC special threaded connector.
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capability, has not affected the whole casing
string, and only straightens the casing string to
avoid a bent state. In the Liaohe oil field, the
steel grade of the casing has been improved and
changed from the previous N80 to TP100H or
TP120TH, and a pretension is no longer taken.
The effectiveness is being observed.

Horizontal Well

Main Problems. A horizontal well can enlarge
the bare area of the reservoir and is an effective
measure to develop heavy oil reservoirs, fractured
reservoirs in which vertical fracture is predomi-
nant, oil and gas reservoirs with gas cap and bot-
tom water, and low-permeability oil and gas
reservoirs. Horizontal wells have been widely
applied. By comparison with straight wells, hori-
zontal wells have obviously different production
casing and cementing designs. The following are
characteristic of horizontal wells:

1. Casing bending stress. In the bent section,
the casing bears not only the axial tensile
force but also the additional axial tensile
forces caused by bending, thus requiring fur-
ther high tensile strength and thread-sealing
property.

2. Drilling fluid channel. The results of cement-
ing tests indicate that in almost all deviated
sections, there may be drilling fluid channel
in the cement sheath in the lower part of the
annulus. It is generally considered that the
drilling fluid channel may be mainly caused
by the deposition of barite and cuttings. The
higher cuttings concentration may increase
drilling fluid viscosity; thus the drilling fluid
is difficult to displace out. The rheological
property of drilling fluid and the dip angle
of the borehole may also affect the displace-
ment to a certain extent.

3. Free water migration. In high-inclination
wells or horizontal wells, free water very eas-
ily accumulates on the upper side of the bore-
hole wall due to the short distance of oblique
or lateral migration to form continuous water

channel or water belt, which will finally
become the passage of oil and gas channeling.
Decreasing free water in cement slurry and
preventing free water from migrating are
always the important factors in enhancing
cementing quality. By comparison with verti-
cal wells, the problem of free water migration
in horizontal sections should be further
noticed.

4. Casing deflection. In a deviated borehole, the
casing cannot be at the center of the borehole,
thus affecting the debris-carrying capacity and
cementing displacement efficiency. In general,
the degree of deflection of the casing in the
annulus is expressed by using the ratio of min-
imum clearance. In order to ensure cementing
quality, the API 10D standard specifies that
the ratio of minimum clearance should be
higher than 0.66. This standard is difficult to
reach in high-angle wells or horizontal wells.

Approaches to Solving Problems. Experiments
and practice indicate that in high-angle wells
and horizontal wells, the following effective
measures should be taken during cementing:

1. Fluid loss additive is added to cement slurry to
decrease the free water content to zero to the
full extent. It should be noted that in accor-
dance with the API standard, cement slurry
with a free water content of 1%, which is
measured in a vertical graduated cylinder at
normal temperature, will have a freewater con-
tent of up to 7%, which is measured under the
condition of inclination and increased tempera-
ture. Therefore, it is recommended to change
the existing method of measuring free water
content in high-angle wells. Cement slurry is
first preheated to the bottomhole circulation
temperature, and then the free water content
of cement slurry is measured in a graduated
cylinder with an inclination angle of at
least 45�.

2. Increasing liquid viscosity. For instance, latex
is added to cement slurry to increase the liq-
uid viscosity of cement slurry, thus increasing
the free water migration resistance.
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3. Solid micropowder is added to cement slurry.
The recent studies by Norwegian Statoil indi-
cate that the fine silica flour added may be
evenly distributed in cement slurry and filled
in the channels between cement particles;
thus these channels may be partially plugged,
and free water flow may be resisted or
decreased. The fine silica flour should be
evenly dispersed in cement slurry in order to
play the role of silica flour.

4. Using spacer fluid. Related studies indicate
that in high-angle wells, the turbulent flow
state has a good displacement effectiveness.
Under low-rate displacement, displacement
efficiency may be affected by the difference
of density. When the density difference of
two fluids is up to a certain degree, wedging
will be generated inside and outside the cas-
ing; thus, the heavy fluid may pass below
the light fluid. This phenomenon may not
generate a great effect between drilling fluid
and spacer fluid; however, it should be
avoided between cement slurry and drilling
fluid as much as possible in order to prevent
cement slurry from being contaminated or
prevent drilling fluid from being partially sur-
rounded and left in cement slurry. Therefore,
the spacer fluid density should be close to the
cement slurry density, the rheological prop-
erty of the spacer fluid should be between
that of drilling fluid and cement slurry, and
the spacer fluid should be sure to fill the
annulus length of at least 200–250 m.

5. Using rigid casing centralizer. Tests indicate
that in the high-angle wells with a deviation
angle of 70� to 72�, the spring leaf of a com-
mon spring-type centralizer may be flat-
tened, and serious channel may be caused
during cementing. The statistical data indi-
cate that remedial squeeze cementing is
required because the spring leaf is out of
action. A rigid centralizer can ensure that
the ratio of minimum clearance is 67%, thus
improving cementing quality. Wells that
need remedial squeeze cementing account
only for 20%.

Adjustment Wells

Main Problems. With the waterflooding of oil
fields, the number of adjustment wells may be
gradually increased. Due to long-term water
injection (particularly high-pressure water injec-
tion in recent years), the reservoir pressure is
commonly increased (the water injection pres-
sures of some oil fields have been close to or
have exceeded formation breakdown pressures),
and in-situ stresses have also been changed. In
addition, local superhigh-pressure traps have
been formed by reason of poor reservoir connec-
tivity or heterogeneity. All of these changes will
generate difficulty in cementing work, such as:

1. Coming of oil, gas, and water from outside of
the casing after cementing;

2. Poor setting of cement slurry in waterflood-
ing interval;

3. Longitudinal channel during cementing,
unqualified reservoir cementing or interlayer
cementing;

4. Leakage during cementing, insufficient return
height of cement slurry.

To sum up, the effect of the high-pressure
formation formed by water injection and the
waterflood channeling on cementing quality is
particularly serious and will cause interlayer
interference during separate zone production
and injection, thus complicating the production
technology, decreasing the rate of well utiliza-
tion, and reducing the service life of the oil
well. Therefore, the current testing data should
be used as a design basis instead of the original
data (including pressure and in-situ stress) of
the oil field, thus providing high-quality oil
wells for oil production.
Approaches to Solving Problems
1. Keeping cementing in a static state. After the

design section is filled with cement slurry
during cementing, a stable environment is
required by setting; thus extensive stopping
water injection should be performed to the
full extent in order to enhance the setting
quality of cement slurry.
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2. Static-dynamic combination. In some small
and medium oil fields, a static state is
required during cementing; on the other
hand, oil production and water injection
are required. The approach to solving this
contradiction includes stopping production
and injection in a certain radius range
during drilling and cementing and keeping
continuous production and injection out-
side this radius range; thus the cement job
quality is enhanced and the production
is kept.

3. Ending cementing operation before invasion
of oil, gas, and water. In some oil fields with
shallow oil and water formations (such as
Jilin and Yumen oil fields), despite stopping
injection, the fluid column pressure is still
insufficient to suppress the reservoir due to
shallow depth even if the cement slurry den-
sity adopted is higher, and the fluid will chan-
nel to the wellhead. Under this condition,
a separable setting cement slurry can be
adopted. The accelerated cement is injected
in the lower part (oil and gas reservoir), so
that the initial setting time is before the inva-
sion of oil, gas, and water. The conventional
cement slurry is injected in the upper part.
Thus, the annulus fluid column pressure can
still maintain a certain value when the accel-
erated cement slurry is set and the weightless-
ness is generated.

4. Local plugging and whole borehole channel-
ing prevention. The external casing isolation
of main oil and gas reservoirs is achieved by
using an external casing packer. After high-
pressure formations of oil, gas, and water
are isolated, cement slurry is injected; thus
local plugging and whole borehole channel-
ing prevention are achieved.

5. Improving the rheological property of cement
slurry to enhance displacement efficiency.
The cement slurry density should be appro-
priately higher than the drilling fluid density.
When the cement slurry density is higher than
2.0 g/cm3, the rheological property of cement
slurry may be reduced. This is unfavorable to

the increase of displacement efficiency. Using
an appropriate water reducer can reduce the
precipitation of free water in high-density
cement slurry, enhance resistance to water
invasion, and improve the rheological prop-
erty of cement slurry, so that it is easy to
reach the turbulent flow displacement state.

6. Using high collapsing strength casing. When
the production casing string of an adjustment
well is designed, the change of reservoir pres-
sure during waterflooding should be defi-
nitely understood and used as the basis of
strength design. In addition, measures to pre-
vent casing corrosion should be comprehen-
sively considered in order to prolong the
service life of the oil well.

Well Using External Casing Packer

In some special structure wells, combined
external casing packer and cementing may
have special efficacy. For instance, an external
casing packer is combined with a screen pipe
to isolate multiple reservoir or water formation
and bare fully fractured system, thus increasing
the flow area and the production rate of some
reservoirs.

In a multiple-reservoir well, due to different
reservoir pressures and different physical proper-
ties of various reservoirs, an external casing
packer is needed by separate-zone production
or downhole operations. At present, several
external casing packers may be attached to the
slotted liner string. Water formation (especially
the interlayer water formation) is isolated by
using external casing packers.
Combined External Casing Packer and Screen
Completion Without Cementing. In the direc-
tional or horizontal well with F139.7 mm or
F177.8 mm casing, cementing quality is difficult
to ensure, or cementing cannot be adopted due
to the limitations of technology. Under this
condition, an external casing packer may have
special efficacy.

Typical completion casing string structure:
Screen is set in the reservoir section. Casing
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is set in the nonreservoir section without cement-
ing. An external casing packer is run in inter-
mediate casing and set at the bottom of the
reservoir. An external casing packer is attached
to the end of the hanger. The hanger is set at the
end of the intermediate casing inside the inter-
mediate casing. Thus the reservoir is isolated
from the annulus (Figure 5-15). This completion
method is often used in sidetracked directional
or horizontal wells.
Combined External Casing Packer and
Cementing Completion
1. The annulus is isolated by using an external

casing packer. When the annulus clearance
is smaller and the restraining barrier between
gas formation and water formation is thin,
using only cementing has difficulty in resist-
ing channeling. Thus an external casing
packer is set at the barrier and then expanded
after cementing is ended. An external casing
packer may also be set above the high-
pressure gas reservoir to prevent gas channeling
after cementing.

2. An external casing packer and cementing col-
lar are set above the screen. After the packer
is expanded, the annulus is cemented from a

cementing collar (Figure 5-16). This comple-
tion method is favorable for protecting the
reservoir because it avoids contact between
the cement slurry in the annulus and reser-
voir, and the fluid column pressure may not
be transmitted to the reservoir.
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Perforated completion is one of the main modes of
oil and gas well completion and has been widely
applied by the petroleum industry worldwide.
More and more attention has been paid to the
importance of perforated completion technology
in petroleum exploration and development.

In oil and gas wells completed by using per-
forating, perforations are the only passages
between the reservoir and the wellbore. Forma-
tion damage by perforating can be minimized

when rational perforating technology and
proper perforating design are adopted and the
perforating operation is performed perfectly;
thus, a high degree of completeness of well and
desired productivity can be achieved.

Over the years, a large number of theoretical,
experimental, and field-testing studies of perforat-
ing technology, perforating gun and charge and
matching equipment, perforating damage mecha-
nism and detection and evaluation methods,
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perforating optimization design, and perforating
fluid have been performed, thus rapidly develop-
ing perforating techniques. It has been known that
perforating is a key link of well completion engi-
neering; thus perforated completion is considered
to be a form of system engineering, and optimizing
perforating design is a necessary basic condition of
high-quality completion.

6.1 PERFORATING TECHNOLOGY

In accordance with the geological characteristics
and fluid properties of the reservoir and the
types of oil and gas wells (straight, directional,
or horizontal well), the corresponding perforat-
ing technologies are selected.

Wireline Casing Gun Perforation

There are three types of wireline casing gun per-
foration (WCP) in accordance with perforating
pressure difference or wellhead sealing method.
Overbalance Perforating by Wireline Casing
Gun. The well is killed by using high-density
perforating fluid before perforating, so that the
bottomhole pressure exceeds the reservoir pres-
sure. A perforating gun is run in by using wire-
line under the condition of open wellhead. The
correlation curve of locating the casing collar is
measured by using a magnetic locator attached
to the wireline in order to adjust the gun depth
and aim at the horizon, and then the oil and
gas reservoir is perforated under overbalance
pressure. After the perforating gun is pulled
out, tubing is run in, the wellhead is installed,
and then reservoir fluid flow is induced by dis-
placement, swabbing, or gas lift in order to put
the oil and gas well into production.

Overbalance perforating has simple opera-
tion, low cost, high perforation density, and
deep penetration. However, the solids and liquid
phase of perforating fluid may invade the reser-
voir during overbalance perforating, thus caus-
ing serious formation damage. Therefore,
quality perforating fluid is required in order to
reduce the formation damage that may be
caused during overbalanced perforating.

Underbalance Perforating by Wireline Casing
Gun. This technology is basically the same as
overbalance perforating by wireline casing gun,
except that before perforating, the wellbore liquid
level is dropped to a certain depth in order to
establish an appropriate underbalance pressure.
This method is mainly applied to low- and
medium-pressure thin oil reservoirs.
Pressurized Wireline Casing Gun Perforation.
This technology adopts a closed wellhead in
order to achieve underbalance perforating by
large-diameter wireline gun, so that the serious
formation damage that may be caused by over-
balance perforating is avoided. It is mainly suit-
able for normal hydrostatic pressure or high-
pressure oil reservoirs. The key to this technol-
ogy lies in the matching of dynamic seals with
high-pressure blowout-prevention equipment.
In combination with the stage firing technique
of wireline perforating, this technology can
decrease the disassembling times of the blow-
out-prevention system, thus reducing labor
intensity and enhancing operational efficiency.

Tubing-Conveyed Perforation (TCP)

The perforating gun is run to the desired perfor-
ating depth on tubing. A differential pressure
packer, ported nipple, and firing system are
attached to the bottom of the tubing. The fluid
column existing in partial space of the tubing
may cause underbalance pressure. The detona-
tion of perforating charge may be generated by
bar dropping, pressure or differential pressure,
or wet sub of wireline, and so on, thus perforat-
ing the whole reservoir thickness once. The typi-
cal TCP operation string is shown in Figure 6-1.

The perforating depth of tubing-conveyed per-
forator is generally corrected by using a radioac-
tive log. A radioactive isotope is placed in the
locator sub of the string assembly. A depth correc-
tion instrument is set at a predetermined depth
(about 100 m above the locator sub). A radioac-
tivity curve with magnetic location is measured
down to about 15 m below the locator sub. The
radioactivity curve measured is compared with
the radioactivity curve that was previously
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measured for correction. The depth of the locator
sub is obtained by conversion and adjusted at the
wellhead by using a tubing pup joint.

There are several detonation methods of
tubing-conveyed perforation, of which the

simplest is gravity detonation. A cylindrical
metallic bar is placed beforehand in the lubrica-
tor at the wellhead and is released during perfor-
ating. The bar, which drops at a high velocity,
impacts the detonator at the gun head. The
usable bars include standard bar, universal joint
roller-type bar, series bar, and copper bar. It is
required that the tubing string is drifted. Bending
of tubing string and excessive borehole deviation
are not allowed.

When pressurization in tubing is adopted,
nitrogen gas is generally used as a pressure-
transmitting medium due to partial liquid col-
umn in the tubing. High-pressure nitrogen gas
should be released from the wellhead before det-
onation in order to ensure underbalance pressure
at the perforating instant; thus, a longer dura-
tion between nitrogen gas pressurization and
detonation is required by releasing nitrogen
gas. This is known as delay detonation.

When pressurization in the annulus is
adopted, annulus and tubing become different
pressure systems by using a crossover device in
the packer or hydraulic bypass. Pressurization
in the annulus may cause an increase of pressure
difference between annulus pressure and tubing
pressure. When the pressure difference is
increased to a preset value, the piston pin is
sheared, so that the piston and wire rope clamp
bring along the wire rope to rapidly move
upward, thus moving the tie rod of the firing head
upward, releasing the striker, and detonating the
detonator. This is known as pressure difference
detonation. At present, high-pressure–resistant
metallic conduit is mostly used for transmitting
the annulus pressure above the packer to directly
shear the shear pin and detonate the detonator,
so that the weakness of wire rope. which can eas-
ily elongate, slip, and break during dragging by
a pressure-firing device, is avoided. Another
type of detonation is electric detonation, in
which the firing heads include wireline conveyed
current firing head and battery bar-dropping
firing head.

Because of the poor detonation-transmitting
reliability of TCP for long and medium inter-
beds and the high cost of interbed guns, the

FIGURE 6-1 TCP operation string.
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tubing-conveyed multilayer perforating staged
detonation technique (staged bar-dropping deto-
nation, combined bar-dropping and pressure
detonation, combination pressure-pressure deto-
nation, pressurizing detonation, and so on), mul-
tistage simultaneous (underbalance pressure)
detonation technique, and baffle detonation
transmission technique used mainly for perforat-
ing of offshore horizontal wells have been devel-
oped and effectively applied, thus solving the
various problems induced by long interbeds.

Tubing-conveyed perforation has a high den-
sity, deep penetration, and high underbalance
pressure, is easy to remove perforating formation
damage from, and has a greater once perforating
interval thickness. This method is especially suit-
able for directional wells, horizontal wells, heavy
oil wells, and so on, in which wireline is difficult
to run. Because a Christmas tree is installed
beforehand, the tubing-conveyed perforation
method has a good safety property and is very suit-
able for high-pressure reservoir and gas wells. In
addition, after perforating by using this method,
the well can just be put into production, and it is
convenient to combine perforating with testing,
fracturing, acidizing, and so on, thus reducing
the times of well killing and string tripping, forma-
tion damage, and operation cost.

Tubing-conveyed perforation requires that
the sump hole be extended during drilling in
order to store the perforating gun, which falls.
The perforated interval sometimes is too long,
so that the gun is difficult to store at the bottom-
hole; thus other measures should be taken.

In recent years, a new combined tubing and
wireline conveyed perforation system (TWC)
has been developed. It has merits of both WCP
and TCP. It not only has high perforation density
and deep penetration, but also it can meet the
special requirements of some high-temperature
deep wells. In high-temperature high-pressure
deep wells, liner completion may be adopted
after intermediate casing or production casing
is run in; thus, the perforation interval that is
at the liner is far from the tubing, so that it
is inconvenient for conventional TCP operation.
The high-performance perforating gun of the

TWC system is conveyed to design tubing depth
on tubing. When the well is put into production,
the wireline is run in and the gun system at
the lower end of tubing is unlocked. The gun
system is then conveyed on wireline to the inter-
val to be perforated. The gun is anchored to the
liner by using a setting tool, and then the wire-
line and setting tool are retrieved. Pressurization
in tubing and delay detonation are applied.
The technological process of TWC is shown in
Figure 6-2. After automatic releasing of the gun
and dropping, the normal production of the well
is started.

This system can greatly shorten the duration
during which the gun is exposed to a high-
temperature high-pressure environment. It has
deep penetration and high perforation density
and can perforate under the condition of under-
balance pressure. It has good safety and reliability.
However, the operation is rather complicated.

Wireline Modular Gun Perforation
Technology

The wireline modular gun perforation technique
is mainly used in high-pressure oil and gas wells
with high reservoir pressure. It can achieve the
tubing-conveyed perforation completion process
and can prevent blowout. In addition, it can
achieve oriented perforating. Modular gun
staging running-in is achieved by using wireline.
Modular guns are anchored on the casing wall.
Modular guns are detonated to perforate the
whole perforation interval once. After automatic
release, the hanger and modular guns drop to
the bottomhole and then are retrieved under
pressure (passing a wireline blowout preventer).
The most important advantage of this technology
is that tubing running is not required and guns
are run in by using wireline and anchored at the
target horizon. The long perforation interval is
perforated once, and guns are freed and drop
to the bottomhole, thus achieving a full-bore
production completion string. This technology
can be performed under the condition of under-
balance pressure, thus protecting the reservoir
and maximizing oil and gas well productivity.
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For instance, the KL 2-7 gas well has a well
depth greater than 4000 m and a bottomhole
temperature of about 100�C. It has a massive
reservoir with high pressure and ultra-high
production rate. The well completion is faced
with difficulties, which include: (1) 177.8 mm
(7 in.) casing well, perforation interval of up to
200–300 m; (2) formation pressure coefficient of
1.9, bottomhole pressure of 74.5 MPa, wellhead
pressure up to 63.5 MPa; (3) gas production rate
of (300–700) � 104m3/d; (4) 0.2–0.3% CO2 in
fluid, high content of corrosive matter (Cl�, and
so on) in formation water; (5) water formation
below the perforation interval, which makes the
sump hole short and the dropping of the gun
unsuitable.

The set goals of perforating include: meeting
the requirement of gas production engineering,
safety and environmental protection, and reli-
able long-interval perforating. The corresponding
modular gun perforating project has been
formulated.

Operating Principle of Modular Gun
Perforation. The downhole string of the KL 2-7
well is shown in Figure 6-3. The drift diameter
of the subsurface safety valve is 139.7 mm
(5 1/2 in.), which can meet the requirement of
through-tubing operation of a modular gun. The
main components of a modular gun system
include hanger, modular gun, pressure delay
detonator, and wellhead blowout preventer.

1. Hanger
The hanger is used for locating the perforat-

ing gun. There is a modular plug on it, which is
used for connecting to the running tool, mag-
netic casing collar locator (CCL), and wireline.
A slip is set at the predetermined location
on the casing after the J-lock of the hanger
makes the slip change orbit and open through
pulling and dropping by using wireline. After
firing, the cone of the hanger is reset, the slip
is retrieved, and the hanger and gun series are
freed and drop to the bottomhole.

FIGURE 6-2 Tubing and wireline conveyed perforation system.
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2. Modular perforating gun
In order to simultaneously perforate a long

interval, a perforating gun system consists of
independent units. Each unit is just a modular
perforating gun. It can achieve the baffle det-
onation transmitting function in well fluid.
The lowest gun is first run in and set on the
hanger by using wireline and running tool,
and then the other guns are run in and
stacked (see Figure 6-4). Finally, the pressure
delay detonator is connected with the top
modular gun and run in.

The Halliburton modular gun system has
an outside diameter of 117.5 mm (4 5/8 in.).
The outside diameter of the leaf-spring cen-
tralizer is 142.5 mm (5.61 in.). This system
can resist a pressure of 138 MPa and has
a perforation density of 16 shots/m and a
phasing of 60�. The single modular gun
has a length of 7.21 m and a weight of
250 kg. The matching perforating charge is
Halliburton’s 4-in. Millennium HMX Super
DP deep-penetrating perforating charge.
The concrete target penetrating depth is
1079.5 mm. The perforation diameter is

8.9 mm. The rated temperature is 121�C/
1000 h. The recommended usable time is
less than 500 hours.

3. Pressure delay detonator
The pressure delay detonator has the same

structure as the common detonator. It is
connected with the modular perforating gun
and run in by using a running tool. After it
is confirmed that the whole gun series are just
trained on the perforation interval, pressure
is applied, the detonator is detonated, and
perforating is achieved.

4. Blowout preventer
A typ. 2FZ 14-70 blowout preventer has

a full bore of 140 mm and an operating
pressure of 70 MPa. There are three wireline
diameters of 5.56 mm, 7.9 mm, and 11.8 mm.
Hydraulic sealing lubricator and double ram
valve are adopted.

Technical Characteristics. The technical char-
acteristics are as follows: (1) the hanger and
modular perforating gun can be conveyed by
using wireline, wire, or work string; (2) it is
not required to use a derrick for tripping the

FIGURE 6-3 Downhole string of KL 2-7 well.
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modular gun system, and only a special support
is needed; (3) the optimum modular guns can
be stacked at the bottomhole, and a long interval
can be perforated; (4) the desired maximum
underbalance or overbalance pressure can be
used for perforating; (5) the hanger and modular
guns drop automatically to the bottomhole after
perforating; (6) the modular guns can be pulled
out under pressure; (7) the perforating guns
may not be taken out or may be partially taken
out; and (8) the production logging, reperforat-
ing, bridge plug setting, coiled tubing opera-
tions, and so on, can be conducted under the
condition of keeping the string from moving.

Tubing-Conveyed Perforation
Combination Technology

Combined Tubing-Conveyed Perforating and
Putting-into-Production Technology. This

technology has been widely applied in flowing
wells. It is safe and economical. Perforating
and putting into production can be achieved
by running the string once. Different wells
adopt different structures of string and different
packers. A releasing gun is generally adopted.
The Halliburton combined system of tubing-
conveyed perforating and putting into produc-
tion is shown in Figure 6-5. A production packer
is first run in on the wireline and set at the pro-
duction casing, and then a string with a perforat-
ing gun is run in. When the guide sub of the
string is run to the packer, the string is washed
by circulating in order to remove dregs and sul-
lage, and then the string is run further. After
the string assembly is set, a bar is dropped from
the wellhead in order to impact the detonator at
gun head and perforate. After perforating, the
perforating gun and residue drop to the bottom-
hole, and then the well is put into production.

FIGURE 6-4 Operating principle of modular perforating guns.
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Combined Tubing-Conveyed Perforating and
Formation-Testing Technology. The perforat-
ing gun, firing head, exciter, and so on of a
tubing-conveyed system are attached to the end
of a single-packer testing string. After the string
is run to the perforating and testing depth, the
depth is corrected, the packer is set, and the test-
ing valve is opened. After detonating and perfor-
ating, the normal testing procedure is started.
The combination TCP test is generally adopted
by using the bypass pressure-transmitting tech-
nique in China. On the basis of different types
of formation testers, the combinations mainly
include: TCP þ MFE (multiflow evaluator),
TCP þ PCT (annulus pressure controlled tester),
TCP þ HST (hydraulic spring tester), and TCP þ
APR (annulus pressure respondent).

This technology is especially suitable for flow-
ing wells. It can shorten the productivity testing

period, reduce cost, and protect the reservoir. At
present, it has been widely used in exploration
wells and appraisal wells, especially in deep and
superdeep wells, which adopt combined annulus
pressure detonation and MFE technology with a
success ratio of 90%. The annulus pressure is
transmitted to the piston of the detonator
through a bypass hole above the packer. The pres-
surized piston shears the pin and then moves
downward, thus impacting detonation primer to
detonate and perforate. After perforating, reser-
voir fluid flows through the annulus and screen
pipe into the string, and then the flowsheet may
be started. The combined perforating and testing
string is shown in Figure 6-6.

In addition, in order to achieve the combined
tubing-conveyed perforation and testing technol-
ogy in a nonflowing well, a jet pump is attached
to the work string by Marathon. The string

FIGURE 6-5 Combined technology for tubing-conveyed perforating and putting-into-production. 1, production tubing;
2, production seal assembly; 3, disc-type circulating sub; 4, tubing collar; 5, gravity detonation head and releasing device;
6, perforating gun; 7, production packer; 8, guide sub; 9, bar; 10, impact; 11, detonator.
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consists of perforating gun, packer, underbalance
pressure valve, automatic pressure gauge car-
tridge, standing valve, reverse-flow jet pump with
special hollow sleeve, and so on.

The hollow sleeve is closed before perforat-
ing. Making the inside of the tubing partially
empty may cause an underbalance pressure.
After annulus pressurizing, detonating, and per-
forating, the fluid may enter the work string.
As the fluid enters, the bottomhole pressure
increases gradually; thus, the production of the
oil well may be stopped. Under the action of
pressure in the tubing, the safety pin of the

hollow sleeve is sheared, thus making the sleeve
rotate and open. At this time, the well starts
flowing back by jet pump and the flow test will
be conducted. After a stable production rate is
obtained, the well is shut in. The pressure
build-up test data are obtained. After the pump
is stopped, the standing valve is closed off under
the action of hydrostatic pressure, thus achiev-
ing the downhole shutting-in of the well, elimi-
nating the effect of wellbore storage, and
optimizing data acquisition. The combined
TCP-MFE jet pump technology has been suc-
cessfully applied.
Combined Tubing-Conveyed Perforating and
Hydraulic Fracturing (Acidizing) Technology.
This technology has been successfully applied in
the Sichuan gas field and Changqing oil field in
China. The string is run once during well com-
pletion to complete perforating, testing, acidiz-
ing, fracturing, well testing, and so on (see
Figure 6-7).
Combined Perforating and Oil Well Pump
Technology. Different oil well pumps adopt
different underbalance pressure detonating
methods. For instance, a rod insert pump can
use bar dropping for detonating, a tubing pump
can use pressurizing inside tubing for detonat-
ing, whereas a screw pump can only use pressur-
izing outside tubing for detonating. This
technology can avoid the secondary formation
damage that may be caused by killing fluid after
perforating, can protect the environment, and
can enhance productivity to a certain extent.
This technology has been successfully applied
in the Daqing and Shengli oil fields.

The SRPTCP tubing-conveyed perforation
technique developed by Schlumberger, which
adopts a separate pressure-difference firing head
of sucker rod pumping system, has been widely
applied in oil fields more than 500 well-times
with a running-in and firing success ratio of
100%. The perforating guns needed in a well
are strung together and attached to the end of
the tubing string. The auxiliary detonation-
transmitting system of the firing head is attached
to the top of the perforating gun. A setting sleeve
of sucker rod pump is set above the perforating

FIGURE 6-6 Combined perforating and testing string.
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gun. A slotted liner is attached between the
setting sleeve and perforating gun. The string is
then run in. The depth is corrected by using a
radioactivity log or magnetic location curve,
which is measured in tubing, and the perforating
gun is located at the perforating horizon. A sep-
arate firing head detonator is attached to the
bottom of the sucker rod pump, and then the fir-
ing head detonator and sucker rod pump are run
in. After the sucker rod pump is set at the setting
sleeve, it starts working. The killing fluid in the
annulus can be pumped out of the tubing by
the surface power system, and the liquid level
in the annulus is lowered, thus generating a pres-
sure difference between the tubing and the annu-
lus, which may excite the pressure-releasing
device of the firing head. When the pressure

difference reaches the preset value, the safety
pin is sheared, the sliding sleeve moves upward,
and the firing head and jar stem are released.
When the detonator is impacted, it is detonated,
and then the perforated gun is detonated. After
perforating, the firing head and sucker rod pump
are retrieved together. The whole working pro-
cess is shown in Figure 6-8.
Combined Perforating and High-Energy-Gas
Fracturing Technology. The perforating gun
with two propellant charges, one on it and the
other below it, is run to target horizon on tubing
or wireline. Detonation is achieved by dropping
or using electricity. One of the propellant charges
is ignited. Well pressure rises, then the perforating
gun is detonated under overbalance pressure
condition. The time interval between propellant

FIGURE 6-7 Combined tubing-conveyed perforating and hydraulic fracturing (acidizing) technology.
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ignition and perforating is controlled by delay
cell. After the perforating charge is detonated, the
jet flow with high pressure gas produced by
propellant burning penetrates casing, and perfora-
tions are formed in reservoir. Then the other
propellant charge is ignited. The combustion of
the second propellant charge subsequently gener-
ates high-temperature, high-pressure gas; thus the
perforations which are just formed are secured
and extended, and the fractures which are not con-
trolled by in situ stress are generated. The fracture
length can be 2-8 m. Thus a good bottomhole
linking up is formed. The number of fracture is
related to the pressure rise rate and peak pressure.
In western countries the perforation gun is put into
propellant sleeve.

Both perforating and high-energy-gas fractur-
ing operations can be simultaneously performed
by running the string once. Separate, symmetric,
and sleeve-type perforators have been developed.
The integrated perforator can be a perforator
with or without a pressure-relief port. The com-
bined perforating and high-energy gas fracturing
technology is mainly used for removing plugs

and stimulating in the vicinity of the wellbore
and is suitable especially for fractured oil and gas
reservoirs, oil and gas reservoirs with serious
formation damage, heavy oil reservoirs, and low-
or medium-permeability oil and gas reservoirs.
In recent years, this technique has been widely
applied in many oil fields such as Daqing, Zhon-
gyuan, Dagang, Talimu, Liaohe, Shengli, Changq-
ing, and Qinghai, and a certain effectiveness of
stimulation has been obtained.
Combined Tubing-Conveyed Perforation and
Sand Control Technology. Weakly consoli-
dated or unconsolidated sand formation is very
unstable and prone to sand production under
the action of extraneous disturbance, and the
combined tubing-conveyed perforation and sand
control technology can be adopted under this
condition. Both perforating and sand control
operations are performed by running the string
once, thus reducing operation cost and operation
time and favoring reservoir protection. Figure 6-9
shows the combination TCP-inside casing gravel
pack. A work string with a flight-type perforating
gun is adopted. Thus this system is able to circulate
under a high pumping rate to remove sand grains
in the well and keep the gun from sticking and is
also able to effectively pack gravel into perfora-
tions. A packer is first set at the bottom of the per-
forating interval in the casing, the string with a
packer in the upper part and a flight-type perforat-
ing gun in the lower part (this string can meet the
requirement of torque of 8315 N � m by the test
at the surface) is run to the bottom of the reservoir,
the depth is corrected, the upper packer is set, and
then perforating is operated. The upper packer is
unset, the wellbore is washed by circulating under
a high pumping rate, the carrying fluid is injected
through the string and is mixed into the fluid in
perforations by rotating the string, and then the
pressure and carrying fluid return are observed at
the surface. Finally, the string is rotated to a height
above the sand surface, and the work string is
pulled out after circulating.

A large perforation diameter and a high per-
foration density should be adopted in order to
make the gravel packing operation effective.
For instance, in a casing of F114 mm (4 1/2 in.),

FIGURE 6-8 Combined perforating and oil well pump
technology.
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a perforating gun ofF73 mm (2 7/8 in.), a perfora-
tion density of 18 shots/m, a perforation diameter
of 15 mm, and a charge explosive load of 16 g
are adopted; in a casing of F139 mm (5 1/2 in.),
a perforating gun of F85.7 mm (3 3/8 in.), a
perforation density of 18 shots/m, a perforation
diameter of 17.8 mm, and a charge explosive
load of 22.7 g are adopted; in a casing of
244.5 mm (9 5/8 in.), a perforating gun of
F177.8 mm (7 in.), a perforation density of 40
shots/m, a perforation diameter of 25.1 mm, and
a charge explosive load of 70 g are adopted.

Wireline Through-Tubing Perforation
(TTP)

Conventional Through-Tubing Perforation.
This is the earliest used underbalanced perforat-
ing technology. A tubing is first run to the top
of the reservoir. After a Christmas tree and a
lubricator are installed, a perforating gun and
wireline adapter are put into the lubricator, and

then the paraffin valve is opened, and the wire-
line is run in. The perforating gun passes
through tubing and runs out of the tubing shoe.
The stub casing location is measured by using
the magnetic locator at the wireline adapter.
The depth is adjusted so that the perforating
gun is opposite the reservoir, and then firing
and perforating are performed.

The through-tubing perforation has the
advantage of underbalanced perforating and
reducing formation damage and is particularly
suitable for reperforation and drilling in a new
horizon under the condition of not stopping the
production of the production well, so that well-
killing and tubing-tripping operations can be
avoided. The through-tubing perforation gun
diameter is limited by the inside diameter of
the tubing; thus, a high perforation density and
deep penetration (excessive clearance between
perforating gun and casing) cannot be achieved.
A penetration depth more than 200 mm is diffi-
cult to reach. Thus this type of perforation had

FIGURE 6-9 Combined tubing-conveyed perforation and sand control technology.
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been rarely adopted in oil fields for a time.
The perforating gun structure has been rede-
signed by Owen, the gun bodies with 45� and
60� have also been designed (Figure 6-10), and
the explosive load is increased, so that the pene-
tration depth can be up to about 600 mm; thus,
it has been adopted again in oil fields.

The length of gun run in once during conven-
tional through-tubing perforation is limited by
the lubricator height. In a thick oil and gas reser-
voir, running the gun several times is required,
and underbalance pressure cannot be ensured
during perforating by later guns. In addition,
excessive underbalance pressure is not allowed
in order to prevent the wireline from tying a
knot, which may be caused by oil and gas chan-
neling upward and may cause accidents after
perforating.
Extended-Diameter TTP. As mentioned earlier,
the through-tubing perforation has the main dis-
advantage of small gun and small charge, thus
limiting the penetration depth. As a result, the
extended-diameter TTP system was first devel-
oped by Schlumberger in 1992. At present, the
through-tubing open-type perforation technol-
ogy has been widely applied.

The through-tubing open-type perforating
gun is run on wireline. After the gun reaches
the target, an electric signal is transmitted from
the surface for releasing the detonator. After
releasing the detonator, detonating and unlock-
ing, the perforating charges are rotated by 90�

under the action of the tensile force of the
spring, thus making them perpendicular to
the axis of the charge carrier. An electric signal
is transmitted from the surface for detonating
the electric detonator. The primer cord is deto-
nated by the detonator. The perforating charges
are detonated by the primer cord, thus achieving
through-tubing deep penetration perforating,
which corresponds to perforating by using a
large-diameter casing perforating gun with a
charge explosive load of 23 g. The penetration
depth can be more than four times that of an
original Typ. 51 gun. Thus oil and gas well pro-
ductivity can be effectively achieved.

The main features include: (1) reperforating an
old well without pulling out the tubing; (2) greatly
reducing the sump hole of the well that needs pro-
duction logging under the condition of releasing
gun; (3) achieving deep penetration by using a
large perforating charge; (4) the circuit of the main
firing system, which is shortened out before releas-
ing the perforating charges, so that it is safer; and
(5) reliable mechanical action.

The properties of the open-type through-
tubing perforating guns made in China are listed
in Table 6-1. The penetration depth in a concrete
target is 450 mm. The Owen open-type through-
tubing perforating gun can use perforating
charges with corresponding explosive load in
various tubings (Table 6-2). The explosive load
is 11 to 32 g, and the penetration depth is 400
to 800 mm. At present, the through-tubing per-
foration method can only achieve perforating
under a phase of 180� (see Figure 6-11).

Extreme Overbalance Perforating
Technology (Forward Shock)

Extreme overbalance perforating (EOP) tech-
nology is a new technology presented first by
P. J. Handren et al. of the Oryx Energy Company

FIGURE 6-10 Through-tubing perforating guns with
phases of 45� and 60�.
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in the 1990s. It has been applied in more than 900
wells in North America, and good results have
been obtained.

The wellbore is pressurized by using a liquid,
nitrogen gas, or combined gas and liquid column
before perforating so that the bottomhole pres-
sure is at least equal to formation breakdown
pressure. The compressed gas energy is directly
changed to the pressure acting on the reservoir
at the instant of perforating. The pressurized liq-
uid enters the perforations at a very high velocity.
The shaped-charge shooting pressure acting on
the tip of perforation is up to 10,000 MPa. Such
a high pressure greatly exceeds the principal stress
and tensile strength of the reservoir rock and
causes a high degree of stress concentration on

the perforation wall face, so that a large number
of cracks may be generated on the perforation
wall face; thus, the shock of following high-
velocity fluid may extend the cracks and form
effective bottomhole linking. The further injec-
tion of liquid nitrogen, acid, or sand-laden fluid
after perforating can enhance productivity. The
further injection of resin used for consolidating
formation sand can control sand.

The EOP technology can be tubing-conveyed
EOP technology, through-tubing EOP technol-
ogy, or wireline casing gun EOP technology in
wells that have not been perforated. In addition,
there also is independent pumping shock tech-
nology after perforating in a well that has been
perforated (Figure 6-12).

TABLE 6-1 The Properties of Open-Type Through-Tubing Perforating Guns Made in China

Index

Perforating Gun Made
by Sichuan Petroleum
Perforation Equipment Co.

Perforating Gun Made by
Chuannan Machinery Factory
(Detonating after Opening)

Explosive load of perforating charge (g) 23 26 24

Penetration depth in concrete target (mm) �450 �500 450
Inlet bore diameter (mm) 9 10 8.5
Closed gun diameter (mm) 48 54 48
Open gun diameter (mm) 102 105 104
Phase (�) 180 180 180
Perforation density (shots/m) 13 13 14
Gun body length (m) 3 3 /
Resistance to pressure (MPa) 60 80 60

TABLE 6-2 Parameters of Owen Through-Tubing Perforation Technique

Gun diameter (closed/open) (m) 13/8/3
3/4 111/16/3

7/8 111/16/4
1/2 21/8/5

3/8
OD (tubing/casing) (m) 23/8/4

1/2 23/8/5
1/2 23/8/5

1/2 27/8/7
Perforation density (shots/m) 16 14 13 11
Phase (�) 180 180 180 180
Type of perforating charge A.P. A.P. A.P. A.P.
Type of explosive HMX HMX HMX HMX
Explosive load (g) 11.0 15.0 21.7 32.0
Maximum resistance to temperature (�C) 191 191 191 191
Minimum OD (mm) 36.5 45.2 45.2 55.5
Perforation diameter (mm) 7.6 10.7 9.9 12.7
Penetration depth (mm) 406 579 665 886
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The strings of TCP, WCP, or TTP technology
should adopt a perforating gun with gun body
as far as possible in order to leave the debris after

perforating in the perforating gun. Tubing-con-
veyed EOP technology is suitable for complicated
or high-pressure reservoirs, whereas wireline EOP
technology is suitable for low-pressure reservoirs.
Wireline through-tubing EOP technology is
appropriate to old wells in which opening a new
reservoir or reperforating is required without
moving the production tubing string.

Extreme overbalance shock technology is
shown in Figure 6-12d. A friable disc (made of
glass, ceramics, cast iron, or other friable materi-
als) or a valve is attacked to the tail of the tub-
ing. The valve (such as an LPRN or APR valve)
can be opened by the tubing-casing annulus
pressure difference. The design pressure is
achieved by injecting high-pressure nitrogen gas
into the tubing. When a friable disc is used, the
friable disc may be broken down by releasing
the bar at the wellhead lubricator, which drops
through tubing and impacts the friable disc.
Under the action of high-pressure nitrogen
gas, the working fluid rapidly shocks the per-
forations that have been generated and extends
the fractures.

FIGURE 6-11 Open-type through-tubing perforating.

FIGURE 6-12 Strings of extreme overbalance perforating technology.
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During tests in the Tuha, Sichuan, and Zhon-
gyuan oil and gas fields, nitrogen gas was
injected into wells before perforating so that
the pressure exceeds the formation breakdown
pressure, and then the wells are perforated. Per-
forations and microfractures are generated by
using a shaped charge. The microfractures are
extended by using the expansion energy of high-
pressure nitrogen gas so that the near-wellbore
permeability is improved. After that, the wellhead
is opened, and nitrogen gas is blown down in
order to form an underbalance at the bottomhole,
thus achieving perforation cleaning and induced
flow. In the RN209 well, the reservoir depth
is 1298–1303.9 m, the reservoir thickness is
5.9 m, the nitrogen injection pressure is 30 MPa,
the overbalance pressure is 22.8 MPa, and the
flowing production rate after perforating is
34.5 m3/d, which is 1.38 times the production
rate of an adjacent well (RN205). The W279 well
is a rolling appraisal well and has an estimated
reservoir pressure of 32.8 MPa and a breakdown
pressure of 52 MPa. The tubing-conveyed super-
overbalance perforating technology and tubing
pressurization detonation are adopted. The acid
volume is 5 m3, the liquid nitrogen volume is
2 m3, the design wellhead pressure is 40 MPa,
the bottomhole pressure is 60 MPa, and the per-
forating parameters are YD102 gun, 90�, and 16
shots/m. The measured skin factor is about �5,
which indicates that this technology has an obvi-
ous effectiveness. The analysis indicates that oil
well productivity after perforating is four times
that of conventional underbalance perforating.

The pressure-bearing abilities of the tubing
string, wellhead, and equipment and more effec-
tive safety measures should be considered due to
the high-pressure operations of EOP technology.
In addition, because the liquid may enter the reser-
voir, good compatibility of completion fluid with
the reservoir rock and fluid should be ensured in
order to prevent new formation damage.

In general, extreme overbalance perforating
technology is suitable for: (1) fracturing pretreat-
ment of low- and medium-permeability oil reser-
voirs with perforating phase of 120�/180� and
low perforation density; (2) plugging removal of

high- and medium-permeability oil reservoirs with
high perforation density and low phase (45�/60�);
(3) carbonatite oil reservoir (acid liquor required);
(4) naturally fractured oil reservoir with high per-
foration density (phase unrestrained); (5) oil reser-
voir with serious heterogeneity; and (6) blocking
removal by high-pressure shock in the wells that
have been perforated.

Horizontal Well Perforating
Technology

The matching techniques and theory that are
related to horizontal wells have been greatly
advanced since the application of horizontal wells
to oil field development began in the early 1980s.
At present, long-interval deep-well directional
perforating, combined perforating and testing
operation of horizontal wells, horizontal well
reperforating, limited-entry fracturing perforating
of horizontal wells, nitrogen gas extreme overbal-
ance perforating of horizontal wells, and so on,
have all been achieved. Horizontal well perforating
has become a conventional perforating operation.

Horizontal wells with formations that do not
easily slough adopt perforated completion at
present in order to effectively prevent gas and
water coning and to make separate-zone produc-
tion and operation convenient. The perforating
gun used in a horizontal well is generally con-
veyed on tubing or coiled tubing. The downhole
perforating assembly of a horizontal well includes
generally a locator sub, detonating device, under-
balance accessories, packer, oriented perforating
gun, centralizer, and ball guide shoe.

A horizontal well has a long perforating inter-
val and a large skip distance; thus, the detonation
safety of a perforating gun and the detonating
quality should be emphatically considered, and
several detonators are generally used. Pressure
detonation is commonly used for perforating in
horizontal wells. On the basis of different goals
and usage, it can be tubing pressurization detona-
tion, annulus pressurization detonation, pressure
opening device plus pressure difference (delay)
detonation, opening gun plus pressure (delay)
detonation, integrated pressure (delay) detonation
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opening device, or baffle detonation-transmitting
device, and so on.

The baffle detonation-transmitting technique
is shown in Figure 6-13. Both ends of the inter-
bed gun are plugged by using a baffle fire work-
piece. The detonation energy of the perforating
gun is reliably transmitted to the perforating
gun below the interbed gun through the baffle
detonation-transmitting device. Both ends of
the interbed gun after explosion are in a sealed
state, thus preventing well fluid from entering.

The perforating guns are pulled to the well-
head after perforating. The pressure in the inter-
bed gun can be relieved safely and reliably by
the pressure relief valve of the baffle detona-
tion-transmitting device. This technique has the
following advantages:

1. Suitable for the various perforating opera-
tions with gun body

2. Reliable for transmitting detonation energy
with stable detonation transmission, resistance
to pressure of 100 MPa, and reliable sealing

3. No sullage in the interbed gun, no platform
and ocean contamination, and no need for
cleaning the interbed gun, which is used
repeatedly

4. Reliably releasing the gas in the interbed gun
by the pressure relief valve at adapter, safely
removing the gun, making gun removal fas-
ter, and reducing labor intensity

5. Safe and reliable detonation transmitting
from top to bottom or from bottom to top

This technique has been widely applied, and
good economic and social benefit has been
obtained. Its application will greatly reduce envi-
ronmental pollution and enhance operational
safety and efficiency.

The other key to horizontal well perforating
lies in selecting an appropriate perforating gun.
The perforating gun should be safely run to tar-
get and pulled out safely, which requires no plas-
tic deformation of the perforating gun during
passage through the well section of curvature,
requires smooth rotating of the charge carrier
in the gun body, and requires little deformation
of the gun body after perforating without tearing
at perforations. Therefore, the perforating gun
made of seamless steel pipe, which is processed
by using special technology including heat treat-
ment, is selected depending on actual formation
conditions. After perforating, the burr height
should not exceed 3 mm, and the maximum
expansion should not exceed 5 mm.

On the basis of orientation, horizontal well
perforating includes circumferential perforating
(360�) and low-side perforating (180� and 120�),
as shown in Figure 6-14. The orientation selection
is mainly dependent on the degree of hardness of
formation. In general, under the condition of
unconsolidated reservoir, a perforating orientation
of 120� to 180� is adopted in order to avoid
wellbore plugging due to dropping of cuttings of
the upper part of the horizontal section after
perforating.

The horizontal well perforating orientation is
dependent on the orientation of the perforating
gun of the horizontal well. The gravitational
orientation of the perforating gun includes

FIGURE 6-13 Baffle detonation-transmitting device.
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external orientation and internal orientation.
The external orientation adopts the blades
melded to the gun body, and the perforating ori-
entation is achieved by the integral rotation of
perforating guns under the condition of eccentric
gravity under the unbalanced friction resistance
between blade and borehole wall in combination
with a rotation sub. The internal orientation
adopts the eccentric setting of charge carrier in
the gun body, and the perforating orientation
of each gun is achieved by the rotation of charge
carrier under the condition of eccentric gravity
in combination with an eccentric support. The
internal orientation technique is in common use
in China due to its high accuracy, effectiveness,
ease of detection, and enabling the installation
of a larger perforating gun. The internal orienta-
tion includes eccentric rotation type and weight
rotation type.

At present, the horizontal well oriented perfor-
ating system (HOPS) developed by Baker Hughes
also adopts the internal orientation of weight
rotation type (Figure 6-15). The orientation of
any angle can be achieved by using a rotation
sub and has a degree of accuracy of �5�.

A large-scale horizontal perforating using the
HOPS system was achieved in the North Sea in

2002. The well had a horizontal section length of
2246 m and total perforating length of 1490 m.
It adopted a casing ofF177.8 mm (7 in.) and a per-
foration density of 16 shots/m. Tubing-conveyed
perforating guns of F114 mm were adopted. Each
gun had a length of 7.11 m (28 ft). The phase of
0 to 180�, which is perpendicular to the minimum
principal stress, was adopted in order to achieve
sand control (Figure 6-16). A total of 23180 low-
debris deep-penetration perforating charges and
188 rotation subs were installed.

Horizontal wells are being increasingly applied
in China due to their production effectiveness,
which is better than that of straight wells. Thus
the perforated completion technology of horizon-
tal wells is also being developed along with the
application of horizontal wells and gradually is
becoming the main means of horizontal well
completion. For instance, wells including TZ
16-7, TZ 16-12, TZ 4-7, H23, and TZ 404 H
have all adopted perforated completion. The var-
ious perforation strings of a horizontal well have
been designed, horizontal well perforating tools
that are appropriate to a long horizontal section,
deep well, and medium curvature and include
a perforating gun made of seamless steel pipe,
bidirectional delay pressure detonator, and ball

FIGURE 6-14 Perforating orientation for horizontal well.

FIGURE 6-15 Oriented perforating system for horizontal well.
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guide shoe have been developed, and the
corresponding technological measures have been
designed. They have been successfully applied in
high-temperature high-pressure horizontal wells,
and good technological results have been
obtained.

The perforation string of the TZ 16-7 well is
shown in Figure 6-17. The combined string of
F88.9 mm drill pipe in the upper part and
F73 mm tubing in the lower part is used for
conveying the perforating gun. The string struc-
ture includes guide, detonator, perforating gun,
bidirectional detonator, perforating gun, detona-
tor, safety gun, F73 mm tubing, locator sub,
F73 mm tubing, and F88.9 mm drill pipe to the
wellhead.

In recent years, coiled tubing-conveyed per-
forating technology has been widely applied in
horizontal or extended reach wells due to its safe
and convenient operation and specific reservoir-
protecting action, and so on.

Oriented Perforating Technology

This technology is mainly used for perforating
in the wells of naturally fractured oil reservoirs,
horizontal wells, wells to be hydraulically frac-
tured, and wells in which sand control is required.
The perforating is generally opposite to the orien-
tation in which the fracture developed or the
orientation perpendicular to the minimum hori-
zontal in-situ stress, thus favoring sand control
or hydraulic fracturing operation and enhancing
the success ratio and effectiveness of operations.

The oriented perforating system of straight
or horizontal wells has been widely used. The
G-Force system developed by Halliburton has a
directional gyroscope, which is located in the
protective environment of the gun body, thus
avoiding the restrictions that are accepted by
the old orientation system. The new orientation
system is independent of the special series
blades, eccentric sub, and swivel joint. These
are affected by the friction and torque generated
during the work of the gun, thus leading to a
low accuracy of orientation.

FIGURE 6-16 Oriented perforating in horizontal well by
using HOPS system.

FIGURE 6-17 TZ 16-7 perforated completion string for horizontal well.
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This system is mainly used in wells with a
deviation angle higher than 25�. The length of
the gun body is 6.7 m (22 ft). There is close sei-
zuring each other between guns. This puts the
system into alignment, and there is no need of
a swivel joint. The internal orientation system
is in the gun carrier. This compact configuration
makes it possible to place it in a location that
other guns cannot reach due to the friction
between the gun and casing or obstruction. The
system can be conveyed on coiled tubing, wire-
line, wire, or hinged pipe. There is no need of
several orientation subs, and the perforating
guns can center in the borehole, thus enhancing
perforation efficiency to 90%.

Gravity-oriented perforating technology has
had widespread use in horizontal wells in China.
The orientation instrument developed by the
Sichuan Logging Company uses an accelerometer
as an orientation system, and a small-diameter
metallic thermos and downhole automatic guide
system are used. It is used in wells with a deviation
angle larger than or equal to 2� and can be used
for orienting in straight wells in combination with
a gyro sub. The Liaohe Logging Company has
also developed a straight-well oriented perforating
system that adopts gyro orientation. The method
of determining reservoir fracture or principal
stress azimuth, orientation control method and
matching tools, the method of acquisition, trans-
mission, and processing of data, and the orienta-
tion monitoring and evaluation technique have
yet to be improved.

6.2 PERFORATED WELL
PRODUCTIVITY INFLUENCING
RULE ANALYSIS

The effects of the properties of the perforating
gun and perforating charge (perforation density,
penetration depth, perforation diameter, and
compaction damage, and so on) and the pa-
rameters of reservoir rock and reservoir fluid
on the oil and gas well productivity after perfor-
ating are obvious. Formation damage during
perforating and perforated well productivities
under different perforating conditions should

be predicted and evaluated by laboratory experi-
ments, theoretical studies, and on-site tests of
different types of reservoir, fluid, and well in
combination with the corresponding perforating
technology.

Productivity Rule of Perforated Well
of Sandstone Reservoir

The parameters that influence perforated well
productivity include mainly perforation density,
penetration depth degree of compaction damage,
reservoir heterogeneity, compaction thickness,
phase, perforation diameter, degree of drilling
damage, drilling fluid contamination thickness,
wellbore radius, permeability, producing pres-
sure drawdown, and perforation pattern. The
influences of these factors should be comprehen-
sively considered, and the primary should be
distinguished from the secondary. The quadra-
ture analysis and significance test should be
performed.

The effects of perforating parameters on
sandstone reservoir well productivity of sand-
stone reservoir have been studied by using the
electric analogy method and the finite-element
numerical simulation method. The studies indi-
cate that the various parameters are of inconsis-
tent importance under the condition of the
damage zones having and having not been pene-
trated through (Table 6-3).

It is shown that the same parameter (espe-
cially perforation density, penetration depth,
perforation diameter, drilling damage, or com-
paction damage) has different effects on oil
reservoirs and gas reservoirs.
Effects of Perforating Parameters on Well
Productivity
1. Porous oil reservoir

a. Effects of perforation penetration depth
and perforation density

The productivity ratio (PR) of an oil well
increases with the increase of perforation
penetration depth and perforation density,
but the rate of increase gradually decreases;
that is, the increase of productivity due
to the increase of perforation penetration
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depth and perforation density is limited
(Figure 6-18). Economically, the effective-
ness of an increase in perforation penet-
ration depth and perforation density
when the perforation penetration depth
and perforation density are respectively
less than 800 mm and 24 shots/m is obvi-
ous. At present, the maximum concrete
target penetrating depth is about 1080 mm

(corresponding to Berea target penetrating
depth of 750 mm) in China; however,
for a low- or medium-permeability reser-
voir, the sandstone penetrating depth is
about 500 mm, and the perforation den-
sity is mostly 16 shots/m or 20 shots/m.
Developing the deep penetrating perforat-
ing charge and high perforation density
perforation technology is still potential.

TABLE 6-3 Order of Significance of Perforating Parameters and Damage

Influencing Parameter

Sandstone Oil Well Sandstone Gas Well

Damage Zone
Not Penetrated
Through

Damage Zone
Penetrated
Through

Damage Zone
Not Penetrated
Through

Damage Zone
Penetrated
Through

Perforation penetration depth 2 2 2 7

Perforation density 3 1 3 1
Perforation diameter 8 8 4 2
Phase angle 6 6 8 10
Compaction thickness 9 9 11 11
Degree of compaction 5 3 5 9
Damage depth 7 5 10 12
Degree of damage 1 7 1 3
Anisotropy 4 4 7 4
Permeability No influence No influence 12 8
Wellbore radius 10 10 6 5
Producing pressure drawdown No influence No influence 9 6

Note: The smaller the digit, the more important the parameter.

FIGURE 6-18 Effects of perforation penetration depth and
perforation density on productivity ratio.
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The serialization of deep penetrating and
high perforation density perforating gun
is required. Certainly, the restrictive condi-
tions including cost, damage to casing, tech-
nology, and downhole condition should be
comprehensively considered in order to
rationally select the penetration depth and
perforation density.

It is shown that the productivity ratio
will obviously increase after the perfora-
tions penetrate through the formation
damage zone; thus, the drilling fluid
damage depth should be controlled as
much as possible by using the shield-type
temporary plugging technique, and so on.

The studies indicate that when the anisot-
ropy is not serious (0.5�Kv/Kh� 1.0), perfo-
ration penetration depth is of greater
importance than perforation density if the
damage zone can not be penetrated through
(Figure 6-19), and a deep penetration and
a medium perforation density (about 16
shots/m) are appropriate, while the perfora-
tion density is of greater importance than
penetration depth if the damage zone can be
penetrated through, and a high perforation
density (more than 22 shots/m) should be
adopted.

The studies also indicate that when the
anisotropy is serious (Kv/Kh < 0.5), the
effectiveness of high perforation density
is obvious. A high perforation density
(more than 20 shots/m) should be adopted
whether the damage zone can be pene-
trated through or not (Figure 6-19).

b. Effect of phase angle. There is an interac-
tive relation between anisotropy and
phase angle (Figure 6-20). When the
anisotropy is not serious (0.7 � Kv/Kh �
1.0), the phase angle of 90� has the highest
productivity ratio, while the phase angle
of 0� has the lowest productivity ratio,
and the productivity ratio will decrease
as the phase angle changes from 90� to
0� though 120�, 60�, 45�, and 180�. When
the anisotropy is medium (0.3 < Kv/Kh <
0.7), the phase angle of 120� has the highest
productivity ratio, while the phase angle of
0� has the lowest productivity ratio. When
the anisotropy ratio is serious (Kv/Kh �
0.2), the productivity ratio will decrease as
the phase angle changes from 180� to
0� through 120�, 90�, 60�, and 45�. Thus
120� and 180� are known as high phase.
When the anisotropy is serious, high-phase
perforating has a higher productivity ratio

FIGURE 6-19 Effects of anisotropy and perforation density on
productivity ratio.
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because the longitudinal distance of two
accordant adjacent perforations of high
phase will decrease under a certain per-
foration density so that the influence of
anisotropy can be minimized. For a homo-
geneous formation, not the longitudinal
distance of two accordant adjacent perfora-
tions but the planar distributary becomes
the main problem; thus, 90� and 60� of
low phase are superior to 180� under this
condition because the low phase can
achieve placing of perforations in various
directions along the plane. Therefore, the
anisotropy has no obvious influence on
productivity ratio under the condition of
high phase angle, while the anisotropy has
a serious influence on productivity ratio
under the condition of low phase angle
(such as 90� and 60�). The anisotropy has
an obvious influence on perforated well
productivity ratio (Figure 6-20); thus, the
perforating phase angle should be opti-
mized on the basis of the degree of
anisotropy.

c. Effect of perforation diameter. The per-
foration diameter is not a key factor

relatively. A perforation diameter larger
than 10 mm is appropriate (Figure 6-21).

The basic parameter values of single-
factor analysis are: penetration depth
Lp ¼ 100 mm, perforation density DEN
¼ 20 shots/m, perforation diameter dp ¼
10 mm, phase angle F ¼ 90�, compaction
thickness CZH ¼ 12.5 mm, degree of
compaction CZC ¼ 0.2, damage depth
DH ¼ 165 mm, degree of damage Dc ¼
0.5, anisotropy Kv/Kh ¼ 1.0. The produc-
tivity ratio may change under different
parameter values, but the aforementioned
rules are unchangeable.

2. Porous gas reservoir
The high velocity of gas may generate a

non-Darcy effect. The gas flow velocity differ-
ence between perforated well and open hole
may lead to a different turbulence effect. Thus
the factors that may obviously affect the flow
velocity (such as permeability and producing
pressure drawdown) may affect the productiv-
ity ratio of gas well perforating to some extent
(Figure 6-22). With the increase of gas reser-
voir permeability, the turbulence effect of a
perforated well becomes increasingly obvious,

FIGURE 6-20 Effects of phase angle and anisotropy on productivity
ratio.
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the productivity ratio is gradually decreased,
and the effect of perforation penetration depth
is reduced. The increase of producing pressure
drawdown may also cause a decrease in
productivity ratio.
a. Effects of perforation penetration depth

and perforation density. The effects of
perforation penetration depth and perfo-
ration density on gas well productivity
ratio are shown in Figure 6-23. It is
indicated that the effect of perforation

penetration depth on the productivity
ratio is obvious when the drilling da-
mage zone has not been penetrated
through, while the effect of perforation
penetration depth on the productivity
ratio is not obvious after the drilling dam-
age zone is penetrated through (especially
under the condition of low perforation
density); however, the effect of perfora-
tion density on the productivity ratio is
obvious whether the drilling damage zone
has been penetrated through or not. In
particular, after the drilling damage zone
is penetrated through, the increase of
productivity ratio due to the increase of
perforation density is still obvious even
if the perforation density is up to 40
shots/m. Therefore, the high perforation
density effectiveness of gas wells is better
than that of oil wells.

b. Effect of perforation diameter. Figure 6-24
shows that the effect of perforation diam-
eter on the productivity ratio of gas wells
is obvious (especially after the drilling
damage zone is penetrated through). This
is different from that of oil wells.

c. Effect of producing pressure drawdown.
The effect of gas well pressure draw-
down on the productivity ratio is obvi-
ously different from the effect of oil well
pressure drawdown on the productivity

FIGURE 6-21 Effect of perforation diameter on productivity ratio.

FIGURE 6-22 Relation between gas well productivity
ratio and permeability [1].
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ratio. The gas well productivity ratio
is also sensitive to producing pressure
drawdown (Figure 6-25). The greater the
pressure drawdown, the lower the produc-
tivity ratio. The reason is that the non-
Darcy turbulence coefficient in the vicinity
of the wellbore will be increased; thus, an
additional skin will be generated, and
the gas well production rate cannot be

doubled and redoubled by increasing the
producing pressure drawdown.

d. Effect of phase angle. The relation between
phase angle and productivity ratio is not
only related to anisotropy but to producing
pressure drawdown and whether damage
zone is penetrated through. Table 6-4 shows
the relation between phase angle and gas
well productivity ratio under different

FIGURE 6-23 Effects of perforation penetration depth and perforation
density on gas well productivity ratio.

FIGURE 6-24 Effects of perforation diameter on gas well
productivity ratio.
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conditions. The parameters given are: per-
foration diameter dP ¼ 13 mm, perforation
density DEN ¼ 20 shots/m, perforation
penetration depth LP ¼ 300 mm or LP ¼
200 mm, damage depth DH ¼ 250 mm,
degree of damage DC ¼ 0.5, compaction
thickness CZH ¼ 12 mm, and degree of
compaction CZC ¼ 0.2.

Effect of Formation Damage on Perforated
Well Productivity. The formation damage
caused by perforated completion includes com-
paction damage directly caused by perforating
and damage caused by drilling. It has an obvious
effect on well productivity.

1. Compaction damage of perforating
A compacted zone may be generated by a

high-temperature high-pressure shock wave
during shaped-charge perforating around
perforation. Figure 6-26 shows the micro-
structure of the compacted zone around
perforation of Berea core target, which is
described by R. J. Saucier [4]. The compacted
zone consists of crushed zone, grain-fracture
zone, and permeability damage zone. The
compacted zone permeability (Kcz) is about
10% of original permeability. This com-
pacted zone with a very low permeability will
greatly decrease perforated well productivity.
Its effect cannot be entirely eliminated at
present.

In 1991, Asadi and Preston [5] discovered
that there were small channels around

perforation and large original channels out-
ward in the studies of perforated core; they
used a scanning electron microscope and
image analyzer (Figure 6-27). The measure-
ment of porosity using the mercury intrusion
method also indicated no decrease of porosity
around the perforation. However, the pore
size distribution curve measured using the
mercury intrusion method indicated that the
pore size distribution was changed to a great
extent despite the fact that the porosity was
not changed (Figure 6-28). The large chan-
nels had been disrupted and small pores are
increased, thus leading to an obvious
decrease of permeability.

The studies of the effect of compacted zone
on perforated completion well productivity in
China indicate that the increase of compacted
zone thickness decreases the productivity
ratio. Core target testing conducted by the
Huabei oil field and Southwest Petroleum
Institute indicates that the compaction thick-
ness is between 10 mm and 17 mm. The effect
of the degree of compaction damage CZC
(Kcz/Ko) on productivity is obvious. In partic-
ular, after the drilling damage zone is pene-
trated through by perforation, this effect will
obviously increase (Figure 6-29). Therefore,
it is necessary to select the perforating charge
that has a high core flow efficiency.

2. Drilling damage
Drilling damage has two indices, that is,

drilling damage depth and degree of drilling
damage DC (Kd/Ko). Figure 6-30 shows the
effect of the degree of drilling damage on pro-
ductivity ratio. When the damage zone is
penetrated through by perforation (Line A),
the effect of the degree of drilling damage
on productivity ratio is small; however, when
the damage zone is not penetrated through by
perforation (Line B), the effect is much more.
Figure 6-31 shows the effect of drilling dam-
age depth on productivity ratio. When the
damage zone is not penetrated through by
perforation, the effect of damage depth on
productivity ratio is small in spite of the fact
that the total productivity is low. When the

FIGURE 6-25 Effects of producing pressure drawdown
on gas well productivity ratio.
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TABLE 6-4 Relation Between Phase Angle and Gas Well Productivity Ratio under Different Conditions

No.

Producing
Pressure
Drawdown
P (MPa) Kv/Kh

Whether Drilling
Damage Zone
Is Penetrated
Through or Not

Order of Phase Angle from High to Low (Digit in Bracket
Is Productivity Ratio Value)

1 5 1 No 180�(0.953) 120�(0.807) 90�(0.725) 60�(0.637) 0�(0.433)
2 Yes 180�(1.415) 120�(1.401) 90�(1.336) 60�(1.232) 0�(0.907)
3 0.525 No 180�(0.686) 120�(0.622) 90�(0.599) 60�(0.564) 0�(0.420)
4 Yes 120�(1.175) 90�(1.164) 60�(1.115) 180�(1.080) 0�(0.898)
5 0.1 No 120�(0.463) 90�(0.459) 180�(0.454) 60�(0.449) 0�(0.410)
6 Yes 90�(1.007) 60�(1.006) 120�(0.970) 0�(0.887) 180�(0.777)
7 0.01 No 90�(0.425) 60�(0.423) 120�(0.422) 0�(0.400) 180�(0.397)
8 Yes 60�(0.974) 90�(0.965) 120�(0.917) 0�(0.875) 180�(0.704)
9 10 1 No 180�(0.827) 120�(0.708) 90�(0.640) 60�(0.565) 0�(0.399)
10 Yes 180�(1.351) 120�(1.337) 90�(1.272) 60�(1.168) 0�(0.843)
11 0.525 No 180�(0.656) 120�(0.619) 90�(0.592) 60�(0.559) 0�(0.389)
12 Yes 120�(1.110) 90�(1.099) 60�(1.050) 180�(1.015) 0�(0.833)
13 0.1 No 60�(0.439) 90�(0.436) 0�(0.380) 120�(0.376) 180�(0.355)
14 Yes 90�(0.941) 60�(0.940) 120�(0.904) 0�(0.821) 180�(0.711)
15 0.01 No 0�(0.370) 60�(0.365) 90�(0.354) 120�(0.337) 180�(0.285)
16 Yes 60�(0.910) 90�(0.901) 120�(0.853) 0�(0.810) 180�(0.640)
17 20 1 No 180�(0.669) 120�(0.605) 90�(0.564) 60�(0.517) 0�(0.368)
18 Yes 180�(1.272) 120�(1.259) 90�(1.194) 60�(1.090) 0�(0.765)
19 0.525 No 120�(0.396) 90�(0.396) 60�(0.390) 180�(0.379) 0�(0.360)
20 Yes 120�(1.031) 90�(1.020) 60�(0.970) 180�(0.936) 0�(0.754)
21 0.1 No 0�(0.350) 60�(0.306) 90�(0.276) 120�(0.240) 180�(0.149)
22 Yes 90�(0.864) 60�(0.863) 120�(0.826) 0�(0.744) 180�(0.634)
23 0.01 No 0�(0.340) 60�(0.281) 90�(0.243) 120�(0.199) 180�(0.101)
24 Yes 60�(0.832) 90�(0.823) 120�(0.774) 0�(0.733) 180�(0.562)
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damage zone is penetrated through by perfo-
ration, the total productivity is higher. There-
fore, reservoir protection during drilling is of
great importance to making full use of oil and

gas well productivity. In addition, a perforat-
ing gun and charge that can penetrate
through the drilling damage zone should be
selected as far as possible.

FIGURE 6-26 Microstructure of compacted zone of perforating.

FIGURE 6-27 Porosity and permeability distributions around perforation [4].
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Productivity Rule of Perforated Well
of a Fractured Oil Reservoir

The perforated well productivity of a natural
fracture porosity oil reservoir is fully dependent
on the hydraulic communication between perfo-
ration and near-wellbore fracture system; that is,
the fracture porosity oil reservoir productivity
after perforated completion is mainly controlled
by the type and distribution density of natural
fractures, the penetration depth, diameter and
phase of perforation, and so on. In order to
understand the relationship between the perfor-
ating parameters and the oil well productivity
of a fracture porosity oil reservoir, the fracture
characteristics of the oil reservoir should be under-
stood, the corresponding physical and mathemati-
cal flow models should be established, and the
effect of various perforating parameters on the
perforated well productivity of a fracture porosity
oil reservoir should be studied by using finite ele-
ment analysis, thus providing theoretical grounds
for perforating design.

The fracture network is macroscopically in a
disordered state, whereas the fracture system is
microscopically ordered. The fracture system
consists of the fractures that are parallel to each
other in a given range. Such a fracture system in
a relatively small near-wellbore area can be con-
sidered as a relatively regular system, and the
fracture characteristic parameters can be truly
obtained by using the data of drilling, coring,

FIGURE 6-28 Comparison between the channels before
and after perforating.

FIGURE 6-29 Relation between degree of perforating
compaction and productivity ratio.

FIGURE 6-30 Effect of degree of drilling damage on
productivity ratio.

FIGURE 6-31 Effect of drilling damage depth on
productivity ratio.
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and logging. Thus, the fracture system in the
vicinity of the wellbore can be divided into four
subsystems, that is, one group of vertical frac-
tures, two groups of orthogonal vertical fractures,
one group of horizontal fractures, and three
groups of orthogonal fractures (Figure 6-32).

The relation between oil well productivity
and perforating parameters under the four afore-
mentioned conditions has been studied by S. M.
Tariq [2] and the Southwest Petroleum Institute.
The characteristic parameters that the model
considers include: (1) parameters of formation
fracture system, which include type of fracture,
fracture density, fracture and matrix permeabil-
ities and porosities; (2) perforating parameters
including perforation pattern, phase, perforation
penetration depth, perforation density, and per-
foration diameter; and (3) damage characteristic
parameters including the depth and degree of
drilling damage and the thickness and degree of
the perforating damage zone. These different
characteristic parameters make the physical
model have different geometric characteristics
and will generate different degrees of effect

on fluid flow. The circumferential pressure dis-
tribution under the conditions of one group of
vertical fractures, 90� phase, and spiral perfo-
ration pattern is shown in Figure 6-33.
The low-lying place or the place in which the
isobars are closer is just the place where the
perforation lies.
Effects of Various Types of Fracture Network
on Oil Well Productivity. The different types
of physical models of fracture networks have dif-
ferent contributions of the same perforating
parameter to oil well productivity. The effects
of fracture parameters (such as fracture width
and fracture density) of each type of fracture
on oil well productivity ratio are also different
(Table 6-5).

Table 6-5 shows that under the same perforat-
ing parameters, an oil well with two groups of
vertical fractures or three groups of orthogonal
fractures has a higher productivity ratio than
the two others, and an oil well with three groups
of orthogonal fractures has the highest flow
efficiency. With one group of vertical fractures,
the perforation penetration depth is the most
important factor and affects oil well productivity
in combination with fracture density. With two
groups of vertical fractures, the perforation pen-
etration depth and fracture density are still the
most sensitive factors, and the effect of perfora-
tion density comes second. With one group of
horizontal fractures, the combined action of per-
foration density and fracture density may greatly
affect oil well productivity. With three groups of
orthogonal fractures, the combined action of
perforation penetration depth and fracture den-
sity may have an obvious effect, and the effect
of perforation density comes second.
Effects of Perforating Parameters on Oil Well
Productivity of a Fractured Reservoir
1. Network model of one group of vertical

fractures
With one group of vertical fractures, the

best possibility is that the direction of perfo-
ration is perpendicular to and penetrates
through the fracture, while the worst is that
the direction of perforation is parallel to the
fracture strike (that is, the perforation cannot

FIGURE 6-32 Fracture-matrix type [2]. 1, one group
of vertical fractures; 2 and 5, fractures; 3 and
6, perforations; 4, two groups of orthogonal vertical
fractures; 7, one group of horizontal fractures;
8, orthogonal fractures; 9, perforation parallel to fracture
face; 10, perforation perpendicular to fracture face.
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meet the fracture no matter how deep the
penetration is).

If the direction of perforation is parallel to
the fracture, the perforation cannot meet the
fracture, thus causing perforated well produc-
tivity that is on the low side and mainly
depends on the conductivity between matrix

and fracture. Figure 6-34 shows the relation
between productivity ratio and perforation
penetration depth under the condition of the
same fracture density and perforation density.
The oil well productivity ratio will increase
with the increase of perforation penetration
depth and then tends to remain constant

TABLE 6-5 Effects of Different Fracture Network Models on Oil Well Productivity Ratio

Type

Perforation Density
(Shots/m)

Perforation
Penetration Depth

(mm)
Fracture Density
(Fractures/m)

40 24 16 450 300 100 10 5 1

One group of vertical
fractures

0.7945 0.7577 0.7364 0.7684 0.7438 0.5201 0.7807 0.7633 0.0723

Two groups of vertical
fractures

1.0519 1.0300 1.0162 1.0418 0.9808 0.7789 1.1900 1.069 0.7880

One group of horizontal
fractures

0.8918 0.8796 0.7667 0.8787 0.8492 0.6590 0.9350 0.8923 0.8012

Three groups of orthogonal
fractures

1.2240 1.2053 1.1932 1.2003 1.1557 0.8182 1.4301 1.2601 0.8652

Note: The basic parameters of perforation density, penetration depth, and fracture density are, respectively, 24,400 and 4.

FIGURE 6-33 Circumferential pressure distribution under the conditions of one group of
vertical fractures, 90� phase, and spiral perforation pattern [23].
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especially under the condition of lower frac-
ture density E. And under the condition of
smaller perforation penetration depth, the
greater the fracture density, the greater the
increase of oil well productivity ratio with
the increase of perforation penetration depth.
Therefore, if the perforation orientation is
parallel to the fracture orientation, the oil
well productivity ratio is generally low. And
the perforation penetration depth has a great
effect on oil well productivity ratio, while the
perforation density and fracture density have
a small effect.

If the direction of the perforation is per-
pendicular to the fracture, whether the perfo-
ration will meet the fracture and a high
productivity ratio will be obtained will
depend on the perforation penetration depth
and fracture density.

2. Network model of two groups of vertical
fractures

With two groups of vertical fractures, the
relation between oil well productivity ratio
and perforation phase is not obvious, and
the oil well productivity ratio is mainly
dependent on whether the perforation con-
nects with the fracture or whether the perfo-
ration penetration depth is adaptable to the
fracture density. Figure 6-35 shows that oil
well productivity increases with the increase
of perforation penetration depth; however, if

the fracture density is low and the perforation
penetration depth is too small to penetrate
through fracture, the oil well productivity
ratio is low.

If penetrating through perforation can be
achieved by the combination of perforation
penetration depth with fracture density, the
oil well productivity ratio will be greatly
increased. Figure 6-35 shows that oil well
productivity ratio increases with the increase
of fracture density; however, the effect of per-
foration density is small, which is similar to
that under the condition of one group of ver-
tical fractures and perforation direction per-
pendicular to fracture direction.

3. Network model of one group of horizontal
fractures

With one group of horizontal fractures, the
oil well productivity ratio is mainly dependent
on the perforation density and fracture den-
sity. The higher the perforation density and
fracture density, the greater the probability
of meeting of perforation with fracture.
Figure 6-36 shows the curves of the relation-
ship between oil well productivity ratio and
perforation density and indicates that the oil
well productivity ratio increases with the
increase of perforation penetration depth
under a given perforation density and fracture
density; however, the increase of productivity
ratio will greatly reduce with the increase of

FIGURE 6-34 Effect of perforation penetration depth on oil well productivity
under the condition of one group of vertical fractures.
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perforation penetration depth. It also shows
that under different perforation densities and
fracture densities, there are obvious oil well
productivity ratio differences. Figure 6-37
shows that when the perforation penetration
depth and fracture density are greater, the oil
well productivity ratio will rapidly increase
with the increase of perforation density and a
higher productivity ratio can be achieved;
however, when the perforation penetration
depth and fracture density are smaller, the
effect of increase of perforation density on
oil well productivity ratio is not obvious.
Therefore, under the condition of one
group of horizontal fractures, the oil well

productivity ratio is mainly affected by perfo-
ration density and perforation penetration
depth, and it is possible to achieve a higher
productivity ratio under high perforation den-
sity and deep perforation penetration.

4. Network model of three groups of orthogo-
nal fractures

With three groups of orthogonal fractures,
both the horizontal fractures and the vertical
fractures have a higher conductivity due to
the mutual connectivity of fractures; thus, the
oil well will have a higher productivity ratio
once the perforation connects with the frac-
ture, and the perforation penetration depthwill
greatly affect the oil well productivity ratio.

FIGURE 6-35 Effect of perforation penetration depth on oil well productivity
ratio under the condition of two groups of vertical fractures.

FIGURE 6-36 Effects of perforation penetration depth and perforation density
on productivity ratio under the condition of one group of horizontal fractures.
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Figure 6-38 shows the relation between oil
well productivity ratio and perforation penetra-
tion depth under different perforation densities
and fracture densities. The oil well productivity
ratio increases with the increase of perforation
penetration depth. Under the condition of a
higher fracture density, the oil well will have
a very high productivity ratio, and the increase
of oil well productivity ratio with the increase of
perforation penetration depth is very obvious;
however, under the condition of a lower perfo-
ration density, the increase of productivity ratio
with the increase of perforation penetration
depth is small and the productivity ratio is
always lower than 1 no matter how dense

the perforations are because no fracture is
penetrated through. Only when the perforation
penetration is increased to a depth that is suffi-
cient to penetrate through the fracture can the
oil well productivity ratio be greatly increased.
It is also reflected in Figure 6-38 that the
productivity ratio is not sensitive to perfora-
tion density whether the fracture is penetrated
through by perforation or not.

Figure 6-39 shows the curves of the relation-
ship between oil well productivity ratio and
fracture density and indicates that the oil well
productivity ratio increases with the increase
of fracture density, and the increase of productiv-
ity ratio will be greater when the perforation

FIGURE 6-37 Effect of perforation penetration depth on productivity
ratio under the condition of one group of horizontal fractures.

FIGURE 6-38 Effects of perforation penetration depth and perforation
density on productivity ratio under the condition of three groups of
orthogonal fractures.
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penetration depth is increased; that under the con-
dition of the same fracture density and perforation
penetration depth, the higher the perforation den-
sity, the greater the oil well productivity ratio, but
the difference is not great; and that under the
condition of the same fracture density and perfo-
ration density, the greater the perforation penetra-
tion depth, the higher the productivity ratio,
and the difference is greater. Therefore, under the
condition of three groups of orthogonal fractures,
perforation penetration depth is the most impor-
tant factor, fracture density is the second, and
perforation density is the third.

Productivity Rule of a Perforated
Horizontal Well

Horizontal well completion mainly includes four
types: open hole completion, slotted liner comple-
tion, external liner (or casing) segregated packer
completion, and casing cementing perforated
completion. Because of innovations in completion
tools, technical advances in horizontal wells, and
the practical requirement of payzone control, the
casing cementing perforated completion of a hor-
izontal well has gradually become a main well
completion method.

A horizontal well is different from a vertical
well in that the disturbing effect of wellbore
affects not only the near-wellbore area but the
whole reservoir [7]. The selection of the degree

of opening and location and distribution of the
opened section of perforating and the perforat-
ing parameters may affect not only the produc-
tivity but also the hydrodynamic condition of a
horizontal well. The studies indicate that hori-
zontal well productivity is related to reservoir
productivity, the multiphase flow of horizontal
wells, the interaction between reservoir and
wellbore, and the selection of perforated com-
pletion parameters.
Effects of Location and Degree of Opening by
Perforating on Horizontal Well Productivity.
The combined reservoir inflow performance
and horizontal wellbore multiphase flow model
is used as the simulation method of optimizing
the location and degree of opening, and the
effect of wellbore pressure drop on horizontal
well performance is considered. The effect of
perforating parameters of a specific opened sec-
tion is described using the perforating skin of a
local opened section. The effect of location and
degree of opening on well productivity ratio is
analyzed under the condition of constant perfor-
ating parameters.

1. Location of horizontal well perforating
Figure 6-40 shows the simulation result of

the effect of perforating section location on
well performance under the conditions of
horizontal section length of 600 m (only one
section 100 m opened) and reservoir perme-
ability of 300 � 10�3 mm2. The metric labeled

FIGURE 6-39 Effect of fracture density on productivity ratio under the
condition of three groups of orthogonal fractures.
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“1st” in Figure 6-40 shows that the opened sec-
tion is located at the toe of the horizontal
section, while the 5th shows that the opened
section is located at the heel of the horizon-
tal section. It can be indicated that the location
of the perforating section may obviously affect
the well performance under other given pa-
rameters. This effect will become more obvious
with the decrease of casing diameter of the hor-
izontal section of a horizontal well. The greater
the distance between the opened section of

perforating and the toe of the horizontal well,
the better the result. The reason is that the flow
in the reservoir is disturbed by the multiphase
flow energy loss in the horizontal wellbore.

2. Degree of opening of horizontalwell perforating
The degree of opening of horizontalwell per-

forating is shown by using the ratio of actual
opened length of horizontal section to total hor-
izontal section length. Figures 6-41 and 6-42
show the effects of the degree of opening by per-
forating on well performance under different

FIGURE 6-40 Effect of opened section location on horizontal well
performance.

FIGURE 6-41 Effect of degree of opening by perforating on
horizontal well performance (300 m).
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simulated wellbore radiuses and horizontal sec-
tion lengths. The studies indicate a great effect
of the degree of opening on oilwell productivity
under other given parameters. No matter how
much the horizontal section length and casing
diameter are, the higher the degree of opening,
the better the horizontal well performance;
however, with the increase of the degree of
opening, the increase of horizontalwell produc-
tivity is obviously reduced. Economically, full
opening is inappropriate for a horizontal sec-
tion and the degree of opening should be opti-
mized on the basis of actual well conditions.
It should be noted that these conclusions are
only applicable to isotropic reservoirs. If the
reservoir permeability obviously changes along
the horizontal wellbore, an evaluation is
required on the basis of actual well conditions.

The analysis of sensitivity to horizontal section
length indicates that oil and gas well productivity
cannot be unrestrictedly increased with the
increase of horizontal section length, and opti-
mum length exists. The effect of reservoir perme-
ability on horizontal well performance is also
obvious.
Effects of Perforating Parameters on
Horizontal Well Productivity of a Sandstone
Oil Reservoir. In order to study the effects of per-
foration density, phase, perforation penetration

depth, perforating compaction, and drilling dam-
age on the horizontal well productivity of a sand-
stone oil reservoir, the following are given:
horizontal section length¼ 300 m, reservoir thick-
ness¼ 20 m, distance between horizontal well and
bottom boundary ¼ 7 m, horizontal permeability
¼ 6 mm2, vertical permeability ¼ 1.5 mm2, oil
viscosity ¼ 1.5 MPa � s, and reservoir pressure ¼
16 MPa. Productivity and productivity ratio are
calculated on the basis of the production rate
under pseudoradial flow in reservoir.

1. Perforation density
Figure 6-43 shows that productivity changes

with the change of perforation density under
the condition of a perforation penetration
depth approximate to zero. When perforation
density increases to a certain value, the increase
of perforation density may not lead to an
obvious increase of horizontal well productiv-
ity [8]. When perforation density increases to
a higher value, the perforated well productivity
will reach the open hole productivity. It should
especially be noted that under a relatively low
perforation density, the productivity ratio of
a horizontal well is much higher than that of
a vertical well; that is, the perforated comple-
tion of a horizontal well can still obtain
the desired productivity ratio under a lower
perforation density.

FIGURE 6-42 Effect of degree of opening by perforating on
horizontal well performance (600 m).
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2. Perforation penetration depth
Figure 6-44 shows the effects of perfora-

tion penetration depth and perforation den-
sity on horizontal well productivity ratio
[8]. The productivity ratio increases with the
increase of perforation penetration depth.
When perforation density is low, the effect
of perforation penetration depth on the pro-
ductivity ratio is very obvious. When perfora-
tion density is higher, the productivity ratio
also increases with the increase of perforation
penetration depth; however, when perfora-
tion penetration depth is increased to a
certain value (>200 mm), the increase of hor-
izontal well productivity ratio is obviously

slowed. Therefore, the effect of perforation
penetration depth on productivity ratio is
more serious under a low perforation density.

3. Phase angle
Figure 6-45 shows the effect of phase angle

on horizontal well productivity ratio under
the condition of serious anisotropy (Kv/Kh ¼
0.01) [8]. It indicates that the effect of phase
angle on productivity ratio is obvious and
the phase angle of 180� is most favorable,
while the phase angles of 90� and 45� have
a lower productivity ratio. This is different
from that of the perforated completion of a
straight well. The studies indicate that the
effect of perforation density on productivity

FIGURE 6-43 Relation between horizontal well productivity ratio
and perforation density.

FIGURE 6-44 Relation between productivity ratio and perforation
penetration depth.
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ratio is more serious under the condition of
serious anisotropy and smaller perforation
penetration depth. The effect of phase angle
on productivity ratio is much weaker under
the condition of homogeneous reservoir.

4. Degree of heterogeneity
Figure 6-46 shows the effect of degree of

heterogeneity (Kv/Kn) on horizontal well pro-
ductivity ratio [8]. It indicates that under the
condition of great perforation penetration
depth, the more serious the heterogeneity, the
higher the productivity ratio; however, under
the condition of small perforation penetration
depth, the more serious the heterogeneity,
the lower the productivity ratio. It also indi-
cates that under the condition of serious
heterogeneity, the effect of phase angle on

productivity ratio is obvious, while under the
condition of lower degree of heterogeneity,
the effect of phase angle is not obvious and
can be neglected. Therefore, under the condi-
tion of serious heterogeneity adopting deep
perforation penetration, high-medium perfora-
tion density and the vertical distribution of
perforation with phase angle of 180� will favor
enhancing horizontal well productivity.

Effects of Perforating Parameters on Hori-
zontal Well Productivity of a Sandstone Gas
Reservoir. The flow rate distribution and pres-
sure drop are mainly generated at the heel of
the horizontal section due to gas expansion.
For a gas well with a high permeability gas reser-
voir, the main pressure drop is also generated at

FIGURE 6-45 Effects of phase angle and perforation density on
productivity ratio.

FIGURE 6-46 Effect of reservoir heterogeneity on productivity ratio.
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the heel. The gas expansion and acceleration
are generated from the toe to the heel of the
horizontal section. The change of momentum
may obviously affect the pressure gradient. The
effect of wellbore hydrodynamics on gas well
productivity should be considered [8].

The following analysis is based on these pa-
rameters: perforation penetration depth ¼
300 mm, perforation diameter ¼ 18 mm, perfora-
tion density ¼ 2 shots/m, phase angle ¼ 180�,
degree of perforating compaction ¼ 0.2, degree of
drilling damage ¼ 0.4, and damage radius ¼
150 mm.

1. Perforation penetration depth
Figure 6-47 shows the effect of perforation

penetration depth on gas well productivity
ratio. Gas well productivity ratio increases

with the increase of perforation penetration
depth. In particular, productivity ratio obvi-
ously increases with the increase of perfora-
tion penetration depth before the damage
zone is penetrated through.

2. Perforation density
Figure 6-48 shows the effect of perforation

density on gas well productivity ratio. The
gas well productivity ratio increases with the
increase of perforation density. The desired
productivity ratio can still be obtained under
a lower perforation density, which is similar
to that of a horizontal oil well and different
from that of a straight gas well.

3. Non-Darcy effect
Figure 6-48 also indicates that the non-Darcy

flow and formation damage may decrease the
gas well productivity, which is particularly

FIGURE 6-47 Effect of perforation penetration depth on gas
well productivity ratio.

FIGURE 6-48 Effect of perforation density on gaswell productivity ratio.
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obvious under the condition of short perfora-
tion length and low perforation density [8]. In
order to obtain the predicted result, the effect
of non-Darcy flow should be considered.

Effect of Formation Damage on Horizontal
Well Productivity. Formation damage can be
expressed by using skin factor. The effect of for-
mation damage on horizontal well productivity
ratio is different from the effect of formation dam-
age on vertical well productivity ratio. Under the
condition of the formation heterogeneity coeffi-
cient of 1, the oil well productivity ratio will
decrease with the increase of skin factor whether
the well is horizontal or vertical (Figure 6-49).
Under the same skin factor, vertical well produc-
tivity ratio is lower than horizontal well

productivity ratio. It is more important that under
the same skin factor the percentage reduction of
horizontal well productivity ratio is much less
than that of vertical well productivity ratio; that
is, the effect of formation damage on horizontal
well productivity ratio is smaller than that on ver-
tical well productivity ratio. It should be particu-
larly noticed that the absolute loss of horizontal
well production rate is much greater than that of
vertical well production rate because the produc-
tion rate value of a horizontal well is greater than
that of a vertical well.

1. Perforating compaction damage
Figure 6-50 shows the effect of perforating

damage on productivity ratio. It is indicated
that if Kc/K > 0.2, the effect of perforating

FIGURE 6-49 Contrast between the effects of formation damage on
vertical-well and horizontal-well productivity ratios.

FIGURE 6-50 Effect of degree of compaction on gas well
productivity ratio.
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damage on productivity ratio is not serious.
Therefore, the slight permeability reduction
caused by perforating is acceptable in a hori-
zontal well. Serious perforating damage can
be avoided by using high-quality shaped
charge, underbalanced perforating, and ratio-
nal perforating fluid.

2. Drilling damage
Figure 6-51 shows the effect of drilling

damage on productivity ratio. It is indicated
that the effect of the degree of drilling dam-
age is greater than the effect of damage zone
depth. The more serious the drilling damage,
the lower the productivity ratio. When dam-
age depth is greater than perforation pene-
tration depth, the decrease of productivity
ratio becomes slower with the increase of
damage depth. Therefore, it is important to
control the drilling damage radius so that per-
forations can penetrate through the damage
zone. This conclusion is the same as that for
a vertical well.

6.3 PERFORATING DIFFERENTIAL
PRESSURE DESIGN

Well completion design requires that the mini-
mum pressure loss of completion interval and
the highest production rate should be ensured
under the conditions of both safety and econ-
omy. Well completion operation can be under-
balanced perforating, overbalanced perforating,

and extreme overbalance perforating in accor-
dance with the relation between wellbore pres-
sure and reservoir pressure during perforating.
Conventional overbalanced perforating has a
very high risk and is rarely used at present due
to the chip hold-down effect of perforating fluid
during perforating. Both underbalanced perfor-
ating and extreme overbalance perforating can
improve oil and gas well productivity and have
been widely applied worldwide. The former has
almost become a industrial standard, while the
latter is a beneficial supplement to the former.
In order to achieve the desired perforating
results on the premise of ensuring oil and gas
well safety, perforating differential pressure
should be scientifically designed.

Underbalanced Perforating and
Extreme Overbalance Perforating

Underbalanced perforating means that bottom-
hole pressure is lower than reservoir pressure
during perforating. Underbalanced perforating
is to use the high-velocity flowback generated
by the underbalance pressure at the instant of
perforating to wash perforations and migrate
the perforation plugging matter caused by per-
forating compaction so that perforations with
high cleanliness and low damage can be
obtained. Therefore, the key to the underbalance
pressure design lies in the underbalance pressure
value. On the one hand, it is required to ensure

FIGURE 6-51 Effect of drilling damage on horizontal well
productivity ratio.
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that the fine grains in the crushed and com-
pacted zone around perforation are moved out
to obtain clean perforations (the underbalance
pressure meeting this requirement is known as
minimum underbalance pressure). On the other
hand, in order to prevent sand production,
sloughing, casing collapse, packer failure, and
other problems, the underbalance pressure value
should not exceed a specific value, which is crit-
ical and is known as maximum underbalance
pressure. The rational perforating underbalance
pressure value should be between the minimum
and maximum underbalance pressures.

Underbalanced perforating can truly enhance
oil and gas well productivity effectively and has
been widely applied. However, the effectiveness
is greatly dependent on perforating technology,
underbalance pressure design, and physical prop-
erties of the reservoir. In a low-permeability oil
and gas reservoir that has not achieved optimized
perforating, the underbalance pressure value
selected may be on the low side, and the reservoir
productivity may not act to the full extent. In a
low-permeability oil and gas reservoir with seri-
ous damage, full cleaning of the perforations
requires a higher underbalance pressure value,
which sometimes cannot be achieved. In a reser-
voir with serious interlayer heterogeneity, the
cleanliness of perforation is different if perforat-
ing is under the same underbalance pressure.
For an underpressured reservoir, sometimes the
ideal underbalance pressure value cannot be
achieved even if the whole wellbore is emptied.
For a weakly consolidated reservoir, underbal-
ance pressure can meet the requirement of clean-
ing perforations; however, sand production
may be caused. Thus it can be seen that although
the flowability in the vicinity of the wellbore
can be improved by underbalanced perforating
under these conditions, the optimumvalue cannot
be achieved, and a more effective method is
required.

The aforementioned problems can be avoided
by using the extreme overbalance perforating
(EOP) method [12]. Firing and perforating are
achieved at this instant under a bottomhole pres-
sure higher than formation breakdown pressure.

After perforating, the perforating fluid pad rap-
idly impacts the perforations on the instant
under driving by high-pressure compressed gas
expansion energy and rapidly cracks the perfora-
tions due to the incompressibility of liquid. The
liquid or proppant will erode the formation at
the rate of 16 m3/min and form stable flow
channels. In general, when gas reaches the per-
forations, the fracture propagation will stop at
once because the gas will rapidly filtrate and
enter the formation.

The wellbore pressure during the EOP opera-
tion should be high enough. It should exceed the
minimum principal stress of local rock and
ensure penetrating through the impermeable
debris held in perforation. These debris may
often affect operating effectiveness in conven-
tional operations. The studies indicate that the
extreme overbalance pressure gradient should
be sufficiently high in order to move out these
debris and is generally greater than 30 kPa/m.

For wells that adopt EOP operation, the
decrease of flow conductivity of perforation
due to perforation compaction damage is slight
because the debris are crushed before hardening
and the powder generated is carried to the distal
end of the crack. The decrease of permeability
due to rock breaking around the perforations is
trivial by comparison with the high permeability
of fracture generated. When the gas passes the
perforation, its velocity approaches acoustic
velocity; thus the erosion and friction action on
perforation and fracture face may also be gener-
ated and permeability is increased.

The effectiveness of extreme overbalance per-
forating technology is closely related to
operating wellhead pressure, liquid nitrogen vol-
ume, perforating fluid pad volume, and physical
properties of the reservoir, and so on, in which
the operating wellhead pressure (or perforating
differential pressure) is of great importance.
The corresponding bottomhole pressure should
be higher than the formation breakdown pres-
sure in the vicinity of the wellbore. Therefore,
the accurate prediction of this formation break-
down pressure also directly affects the rational
selection of operational parameters.
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Empirical Relation of W. T. Bell

The rule of thumb given by W. T. Bell on the basis
of the related data of about 1000 perforated wells
shows the corresponding required underbalance
pressures determined in accordance with reservoir
permeability and type of reservoir (Table 6-6).
This method only gives a range, must be used in
combination with experience, and can only be
used for determining the minimum underbalance
pressure.
Empirical Relation of American Core
Company. The empirical formula for selecting
perforating underbalance pressure, which is
obtained on the basis of the corrected data of
45 wells, is shown in Equation (6-1).

(6-1)
ln pmin ¼ 5:471� 0:3688lnK

where: pmin ¼ minimum underbalance pres-
sure of oil well perforating, 10�1 MPa; K ¼ oil
reservoir permeability, 10�3 mm2.
Calculation Method of Conoco. The method
for designing underbalance pressure, which is
based on the minimum underbalance pressure
formula of G. E. King [13] and the maximum
underbalance pressure formula of Colle, was
obtained by H. R. Crawford of Conoco in
1989. The empirical formula of the minimum
underbalance pressure was obtained by King on
the basis of the experience of 90 wells. They
indicated that if the increase of productivity is
not obvious (<10%) after sandstone oil reser-
voir perforating and acidizing, the perforations

are clean and the corresponding underbalance
pressure is sufficient. Wells with problems of
acidizing itself were not included. This empirical
formula is shown in Equations (6-2), (6-3),
and (6-4).

(6-2)
ln pminðoilÞ ¼ 17:24=K0:3

(6-3)

ln pminðgasÞ ¼ 17:24=KðK < 10�3 mm2Þ

(6-4)

ln pminðgasÞ ¼ 17:24=K0:18ðK � 10�3 mm2Þ
where: pmin(oil) ¼ minimum underbalance pres-
sure for oil reservoir, MPa; pmin(gas) ¼ minimum
underbalance pressure for gas reservoir, MPa; K¼
reservoir permeability, 10�3 mm2.

The relation between pmax and the interval
transit time of adjacent mudstone and the rela-
tion between pmax and the volume density of
adjacent mudstone, which have been estab-
lished by Colle on the basis of his experience
in Venezuela and the Gulf, are as shown in
Equations (6-5) through (6-10).

(6-5)

pmaxðoilÞ ¼ 24:132� 0:0399 Tas ð Tas � 300ms=mÞ

(6-6)

pmaxðgasÞ ¼ 33:059� 0:0524 Tas ð Tas � 300ms=mÞ

(6-7)

pmax ¼ ptub,max ð Tas < 300ms=mÞ

(6-8)

pmaxðoilÞ ¼ 16:13ras � 27:58 ðras � 2:4 g=cm3Þ

(6-9)

pmaxðgasÞ ¼ 20ras � 32:4 ðras � 2:4 g=cm3Þ

(6-10)

pmax ¼ ptub,max ðras > 2:4 g=cm3Þ
where: pmax¼maximumunderbalance pressure,
MPa; ptub, max ¼ maximum safe underbalance

TABLE 6-6 W. T. Bell’s Rule of Thumb
Used for Designing
Perforating Underbalance
Pressure

Permeability
(10�3 mm2)

Range of Underbalance
Pressure p (MPa)

Oil Reservoir Gas Reservoir

K > 100 1.4	3.5 6.9	13.8

10 < K � 100 6.9	13.8 13.8	34.5
K � 10 >13.8 >34.5
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pressure of downhole string or cement sheath,
MPa; Tas¼ interval transit time of adjacentmud-
stone,ms/m;ras¼ volumedensity of adjacentmud-
stone, g/cm3; “oil” and “gas” in formulaemean oil
reservoir and gas reservoir, respectively.
Behrmann Method. The method of designing
the optimum underbalance pressure under the
condition of zero compaction skin factor, which
was obtained by Behrmann [15] of Schlumber-
ger in 1990s on the basis of experimental data
of CT scanning, thin section analysis, mercury
intrusion method, and core flow experiment, is
shown in Equations (6-11) and (6-12).

(6-11)

For K < 100� 10�3mm2 pmin ¼ 1:6359 Fd0:3p =K0:3333

(6-12)

For K > 100� 10�3mm2 p ¼ 3:8666 Fd0:3p =K0:5

where: dp ¼ perforation diameter, mm; K ¼ res-
ervoir permeability, 10�3 mm2; F ¼ porosity, %;
pmin ¼ minimum underbalance pressure under

zero skin factor, MPa.
This method has not provided the maximum

underbalance pressure.

Theoretical Method of Designing
Minimum Underbalance Pressure to
Ensure Cleanliness of Perforation

The aforementioned methods are simple and con-
venient; however, only permeability and interval
transit time are used for determining the mini-
mum and maximum underbalance pressures. In
addition, these methods are only regional, empir-
ical, and statistical and lack theoretical grounds;
thus, they may not necessarily be suitable for
any oil and gas reservoir. The new methods are
described in the following sections.
Tariq Method for Calculating Minimum
Underbalance Pressure. When the flow in per-
foration is in the non-Darcy flow state, the drag
force for cleaning the plugging matter in perfora-
tion is directly proportional to the square of flow
velocity, and the perforation compaction zone
damage is easy to remove. Thus the finite-element
program of unsteady flow under the action of

underbalance pressure after perforating is estab-
lished. The flow in the model follows the For-
chheimer non-Darcy flow rule. The calculation
indicates that the pressure and flow velocity are
related to location, time, underbalance pressure,
perforation size, degree of compaction, reservoir
permeability, fluid viscosity, and so on. S. M. Tar-
iq’s simulation calculation [14] indicates that

when the dimensionless time (tD ¼ kt
Fmctrcz2

, rcz

¼ compaction zone radius) is up to 0.1, the effect
of underbalance pressure will reach or go beyond
the outer boundary of compaction zone. The
higher the underbalance pressure and velocity,
the more obvious the non-Darcy effect. The Rey-
nolds number Re at compaction zone boundary
at tD ¼ 0.1 under different compaction zone
permeabilities is calculated under different under-
balance pressure p values, as shown in
Equation (6-13).

(6-13)

Re ¼ bKrVc
m

where: b ¼ non-Darcy turbulence coefficient;
K ¼ reservoir permeability; r ¼ fluid density;
Vc ¼ velocity at outer boundary of compaction
zone at tD ¼ 0.1; m ¼ fluid viscosity.

Figure 6-52 shows the relation between per-
meability, underbalance pressure p and Re
under oil viscosity m ¼ 1 MPa � s.

In order to obtain the critical Reynolds number
necessary for cleaning perforation, the charts
based on G. E. King’s statistical data have been
drawn by Tariq on the basis of the curves of the
relationship between Reynolds number Re, under-
balance pressure p, and permeability K. For an
oil well, it has been found that under Re ¼ 0.05,
the relation between p and K is just on the mini-
mum underbalance pressure curve, thus the criti-
cal Reynolds number Rec ¼ 0.05. For a gas well,
the critical Reynolds number is 0.1.

In practical calculation, fluid parameters, res-
ervoir parameters, and perforating and damage
parameters are required to be input when the
numerical simulation method is used. The
values of underbalance pressure p repeatedly
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supposed, and the Reynolds number values on
the outer boundary of the compaction zone, are
calculated under tD ¼ 0.1. When the p reaches
Rec, the p value supposed is just the minimum
underbalance pressure.

This method is based on field data. When the
practical physical properties of fluid (such as
viscosity m) and reservoir pressure pr are greatly
different from the average well values counted
by King, error or mistake may result. King’s crit-
ical Reynolds number Rec ¼ 0.05 for oil wells is
appropriate to the mo value in the range 0.7 to
1.2 MPa � s. The Rec for gas well changes with
permeability. Nevertheless, Tariq’s pioneering
work of calculating the minimum underbalance
pressure is still of great significance.
Minimum Underbalance Pressure Formula
for Oil Well Perforating. Tariq considers that
the effect of underbalance pressure has exceeded
the outer boundary of the compact zone at tD ¼
0.1; that is, it can be supposed that at this time,
the pressure at compaction zone radius is pr
while the pressure on perforation wall is pwf. If
pressure p is sufficient to cause a non-Darcy
flow and the Reynolds number at rc reaches the
critical value Rec, this underbalance pressure is
just the minimum underbalance pressure pmin.

The following formula used for calculating
pmin(oil) was obtained by Tariq by using

Forchheimer’s binominal and integrating from
rp to rc, as shown in Equation (6-14).

(6-14)

pminðoilÞ ¼
130:82m2o Rec rcz

K0:4cz ro
ln

rcz
rp

þ Rec rcz
1

rp
þ 1

rcz

� �� �

where: crude oil viscosity, MPa � s; Rec ¼ critical
Reynolds number necessary for cleaning perfora-
tion, taken to be 0.05; rcz ¼ compaction zone
radius, cm; rp ¼ perforation radius, cm; ro ¼
oil density, g/cm3; Kcz ¼ compaction zone
permeability, 10�3 mm2.

The Rec ¼ 0.05 basically represents the actual
condition under a low viscosity because it is
obtained by matching King’s field data under
mo ¼ 0.7–1.2 MPa � s. For instance, in accor-
dance with Equation (6-14), under mo¼ 2MPa � s
the underbalance pressure pmin(oil) will be 4
times the underbalance pressure under mo ¼ 1
MPa � s, while under mo ¼ 8 MPa � s the under-
balance pressure will be 64 times the underba-
lance pressure under mo ¼ 1 MPa � s. This is
unreasonable. Therefore, it is recommended
that when Tariq’s formula is used, mo is taken
as 1.2 MPa � s if mo > > 1.2 MPa � s.

FIGURE 6-52 Relation between permeability, underbalance pressure, and Reynolds number Re at
compaction zone boundary.
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It can be seen that the minimum underbalance
pressure of oil well perforating is also related to
physical properties, perforation size, compaction
radius, and degree of compaction damage in
addition to reservoir permeability.
Minimum Underbalance Pressure Formula
for Gas Well Perforating by Southwest
Petroleum University. A formula of calculating
the gas well pmin(gas) has been derived by Tariq in
accordance with a formula similar to that for an
oil well. However, the calculation indicates that
the formula has a different result from that of the
curve and cannot be used. The critical Reynolds
number of the minimum underbalance pressure
for gas well perforating is too small and is a con-
stant, which is incorrect. King’s minimum under-
balance pressure has been matched by using
the typical data, which include: mean reservoir
pressure pr ¼ 20 MPa, gas viscosity mg ¼ 0.03
MPa � s, mean reservoir temperature Tr ¼
373 K, gas deviation factor Z ¼ 1, rcz ¼
1.78 cm, rp ¼ 0.51 cm, and relative gas density
gg ¼ 0.6. In accordance with Forchheimer’s
binominal and gas state equation, the following
formula of calculating the minimum underbalance
pressure for gas well is finally derived, as shown in
Equations (6-15) and (6-16)

(6-15)

p2r � p2wf ¼ 75:088
m2g Tr Zrcz

gg CZC
0:8
� Recg
K0:4cz

ln
rcz
rp

þ Recg rcz
1

rp
þ 1

rcz

� �� �

(6-16)

Recg ¼ ð0:061prK0:4r � 0:571Þ0:5 � 0:251

where: pr ¼ mean reservoir pressure, MPa;
Tr ¼ mean reservoir temperature, K; pwf ¼ bot-
tomhole pressure during perforating, MPa; Kr ¼
perforation permeability, 10�3 mm2; mg ¼ gas vis-
cosity under mean pressure pr and temperature
Tr, MPa � s; Z ¼ gas deviation factor under mean
pressure pr and temperature Tr; gg ¼ relative gas
density; CZC ¼ degree of compaction damage
(Kcz/K), decimal; rcz ¼ compaction zone radius,
cm; rp ¼ perforation radius, cm; Recg ¼ critical
Reynolds number of minimum underbalance
pressure for gas well perforating.

If prKr
0.05 � 15 or the calculated pwf < 0, it is

indicated that the formation energy is insufficient
to ensure obtaining the minimum underbalance
pressure; thus pmin ¼ pr can be taken.

Equation (6-15) can be used for calculating
using programming. Preliminary mg and Z values
are supposed and Pwf and mean formation pres-
sure Pr are calculated by using Equation (6-15)
(for simplicity, the arithmetic average can be
taken). The mg and Z values are corrected in
accordance with the related formulae and a
new pwf value is calculated. After repeated itera-
tive computation, an accurate pwf value is
obtained; thus the minimum underbalance pres-
sure is shown in Equation (6-17).

(6-17)
pminðgasÞ ¼ pr � pwf

Theoretical Method of Designing
Maximum Underbalance Pressure
for Preventing Sand Production

In accordance with elastoplasticity mechanics,
sand production means that the stability of struc-
ture is lost. At the instant of underbalanced per-
forating, the high-velocity fluid generated by
underbalance pressure acts immediately on perfo-
ration and neighboring rock, thus causing a rapid
change of stress in the vicinity of perforation.
Under the action of stress, an elastic deformation
is first generated, and then a plastic deformation
is subsequently generated. If the stress is sufficient
for generating a perforation-neighboring rock
deformation that exceeds the critical plastic
deformation value, perforation structure failure
will be generated, thus leading to a large amount
of sand production. The studies indicate that by
comparison with the Darcy flow, the non-Darcy
flow will greatly increase the instability of perfo-
ration; that is, the principle of elastoplasticity
mechanics can be applied and the stability of
perforation can be appraised by using the equi-
valent plastic strain. Therefore, pore pressure
distribution and perforation stress distribution
can be calculated, and perforation stability can
be predicted using both the non-Darcy flow
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model and the stress strain model in order to
determine the maximum allowable underbalance
pressure [20].
Mohr-Coulomb Yield Criteria. After the oil
and gas well is perforated, the perforations are
in a complicated three-dimensional stress state.
In order to simplify the model, single perforation
is taken. Supposing that perforation-neighboring
rock has good plasticity, Equation (6-18) can be
obtained in accordance with the Mohr-Coulomb
yield criteria (the SI unit system is used):

(6-18)
f ¼ sy � srN

2þðN2 � 1Þp� 2SoN ¼ 0

N ¼ tan ðp=4þ j=2Þ
where: sr ¼ radial stress acting on perforation;
sy ¼ tangential stress acting on perforation;
p ¼ pore pressure; So ¼ cohesion force of rock;
f ¼ angle of internal friction of rock, rad.
Plasticity Zone Stress Model. On the elasto-
plastic boundary rc, the Mohr-Coulomb yield
criterion is also tenable. On the basis of mechani-
cal stability and symmetry, it can be simplified as a
plane-strain axi-symmetrical problem; that is, the
perforation is considered as cylindrical perfora-
tion. The differential equation of force balance is
shown in Equation (6-19).

(6-19)

r
qsr

qr
þ sr � sy

r
¼ 0

Substituting Equation (6-18) into Equation
(6-19), in accordance with Hook’s law of stress
strain, the plasticity zone stress distribution is
shown in Equations (6-20), (6-21), and (6-22).

(6-20)

sr ¼ ð1� N2ÞrN2�1

ðr
rp

pr�N2

dr þ

2S0N

1� N2
sri þ 2S0N

N2 � 1

� �
r

rp

� �N2�1

(6-21)

sy ¼ N2ð1� N2ÞrN2�1

ðr
rp
pr�N2

drþ 2S0N

1� N2
þ

N2 sri þ 2S0N

N2 � 1

� �
r

rp

� �N2�1

þ ð1� N2Þp

(6-22)

sy ¼ ð1� N4ÞurN2�1

ðr
rp
pr�N2

drþ 2S0N

1� N2
þ

ðN2 þ 1Þu sri þ 2S0N

N2 � 1

� �
r

rp

� �N2�1

þ

ð1� N2Þupþ ð1� 2uÞbp
where: rp ¼ perforation radius; sri ¼ radial
stress on inner wall of perforation; u ¼ Poisson’s
ratio; b ¼ formation rock compressibility.
Elasticity Zone Stress Model. In consideration
of the effect of fluid pressure in porous media,
the elastic deformation displacement equation
of porous media is shown in Equation (6-23).

(6-23)

ðlþ 2GÞ d
dr

du

dr
þ u

r

� �
þ b

dp

dr
¼ 0

where: l, G ¼ Lame’s constants; u ¼ deforma-
tion displacement; r ¼ radius; b ¼ formation
rock compressibility.

In accordance with the relation between stress
and strain, in combination with the following
boundary condition, shown in Equation (6-24):

(6-24)
srjr ¼ rp ¼ sri srjr ¼ ro ¼ sro

the elasticity zone stress distribution is shown in
Equations (6-25), (6-26), and (6-27).

(6-25)

sr ¼ src þ ðsro � srcÞ 1� ðrc=rÞ2
ðrc=roÞ2

� 1� 2u
1� u

b
rcðr

rc
prdrþ

1� ðrc=rÞ2
ðrc=roÞ2ðr

rc

prdrþ 2bðp� pcÞ � 2bðpo � pcÞ
1� ðrc=rÞ2
1� ðrc=roÞ2

(6-26)

sy ¼ src þ ðsro � srcÞ 1þ ðrc=rÞ2
1þ ðrc=roÞ2

þ

1� 2u
1� u

b
r2

ðr
rc
prdrþ

1þ ðrc=rÞ2
1� ðrc=roÞ2

1� 2u
1� u

� b
r2

ðr
rc

prdr� 2bpc � 2bðpo � pcÞ
1þ ðrc=rÞ2
1� ðrc=roÞ2

þ 1� u
u

bp
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(6-27)
sz ¼ uðsr þ syÞ � ð1� 2uÞbp

where: src ¼ stress at radius of elastoplastic
boundary; sro ¼ stress at radius of outer bound-
ary of perforation; pc ¼ pressure at radius of
elastoplastic boundary; po ¼ pressure at radius
of outer boundary of perforation.

The radius of elastoplastic boundary (rc) is
determined by using Equations (6-18), (6-19),
and (6-25).
Critical Equivalent Plastic Strain. In order to
predict the perforation stability, the concept of
equivalent plastic strain Epr is introduced. Its
definition is shown in Equation (6-28).

(6-28)

eper ¼
2

3

� �1
2

ðeprrÞ2 þ ðepyrÞ2
h i1

2

The critical equivalent plastic strain is the
maximum equivalent strain that can be borne
to ensure perforation stability; that is, the perfo-
ration will be unstable if the equivalent plastic
strain exceeds the critical value. The differential
pressure corresponding to the differential pres-
sure under the critical equivalent plastic strain
is just the maximum underbalance pressure of
perforating. The critical equivalent plastic strain
is defined as shown in Equation (6-29):

(6-29)
epec ¼ Bo þ B1½2SoNð1þ uÞ


In order to ensure the perforation stability,
Equation (6-30) should be met:

(6-30)
epe � epec

Pressure Distribution around Perforation. At
the instant of underbalanced perforating, the dif-
ferential pressure that is suddenly exerted makes
the fluid flow velocity in the vicinity of perforation
very high, and this flow field is in a non-Darcy
unstable flow state in a short time. And the pres-
sure wave propagates rapidly. Thus it can be
assumed that the flow in the vicinity of perforation
is non-Darcy pseudosteady flow. Under the condi-
tion of single perforation, the pressure distribution

can be obtained by using the Forchheimer equa-
tion, as shown in Equation (6-31).

(6-31)

pðrÞ � pwf ¼
184:2mQ

KLp
ln

r

rp

� �
þ

3:393� 10�7brQ2

Lp

1

rp
� 1

r

� �

where: p(r) ¼ pore pressure at radius r, MPa;
b ¼ turbulence coefficient of fluid, 1/cm; r ¼
fluid density, g/cm3; m ¼ fluid viscosity, MPa �
s; Lp ¼ perforation penetration depth, cm; Q ¼
production rate, cm3/s; rp ¼ perforation radius,
cm.

The parameters including rp, Lp, and K, and so
on can be obtained by using software for perfor-
ating parameter optimization design. It should
be pointed out that the Lp value should be cor-
rected by the Berea target penetration depth of
the perforating charge selected and the reservoir
porosity. The pore pressure at any radius r can
be obtained by using Equation (6-31).
Procedure of Calculating Maximum Perforat-
ing Underbalance Pressure under No Sand
Production
1. The critical equivalent plastic strain is

obtained on the basis of the parameters of
rock mechanics.

2. The pore pressure distribution p(r) is calcu-
lated using the flow equation. Bottomhole
pressure is first assumed, and the pore pres-
sure distribution is then obtained under the
underbalance pressure assumed.

3. The equivalent plastic strain under this
underbalance pressure assumed is calculated
in accordance with the stress strain model.
If the equivalent plastic strain is greater than
the critical equivalent plastic strain, the
underbalance pressure should be decreased.
Otherwise the underbalance pressure should
be increased.

4. If the given accuracy is met, it is indicated
that the maximum perforating underbalance
pressure corresponding to the critical equiva-
lent plastic strain has been obtained. Other-
wise, steps 2 and 3 are repeated.
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5. Or after the equivalent plastic strains under
different bottomhole pressures assumed are
obtained, the diagram of the relationship
between equivalent plastic strain and under-
balance pressure is drawn. The maximum
underbalance pressure value is obtained by
using the intersection of the critical equivalent
plastic strain and this curve.

Rational Perforating Operation
Pressure Difference Determination

Underbalanced Perforating Operation Pres-
sure Difference Design. After the minimum
underbalance pressure pmin and the maximum
underbalance pressure pmax are designed as
mentioned earlier, the operating underbalance
pressure prec that should be adopted during
the perforating operation should also be
designed. After the various factors are compre-
hensively considered, the method of determining
rational perforating underbalance pressure prec
is formulated.

1. Constraint conditions of rational underbal-
ance pressure

The aforementioned pmin and pmax

have not considered the safety factor of down-
hole casing. Thus Equation (6-32) is required:

(6-32)
prec � 0:8 ptub,max

where: ptub, max ¼ maximum safe underbal-
ance pressure that can be borne by the down-
hole string, MPa.

For a low-pressure oil reservoir, sometimes
the underbalance pressure required cannot be
achieved even if the whole wellbore is evacu-
ated. Thus Equation (6-33) is required:

(6-33)
prec � pr

2. Method of selecting optimum underbalance
pressure
a. If pmax � pmin and there is no sand

production history, then Equation (6-34)
applies:

(6-34)
prec ¼ 0:8 pmax þ 0:2 pmin

If pmax � pmin and there is sand
production history or water saturation Sw
> 50%, then Equation (6-35) applies:

(6-35)
prec ¼ 0:2 pmax þ 0:8 pmin

b. pmax < pmin. This condition sometimes
appears because the pmax means the
maximum allowable underbalance pressure
for preventing sand production and may
be able to be smaller than the minimum
underbalance pressure pmin necessary
for ensuring perforation cleaning. It cannot
be considered in the light of the sym-
bols that the pmax value is unquestion-
ably greater than the pmin value. At this
time the pmax value has become the con-
straint condition of using underbalance
pressure in fact. To be on the safe side,
Equation (6-36) is adopted:

(6-36)
prec ¼ 0:8 pmax

Extreme Overbalance Perforating Operation
Pressure Design. The operating wellhead pres-
sure of nitrogen pressurizing is one of the key pa-
rameters of the extreme overbalance perforating
technology under the conditions of maximizing
perforating effectiveness, no damage to the well-
bore, and no new formation damage. At the instant
of perforating, the relation between the pressures
in the wellbore is shown in Equation (6-37).

(6-37)
pwf ¼ pkilling fluid þ pnitrogen column þ pwellhead

Extreme overbalance perforating technology
requires that the bottomhole pressure pwf is higher
than the formation breakdown pressure and lower
than the minimum tubing and casing collapsing
pressures, as shown in Equation (6-38).

(6-38)
pbreakdown < pwf < pcollapsing

In this range the operating wellhead pressure
pwellhead can be determined. Practical experience
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indicates that the downhole pressure gradient
should be in the range 20 to 70 kPa/m depending
on practical formation breakdown pressure. The
optimizing operating wellhead pressure design
should be comprehensively determined by using
the dynamic modeling of subsurface fracture
propagation under the conditions of different
bottomhole pressures, liquid nitrogen volumes,
and fluid volumes and the productivity analysis
on the basis of desired operating effectiveness.
Safety Constraint of Operating Pressure
Difference Design. Safety in operating pressure
difference is one of the important parameters in
the operations of underbalanced perforating, ex-
treme overbalance perforating, and combined
perforating and testing. On the premise of meeting
the requirements of operating safety and bottom-
hole structure safety, the operating pressure differ-
ence should ensure the optimum result. Different
operating purposes have different requirements for
operating pressure difference. For instance, under
the condition of combined perforating and testing,
the operating pressure difference should also
meet the requirements of both perforating and
testing. Under insufficient pressure difference, the
reservoir fluid cannot flow into the well or the
production rate is too small to obtain effective
testing data that can reflect the reservoir character-
istics. An excessive pressure difference may form a
water cone or gas cone that damages the reservoir
and imperils the safety of testing string, packer,
and surface pipeline and equipment. In general,
the requirements for pressures during operating
are as follows.

1. Tubing safety pressure
It consists of internal pressure, external pres-

sure, and remaining tensile force. Tubing may
be acted upon by internal and external medium
pressures after it is run into the well. The inter-
nal pressure strength, external pressure
strength, and tensile strength of tubings of dif-
ferent specifications can be found in the related
handbook. The remaining tensile force means
the tensile strength of tubing minus the tensile
load of pipe string below the tubing and is
closely related to the pipe string structure. In

particular, the effect of friction between the
packer and casing during packer setting and
unsetting operations should be noticed. For
some special wells (such as high-pressure deep
wells), the compressive strength of string
should also be considered.

2. Casing safety pressure
Conceptually, the safety pressure calcula-

tion of casing is similar to that of tubing.
The difference between them is that the casing
is always acted on by the radial squeeze of
enclosing rock. The bottomhole casing bears
the maximum external and internal pressures
and is the most vulnerable spot. The maxi-
mum and minimum allowable casing pres-
sures at vulnerable spots should be noted.

3. Effective testing operating pressure
For combined perforating and testing

operations, in order to obtain effective data,
be convenient for interpretation, and reduce
error of interpretation, the testing pressure dif-
ference should avoid the multiphase flow and
critical flow and should also avoid the damage
caused by rate sensitivity during flow.

4. Safety requirements of extreme overbalance
perforating

Safety should first be considered during
extreme overbalance perforating and stimula-
tion operation. In addition to the aforemen-
tioned tubing and casing safety pressures, the
pressures borne by the packer, perforating gun
system, Christmas tree, isolating tool, lubrica-
tor, and blowout control equipment and the
safety of used fluid should also be noticed.

6.4 OPTIMIZING THE PERFORATION
DESIGN

Under specific reservoir characteristics, optimiz-
ing the perforation design is required in order
to achieve a perfect downhole connectedness. A
correct and effective perforation design is depen-
dent on: (1) level of quantitative understanding
of the perforated well productivity rule under
the condition of various reservoirs and reservoir
fluids; (2) accuracies of acquired perforating
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parameters, damage parameters, and reservoir
and reservoir fluid parameters; (3) degree of seri-
alization of variety and type of perforating gun
and charge that can be provided for selecting;
and (4) degree ofmatching of perforating technol-
ogy and perforating fluid selected with specific
reservoir. The perforation design means the per-
forating parameters and perforating technology
that are selected under existing conditions in
accordance with the specific reservoir and can
ensure maximum well productivity and optimiz-
ing perforating fluid combined. Perforation
design also relates to the technological require-
ments for achieving these parameters. The pro-
ductivity ratio of thewell is the objective function.

Perforating Parameter Classification

Different types of wellbores (vertical well,
extended reach well, and horizontal well) have
different perforating parameters in perforation
design. The perforating parameters are divided
into the following three kinds in accordance with
the function and usage of perforating parameters:

1. First kind of perforating parameters. The para-
meters of perforating gun and charge are
dependent on the types of perforating gun and
charge used for operating perforating opera-
tion. Different perforating charges have dif-
ferent geometric parameters of penetration
(perforation penetration depth and perforation
diameter) and different perforating compac-
tion damage parameters (degree of compaction
and compaction thickness). Different perforat-
ing guns have different perforation densities,
perforation patterns, and phases. The pa-
rameters of perforating gun and charge may
greatly affect oil and gas well productivity.

2. Second kind of perforating parameters. For a
horizontal well, under the same first kind of
perforating parameters, different opening
locations, degrees of opening, and perforating
orientations have different productivity ratios.
The parameters of perforation distribution
may directly affect the perforated horizontal
well productivity. This kind of perforating

parameter includes opening location, degree
of opening, and perforating orientation. In
accordance with perforating orientation,
circumferential perforating (360�) or low-side
perforating (�180�) may be selected.

3. Third kind of perforating parameters. Perfor-
ating pressure difference is crucial to achiev-
ing perfect bottomhole connectedness. It
means to determine the rational underbalance
pressure under the condition of underbal-
anced perforating and to determine the ratio-
nal operating pressure under the condition of
extreme overbalance perforating.

Optimizing perforation design includes mainly
the rational design, analysis, and optimization of
the three kinds of perforating parameters on the
basis of specific reservoir characteristics and the
type of wellbore (straight well or horizontal well).
For fractured wells, water injection wells, sand
control wells, heavy oil and non-Darcy flow
wells, and so on, special consideration is further
required.

Optimizing Perforation Design for
Sandstone Oil and Gas Wells

The first kind of perforating parameter is dis-
cussed in this section. Three problems, that is,
productivity ratio, casing damage, and the
mechanical stability of borehole under possible
parameter combinations, are considered. The
productivity ratio of the well is the objective
function while the latter two are the constrain-
ing conditions.
Preparation of Perforating Charge Property
Data. During optimizing design, the compac-
tion damage parameters (compaction thickness
CZH and degree of compaction CZC) of the
perforating charge are required to be known
and can be calculated using the perforation pen-
etration depth Lp of the penetrating core target
by perforating charge, perforation diameter dp,
Berea core target length Lc, core diameter dc,
and core flow efficiency CFE.

When compaction thickness CZH is between
10 mm and 17 mm, its effect on design and
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prediction is not obvious; thus, the CZH values
of various perforating charges can be simply
taken to be 12.5 mm. Or CZH ¼ 10 mm is taken
for dp ¼ 10 mm while CZH ¼ 17 mm is
taken for dp ¼ 20 mm. For some dp values, the
corresponding CZH value can be estimated in
accordance with the linear relationship.

Degree of compaction CZC (Kcz/Ko) may
obviously affect the optimizing perforation
design and can be calculated by using the finite
element analysis software of the perforating core
target on the basis of various data (perforation
penetration depth, perforation diameter, and
flow efficiency, and so on) of penetrating Berea
core target by perforating charge.

Optimizing the perforating parameter design
should also consider the parameters of the perfor-
ating gun, including outside diameter, appropriate
perforation density and phase angle, working
pressure, outside diameter (including burr) after
shooting, and appropriate model number of per-
forating charge. Matched perforating gun and
charges have the best results because a matching
perforating gun can ensure that the shot height of
the perforating charge is in a rational range.
Correction to Perforation Penetration Depth
and Perforation Diameter of Perforating
Charge. At present, the perforating charge prop-
erty data provided by the factory are mostly con-
crete target data and do not represent penetration
data under practical subsurface conditions, which
are the only data that can be used for evaluating

the perforated well performance. Therefore, the
perforating charge property parameters should be
corrected during optimizing perforation design in
the light of specific reservoir conditions.

The Berea sandstone target correction method
has been obtained by a number of tests. In the
light of the current situation of using concrete
targets in large amounts, the concrete target data
correction method should be studied. One is to
find a method of converting the concrete target
data into the Berea sandstone target data, and
the other is to study a method of directly con-
verting the concrete target data into practical
formation penetration data.

1. Converting concrete target data into Berea
core target data

Some oilfields have established simple con-
crete targets in order to check the perforating
charge properties. Converting the concrete
target penetration data into the Berea core
target data favors the optimizing design, pro-
ductivity prediction, and performance analy-
sis. The Daqing oil field data analysis
indicates that the penetration data of con-
crete target and Berea sandstone target are
obviously interrelated (which is the same as
the conclusion of API RP43 Fifth Edition).
Figures 6-53 and 6-54 show the relations
calculated in China. The perforation penetra-
tion depth and perforation diameter of Berea
sandstone can be estimated using these data.

FIGURE 6-53 Converting concrete target perforation diameter into
Berea target perforation diameter.
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2. Converting Berea target perforation penetra-
tion depth and perforation diameter into
downhole formation perforation penetration
depth and perforation diameter

Despite the fact that the Berea target data
can be approximately obtained by using the
concrete target data, the practical subsurface
perforation penetration depth and perforation
diameter are greatly different from the surface
Berea sandstone target data. The correction
for perforation penetration depth and perfora-
tion diameter of perforating charge should
include: gun-to-casing clearance, grade and
number of production casing, compressive
strength of rock, perforating fluid pad pres-
sure, running time, downhole temperature,
perforating charge, and perforating charge
storage environment and duration. The empir-
ical correction method is as follows.
a. Correction basedon gun-to-casing clearance

d. The optimum clearance is 0–13 mm. If
d ¼ 16–24 mm, the surface perforation
penetration depth and perforation dia-
meter data should be multiplied by 0.95.
If d > 25 mm, they should be further
multiplied by 0.95 on the basis of first
multiplication. The effect of gun-to-casing
clearance on perforation penetration
depth is lower than the effect on perfora-
tion diameter. If a perforating charge of
large diameter perforation is required,

the effect of gun-to-casing clearance should
be determined by experiment. Figure 6-55
shows the effect of gun-to-casing clearance
on perforation diameter under the condition
of perforating that is not placed in the
middle.

b. Correction based on running duration and
downhole temperature. Common explo-
sives have temperature-resisting and time-
resisting problems. If the perforating envi-
ronment exceeds the temperature- and
time-resisting limits, the explosive of the
perforating charge may be degraded, and
the perforating charge property may be
seriously affected. If the temperature- and

FIGURE 6-54 Converting concrete target perforationpenetration depth
into Berea target perforation penetration depth (abscissa is logarithm).

FIGURE 6-55 Effect of perforating gun location on
perforation diameter.
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time-resisting ranges may possibly be ex-
ceeded, the surface perforation penetration
depth should be multiplied by 0.85–0.95.
During practical design, the appropriate
type of explosive should be selected on the
basis of the curves of the relationship
between temperature resistance and time
resistance for the explosive of the perforat-
ing charge in accordance with the practical
downhole environment. Figure 6-56 shows
the curves of the relationship between tem-
perature resistance and time resistance for
common RDX, HMX, HNS, and PYX.

c. Correction based on the hydrostatic pres-
sure of the perforating fluid. The related
studies indicate that the increase of perfor-
ating fluid pressure may decrease perfora-
tion penetration and perforation diameter.
The reason is that the jet flow of shaped-
charge shooting may generate cavity in
fluid during penetrating the fluid layer.
The higher the perforating fluid pressure,
the shorter the duration necessary for cav-
ity contracting to original state; thus the
penetrating ability is decreased.

At present, the core target testing is
conducted under a hole pressure of 10.5
MPa in China. If bottomhole pressure is
different from this value, correction to

perforation penetration depth and perfora-
tion diameter is required. When bottom-
hole pressure is lower than 10.5 MPa, the
surface perforation penetration depth and
perforation diameter should be multiplied
by 1.05. If pwf ¼ 15–24 MPa, they should
be multiplied by 0.95. If pwf � 25 MPa,
they should be further multiplied by 0.95
on the basis of first multiplication.

d. Correction based on the grade and number
of production casing. The strength of the
casing may directly affect perforation size.
For a high-velocity jet flowdeep-penetration
perforating charge, the perforation sizes
under different casing steel grades can be
calculated by using Equation (6-39):

(6-39)
d

dr
¼ 2250 þ 4:2wr

2250 þ 4:2w

� �0:5

where: d ¼ perforation diameter of practi-
cal downhole casing; dr¼ perforation diam-
eter of surface target casing; w ¼ Brinell
hardness of practical downhole casing;
wr ¼ Brinell hardness of surface target
casing.

Under the condition of several pro-
duction casing strings, the change of the
perforation diameter of second casing or

FIGURE 6-56 Curves of the relationship between temperature resistance
and time resistance for common explosives.
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third casing will change with the type of
perforating charge. For a deep-penetration
perforating charge, the perforation diame-
ter of the second casing is reduced by 10%
to 30% in comparison with the first cas-
ing, while the perforation diameter of the
third casing is reduced by 10% in compar-
ison with the second casing. Under this
condition, the surface target experiment
should be adopted, particularly for the
large-perforation-diameter shaped charge,
which has special usage (such as sand con-
trol and gravel packing).

The correction to perforation penetra-
tion depth can be determined in accor-
dance with the type of casing. For the
N80 casing, the surface perforation pene-
tration depth data should be multiplied
by 0.95; for the P110 casing, it should be
multiplied by 0.90. For two casings, the
surface perforation penetration depth
should be multiplied by 0.6. For three cas-
ings, the surface perforation penetration
depth should be multiplied by 0.4.

e. Correction based on rock porosity. The
decrease of rock porosity may increase
the compressive strength of rock, thus
decreasing the penetrating ability of per-
forating charge. Equations (6-40) through
(6-42) have been obtained by using regres-
sion analysis on the basis of the nomogram
in China:

If Ff / Fb < 1, then

(6-40)

C ¼ Ff

Fb

� �1:5 19

Ff

� �1:5

If Ff / Fb ¼ 1, then C ¼ 1.
If Ff / Fb > 1 and Fb < 19%, then

(6-41)

C ¼ Ff

Fb

� �1:5 Fb

19

� �1:5

If Ff / Fb > 1 and Fb � 19%, then

(6-42)

C ¼ Ff

Fb

� �1:5

where: Ff ¼ formation porosity, %; Fb ¼ Berea
sandstone target porosity, %; C ¼ correction
coefficient.

If the compressive strength of reservoir rock can
be provided, the C value can be calculated by using
Equation (6-43) on the basis of the compressive
strength of the Berea target and the compressive
strength of the specific formation:

(6-43)
C ¼ exp ½0:0125 ðsr � sfÞ


It should be noted that this formula cannot be
directly used for converting from concrete target
data to formation data. In addition, the storage
duration and environment of the perforating
charge may also affect the penetrating property
of perforating charge.

TABLE 6-7 Casing Grade and Physical Property

Casing Grade HRB "B" HRC "C" HB Yield Strength (MPa)

J55 81	95 152	209 379

K55 93	102 14	25 203	256 379
C55 93	103 14	26 203	261 517
L80 93	100 14	23 203	243 552
N80 95	102 16	25 209	254 552
C95 96	102 18	25 219	254 655
S95 22	31 238	294 655
P105 25	32 254	303 724
P110 27	35 265	327 758
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Calculation of Drilling Damage Parameters.
Drilling damage is mainly generated by solids
invasion and filtrate invasion, and physical dam-
age and chemical damage are caused, thus
reducing reservoir permeability in a certain
range of radial depth. The drilling damage pa-
rameters (damage depth and degree of damage)
are the important parameters that affect the
optimizing perforation design. At present, the
methods of determining drilling damage para-
meters include openhole drillstem test method,
logging method, reverse calculation method,
empirical method, and matching based on practi-
cal testing data. The openhole drillstem test
method is adopted as far as possible, or the drill-
stem test data of adjacent wells of the same reser-
voir under the same drilling conditions are used.
Otherwise, the empirical method is adopted on
the basis of drilling data. The Chinese optimizing
perforation design software has provided the
empirical calculation method.
Optimization of Perforating Parameters. The
optimization of perforating parameters should
be based on the correct understanding of the per-
forating productivity rule under various geologi-
cal and fluid conditions; that is, the correct
model should be established to acquire the quan-
titative relation. Optimizing perforation design
software programs for sandstone oil wells, sand-
stone gas wells, sandstone water injection wells,
and porous fractured oil reservoirs have been
provided in China.

When the parameters are optimized under
specific reservoir conditions, the various produc-
tivity ratios under different possible matches
of perforation density, phase, and perforating
charge can be calculated by using the aforemen-
tioned methods or software, the decreasing coef-
ficients of casing collapsing strength under each
matching are calculated, and the perforating
parameter matching that has the highest produc-
tivity ratio is selected on the premise that the
decrease of casing collapsing strength does not
exceed 5%.

For a horizontal well, the optimization of the
second and third kinds of perforating parameters
is also of great importance in addition to the

optimization of the first kind of perforating
parameters.

The procedure of optimizing the perforating
parameters is as follows.

1. Establishing the mathematical models of
perforated well productivity relations under
different reservoir and reservoir fluids obtain-
ing the quantitative relations of perforating
productivity ratio under various conditions

2. Collecting the related data of local area and
adjacent wells, which can be used for cor-
recting the model and optimizing the design

3. Investigating the model number and prop-
erty testing data of the perforating gun and
charge

4. Correcting the perforation penetration
depths and perforation diameters of various
perforating charges

5. Calculating the compaction damage param-
eters of various perforating charges

6. Calculating the drilling damage parameters
of a designed well

7. Calculating and comparing the productivity
ratios and the decreasing coefficient of cas-
ing collapsing strength under different possi-
ble matching of various parameters, and
selecting the optimum perforating parame-
ter matching

8. Calculating the production rate and skin
factor under the selected program

9. Calculating the minimum and maximum
underbalance pressures and recommending
the operating underbalance pressure

10. Selecting appropriate perforating technol-
ogy and perforating fluid

11. Designing the operating string and compil-
ing an operating design book

The amount of work of the various calcula-
tions in this list is great, and the accuracy based
on the nomogram is limited. The optimizing per-
foration design software developed can be used
for fast and accurate optimizing perforation
design.
Rational Selection of Perforating Technology.
Each perforating technology has its own merits,
demerits, and use conditions. The specific
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selection depends on the features of perforating
technology, the geological characteristics of the
reservoir, the requirements of development and
engineering, and so on.
Optimization of Perforating Fluid. At pres-
ent, conventional perforating fluid systems
include mainly solid-free clean salt water perfor-
ating fluid, polymer perforating fluid, oil-based
perforating fluid, and acid-based perforating
fluid. The high-density and high-temperature–
resistant completion and perforating fluid sys-
tems include mainly high-density clean salt-
water perforating fluid (bromide brine perforat-
ing fluid, non-bromide brine perforating fluid,
organic acid salt brine perforating fluid), water-
based clay-free perforating fluid, and modified
drilling-completion-perforating fluid.

With the change of the focal point of oil and
gas exploration and development from shallow
reservoir to deep reservoir, the appropriate tem-
perature of perforating fluid changes from low
temperature to superhigh temperature, and per-
forating fluid density is directed toward high
density. In addition, a completion and perforat-
ing fluid (especially the various additives in it)
should be non-toxic or low-toxic and easily
degradable biologically due to the strict require-
ments of environmental protection. A perforat-
ing fluid should have: (1) effectiveness of
controlling reservoir pressure and adjustable
density; (2) good compatibility with reservoir
rock and fluid, thus preventing swelling of clay
and scaling; (3) low corrosiveness, which favors
protecting tubing, casing, and equipment; (4)
good stability at the surface and subsurface; (5)
good cleanliness and environmental protection;
and (6) low cost and broad sources of goods,
and so on.

The potential formation damage of the
specific reservoir should be considered when
a perforating fluid is rationally selected. The
perforating fluid formulation should be opti-
mized by using a number of laboratory experi-
ments in order to make the perforating fluid
have good compatibility and environmental
protection, thus ensuring optimum perforating
effectiveness.

Optimizing Perforation Design for
a Horizontal Well

In order to optimize the perforated completion
design of a horizontal well and perfect the flow
performance of a horizontal well, the main fac-
tors affecting the flow performance of perforated
horizontal well under different conditions should
be understood, and the corresponding technical
measures should be taken so that the effects of
unfavorable factors can be eliminated. The stud-
ies indicate that drilling damage, perforating
damage, and the additional skin caused by the
fluid flow into perforation are the main factors
affecting horizontal well productivity. These are
directly related to the selection of the previously
mentioned three kinds of parameters.
Optimization of the First Kind of Perforating
Parameters. The optimization of the first kind
of perforating parameters means mainly the
optimization of the perforating gun and charge
parameters of the section opened by perforating.
The data preparation and basic procedure are
similar to those of a straight well of sandstone.
On the basis of optimization (macroscopic opti-
mization) of the second and third kinds of
perforating parameters, the perforating para-
meters of the section opened are optimized
(local optimization), or both are combined to
directly optimize the perforating parameters.

The studies indicate that the selection of perfor-
ating gun and charge parameters and the evalua-
tion of productivity ratio should be in accordance
with the following designing principles:

1. Perforation density may obviously affect the
productivity ratio. The perforation density
necessary for achieving the optimum produc-
tivity ratio is much lower than that of a verti-
cal well; that is, a high perforation density is
not required by perforated completion of a
horizontal well.

2. The effect of perforation penetration depth on
horizontal well productivity ratio is more obvi-
ous than that on vertical well productivity
ratio. Under low perforation density and
high anisotropy ratio, the effect of perforation
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penetration depth is even more obvious. Deep
penetrating perforation has an obvious
effectiveness.

3. For an anisotropic reservoir, the effect of per-
forating phase angle on productivity ratio is
particularly obvious. The phase angle of 180�

is more favorable than the phase angle of 90�.
For an isotropic reservoir, the effect of phase
angle is not obvious and can be neglected.

4. Restricting the drilling damage depth to
ensure that the damage zone can be penetrated
through by perforating is of great importance
to the increase of productivity ratio. If the
damage zone may not be penetrated through
by perforating, the effect of the ratio of damage
zone permeability to reservoir permeability on
well productivity is particularly serious. There-
fore, serious drilling damage requires deep
penetrating perforation.

5. Using high perforation density and deep
penetrating perforation can acquire the maxi-
mum productivity ratio. Contrarily, in order
to control gas-water coning and obtain a consis-
tent flow rate profile, using a lower perforation
density at bottomhole is just as appropriate.

6. For an oil well, the effect of non-Darcy flow
can be negligible. For a gas well, the effect
of non-Darcy flow on productivity is very
obvious and should be considered.

Optimization of the Second Kind of
Perforating Parameters
1. Degree of opening and perforated section

location
The studies of the horizontal perforated

well productivity rule indicate that under
the combined action of wellbore flow perfor-
mance and reservoir fluid flow, the degree of
opening and the location and distribution of
the perforated section will directly affect hor-
izontal well productivity. The optimization of
the perforated section location and the degree
of opening of the horizontal well is achieved
by using the numerical technique under the
combined inflow performance and horizontal
wellbore multiphase flow model or by using
Green’s source function method. The analysis
should be based on practical reservoir and
wellbore data.

Figure 6-57 shows the flow rate distribution
under the sectionalized perforating and full
perforating of a horizontal well. It can be seen
that the flow rate of a single section under the
condition of sectionalized perforating is higher
than the flow rate of the corresponding section
under the condition of full perforating. If the
degree of opening is appropriate, the horizon-
tal well productivity difference between sec-
tionalized perforating and full perforating is

FIGURE 6-57 Opening mode and flowrate contribution distribution
of horizontal well.
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not obvious. The rational degree of opening
should be determined by corresponding analy-
sis and calculation in combination with the
specific reservoir conditions.

It is also shown that the opened section at
the horizontal well heel has the maximum
flowrate contribution. If sectionalized perfor-
ating is adopted, the number and location
of sections under a given degree of opening
should be simulated and calculated on the
basis of specific reservoir conditions, well-
bore trajectory, drilling conditions, log inter-
pretation, and so on, and are determined in
combination with the implementation of
perforating technology. The shorter the dis-
tance between the opened section and the
heel of the horizontal well, the higher the
well productivity.

2. Perforation orientation
In addition to the perforated section loca-

tion and the degree of opening by perforat-
ing, the difference between the optimizing
perforation designs of horizontal well and
straight well also includes the effects of reser-
voir heterogeneity and perforation orienta-
tion. The studies indicate that if the
direction of perforation is consistent with
the direction of the minimum reservoir per-
meability, the skin of a perforated well is the
minimum; that is, for most anisotropic reser-
voirs, oriented perforating of 180� is most
favorable.

For an anisotropic reservoir, the phases of
60�, 90�, and 120� are not as effective as
180�; however, increasing the perforation
density can also obtain a result similar to that
of 180� and may not require accurate orienta-
tion, which is favorable for the operation.

When preventing sand production and per-
foration sloughing is required, perforating on
the low side is more practical.

Optimization of the Third Kind of Perforating
Parameters. The determination of perforating
differential pressure is mainly based on the selec-
tion of perforating technology in combination
with the methods mentioned earlier.

Principles of Perforation Designs
for Other Special Wells

The optimizing perforation designs for special
wells such as wells to be fractured, sand control
wells, high-temperature high-H2S wells, water
injection wells, and heavy oil wells, are different
from that for conventional straight wells and
horizontal wells.
Perforating Parameter Design of a Fractured
Well. The selection of perforating parameters
may have an important effect on the operating
qualities of hydraulic fracture, acid fracturing,
and matrix acidizing [16]. The optimization of
the perforating parameters of a fractured well
aims to decrease the pressure loss in the vicinity
of the wellbore during fracturing operation and
the process of putting the oil and gas well into
production to the full extent. The factors of
influencing the pressure loss in the vicinity of
the wellbore include mainly perforation friction
resistance, the micro-annulus local limited-entry
pinch point caused by mismatching of shot phas-
ing with the maximum horizontal principal
stress plane (Figure 6-58), the generation of
many fractures, and the tortuosity of the fracture
face.

The perforating parameter design of a frac-
tured well should ensure that the perforating
parameters selected are favorable for the fracture
initiation and the reduction of sand plug possibil-
ity and that the perforating parameters selected
have a high proppant-carrying capacity of carry-
ing fluid and low perforation friction resistance,
thus ensuring optimum connectedness between
perforation and reservoir. Therefore, the starting
point of the perforating parameter design of a
fractured well is different from that of a conven-
tional perforated well, which concentrates on
the highest productivity ratio.

1. Perforation penetration depth
Requiring deep perforation penetration is

unnecessary because a fracture is generally
initiated at the perforation part near the res-
ervoir face and gradually propagated toward
the maximum horizontal stress plane, and
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the penetration capacity of the perforating
gun and the perforation diameter on the cas-
ing condition each other.

2. Perforation diameter
When the perforating charges to be used in

a well that will be fractured are selected, per-
foration penetration depth and perforation
diameter should be well coordinated. Ensur-
ing sufficient perforation diameter is of great
importance to preventing sand fallout and
to preventing the bridging of proppant in
perforation or in the vicinity of perforation.
Premature sand fallout may greatly reduce
fracture length and proppant volume.

Cruesbeck and Collins have conducted a
series of experiments to determine the mini-
mum allowable ratio of perforation diameter
to proppant particle diameter under different
proppant concentrations. The studies indicate
that when the perforation diameter is more
than 6 times the proppant particle diameter,
the proppant concentration can be increased
and the bridging may not be generated; that
is, for a proppant with a high or medium con-
centration, the perforation diameter should
be at least 6 times the mean particle diameter
in order to prevent sand fallout. The perfora-
tion diameter equal to 8 to 10 times the mean
particle diameter may have the best effective-
ness and is generally used as an operation
standard. At the same time, it should be con-
sidered that each product produced by the
proppant producer has a range of number of

mesh (such as 16 to 30 mesh). In practice,
the actual number of mesh is generally close
to the low limit value. When perforation
diameter is determined, the effect of the
eccentricity of the perforating gun should
also be noticed. Perforation diameter will be
a function of phase unless the perforating
gun is centrical.

In addition, the friction resistance of per-
foration may be affected by perforation
diameter. Certainly, it is related to the other
perforating parameters such as perforation
density and perforated thickness. The fric-
tion resistance of perforation is a key param-
eter to fracturing design (especially the
limited-entry fracturing design). The calcula-
tion formula in which the SI unit system is
used is shown in Equation (6-44).

(6-44)

ppfr ¼ CDQ
2 p

D2
end

4C2ph
2

Cp ¼ ½ð1� e�2:2d=m0:1Þ
0:4

where: h ¼ perforated thickness; Q ¼ pump-
ing rate; r ¼ fracturing fluid density; Den ¼
perforation density; d ¼ perforation diame-
ter; Cp ¼ discharge coefficient; CD ¼ con-
version constant; m ¼ apparent viscosity of
fracturing fluid.

When there is no abrasive in the fracturing
fluid, Cp ¼ 0.6–0.7; however, when a sand-
filled fluid is pumped in, Cp is changed into
0.6–0.95 because the perforation is eroded.

FIGURE 6-58 Fracture initiation limited-entry area [18].
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The change of Cp may greatly affect the ppfr
value because ppfr is inversely proportional
to the square of Cp.

3. Perforation density
The surface operating power of hydraulic

fracturing may restrict the maximum operating
flow rate that can be provided. The mean flow
rate passing each perforation is dependent on
the number of perforations connecting with
fracture. Under the phases of 0� and 180�, each
perforation can connect with fracture. Under
the phase of 120�, only two-third perforations
may connect with fracture; however, under the
phase of 60�, only one-third perforations may
connect with fracture.

The minimum perforating density is
dependent on the injection rate required by
each perforation, wellhead pressure restric-
tion, fluid properties, completion casing size,
allowable perforation friction pressure loss
and perforation inlet diameter, and so on.

For limited-entry fracturing, the perfora-
tion density design has a special consider-
ation. Generally, the perforation friction
resistance that should be achieved by single
perforation is calculated on the basis of the
differences of breakdown pressures and in-
situ stresses of various intervals, the perfora-
tion total is determined on the basis of the
geometric parameters of perforation and the
operating pumping rate of fracturing, and
then the number of perforations for each
interval is determined on the basis of the net
opened thickness of each interval.

4. Perforation phase
The relation between perforation phase

and hydraulic fracture propagation has been
studied. The ideal operating condition of
fracturing is that the direction of perforation
is coincident with that of the maximum prin-
cipal stress, so that the fracture initiated from
perforation will propagate along the maxi-
mum horizontal principal stress plane that
has the minimum resistance.

Under the condition of a given fracture
plane, the oriented perforating of the phase
of 180� can greatly decrease perforation

friction resistance and increase the treatment
effectiveness of fracturing operation. If the
accuracy of oriented perforating cannot be
ensured, the included angle between perfora-
tion and the maximum horizontal principal
stress plane should not exceed 30�. If the ori-
entation of the fracture plane is unknown, or
the perforating gun is not qualified for orien-
tation, a phase angle of 60� is recommended.

A micro-annulus, that is, the annular path
through which carrying fluid passes through
around the casing and is also the interface
between cement sheath and reservoir face, may
be generated after perforation completion or
starting pumping the operating fluid. Whether
the micro-annulus may be formed or how much
the opening of micro-annulus is related to the
hydraulic degree of consolidation, the perforat-
ing parameters, and the operating parameters
of fracturing, and so on. Whether there is a
micro-annulus is directly related to the effect of
perforating parameters on fracture initiation. If
it exists, the fracture initiation is similar to that
of openhole fracturing, the effect of perforation
phase on the development of initial fracture is
not obvious, and the fracture initiation may be
generated at perforation only when the included
angle between perforation orientation and opti-
mum fracture face (that is, the maximum hori-
zontal principal stress plane) is within 30�.

The rational selection of perforating param-
eters can not only reduce breakdown pressure
and decrease the bending friction resistance of
fracture but also increase the success ratio of
fracturing.

For a high-inclination well, fracture initiation,
the connection of en echelon fractures and the
strike of fracture are directly related to the per-
forating parameters. The selection of perforating
parameters is especially important. If the well-
bore is just on the maximum horizontal princi-
pal stress plane, the oriented perforating of the
phase of 180� is the best choice, or the
orientation of 180� is in the direction of the
minimum circumferential compressive stress.
The greater the included angle between wellbore
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azimuth and the maximum horizontal principal
stress plane, the smaller the intersection between
the wellbore and the maximum horizontal prin-
cipal stress plane (it is the smallest when the
included angle is 90�). At this time, the
perforated thickness of the fractured section of
a slant well should also be decreased, so that
the en echelon fractures initiated at perforation
cannot be connected to form many fractures.
The perforated thickness of 3 m is sufficient
and is recommended.

For a horizontal extended reach well (wellbore
deviation angle > 75�), if the included angle
between wellbore and the maximum horizontal
principal stress plane is greater, then section-
alized, concentrated (concentrated in the range
of 1 m for each section), high-perforation density
and multiphase perforating is recommended;
thus, the oil and gas production of a horizontal
well can be achieved by using a multifracture sys-
tem in combination with effective interval isola-
tion tools.
Perforating Parameter Design of Sand
Control Well. For an unconsolidated or weakly
consolidated sandstone formation, sand produc-
tion is the main obstacle affecting the normal
production of oil and gas well. The sand control
techniques normally used are divided into sand
control without screen and sand control with
screen. The former includes mainly fracture pack
sand control, chemical sand consolidation, and
perforating sand control, while the latter has a
bottomhole mechanical sand control device
including slotted liner, wire wrapped screen or
prepacked screen, inside casing gravel pack,
and openhole gravel pack.

1. Perforating sand control
Perforating sand control means to ensure

the long-term stability of perforation by the
rational selection of perforating parameters
and to avoid the risk of a large amount of
sand production caused by the change of
drawdown pressure, the depletion of reservoir
pressure, and the increase of water cut on the
premise of the minimum sand production rate
that can be borne. Formation sand production

is first due to perforation destabilization and
failure, which lead to the falling-off of matrix
sand and then due to the migration of sand.
The failure of perforation is mainly caused
by the change of the stress around perforation,
which is generated by the change of draw-
down pressure and the depletion of reservoir
pressure. The migration of sand is generated
by the flow velocity of fluid. The theoretical
studies, numerical simulations, and laboratory
and field studies indicate that the optimization
of perforating parameters (mainly perforation
penetration depth, perforation density and
phase) is of great importance to achieving
perforating sand control.
a. Perforation penetration depth. The deep

penetrating perforating charge should be
selected as far as possible because, for the
stability of single perforation, the deep
penetrating charge has a greater perfora-
tion penetration depth and a smaller per-
foration diameter, so that the mechanical
stability of perforation is much higher
than that of the perforation generated by
larger diameter charge.

b. Phase and perforation density. In addition
to the stability of single perforation, the
effect of interactions between perforations
on stability should also be considered; that
is, the distances between perforations
should be sufficient to avoid the mutual
overlapping of the elastoplastic stress
areas in the vicinity of perforations during
oil and gas production and prevent the
sloughing and failure of single perforation
from leading to a chain reaction, thus
avoiding the sloughing and sand produc-
tion of the whole perforating section.

Perforation spacing may be directly
affected by perforation density and phase
(Figure 6-59). The lower perforation den-
sity (that is, larger perforation spacing)
has a smaller mutual interference between
perforations; however, the flow rate of sin-
gle perforation may be increased and the
sand migration and production may be
generated. Therefore, perforation density
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should be in a rational range, and the
perforation spacing should be maximized
by optimizing shot phasing.

In order to obtain the maximum perfo-
ration spacing, under a given wellbore
diameter and perforation density, the opti-
mum phase is under the condition of L1 ¼
L2 ¼ L3. However, it is impossible for the
three to be equal when the perforations
are spirally distributed. Thus the optimum
phase is just the phase under which two of
the three are equal. Their geometric rela-
tion is shown in Equations (6-45) through
(6-48) (the SI unit system is used):

(6-45)

d1 ¼ 1

km

d2 ¼ p
180∘

� a� Rmin

8>>><
>>>:

(6-46)

L1 ¼ 360∘

a
� d1

(6-47)

L2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L1 þ L3 � 2L1L3 cosy

p

y ¼ arc tanðd2=d1Þ

(6-48)

L3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d21 þ d22

q

where: km ¼ perforation density; a ¼
phase angle (�); Rmin ¼ minimum distance
between the middle point of perforating
gun and reservoir face (it is the well-
bore radius when the perforating gun is
centrical).

Given Rmin and a, it follows that it can
be achieved by optimizing perforation
density.

c. Oriented perforating. Under the condition
of greater differences among vertical reser-
voir stress, maximum horizontal principal
stress, and minimum horizontal principal
stress, in order to increase the stability of
perforation, oriented perforating should
be adopted as far as possible, and the ori-
ented azimuth should be consistent with
the direction of the maximum principal
stress (the deviation should not exceed
15–20�) [19].

If oriented perforating cannot be
achieved, the existing equipment also can-
not be used for adjustment to meet the
requirement of maximizing perforation
spacing. The studies (by N. Morita et al.
in 1989) indicate that under low perfora-
tion density the phase of 90� has higher
critical pressure difference than the phase
of 60�, while under high perforation den-
sity (>20 shots/m), the perforation stabil-
ity under the phase of 60� is obviously
higher than that of 90�, and the perfora-
tion stability may not be decreased even
if the perforation density is increased to
40 shots/m (Figure 6-60).

d. Perforating underbalance pressure. The
perforating underbalance pressure should
avoid perforation sloughing during clean-
ing perforation.

2. Inside casing gravel pack (ICGP) sand control
The sand control action of selecting ratio-

nal perforating parameters is limited. Some-
times drawdown pressure or production

FIGURE 6-59 Stretch view of perforation spacing under
phase of 60�.
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rate has to be reduced to prevent sand pro-
duction; however, this measure is not taken
in general. The inside casing gravel pack
sand control has been adopted in many oil
and gas wells. It cannot only achieve retain-
ing sand but also can adopt greater draw-
down pressure to meet the requirements of
practical production.

The perforating parameter selection of inside
casing gravel pack aims at favoring gravel pack-
ing operation and ensuring a low flowing pres-
sure loss in packed perforation at the casing
and cement sheath after gravel packing. If the
formation sand that has not been retained and
flows into bottomhole along perforations during
oil and gas production cannot be removed
through the wellbore and is held up in perfora-
tion, the flowability of packed perforations will
be greatly reduced.

In general, at this time the perforation design
should adopt a large diameter perforating charge,
increase the wellbore flow area to the full extent,
and ensure gravel pack efficiency. A low perfora-
tion phase of 60� or 45� and high perforation
density (such as 36 shots/m, 48 shots/m, and even
up to 64 shots/m) are adopted.

For fracturing packing or high-rate water
packing (HRWP), the perforating parameter

selection is similar to that for inside casing
gravel packing. For fracturing packing without
a gravel pack screen, the reservoir before fractur-
ing packing or the packed fracture after fractur-
ing packing is treated by epoxy resin, thus
preventing the backflow of proppant and form-
ing a sand retention barrier. Under this condition
there is no gravel in the wellbore and the per-
forations at casing and cement sheath; thus,
the perforating parameter selection is different
from that of conventional ICGP or fracturing
packing. Similarly, the perforating should ensure
the perforation diameter to meet the require-
ment of frac sand packing. In addition, unnec-
essary perforations (that is, perforations not
connected directly with packed fracture) should
be avoided, thus reducing the possibility and risk
of sand production. In this kind of well, the
phase of 0� or 180� is recommended, the perfor-
ating should be oriented to the maximum hori-
zontal principal stress plane as far as possible,
and the perforated thickness should also be
small as far as possible (such as less than 6 m).

The application in the Bohai oil field indicates
that gravel packing requires the perforation
diameter to be larger than 18 mm. In order to
avoid forming a dead area during gravel pack-
ing, multiphase should be adopted, and the
clearance between perforating gun and casing
should be in the range of 0.5 in.–1.5 in. and is
1 in. as far as possible. For a 9 5/8 in. casing,
gravel packing in Malaysia indicates that the
perforating guns of 6 in. and 7 1/2 in. have good
results; however, underbalanced perforating may
possibly generate packed gravel return, so that
selecting the perforating gun of 6 in. is safest.
Perforating Parameter Design of Carbonatite
Gas Reservoir. Carbonatite includes mainly
limestone and dolomite, and most carbonatites
are of gas reservoirs such as the gas reservoirs in
the Sichuan and Changqin gas fields, which has
well-developed reservoir fractures and low matrix
permeability. The perforation design of this type
of reservoir should lay emphasis on the connected-
ness between perforation and natural fracture
network and gas reservoir protection, and the
influencing factors include perforation density,

FIGURE 6-60 Relation between the critical sand
production pressure difference and perforation density
and phase angle (Morita [3]).
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perforation diameter, perforation penetration
depth, perforating technology, and perforating
fluid.

Medium perforation density, deep penetra-
tion, and large perforation diameter are appro-
priate to carbonatite gas reservoirs in which
natural fractures are well developed, while high
perforation density and deep penetration are
appropriate to carbonatite gas reservoirs in
which natural fractures have a low degree of
development. There is no special requirement
for phase, and 90� is generally selected.

For carbonatite gas reservoirs, on the basis of
the perforation parameter selection, the connect-
edness between wellbore and fracture can be
increased by selecting rational perforating tech-
nology. For instance, the combined perforating
and high-energy gas fracturing technology and
the combined nitrogen-gas extreme overbalance
perforating and acid liquor technology can
greatly increase the degree of perfection of the
bottomhole and fully rouse the productivity of
the gas reservoir.

In general, gas reservoirs are sensitive to for-
eign fluid; thus, the formation damage that
may be caused by perforating fluid is not negligi-
ble, and a perforating fluid system compatible
with the reservoir should be adopted. The com-
paction damage of perforating fluid and perfor-
ating charge can be generally mitigated by
underbalanced perforating.

It should be especially stressed that safety in gas
well perforating (particularly high-temperature
high-pressure carbonatite gas reservoirs that con-
tain corrosive gas) should be noticed and the
selection of string structure, conveyance method,
and perforating equipment should be especially
considered.
Perforating Parameter Design of a Heavy Oil
Reservoir. At present, heavy oil production
methods include the thermal production of heavy
oil and the cold flow production of heavy oil.

Thermal production methods include mainly
cyclic steam stimulation (CSS), steam drive,
and steam-assisted gravity drainage (SAGD).
Most heavy oil reservoirs consist of uncon-
solidated sandstone and have serious sand

production during oil production; thus, sand
control completion design is generally adopted
and should be used in combination with the spe-
cific sand control technology. The perforation
design principles of inside casing gravel pack
sand control are the same as mentioned earlier;
that is, high perforation density, large perfora-
tion diameter, and low phase (such as 60�)
should be adopted.

The cold flow production of heavy oil means
that formation sand is actuated and produced
along with the reservoir fluid and the frothy oil is
produced through the highly permeable pore path
of sandstone by using the wormhole net mecha-
nism and dissolved gas drive mechanism. This
method has low cost and a high production rate.
The chief objectives of its perforation design are
decreasing perforation plugging, enhancing initial
sand production, and stabilizing the late oil pro-
duction. For the cold flow production of heavy
oil, large perforation diameter, high perforation
density, low phase, balanced or underbalanced
perforating, and whole payzone perforating are
generally adopted.

The recent studies indicate that for the cold
flow production of heavy oil, attention should be
paid to overlying shale exfoliation, overlying shale
sloughing, casing damage, difficulty of sand pro-
duction, the problem of bottom water, and so on.
Thus a perforation density that is not too high, a
perforation diameter that is not too large, and
a medium penetration are recommended. The
drawdown pressure should be slowly increased
and kept constant during oil production to the full
extent (until the wormhole net formed in the
vicinity of the wellbore is extended to far from
the wellbore), thus favoring keeping the formation
sand body stable and enabling it to bear the stress
caused by overburden.
Perforating Parameter Design of a High-
Temperature High-Pressure Deep Well. Per-
forating parameter selection is similar to that
of conventional wells, and safety in the perforat-
ing system is stressed.

High temperature is a factor that should be
emphatically considered, and the problems gen-
erated during the operation under higher
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hydrostatic column pressure and wellhead pres-
sure and the condition of rapid increase of
wireline load should be simultaneously noticed.
The main negative effects of the increase of
temperature include the rapid worsening of
perforating system component performance,
the precipitous reduction of the strength of
metal alloy, the increase of corrosion rate, the
decrease of the reliability of electrical or elec-
tronic equipment, the loss of the performance
of elastic rubber, and the degradation of high
explosive.

The performance of a perforating system at
high temperature is dependent on the exposure
duration. Perforating systems generally have
the rated values of temperature and exposure
time. When the effect of temperature has to be
considered, the performance of the system
should not be highly estimated because the
overall performance of the system is dependent
on that of the weakest component of the system.

Better rubber material such as fluoro-elastomer
is used to replace conventional standard rubber
material such as nitrile-butadiene rubber and chlo-
roprene rubber. The gland should be strengthened
in order to prevent collapsing. The electronic com-
ponent circuit insulation and adapter of the system
should be placed in a closed vacuum container in
order to prolong service life.

The strengths of perforating gun, fittings,
and the outer barrel of electronic equipment
may be reduced at high temperature, and these
components can easily become corroded. The
strength of the perforating gun may be reduced
by 15%. A simulation test before running in is
recommended. A perforating gun that can
be used repeatedly should be selected, thus
ensuring sustained strength and resistance to
pressure.

With the increase of temperature and expo-
sure duration, the performance of high explosive
will be rapidly reduced and self-explosion may
be even generated. Therefore, the selection of
the type of perforating charge explosive, deto-
nating cord, and firing head should meet the
requirements of high downhole temperature.

Under the condition of underbalanced perforat-
ing, high-temperature high-pressure deep wells
often have a higher wellhead pressure; thus a
high-pressure wellhead assembly should be used.
Overbalanced perforating using the casing perfor-
ating gun run onwireline has been applied inmany
high-temperature deep wells, and the operation is
convenient; however, the load acting on wireline
should be noticed. A tubing-conveyed perforating
gun should be adopted as far as possible.
Perforating Parameter Design of a High-H2S
Well. There is no special requirement. The per-
foration design is the same as that of a non-
H2S well. The main problems include personal
safety and the potential failure of perforating
system equipment. The main harm is the corro-
sion of the equipment. Under the condition of
hydrogen sulfide concentration lower than 2%,
a hydrogen sulfide corrosion inhibitor should
be coated on the surface of exposed components.
Under the condition of hydrogen sulfide concen-
tration higher than 2%, special equipment such
as anti-H2S alloy wireline, low-strength alloy
steel pressure control component, and fluoro-
elastomer should be adopted.
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7.1 OVERVIEW

Well Test Analysis: The Main Method
of Field Evaluating Well Completion
Quality

Whether formation damage is caused by drilling
and well completion and how high the degree of
the damage is should be confirmed by field evalu-
ation. If formation damage is generated, powerful
measures of removing the formation damage are
often required in order to improve the productiv-
ity of the oil and gas reservoir. The selection and
effectiveness of the measures should also be evalu-
ated on the basis of the field data.

In addition to well test analysis, well log
analysis can also be used for field evaluation.
However, so far none of the well log analysis

methods can directly measure the degree and
depth of formation damage caused by drilling
fluid or completion fluid, and there is no method
that can be used for making the measured data
have a definite relation to the degree of damage.

Micro-electric logging, time-lapse logging,
and deep and shallow resistivity logging can all
be used to indicate whether the oil and gas reser-
voir is invaded by drilling fluid filtrate. The
amplitude difference on the micro-electric log,
the undergauge on the caliper log, the amplitude
difference on the time-lapse log, and the ampli-
tude difference on the induction log can all indi-
cate that the reservoir is permeable. Deep and
shallow dual laterologs and microspherically
focused logs can be used for determining the
invasion diameter. However, these are not
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sufficient to determine whether formation dam-
age is generated in the oil and gas reservoir.

Well test analysis can directly determine the
degree of damage. Using transient well test
data, we can obtain the value of skin factor S.
The S value of a nondamaged well is zero. The
S value of a damaged well is higher than zero;
and the higher the S value, the more serious the
damage. The S value of a well that has been
stimulated is lower than zero; and the lower
the S value, the more obvious the effectiveness
of the improvement. Thus the value of S
becomes the quantitative evaluation criterion of
the degree of formation damage.

In well test analysis, various formation dam-
age parameters are defined. The parameters
commonly used include damage factor DF, flow
efficiency FE, damage ratio DR, additional bot-
tomhole pressure drop Ps, effective bottomhole
radius rwe, completion index CI, condition ratio
CR, and perfection factor PF. These parameters
are substantially consistent with skin factor S
and can all be quantitatively expressed by using
the S value.

To sum up, well test analysis is presently the
only effective method for on-site field evaluation
of formation damage. In this chapter the meth-
ods of evaluating formation damage of various
types of oil and gas reservoirs will be introduced
and illustrated by field cases.

Comparison between Field and
Laboratory Evaluations

A large amount of evaluation work is completed in
the laboratory as viewed from the content of eval-
uation work. Thus it is necessary to describe the
relation between laboratory and field evaluations.

Some laboratory methods of studying forma-
tion damage of oil and gas reservoirs have been
introduced in Chapter 1.

The following goals can be achieved by apply-
ing the laboratory results:

1. Studying the reasons of formation damage,
including fluid into well and technological
process

2. Selecting rational preventive measures
3. Finding a remedial measure for a damaged

reservoir

Laboratory quantitative results, however, can
only be used for reference because of the differ-
ence between laboratory experimental condi-
tions and practical reservoir conditions, and
can only be used for predicting formation dam-
age, analyzing its causes, and determining the
degree of damage under simulated downhole
conditions; thus, both laboratory and field meth-
ods should be adopted when the degree of
damage is evaluated. Whether formation dam-
age of the oil and gas reservoir is generated and
whether a stimulation treatment should be taken
should be determined on the basis of the S value
measured by well test analysis. The effectiveness
of the stimulation is determined on the basis of
new well test data. Therefore, laboratory and
field evaluations support and supplement each
other.

Developing a Course of Well Test
Analysis Technique of Evaluating
Formation Damage

Using well test analysis for evaluating formation
damage was started in the 1930s. Initially, the
degree of formation damage was only deter-
mined on the basis of the oil and gas well pro-
duction rate. It gradually became known that
reservoirs that are judged to be good oil and
gas reservoirs by using core data in some wells
have not achieved their proper productivity,
which indicates that it is necessary to study the
formation damage that may be caused by dril-
ling and that judging drilling damage by using
bottomhole pressure is the most effective and
convenient method.

The research was advanced by continuous
recording pressure gauges such as the Amerada
downhole pressure gauge. There were more than
10 types of pressure gauges, which were used
until 1993. The Musket method, MDH method,
and Horner method used for transient well test
analysis have then been presented in succession,
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and so-called conventional well test analysis
methods have been formed.

In 1953 Van Everdingen and Hurst first pre-
sented the concept of skin zone. It was supposed
that a permeability reduction zone (called skin
zone) may be formed because the borehole wall
is damaged to some extent during drilling and
well completion. In this zone an additional pres-
sure drop Ps is formed due to the skin effect
generated by the reduction of permeability.
In the Darcy unit system, the additional pressure
drop Ps is shown in Equation (7-1).

(7-1)

Ps ¼ S
qmB
2pKh

� �

where: S ¼ skin factor; q ¼ well production
rate, cm3/s; m ¼ reservoir fluid viscosity, Pa � s;
K ¼ reservoir permeability, mm2; h ¼ reservoir
thickness, cm; B ¼ oil formation volume factor,
cm3/cm3.

The concept of skin zone has been used so far
in well test analysis. The S value can be obtained
by transient well test analysis, that is, pressure
drawdown analysis or pressure build-up analysis.

The physical concept of additional pressure
drop is shown in Figure 7-1.

The later studies of skin factor S indicate that
the formation damage of the reservoir itself may
generate an additional pressure drop and affect

mainly the value of S, and also indicate that
the partial penetration of the reservoir, the effect
of perforating technology, borehole deviation,
the turbulent area in the vicinity of the wellbore,
the liberation of dissolved gas, and so on may
generate an additional pressure drop and affect
the value of S.

In 1970, the type curve analysis method used
for transient pressure analysis was first pre-
sented. The type curves formulated by Agarwal
et al. use wellbore storage coefficient C and skin
factor S as cross-variables and include several
families of curves, thus finding a clear relation
between formation damage in the vicinity of
the wellbore and the shape of the transient pres-
sure curve (Figure 7-2).

This type of type curve has been improved by
Gringarten, and the combined parameter CDe

2S,
which influences the shape of the curve, has been
presented; thus the several families of curves are
merged into one family, that is, the type curves
commonly adopted at present. In CDe

2S the skin
factor S is located at the exponent, thus reflect-
ing more obviously the effect of formation dam-
age on the shape of the curve.

It is shown that the shape of the transient well
test curve is dependent on the S value, which
indicates that the degree of formation damage
can be determined by the shape characteristics
of the transient well test curve clearly and effec-
tively. This is an important component of the
key content of the modern well test analysis
method.

Modern Well Test Analysis Method

The modern well test analysis method consists
generally of the following:

1. Taking pressure data by using a high-accuracy
downhole pressure gauge

2. A complete set of data analysis methods cen-
tered around the type curve analysis method

3. Using advanced well test interpretation
software

The modern well test analysis method is
based on high-precision pressure data becauseFIGURE 7-1 Additional pressure drop in skin zone.
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the log-log type curve matching method used in
well test analysis adopts the Bourdet pressure
derivative type curves taken as a core of the
analysis method, and the derivative curves that
can be used for interpretation cannot be
obtained by using low-accuracy pressure data.

The various high-accuracy electronic pressure
gauges developed presently have a pressure accu-
racy up to 0.025% of full scale and a resolution
of 0.01 psi (that is, 0.00007 MPa). The measure-
ment range of the gauge is up to 200 MPa and
the usable temperature is up to 200�C. This
type of gauge can be used in almost any oil and
gas well.

In the light of the interpretation method, the
log-log type curves suitable for various reservoir
conditions have been perfected in succession.
So-called conventional well test analysis meth-
ods, that is, semilogarithmic methods including
the Horner method and MDH method, are still
being used, and a complete set of matching and
verification methods has been developed in
order to avoid the error generated by multisolu-
tions as far as possible.

The whole process of interpreting transient
well test data is finally achieved by operating
the well test software on computer. The well test
software can be used for inputting all the pressure
data taken by an electronic pressure gauge and

editing and processing these data for interpreta-
tion; providing the various forms of interpreta-
tion model type curves of different reservoirs,
matching data with type curves in interactive
form and evaluating the parameters; and output-
ting the various resulting diagrams and tables
used in the well test report. All testing and inter-
pretation work can be done in the field, and the
necessary data can be provided in time.

Requirements of Well Completion
Formation Damage Evaluation
for Data

In general, the quality requirements of data for
well completion formation damage evaluation
consider mainly the reliability of the test target
and data interpretation. By reference to the
model diagnosis requirement of heterogeneous
formation test and the features of parameters,
the test duration should also be interactively
estimated on the basis of the pressure response
curve under constant production rate. The
requirements generally include the following:

1. The homogeneous model interpretation re-
quires that the pressure derivative has at least
a horizontal portion with 0.5 log periods
(easy to see under variable flowrate stacking
analysis).

FIGURE 7-2 Agarwal type curves.
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2. The dual-porosity pseudosteady state model
and dual-permeability model interpretation
require that the pressure derivative has at least
a length of one log period after a concave por-
tion or similar late-time radial flow portion.

3. The dual-porosity unsteady-state model inter-
pretation requires that the pressure derivative
appears at least in the second horizontal por-
tion with 0.5 log periods.

4. The composite model interpretation requires
that the pressure derivative has at least a length
of one log period in the influence portion of a
composite outside region. Under the condition
of both effects of boundary and heterogeneity,
the test duration with deterministic boundary
is predominantly selected because the appear-
ance of a boundary effect will shield the hetero-
geneous performance of the reservoir.

5. For fractured wells and horizontal wells
(especially long artificial fracture and long
horizontal section), the appearance time of
the radial flow portion is later, and the test
duration before the appearance of the radial
flow portion is generally taken.

7.2 PRINCIPLE OF FORMATION
DAMAGE EVALUATION
BY WELL TESTING

Determination of Degree of
Formation Damage Using Skin Factor
S and Disintegration of S Value

Determination of Degree of Formation
Damage Using Skin Factor S. Figure 7-1 and
Equation (7-1) show the additional pressure
drop caused by the formation damage in the
vicinity of the wellbore. Equation (7-1) is in
the Darcy unit system and can be changed to
the following when the statutory unit system is
adopted, as shown in Equation (7-2):

(7-2)

Ps ¼ S
1:842qmB

Kh

� �

where: Ps ¼ additional pressure drop, MPa; m ¼
reservoir fluid viscosity, MPa � s; q ¼ production

rate, cm3/d; K ¼ permeability, 10�3 mm2; h ¼ res-
ervoir thickness, m; B¼ oil formation volume fac-
tor, cm3/cm3.

The permeability from the boundary rs of the
damage zone to the borehole wall is decreased
from normal K value to Ks due to formation
damage in the vicinity of the wellbore, and the
pressure drop is greater than the normal value
(Figure 7-1).

Under the condition of no damage, the pres-
sure drop from rs to the borehole wall (r ¼ rw)
is as follows (in the Darcy unit system).

ð PwfÞl ¼
qmB
2pKh

ln
rs
rw

The pressure drop under the condition of
formation damage is as follows.

ð PwfÞ2 ¼
qmB
2pKsh

ln
rs
rw

The additional pressure drop Ps is the differ-
ence of both and then the following in combina-
tion with the formula in Equation (7-1), as
shown in Equation (7-3):

(7-3)

Ps ¼ ð PwfÞ2 � ð PwfÞ1 ¼
qmB
2pKh

K

Ks
� 1

� �
ln
rs
rw

By simplification the following result is
obtained in Equation (7-4):

(7-4)

S ¼ K

Ks
� 1

� �
ln
rs
rw

Equation (7-4) indicates that under the condi-
tion of formation damage, Ks < K and S is a
positive value, while under the condition of a
stimulated near-wellbore area, Ks > K and S is
a negative value. If Ks ¼ K, then S ¼ 0.

Equation (7-5) is obtained by Equation (7-3):

(7-5)

Ps ¼ S
1:842qmB

Kh

� �
¼ 0:8686 mS

where: m ¼ semilogarithmic straight slope,
MPa/cycle (cycle means log cycle).

Both Equations (7-4) and (7-5) have similar
forms in other unit systems.
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It should be pointed out that the S value
obtained by well testing is a composite parame-
ter. It is not obtained only by formation damage
generated in the process of drilling and well
completion, and many factors may generate
additional pressure drop. The total skin factor
consists of the formula shown in Equation (7-6):

(7-6)
St ¼ Sd þ Sy þ SaD þ Sp þ SA þ SpF þ Sdp

The actual formation damage skin factor is as
follows.

Sd ¼ St � Sy � SaD � Sp � SA � SpF � Sdp

where: St ¼ total skin factor; Sd ¼ formation
damage skin factor; Sy ¼ borehole deviation
pseudoskin factor; SaD ¼ non-Darcy pseudoskin
factor; Sp ¼ partial penetration pseudoskin fac-
tor; SA ¼ reservoir shape skin factor; SpF ¼
perforating pseudoskin factor; SdP ¼ perforation
geometry pseudoskin factor.
Disintegration of Skin Factor S
1. Borehole deviation pseudoskin factor

The ideal well should be a vertical well
with a zero deviation angle under the condi-
tion of horizontal formation. All the real
wells have a deviation angle greater than
zero, and the resistance to inflow is different
from that of a vertical well. The approximate
calculation formula for a real well is shown
in Equation (7-7).

(7-7)

Sy ¼ � y0

41

� �2:06
� y0

56

� �1:865
lg

hD
100

� �

hD ¼ h

rw

ffiffiffiffiffi
KH
KV

s

yw
0 ¼ arctan

ffiffiffiffiffi
KV
KH

s
tan yw

 !

where: yw¼ borehole deviation angle, (�); KH¼
horizontal permeability, 10�3 mm2; KV ¼ ver-
tical permeability, 10�3 mm2; rw ¼ borehole
radius, m; h ¼ effective reservoir thickness, m.

The applicable condition of Equation (7-7)
is 0� � y � 75�.

2. Non-Darcy pseudoskin factor, as shown in
Equation (7-8):

(7-8)
SaD ¼ D � qo

where: D ¼ non-Darcy coefficient, determined
by typical well test curve fitting method; qo ¼
production rate, m3/d.

3. Partial penetration pseudoskin factor, as
shown in Equation (7-9):

(7-9)

Sp ¼ h

hp
� 1

� �
ln

h

rw

� �
KH
KV

� �1=2

� 2

" #

where: hP ¼ penetration thickness, m; h ¼
effective reservoir thickness, m; KH ¼ hori-
zontal permeability, mm2; KV ¼ vertical per-
meability, mm2; rw ¼ borehole radius, m.

4. Reservoir shape skin factor, as shown in
Equation (7-10):

(7-10)
SA ¼ 0:5 lnð31:62=CAÞ

where: CA ¼ reservoir shape coefficient (see
Table 7-1), dimensionless.

5. Perforating pseudoskin factor
There are several methods of calculating

the pseudoskin factor caused by perforating.
The perforating pseudoskin factor under var-
ious conditions has been shown in chart form
previously. Here the pseudoskin factor caused
during perforating is expressed by the sum of
the pseudoskin factors in horizontal and ver-
tical directions and the pseudoskin factors
caused by the wellbore and compaction zone.
a. Pseudoskin factor in horizontal direction,

as shown in Equation (7-11):

(7-11)

SH ¼ ln
rw
rwe

� �

rweðyÞ ¼ 1=4Lp for phase angle ¼ 0
ayðrw þ LpÞ for other phase angles

�

where: rwe ¼ effective borehole diameter,
m; Lp ¼ perforation penetration depth, m;
rw ¼ borehole radius, m.

The ay values are shown in Table 7-2.
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b. Pseudoskin factor caused by the wellbore,
as shown in Equation (7-12):

(7-12)

SwbðyÞ ¼ c1ðyÞ exp ½c2ðyÞrwD�
rwD ¼ rw ðLp þ rwÞ

The relation between phase angle c1(y)
and c2(y) is shown in Table 7-3.

c. Pseudoskin factor in vertical direction,
as shown in Equation (7-13):

(7-13)

SV ¼ 10a hb�1
D rbpD

a ¼ a1lg rpD þ a2, b ¼ b1 rpD þ b2

(7-14)

hD ¼ hp
Lp

� � ffiffiffiffiffi
KH
KV

s

rpD ¼ rp
2hp

� �
1þ

ffiffiffiffiffi
KV
KH

s !

SpF ¼ SV þ SH þ Swb

The values of a1, a2, b1, and b2 are shown
in Table 7-4.

After the values of SV, SH, and Swb are
determined, the value of the perforating
pseudoskin factor can be obtained using
Equation (7-14).

TABLE 7-1 Reservoir Shape Coefficient

Drainage area shape CA Drainage area shape CA

30.88 3.16

12.99 0.581

4.51 0.111

3.34 5.38

21.84 2.69

10.84 0.232

4.51 0.116

2.08 2.36

TABLE 7-2 The a
u
Values

Perforating
Phase
Angle (º) au

Perforating
Phase
Angle (º) au

0(360) 0.25 90 0.726

180 0.5 60 0.813
120 0.648 45 0.86

TABLE 7-3 Relation between Phase
Angle, c

1
(u), and c

2
(u)

Phase Angle (º) c1(u) c2(u)

0(360) 1.6 � 10�1 2.675

180 2.6 � 10�2 4.532
120 6.6 � 10�3 5.32
90 1.9 � 10�3 6.155
60 3.0 � 10�4 7.509
45 4.6 � 10�5 8.791
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d. Perforation geometry pseudoskin factor,
as shown in Equation (7-15):

(7-15)

Sdp ¼
hp
LpN

K

Kdp
� K

Kd

� �
ln
rdp
rp

where: N ¼ number of perforations; rdp ¼
compaction zone radius, m; rp ¼ perforat-
ing radius, m; K ¼ reservoir permeability,
mm2; Kdp ¼ compaction zone permeability,
mm2; Kd ¼ formation damage zone perme-
ability, mm2; hp ¼ spacing of perforations,
m; Lp ¼ perforation penetration depth, m;
rdp ¼ compaction zone radius (rdp ¼
0.0125 þ rp ), m; Kdp ¼ compaction zone
permeability (Kdp ¼ 0.1K), mm2.

Other Parameters for Expressing
Formation Damage

In addition to the S value, there also are some
other methods of describing formation damage.
Flow Efficiency FE. Flow efficiency is defined as
the actual to ideal productivity index ratio, as
shown in Equations (7-16), (7-17), and (7-18).

(7-16)

FE ¼ Jactual
Jideal

(7-17)

Jactual ¼ q

p� � pwf

(7-18)

Jideal ¼ q

p� � pwf � ps

where: p* ¼ reservoir pressure, calculated by
pressure build-up curve or measured; Jactual ¼
actual productivity index; Jideal ¼ productivity
index after deducting the additional pressure
drop caused by formation damage, that is, the
productivity index under the condition of no
formation damage.

Thus flow efficiency FE equals the ratio between
the pressure drawdowns without and with forma-
tion damage, as shown in Equation (7-19):

(7-19)

FE ¼ p� � pwf � ps
p� � pwf

Flow efficiency is also called productivity
ratio PR, completeness ratio CR, or completion
factor PF. These have the same meaning.
Damage Ratio DR. The reciprocal of flow effi-
ciency is defined as damage ratio and shown in
Equation (7-20).

(7-20)

DR ¼ 1

FE

In combination with Equation (7-19), DR is
the ratio of the differential pressure drawdown
with formation damage to pressure drawdown
without formation damage, as shown in
Equation (7-21).

(7-21)

DR ¼ p� � pwf
p� � pwf � ps

Damage Factor DF. DF is defined as the ratio
of the additional pressure drop caused by forma-
tion damage to the total drawdown pressure, as
shown in Equation (7-22).

(7-22)

DF ¼ ps
p� � pwf

TABLE 7-4 Relation between the
Coefficients in Equation of
Calculating Pseudoskin
Factor in Vertical Direction
and Phase Angle

Perforating
Phase
Angle (º) a1 a2 b1 B2

0(360) �2.091 0.0453 5.1313 1.8672

180 �2.025 0.953 3.0373 1.8115
120 �20.18 0.0634 1.6136 1.7770
90 �1.905 0.1038 1.5674 1.6935
60 �1.898 0.1023 1.3654 1.6490
45 �1.788 0.2398 1.1915 1.6392
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In combination with Equation (7-19), it is
shown in Equation (7-23).

(7-23)
DF ¼ 1� FE

Completeness Index CI. Completeness index CI
and the Seven Rule used for diagnosing formation
damage are presented by Tong Xianzhang. CI is
defined as shown in Equation (7-24).

(7-24)

CI ¼ p� � pwf
m

where: m ¼ straight slope of radial flow of pres-
sure build-up curve.

The literature [12] indicates that the
0:117A

rw2

value can be used as a criterion for diagnosing for-
mation damage. Formation damage of an oil well

is generated if CI >
0:117A

rw2
; the oil well has good

completeness if CI ¼ 0:117A

rw2
; and the oil well is

nondamaged ifCI<
0:117A

rw2
,whereAmeans drain-

age area. On the basis of the drainage area data of
the developed oil fields, the author of this literature

then determined that the
0:117A

rw2
value is about 7.

Thus the Seven Rule is used as a discriminant crite-
rion of formation damage. The author considers
that this rule is suitable for oil reservoirs of which
the drainage area is about 0.5 km.

Substituting Equations (7-24) and (7-22) into
Equation (7-5), the results in Equations (7-25)
and (7-26) are obtained:

(7-25)
CI ¼ 1

DF
� S

1:1513

(7-26)
S ¼ 1:1513 DF �CI

or the result in Equation (7-27):

(7-27)

S ¼ 1:1513ð1� FEÞ CI ¼ 1:1513
DR� 1

DR

� �
CI

It is indicated that there are certain relations
between the parameters mentioned earlier and
the skin factor S.

Effective Radius rwe. The effective radius is
defined as shown in Equation (7-28).

(7-28)
rwe ¼ rw � e�S

The physical meaning of effective radius is
shown in Figure 7-1. When S ¼ 0, rwe ¼ rw (it
means actual borehole radius). When S > 0,
rwe ¼ rwe2 < rw (effective radius is smaller than
completion borehole radius, which means a
reduction of the borehole radius). Conversely,
when S < 0, then rwe ¼ rwe1 >rw (this means
the increase of borehole radius).

In general, using the S value is sufficient for
evaluating whether a well has formation dam-
age. In general well test reports, the S value is
only provided for indicating the degree of
damage. However, the other parameters men-
tioned earlier can also be applied in order to
analyze formation damage from different aspects
(Table 7-5).

The formation damage evaluation criteria of
homogeneous and fractured reservoirs are
shown in Table 7-6. The evaluation criteria of
the degree of damage of homogeneous reservoir
and fractured reservoir are shown in Table 7-7.

7.3 FORMATION DAMAGE
DIAGNOSIS OF HOMOGENEOUS
RESERVOIR BY GRAPHIC
CHARACTERISTICS

The well test data analysis has kept in close con-
tact with the graphic analysis since the self-
recording pressure gauge was used for studying
the change of transient pressure in the 1940s.

In the 1950s, Horner found that the radial
flow in a reservoir corresponds to the linear por-
tion on a semilogarithmic data plot, and he pre-
sented the idea that this linear portion can be
used for obtaining the value of reservoir perme-
ability. This is a good application of graphic
analysis. The bilogarithmic type curve match
method was presented by Agarwal et al. in the
1960s and then developed by Gringarten et al.,
thus forming the current type curve match
method of obtaining the values of parameters.
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The application of well test software
undoubtedly provides a powerful measure for
data interpretation. However, the solution
method used for well test interpretation is a
reverse problem in information theory, and there
is a multisolution condition. Thus a graphic
diagnosis is first required of well test engineers
while using software in combination with the
data of geophysics, geology, logging, and so on,
to determine the type of reservoir model, and
becomes an important part of human-computer
interaction.

Graphic diagnosis is also important for reser-
voir engineers, on-site technical personnel, and
management personnel, in addition to well test
engineers.

For reasons given earlier, this chapter will
place emphasis on the graphic analysis method,
and the following goals are required to be
achieved as far as possible:

1. Describing the effect of each parameter (espe-
cially skin factor S) on the shape characteris-
tics of the well test curve in order to rapidly
identify the type of reservoir and the range
of parameter value on the basis of graphic
characteristics.

2. Characterizing the reservoir using a simple
mode chart with typical parameters.

3. Introducing some simple and convenient esti-
mation methods, thus rapidly estimating the
approximate ranges of reservoir parameters

TABLE 7-5 Formation Damage Evaluation Criteria of Homogeneous Reservoir

No. Evaluation Index Symbol Damaged Normal Stimulated

1 Skin factor S >0 ¼0 <0

2 Additional pressure drop Dps >0 ¼0 <0
3 Damage factor DF >0 ¼0 <0
4 Flow efficiency FE <1 ¼1 >1
5 Productivity ratio PR <1 ¼1 >1
6 Condition ratio CR <1 ¼1 >1
7 Completion coefficient PF <1 ¼1 >1
8 Damage ratio DR >1 ¼1 <1
9 Completeness index CI >7 ¼7 <7
10 Effective radius rwe <rw ¼rw >rw

TABLE 7-6 Evaluation Criteria of the Skin Factor S of Conventional Homogeneous
Reservoir and Fractured Reservoir

Reservoir Damaged Non-Damaged Stimulated

Homogeneous reservoir >0 0 <0

Fractured reservoir >�3 �3 <�3

TABLE 7-7 Evaluation Criteria of the Degree of Damage of Homogeneous Reservoir

Homogeneous
Reservoir

Most Serious
Damage

More Serious
Damage

Medium
Damage

Slight
Damage

Skin factor S >10 5	10 2	5 0	2
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(especially the degree of formation damage,
that is, S value) on the basis of graphic
characteristics with no need of well test soft-
ware, which can not only directly guide pro-
duction, but also can rapidly identify the
interpretation results obtained by well test
software.

Many types of graphs have been developed
with the development of well test analysis meth-
ods. For convenience and practical purposes,
this book selects only two types of graphs:

1. Composite bilogarithmic plot presented by
Gringarten and Bourdet

2. Semilogarithmic plots of pressure, including
semilog plot of pressure drop, MDH pressure
build-up graph, Horner graph, and superpo-
sition function plot

The related literature can be consulted for
other types of graphs.

Graphic Characteristics of a
Homogeneous Reservoir

The characteristics of homogeneous formation
prevail in most sandstone formations of the

eastern area of China. Some carbonatite and sand-
stone formations with natural fractures often pre-
sent the characteristics of homogeneous formation
if the fractures are of a single type of uniform frac-
ture. The so-called homogeneous media mean the
theoretical models assumed during well test inter-
pretation and indicate that the reservoir has the
same permeability at various points and is isotro-
pic in the range that is influenced by well testing.
Thus a certain mathematical equation can be used
for expressing the flow process.
Composite Bilogarithmic Plot. The composite
bilogarithmic graph is a typical characteristic
graph used for identifying a homogeneous reser-
voir. It has the shape of a two-tooth fork and can
be divided into three portions for analyzing (see
Figure 7-3).

1. The first portion has the shape of the handle
of the fork. Both pressure and derivative
curves join together and become a 45�

straight line, which indicates an afterflow
effect, that is, the effect of wellbore storage.

2. The second portion is the transition portion.
The derivative curve slopes downward after
the peak appears. The value of the peak is

FIGURE 7-3 Composite bilogarithmic plot of homogeneous reservoir.
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dependent on the value of parameter CDe
2S

where CD is dimensionless wellbore storage
coefficient and S is skin factor. The value of S
has a greater effect due to its exponential posi-
tion. The greater the CDe

2S value, the higher
the peak value and the steeper the downward
slope; furthermore, the peak appears later.

The distance H between the peak of the
derivative curve and the 0.5 horizontal line
is related to the S value as shown in
Equation (7-29).

(7-29)

S ¼ 10ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8:65HD þ 6:14

p � 2:75Þ � 1

2
ln CD

HD ¼ H=Lc

where: Lc ¼ logarithmic period length.
For instance, if the distance between the

peak of the derivative curve and the 0.5 hori-
zontal line, which is obtained from the actual
measured diagram, is 80 mm and Lc is equal
to 75 mm on log-log paper, then HD ¼ 80/75
¼ 1.07.

In addition, CD ¼ 100 is obtained on the
basis of the p- t data obtained in the early
shut-in period and is substituted into
Equation (7-29); thus S ¼ 12.6 is obtained.

3. The third portion is a horizontal portion,
which is the typical characteristic of radial
flow. In the dimensionless coordinate system,
the ordinate value of the horizontal line is 0.5,
which can be used for confirming the radial-
flow straight-line portion on the semilogarith-
mic plot, such as Horner graph, MDH graph,
and superposition function plot.

Before the horizontal portion of the derivative
curve appears, both pressure and derivative curves
have separated from each other and form a forked
shape. The distance A between the horizontal line
of derivative curve and the pressure curve is
related to CDe

2S as shown in Equation (7-30).

(7-30)

S ¼ 10ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
5:53AD � 3:37

p � 1:12Þ � 1

2
ln CD

AD ¼ A=Lc

On the basis of an actual measured diagram, the
A ¼ 117 mm can also be obtained. The AD value
obtained then is substituted into Equation (7-30),
and then S 
 12.58 is also obtained.

The parameter CD in Equations (7-29) and
(7-30) is known as the dimensionless well-
bore storage coefficient and is shown in
Equation (7-31).

(7-31)

CD ¼ 0:15916
C

FCthrw
2

where: C ¼ wellbore storage coefficient, m3/MPa;
F ¼ porosity; Ct ¼ total compressibility coeffi-
cient, MPa�1; h ¼ reservoir thickness, m; rw ¼
wellbore radius, m.

It can be seen that all the parameters in
Equation (7-31) are the parameters given in
addition to C. The method of estimating C will
be described in this chapter.
Semilogarithmic Plot. After the homogeneous
reservoir is confirmed using a composite biloga-
rithmic plot and the stages of flow are divided,
further analysis will mainly rely on the semilog-
arithmic plot. There are many types of semiloga-
rithmic plots, and the MDH pressure build-up
graph is used for illustration here.

1. Shape characteristics
The semilogarithmic plot has the shape of

a tablespoon. The afterflow portion (the first
portion) and the transition portion (the sec-
ond portion) make up the spoon head. The
radial flow portion (the third portion) is a
straight line and is likened to the handle of
the spoon. The characteristics of a semiloga-
rithmic plot are shown in Figure 7-4.

The shape characteristics of a semiloga-
rithmic plot include:
a. Straight-line portion with slope m;
b. Late period afterflow portion with the

maximum slope m0, of which, on the basis
of most measured curves, the measure-
ment points form an approximate straight
line with slope m0, which is known as an
apparent straight line;

c. Having intersection D of the straight
lines that have, respectively, the slopes of
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m and m0 and having time coordinate t*
of intersection D;

d. Having included angle b between the
straight lines with slopes m and m0;

e. Having a difference between the measured
pressure and the bottomhole pressure gen-
erated by extending the straight line of
radial flow when t is small, which repre-
sents the pressure difference formed by the
effect of skin factor S.
The effects of the various parameters on

the shape characteristics are discussed as
follows.

2. Slope m of the straight-line portion
The m value and the reservoir parameters

meet Equation (7-32):

(7-32)

m ¼ 2:121� 10�3 qBm
Kh

Equation (7-32) indicates that the m value
is inversely proportional to mobility k/m and
is directly proportional to unit-thickness pro-
duction rate qB/h.

3. Slope ratio m0/m and included angle b
The m0/m value and included angle b are

mainly affected by the parameter CDe
2S.

In general, the greater the CDe
2S value, the

greater the m0/m value and the closer to 90�

the b angle. Conversely, if the CDe
2S value is

smaller, then the m0/m value is close to 1 and
the angle b value is close to 180� (Figure 7-5).

If CDe
2S > 1, then 1 < m0/m < 20 and

90�< b < 180� in general.
The relation between S and m0/m is shown

in Equation (7-33).

(7-33)

S ¼ 1:417
m0

m
� 1

� �
� 1

2
ln CD

The S value can also be calculated by using
the m0/m value in Figure 7-5.

4. Time t* at intersection D
t* is approximately advanced by 0.5 log

period in comparison with the initial time of
the straight-line portion. The t* value is
mainly affected by the wellbore storage coef-
ficient C and is also related to the S value and
other reservoir parameters to a certain extent,
as shown in Equation (7-34).

(7-34)

t� ¼ FCtmrw2

3:6K
CD ð3:1Sþ 3:57 lgCD þ 11:6Þ

FIGURE 7-4 Semilogarithmic pressure build-up plot of homogeneous reservoir.
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Under the conditions of low-permeability
reservoir (low k/m value) and shutting-in at
the wellhead (high CD value), t* may be
greater than clock range; thus, only the after-
flow portion can be measured. Conversely,
when the k/m value is high and the CD value
is low, the initial testing point may be greater
than t* (especially when a mechanical pres-
sure gauge with low resolution is used); thus,
only the radial-flow straight-line portion can
be measured, and the afterflow portion is
not included. This condition has appeared in
the well of the Buried Hill reservoir in the
Huabei oil field.

5. Pressure drop Ps caused by skin factor S
The Ps is mainly affected by the S value.

It is inversely proportional to k/m and is
directly proportional to qB/h.

The following points can be summed up:

1. The slope m of the radial-flow straight-line
portion is inversely proportional to the

mobility
k

m
and is directly proportional to

the unit-thickness production rate
qB

h
.

2. When CDe
2S > 1, both the ratio m0/m of the

apparent straight-line slope m0 of afterflow
to the straight-line slope m of radial flow
and the included angle b are mainly affected
by the S value and are less affected by CD.

3. The intersection time t* is mainly affected
by the C and k/m values. It is directly propor-
tional to C, is inversely proportional to k/m,
and is less affected by the S value.

4. The downdip amplitude ( Ps value) of the
afterflow portion from the straight-line por-
tion is dependent on the S value and is
directly proportional to S.

The various combinations of k/m, S, C, and
qB/h values will form a series of curves with var-
ious shapes, which will be introduced later in
this chapter in combination with the cases.
Gradation of k/m, S, and C
1. Gradation of mobility k/m value

k/m is a measure of the flowability of fluid
in the reservoir. For convenience, it is divided
into seven grades (unit: 10�3 mm2/MPa � s):
(1) very high for k/m > 104; (2) high for 104

> k/m > 103; (3) slightly high for 103 > k/m
> 102; (4) medium for 102 > k/m > 10;

FIGURE 7-5 Effect of CDe
2S value on the shape of semilogarithmic curve.
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(5) slightly low for 10 > k/m > 1; (6) low for
1 > k/m > 0.1; and (7) very low for k/m < 0.1.

2. Gradation of C value
The wellbore storage coefficient is affected

by various factors such as shut-in valve loca-
tion, wellbore fluid properties, and free liquid
level; thus it is rather difficult to calculate
exactly the value of C. However, the value of
C can be approximately estimated on the basis
of the well condition. This can contribute to
the verification and analysis of pressure data
and to the well test design (see Table 7-8).

If the C value obtained by well test curve
analysis is coincident with the well condition
mentioned earlier, the result is correct. If the
difference is great, it is possible that an error
was generated in the analysis process or some
factors such as packer leakage and the gas
interbed that have not been known have not
been considered. Thus the C value analysis
is closely related to identifying the test analy-
sis result and finding new problems in the
well and reservoir. As mentioned earlier, the
C value may greatly affect the shape of the
curve and the duration of radial flow. There-
fore, the C value is of great importance.

3. Gradation of the S value
The S value shows the degree of formation

damage and is also related to the degree of
perforation penetration, the turbulent flow
generated by high velocity gas, the fractures
generated by acid fracturing, and so on. The
gradation of the C value is shown in Table 7-9.

The additional pressure drop caused by
blocking is not dependent fully on the S value
because Ps is directly proportional to S and
qB/h and is inversely proportional to k/m. The
Ps value may be lower than 1 MPa despite

the possible high value of S.

Location Analysis Method of Well
Test Curves for a Homogeneous
Reservoir

Meaning of Location Analysis. The semiloga-
rithmic plot of measured pressure under the con-
dition of homogeneous reservoir may vary due
to different values of k/m, S, C, qB, and h, thus
causing difficulties in identification, analysis,
and verification of the data.

The dimensionless semilogarithmic plot of
a homogeneous reservoir is shown in Figure 7-6.

TABLE 7-8 Gradation of Wellbore Storage Coefficient C

Grade
Order of C Value
(m3/MPa) Well Condition

Very high >10 Deep gas well, shutting in at wellhead

High 1–10 High gas content well or simultaneous tubing and casing liquid level build-up well
Slightly high 0.1–1 Gas column well, shutting in at wellhead, or tubing liquid level build-up well
Medium 0.05–0.1 Shutting in at tubing head, medium-low gas-oil ratio
Slightly low 0.01–0.05 Shutting in at tubing head, net oil or water in well, or shutting in by downhole

shut-in tool, longer sump hole
Low 0.001–0.01 Shutting in by downhole shut-in tool
Very low <0.001 Shutting in at downhole, very short sump hole

TABLE 7-9 Gradation of the Value
of Skin Factor S

Grade
Order of
S Value

Approximate
Value of CDe

2S

Very high >20 >1015

High 5	20 103	1015

Medium 1	5 10	103

Slight low (�1)	1 5	10
Low <�3 0.5	5
Very low <0.5
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In practice, the semilogarithmic plot based on
measured data is some specific part of some
curve in Figure 7-6. After this part is determined,
it can be reconverted into a dimensional coordi-
nate plot on the basis of the measured reservoir
parameters.

It should especially be noticed that when the
dimensionless coordinates are reconverted to
the dimensional coordinates, the location of the
curve is restricted. The reasons are as follows.

1. Recording time has a lower limit. Due to the
limitation of the point interval of recording
pressure data by gauge, the initial or first

point can only be measured by seconds for
an electronic pressure gauge or by minutes
for a mechanical pressure gauge.

2. Pressure data recording time has an upper
limit. The working time of a mechanical pres-
sure gauge can only be several hours or sev-
eral dozens of hours for running once. The
working time of an electronic pressure gauge
may be longer. The on-bottom working time
of a direct-reading electronic pressure gauge
can be infinite in principle; however, the
gauge can only work for several hundred
hours in practice because of the limitations
of on-site working conditions.

FIGURE 7-6 Dimensionless semilogarithmic plot of pressure drawdown test of
homogeneous reservoir.
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3. The pressure value that can be recorded has
a lower limit. The measurable minimum
value of change in pressure is limited due
to the limitation of gauge resolution. It is
up to 0.00007–0.00014 MPa for an elec-
tronic pressure gauge, while it is only
0.01–0.001 MPa for a mechanical pressure
gauge in general.

On the basis of the limitation of the actual
recording ability of the downhole gauge, the
location of the measured curve in Figure 7-6 is
determined and is shown by dimensional coordi-
nate scale, thus confirming the shape of the
measured curve. This course of action is known
as location analysis.
Time Locating. The initial time is first located.
In general, the time of the first data point
recorded by electronic pressure gauge is 1 to 3
seconds, and the time of 10 seconds is taken as
the first point in consideration of a certain course
of shut-in operation. The time of the initial point
for mechanical pressure gauge is temporarily
fixed at 1 minute. Thus for a specific reservoir
and well, the dimensionless time at the initial
point is calculated as shown in Equation (7-35):

(7-35)
tD
CD

� �
i

¼ 22:62
Kh

mC
� ti

where i means initial. The (tD/CD)e at the end point
(e means end) has a similar calculation formula
but the ti is substituted by te. For instance, if
k/m ¼ 0.1 mm2/MPa � s, h ¼ 10 m, C ¼ 0.1 m3/
MPa, qB¼ 10 m3/d and ti¼ 1 min, then (tD/CD)i
¼ 3.77; if te ¼ 4 h, then (tD/CD)e ¼ 904.8.
Pressure Locating. Different types of pressure
gauges have different resolution values. When a
mechanical pressure gauge with a resolution of
0.01 MPa is used, the initial pressure point is
calculated as follows.

ðpDÞ :¼ 542:87
Kh

m
� 1

qB
�

p ¼ 542:87� 1

10
� 10� 1

10
� 0:01 ¼ 0:543

There is no upper limit of pressure generally.

Curve Locating. S and C values can be esti-
mated on the basis of the well completion data
and the hole structure during testing, and then
the CDe

2S value can be calculated. In com-
bination with the location time and location
pressure calculated earlier, the shape of the
measured curve can be determined. This location
analysis can be used for conducting well test
design and also for identifying and verifying
the measured data, and the S and C values are
the parameters of practical well test curve inter-
pretation then.
Cases of Location Analysis. Figures 7-7 and
7-8 show the shapes of the curves of various
cases after locating. The values of various pa-
rameters are listed in Table 7-10.

In Figure 7-7 the b-e portion shows the locat-
ing condition in Case 1. It is an integral pressure
build-up curve with afterflow portion b-d and
radial-flow straight-line portion d-e and can be
used for calculating reservoir parameters.

Case 2 corresponds to the condition of a high-
permeability reservoir, high gas-oil ratio, and
wellhead shut-in testing. The curve is the c-f por-
tion in the location block. It has a longer radial-
flow straight-line portion despite the fact that
the afterflow portion is absent.

Case 3 corresponds to the condition of
medium-mobility reservoir and shutting in at
the wellhead. The location curve is the a-d
portion in the location block. This curve only
has an afterflow portion, and the straight-line
portion is absent. The conventional method can-
not be used for calculating the parameters.

Case 4 corresponds to the condition of a high-
permeability reservoir with a high degree of
damage and a high wellbore storage coefficient
C. The curve is in the shape of an inverted L.
The curves for some low-medium permeability
gas reservoirs are also in this shape due to the
low viscosity of gas. These indicate that when
the b angle is close to 90�, this type of curve
means serious formation damage, and stimula-
tion is required.
Application of Location Analysis
1. Verifying and analyzing the results of well

test interpretation;
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FIGURE 7-7 Location analysis method.

FIGURE 7-8 Cases of location analysis.
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2. Making a well test design by using the loca-
tion analysis method, that is, making a quan-
titative simulation for testing after electing
parameters and making a semilogarithmic
plot, of which the steps include:
a. Estimating the values of k and m on the

basis of logging data and the condition of
adjacent well and calculating the value of
k/m;

b. Obtaining the value of porosity F from
coring and logging data;

c. Estimating the values of S and rw by using
well completion data;

d. Estimating the value of C in the light of
the hole structure of the tested well;

e. Calculating the values of CD and CDe
2S by

using Equation (7-31) and Cthrw
2;

f. Calculating the values of (tD/CD)i, (tD/CD)e,
and (PD)i by using the location analysis
method on the basis of the set value of
qB/h, and then making the simulation
curve in the coordinates of (tD/CD)e and
PD, as shown in Figure 7-7;

g. Transforming the located simulation curve
into a dimensional design simulation curve.

If the curve obtained meets the requirements
of data analysis (there is no clear radial-flow
straight-line portion, for instance), the test is
operated in accordance with the original plan.
If the simulation curve does not meet the re-
quirements of data analysis, then the test plan
should be changed and the test time is adjusted,
the test gauge is changed, or the well is shut in
another manner in order to meet the desired
requirements.

7.4 GRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS
OF A DUAL POROSITY RESERVOIR
AND A RESERVOIR WITH A
HYDRAULICALLY CREATED
FRACTURE

Graphic Characteristics of a Dual
Porosity Reservoir

A dual porosity reservoir is also known as a natu-
ral fracture porosity reservoir. It means the reticu-
late fracture storage space formed by the
weathering and leaching of the crevices that were
generated under in-situ stress or chemical action
during the long geological period. In general, a
dual porosity reservoir consists of the fracture sys-
tem, which has fracture width larger than 10 mm,
low porosity (1% to 2%), high permeability
(Darcy grade), and high oil saturation (up to more
than 90%), and the matrix system, which has frac-
ture width of 1–10 mm, higher porosity (2% to
5%) and low permeability (1 to 50 � 10�3 mm2).
Thus the oil and gas account for the greater part,
which, stored in the matrix, can only flow to the
bottomhole through fractures (Figure 7-9).

This type of reservoir was first studied by
Barewtlatt and the study results have been
improved by many researchers, thus forming a
relatively integral theory.

The following parameters are defined:
Graphic parameter of fracture system (CDe

2S)f
Graphic parameter of total system (CDe

2S)f þ m

Storativity ratio:

o ¼ ðFCthÞf
ðFCthÞf þ ðFCthÞm

TABLE 7-10 Cases of Location Analysis

Case
No.

Parameters of Case Curve Location

CDe
2S

K/m
mm2

MPa � s
h
m

C
m3/MPa

Dti
min

Dte
h

Dpti
MPa

qB
m3

tD
CDe

� �
tD
CDi

� �
PDi

1 106 0.1 10 0.1 1 4 0.01 10 3.77 904.8 0.543

2 106 1.5 30 0.5 1 4 0.01 100 33.93 8.14 � 10�3 2.44
3 106 0.05 1 0.1 1 4 0.01 10 0.188 45.24 0.027
4 1030 1 1 0.5 1 4 0.01 10 7.5 1.5 � 103 0.543
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Interporosity flow coefficient:

l ¼ aKmrw2

Kf

Curve location parameter:

Kfh

mC

Interporosity transient flow parameter:

b ¼ 1:89ðCDe2SÞf þ m

le�2S

The aforementioned o and l can also be as
shown in Equations (7-36) and (7-37).

(7-36)

o ¼ ðCDe2SÞf þ m

ðCDe2SÞf

(7-37)

l ¼ le�2S

e�2S

where CDe
2S and le�2S can be obtained by type

curve match.
It is shown that almost all of the pa-

rameters affecting the well test curve of a double

porosity reservoir are directly related to the
value of skin factor S, which marks formation
damage. However, this effect is more compli-
cated in comparison with that of a homogeneous
reservoir.

It should especially be noticed that in a dou-
ble porosity reservoir, the fractures used as chan-
nel connecting with the bottomhole make the
vicinity of the wellbore have a better connected-
ness; thus, the S value of �3 is used as division
criterion when the value of S is adopted for diag-
nosing the degree of formation damage in the
near-wellbore area. Stimulation has been taken
if S < �3; formation damage has not been
caused if S ¼ �3; and formation damage has
been generated if S > �3.
Two Radial Flow Portions. Conditions of
appearance and typical combination of pa-
rameters are as follows.

1. Dual porosity reservoir and interporosity
pseudosteady flow with the effects of well-
bore storage coefficient C and skin factor S;

2. (CDe
2S)t ¼ 102 and (CDe

2S)f þ m ¼ 10, which
indicate low values of graphic parameters or
low value of skin factor S;

FIGURE 7-9 Dual porosity reservoir unit structure.
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3. o ¼ 0.1, which indicates a high storativity
ratio or a certain quantity of fluid in fractures;

4. l ¼ 10�7, which indicates a low interporosity
flow coefficient or great resistance to fluid
flow from matrix pores to fractures.

A composite bilogarithmic plot that meets the
aforementioned conditions can be divided into
the following flow portions (Figure 7-10):

1. a-b: Afterflow portion similar to that of a
homogeneous reservoir. Curve shape is deter-
mined by (CDe

2S)f.
2. b-c: Radial flow portion of fracture. The

derivative curve in this portion is a horizontal
line with a derivative value of 0.5.

3. c-d: Matrix-fracture transition portion. The
derivative curve is concave downward and
then rises to the horizontal line with a deriva-
tive value of 0.5. The dropping and rising of
the curve are respectively dependent on

lCD

oð1� oÞ and
lCD

1� o
.

4. d-e: Radial flow portion of total system.

A semilogarithmic plot that meets the afore-
mentioned conditions is shown in Figure 7-11.
However, although the existence of this type
curve has been theoretically proved, no case
has been collected in the field so far.

Radial Flow Portion of Total System Appears
Only. This is the most common typical condi-
tion in oil and gas fields. Conditions of appear-
ance and typical parameters are as follows.

1. Interporosity pseudosteady flow with the
effects of C and S.

2. (CDe
2S)f ¼ 104 and (CDe

2S)f þ m ¼ 102 with a
large CD value, which indicate that the effect
of afterflow conceals the radial flow portion
of fracture and the first radial flow portion
cannot be displayed.

3. o ¼ 0.01, which indicates a low storativity
ratio and that fluid is mainly stored in the
matrix, so that the portion of flow in frac-
tures is short and easily concealed by the
afterflow portion.

4. l ¼ 10�6, which indicates a medium interpo-
rosity flow coefficient under which not only
can the radial flow portion of fracture be
concealed, but also the transition flow por-
tion can be retained.

A composite bilogarithmic plot that meets
the aforementioned conditions is shown in
Figure 7-12. Figure 7-13 is the corresponding
semilogarithmic plot.

1. a-b-c: This portion is the afterflow portion
plus the matrix-fracture transition portion.
The former (a-b) portion is mainly affected

FIGURE 7-10 Bilogarithmic plot with two radial flow portions under the condition
of dual porosity reservoir.
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by afterflow, while the latter (b-c) portion is
mainly affected by transition flow. The (b-c)
portion of the derivative curve is concaved
downward and lower than 0.5 horizontal
line and is mainly affected by interporosity
flow.

2. c-d: This portion is the 0.5 derivative hori-
zontal line, which means that the radial flow
of the total system is achieved.

3. a0-b0-c0: This portion is the S-shaped tran-
sition portion plus the afterflow portion. It
is different from that of a homogeneous
reservoir in that the b0 point is above the
extended line of radial-flow straight-line por-
tion c0-d0.

4. c0-d0: This portion is the radial flow portion
of the total system and can be used for calcu-
lating reservoir parameters.

FIGURE 7-11 Semilogarithmic mode chart with two radial flow portions
under the condition of double porosity reservoir.

FIGURE 7-12 Bilogarithmic mode chart having only the radial flow portion of
total system under the condition of double porosity reservoir.
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Case 1
1. Well test conditions: Sinian dolomite reser-

voir, 3090 m well depth, 19.5 m reservoir
thickness, dry gas produced, 9.9 � 104 m3/d
daily gas production rate.

2. Well test results (see Figure 7-14): The graphic
characteristics coincide with that of the
mode chart (Figure 7-12). The interpretation

results include: fracture permeability Kf ¼
1.97 � 10�3 mm2,skinfactorS¼�2.3,wellbore
storage coefficient C ¼ 2.5 m3/MPa, graphic
parameter (CDe

2S)f¼ 30.05, (CDe
2S)f þ m¼ 1.8,

storativity ratio o ¼ 0.06, and interporosity
flow coefficient l ¼ 0.96� 10�6. Skin factor
S ¼ �2.3 (close to �3) indicates that the dual
porosity reservoir is basically undamaged.

FIGURE 7-13 Semilogarithmic mode chart having only the radial flow
portion of total system under the condition of double porosity reservoir.

FIGURE 7-14 Composite bilogarithmic plot of Case 1.
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Case 2
1. Well test conditions: Carboniferous dolomite

reservoir, 4000 m well depth, 19.4 m reservoir
thickness, dry gas produced, 8.3 � 104 m3daily
gas production rate. Pressure was measured by
using a mechanical pressure gauge under the
condition of wellhead shut-in and opening.

2. Well test results (see Figure 7-15): The curves
measured are basically similar to those in the
mode chart (Figure 7-12). A clearer radial
flow portion of the total system may be
measured if the testing time is further pro-
longed. The interpretation results include:
Kf ¼ 4.97 � 10�3 mm2, S ¼ �0.7, C ¼ 1.72
m3/MPa, (CDe

2S)f ¼ 2220, (CDe
2S)f þ m ¼

222, o ¼ 0.01, and l ¼ 6.57 � 10�6. S¼ �0.7
indicates that formation damage is generated.

Case 3
1. Well test conditions: Ordovician dolomite

reservoir, natural fractures (by core observa-
tion), 3660 m well depth, 156 m reservoir
thickness, and 340 m3/d daily oil production
rate. Bottomhole shut-in was adopted for
drillstem testing during drilling, which may
only have a slight effect of afterflow.

2. Well test results (see Figure 7-16): The inter-
pretation results include: Kf ¼ 0.27 �
10�3 mm2, S ¼ �0.77, o ¼ 0.08, l ¼
9.4 � 10�4, C ¼ 7.18 � 10�2 m3/MPa,

(CDe
2S)f ¼ 37.5, and (CDe

2S)f þ m ¼ 3. S ¼
�0.77 indicates that formation damage of
the dual porosity reservoir is generated and
may be improved by acidizing.

In addition, under the condition of double
porosity reservoir, a method of estimating the
value of o by using the bilogarithmic plot is
shown in Equation (7-38).

(7-38)
o ¼ 10�2LD

LD ¼ Lo
L

where: LD ¼ dimensionless concave depth of
transition portion; Lo ¼ concave depth of deriv-
ative curve (Figure 7-12); L ¼ each logarithmic
period length in bilogarithmic coordinates.

For instance, in Case 2 (Figure 7-15), Lo is
approximately equal to one logarithmic period
length; thus LD ¼ 1, and then o ¼ 10�2 � 1 ¼
0.01. This is coincident with the interpretation
results of well test software.

Graphic Characteristics of a Reservoir
with Hydraulically Created Fracture

A reservoir with a hydraulically created fracture is
also known as an artificially fractured reservoir
and has a reservoir model that is completely

FIGURE 7-15 Composite bilogarithmic plot of Case 2.
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different from that of a naturally fractured reser-
voir. The hydraulically created fracture is a single
large fracture formed during hydraulic fracturing
and has a high flow conductivity (Figure 7-17).

Hydraulic fracturing can be adopted under
the condition of homogeneous reservoir (such
as tight sand) or double porosity reservoir (such
as dolomite with natural fracture), and a single
fracture may often be formed because the high-
pressure fluid injected will first move forward
in the direction with higher in situ stress; that
is, the fracture face is always perpendicular to
the direction with lower in situ stress. After hav-
ing been generated, the fracture may be continu-
ously extended in the initial cracking direction.
Under the condition of shallow reservoir, a hori-
zontal fracture may be formed due to a low over-
burden pressure, while under the condition of

deep reservoir, a vertical fracture, which is often
met, may be formed. A homogeneous reservoir
cannot be changed to a double porosity reservoir
by fracturing. However, in a double porosity res-
ervoir, a large fracture may be formed by fractur-
ing, thus losing the original double-porosity
characteristics of a pressure build-up curve. A
slope of 1/2 is characteristic of the curve under
the condition of hydraulically created fracture.

Such a well, which intersects a single large
fracture, has been studied since 1937, and more
than 40 types of theoretical models have been
created so far. These models can be divided into
the following categories:

1. Vertical fracture with infinite flow conductiv-
ity, which is formed by hydraulic fracturing

2. Vertical uniform-flux fracture
3. Vertical fracture with finite flow conductivity,

which is formed by sand fracturing
4. Horizontal fracture formed in shallow reser-

voir during fracturing

In addition, an early-stage afterflow portion
may be formed due to the effect of wellbore stor-
age under the aforementioned condition.
Mode Charts under Vertical Fractures with
Infinite Flow Conductivity and Uniform
Flux. The mode chart under vertical fracture
with infinite flow conductivity is similar to that
under vertical uniform-flux fracture except that
the time when the linear flow appears is differ-
ent. The mode charts under these conditions

FIGURE 7-16 Composite bilogarithmic plot of Case 3.

FIGURE 7-17 Hydraulically created fracture shape.
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are greatly different from those under the condi-
tion of double porosity reservoir and can be
divided into the following portions (Figure 7-18):

1. a-b: Afterflow portion. The curve shape is
similar to that of a homogeneous reservoir.
The dimensionless wellbore storage coeffi-
cient is shown in Equation (7-39).

(7-39)

CDXf ¼ 0:15916
C

FCthXf
2

where Xf ¼ vertical fracture half-length. The
value of CD is about 1/104 to 1/106 times that
of a homogeneous reservoir.

2. b-c: Linear flow portion. The pressure and
pressure derivative curves are parallel lines
with a slope of 1/2. The ordinate distance
between the two lines is 0.301 logarithmic
period. In this portion, the dimensionless
pressure is shown in Equation (7-40).

(7-40)
PD ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ptDXf

p
that is, as shown in Equation (7-41),

(7-41)

log PD ¼ 1

2
lg tDXf þ 0:24857

It indicates that in a bilogarithmic plot, it
is a straight line with a slope of 1/2. The
upper limits of tDXf under infinite flow con-
ductivity and uniform flux are respectively
equal to or less than 0.016 and 0.16. In this
portion, the dimensionless pressure derivative
is shown in Equation (7-42).

(7-42)

log ðPD0 � tDXf0Þ ¼ 1

2
lg tDXf � 0:05246

It indicates that in a bilogarithmic plot, it
is also a straight line with a slope of 1/2.
The span between the two straight lines is
shown in the following formula:

0:24857þ 0:05246 ¼ 0:301

This is the most important characteristic of
vertically fractured wells under infinite flow
conductivity and uniform flux.

3. c-d: Transition portion. The abscissa interval
is about 0.016 � tDXf � 3.

4. d-e: Pseudoradial flow portion. The pressure
derivative curve is a horizontal line, and the
value of the dimensionless pressure derivative
is equal to 0.5.

FIGURE 7-18 Bilogarithmic mode chart of homogeneous reservoir under vertical
fractures with infinite flow conductivity and uniform flux.
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In the semilogarithmic plot, the curve men-
tioned earlier is continuously bent upward
(Figure 7-19), and the a0-b0, b0-c0, c0-d0, and d0-e0

portions correspond to the relevant portions in
the bilogarithmic plot.
Case 4
1. Well test conditions: Triassic sandstone reser-

voir, 1900 m reservoir depth, 11.0 m reservoir
thickness, 26 m3/d daily oil production rate.
After producing for 40 days, the pressure
build-up curve wasmeasured at the bottomhole
by using an electronic pressure gauge under the
condition of wellhead shut-in. Hydraulic frac-
turing had been taken before well testing.

2. Well test results (see Figure 7-20): The graphic
characteristics are similar to those of the mode
chart (Figure 7-18). Initially, there is an after-
flowportion,which is similar to that of a homo-
geneous reservoir. There is a long 1/2 slope
portion after the afterflow portion. The ratio
of the distance between the two lines to the
ordinate logarithmic period length is approxi-
mately 0.3. Such a long portion indicates a long
fracture. There is no radial flow portion
measured. A semilogarithmic plot cannot be
used for calculating reservoir parameters.
The values of parameters, which are obtained
by bilogarithmic type curve match, include:

K ¼ 0.753 � 10�3 mm2,
Kh

m
¼ 7:06 � 10�3

mm2 �m
MPa � S, S ¼ 0.642, C ¼ 2.12 m3/MPa, flow

conductivity (as defined by Equation (7-43))
FCD� 100p, which indicates fracture with infi-
nite flow conductivity, and Xf ¼ 339.2 m.

It is indicated that a good obvious result of
hydraulic fracturing has been obtained. A large
fracture with a length of 300 m has been formed,
thus fully improving the flow condition of the reser-
voir. If the curves are measured before and after the
stimulation, the results can be concretely evaluated.
Mode Chart under Vertical Fracture with
Finite Flow Conductivity. The flow conductiv-
ity of fracture may be a flow conductivity that is
comparable to the permeability of the reservoir
when a certain particle size distribution of prop-
pant is achieved. There are slightly different defi-
nitions of flow conductivity. Flow conductivity
is defined by Agarwal as follows.

(7-43)

FCD ¼ KfW

KXf

where: Kf and K ¼ fracture permeability and res-
ervoir permeability, respectively; W ¼ fracture
width; Xf ¼ fracture half-length.

FIGURE 7-19 Semilogarithmic pressure plot of homogeneous reservoir
under vertical fractures with infinite flow conductivity and uniform flux.
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Different FCD values have different pressure
curve shapes. When FCD is low (such as FCD ¼ 5),
the curve shape is as shown in Figure 7-21.

1. a-b-c: Afterflow portion. The curve shape is
similar to that under a low CDe

2S value of
homogeneous reservoir.

2. c-d: Bilinear flow portion. The flow along the
fracture is a linear transient flow. The pres-
sure and pressure derivative curves are paral-
lel lines with a slope of 1/2. The ordinate
distance between the two lines is 0.602 loga-
rithmic period. The representative formula is
shown in Equation (7-44).

FIGURE 7-20 Composite bilogarithmic plot of Case 4.

FIGURE 7-21 Bilogarithmic mode chart under vertical fracture with finite
flow conductivity and low FCD.
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(7-44)

PD ¼ p

0:906
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2FCD

p � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
tDXf

4
p

that is, as shown in Equation (7-45),

(7-45)

log PD ¼ 1

4
lg tDXf þ lg

p
0:906

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2FCD

p

It is a straight line with a slope of 1/4. After
deriving and taking the logarithm, Equation
(7-44) can be as shown in Equation (7-46).

(7-46)

logðPD0 � tDXfÞ ¼ 1

4
lg tDXf � lg 4þ lg

p
0:906

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2FCD

p

It is shown that this line is also a straight line
with a slope of 1/4. The difference between
Equations (7-45) and (7-46) is 0.602.

3. e-f: Pseudoradial flow portion. The derivative
curve is a horizontal line. The dimensionless
ordinate value is 0.5.

The semilogarithmic mode chart is shown in
Figure 7-22.

The flow portions shown in Figure 7-22 cor-
respond to those in Figure 7-21. The curve is
continuously bent upward and has no obvious
characteristic except the e0-f0 pseudoradial-flow
straight portion.

Case 5
1. Well test conditions: Triassic sandstone reser-

voir, 1370 m reservoir depth, 4.5 m reservoir
thickness, 10 m3/d daily oil production rate.
Hydraulic fracturing with 8 m3 proppant
was adopted after perforating. After produc-
ing for 21 days, the pressure build-up curve
was measured at the bottomhole by using an
electronic pressure gauge under the condition
of wellhead shut-in.

2. Well test results (see Figure 7-23): Themeasured
curves are similar to those in Figure 7-21 and
match the theoretical model well. The inter-
pretation results include: k ¼ 9.8� 10�3 mm2,

Kh/m ¼ 18.68 � 10�3 mm2 �m
MPa � s , S ¼ 0.28, C ¼

0.30 m3/MPa, Xf ¼ 93.34 m, and FCD ¼ 5.

It is known that the stimulation has a good
obvious result. The fracture created has a length
of 93 m; thus a production rate of 10 m3/d can
still be obtained under the condition of perme-
ability lower than 10 � 10�3 mm2. The pressure
data had not been taken before stimulation.
Fracture Skin Factor and Its Effect
1. Mechanism of fracture skin zone damage

caused by fracturing
During fracturing operations (particularly

massive fracturing), several hundred cubic

FIGURE 7-22 Semilogarithmic pressure plot under vertical fracture with
finite flow conductivity and low FCD.
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meters (even up to a thousand cubic meters) of
fracturing fluid are often injected into the reser-
voir under high pressure and high pumping
rate. While cracking the reservoir and generat-
ing a large fracture, fracturing fluid may enter
the fracture, and formation contaminant and
damage may be caused (Figure 7-24).

Fracture skin factor is defined as shown in
Equation (7-47).

(7-47)
Sf ¼

pbS
2Xf

K

KS
� 1

� �

where: Sf ¼ fracture skin factor, dimension-
less; K ¼ reservoir permeability, 10�3 mm2;

KS ¼ fracture skin zone permeability,
10�3 mm2; bS ¼ fracture skin zone thickness,
m; Xf ¼ fracture half-length, m.

Equation (7-47) indicates that the Sf value
is mainly affected by the skin zone permeabil-
ity KS and the skin zone thickness bS. The
more serious the blockage, the lower the KS

value. Table 7-11 shows the relation between
KS and Sf under the conditions of bS ¼ 0.1 m,
K ¼ 1 � 10�3 mm2, and Xf ¼ 50 m.

Table 7-11 shows that Sf ¼ 0.03 when KS

is reduced to 1/10 of original permeability,
while Sf ¼ 0.3 when KS is reduced to 1/100
of original permeability; thus a slight change

FIGURE 7-23 Composite bilogarithmic plot of Case 5.

FIGURE 7-24 Mechanism of fracture skin damage caused by
fracturing.
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of the absolute value of Sf may reflect very
serious fracture skin damage.

2. Effect of fracture skin on curve shape
The fracture skin damage may undoubtedly

increase resistance to flow and produce pres-
sure drawdown, thus reducing gas well pro-
ductivity. Despite the fact that the fracture
generated by hydraulic fracturing makes the
flow at the bottomhole easy and smooth, the
total skin effect may be increased due to the
existence of fracture skin. The early-time por-
tion of the pressure derivative curve is concave
downward due to the increase of the Sf value,
which shows a graphic characteristic different
from that of the curve without damage by skin
(Figure 7-25).

ðKh ¼ 10 mD �m, Xf ¼ 200 m, FCD ¼ 15, Sf ¼ 0:3Þ
It is shown that the pressure derivative curve

after the afterflow portion becomes concave
downward. This is the most obvious character-
istic of the existence of fracture skin.

Case 6. Figure 7-26 shows the measured pressure
build-up curve of the S117 well in the Changbei
gas field. The well of the Permian Sanxi-formation

sandstone reservoir was hydraulically fractured
during well completion. The gas production rate
before shut-in was 9 � 104 m3/d. The parameter
values obtained by well test software analysis
include:

1. Reservoir permeability K ¼ 0.45 � 10�3 mm2;
2. Fracture half-length Xf ¼ 75.8 m;
3. Fracture skin factor Sf ¼ 0.90;
4. Non-Darcy flow coefficient D ¼ 0.

Case 7. Figure 7-27 shows themeasured pressure
build-up curve of the Y27-11well in the Changbei
gas field. The well of the Permian Sanxi-
formation sandstone reservoir was hydraulically
fractured during well completion. The parameter
values obtained by interpretation include:

1. Reservoir permeability K ¼ 0.65 � 10�3 mm2;
2. Fracture half-length Xf ¼ 74.1 m;
3. Fracture skin factor Sf ¼ 1.02;
4. Non-Darcy flow coefficient D ¼ 0.

Discussion
1. Under the condition of fracture with finite

flow conductivity and a high FCD value (such
as FCD ¼ 500), it is theoretically considered

TABLE 7-11 Relation between Fracture Skin Factor S
f
and Fracture

Skin Zone Permeability K
s

Ks,10
�3 mm2 1 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.01

Sf 0 0.003 0.013 0.03 0.06 0.3

FIGURE 7-25 Effect of fracture skin factor Sf on model curve of
fractured well.
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that a linear flow portion with a slope of
1/2 may appear when transient flow is con-
verted into steady flow in the fracture after
the bilinear flow portion. It is also considered
that there is a further early fracture linear-
flow portion when the reservoir linear-flow
portion has not been presented before the
bilinear flow portion under the condition of
fracture with finite flow conductivity. Thus
under the condition of fracture with finite
flow conductivity, there are several flow por-
tions, which include: earlier fracture linear-
flow portion, early bilinear-flow portion,
reservoir linear-flow portion, pseudoradial

flow portion, and sometimes the possible
afterflow portion and late-time boundary
response portion.

However, in practice, to measure so many
flow portions is difficult; one should use a
high-precision electronic pressure gauge and
should continuously observe for a long time,
which may be several months or years. It is
of no practical significance for studying a res-
ervoir and understanding well production.

2. Uniform-flow fracture, if any, may only be
formed by penetrating that original natural
fracture after stimulation and may not be met
often.

FIGURE 7-26 Bilogarithmic pressure build-up curve plot of
S117 well.

FIGURE 7-27 Bilogarithmic pressure build-up curve plot of Y27-11 well.
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3. It is theoretically considered that a horizontal
fracture may appear in a shallow well, but typ-
ical measured data have not been obtained.

7.5 DISTINGUISHING
EFFECTIVENESS OF STIMULATION
BY GRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS

At present, various hydraulic fracturing and
acidizing treatments have been applied to
enhancing the oil and gas well productivity in
oil and gas fields. It is necessary to understand
the reason for causing low well productivity
before designing stimulation in order to make
a correct stimulation policy. Pressure build-up
curves can be used for obtaining the values of
reservoir permeability K and formation damage
skin factor S, thus judging the reason for causing
low well productivity.

There are three circumstances that may fol-
low after stimulation is taken:

1. The degree of formation damage is decreased
in the vicinity of the wellbore and the value
of S is decreased.

2. Not only is the degree of formation damage
decreased in the near-wellbore area, but the
reservoir permeability is also increased.

3. A long fracture that is connected with the
wellbore is formed, thus changing the flow
regime.

Comparison between Curve Shapes
before and after Removing
Formation Damage

After formation damage is removed or partially
removed, the value of S is decreased to zero
under the condition of homogeneous reservoir,
or the value of S is decreased to some extent.
The changes of curve shape are as follows.

1. In a bilogarithmic composite graph, the pres-
sure derivative peak height H is reduced.

2. The opening span A between pressure curve
and pressure derivative curve at the radial flow
portion in a bilogarithmic plot is decreased.

3. The value of slope ratio m0/m of semilogarith-
mic curve is decreased and the turning angle
b is increased.

Figure 7-28 shows that the values of H and A
are decreased to some extent. The value of A is
decreased from 1.25 to 1.0 while the value of
H is decreased from 0.6 to 0.19. Before acidiz-
ing, S ¼ 3.1 and CDe

2S ¼ 104, which indicates
a slight formation damage. After acidizing,

FIGURE 7-28 Comparison between bilogarithmic curves before and after
acidizing, which indicates S value improved (decreased).
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S ¼ �0.35 and CDe
2S ¼ 10, which indicates that

the formation damage has been removed. The
values of other parameters are unchanged.

Figure 7-29 shows that the turning angle b is
obviously increased and the value of m0/m is
decreased.
Case 8. A gas well has a depth of 3500 m. The
Ordovician mud-siltstone dolomite reservoir has
a thickness of 6 m and has net microfractures.

The daily gas production rate was 1.87 � 104 m3/
d, which was obtained by drillstem test and was
of no commercial significance; thus acidizing was
taken. After acidizing, the gas production rate
was increased to 8.35 � 104 m3/d. This well is
important to the evaluation of this area.

The comparison between the bilogarithmic
curves before and after acidizing is shown in
Figure 7-30. The after-acidizing pressure

FIGURE 7-29 Comparison between semilogarithmic curves before and
after acidizing, which indicates S value improved (decreased).

FIGURE 7-30 Comparison between the bilogarithmic curves before and after
acidizing in the well of Case 8.
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derivative peak value H and the opening span A
between curve and pressure derivative curve
pressure are much lower than that before acidiz-
ing (Table 7-12).

The comparison between the semilogarithmic
curves before and after acidizing is shown in Fig-
ure 7-31. It can be seen that the b2 angle is much
large than b1 and the m0/m value is obviously
reduced (Table 7-12).

An obvious acidizing effectiveness can be
qualitatively determined by Figure 7-30 and Fig-
ure 7-31. The specific change of S, however,
should be determined by quantitative interpreta-
tion using well test software. Table 7-13 shows
the interpretation results.

It is indicated that the permeability measured
after acidizing is basically coincident with that
measured before acidizing, whereas the value of
S is obviously decreased. The well was seriously
damaged before acidizing, whereas the damage
was fully removed and good effectiveness was
obtained by using acidizing. The gas production
rate was obviously increased. S has no room for
improvement. The C value was low before acid-
izing because the DST tool was used for testing,
while the C value after acidizing was high
because the test was performed under the condi-
tion of wellhead shut-in and opening.

Change of Curve Shape after
Acidizing, Which Improves Both
Skin Factor and Permeability

In general, acidizing can only reduce the degree of
formation damage in the vicinity of the wellbore
rather than the whole reservoir. The acid volume
injected during acidizing is limited. Hydraulic
fracturing can only create a single fracture with
a limited length but can increase the near-
wellbore reservoir permeability and improve the
flow regime to some extent. Massive acidizing

TABLE 7-12 Comparison between Curve
Characteristics before and
after Acidizing in the Well
of Case 8

Item Before Acidizing After Acidizing

HD 2.09 0.5

AD 2.22 1.0
m0/m 425 20.1

FIGURE 7-31 Comparison between the semilogarithmic curves before and after
acidizing in the well of Case 8.
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(especially for a reservoir with a net-shaped frac-
ture system) may further dredge the fracture sys-
tem, thus increasing the measured permeability.
Some low-permeability sandstone reservoirs will
have an S value decreased and a K value increased
after a fracturing operation.

Figure 7-32 indicates that the decrease of S
value makes the values of H and A decrease and
the increase of K value leads to a curve moving
toward the left and losing the early-time portion.
Figure 7-33 clearly indicates that the curve from
afterflow portion to radial flow portion moves
toward the left due to the increase of the K value.

In the mode charts the parameter values
before acidizing include: S ¼ 10, CDe

2S ¼ 1010,
K ¼ 10 � 10�3 mm2, and qB ¼ 1.7 m3/d, which
indicates a low-productivity well with formation

damage; and the parameter values after acidiz-
ing include: S ¼ 1, CDe

2S ¼ 1.5 � 102,
K ¼ 50 � 10�3 mm2, and qB ¼ 10 m3/d, which
indicates that the well is basically a completely
penetrating well and the K value is increased
by 400%.
Case 9. A well is located above a Mesoprotero-
zoic buried hill and has a depth of 3200 m and
a limestone reservoir thickness of 45 m. The core
observation indicates that fractures are well
developed. The production rate measured initi-
ally was 258 m3/d. Despite a high-productivity
well, the pressure build-up curve shows obvious
formation damage, that is, high m0/m value
and a shape of an inverted letter L (Figure 7-34).
Thus a massive acidizing was taken. 60 m3

of hydrochloric acid with a concentration of

TABLE 7-13 Comparison between the Parameter Values before and after Acidizing in the
Well of Case 8

Test time
Permeability K
(10-3 mm2)

Flow coefficient
Kh/m�
10�3 mm2 �m

MPa � s
�

Skin
factor S

Gas
production
rate qg

(104 m3/d)

Wellbore storage
coefficient C�

m3

MPa

�

Before acidizing 0.559 418 47 1.87 0.0208

After acidizing 0.420 354 �1.433 8.354 4.9

FIGURE 7-32 Mode chart of bilogarithmic curves under the condition of both K and
S values improved.
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30% was injected. The increase of production
rate was obvious. The test curve is shown in Fig-
ure 7-34.

It is shown that the curve is obviously moved
downward and the additional differential pressure

ps, formed by formation damage in the near-
wellbore area, has disappeared. The compari-
son cannot be done by using m0/m and b angle,
and so on, due to the lack of early data after
acidizing.

FIGURE 7-33 Mode chart of semilogarithmic curves under the condition of both K
and S values improved.

FIGURE 7-34 Comparison between the semilogarithmic curves before
and after acidizing in the well of Case 9.
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The parameter values obtained by interpreta-
tion are listed in Table 7-14.

It is shown that the S value is obviously
decreased after acidizing and the damage is
removed to a certain degree. The K value is
increased by 1300% from 78 � 10�3 mm2 to
1127 � 10�3 mm2, thus greatly increasing the
production rate.

Change of Curve Shape after
Hydraulic Fracturing by Which a
Large Fracture Is Formed

When a long fracture is formed during hydraulic
fracturing, the well test curve shape may be
greatly changed. The curves before hydraulic
fracturing have characteristics of homogeneous
or double porosity reservoir, while the curves
after hydraulic fracturing have a linear flow por-
tion (parallel straight lines with a slope of 1/2 on
bilogarithmic plot) or a bilinear flow portion

(parallel straight lines with a slope of 1/4). The
longer the fracture, the longer the duration of
linear- or bilinear-flow straight-line portion.
The mode charts are shown in Figure 7-35 and
Figure 7-36.

In the mode charts the parameter values before
fracturing under the condition of homogeneous
reservoir include K ¼ 2 � 10�3 mm2, S ¼ 0.16,
and CDe

2S ¼ 10, while the values under the condi-
tion of dual porosity reservoir include Kf ¼
2 � 10�3 mm2, S ¼ �2, o ¼ 0.1, and l ¼
1 � 10�5; and the parameter values after fractur-
ing, which forms the vertical fracture with infinite
flow conductivity, include Xf ¼ 10 m and K ¼
2 � 10�3 mm2.
Case 10. A gas well of the Sinian dolomite reser-
voir has a depth of 3000 m. During acidizing,
which had an action of fracturing, the pump pres-
sure was 30 MPa and the bottomhole pressure
was about 60 MPa. The acid volume of 75.8 m3

was injected. The gas production rate before

TABLE 7-14 Comparison between Parameter Values before and after Acidizing in the
Well of Case 9

Item
Production
Rate (m3/d)

Producing Pressure
Drawdown (MPa)

Skin
Factor S

Permeability K
(10�3 mm2)

Productivity Index
Jo (m3/MPa � d)

Before acidizing 260 3.65 11.9 78 71.23

After acidizing 1215 0.412 3.8 1127 2949

FIGURE 7-35 The curves which have characteristics of homogeneous
or dual porosity reservoir before fracturing.
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acidizing was 9.99 � 104 m3/d, while the gas pro-
duction rate after acidizing was increased to
12.8 � 104 m3/d with a water production rate of
69.3 m3/d.

The bilogarithmic curves before and after
acidizing are shown, respectively, in Figure 7-14
and Figure 7-37.

The curves in Figure 7-37 are similar to that in
the mode chart, and this method is appropriate to
on-site evaluation of stimulation effectiveness.

7.6 QUANTITATIVE
INTERPRETATION OF DEGREE
OF FORMATION DAMAGE

Currently, reservoir parameter calculation on the
basis of transient well test data has become a
modern well test interpretation method, in
which bilogarithmic type curve match analysis
and conventional analysis are dominated by
semilogarithmic analysis. Well test interpretation

FIGURE 7-36 The curves which have characteristics of reservoir
with fracture created by fracturing.

FIGURE 7-37 Bilogarithmic pressure curve plot after acidizing which
formed artificial fracture in the well of Case 10.
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software has been formulated by using these
methods.

At present, well test interpretation software
has been commonly used and quantitative calcu-
lation is almost no longer done by manual meth-
ods. Well test interpretation software not only
can be used for parameter calculation, but it
can also be used for checking in order to ensure
the reliability of interpretation results. Manual
methods cannot be used for checking, and no
appropriate type curves can be constantly
obtained by the manual method to ensure
matching accuracy.

Calculating Reservoir Parameters
and Skin Factor S Value Using the
Bilogarithmic Type Curve Match
Method

Principle of Calculating Reservoir Parameters
Using the Type Curve Match Method. The
bilogarithmic type curve match method of calcu-
lating reservoir parameters is a quantitative well
test interpretation method developed recently. Its
principles are as follows.

1. Various types of oil and gas reservoirs are
simplified into well test interpretation
models, which include basic homogeneous,
double porosity, and multilayer models with
various inner and outer boundary conditions,
including also the inner boundary conditions,
which consider the formation damage in the
vicinity of the wellbore (that is, the S value)
and the wellbore storage coefficient C,
and so on.

2. The aforementioned well test interpretation
models are expressed by mathematical equa-
tion, in which pressure p is the unknown var-
iable, time t is the independent variable, and
the various parameters such as production
rate q, permeability K, skin factor S, wellbore
storage coefficient C, fluid viscosity m, vol-
ume factor B, compressibility Ct, reservoir
thickness h, and also o, l, Lb, Xt, and Re,
are cross-variables.

The equation is generally expressed in a
dimensionless form. For a homogeneous

reservoir, under the conditions of the well-
bore storage coefficient C and skin factor S
on the inner boundary and the constant pres-
sure on the infinite outer boundary, the math-
ematical model is as follows.

@2PD
@rD2

þ 1

rD
� @PD@rD

¼ @PD
@tD

The initial condition is: PD (rD, 0) ¼ 0.
The outer boundary condition is: PD

(1, tD) ¼ 0.
The inner boundary conditions are:

CD
dPWD

d tD
� @PD

@rD

� �
rD ¼ 1 ¼ 1

PWD ¼ PD � S
@PD
@rD

� �� �
rD ¼ 1

3. The equations are solved by using analytic or
numerical methods, the pressure p is expressed
as the function of time t and various cross-
variables, and then the relational curves are
drawn on log-log paper and known as type
curves.

Different reservoir models have different
type curves.

4. For the convenience of use, dimensionless vari-
ables are generally adopted as the coordinates
of type curves, as shown in Equations (7-48)
and (7-49), that is, ordinate:

(7-48)

PD ¼ 0:54287
Kh

mqB
p

abscissa:

(7-49)
tD
CD

¼ 2:262� 10�2 Kh

mC
t

Such type curves composed are widely appli-
cable. The Gringarten’s type curves for homoge-
neous reservoir, which have cross-parameter
CDe

2S, are commonly used (Figure 7-38).

1. The data of measured p related to t are
drawn on the log-log paper with the same
scales of ordinates, as shown in Figure 7-39,
which is generally drawn on cellophane paper
in order to be convenient for matching later.
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2. Figure 7-38 is overlaid with Figure 7-39. If the
type curve model is suitable for the reservoir,
some type curve may match the measured data
points. During matching they are relatively
moved under the condition of parallel ordi-
nates and abscissas. The well overlapping
and matching curve is shown in Figure 7-40.

A match point M is then selected. The M
point has readings PDM and tD/CD on the type
curve plot and has readings PM and tM on

the measured plot, thus obtaining the formula
shown in Equations (7-50) and (7-51), in accor-
dance with Equations (7-48) and (7-49):

(7-50)

PDM ¼ 0:54287
Kh

mqB
� PM

(7-51)
tD
CD

� �
M

¼ 2:262� 10�2 Kh

mC
tM

FIGURE 7-38 Gringarten’s type curves for homogeneous reservoir.

FIGURE 7-39 Bilogarithmic plot of measured pressure data.
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The reservoir parameters in Equations (7-52)
and (7-53) are obtained by Equation (7-50):

(7-52)
Kh

m
¼ 1:842qB

PDM
PM

(7-53)

C ¼ 2:262� 10�2 Kh

m
� tM
ðtD=CDÞM

It should be noticed that each curve on the
type curve plot has cross-parameter CDe

2S and
the only value of (CDe

2S)M is determined during
matching; thus the S value can be obtained by
using (CDe

2S)M as shown in Equation (7-54).

(7-54)

S ¼ 1

2
ln
ðCDe2SÞM

CD

where Equation (7-55) applies:

(7-55)

CD ¼ 0:1592
C

FCthrw
2

The C value can be obtained in combination
with Equation (7-53).

This is just the method of determining forma-
tion damage (S value) by using type curves.

Common Type Curves for Well Test
Interpretation. Since 1970 when Agarwal et al.
first gave transient well test interpretation type
curves, there have been many type curves under
various reservoir conditions and various inner
and outer boundary conditions, and many new
attempts to take ordinate values have been made.

The pressure derivative type curves were made
by Bourdet in 1982 (Figure 7-41). The reservoir
characteristics were obviously shown by the pres-
sure derivative curves, which then became the
mainmeans of type curve matching. The ordinates
of pressure derivative type curves coincide with
those of bilogarithmic pressure type curves; thus,
composite type curves are often composed of pres-
sure and pressure derivative type curves.

Under the condition of double porosity reser-
voir, Gringarten el al. adopted separate flow por-
tions of type curve. The homogeneous reservoir
type curves are used for the first fracture flow por-
tion and the third fracture-matrix flow portion,
while the special transition-flow (steady or un-
steady flow) type curves are used for the second
transition-flow portion. The matching process is
shown in Figure 7-42. The unsteady transition
flow portion type curves are shown in Figure 7-43.

FIGURE 7-40 Bilogarithmic type curve matching.
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The type curves for reservoir with infinite flow-
conductivity vertical fracture under the action of
S and C are shown in Figure 7-44.

Calculating Skin Factor S Value Using
the Semilogarithmic Method

The semilogarithmic method of calculating res-
ervoir parameters is presently known as the

conventional method. The MDH method pre-
sented by Miller, Dyes, and Hutchinson in
1950 and the method presented by Horner in
1951 have been applied so far.

The formulae of calculating skin factor S are
introduced as follows.

The radial flow portion is a straight line with
a slope of m, and the reservoir engineering unit
is adopted for calculating skin factor S.

FIGURE 7-41 Pressure derivative type curves for homogeneous reservoir.

FIGURE 7-42 The matching process for dual porosity reservoir.
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FIGURE 7-43 Unsteady transition flow portion type curves of dual porosity reservoir.

FIGURE 7-44 The type curves for reservoir with infinite flow-conductivity vertical
fracture under the action of S and C.
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The formula of calculating the S value on the
basis of the pressure drawdown curve is shown
in Equation (7-56).

(7-56)

S ¼ 1:151
Pi � Pwfð1hÞ

m
� lg

K

FmCtrw2
� 0:9077

� �

where: Pi ¼ initial pressure, MPa; Pwf (1h) ¼ Pwf

value corresponding to 1h on radial-flow
straight-line portion or its extended line, MPa;
m ¼ slope of straight line, MPa/cycle.

The formula of calculating the S value by
using the MDH method on the basis of the pres-
sure build-up curve is shown in Equation (7-57).

(7-57)

S ¼ 1:151
Pwsð1hÞ � PwsðoÞ

m
� lg

K

FmCtrw2
� 0:9077

� �

where: Pws (1h) ¼ Pws value corresponding to 1h
on the straight-line portion or its extended line
after shut-in.

Horner’s formula on the basis of the pressure
build-up curve is shown in Equation (7-58).

(7-58)

S¼ 1:151
Pwsð1hÞ � PwsðoÞ

m
� lg

K

FmCtrw2 � tp
tp þ 1

� 0:9077

� �

where: tp ¼ flowing time.

Estimating Skin Factor S Value of a
Homogeneous Reservoir Using a
Bilogarithmic Measured Pressure Plot

In general, a composite bilogarithmic plot can be
drawn during on-site data recording by using a
direct-reading electronic pressure gauge. The H
and A values of measured data points on the plot
are substituted into Equations (7-29) and (7-30),
thus obtaining the skin factor S value. In the for-
mulae, CD is the dimensionless wellbore storage
coefficient, which is an unknown quantity and
has an expression, that is, Equation (7-55), where
the values ofF, Ct, h, and rw can be obtained from
the data of geology and well completion and gen-
erally have the following data ranges:

1. Porosity F: 0.1–0.3 for sandstone reservoir;
0.01–0.1 for carbonatite reservoir. The value

of F can be obtained from core analysis data
for most wells.

2. Composite compressibility Ct: About 10�3

MPa�1 for the oil reservoir; reciprocal of
the reservoir pressure approximately. For
instance, Ct ¼ 0.03 MPa�1 under the reser-
voir pressure of 30 MPa.

3. Reservoir thickness h: It can be obtained
from completion data.

4. Well radius rw: rw ¼ 0.1 m for 5 1/2-in. casing
commonly used.

5. Wellbore storage coefficient C: It is slightly
difficult to determine. There are two methods
of estimating the C value. When the early-
time straight-line portion data of the pressure
build-up curve is used for calculating the C
value, if the straight-line portion with early
slope of 1 appears on the bilogarithmic pres-
sure build-up curve plot, this portion is still
a straight line in Cartesian coordinates, and
its slope mws (unit: MPa/h) can be obtained
from the plot, thus obtaining the C value, as
shown in Equation (7-59).

(7-59)

C ¼ qB

24mws
ðm3=MPaÞ

Or Table 7-8 is used for determining the C
value.

After the value of C is obtained, the value of
S can be obtained by using Equations (7-29)
and (7-30).

Early-Time Portion Interpretation
Method (Without Radial Flow
Portion)

A pressure build-up or drawdown curve that lacks
a radial-flow straight-line portion is inefficient.
Despite the fact that formation damage is gener-
ated in the vicinity of the wellbore and reflected
in early-time data, the degree of formation dam-
age can be determined only if the data of that inter-
mediate radial flow portion, which is comparable
to the early-time data, are obtained.

The inapplicability of early-time data is mainly
caused by the effect of afterflow.
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As shown in Table 7-8, deep wells, oil wells
with high gas-oil ratio, or net gas wells have a
high C value when pressure is measured under
the condition of wellhead shut-in. The high-C
well of low-permeability reservoir may have a
long afterflow time after shut-in (up to several
days or some dozens of days).

For these types of wells, the basic thinking is
to find the change of afterflow rate after shut-
in, to correct the afterflow portion to radial-
flow straight line, and then to calculate the S
value by using Equations (7-57) and (7-58).
The specific methods are as shown in the follow-
ing sections.
Empirical Method. Suppose the production
rate at shutting in ( t ¼ 0) is Qo and the flow
rate at t is Q, as shown in Equations (7-60)
and (7-61).

(7-60)

Make
Qo

Q
¼ ð1þ tÞn

(7-61)

Then lg
Qo

Q
¼ n lg ð1þ tÞ

If only the afterflow rate at tn or the after-
flow rate at each tn is found, the value of n
can be determined. Simultaneously, the pressure
difference p of the afterflow portion is cor-
rected to p0, and the results shown in
Equation (7-62) may be obtained:

(7-62)

p0 ¼ p

1� Q

Qo

or Equation (7-63):

(7-63)

p0 ¼ p

1� 1

ð1þ tÞn

The p0 versus t is made on semilogarithmic
paper. Adjust the n value during drawing until
a straight line is obtained. It is considered that
the straight line after correction is just the radial-
flow straight line. Calculate the value of slope m.
The value of skin factor S can be calculated in
accordance with Equations (7-57) and (7-58).

When the Q value at t can be directly
measured using instruments, it can be substituted
into Equation (7-61) for pressure correction.
Rassel’s Method. Rassel’s method is a cut and
trial method, and afterflow rate measurement is
not required. Pressure correction coefficient A
is defined; thus p0 revised can be expressed as
shown in Equation (7-64).

(7-64)

p0 ¼ p

1� 1

A t

The p0-lg t plot is made. Adjusting the A
value makes the data points become a straight
line. It is considered that this A value obtained
is just the true value.

After a semilogarithmic plot is made, the
slope m of the straight line is calculated and sub-
stituted into Equation (7-57) or Equation (7-58),
thus obtaining the S value.
Other New Methods of Analyzing Formation
Damage Using Early-Time Data
1. New instruments that can simultaneously

measure the pressure and flow rate at the bot-
tomhole have been developed to simulta-
neously record the production rate and the
pressure of the early-time afterflow portion;
thus the data of this portion can be processed
by using the deconvolution method, and a
straight line is obtained.

2. Grey coefficient method. The A value in
Equation (7-64) is defined as the optimum
straight-line coefficient. The pressure build-
up formula is expressed as shown in
Equation (7-65).

(7-65)
p

1� 1

A t

¼ m lg tþ D

where: m ¼ 2.121�10�3 qmB
Kh

D ¼ m lg
K

FmCtrw2

� �
� 0:908þ 0:867S

� �

Objective function r is defined as shown in
Equation (7-66).
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(7-66)

r ¼ min S
p

1� 1

A t

� m lg t� D

2
64

3
75, A 6¼ 0, m 6¼ 0

The grey correlation equation of the preced-
ing formula is shown in Equation (7-67).

(7-67)
F ¼ min ð1� RÞ

where R is the grey correlation coefficient.
Choose the A value by Equation (7-66) until
the R in Equation (7-67) reaches the maximum;
thus the A value is determined. The reservoir
parameters are obtained as shown in Equations
(7-68) and (7-69).

(7-68)

K ¼ 2:121� 10�3 qBm
mh

(7-69)

S ¼ 1:151

Pwsð1hÞ � PwsðoÞ
1� 1ðA tÞ

m
� lg

8:1K

FmCtrw2

2
664

3
775

A computer must be used for calculation due
to the complicated calculation process.

Formation Damage Evaluation for a
Natural Gas Well

Pseudopressure of a Gas Well. The change of
the transient pressure of a gas well is greatly dif-
ferent from that of an oil well due to the obvi-
ously different state equation of gas from that
of oil and water. When the basic equation of
oil and water is derived, it is assumed that the
fluid is weakly compressible and the compress-
ibility is constant. This is incorrect under the
condition of gas. The viscosity and compressibil-
ity of gas are a function of pressure. Due to the
real gas, it is related to gas deviation factor Z,
which is also a function of pressure.

Thus the concept of pseudopressure is intro-
duced as shown in Equation (7-70).

(7-70)

cðpÞ ¼
ðp
po

2P

mZ
dp

where: Po ¼ reference pressure point taken arbi-
trarily, Po ¼ 0 often taken.

At this moment the basic equation is
expressed as shown in Equation (7-71).

(7-71)
@2c
@r2

þ 1

r
� @c@r ¼ 1

3:6Z
� @c@t

This coincides entirely with that of oil and water
media in form. Thus the data of a gas well can
be interpreted like the well test data interpreta-
tion of an oil well if the gas pressure is converted
into pseudopressure c.

The relation between pseudopressure and
pressure is shown in Figure 7-45.
Calculating S Using Bilogarithmic Type
Curves. The type curves of Gringarten and
Bourdet et al. can be used for curve matching
and parameter calculation of a gas well like an
oil well if only the measured pressure is replaced
by pseudopressure c during drawing. The
dimensionless pressure is defined as follows.

PD ¼ 0:027143Kh

q
� TSC
TfPSC

cðpÞ

¼ 78:489
Kh

qTf
cðpÞ

After selecting the match curve, the value of
CDe

2S is determined, thus obtaining the following:

FIGURE 7-45 Relation between pseudopressure and
pressure.
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S ¼ 1

2
ln
ðCDe2SÞM

CD

This skin factor is known as pseudoskin fac-
tor Sa and is the sum of true skin factor S and
the effect of turbulent flow, as shown in
Equation (7-72), that is,

(7-72)

Sa ¼ Sþ Dqg

where: qg ¼ gas production rate, 104 m3/d; D ¼
inertia-turbulent coefficient, (104 m3/d)�1.

The D value can be determined as follows.
Three different production rates are selected

for well testing, and the Sa and qg values
obtained are drawn (Figure 7-46).

A straight-line equation is obtained from Fig-
ure 7-46; thus S ¼ �5.43 and D ¼ 0.0406 (104

m3/d)�1 are determined.
Calculating S Using Semilogarithmic Radial-
Flow Straight-Line Portion. The slope m of
the semilogarithmic radial-flow straight-line por-
tion of gas pseudopressure can be used for calcu-
lating permeability K and skin factor S. Under
the condition of pressure build-up, Sa is as
shown in Equation (7-73).

(7-73)

S ¼ 1:151
c½Pwsð1hÞ� � cðPwfÞ

m
� lg

K

FmCtrw2
� 0:9077

� �

where: pwf ¼ flowing pressure before shut-in;
that is, pwf ¼ pws (0), MPa.
Simplification of Pseudopressure. If the pres-
sure of the gas well changes in some range in the
whole test process, the pseudopressure c can be
generally simplified.

When p < 13.8 MPa,

cðpÞ 
 p2

miZi

Thus the so-called pressure square method is
formed, and the calculation formula is changed
as in Equations (7-74) and (7-75):

(7-74)

K ¼ 42:42mZPSCqTf
mTSCh

¼ 0:01467 mZ q Tf
m h

(7-75)

Sa ¼ 1:151
Pi
2 � Pwf

2ð1hÞ
m

� lg
K

FmCtrw2
� 0:9077

� �

for pressure drawdown, and as in Equation (7-76)
for pressure build-up:

FIGURE 7-46 Determination of inertia-turbulent coefficient D.
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(7-76)

Sa ¼ 1:151
Pws

2ð1hÞ � Pwf
2

m
� lg

K

FmCtrw2
� 0:9077

� �

The dimensionless pressure is shown in
Equation (7-77).

(7-77)

PD ¼ 0:027143Kh

qmZ
� TSC
TfPSC

� ðp2Þ ¼ 78:489
Kh

qmZTf
ðp2Þ

When p > 20.7 MPa,
p

mZ
is approximately

a constant; thus Equations (7-78), (7-79), and
(7-80) for pressure drawdown,

(7-78)

cðpÞ ¼ 2pi
miZi

p

(7-79)

K ¼ 21:21miZiPSCqTf
PiTSCmh

¼ 7:335� 10�3miZiqTf
Pim h

(7-80)

Sa ¼ 1:151
Pi � Pwfð1hÞ

m
� lg

K

FmCtrw2
� 0:9077

� �
and Equation (7-81) for pressure build-up.

(7-81)

Sa ¼ 1:151
Pwsð1hÞ � Pwf

m
� lg

K

FmCtrw2
� 0:9077

� �

The dimensionless pressure is as follows.

PD ¼ 0:054286Kh

q
� TSC
Tf
� Pi
miZi

� p

PSC
¼ 157

Kh

qTf
� Pi
miZi

p

Evaluating Formation Damage Using
Systematic Well Test Data

As mentioned earlier, the systematic well test
method can be used for estimating the S value.
It can be used to obtain the productivity index
J under the condition of no formation damage
in the vicinity of the wellbore, as shown by
Equation (7-18), that is,

Jideal ¼ q

P � �Pwf � PS

The actual productivity index, that is, the
ratio of the difference between reservoir pressure

and flowing pressure to production rate, is
shown by Equation (7-17), that is,

Jactual ¼ q

P� � Pwf

The ratio between them is flow efficiency FE,
as shown by Equation (7-19), that is,

FE ¼ Jactual
Jideal

¼ P� � Pwf � PS
P� � Pwf

It can be seen that there is no formation damage
if FE¼ 1, there is formation damage if FE> 1, and
the well is stimulated if FE > 1. The degree of for-
mation damage can be qualitatively appraised.

On the basis of Equation (7-27), the follow-
ing relation between FE and S is obtained:

S ¼ 1:1513 ð1� FEÞ CI
where:

CI ¼ P� � Pwf
m

which is known as the completedness index.
It can be found that despite the fact that the FE

value obtained by systematic well test can be used
for calculating the S value, the m value should be
obtained by transient well test. In addition, the
other parameters, such as DR and DF, that are
obtained by systematic well test can only be used
for qualitative or semiquantitative analysis.

In recent years, many types of well test inter-
pretation software have been developed, and
computer-aided well test interpretation has been
widely applied in the field [25].

7.7 WELL LOGGING EVALUATION
OF FORMATION DAMAGE DEPTH

During overbalanced drilling, the reservoir
around the borehole will be invaded by drilling
fluid filtrate and solids to some extent. If the
invasion decreases the reservoir permeability,
formation damage is caused by the drilling fluid.
Using well logging data can accurately determine
whether the drilling fluid filtrate invaded the res-
ervoir, can calculate the invasion depth, and can
evaluate the damage depth.
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Physical Process of Invasion
of Drilling Fluid Filtrate into
Reservoir

The process of the invasion of drilling fluid fil-
trate into the reservoir is just the process in which
the drilling fluid or filtrate displaces the original
fluid in the reservoir under overbalance pressure.
In this process, water-based drilling fluid or fil-
trate will also mix with reservoir water, and the
ionic diffusion process between fluids with differ-
ent salinities will be generated. Therefore, the
whole process of the invasion of drilling fluid or
filtrate includes the process in which drilling fluid
or filtrate displaces the original fluid in the reser-
voir, the process in which the compatible fluids
will mix, and the process in which ions will dif-
fuse between the solutions with different concen-
trations. In a porous reservoir, the invasion depth
of drilling fluid filtrate is generally 1–5 m, the
inner cake thickness is about 3 cm, and the outer
cake thickness is less than 2 cm.

For a porous reservoir, if the process of form-
ing the inner cake is neglected, the process of the
invasion of drilling fluid into the reservoir can be
regarded as the process in which drilling fluid fil-
trate displaces the fluid in the reservoir pores.
This process follows Darcy’s law and multiphase
flow equation. The invasion volume is mainly
dependent on cake and reservoir permeabilities
and also related to the viscosity and compressibil-
ity of oil, gas, and water; the difference between
drilling fluid column pressure and reservoir pres-
sure; reservoir porosity; oil saturation; residual oil
saturation; water saturation; capillary pressure
behavior andmultiphase flow behavior; and so on.

During the invasion of filtrate into the reservoir,
the following three zones with different degrees of
displacement will radially form (Figure 7-47):

1. Near-wellbore flushed zone in which a strong
displacement is generated

2. Transitional zone (invaded zone) with a
weaker displacement outside the flushed zone

3. Virgin zone with no displacement

When the filtrate invades the reservoir and
displaces the virgin fluid in the reservoir, fluid

mixing and ionic diffusion will be generated
between filtrate and reservoir water. The mixing
process follows the mass transfer equation of
single-phase flow and is only generated in the
flushed zone and the transitional zone. The ionic
diffusion process means the process in which
the ions in high-concentration salt solution dif-
fuse into low-concentration salt solution under
osmotic pressure when salt solutions with dif-
ferent concentrations contact each other. This
process follows diffusion law.

Effect of Invasion of Drilling Fluid
on Log Response

During drilling, the pressure of the drilling fluid
column is generally higher or slightly higher than
reservoir pressure. Therefore, for a permeable res-
ervoir, the invasion of drilling fluid filtrate into the
reservoir is an accustomed situation. However,
this invasion is essentially a complicated physical
process and is related to the drilling fluid property
under the downhole condition, reservoir pressure,
reservoir permeability, reservoir porosity, oil satu-
ration, water saturation, oil viscosity, the duration
of soaking reservoir by drilling fluid, and so on.
After the drilling fluid filtrate invades into the res-
ervoir, the flushed zone, invaded zone and virgin
zone are formed (Figure 7-17).

FIGURE 7-47 Invasion of drilling fluid into reservoir.
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When drilling fluid filtrate that has a salinity
much lower than reservoir water salinity invades
the reservoir, the oil or gas reservoir and aquifer
can be identified by using electrical logging
suites with different investigation depths or elec-
trical logging with the same investigation depth
at different times due to the radially different
water saturations in the invaded zone or the dif-
ferent distributions of different salinities on the
basis of the characteristic that the saturation is
differently distributed radially in the invaded
zone.

The resistivity (approximate to invaded zone
resistivity) obtained from the apparent resistivity

curves of shallow investigation laterolog on type
curves and the true formation resistivity
obtained from the apparent resistivity curves of
deep investigation laterolog on type curves
(Figure 7-48) are used for analyzing the radial
change of reservoir resistivity.

Drilling Fluid Invasion Depth Log
Evaluation Method

The degree of invasion of drilling fluid filtrate
into sandstone oil and gas reservoir or aquifer
is also related to other factors in addition to dril-
ling fluid properties.

FIGURE 7-48 Deep, medium, and shallow resistivity log of oil and gas well and the type curves of
determining filtrate invasion depth.
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The radial change of reservoir resistivity by
the invasion of drilling fluid filtrate can be
reflected on the resistivity logging suite. The
commonly used resistivity logging suite includes
dual laterolog-microspherically focused log and
dual induction-laterolog 8. The values of RLLD,
RLLS, RXO, and so on are first read on log and
then corrected with borehole and shoulder bed.
Appropriate cyclone type curves are selected,
and filtrate invasion diameter di can be obtained.
If borehole diameter d is given, invasion depth
dp can be obtained in accordance with
Equation (7-82):

(7-82)

dp ¼ di � d

2

where: dp ¼ invasion depth of drilling fluid
filtrate into reservoir from borehole wall, cm;
di ¼ radial invasion diameter obtained on
cyclone type curves, cm; d ¼ borehole diameter
obtained from borehole diameter curve, cm.
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8.1 PREPARATIONS BEFORE
PUTTING A WELL INTO
PRODUCTION

After perforating of a cased well, preparations
before putting the well into production are nec-
essary for achieving the desired productivity.

Drifting

Drifting aims at verifying whether a wellbore is
unimpeded. Pipe string or wire rope may be used
for drifting. Because most operating units no

longer use bailing drums at present, drifting by
using wire rope has been uncommon. Drifting
is not only applied in the operation of putting
the well into production, but it is also an impor-
tant procedure before an important pipe string is
run in and during well servicing in subsequent
production processes. The main tools used for
drifting include drift diameter gauge and lead
stamp.
Drifting by Using Drift Diameter Gauge. Drift
diameter gauges are the simple and common
tools used for inspecting the drift diameter of
casing or tubing to determine whether drift
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diameter meets the standard (Figure 8-1). The
size of the drift diameter gauge is selected in
accordance with the minimum casing ID in the
well (Table 8-1).

For special usage, the outside diameter D and
length L of the drift diameter gauge can be deter-
mined on the basis of the maximum geometric
size of the tool run in. In general, the outside
diameter of the drift diameter gauge should be
4 to 6 mm less than the minimum inside diame-
ter of the casing.

If the drift diameter gauge passes smoothly
through the wellbore, it indicates that the drift
diameter of the wellbore meets the requirement.
If the drift diameter gauge meets frontal resis-
tance, there may be sand column, junk, or casing
deformation, and further inspection is required.

Drifting by Using Lead Stamp. When the drift
diameter gauge meets frontal resistance, it is
pulled out and a lead stamp is run for further
inspection to determine the condition of junk
or downhole casing deformation. The structure
of a lead stamp is shown in Figure 8-2. The tech-
nical specifications of a lead stamp are listed in
Table 8-2.

The lead stamp used for drifting and stamp-
ing should not be run too fast, in order to pre-
vent the lead stamp from impacting and
deforming midway, which may affect the analy-
sis result. A press exerted can be generally
15–30 KN and is allowed to be increased or
decreased appropriately but cannot exceed
50 KN. Impact is not allowable. The lead stamp
should just be pulled up after pressing and
stamping once. Only one pressing is allowed;
a second time of stamping is not allowable.

FIGURE 8-1 Drift diameter gauge for casing.

FIGURE 8-2 Lead stamp. 1, collar; 2, nipple; 3, brace;
4, lead body.

TABLE 8-1 Sizes of Drift Diameter Gauges of Casing Series

Specifications of casing (in.) 4½ 5 5½ 53/4 65/8 7

Outside diameter D (mm) 92 � 95 102 � 107 114 � 118 119 � 128 136 � 148 146 � 158
Length L (mm) 500 500 500 500 500 500
Connection thread NC26-12E

23/8 TBG
NC26-12E
27/8 TBG

NC31-22E
27/8 TBG

NC31-22G
27/8 TBG

NC31-22G
27/8 TBG

NC38-32E
3½ TBG
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After the lead stamp is pulled out, its techni-
cal description, photographing, and filing are
required.

Casing Scraping

Casing scraping aims at removing the cement on
the inner casing wall and the burrs at perfora-
tions in order to ensure the normal working
of downhole tools and the successful setting of
the packer.

Commonly used casing scrapers include rub-
ber sleeve type casing scraper and spring-type
casing scraper.
Rubber Sleeve Type Casing Scraper. A rubber
sleeve type casing scraper consists mainly of
upper connector, housing, rubber sleeve, wash-
ing pipe, cutting blade, and lower connector, as
shown in Figure 8-3.

There are 18 grooves for cutting blades installed
from inside to outside. Cutting blades are arranged
into three integral left-hand (or right-hand) helical
curves with a helix angle of 30�.

Cutting blades are made of materials with
high wear resistance and toughness, using preci-
sion casting technology (Figure 8-4).

Rubber sleeve has good elasticity and suffi-
cient hardness. When a cutting blade meets resis-
tance, the rubber sleeve will bear a radial
squeeze pressure of the cutting blade and gener-
ate a radial feed force acting on the cutting

blade, thus ensuring a sufficient scraping force
of the cutting blade.

When the scraper moves downward, the main
edge of the cutting blade moves down the casing
wall. The dirt on the casing wall can be repeat-
edly scraped by three cutting blades arranged
from top to bottom circumferentially. When the
dirt on the casing wall is larger and has a higher
hardness, the scraper will meet greater resis-
tance. Under this condition, rotary scraping
may be adopted. Scraping is mainly along the
helical curve, and the auxiliary edge will take a
supplementary scraping effect. The technical
specifications of a rubber sleeve type casing
scraper are listed in Table 8-3.
Spring-Type Casing Scraper. A spring-type
casing scraper consists mainly of housing, blade
plate, blade plate seat, fixing block, and helical
spring, as shown in Figure 8-5.

A spring-type scraper that has been assembled
has a maximum diameter larger than the inside
diameter of the casing to be scraped. The blade
projection on the overhead view encloses a
whole circle of 360� and there is a slight overlap.
In addition, there is no movement that may
loosen the scraper connector thread under the
condition of reciprocal scraping up and down
or right-hand and reciprocal scraping up and
down; thus, the scraper can work safely and reli-
ably. The technical specifications of a spring-
type casing scraper are listed in Table 8-4.

TABLE 8-2 Technical Specifications of Lead Stamp

Casing size (in.) 4½ 5 5½ 53/4 65/8 7 75/8
Outside diameter (mm) 95 105 118 120 145 158 174
Length (mm) 120 120 150 150 180 180 180

FIGURE 8-3 Structure of rubber sleeve type casing scraper. 1, upper
connector; 2, washing pipe; 3, rubber sleeve; 4, cutting blade;
5, housing; 6, O-ring; 7, lower connector.
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Well-Flushing

Well-flushing aims at flushing the wellbore and
carrying the dirt in the well to the surface by
flushing fluid in order to prepare for subsequent
operations.
Properties of Well-Flushing Fluid. Well-flush-
ing fluid should be clean and good quality and
should have the same relative density as that of
the killing fluid and no formation damage.

1. Relative density
The relative densities of commonly used

well-flushing fluids are shown in Table 8-5.

2. Compatibility
Sodium chloride salt water or the pro-

duced formation water after removing oil
and solids is commonly adopted as well-
flushing fluid. A well-flushing fluid should
be compatible with reservoir and forma-
tion water, and formation damage should
be decreased as much as possible, so that res-
ervoir protection may be achieved. For a
sensitive reservoir, the well-flushing fluid for-
mulation can be determined by laboratory
compatibility test.

3. Suspended solid content, particle diameter,
and total iron content

TABLE 8-3 Technical Specifications of Rubber Sleeve Type Casing Scraper

No.
Model
Number

Outside
Dimensions
(mm �mm)

Connector
Thread

Use Specification and
Performance Parameter

Casing
Scraped (in.)

Blade
Extension (mm)

1 GX-G114 j112 � 1119 NC26(2A10) 4½ 13.5

2 GX-G127 j119 � 1340 NC26(2A10) 5 12
3 GX-G140 j129 � 1443 NC31(210) 5½ 9
4 GX-G146 j133 � 1443 NC31(210) 53/4 11
5 GX-G168 j156 � 1604 330 65/8 15.5
6 GX-G178 j166 � 1604 330 7 20.5

FIGURE 8-4 Structure of cutting blade.
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Suspended solid content should be less
than or equal to 1 mg/l. Suspended solid par-
ticle diameter should be less than or equal to
2 mm. Total iron content should be less than
0.5 mg/l.

In order to ensure the quality of well-flushing
fluid, a fine filter for well-flushing fluid should
be used and well-flushing fluid should be fil-
trated before entering the well, so that formation
damage that may be caused by suspended solid
particles and ironic salt colloid precipitate can
be prevented.
Well-Flushing Methods. Well-flushing meth-
ods include direct circulation well-flushing, dur-
ing which well-flushing fluid is pumped into
the well from tubing and returned from the tub-
ing-casing annulus, and reverse circulation well-
flushing, during which well-flushing fluid is
pumped from the tubing-casing annulus and
returned from tubing.

Direct circulation flushing and reverse circu-
lation flushing have different features. When
pump pressure and pumping rate are constant,
direct circulation flushing has a lower bottom-
hole backpressure and a lower upward velocity
in the tubing-casing annulus, while reverse circu-
lation flushing has a higher bottomhole back-
pressure and a higher upward velocity in
tubing. Therefore, when the pumping rate is suf-
ficiently high, direct circulation flushing should
be adopted so that the bottomhole backpressure
on the reservoir is lower and formation damage
may be avoided; when the pumping rate is lower,

FIGURE 8-5 Structure of spring-type casing scraper.
1, fixing block; 2, Allen-type socket screw; 3, blade
plate; 4, spring; 5, housing; 6, blade plate seat.

TABLE 8-4 Technical Specifications of Spring-Type Casing Scraper

No.
Model
Number

Outside
Dimensions
(mm �mm)

Connector
Thread

Use Specification and Performance
Parameter

Casing
Scraped (in.)

Blade
Extension (mm)

1 GX-T114 j112 � 1119 NC26(2A10) 4½ 13.5

2 GX-T127 j119 � 1340 NC26(2A10) 5 12
3 GX-T140 j129 � 1443 NC31(210) 5½ 9
4 GX-T146 j133 � 1443 NC31(210) 53/4 11
5 GX-T168 j156 � 1604 330 65/8 15.5
6 GX-T178 j166 � 1604 330 7 20.5
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reverse circulation flushing is appropriate due to
the higher upward velocity of well-flushing fluid
and higher dirt-carrying ability, but it has a
higher backpressure on the reservoir and a possi-
bility of formation damage. Thus direct circula-
tion, high pumping rate, and continuous
circulation are adopted for well-flushing.
Technical Requirements for Well-Flushing.
Blank tubing should be used for well-flushing.
During actual tagging of the artificial bottom
of a well, the reading on the weight indicator
should be decreased by 2–3 t and the error
should be less than 0.5 m.

During well-flushing, tubing is run to 2–3 m
above the sand surface. The dirt at the bottom-
hole should be flushed out. The flushing fluid
volume should be larger than two times the well-
bore volume. The pumping rate during well-
flushing should not be lower than 25 m3/h.
If any pump bouncing is generated, the tubing
should be immediately pulled up, and then the
well is flushed by stepwise deepening. Bouncing
of the pump under the condition of reverse cir-
culation should be strictly inhibited in order to
prevent formation damage.

During well-flushing, a continuous timing
sampling at both inlet and outlet is required
until the properties of both the samples at inlet
and outlet are basically same.

8.2 MAIN MEASURES FOR PUTTING
THE WELL INTO PRODUCTION

Oil and gas wells will be put into production after
perforating. When the natural well productivity
cannot meet the requirement of commercial oil
and gas stream or the requirement of production
tests for productivity, well stimulation is required
before putting the well into production.

Physical and Chemical Blocking
Removal

For dozens of years, many new theories and
techniques have been introduced into the
domain of petroleum production, and physical
blocking removal techniques that aim at improv-
ing near-wellbore permeability and increasing
individual-well production rate have been gradu-
ally formed. Physical blocking removal means
that the physical fields including thermal field,
sound field (broadband), electrostatic field, mag-
netic field, and alternating electric field are used
for exciting the reservoir, removing reservoir
blocking, and increasing reservoir fluid flow-
ability, in order to increase the oil and gas well
production rate. This type of blocking removal
technique has strong adoptability, obvious effects
of increasing oil production and decreasing water
production, simple technology, low cost and high
production, no formation damage, dominance
complementarity to chemical drive, and so on,
and can have an important effect in oil and gas
production.

Chemical blocking removal has been com-
monly used in recent years. It uses blocking
remover chemicals to remove the reservoir flow
channel blocking in the vicinity of the wellbore
or around perforations.

Acidizing

Acidizing means that acid (generally hydrochlo-
ric acid) is used for removing the contaminant
in the vicinity of the wellbore and the blocking
matter in pores and fractures or interconnecting
and enlarging the original pores or fractures in
the reservoir so that reservoir permeability and
well productivity are increased. Acid washing

TABLE 8-5 Relative Densities of Commonly Used Well-Flushing Fluids

Well-Flushing Fluid

Salt Water

Formation WaterCommon Salt Water Salt Water with CaCl2 Added

Relative density 1 � 1.18 1 � 1.26 1 � 1.03
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and matrix acidizing are the commonly used
acidizing operations of blocking removal. Acid
washing is also known as skin blocking removal
acidizing and is mainly used for the skin block-
ing removal of sandstone and carbonatite oil
and gas reservoirs and the interconnecting of
perforation. Matrix acidizing is also known as
conventional acidizing and means that acid
liquor is squeezed into the reservoir pore space
under a pressure lower than the breakdown
pressure of reservoir rock so that the acid liquor
can flow radially into the reservoir and dissolve
the solids and other blocking matter in the reser-
voir pore space to enlarge pore space and restore
or increase reservoir permeability. Matrix acidiz-
ing is mainly used for removing near-wellbore
formation damage caused by drilling fluid, com-
pletion fluid, or workover fluid. Matrix acidiz-
ing technology has a large acid-rock contact
area, short acid-rock reaction time, and a treat-
ment range of about 1 m, thus achieving good
treatment effectiveness of wells with serious
blocking.

Hydraulic Fracturing

Hydraulic fracturing is a mature stimulation tech-
nique that has been applied worldwide. In recent
years, its technical level and economic benefit
have been obviously enhanced, and hydraulic
fracturing has become a main measure for putting
wells into production and increasing the well pro-
ductivity of low-permeability reservoirs.

During hydraulic fracturing of the well, a
fracturing fluid is pumped into the well using a
high-pressure pump with a pumping rate higher
than the absorbing capacity of the reservoir,
and a high pressure is formed at the bottomhole
to surmount the minimum principal in-situ stress
and the tensile strength and fracture toughness
of rock so that the formation is cracked and
the fracture generated is extended and propped
by proppant; thus, a fracture with a specific geo-
metric shape is formed and an increase in well
productivity is achieved.

Hydraulic fracturing can be individual-well or
integral fracturing in accordance with the point

of view of reservoir engineering. Hydraulic frac-
turing that takes an individual well as a working
cell is known as individual-well hydraulic fractur-
ing and aims mainly at achieving an increase in
individual-well productivity using the change of
individual-well flow condition and flow resis-
tance. The objective function of economic opti-
mization design is the maximum net present
value after individual-well fracturing; that is,
the maximum economic benefit obtained by the
total economic revenue of cumulative production
after individual-well operation minus the cost of
fracturing operation. Integral fracturing takes
a low-permeability reservoir (or block) as a
working cell and uses the flow system, which is
the optimal combination of waterflood develop-
ment pattern and hydraulically created fracture,
to achieve an increase in individual-well produc-
tivity and sweep efficiency. Both production
wells and corresponding water injection wells
are generally fractured. The optimization design
includes the relationship between oil recovery
rate, recovery percent of reserves, and economic
benefit to achieve the maximum net present value
in the whole development period, that is, the
maximum economic benefit obtained by the
total economic revenue of cumulative production
minus the cost in the whole development period
(including drilling cost, production cost, surface
construction cost, and fracturing cost).

The hydraulic fracturing technique system
includes three basic links: design, operation,
and appraisal. Operation is done under the
direction of optimization design, and appraisal
is the summation of operation and also the
examination of whether the design conforms to
reservoir and practical operation conditions.
The results of the appraisal will also be the
important grounds for improving the design.
The basic contents of a hydraulic fracturing
technique system include a reservoir appraisal
before fracturing, optimization and selection
of fracturing material, optimizing fracturing
design, studies of individual-well and integral
fracturing optimization, the operation of fractur-
ing, diagnosis of hydraulically created fracture,
and an appraisal after fracturing.
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Acid Fracturing

Acid fracturing is the most commonly used acid
treatment technology in carbonatite reservoir
stimulation operations. Acid is squeezed into
the reservoir under a pressure higher than for-
mation breakdown pressure or natural fracture
closure pressure. Thus fracture is formed in the
reservoir, and grooving wall or trachydiscontinu-
ity is generated due to the dissolution and etch-
ing of acid liquor on wall. After the external
pressure is relieved, the fracture generated can-
not be fully closed; thus, an artificial fracture
with a certain geometric size and flow conduc-
tivity is finally formed, so that the condition of
flow to the well will be improved and well pro-
ductivity will be increased. The increase in well
productivity by acid fracturing is displayed by
the following:

1. Forming fracture, increasing the area of oil
and gas flow toward the well, improving oil
and gas flow conditions, and increasing
near-wellbore flowability

2. Eliminating formation damage in the vicinity
of the borehole wall

3. Interconnecting the high-permeability zone,
the fracture system in deep reservoirs, and
the zone of oil and gas enrichment, which
are far from the wellbore

Acting Mechanisms and Applicable
Ranges of the Main Measures for
Putting a Well into Production

The present on-site application and testing of
measures for putting a well into production indi-
cate that the application effectiveness of physical
methods for a low-permeability or extra-low-
permeability reservoir is much lower than that
for a high-permeability reservoir. This is because
the application effectiveness of physical methods
is greatly dependent on the physical properties of
the reservoir and operational parameters. In par-
ticular, for tight oil and gas reservoirs, the
removal of contamination in the vicinity of the
wellbore is much more difficult than that for

high-permeability oil reservoirs. Chemical block-
ing removal technology, acidizing, and hydraulic
fracturing have been widely applied. The appli-
cation effectiveness of measures for putting a
well into production can only be enhanced by
selecting appropriate methods and operational
technical parameters on the basis of reservoir
characteristics. The acting mechanisms and
applicable conditions are listed in Table 8-6.

8.3 PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL
BLOCKING REMOVAL

Blocking removal aims at interconnecting the
flow channels between reservoir and wellbore
and enhancing high well productivity to the full
extent. Chemical or physical methods are often
used for removing blocking.

Blocking Removal by Chemicals

Chemical blocking removers have often been
used for removing channel blocking in the vicin-
ity of the wellbore or around perforations in
recent years. Chemical blocking removers can
be divided into acidic blocking remover and
nonacidic blocking remover or oxidant blocking
remover and nonoxidant blocking remover in
accordance with different acting mechanisms.
Chemical blocking remover is formulated with
organic solvent, water-soluble polymer solvent,
clay-swelling inhibitor, viscosity-reducing agent,
acid and oxidant in a certain proportion, and
the type of chemical blocking remover is opti-
mized in accordance with the type of blocking
matter. In addition, under the condition of
unidentified blocking matter, a combination
system, which consists of organic, inorganic,
polar, and nonpolar high-molecular polymer or
low-molecular substance and has composite
blocking-removing ability, can be used.
Blocking Removal by Chemical Solvent
1. Mechanism of blocking removal by chemical

solvent
The solvent has a strong blocking-matter–

dissolving ability. The paraffin, gum, and
asphaltine, and so on in oil can mostly be
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TABLE 8-6 Acting Mechanisms and Applicable Conditions of Various Measures for
Putting a Well into Production

Measures for Putting a
Well into Production Acting Mechanism Applicable Condition and Range

Chemical
blocking
removal

Chemical
solvent

Dissolving blocking matter due to the
strong solvability of solvent

Blocking of organic matter precipitated
due to change of temperature and
pressure, sulfur precipitation blocking
for high-sulfur oil and gas wells

Anti-swelling
and
deswelling
agent

Inhibiting the hydration, swelling,
dispersion, and migration of smectite
fine, so that crystal sheet may be
compressed

Underproduction oil wells and
underinjection water injection wells
with low acid treatment effectiveness
due to clay particle migration and clay
mineral swelling

Viscosity-
reducing
agent

Wetting and dispersing effect, forming
O/W emulsion with heavy oil for
visbreaking

Oil wells with high flow resistance due to
the deposition of heavy components
(gum, asphaltenes, paraffin) in the
vicinity of the wellbore

Heat chemical Generating a great amount of heat
energy and gas by chemical reaction,
softening and dissolving blocking
matter, reducing heavy oil viscosity

Poor physical properties, complicated
relation between oil and water, viscous
oil with low flowability, organic matter
precipitation, contamination and
blocking due to emulsified oil caused
by invasion of killing fluid filtrate in the
vicinity of the wellbore

Oxidant Generating oxidizing and decomposing
effects on organic scale blocking
matter due to strong oxidizing ability

Oil well and water injection well blocking
caused by bacterial slime and the
organic matter and organic gel in
drilling fluid system

Surface tension
reducer

Obviously reducing the surface tension of
water, reducing the starting pressure
difference necessary for water phase
flow

Water block and emulsion block caused by
mud filtrate, water-based well-flushing
fluid and killing fluid in reservoir
throats and the block caused by oil
sullage

Active enzyme Releasing reservoir oil adsorbed on rock
surface, changing rock surface
wettability

When water content in reservoir is less
than 50% and formation damage is
caused by reservoir rock wettability
reversal, active enzyme can be
effectively used for removing blocking

Physical
blocking
removal

Ultrasonic
wave

Using the vibration and cavitation effects
of ultrasonic wave

Appropriate for oil reservoirs sensitive to
water and acid and inappropriate for
reservoirs treated by conventional
hydraulic fracturing; the lower the
reservoir permeability and the higher
the oil viscosity, the poorer the
effectiveness of ultrasonic treatment

Blocking
removal by
microwave

Using the heating effect, fracture-
creating effect, and unheating effect
of microwave

Appropriate mainly for heavy oil reservoirs,
high pour-point oil reservoirs, and
low-permeability oil reservoirs
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dissolved by organic solvent. The organic sol-
vent first permeates to the contact surface
between high-molecular substance and solid
particles and wets the solid particle surface;
thus, the high-molecular substance will fall
off and will be rapidly dissolved and dis-
persed, and the flow channels blocked may
then be interconnected.

During production of a high-sulfur oil
well, sulfur (free sulfur) may precipitate due

to the change of temperature and pressure
and may form blocking along with me-
chanical admixture. The solvent DMDS and
sulfur-dissolving catalyst can be used for
removing the blocking. This method has a
high sulfur-dissolving rate, low combustibil-
ity, safe service, and low corrosiveness; thus,
high effectiveness can be achieved.

2. Application of blocking removal by chemical
solvent

TABLE 8-6 Acting Mechanisms and Applicable Conditions of Various Measures for Putting
a Well into Production—cont’d

Measures for Putting a
Well into Production Acting Mechanism Applicable Condition and Range

Magnetic
treatment

Using magnetocolloid effect, hydrogen
bond variation, and inner crystal
nucleus effect to change the
microstructures of paraffin crystal and
the crystal with dissolved salt

Appropriate mainly for reservoirs with high
viscosity and reservoirs that are easy to
paraffin

Hydraulic
vibration

Generating fluid pressure pulse for
removing blocking at bottomhole

Appropriate for wells for which
conventional stimulation is inefficient
and of which the reservoir has a slight
sand production

Mechanical
vibration

Generating mechanical wave field for
removing blocking by using
mechanical device

Appropriate to oil reservoirs that have
simple structure, integral tract, good
connectedness, medium-viscosity oil,
and no or less sand production

Low-frequency
electric
pulse

Generating vibration effect, cavitation
effect, relative movement effect,
twice shock wave effect, and heat
effect for removing reservoir blocking

Appropriate for oil and gas reservoirs that
have rapid production rate decline and
low degree of production and are
sensitive to water and acid

Acidizing Acid cleaning Generating decomposition and
dissolution effect of acid on blocking
matter for removing the blocking
matter in pores and fracture

Appropriate for skin blocking removal of
sandstone and carbonatite oil and gas
reservoirs, and interconnection of
perforation

Matrix
acidizing

Decomposing and dissolving blocking
matter, interconnecting and enlarging
original pores and fractures in the
reservoir, increasing reservoir
permeability

Appropriate for wells that have serious
blocking in the vicinity of the wellbore
and treatment range of about 1 m

Acid fracturing Forming etched channel and etched
fracture with a certain geometric size
and flow conductivity

The most commonly used treatment
technology in carbonatite reservoir
stimulation

Fracturing Hydraulic
fracturing

Forming the propped fracture with a
certain geometric shape in the
reservoir

A mature stimulation technique thatwhich
has been widely applied in sandstone
reservoirs
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The Chengbei oil field in the Bohai oil
region has high-viscosity heavy oil, and par-
affin, gum, and asphaltene commonly precip-
itate in oil wells during production, thus
causing blocking. The chemical solvent U-01
has been used for removing blocking. Labo-
ratory and on-site tests indicate that the
U-01 blocking remover has a obvious block-
ing removing effectiveness.
a. Organic scale solubility in solvent. Down-

hole organic scale solubility test evalua-
tion results of the Chengbei oil field are
listed in Table 8-7.

b. Core flow test. The blocking removal test
results of U-01 blocking remover indicate
that core permeability is restored to the
level before blocking by using U-01 block-
ing remover and blocking removal effec-
tiveness is increased with the increase of
pressurizing time (Table 8-8).

c. On-site operation and effectiveness of
U-01 blocking remover. In the B9 well of
the Chengbei oil field, the designed block-
ing removal radius of the blocking
removal test using U-01 blocking remover
is 1 m. The fluid was injected under a pres-
sure lower than formation breakdown
pressure. The on-site test results are shown
in Table 8-9 and Figure 8-6.

Blocking Removal by Anti-Swelling and
Deswelling Agent
1. Mechanism of blocking removal by anti-

swelling and deswelling agent
A unit cell of smectite (Al1.67Mg0.33)

[Si4O10][OH]2 � nH2O consists of two silica
oxygen tetrahedron sheets and one alumina
octahedral sheet between them. The tetrahe-
dron and octahedral are connected by a com-
mon oxygen atom. The structure of smectite
is shown in Figure 8-7. A feature of smectite

crystal structure is that the oxygen layers
between overlapping unit cells stand opposite
each other and the acting force between them
is a weak intermolecular force; thus, the con-
nection between the unit cells is not tight and
can easily disperse into fine grains and even
separate to the thickness of a unit cell (grains
smaller than 1 mm are more than 50%). The
other feature of smectite crystal structure is
that isomorphous replacement is common;
that is, the aluminum in alumina octahedral
is replaced by magnesium, iron, or zinc, and
so on, with a replacement rate of up to 25%
to 35%, while the silicon in silica oxygen tet-
rahedron can also be replaced by aluminum
with a lower replacement rate, which is gen-
erally less than 5%. Thus the unit cell of
smectite carries more negative charges and
has greater ion-exchange capacity, which is
up to 80–150 meq/ml.

Smectite may swell after meeting water;
thus, flow channels will narrow or will be
blocked by swelled cementing matter. The
swollen smectite has a loose structure, and
the fine grains may fall off, migrate, and
block the smaller channels. The cation
exchange that may be generated between the
electropositivity groups of cationic organic
polymer molecules in chemical anti-swelling
agents and the low-valence cations (such as
Naþ, Kþ, Ca2þ, and Mg2þ) between smectite
crystal sheets and on the surface, the strong
electrostatic attractive force between the elec-
tropositivity ions or groups on macromole-
cule chains of organic polymer and negative
charge centers in smectite, and the Van der
Waals force make the macromolecule of
organic polymer be firmly adsorbed on the
surfaces of smectite and other microcrystal
sheets, thus forming a unimolecular film.
As a result, the negative charges between

TABLE 8-7 Downhole Organic Scale Solubilities in Different Solvents in Chengbei Oil Field

Type of solvent U-01 Benzene HL-18 Halohydrocarbon Pyridine Diesel

Solubility (%) 100 92 91 61 25 15
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TABLE 8-8 Core Blocking Removal Effectiveness by Using U-01 Blocking Removal under the Condition
of Different Pressurizing Times

Pressurizing
Time (h)

Before Blocking Before Blocking Removal After Blocking Removal

Blocking
Removal
Ratio (%)

Pressure
Difference
(MPa)

Flow
Rate
(ml/
min)

Mobility
(mm�2/
MPa � s)

Pressure
Difference
(MPa)

Flow
Rate
(ml/
min)

Mobility
(mm�2/
MPa � s)

Pressure
Difference
(MPa)

Flow
Rate
(ml/
min)

Mobility
(mm�2/
MPa � s)

1 0.43 3.9 0.019 >1.7 <0.01 <2 � 10�5 0.39 3.6 0.019 100

0.5 0.44 3.6 0.017 >1.7 <0.01 <2 � 10�5 0.41 3.5 0.016 95
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smectite crystal sheets and on the surface are
neutralized, electrostatic repulsion between
crystal sheets and between grains is
decreased, and the crystal sheets shrink and
are not easily hydrated, swelled, and dis-
persed. In addition, the organic polymer
molecules can be simultaneously adsorbed
on crystal sheets and fine grains due to the
long chain, thus inhibiting the dispersion
and migration of smectite fines and prevent-
ing the hydration and swelling of smectite
and the dispersion and migration of its
grains. The cationic organic polymer that is
adsorbed on smectite crystal sheets and fines
is difficult to desorb; thus, it can maintain
long-term effectiveness of anti-swelling and
blocking removal and may not be affected
by acid, alkali, and salt in general.

Clay deswelling agent is a chemically
synthesized cationic high molecular polymer
and can break the swelled clay lattice and
restore reservoir permeability. Under acidic
conditions, its cationic group has an oxidiz-
ing property, which may break the clay lat-
tice, make the clay after adsorbing water
release the adsorbed water, and make the
swelled volume contract and restore the
blocked capillaries in the reservoir. In general,
the hydratability of cations of a clay deswel-
ling agent is lower than that of Liþ, Naþ,
Mg2þ, Ca2þ, and so on. Clay may selectively
adsorb cations and predominantly adsorb the
cations with lower hydratability; thus, the
cations of a clay deswelling agent may be pre-
dominantly adsorbed by clay in comparison
with Naþ or Ca2þ. After they are adsorbed

TABLE 8-9 Change of Production Rate by Blocking Remover in B9 well
of Chengbei Oil Field

Date

Tubing
Pressure
(MPa)

Liquid-
Producing
Rate (m3/d)

Oil
Production
Rate (m3/d)

Producing
Fluid
Level (m)

Before blocking removal 1998-10-11 0.85 50.5 7.6 1080

After blocking removal 1998-12 3.2 214.0 21.1 0
1999-01-02 2.1 156.0 20.6 0

1999-03-04 1.5 130.0 18.3 0

FIGURE 8-6 Pressure vs. time for B9 well in Chengbei oil field.
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by clay, the dehydration between crystal
sheets may be impelled, which makes crystal
sheets sustain compression; thus, a tight
structure is formed and clay hydration is
effectively inhibited. The structures of lithium
smectite and sodium smectite are shown in
Figure 8-8 and Figure 8-9, respectively.

2. Application of blocking removal by anti-
swelling and deswelling agent

In the Weicheng and Mazhai oil fields of
the Zhongyuan oil region, underinjection of
water injection wells and underproduction
of oil wells has been generated due to fine
grain migration and clay mineral swelling.
On-site mud acid and hydrochloric acid
treatments had low short-term effectiveness.
Thus blocking removal technology in which
the anti-clay-swelling and deswelling agent

FIGURE 8-7 Structure of smectite.

FIGURE 8-8 The structure of lithium smectite with
32 water molecules.

FIGURE 8-9 The structure of sodium smectite with
64 water molecules.
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HDS-01 is predominant has been applied and
obvious effectiveness has been obtained. It
is especially appropriate for the blocking
removal treatment of oil wells and water
injection wells in which acidizing treatment
has no obvious effectiveness.

This anti-swelling and deswelling agent is
a chemically synthesized cationic high molec-
ular polymer and is a slightly orange-colored
transparent involatile toxic corrosive liquid
that is fully miscible with water. It can pre-
vent clay from swelling, break swelled clay
lattice, and restore reservoir permeability.

On the basis of a successful pilot test of
water-sensitive reservoir productivity restora-
tion of the Wei 360 well in the Weicheng oil
field, the deswelling technology has been
applied in the eight oil wells that have water
sensitivity. Individual-well daily liquid pro-
duction rate, daily oil production rate, and
cumulative oil production are respectively
increased by 5.8 t/d, 3.2 t/d, and 2513 t; thus,
good effectiveness has been obtained.

Blocking Removal by Viscosity-Reducing
Agent
1. Mechanism of blocking removal by viscosity-

reducing agent
A viscosity-reducing agent contains a cer-

tain quantity of surfactant and some basic
compounds. A part of the surfactant may be
adsorbed onto the rock grain surface to take
an oil-displacing action, while the other part
of the surfactant may wet and disperse the
wax in wax-bearing crude oil to form O/W
emulsion and reduce the viscosity of crude
oil. After injecting a viscosity-reducing agent,
a mixture of the surfactant, the generated sur-
factant, and the crude oil will be formed and
will flow from reservoir to bottomhole and
then toward the wellhead. In this process
the viscosity-reducing agent makes the heavy
oil form oil droplets and disperse in water.
Under the effect of the surfactant, the oil-
water interfacial tension is greatly reduced,
the surface active molecules in the water
phase are concentrated at the oil-water

interface and are adsorbed around the oil
droplets, the oil droplets are encircled by the
films formed by the surfactant, and the O/W
emulsion in which heavy oil is a dispersed
phase and water is a continuous phase is
formed, thus preventing the oil droplets from
coagulating. The internal friction of heavy oil
is changed to the internal friction of water in
flow process due to low water viscosity. Dur-
ing flow in the channel, the friction between
the heavy oil and the rock grains around the
channel is changed to friction between the
water and the rock grains around the chan-
nel, thus greatly decreasing the O/W emulsion
flow resistance in the vicinity of the wellbore
and removing blocking caused by the gum
and asphaltene in heavy oil. In deep reser-
voirs, chemical blocking remover may also
mix with heavy oil to form O/W emulsion
and decrease heavy oil flow resistance; thus,
a heavy production rate can be increased.

2. Application of blocking removal by viscosity-
reducing agent

In the production process of the Dalinghe
oil reservoir of the Liaohe oil field, reservoir
blocking in the vicinity of the wellbore was
caused by the precipitation of the heavy com-
ponents (gum, asphaltene, and wax) in crude
oil and matter that easily scales, which is
in formation water. The viscosity-reducing
blocking remover DLA, which is an aqueous
solution of surfactant, dispersant, complex-
ing agent, organic acid, inhibitor, and other
aids, has been applied. Twenty-two well-time
blocking removal operations were done using
DLA in five oil wells of the Dalinghe oil res-
ervoir, and good results were obtained
(Table 8-10).

Thermo-Chemical Blocking Removal
1. Mechanism of thermo-chemical blocking

removal
Blocking matter including dead oil, wax,

gum, and asphaltene in the reservoir can be
rapidly fluxed by a large amount of heat
energy and gas, which may be generated
during exothermic chemical reactions in
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combination with the cleaning action of sur-
factant on the reservoir, and the gas gener-
ated during grains, thus achieving blocking
removal and oil flow channel interconnec-
tion. In addition, the heat effect of the chem-
ical reaction has the effects of fluxing and
visbreaking on the blocking matter.

2. Application of thermo-chemical blocking
removal

The Pucheng oil field is a complicated
fault-block oil and gas field with poor physi-
cal properties, complicated oil-gas relations,
heavy oil, low flowability, and organic matter
precipitation. The decrease of reservoir per-
meability in the vicinity of the wellbore and
the decrease of production rate (even off pro-
duction) were caused by near-wellbore con-
tamination and blocking that was caused by
the emulsified oil generated by killing fluid
filtrate invasion. A heat chemical system that
consisted of sodium nitrite, ammonium chlo-
ride, and aids was used, and the contamina-
tion and blocking in the vicinity of the
wellbore was effectively removed, the pro-
ductivity of the reservoir was brought into
full play, and obvious effectiveness was
obtained.
a. Composition of thermo-chemical blocking

remover and principle of heat generation

This thermo-chemical blocking remover
consists of heat-generating agent, retard-
ing agent, and dispersant, in which the
heat-generating agent is the principal
agent and is used for generating a large
amount of heat and nitrogen gas due to
the reaction of NO2

� to NH4
þ, as shown

in the following equation:

NO2
þ þ NH4

þ ! N2 " þ 2H2Oþ Heat

The retarding agent is used for
controlling the reaction rate of the heat-
generating agent, and the pH value of the
solution can be regulated in accordance
with the requirements of the well to be oper-
ated, thus controlling the reaction rate and
the exotherm of the system (Figure 8-10).
The dispersant is an active substance and is
used for dispersing organic matter including
wax, gum, and asphaltene into fine grains,
so that it can still be in a dispersed state
and may not coalesce.

b. On-site application of thermo-chemical
blocking removal

A thermo-chemical blocking removal
operation was conducted in wells of the
Pucheng oil field. Before blocking
removal, the near-wellbore areas in a total
of 27 wells had serious blocking and low

TABLE 8-10 Blocking Removal Results Using DLA Remover in Dalinghe Oil Reservoir
in Liaohe Oil Field

Well
No.

DLA
Squeezed
(t)

Oil Production
Rate (t/d)

Liquid Production
Rate (t/d)

Valid
Period
(d)

Cumulative
Oil
Increased
(t)

Cumulative
Liquid
Increased
(t)

Before
Blocking
Removal

After
Blocking
Removal

Before
Blocking
Removal

After
Blocking
Removal

2-8-307 33.22 2.7 6.4 9.1 18.9 91 319.3 842.8

2-7-307 30.18 0.7 5.3 2.8 14.6 86 225.4 578.2
2-8-304 33.01 4.0 5.9 12.5 24.4 105 191.9 1201.9
2-6-313 29.88 6.3 7.9 15.9 24.7 >226 284.8 1566.4
2-08-3 26.20 0.2 2.7 7.8 41.0 >190 497.5 6606.8
2-7-311 29.66 3.3 4.8 14.4 19.7 168 241.5 853.3
2-8-04C 31.21 1.5 3.6 7.1 46.0 116 212.1 3928.9
2-7-209C 28.46 0.3 2.9 6.5 39.4 >90 244.4 3092.6
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permeability and the wells had average
individual-well liquid production rate of
5.5 t/d, average individual-well oil pro-
duction rate of 1.5 t/d, average working
fluid level of 1559 m, insufficient liquid
supply, low degree of fullness (only 1/4),
and low liquid production rate. After
blocking removal, a total of 26 wells had
obvious effectiveness, average individual-
well liquid production rate of 13.5 t/d,
average individual-well oil production rate
of 4 t/d, and average working fluid level of
1455 m (Table 8-11).

Blocking Removal by Oxidant. Acidizing is
inefficient to remove blocking caused by bacte-
rial slime, organic matter in the drilling fluid sys-
tem, and organic gel in oil production wells and
water injection wells. However, oxidants such as
ClO2, H2O2, and nitric acid have a degradation

action on organic matter and the gel system used
for controlling profile and have a bactericidal
action on saprophytic bacteria and sulfate-
reducing bacteria, and so on.

In the oil production wells and water injec-
tion wells of the Huzhan oil field, acidizing
was ineffective in removing blocking caused by
bacterial slime, organic matter in the drilling
fluid system, and organic gel in oil production
wells and water injection wells; thus, the ClO2

system was used as blocking remover. The degra-
dation action of the ClO2 system on organic
blocking matter is shown in Table 8-12, and
the use effectiveness of the ClO2 system in some
of the oil wells of the Huzhan oil field is shown
in Table 8-13.
Blocking Removal by Surface Tension
Reducer. Low-pressure tightness of a reservoir
easily generates water blocking and emulsion
blocking. Water blocking occurs because various
working fluid filtrates, formation water, and so
on enter and block reservoir pore throats during
drilling, well completion, and servicing opera-
tions; or the outside casing channeling water
enters the reservoir, or formation water is pro-
duced. A blocking removal system formulated
with surface tension reducer and other aids can
obviously reduce the surface tension of water,
can generate high ability to clean oil fleck and
oil sand, and can greatly decrease the starting
pressure drawdown necessary for water phase
flow; thus, water phase blocking can be rapidly

TABLE 8-11 Blocking Removal Results Using Heat Chemical in Pucheng Oil Field

Well No.

Before Blocking
Removal

After Blocking
Removal Difference Cumulative

Valid
Period (d)
Thermo-
chemical

Liquid
(t/d)

Oil
(t/d)

Water
cut (%)

Liquid
(t/d)

Oil
(t/d)

Water
cut (%)

Liquid
(t/d)

Oil
(t/d)

Liquid
(t/d)

Oil
(t/d)

51-175 3.1 0.5 83.9 18.6 3.3 82.3 15.5 2.8 593 409 147

P2-163 7.2 2.7 62.5 16.7 6.7 60.0 9.5 4.0 873 464 116
6-5911 11.5 1.7 85.2 22.9 2.5 89.1 11.4 0.8 151 80 99
P3-372 3.3 0.8 75.8 5.5 0.7 87.3 2.2 �0.1 38 0 55
Bu 1 11.0 5.4 50.9 18.3 11.4 37.7 7.3 6.0 1501 918 153
Wei 317-4 2.0 1.5 25.0 6.5 3.5 46.2 4.5 2.0 729 324 162
P3-112 112 8.4 92.5 125 12.5 90 13 4.1 2565 832 205

FIGURE 8-10 Relation between system temperature and
reaction time.
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removed. This system is suitable for removing
blocking including water blocking, emulsion
blocking, oil fleck and oil sand that are gener-
ated by drilling fluid filtrate, water-based flush-
ing and killing fluid, and formation water
produced.

The CY-3 blocking remover is mainly formu-
lated with organic solvent, special surfactant,
penetrant, and anti-swelling agent. It is a water-
based solution with medium to weak basicity
and effective matter content of 25%, is colorless
and transparent, nontoxic and noncombustible,
and has high solubility, obvious water surface
tension–reducing ability, and strong oil fleck
and oil sand–cleaning ability (Table 8-14).

The CY-3 blocking remover is mainly used for
removing water blocking, emulsion blocking,
and so on caused by working fluid filtrate.
It was introduced into on-site application in
July 1992 and has been commonly used in the
Huabei, Jiling, Xinjiang, Tuha, Jidong, Bohai,
and Liaohe oil fields. More than 100 well-times
of blocking removal operations in oil wells and

water injection wells have been conducted with
a success ratio of 100% and a economic effec-
tiveness of more than 90% (Table 8-15).
Blocking Removal by Active Enzyme. An
enzyme is a protein with catalytic ability. It is
generated by the living body cell of a microor-
ganism and formed by gene grafting. It can
release oil that is adsorbed on the rock surface

TABLE 8-12 Degradation Action of ClO
2
System on Organic Blocking Matter

Sample Soak Time, h Phenomenon

F917 gel (6 g) 2 Gel fully changes into thick solution

PAM gel (6 g) 12 A small amount of flock, which can be carried away.
Most of it is oxidized and degraded into solution

PAM expansion body (6 g) 24 Its strength is reduced. It can be broken into small pieces
(which can be carried away by water stream) by slight
pressurization

PAM crosslinking expansion body (6 g) 24 Swelling by absorbing water. Being fragile by agitating

TABLE 8-13 Blocking Removal Effectiveness of ClO
2
System in Some Oil Wells of Huzhan

Oil Field

Well
No.

Before Blocking Removal After Blocking Removal

Cumulative
Increase of Oil (t)

Liquid
(t/d)

Oil
(t/d)

Water cut
(%)

Liquid
(t/d)

Oil
(t/d)

Water cut
(%)

QC29 Sidetracking 7.0 6.6 5 1386

HC2-28 1.2 1.0 1.7 9.8 5.4 40 704
HCl-88 Sidetracking 18.0 9.2 49 1300

TABLE 8-14 Surface Tension Values
of CY-3 Blocking Remover
and Other Surfactants
in Sewage and Injection
Water in Lunnan Oil Field

Solution

Surface Tension (mN/m)

Sewage Injection Water

Blank 35.4 63.9

CY-3 22.1 20.7
1% Pingpingjia (O-15) 34.7 34.4
1% OP-10 33.4 32.5
1% Tuwen 80 35.1 35.4
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in the reservoir and change the wettability of
rock surface. When the reaction is ended, there
is no change in chemical property and quantity,
that is, no change in itself or breaking. This indi-
cates that its effect can be kept for a long time
and means that it can be used repeatedly. When
the water cut in reservoir is less than 50% and
formation damage is caused by reservoir rock
wettability reversal, an active enzyme is effec-
tive for blocking removal. At present, concen-
trated enzyme is used on a trial basis. Packed
enzyme is metered by 100% concentration. The
operating fluid concentration is generally about
8% to 11%. The on-site tests indicate that under
reservoir conditions, the operating fluid is still
effective when its concentration is reduced to
5%. The features of enzyme blocking remover
include: (1) oil and its attachment can be rapidly
separated, catalytic process is a biochemical
reaction, and the enzyme can be used repeatedly
after reseparation; (2) the remover is pollution-
free for the human body and environment;
(3) it has a pH value of 7 and is neutral; (4) it
can dissolve in oil, but not in water; and
(5) the effect of enzyme on basal matter has uni-
city, and new pollution of the reservoir may not
be generated. The dominant ingredients of some
blocking remover include Gyeenzyme 280-CAD
enzyme, stabilizing agent, and water.

The Qiaokou oil field is an oil field with high
temperature, high pressure, high salinity, low

permeability, and serious heterogeneity. The main
reservoirs are the sand group. 1–4 of the lower
Sha 2 submember and sand group. 2–5 of the
upper Sha 3 submember. The lower Sha 2 submem-
ber has a buried depth of 2470–2600 m and limy
arkose. The reservoir has mean porosity of
20.6%, mean permeability of 4709 � 103 mm2,
original reservoir pressure of 26.65 MPa, satura-
tion pressure of 7.98–12.75 MPa, and formation
pressure coefficient of 1.06. It is a medium poros-
ity, medium-low–permeability oil reservoir with
heterogeneity.

The active enzyme blocking removal technique
has been applied in five wells of the Qiaokou oil
field, and good effectiveness has been obtained to
varying degrees. Daily oil production and cumula-
tive oil production are respectively increased by
1.0–9.0 t and 2343 t.

Physical Blocking Removal

Physical blocking removal methods use a heat
field, sound field (broadband), electrostatic field,
magnetic field, alternating electric field, and so
on to excite the oil reservoir, remove reservoir
blocking, increase reservoir fluid flowability,
and enhance the oil recovery factor. These meth-
ods have high adaptability, simple technology,
high technical content, less cost, high output,
no reservoir contamination, dominance comple-
mentarity with the chemical blocking removal

TABLE 8-15 Blocking Removal Effectiveness of CY-3 Blocking Remover in Oil Wells

Daily Liquid
Production (m3)

Daily Liquid
Production (t) Water cut (%)

Oil
Field

Well
No.

Before
Blocking
Removal

After
Blocking
Removal

Before
Blocking
Removal

After
Blocking
Removal

Before
Blocking
Removal

After
Blocking
Removal

Cumulative
Oil
Increased (t)

Valid
Period
(d)

Jidong G94-1 0 18.0 0 18.0 — — 450 35
L24-1 0 17.0 0 17.0 — — 2100 235
L11-1 7.0 11.4 7.0 11.4 0 0 450 160
G59-35 0 120.0 0 12.0 — — 2400 >270

Jiling 1-3 15.0 26.8 10.4 16.0 30.5 40.3 128 136
303 14.2 22.6 6.5 11.4 53.8 54.0 415 180

A2 9.1 12.6 1.5 2.9 83.4 77.0 259 96
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method, and some special properties, and have
been widely applied. At present, more than ten
physical blocking removal methods, which
include the ultrasonic wave method, micro-
wave method, magnetic treatment method,
vibration method, and low-frequency electric
pulse method, have been put into industrial test-
ing or are being developed.
Blocking Removal by Ultrasonic Wave. The
vibrating action and cavitation action of ultra-
sonic waves can be used for removing con-
tamination and blocking in the vicinity of the
wellbore to increase oil well productivity,
enhance oil recovery factor, prolong the service
life of downhole production equipment, and
shorten production downtime.

1. Mechanism of blocking removal by ultra-
sonic wave

An ultrasonicwave is amechanical wave and
has the general properties of a wave, that is,
vibration and transmitting energy. A high-
power ultrasonic transducer is run to reservoir
depth. Under mechanical vibrating action, cavi-
tation action, thermal effect, reversed flow
action, and sound flow action, the blocking
matter loosens and falls off and is carried by
fluid to the surface. When a Type CSF-250-3
ultrasonic generator acts on 4 ml of engine oil
under insulated conditions, the oil body temper-
ature can be increased from 15�C to 50�C
within 18 minutes. The temperature curve
measured is shown inFigure 8-11.The vibration
generated by the sonicwave in the reservoirmay
also impel crude oil to flow toward the bottom-
hole sonic source along the path of the reflected
wave, thus impelling the crude oil in the reser-
voir to flow and accumulate and increase well
productivity (Figure 8-12).

2. Technological process of blocking removal by
ultrasonic wave

An ultrasonic reservoir-treating system
consists of surface equipment and downhole
instruments and includes surface sonic and
ultrasonic generator, transmitter cable, and
high power transmitting electroacoustic
transducer (Figure 8-13).

FIGURE 8-11 Thermal effect of ultrasonic wave.

FIGURE 8-12 Effect of ultrasonic wave on the reservoir.

FIGURE 8-13 Technological process of ultrasonic
reservoir-treating system. 1, cable measurement truck;
2, ultrasonic generator; 3, cable winch; 4, wellhead
pulley; 5, wellhead support; 6, cable; 7, casing;
8, transducer; 9, voltage ceramic ring base array;
10, interbed; 11, oil reservoir.
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The following types of wells and reservoirs
are appropriate for blocking removal by ultra-
sonic waves:

1. Oil wells and water injection wells with seri-
ous contamination and blocking caused by
scaling and wax deposit or wells with con-
tamination generated during the operations
of drilling, fracturing, acidizing, chemical
sand control, and chemical wax removal,
and so on.

2. Oil reservoirs that are sensitive to water or
acid.

3. Wells that are unsuitable for fracturing before
being put into production due to nearness to
aquifer, inferior cement job quality, or ease
of channeling, and so on, and reservoirs that
are unsuitable for conventional hydraulic
fracturing.

4. Oil wells and water injection wells in which
other measures cannot be taken for one-trip
treatment of some layer under the condition
of commingling production.

5. Wells in which conventional measures cannot
be taken due to casing leak under the condi-
tion of casing deformation and draft diameter
larger than 90 mm.

6. Heavy oil wells with high asphaltene content
and low productivity under the condition of
production by conventional technology.

Blocking Removal by Microwave. A micro-
wave is a non-ionizing electromagnetic wave.
In the electromagnetic wave spectrum, the
microwave region is between the infrared band
and the radiowave band. The wavelength of a
microwave is 1 cm to 1 m and the frequency of
microwave is 300 MHZ–300 GHZ.

1. Mechanism of blocking removal by microwave
The microwave blocking removal tech-

nique uses a high-power microwave source
for radiating microwave on the reservoir to
improve permeability in the vicinity of the
wellbore by the thermal effect, fracture-cre-
ating action, and nonthermal effect of
microwave. Microwave has a dielectric ther-
mal effect on matter; that is, when a polar

molecule accepts energy, the molecule
affected is instantaneously changed from a
relatively static state to a dynamic state. A
thermal effect is generated by molecular
dipole rotation at a high speed of several bil-
lion HZ. An oil reservoir is composed of var-
ious types of chemical matter and has an
obvious heterogeneity; thus, under the effect
of microwaves, different matter components
have obviously different increases of temper-
ature and different thermal expansion coeffi-
cient values, and differential thermal
expansion and shrinkage and great thermal
stress are generated, so that many microfrac-
tures may be generated or fractures may
develop. The generation of secondary micro-
fracture in low-permeability reservoirs may
cause an increase in reservoir permeability,
thus achieving low-permeability reservoir
development under high-permeability condi-
tions. In addition, because the microwave
frequency is close to the inherent frequency
of the polar molecule of the reservoir fluid,
resonance is very easy to generate, so that
long-chain molecule compounds, branched-
chain molecule compounds, heterocyclic
compounds, heterocyclic compounds, and
combined gum and loose structure may be
broken and cracked, heavy oil may be
changed to low-viscosity light oil, setting
point may be decreased, and blocking
removal can be achieved.

At present, microwave heating techniques
include: (1) heating the water or water steam
that is injected into the reservoir from the sur-
face using microwave; (2) directly heating the
reservoir using microwave to increase reser-
voir temperature (Figure 8-14); and (3) heat-
ing a multibore well reservoir using
microwave (Figure 8-15).

2. Microwave blocking removal well comple-
tion methods

When heavy oil is produced using micro-
waves at a low temperature, the reservoir
temperature is close to thermal production
temperature and a heavy oil reservoir is
unconsolidated; thus, the reservoir is prone
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to sand production during oil production.
Hence sand control should be considered in
choosing a well completion method. In addi-
tion, completion string material and structure
should meet the requirements of the micro-
wave blocking removal technique; that is,
the completion string should ensure hole sta-
bility and sand control and should have a
low microwave radiation penetration loss.
a. Ceramic liner completion method. Sand

control is achieved by using a special
ceramic liner and the natural bridging
action of reservoir sand. This method is
suitable for sand control under the condi-
tion of heavy oil reservoir with no serious
sand production. The completion string
consists of hook wall packer, telescopic
joint, blind pipe, ceramic liner, and
ceramic bulkhead. This method has simple
structure, convenient operation, and lower
sand control ability.

b. Simplified gravel packing ceramic screen
completion method. Gravel packing can
achieve effective reservoir protection and
sand control. It has generally a sand con-
trol period of up to 10 to 15 years and is
the most effective sand control technology
at present. When ceramic screen gravel
pack completion is adopted, the simplified
gravel pack completion method is appro-
priate. The completion string consists of
hook wall packer, telescopic joint, blind
pipe, ceramic screen, and ceramic bulk-
head. This method has simple structure
and higher sand control effectiveness.

3. Casing string design and cementing design of
microwave blocking removal well

During microwave blocking removal, a
reservoir is directly heated at the bottomhole,
and an insulating casing nipple and a small
quantity of telescopic casing joints should be
considered to be used under the condition of
production at medium and high temperature.
The upper part of the casing string has only
been slightly affected by temperature, and
the effect of temperature on the near-reser-
voir lower part of the casing string should
be emphasized to be considered. In addition,
a special cementing design is required in
order to ensure the effective sealing prop-
erty of the annulus between casing and bore-
hole wall.
a. Low-temperature microwave blocking re-

moval. The requirements of low-temperature
microwave blocking removal for casing
string design and cementing technology
are similar to those of conventional ther-
mal production. The lower part of the
casing string should adopt high-strength
casing to the full extent. Heat-resisting
stabilizing agent, thermal insulation addi-
tive, and binding additive should be added
to cement slurry.

b. Medium- and high-temperature micro-
wave blocking removal. Under the condi-
tion of medium- and high-temperature
microwave blocking removal, the reser-
voir is heated to more than 400�C.

FIGURE 8-14 Single-well microwave heating. 1, electric
power; 2, microwave source and reflector; 3, ceramic (or
organic glass) casing.

FIGURE 8-15 Multibore well reservoir heating by
microwave.
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In order to prevent casing failure by ther-
mal stress and the failure of sealing
between casing string and reservoir, the
following special measures should be
taken: (1) using special high-temperature–
resistant cement for cementing; (2) using
special high-temperature–resistant metallic
material for blind pipe, hook wall packer,
and expansion joint on completion string;
(3) using a heat insulation ceramic casing
nipple in the lower part of the casing string
in order to prevent the casing string from
generating casing failure by thermal stress
at high temperature; and (4) attaching one
or two telescopic glass fiber casing joints
to the heat insulation ceramic casing nipple
in order to further prevent possible casing
deformation.

Magnetic Treatment Technique. The effect of
a magnetic field on crude oil is used for reducing
the interfacial tension, changing the microstruc-
tures of wax crystal and salt-solving crystal,
and increasing flowability, so that effectiveness
of blocking removal is achieved.

1. Mechanism of blocking removal by magnetic
treatment

The magnetic treatment blocking removal
technique is mainly based on the magnetic
colloidal effect, hydrogen bond variation,
and internal crystal nucleus. Magnetic colloi-
dial effect means that an electrical double
layer in a metastable state is formed on the
surface of particles with a size of nanometer
to micrometer under the action of a magnetic
field on charged particles, so that the effects
including magnetic scale control, magnetic

wax control, and magnetic visbreaking may
be generated under a certain condition.
Hydrogen bond variation means that the
change of hydrogen bond in a polar molecule
is only flextural deformation, wrench de-
formation, and change of strength, but not
breaking, so that there is a restoring process
after separating from magnetic form; that is,
it will be restored to the original stable state
again. An internal crystal nucleus may influ-
ence the solubility of scale-forming com-
pound in fluid, thus inhibiting the formation
of internal crystal nucleus in liquid flow and
preventing scale from forming.

2. Magnetic treatment device design
An appropriate magnetic treater is

designed using a specific method on the basis
of the specific properties of fluid treated and
application conditions. In accordance with
the installation pattern of magnetic body,
the magnetization treatment devices applied
in oil fields can be divided into two types,
that is, internal magnet-type structure
(Figure 8-16) and external magnet-type struc-
ture (Figs. 8-17 and 8-18).

Vibration Blocking Removal Technique. The
wave field established by a vibration source is
transmitted to the reservoir using the vibration
blocking removal technique in order to remove
formation damage generated by liquid emulsifi-
cation, clay particle migration, precipitant depo-
sition, mechanical impurities, and so on during
drilling, thus restoring reservoir permeability in
the vicinity of the wellbore. Vibration blocking
removal can be blocking removal by hydraulic
or mechanical vibration.

FIGURE 8-16 Internal magnet-type magnetic treater. 1, housing; 2, permanent magnet; 3, internal
steel pipe.
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1. Hydraulic vibration blocking removal technique
Hydraulic vibration blocking removal uses

fluid movement for generating a vibration
wave that acts directly on the reservoir to
remove blocking. It can be hydraulic oscilla-
tion blocking removal, low-frequency hydrau-
lic pulse blocking removal, and high-pressure
water rotation jet flow blocking removal.
The common features of this type of treat-
ment technique include high efficiency, high
adaptability, good treatment effectiveness,
low cost, convenient operation, and ease of
spreading.
a. Hydraulic oscillation blocking removal

technique. The hydraulic oscillator that is
used as downhole vibration source is run
to the well section to be treated. Working
fluid is injected from the surface to the
oscillator under a certain pumping rate.
The oscillator is excited by the fluid flow-
ing through it. Thus a hydraulic pulse
wave is generated, acts on the reservoir,
and removes the blocking. The oscillator
is the core of the hydraulic oscillation
blocking removal technique.

The oscillation action of a hydraulic
oscillator is generated in the Helmholtz
cavity (Figure 8-19). A high-pressure
water jet flow enters the nozzle d1 and
leaves the nozzle d2 through an axi-sym-
metrical chamber. The chamber has an
inside diameter D much larger than jet
flow diameter; thus, the flow velocity of
the fluid inside the chamber is much lower
than the central jet flow velocity, vigorous
shearing movement is generated on the
interface of jet flow and in-chamber fluid,
and turbulent flow is formed. Under the
action of turbulent flow, the flow velocity
at the center of jet flow (internal shear
layer) will be increased, while the flow
velocity in the vicinity of chamber wall
(external shear layer) is decreased. The
centripetal flow of the fluid on the cham-
ber wall will be generated under the pres-
sure drawdown, and the vortex will
move with jet flow down the stream.
When the ordered axi-symmetrical vortex
ring in the jet flow shear layer collides
with the edge of nozzle d2, a pressure
pulse with a certain frequency may be gen-
erated. This pulse will change into a large-
amplitude pulse after it passes the outlet
nozzle, and the high-pressure water will
change into a high-frequency oscillating
jet flow, of which the energy can be used
for removing reservoir blocking.

A hydraulic vibration blocking removal
operation system consists of surface equip-
ment and vibration tubing string. The
surface equipment includes pump truck,

FIGURE 8-18 External magnet-type magnetic treater.
1, magnet block; 2, housing; 3, magnetic pole.

FIGURE 8-19 Helmholtz chamber-type structure.

FIGURE 8-17 Built-in external magnet-type magnetizer.
1, plug; 2, housing; 3, permanent magnet; 4, plate boot;
5, steel wall; 6, support dog.
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liquid storage truck, and well-servicing
unit. The vibration tubing string includes
wellhead, tubing, centralizer, and oscilla-
tor. The on-site operation flowsheet is
shown in Figure 8-20. During operation,
sand washover is done after the original
tubing string is pulled out, an oscillator is
run in on tubing, and high-pressure fluid
is pumped to the oscillator by pump truck
for treating reservoirs that need removing
blocking one by one.

b. Low-frequency hydraulic pulse blocking
removal technique. Water or light oil that
has been treated by surfactant is injected
into the reservoir, and the pressure is
repeatedly increased and decreased, thus
generating a surge and forming hydrody-
namic pressure under which the static fric-
tion between reservoir pore wall and
blocking particle is changed to dynamic
friction. Under repeated action, the fric-
tional force may be decreased and the
blocking particles may be loosened and
discharged from the reservoir to the well
during decrease of pressure, thus achieving
reservoir blocking removal and an
increase of well productivity. The princi-
ples of water surge, standing wave reso-
nance, and mechanical vibration blocking
removal are applied to restore and
enhance reservoir flow capacity in the

low-frequency pulse vibration blocking
removal technique.

c. High-pressure water rotation jet flow
blocking removal technique. High-pressure
water jet flow is generated by using a
rotating self-vibration cavitation jet flow
blocking removal device that has down-
hole controllable speed of rotation to wash
perforations directly and generate a high-
frequency oscillating hydraulic wave and
cavitation noise (ultrasonic wave) for
blocking removal.

2. Mechanical vibration blocking removal
technique

Mechanical vibration blocking removal
techniques include the below-pump damped
vibration blocking removal technique and the
non-linear wave blocking removal technique.
a. Below-pump damped vibration blocking

removal. The cyclic pulsation of the damp-
ener may be generated by the natural tele-
scoping of the end of the tubing string,
thus generating a vibration wave that acts
directly on the oil reservoir and removes
blocking in the vicinity of the wellbore.

Vibration tubing string consists of oil
pumping string, oil well pump, damper
vibrator, screen pipe, and tailpipe
(Figure 8-21). The damper vibrator

FIGURE 8-20 On-site operation flowsheet. 1, oscillator;
2, centralizer; 3, tubing; 4, casing; 5, 9, and 12, valve;
6, pressure gauge; 7, wellhead; 10, flowmeter; 11, pump
truck; 13, tank truck; 14, test instrument; 15, sensor.

FIGURE 8-21 Vibration tubing string structure. 1, tubing;
2, oil well pump. 3, damper vibrator; 4, screen pipe;
5, tailpipe; 6, choke valve.
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consists of check valve housing, choke
valve, center tube, damping discs, and
upper connector.

During oil production using an oil well
pump, the tubing may bear alternating
load, and elastic telescoping of tubing
may be generated. The elongation or
shortening has a short duration, that is, it
is of pulsed type. Thus the pulsed-type
reciprocal vibration of below-pump damp-
ener may be generated in the casing when
the plunger moves up and down. The
choke valve is opened when the damper
vibrator moves upward, and interconnect-
ing with the annulus is achieved through
the screen pipe. When the damper vibrator
moves downward, the choke valve is
instantaneously closed under the action
of liquid flow resistance below the damp-
ing discs, and a higher-pressure pulse is
formed below the damping discs. The
below-pump dampener is generally
located at the oil reservoir, and the vibra-
tion wave generated acts directly on the
oil reservoir. When the damper vibrator
moves downward, the liquid between
discs is speeded up, impacts the borehole
wall, and effectively flushes the perfora-
tions and pore channels, thus removing
the blocking in the vicinity of the
wellbore.

The main technical parameters of the
below-pump damper vibrator that is
commonly used in oil fields include: active
well pump setting depth > 500 m; active
well casing diameter F139 mm; distance
between vibrator and screen pipe ¼ 5–
300 m; maximum OD of damper vibra-
tor ¼ 115 mm; vibrator length ¼ 1.21 m;
longitudinal pulse amplitude ¼ 15–33 cm;
oscillation frequency ¼ 1–10 Hz; and con-
tinuous work period.

The applicable conditions include:
(1) pump setting depth should be sufficient
(about 1000 m) and borehole liquid level
should be lower than 500 m in order to
ensure that damper vibrator has obvious

vibration amplitude; (2) damper vibrator
should be placed at the middle or upper part
of the major reservoir and should be as close
to the screen pipe as possible; (3) in a shal-
low well in which the pump setting depth is
smaller (400–500 m), the stroke of the
damper vibrator can be increased by using
a spring; and (4) damper vibrator in the well
should have the minimum radial clearance,
and it would be best if it vibrates with the
pump in a casingless or new well that is
selected.

b. Non-linear wave blocking removal. Sev-
eral whistle generators are evenly installed
in the main body of a non-linear wave
generator. Power fluid enters the whistle
chamber from the inlet, rotates in the
whistle chamber at high speed, and is then
ejected from the outlet, thus generating
a sonic wave that radiates outward.

In addition to base frequency wave, a
non-linear wave is also accompanied by
a low-frequency wavelet; thus, it has a
stronger penetrating power and larger
treatment radius in comparison with other
sonic waves. In addition, it is also accom-
panied by a harmonic wave, which has
a higher frequency. A high-frequency
wave has concentrated energy. The low-
frequency wavelet can be used as the car-
rier of high-frequency harmonic wave to
carry the energy to deep reservoirs. Thus
a non-linear wave has a higher energy
exchange efficiency in comparison with
other types of wave, and blocking removal
effectiveness can be enhanced.

In comparison with other vibration
blocking removal methods, the non-linear
wave blocking removal method can play
a role in dissolving organic matter deposi-
tion. At the interface between oil flow and
reservoir channel, due to the differences of
wave field parameters, the energy of a
non-linear wave is greatly changed to heat
energy by heat transfer and viscous mech-
anism, so that organic matter in oil flow
channels can be dissolved.
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Low-Frequency Electric Pulse Blocking
Removal Technique. The low-frequency elec-
tric pulse technique has been used for removing
formation damage caused during drilling, well
completion, and production since the 1980s.

1. Operating principle
Low-frequency electric pulse blocking

removal equipment includes a surface control
instrument and a downhole electrodischarge
instrument. The surface instrument is a small
rectification frequency converter. The down-
hole equipment that is the principal part of
the equipment set consists of booster unit,
energy storage unit, electrodischarger, and
electrodes (Figure 8-22).

The downhole electrodischarger is used for
pulse electrodischarge against the oil reser-
voir. Most energy stored in the capacitor is
released in the twinkling of electrodischarge,
and a high-pressure plasma area is formed
between the two electrodes. The high-energy
density may generate a strong shock wave
that may break down the oil, water, and mix-
ture in the well and acts on the reservoir
through perforations; that is, a large quantity
of energy is rapidly released from the small
electrodischarge perforations. After multiple
pulse electrodischarges, reservoir contamina-
tion in the vicinity of the wellbore is removed
and near-wellbore permeability is improved,
thus achieving blocking removal.

2. Appropriate geologic conditions of reservoir
The downhole electric pulse blocking

removal technique has higher effectiveness
under the condition of tight rock (such as
limy dolomite and siltstone) with brittle rup-
ture feature, while it has the lowest effective-
ness under the condition of rock (such as
sandstone) that has irreversible deformation
feature. For a longitudinally heterogeneous
reservoir, a low-permeability tight reservoir
has the highest electrodischarge treatment
effectiveness.

3. Operational procedure
The downhole low frequency electric pulse

blocking removal technology is shown in Fig-
ure 8-23. The operational procedure is as
follows.
a. Killing the well by flushing fluid circulation

and pulling out all tubing and sucker rod.
b. Running drift diameter gauge, hot wash-

ing, and paraffin scraping, for ensuring
unimpeded instrument running.

c. Tagging sand surface, cleaning out sand to
artificial bottom.

d. Attaching locator to downhole instrument.
e. Connecting cable truck with electric pulse

blocking removal instrument, inspecting
electric circuit and the sealing property of
downhole instrument, and running the
instrument to the lowest end of the
perforated interval to be treated. Keeping

FIGURE 8-23 Downhole low-frequency electric pulse
treatment technology. 1, surface control instrument;
2, transmission part; 3, capacitor; 4, control part;
5, electrodischarger; 6, charger.

FIGURE 8-22 Downhole low-frequency electric pulse
treatment equipment. 1, booster unit; 2, energy storage
unit; 3, electrodischarger; 4, electrode.
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an instrument running speed lower than
50 m/min and decreasing the running
speed to about 10 m/min when the instru-
ment enters the objective interval.

f. Connecting electric power supply and
emitting electric pulse with a certain fre-
quency. Starting electrodischarge operation
from the lowest layer and treating intervals
from bottom to top one by one with a
treated interval length of 20 cm and 20 to
50 electrodischarges for each interval.

g. Pulling out downhole instrument after
treating and keeping a pulling speed lower
than 80 m/min.

h. Running flushing string, full flushing well,
discharging blocking matter that has been
loosened and broken, and cleaning the
wellbore.

i. Running in production tubing string.

8.4 HYDRAULIC FRACTURING
FOR PUTTING A WELL INTO
PRODUCTION

Hydraulic Fracturing of Sandstone
Reservoirs

Hydraulic fracturing has been widely used as a
well stimulation method for sandstone reser-
voirs. In recent years, with the renovation of
fracturing equipment, the development of frac-
turing fluid systems, and the raising of the
fracturing design standard, the hydraulic fractur-
ing technique has been greatly advanced and
developed. At present, hydraulic fracturing has
been developed from a single well stimulation
to an integral development method of economic
and effective production of low-permeability
reservoirs. The hydraulic fracturing development
technique for low-permeability reservoirs can be
used for both solving the contradiction between
development cost and gains of low-permeability
reservoirs and meeting the requirement of field
development for recovery rate. In addition,
hydraulic fracturing can also be used as a well
stimulation of high-permeability reservoirs in
order to enhance well production effectiveness.

Goal and Function of Hydraulic Fracturing
1. Goal of hydraulic fracturing

Fracturing fluid is pumped into the well by
a high-pressure surface pump unit under a
pumping rate higher than the fluid-accepting
capacity of the reservoir to form high pres-
sure, break down the reservoir, extend the
fracture generated, and then pump sand-filled
fluid that carries proppant. Sand-packed frac-
ture with a certain length and flow conduc-
tivity will be formed in the reservoir after
termination of pumping under the action of
proppant on fracture. The flowsheet of
hydraulic fracturing technology is shown in
Figure 8-24. In general, hydraulic fracturing
may generate horizontal fracture under the
condition of reservoir with a depth shallower
than 1000 m and a horizontal bedding that
is well developed. In most medium-deep and
deep wells, hydraulic fracturing may form
vertical fracture. The following discussion
will center on vertical fracture, and it is con-
sidered that two symmetric wings are formed
and wellbore centers.

2. Function of hydraulic fracturing
a. Improving the flow conditions in the vicin-

ity of the wellbore and achieving an
increase of individual-well production
rate. In 1986 Lee presented the trilinear
flow model of reservoir with finite con-
ductivity fracture (see Figure 8-25). Origi-
nal radial flow is changed to linear flow by
hydraulic fracturing, thus decreasing the
flow resistance in the vicinity of the

FIGURE 8-24 Hydraulic fracturing technology flowsheet.
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wellbore and increasing individual-well
production rate under the same pressure
drawdown.

b. Performing the integral fracturing devel-
opment of the reservoir and enhancing
the oil recovery factor of the reservoir.
The integral fracturing technology is the
direction of fracturing technology applica-
tion and development. Its meaning is that
fracturing stimulation is comprehensively
carried out over the development unit in
order to fully transform reservoir texture,
improve oil and gas flow pattern, and
enhance total reservoir productivity.

c. Interconnecting high-heterogeneity reser-
voirs, enlarging the drainage area, and
increasing individual-well controlled res-
erves. In high-heterogeneity reservoirs, the
well can be interconnected with the oil and
gas aggregate far from the wellbore by
hydraulically created fracture, thus increasing
oil and gas reserves in individual-well con-
trolled drainage areas and favoring long-term
stable production with high production rate
of oil and gas wells.

Prefrac Appraisal and Analysis
1. Selection of well and reservoir for fracturing

The selection of well and reservoir for frac-
turing is an important task before fracturing
design and is related to whether fracturing will
be successful or not. The selection of wells for
fracturing under the condition of exploration
well should be especially prudent. For selecting
interval, the reservoirs should be comprehen-
sively evaluated using the data of formation
test, well test, lithology, electric property, oil-
bearing grade, and so on, and an interval with
a certain oil-bearing area and thickness is

selected. The interval in which microfractures
will be developed should be identified by using
core and log data and selected first. Whether a
well is appropriate for hydraulic fracturing and
how large a scale should be adopted are depen-
dent on the distances to edge water, bottom
water, gas cap and fault, barrier bed condition,
and the technical condition of the wellbore.

2. Prefrac reservoir appraisal
a. General description of geology and reser-

voir. Understanding the sedimentary
setting and geometric shape of the reser-
voir, the styles of structure and fault,
reserves, area, thickness, drainage radius,
lithology, reservoir horizon, reservoir
pressure and temperature, and so on.

b. Log data analysis. Studying the barricading
property of the interbed, the profiles of
mechanical properties of the reservoir (the
elastic modulus, shear modulus, Poisson’s
ratio, compressibility, and so on), in-situ
stress profile, and in-situ stress direction.

c. Core analysis. Studying reservoir perme-
ability, reservoir porosity, reservoir rock
sensitivity, and the status of natural frac-
ture development, and so on.

d. Well and formation testing. Determining
effective reservoir permeability, skin fac-
tor, reservoir pressure, reservoir tempera-
ture, and drainage radius, and so on.

3. Mini-frac analysis
a. Near-wellbore friction resistance analysis

(1) Causes for generating near-wellbore
friction resistance
(a) Inconsistency of perforation direc-

tion with fracture direction. The
cracking direction of fracture is often
inconsistent with fracture direction.
When fracturing fluid flows from
perforation to fracture, it is necessary
to pass through a slender channel. If
zero-phase perforating is adopted, it
is even possible that the direction of
perforation is perpendicular to the
hydraulically created fracture face.

(b) Fracture buckling. It is impossible
that fracture is always along some

FIGURE 8-25 Trilinear flow model.
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direction during extending, and it
is possible that buckling and
deflecting will be generated.

(c) Perforation pressure drop. A
pressure drop is inevitably gener-
ated when fluid passes through
perforation.

(2) Features of near-wellbore friction
resistance
(a) Perforation friction resistance is

constant under constant discharge
capacity before adding sand, while
the perforation friction resistance
will be decreased after adding sand
due to perforation wear effect.

(b) The pressure drop at the beginning
of the operation is greater due to
fracture buckling, and then it will
be gradually decreased with opera-
tion and may be decreased with
the increase of liquid viscosity.

(c) Under the condition of slight per-
foration wear, the pressure drop
generated by the inconsistency of
perforation direction with fracture
direction will increase with opera-
tion. However, the channel from
perforation to principal fracture
may be eroded by fracturing fluid
at both the prepad fluid injection
stage and the sand adding stage.

(3) Solving for near-wellbore friction resis-
tance by reducing discharge capacity

The sum of perforation friction
resistance and near-wellbore friction
resistance can regress as shown in
Equations (8-1) and (8-2).

(8-1)
P ¼ kpfQ

2 þ knearQ
1=2

where: Q ¼ discharge capacity, m3/
min; kpf ¼ perforation friction resis-

tance coefficient,
MPa � min2

m6
; knear ¼

near-wellbore friction resistance coef-

ficient,
MPa

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
min

p

m3=2
.

(8-2)

kpf ¼
228:88r

np2dp
2cp2

where: r ¼ fracturing fluid density,
g/cm2; np ¼ number of perforations;
dp ¼ perforation diameter, mm; cp ¼
perforation flowrate coefficient.

Equation (8-1) indicates that perfo-
ration friction resistance is directly
proportional to the square of opera-
tional discharge capacity, while the
near-wellbore friction resistance is
directly proportional to the square
root of operational discharge capacity.

On the basis of the discharge capac-
ity reduction test data, kpf is first cal-
culated using Equation (8-2); that is,
the perforation friction resistances
under different discharge capacities are
obtained. And then knear is determined
bymatching Equation (8-1)with the dis-
charge capacity reduction test data, thus
obtaining perforation friction resistance
and fracture buckling friction resistance.

b. Mini-frac technique
The mini-frac technique can be used for

determining the breakdown pressure, frac-
ture closure pressure, and fracture closure
time of the reservoir and calculating the
total filtration coefficient and geometric
sizes of fracture. It is an on-site diagnosis
technique that has been widely adopted.
(1) Step-rate test

Fracturing fluid is injected at the
pumping rates from low to high, and
the pumping pressure at each pumping
rate is recorded and converted into
operating bottomhole pressure. The
operating bottomhole pressure versus
pumping rate is shown in Figure 8-
26. Thus the breakdown pressure of
the reservoir can be obtained.

(2) Pumping and flowing back test
After cracking, a fracturing fluid is

injected at a stable pumping rate for
10 minutes, and pumping is stopped.
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Then the well is opened for flowing
back at a stable flow rate. The change
of pressure is recorded. The operating
bottomhole pressure versus fracture
closure time is shown in Figure 8-27.
Thus the closure stress and close time
can be determined.

(3) Pressure fall-off test
After cracking, a fracturing fluid is

injected at a stable pumping rate for
10 minutes, pumping is stopped, and
the well is shut in. The change of well-
head pressure is recorded, the values
of wellhead pressure are converted
into bottomhole pressure, the pressure
values obtained and corresponding

times are input into the computer, and
a Nolte matching calculation is per-
formed, and then the obtained values
of match pressure p* are substituted
into various computation models in
order to calculate the values of total fil-
tration coefficient, fracturing fluid effi-
ciency, and geometric sizes of fracture
under various fracture models.

c. Methods for diagnosing in-situ stress and
natural fracture
(1) Core diagnosis technique

(a) Core diameter measurement meth-
od. Core size may change due to
stress relief after coring. The dif-
ference between the two principal
stresses in horizontal direction
can be judged by measuring the
diameters in the X and Y direc-
tions. Because the maximum prin-
cipal stress is generally a vertical
stress, the direction of lower prin-
cipal stress (that is, the direction
of smaller diameter measured) of
the two principal stresses in hori-
zontal direction is just the direc-
tion of the minimum principal
stress. The application of this
method should have the aid of the
orientational coring technology or
correct core orientation method.
And this method can only judge
the minimum principal stress and
cannot determine quantitatively
the value of in-situ stress; thus, its
application is limited.

(b) Acoustic measurement method.
The microfractures generated by
stress relief will make the propaga-
tion of sonic waves have direction-
ality. Measuring the propagation
velocity of sonic waves in different
directions of the core can deter-
mine the direction of microfrac-
ture; thus, the minimum principal
stress under the condition of stress
can be judged.

FIGURE 8-26 Operating bottomhole pressure vs.
pumping rate.

FIGURE 8-27 Operating bottomhole pressure vs.
fracture closure time.
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(2) Logging diagnosis method
(a) Caliper log. The change of borehole

diameter in the three directions on
the horizontal plane of borehole is
measured. This change results from
formation deformation due to stress
relief. Obviously, the direction of
the maximum borehole diameter is
just the direction of the minimum
principal stress.

(b) Temperature log. A temperature
log can be used for determining
the height of hydraulically created
fracture and is a widely used log-
ging technique. The well tempera-
ture before operation has a
normal change while the well tem-
perature after operation has a neg-
ative anomaly change because a
large quantity of low-temperature
fracturing fluid is sucked into frac-
ture. The extension height of
hydraulically created fracture can
be determined by the range of neg-
ative anomaly.

(c) Radioactive tracer log. A tracer
with a short half-life period is
added into the proppant injected
before the end of fracturing opera-
tion. Natural ray log should be
immediately performed after the
end of fracturing operation. The
extension height of hydraulically
created fracture may be displayed
by the radioactive tracer added.

Fracturing Fluid. Fracturing fluid is the work-
ing fluid during hydraulic fracturing stimulation.
It is used for transmitting pressure, forming frac-
ture, and carrying proppant into fracture. In
general, fracturing fluid should have sufficient
viscosity and filtration control property in order
to create fracture and carry proppant into frac-
ture, achieve the paving concentration designed,
minimize the damage of fracturing fluid to the
fracture propped and reservoir, and make it flow
back easily. In addition, fracturing fluid should

have good operating property, safety, and low
cost. Different types of fracturing fluid are used
under different conditions of reservoir and oper-
ation (see Table 8-16). At present, the problem
to which close attention is paid is how to
decrease the damage (especially the damage to
the fracture propped) as far as possible. Thus
new types of low-polymer fracturing fluid and
surfactant fracturing fluid (clean fracturing
fluid) are developed. And a weighted fracturing
fluid that is appropriate to the reservoir with
abnormal breakdown pressure has also been
developed.

1. Low polymer fracturing fluid
The fracturing fluid residue remaining in

the reservoir is one of the important causes of
contamination in the reservoir and fracture.
Reducing the residue content in fracturing
fluid can mitigate formation damage by frac-
turing fluid. The performance indices of low-
polymer fracturing fluid are determined by
laboratory comparative tests and are listed in
Table 8-17. The thickening agent, crosslinker,
and gel breaker synthesized and selected and
the determined basic system composition of
low-polymer fracturing fluid should meet the
requirements specified in Table 8-17 and
should ensure that the broken hydraulic fluid
has a small quantity of residue, a low viscosity,
and a low surface tension.
a. Thickening agent

After breaking, the natural vegetable
gum and its derivant have a large quantity
of residue and poor temperature tolerance
and are easily degraded by bacteria. Thus
only synthetic polymer is allowed to be
selected as thickening agent. The synthetic
polymers that can be provided for selec-
tion include PAM (Al, relative molecular
mass ¼ 4–6 million), PHPAM (A2, relative
molecular mass ¼ 4–6 million, degree of
hydrolysis ¼ 10% to 15%), PHPAM (A3,
relative molecular mass ¼ 8–10 million,
degree of hydrolysis ¼ 20% to 30%),
PEO-PHPAM polymer (A4, relative
molecular mass ¼ 6 million), and a new
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synthetic polymer HM (A5, relative
molecular mass ¼ 12 million, degree of
hydrolysis ¼ 25%). The corresponding
crosslinkers include B1, B2, B3, B4, and
B5. Sodium persulfate is selected as gel

breaker. Fracturing fluid can be fully bro-
ken by sodium persulfate at 70�C for eight
hours. The measured values of residue
content of broken fracturing fluid are
listed in Table 8-18.

TABLE 8-16 Types of Fracturing Fluid and Applicable Ranges

No.
Type of
Fracturing Fluid Advantage Disadvantage Applicable Range

1 Water-based
crosslinked
vegetable gum
fracturing fluid

Low cost, high safety, strong
operability, high overall
performance, and wide
applicable range

High residue and high
damage to fracture
propped and reservoir

Normal reservoirs except
that with extra-low
pressure, oil wettability
and strong water
sensitivity

2 Oil-based
crosslinked gel
fracturing fluid

Good compatibility with
reservoir, ease of
flowing back

Low safety, high cost,
poor temperature
tolerance, and high
filtration loss

Strong water-sensitive and
low-pressure reservoirs

3 Emulsified
fracturing fluid

Low filtration loss, low residue,
high viscosity, and
low damage

Low overall performance Water-sensitive and low-
pressure reservoirs,
and low- and medium-
temperature wells

4 Foamed fracturing
fluid

Ease of flowing back, low
damage, high proppant-
carrying capacity, low friction
resistance, and low
filtration loss

High operating pressure,
requiring special
operational equipment
and N2 or CO2

gas source

Low-pressure water-
sensitive reservoirs
(especially gas
reservoir)

5 Acid-based
fracturing fluid

Good dissolution behavior High filtration loss and
high corrosivity

Carbonate reservoir and
sandstone reservoir
with more lime

6 Alcohol-based
fracturing fluid

Low surface tension, enabling to
eliminate water blocking

High cost, low safety, and
low viscosity

Oil reservoirs with water
sensitivity, low
pressure, and low
permeability

TABLE 8-17 Performance Indices of Low Polymer Fracturing Fluid

No. Performance Parameter Index Required to Be Achieved

1 Shear stability Apparent viscosity � 50 MPa � s under 170 s�1 shear rate
for 60 minutes

2 Temperature stability Apparent viscosity � 50 MPa � s at 30-110�C for 60 minutes
3 Temperature tolerance Apparent viscosity � 50 MPa � s at 30-110�C for 60 minutes
4 Broken fracturing fluid viscosity �10 MPa � s
5 Surface tension of broken fracturing fluid �26 mN/m
6 Broken fracturing fluid-diesel oil interfacial tension �5 mN/m
7 Residue content �300 mg/l
8 Crosslinking time �180 s
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HM is selected as the thickening agent
of a new type of low-polymer fracturing
fluid in accordance with the residue con-
tent of broken fracturing fluid. If only
HM is used, the fracturing fluid has low
shear resistance; thus, a composite HPG/
HM high molecular thickening agent is
prepared by the interaction between HPG
and HM molecules. The tests indicate that
the composite HPG/HM thickening agent
has higher viscosity and shear stability of
fracturing fluid under the HPG of 30%,
while the composite HPG/HM thickening
agent may only have a slight increase of
viscosity and shear stability if the HPG
volume is further increased. Thus the
HPG proportion of 30% in HPG/HM
thickening agent is adopted.

b. Crosslinker
The reaction product generated by

organic matter RA and metallic ion P can
control the crosslinking time to be in the
range of 40 to 180 s, which meets the
requirement of design. Under a certain
crosslinker, the crosslinking time of frac-
turing fluid can be regulated by a cross-
linking promoter of different proportions.
The crosslinking time will change with

the change of volume of the same cross-
linking promoter. Selecting H-1 as cross-
linking promoter, selecting the RA/P mole
ratio of 1:1, selecting the reaction product
(C-2) with crosslinking time of 69 s as
crosslinker, and changing H-1 volume
can also regulate crosslinking time.

c. Gel breaker
Sodium persulfate (G-1) is used as the

gel breaker of low-polymer fracturing
fluid. The break properties of low-polymer
fracturing fluid at 50�C are listed in
Table 8-19.

d. Properties of low-polymer fracturing fluid
The thickening agent (HPG/GM), cross-

linker (C-2), and gel breaker (G-1) of low
polymer fracturing fluid are selected. On the
basis of property evaluation, the following
basic low-polymer fracturing fluid formula-
tion, which is appropriate for a reservoir
with 50�C, is determined: 0.25%(HM)þ
0.07%(HPG) þ 0.35%(C-2) þ 0.4%(G-1).
The properties of the low-polymer fracturing
fluid are evaluated. A fracturing fluid viscos-
ity of about 100MPa � s can still be main-
tained for 60 minutes under a shear rate of
170 s�1 at 50�C, thus exceeding the basic
index required by conventional fracturing

TABLE 8-18 Comparison between Residue Contents under Different Thickening Agents

Thickening Agent Crosslinker Gel Breaker Residue Content (mg/l)

A1 B1 Sodium persulfate 343

A2 B2 845
A3 B3 653
A4 B4 204
A5 B5 124

TABLE 8-19 Break Properties of Low Polymer Fracturing Fluid at 50�C

Sample 1 2 3 4 5 6

G-1 proportion (%) 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Break time (h) 8 8 8 7.5 7 6.8
Broken fracturing fluid viscosity (Pa � s) 13.4 8.6 5.1 2.6 2.5 2.3
Residue (mg/L) 114 95 74 62.9 43.3 36.8
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fluid. The fracturing fluid can be fully broken
after 8 hours, the viscosity of broken fractur-
ing fluid is lower than 5 MPa � s, and the res-
idue content of broken fracturing fluid is
much lower than 300 mg/l, thus meeting the
requirements of low damage and fracturing
operation.

2. Surfactant fracturing fluid
Surfactant fracturing fluid is a new type of

fracturing fluid system with no polymer. Its
dominant ingredient is a small molecule sur-
factant. It has no solids and residue and
may only have slight formation damage.
It can gel and break automatically by the
micellar structure of the surfactant. After
operation, it can be rapidly flowed back with
a high backflow rate, thus preventing the
formation damage that may be caused by
conventional thickening agents.
a. Gelling mechanism of surfactant fractur-

ing fluid
In an aqueous solution, surfactant

molecules first accumulate and form ver-
micular micellae. The salt added will
equilibrate the electric charges in the sys-
tem or compress micellar structure to
make micellae grow to a certain degree.
The organic heterocharge ions added will
neutralize micellar charges and will be
inserted between surfactant molecules of
vermicular aggregate, which makes the
aggregate slender. The inorganic homo-
charge ions added will make the vermicu-
lar aggregate be compressed and become
more slender. The vermicular micellae that
become more slender will tangle with each
other, thus forming a spatial net-shaped
structure (jelly) like homogeneous floc
unit.

b. Gel-breaking mechanism of surfactant
fracturing fluid

There mainly is physical action between
surfactant and salt molecules in a surfac-
tant gen system, while the components in
polymer (such as guar gum) fracturing
fluid are mutually connected by chemical
action. Therefore, when the gel in

surfactant fracturing fluid meets with a
certain quantity of reservoir water and
oil/gas, the acting distance between surfac-
tant and salt molecules may be increased;
thus, the mutual tangle of vermicular
micellae may be broken, the vermicular
micellae may even be dismembered into
simple micellae, and the gel system will
automatically break.

c. Properties of surfactant fracturing fluid
(1) Proppant-carrying capacity of surfac-

tant fracturing fluid. For a fracturing
fluid system containing 1.25% surfac-
tant and 0.3% organic salt, the elastic
and viscous moduli versus oscillation
frequency at 30�C are shown in Fig-
ure 8-28. The elastic modulus of this
system under low frequency is greater
than the viscous modulus and will
gradually increase. In conventional
guar gum fracturing fluid, despite the
fact that it also has viscoelasticity and
under high frequency the elastic modu-
lus increases as the oscillation fre-
quency increases, the elastic modulus
will be gradually lower than the vis-
cous modulus and the mechanism of
proppant carrying is mainly shown as
viscous proppant-carrying; however,
in surfactant fracturing fluid, which is
viscoelastic colloid formed by sur-
factant micellae under the action of

FIGURE 8-28 Elastic modulus and viscous modulus of
surfactant fracturing fluid.
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electric charges, the mechanism of
proppant carrying is mainly shown as
elastic proppant carrying. The results
of proppant-carrying tests (by Stimlab
Co.) of guar gum fracturing fluid and
surfactant fracturing fluid using a
large-scale proppant-transport model
are shown in Table 8-20. It is indicated
that under the same conditions, the
proppant-carrying viscosity of surfac-
tant fracturing fluid is much lower
than that of guar gum fracturing fluid
due to different proppant-carrying
mechanisms.

(2) Composite properties of surfactant frac-
turing fluid. Because surfactant fractur-
ing fluid may not form filter cake on
the fracture wall face, the data

measured by using a laboratory test
of guar gum fracturing fluid will not
actually reflect the filtration property.
Fracturing practice indicates that the fil-
tration property of surfactant fracturing
fluid is not as high as that measured in
the laboratory. Under the pumping rate
of 3 m3/min, the friction resistance is
only 25% of clear water. The properties
of surfactant fracturing fluid are listed
in Table 8-21.

3. Weighted fracturing fluid
Under the conditions of deep and super-

deep wells, abnormal high pressure, and
in-situ stress and tight reservoirs, it is diffi-
cult to achieve large-scale sandfrac of low-
permeability reservoirs because of high
friction resistance, low fluid-accepting ability
due to tight reservoir, high operating pressure
due to abnormal high pressure, inability to
inject under high pumping rate due to lim-
ited operational equipment, and difficulty in
proppant input and limited proppant con-
centration under low pumping rate. For a
weighted fracturing fluid system in which
NaBr–NaCl combination salt is used as
weighting admixture, the maximum density
is up to 1.5 g/cm3. For a well with a depth
of 6000 m, the fluid column pressure can be
increased by 30 MPa in comparison with
conventional water-based fracturing fluid;

TABLE 8-20 Comparison Between
Proppant-Carrying
Viscosities of Surfactant
and Guar Gum Fracturing
Fluids

Shear
Rate
(S�1)

Surfactant
Fracturing Fluid
Viscosity
(MPa � s)

Guar Gum
Fracturing Fluid
Viscosity
(MPa � s)

100 30 100

170 <30 50

TABLE 8-21 Properties of Surfactant Fracturing Fluid

No. Performance Parameter
Performance Index of
Surfactant Fracturing Fluid

Performance Index of Guar
Gum Fracturing Fluid

1 Apparent viscosity
of broken fluid

at 20–100�C for
60 minutes

�30 MPa � s �50 MPa � s
at 30–110�C for

60 minutes
�5 MPa � s �10 MPa � s

2 Surface tension of broken fluid �30 mN/m �30 mN/m
3 Broken fluid-diesel oil interfacial tension �5 mN/m �5 mN/m
4 Residual cake content No �1400 mg/l
5 Filter cake No Yes
6 Crosslinking time 20–180s adjustable
7 Flowing-back time Enabling rapid flowing back Enabling rapid flowing back
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thus, operating wellhead pressure is greatly
reduced and the fracturing fluid is success-
fully applied.
a. Basic formulations of weighted fracturing

fluid
The base fluid compositions of various

weighted fracturing fluid are listed in
Table 8-22.

b. Properties of weighted fracturing fluid
The basic fluid viscosity of fracturing

fluid is measured under 170 S�1 at atmo-
spheric temperature, and the change of the
pH value of base fluid is observed. The
results indicate that a salt with a high con-
centration can be used for increasing the vis-
cosity of base fluid; GRJ-11 has a high salt
resistance; and the weighted fracturing fluid
has stable properties after placing for 3
days. The crosslinking time can be con-
trolled under less YC-150 (crosslinking reg-
ulator) or no or diluted YP-150, and so on.

This weighted fracturing fluid has a vis-
cosity of 70–150 MPa � s under 170 S�1 at
120�C. It has high temperature tolerance,
shear resistance, and rheology property.

Under the condition of pressure difference
of 3.5 MPa, the static fluid loss coefficients
of formulation 1 and 3 (0.45% GRJ-11)
systems at 120�C are respectively 6.37 �
10–4 m/√min and 7.45 � 10–4 m/√min,
while the dynamic fluid loss coefficients
of formulation 1 and 3 (0.45% GRJ-11)
systems at 100�C are respectively 5.27 �
10–4 m/√min and 6.037 � 10–4 m/√min.

The experiments indicate that weighted
fracturing fluid is difficult to break and its
rheology property is greatly affected by
temperature. Thus micella breaker volume
should be appropriately increased and the
effect of gel breaker added on the rheology
property of fracturing fluid should be
avoided, so that the fracturing fluid can
be fully broken after fracturing.

The broken fluid of the weighted frac-
turing fluid formulation 1 or 3 (0.45%
GRJ-11) system is mixed with crude oil
in the Tazhong 50 well in the proportion
of 1:1 under the high speed of 1400 rpm
at 60�C so that it is fully emulsified and
is then placed in a thermostatic bath at
90�C for demulsibility test. The demulsifi-
cation proportion for 60 minutes is up to
more than 90%. It indicates that this
weighted fracturing fluid formulation sys-
tem has a high non-emulsifying and
demulsifying property.

The surface tensions of the broken fluid
filtrates of formulation 1 and 3 (0.45%
GRJ-11) systems are respectively 1.83
mN/m and 1.77 mN/m, while the interfa-
cial tensions of the broken fluid filtrates
of formulation 1 and 3 (0.45% GRJ-11)
systems are 25.4 mN/m and 24.8 mN/m
respectively. The corrosion rates of formula-
tions 1 and 2 on a piece of steel are respec-
tively 0.034 g/m2 � h and 0.059 g/m2 � h.

4. Environmental protection type low molecular
weight fracturing fluid

TABLE 8-22 Base Fluids with Different Densities for Weighted Fracturing Fluid

Formulation Basic Fluid Composition of Fracturing Fluid
Density
(g/cm3)

1 26%NaCl þ 0.5%GRJ � 11(thickener) þ 0.5%DJ � 02(cleanup additive)
þ 1%DJ � 14(demulsifier) þ 0.15%Na2CO3 þ 0.04%NaOH

1.2

2 21%NaBr þ 15%NaCl þ 0.55%GRJ � 11(thickener) þ 0.5%DJ � 02(cleanup
additive) þ 1%DJ � 14(demulsifier) þ 0.15%Na2CO3 þ 0.04%NaOH

1.34

3 44%NaBr þ 4%NaCl þ 15%NaCl þ 0.4 � 0.5% GRJ � 11(thickener) þ 0.5%DJ �
02(cleanup additive) þ 1%DJ � 14(demulsifier) þ 0.15%Na2CO3 þ 0.04%NaOH

1.51
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With conventional water-based gel fractur-
ing fluid, it is difficult to prevent drainage
after fracturing from a polluting environ-
ment, and the volume of its breaker makes
it difficult to meet the requirements of both
the proppant-carrying and flowing-back
properties. Thus low molecular weight frac-
turing fluid (LMWF) should be adopted.

LMWF uses the chemically modified low
molecular compound CJ2-3 as a thickening
agent, of which the molecular chain is
25 times smaller than that of traditional
guar gum and HPG. Introducing strongly
water-wetting groups into a low molecular
compound will greatly enhance their water
solubility, thus enhancing the solubility of
polymer.

LMWF can achieve complex shielding and
secondary crosslinking of low molecules, thus
increasing the viscosity and effectiveness of
crosslinked liquid. The chemical chain struc-
ture can be dynamically changed by a tempo-
rary chaining reaction, so that the fluid has a
higher elasticity and the proppant-carrying
capacity is improved. Controlling the pH
value of the fluid makes the connection of
the chain reversible. Flowing back after frac-
turing can be achieved by decreasing the pH
value of LMWF system.

LMWF combines the advantages of con-
ventional HPGF and clean fracturing fluid.
It may maintain a low residue and keep the
advantages of polymer fracturing fluid sys-
tem. It has a low cost and is easy for in situ
operation. In particular, the various types of
chemical matter in flowback fluid have not
been essentially changed because there is no
gel breaker, and the flowback fluid treated
for recovering can be repeatedly used as frac-
turing fluid, thus reducing the environmental
pollution generated by fracturing fluid drain-
age and decreasing the composite application
cost of fracturing fluid.

5. Fracturing fluid loss calculation
a. Classical method for fluid loss calculation

The composite fluid loss coefficient C is
as shown in Equation (8-3).

(8-3)
1

C
¼ 1

C1
þ 1

C2
þ 1

C3

where C1, C2, and C3 are respectively the
fluid loss coefficients controlled by filtrate
viscosity, formation fluid compressibility,
and wall-building property.

Thus the filtration rate of the fracturing
fluid in hydraulically created fracture is
calculated as shown in Equation (8-4).

(8-4)
u ¼ C

ffiffi
t

p

where: t ¼ exposure duration of fracturing
fluid at some point in fracture.

b. Fluid filtration model for homogeneous
reservoir (depending on net pressure)

On the basis of the new fracturing fluid
filtration model presented by Fan Y and
Economides et al. for homogeneous reser-
voirs, the fluid filtration rate can be calcu-
lated by using the net pressure in fracture
and reservoir permeability. The fracturing
fluid filtration process is described in
Equation (8-5).

(8-5)

@2p
@x2

¼ 1

a

@p
@t

p ¼ pi ðt ¼ 0, x > 0Þ
p ¼ pfwðtÞ ðx ¼ 0, t > 0Þ
p ¼ pi ðx ! 1, t > 0Þ

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

where: a ¼ hydraulic diffusion coefficient,
m2/s; pi ¼ reservoir pressure, MPa; pfw ¼
fracture port pressure, MPa; t ¼ filtration
time, s; x ¼ distance from some point in
fracture to fracture port, m.

Fluid filtration rate is shown in
Equation (8-6).

(8-6)

u ¼ kffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffipamapp
p

Xj�1

j¼1

ðpf, j � pf, j�1Þ
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

t� tj�1

p � �s ffiffi
t

p
( )

where: mapp ¼ fluid filtration rate, m/s; k ¼
reservoir permeability, m2; pf ¼ pressure
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in fracture, Pa; �s ¼ pressure drop in cake
area, Pa; j ¼ some unit section in fracture.

c. Fracturing fluid loss calculation for natu-
rally fractured reservoirs

The physical model of fracturing fluid
loss in a naturally fractured reservoir is
shown in Figure 8-29. Suppose that:
(1) Fracturing fluid flows to natural frac-

ture and matrix and there is fluid
exchange between natural fracture
and matrix.

(2) The effect of cake is neglected for
the convenience of analysis. Practice
indicates that an effective cake is dif-
ficult to form during fracturing in
naturally fractured reservoirs and the
cake area pressure drop, which is
much lower than the net fracture pres-
sure, can be neglected. When there is
cake, this model is still applicable
provided that the net fracture pres-
sure is required to be calculated by
iteration.

(3) Reservoir fluid compressibility is negli-
gible. When the fluid loss in naturally
fractured gas reservoir and the dis-
solved gas content in oil reservoir fluid
are high, the compressibility of oil res-
ervoir fluid is negligible.

On the basis of the assumed conditions men-
tioned in the preceding list, the fracturing fluid
flow from hydraulically created fracture to natu-
ral fracture and matrix meets Equation (8-7).

(8-7)
kf
me

@2pf
@x2

þ a
me

ðpm � pfÞ ¼ CfFf
@pf
@t

km
me

@2pm
@x2

þ a
me

ðpf � pmÞ ¼ CmFm
@pm
@t

pf ðx, 0Þ ¼ pi ð0 � x � LÞ
pm ðx, 0Þ ¼ pi ð0 � x � LÞ
pf ð0, tÞ ¼ pi þ p p > 0
pm ð0, tÞ ¼ pi þ p p > 0
pf ðL, tÞ ¼ pi
pm ðL, tÞ ¼ pi

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

where: p, pi, and p are respectively fluid pres-
sure, initial reservoir pressure, and net fracture
pressure, Pa; me ¼ effective viscosity of fracturing
fluid, MPa � s; F ¼ porosity, %; k ¼ permeabil-
ity, m2; C ¼ composite compressibility, Pa�1; t ¼
filtration time, s; a ¼ characteristic coefficient of
naturally fractured reservoir rock, dimension-
less; L ¼ distance of external boundary con-
trolled by single well; the subscripts f and m
show respectively natural fracture system and
matrix.

The filtration rate of fracturing fluid is
defined as shown in Equation (8-8).

(8-8)

ui ¼ kf
me

@pf
@x

x ¼ 0� km
me

@pm
@x

����
����x ¼ 0

The filtration loss in natural fracture, the filtra-
tion loss in matrix, and the percentage of the fil-
tration loss in natural fracture in total filtration
loss of fracturing fluid are shown in Figure 8-30.
In the early stage of fracturing fluid filtration,
part of the fracturing fluid enters the matrix due
to rock compressibility. With the increase of filtra-
tion time, the pressure in the vicinity of hydrauli-
cally created fracture tends to be stable. Most of
the filtrate will flow in the natural fractures, which
have a relatively high permeability, and the filtra-
tion loss in the matrix will not increase.

For the convenience of comparison with the
classic method for filtration loss calculation,
the V ¼ C � tb formula is used for matching
fracturing fluid filtration rate with filtration
time. The least square method is used during
matching. The results of matching fracturing
fluid filtration rate with filtration time are

FIGURE 8-29 Physical model of fracturing fluid loss in
naturally fractured reservoir.
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shown in Table 8-23. Under the various condi-
tions of calculation, the degrees of matching
are high, except that there are differences in the
coefficient C and the exponent b. Thus the frac-
turing fluid filtration rate for a naturally frac-
tured reservoir can be characterized by V ¼ C
� tb. Table 8-23 shows that the absolute value
of negative exponent b is less than 0.5. In accor-
dance with the characteristics of exponential
function, when t > 1, the less the absolute value
of negative exponent b, the greater the function
value calculated. Thus the fracturing fluid filtra-
tion rate for a naturally fractured reservoir is
higher than that calculated by V ¼ Ct�0.5.

Proppant
1. Basis for selection of proppant

The selection of proppant is mainly based
on the McGuire-Sikora electric analog chart
(Figure 8-31) at present. Fracture flow con-
ductivity is determined on the basis of this
chart in accordance with the requirement of
the increase in reservoir productivity, and
proppant is then selected in combination with
reservoir closure stress. Figure 8-31 indicates
that for a low-permeability reservoir, a higher
fracture flow conductivity ratio is easily
obtained, and the increase of fracture length
should be predominant in order to increase
the effectiveness of fracturing. For a high-
permeability reservoir, it is not easy to obtain
a higher fracture flow conductivity ratio, and
increasing fracture flow conductivity is the
main approach to increase the effectiveness
of fracturing; for a certain fracture length,
there is the optimum fracture flow conductiv-
ity, above which the effectiveness of increas-
ing fracture flow conductivity is very low;
and the maximum stimulation ratio of the
oil well under the condition of no damage
is 13.6.

The net present value method was used for
optimization design in the past. At present, a
new design standard has been presented in

FIGURE 8-30 Comparison between natural fracture
filtration loss and matrix filtration loss.

TABLE 8-23 Results Matching Filtration Rate with Filtration Time

Parameter

Matching Relation V ¼ C � tb

Correlation CoefficientC b

Dp ¼ 1.5 MPa 11.47 �0.253 0.992

Dp ¼ 2.5 MPa 19.11 �0.252 0.992
Dp ¼ 3.5 MPa 26.76 �0.253 0.992
Kf ¼ 10 � 10�3 mm2 9.00 �0.273 0.983
Kf ¼ 30 � 10�3 mm2 19.11 �0.253 0.992
Kf ¼ 50 � 10�3 mm2 30.88 �0.29 0.971
me ¼ 50 MPa � s 44.92 �0.344 0.962
me ¼ 150 MPa � s 15.91 �0.245 0.995
me ¼ 250 MPa � s 11.13 �0.253 0.986
me ¼ 350 MPa � s 9.14 �0.272 0.983
me ¼ 500 MPa � s 7.56 �0.295 0.987
me ¼ 1000 MPa � s 5.19 �0.334 0.998
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order to maximize the productivity index.
Thus the dimensionless proppant coefficient
is defined as shown in Equation (8-9).

(8-9)

Nprop ¼ 2kf vp
kvr

where: kf ¼ fracture permeability, m2; k ¼
reservoir permeability, m2; vp ¼ propped
fracture volume, m3; vr ¼ drainage region
volume, m3.

Dimensionless productivity index and opti-
mum dimensionless flow conductivity can be
shown as the function of the dimensionless

proppant coefficient. Thus the dimensionless
productivity index vs. dimensionless flow con-
ductivity is obtained (Figure 8-32).

Given dimensionless proppant coefficient
Nprop, there is the optimum dimensionless
fracture flow conductivity, which makes the
productivity index highest. After the opti-
mum dimensionless fracture flow conductivity
is determined, the optimum fracture length
and fracture width can be determined. The
optimization design procedure includes:
(1) determining the type and volume of prop-
pant; (2) determining dimensionless prop-
pant coefficient; (3) determining optimum

FIGURE 8-31 McGuire-Sikora stimulation ratio diagram. L, drainage radius,
m; re, vertical fracture half-length, m; kfwf, fracture flow conductivity,
10�3 mm2�m; ko, oil reservoir permeability, 10�3 mm2 � m; A, drainage
area, m2.

FIGURE 8-32 Diagram of dimensionless productivity index vs. dimensionless flow conductivity.
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dimensionless fracture flow conductivity on
the basis of dimensionless proppant coefficient
in order to maximize dimensionless productiv-
ity index; (4) calculating fracture length and
fracture width; and (5) optimizing operational
pumping procedure design.

2. Natural quartz sand
Natural quartz sand is the proppant used

widely (about 55%) during sandfrac. It con-
tains chiefly SiO2 and has a small quantity
of Al, Fe, Ca, Mg, K, Na, impurities, and so
on. Quartz sand is widely distributed in
China. Quartz content is an important index
for determining the quality of quartz sand.
It is generally about 80% in China. In addi-
tion to quartz, quartz sand also contains a
small quantity of feldspar, chert, and other
debris of extrusive or metamorphic rock.
The quartz content of quality quartz sand is
up to more than 98%.

The main advantages of quartz sand
include: (1) quartz sand with high sphericity
can still maintain a certain flow conductivity
after the quartz sand is crushed; (2) quartz
sand has a relatively low density and is con-
venient to pump; (3) sand of 0.15 mm or silt
can be used as fracturing fluid loss additive
and can be used for filling a natural fracture
that is interconnected with a principal frac-
ture; and (4) it has a low cost and can be
drawn from local resources in many areas.

The disadvantages of quartz sand include:
(1) quartz sand has a lower strength and an
initial crushing pressure of about 20 MPa;
thus, it is unsuitable to reservoirs with high
closure pressure; (2) quartz sand has a low
compressive strength; and the flow conduc-
tivity may be reduced to 1/10 of original flow
conductivity or lower due to insertion, fine
migration, blocking, the damage caused by
fracturing fluid, and so on.

3. Synthetic ceramsite
Synthetic ceramsite proppant has been

developed in order to meet the requirement
of fracturing of a deep reservoir with high
closure pressure.
a. Medium-strength ceramsite proppant

It is made of bauxite or siliceous pot-
tery clay (vitriol and aluminum silicate).
The aluminum oxide content (weight) is
46% to 77% while the siliceous content
is 13% to 55%. In addition, it contains a
small quantity of other oxide. Its relative
density is 2.7–3.3. The relative density of
the low-density medium-strength prop-
pant produced by the manufacturer in
Yixin, China is 2.82.

b. High-strength ceramsite proppant
It is made of bauxite or alumina. The

contents of aluminum oxide, silicon oxide,
iron oxide, and titanium oxide (TiO2) are
respectively 85% to 90%, 3% to 6%,
4% to 7%, and 3% to 4%.

c. Advantages and disadvantages of ceramsite
Ceramsite proppant has high strength

and can provide high fracture flow con-
ductivity under high closure pressure.
It has salt resistance and temperature resis-
tance. The reduction of flow conductivity
with the increase of closure pressure and
the prolongation of pressure-bearing time
is much slower than that of quartz.
However, ceramsite has a high density
(2700–3600 kg/m3) and is difficult to
pump. It has difficult manufacturing tech-
nology and high cost. With the increase
of aluminum content the compressive
strength of ceramsite increases, but the
density also increases; thus, a compromise
proposal is required.

Table 8-24 shows the test of fracture
flow conductivity of some quartz sand
and ceramsite in China. Under the action
of formation closure stress, the flow con-
ductivities of quartz sand or ceramsite
from different sources are different to
some degree. The flow conductivity of
quartz sand is greatly different from that
of ceramsite. In particular, under a higher
closure pressure, the flow conductivity of
ceramsite is obviously higher than that of
quartz sand.

4. Resin enclosed proppant
a. Resin enclosed proppant technique
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TABLE 8-24 Flow Conductivities of Some Proppants in China

Closure
Pressure
(MPa)

F0.5-0.80 Quartz Sand F0.8-1.25 Quartz Sand F0.45-0.90 Ceramsite

Lanzhou
Sand

Yueyang
Sand

Lanzhou
Sand

Yueyang
Sand

Yixin
Ceramsite

Chengdu
Ceramsite

FRCD
(mm2�cm)

K
(mm2)

FRCD
(mm2�cm)

K
(mm2)

FRCD
(mm2�cm)

K
(mm2)

FRCD
(mm2�cm)

K
(mm2)

FRCD
(mm2�cm)

K
(mm2)

FRCD
(mm2�cm)

K
(mm2)

10 88 276 82 260 106 353 179 553 153 462 141 515

20 42 142 48 143 59 211 69 225 111 347 115 421
30 15 62 22 75 24 99 27 93 85 272 92 345
40 6 29 62 205 74 283
50 — 44 148 57 221
60 — 31 108 45 177
70 — 18 65 37 146
80 — 13 46 28 116

Note: API flow guide chamber, 22	3�C; equiquality method; 5.0 kg/m2 proppant-paving concentration; deionized distilled water as test fluid.
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(1) Resin modification. The feature of the
chemical structure of epoxy resin is
that there is an epoxy group on a mac-
romolecular chain. Different methods
of generating epoxy groups and differ-
ent materials used have different types
of epoxy resin generated. Bisphenol A
epoxy resin is not suited to be used
as the enclosure of proppant, and
modification is required. In order to
ensure a firm cohesion of prop-
pant, epoxy resin should have a self-
emulsification property; thus, various
strong hydrophilic radicals should be
introduced on the macromolecule of
epoxy resin to modify epoxy resin into
a resin that is rich in basic groups, and
acid is used for neutralizing it into salt
so that it has a certain water affinity
and cohesive force is increased.

(2) Curing principle of resin enclosure of
proppant. Quartz sand and ceramsite
are enclosed by synthetic resin using
physical and chemical methods, so that
quartz sand and ceramsite have a resin
enclosure that can be cured. After this
type of proppant enters the fracture,
the resin layer first softens and will then
generate polymerization reaction under
the action of an activating agent at res-
ervoir temperature; thus, each particle
of proppant has a tough enclosure, and
these particles are bonded together by
polymerization.

b. Characteristics of resin-enclosed proppant
(1) Under a certain closure pressure, the

crushing strength of the proppant par-
ticle is increased. The mode of contact
is changed by the property of resin-
enclosed proppant, the contact area
is increased, and the pressure acting
on proppant particles is dispersed by
the enclosure of proppant.

(2) Each particle of proppant has a tough
resin enclosure. Under a certain closure
pressure, the debris of crushed prop-
pant may be coated by resin enclosure,

so that the migration of debris and fine
silt is prevented and fracture has a
higher flow conductivity.

(3) At a certain reservoir temperature, the
resin enclosure is first softened. Under
the action of reservoir temperature
and activating agent, proppant parti-
cles are bonded together and bonded
with the new fracture surface, thus
forming a permeable filtering layer,
firming the fracture surface, prevent-
ing the proppant from backflowing,
decreasing the insertion of proppant
into the reservoir, and enabling sand
control.

(4) Resin enclosure is made in accordance
with the specific reservoir temperature
and can meet the requirement of spe-
cific reservoir temperature conditions.

c. Flow conductivity test of FMS series resin-
enclosed proppant
(1) Short-term flow conductivity test. The

conditions of the short-term flow con-
ductivity test include: testing pressure
of 10–80 MPa; testing proppant-paving
concentration of 5 kg/m2; and testing
fluid of 2% KCl solution. The results
of the test are shown in Figure 8-33.

(2) Long-term flow conductivity test. The
conditions of the long-term flow con-
ductivity test include: closure pressure
of 60 MPa; testing proppant-paving
concentration of 5 kg/m2; testing fluid

FIGURE 8-33 Comparison between flow conductivities
of Type FMS-I resin enclosed proppant and ceramsite
proppant.
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of 2% KCl solution; and testing time
of 25 days. The results of the test are
shown in Figure 8-34. It is indicated
that with the increase of closure pres-
sure, the flow conductivity of common
ceramsite rapidly decreases and the
flow conductivities of Type FMS-I
and Type FMS-II resin-enclosed prop-
pants slowly decrease despite the fact
that they all decrease to some extent.

5. Thermoplastic film proppant
At a temperature lower than 150�C, a soft-

face that interacts with proppant particles
will form by thermoplastic film. Despite the
fact that its adhesive strength is lower than
that of resin enclosure, this surface has a
higher friction resistance, and the rolling of
proppant in flow string can be mitigated. At
a higher temperature, the proppant can be
firmed by the thermoplastic film under the
action of adhesion and shrinkage. With
the increase of temperature, the surface of

the film becomes tough, the proppant may
adhere to the surface, and proppant glome-
rates will form. If the temperature increases
further, the film may shrink, and consolidated
glomerates that are closer and firmer may
form. These glomerates bridged together will
form a larger flow space, so that resistance to
the flow of broken fluid in the proppant layer
during backflow is decreased, thus favoring
preventing proppant from backflowing. The
advantages of thermoplastic film include:
(1) it is compatible with fracturing fluid
(including crosslinker and gel breaker), may
not react on other additives, and will not
affect the chemical properties of fracturing
fluid; (2) it is stable in oil, water, and acid
liquor; and (3) the thermoplastic material is
economical and practical, which means that
it can be used in the whole fracturing process.

6. Deformable proppant
Deformable proppant is formed by resin and

inertial filling material. It has similar shape and
fenestral distribution and is deformable under
a certain stress (Figure 8-35). In recent years,
it has been used mainly for controlling prop-
pant backflow. This type of proppant is suit-
able for a reservoir with closure pressure of
5–50 MPa and temperature lower than
185�C. Its volume is generally 10% to 15%
of total proppant volume.

After deformable proppant is mixed with
ordinary proppant, on the surface of this type
of proppant some small cavities or concaves
may be formed under a certain closure pres-
sure due to deformation. These cavities or

FIGURE 8-34 Comparison between flow conductivities
of resin enclosed proppant and ceramsite proppant.

FIGURE 8-35 The shapes of deformable proppant before and after
exerting force on it.
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concaves will be helpful in stabilizing and
locking the surrounding proppant. This com-
posite effect will enhance the resistance to
flow and compression of the integral prop-
pant filling layer. In addition, this type of
proppant has an inner core with a higher pli-
ability and has a larger exterior coating; thus,
it has a higher resistance to corrosion and
does not easily fail during pumping and
under higher in-situ stress. Thus deformable
proppant can prevent the backflow of prop-
pant after fracturing and in the production
period.

7. Ultra-low-density proppant
Ultra-low-density proppant is an elonga-

tion of deformable proppant study. At present,
the ultra-low-density proppants recom-
mended include mainly two types, that is, the
porous ceramsite resin coating (ULW-1.75)
and the resin-soaked and -coated walnut shell
(ULW-1.25) modified chemically. The relative
densities of their particles are respectively
1.75 and 1.25. Ultra-low-density proppant
has incomparable superiority, which other
proppants lack, in bulk density, relative
density, particle strength analysis, particle
settlement, flow conductivity, flow test, and
so on.

In general, most proppants with a higher
density may rapidly settle below the reservoir
in the vicinity of the wellbore to form a set-
tled proppant bank during fracturing; thus,
the propped fracture length formed is much
less than the hydraulically created fracture
length. Practice indicates that the ULW-1.25
proppant can be evenly distributed in fracture
to prop better fracture, thus improving flow
conductivity both laterally and longitudi-
nally. It can better increase productivity by
comparison with ordinary proppant.

Integral Reservoir (or Block) Frac Optimization
Design
1. Working principle of integral frac design soft-

ware system
The integral frac design software system is

a powerful means of integral fracturing

optimization design. Its working principle is
as follows.

The parameters required by reservoir sim-
ulation are first obtained from the reservoir
database and well database that have been
established. The rational fracture lengths
and flow conductivities are determined by
taking optimization aim at recovery percent
of reserves on the basis of production perfor-
mances, recovery percents of reserves, and
production indices under various simulated
fracture lengths, flow conductivities, and
types of fractured wells of predetermined
flood pattern system. The optimization
results are then stored in a fracture optimiza-
tion parameter database. Or the types and
well spacings of well pattern and the
corresponding fracture lengths and flow con-
ductivities are determined by taking optimi-
zation aim at recovery percent of reserves
on the basis of production performances,
recovery percent of reserves, and production
indices under various simulated fracture
lengths, flow conductivities, and types of
fractured wells of various flood patterns for
reservoirs undeveloped by fracturing, and
the optimization results are then stored in a
fracture optimization parameter database.

The frac job program is optimized by
using a three-dimensional model, two-
dimensional model, or horizontal fracture
model in combination with the evaluation
results of frac job under the support of frac-
ture optimization parameter database, re-
servoir parameter database, well parameter
database, proppant parameter database,
fracturing fluid parameter database, and eco-
nomic evaluation parameter database.

The frac job is appraised and the pa-
rameters of fracture and fracturing fluid are
determined on the basis of frac job pa-
rameters, reservoir parameters, and real-time
data, thus providing information for frac
design.

2. Description of integral frac design software
system
a. Database management module
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The databases of the basic reservoir
parameters, proppants, fracturing fluids,
rock parameters, phase permeability
curves, capillary pressure curves, and so
on are established in accordance with the
features of integral frac design. The data-
bases are correlated with the data of func-
tion modules, thus achieving the full
sharing of data resources and reducing
the tedious data-in operation.

b. Integral fracturing numerical simulation
module

Taking an inverted five-spot well pat-
tern, inverted nine-spot well pattern, and
rectangular well pattern as objects of
study, the frac development indices of var-
ious development well patterns in combi-
nation with a hydraulically created
fracture system are predicted under the
conditions of favorable and unfavorable
fracture orientations. Taking recovery per-
cent of reserves or recovery factor as the
objective, rational fracture length and
flow conductivity are determined. For an
arbitrary angle of hydraulically created
fracture, the method of interpolation is
used for calculating frac development
indices. In addition, economic evaluation
of integral frac development is performed.

c. Frac simulation design module
The pseudo–three-dimensional fracture

model and horizontal fracture model are
used for simulating the frac job technology
under various pumping rates, various
types of proppant, various types of fractur-
ing fluid, and various proppant concentra-
tions in order to determine fracture
geometry sizes and flow conductivity dis-
tribution, and so on. The optimum frac
job program and parameters are designed
on the basis of reservoir conditions and
the requirements of the fracture length
and flow conductivity optimized by reser-
voir frac simulation. In accordance with
the characteristics of foam fracturing, the
wellhead control parameters and frac job
parameter of foam fracturing are designed

in consideration of foamed fracturing fluid
rheology, filtration property, pressure
field, flow velocity field, proppant migra-
tion and distribution, and so on.

d. Individual-well frac program evaluation
module

Post-frac production rates under vari-
ous lengths of hydraulically created frac-
ture and various flow conductivities of
fracture are predicted using the numerical
simulation technique and an economic
evaluation of the individual-well frac pro-
gram is performed. The net oil increase
and net present value, and so on, on
various fracturing scales (combination
fracture length and fracture flow conduc-
tivity) are obtained in order to provide a
basis for individual-well frac program
optimization design.

e. Postfrac productivity prediction module
The oil and water flow rules are

simulated by using the numerical reservoir
simulation technique in order to predict
postfrac well production performance
and the change of water cut, and the effect
of hydraulically created fracture length
and flow conductivity on production
performance.

f. Postfrac pressure incline analysis module
The values of parameters including frac-

ture length, mean fracture width, fracture
closure time, fracture fluid loss coefficient,
fracturing fluid efficiency, and the rate of
pressure decline are obtained by using a
three-dimensional pressure incline analysis
model.

3. Integral frac optimization design application
The integral frac optimization design for a

tract in the Daqing oil region is taken as an
example.
a. Well pattern arrangement under favorable

orientation of hydraulically created fracture
The results of study indicate that the

included angle of 0� between the orienta-
tion of hydraulically created fracture and
the well array is most favorable when
a five-spot well pattern is adopted, while
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the included angle of 45� is most favorable
when an inverted nine-spot well pattern is
adopted (see Figure 8-36 and Figure 8-37).

b. Effect of fracture orientation on produc-
tion performance under a five-spot well
pattern
(1) In the water-free oil production period

or the initial oilfield development
period with a water cut lower than
10%, there is no or slight effect of
fracture orientation on recovery per-
cent of reserves. With the increase of
production time, the water break-
through of the oil well is becoming
faster and sweep efficiency is greatly
decreased under the condition of unfa-
vorable fracture orientation.

(2) Under the condition of unfavorable
fracture orientation, the water break-
through time of a production well is
obviously moved up and the water-free
recovery factor is greatly decreased.

(3) Under the condition of favorable frac-
ture orientation, most of the recover-
able oil can be produced in the

water-free production period or low
water cut production period; thus,
the production effectiveness of a low-
permeability oil reservoir is greatly
dependent on the length of the water-
free production period and the value
of water-water recovery factor.

Therefore, for an integral frac vertical-
fracture waterflooding low-permeability
oil reservoir, the premise of enhancing oil
reservoir development effectiveness is the
well spacing pattern that makes the frac-
ture have a favorable orientation.

c. Rectangular pattern and inverted nine-
spot pattern

Rectangular pattern is an improved well
pattern on the basis of an inverted nine-
spot pattern in order to improve the devel-
opment effectiveness of a heterogeneous
oil reservoir.

The simulation results indicate that
under an inverted nine-spot pattern, the
heterogeneity of a reservoir will cause
advanced water breakthrough of corner
wells, low production rate of central wells,
incoordinate production of central wells
and corner wells, a great decrease in ulti-
mate recovery factor, a great increase in
the water injection pore volumes required
under the same recovery percent of
reserves, and an unfavorable result for
enhancing development effectiveness.
They also indicate that under a rectangular
pattern and the condition of both homoge-
neous and heterogeneous reservoirs, the
production of both central wells and cor-
ner wells can be coordinated, thus increas-
ing oil recovery rate, decreasing water
injection pore volumes, and increasing
integral ultimate recovery factor. The rect-
angular pattern of Lx/Ly ¼ 2:1 is favorable
for enhancing development effectiveness
under the condition of a low degree of het-
erogeneity, while a rectangular pattern
with a higher ratio of length to width can
be adopted under the condition of a higher
degree of heterogeneity.

FIGURE 8-36 Favorable fracture orientation when a five-
spot well pattern is adopted.

FIGURE 8-37 Favorable fracture orientation when an
inverted nine-spot well pattern is adopted.
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d. Parameter optimization of hydraulically
created fracture

In order to optimize fracture pa-
rameters, factors including oil recovery
rate, recovery factor, production effective-
ness, equipment capacity, and operation
cost, as well as specific conditions of
well pattern and reservoir, should be
considered. Taking a rectangular pattern
with a length-to-width ratio of 2:1
(420 m � 210 m) and a heterogeneous oil
reservoir with kx/ky ¼ 5 as an example,
the optimization of the fracture penetra-
tion coefficients of injection and produc-
tion wells under a certain fracture flow
conductivity (30 mm2 � cm) is discussed.
The step-by-step optimization of fracture
penetration coefficients is required. The
fracture penetration coefficient of corner
well is first optimized under the condition
of constant fracture penetration coeffi-
cients of injection well and central well.
The fracture penetration coefficient of
central well is then optimized under the
condition of constant fracture penetration
coefficients of injection well and corner
well. The fracture penetration coefficient
of injection well is finally optimized under
the condition of constant fracture pene-
tration coefficients of central well and
corner well.
(1) Corner well fracture penetration co-

efficient optimization. When the
fracture penetration coefficients of
injection well and central well are
respectively 20% and 30%, the simu-
lation results indicate that the opti-
mum fracture penetration coefficient
of corner well should be about 10%.

(2) Center well fracture penetration coef-
ficient optimization. When the frac-
ture penetration coefficients of
injection well and corner well are
respectively 20% and 10%, the simu-
lation results indicate that the opti-
mum fracture penetration coefficient
of central well should be 20%.

(3) Injection well fracture penetration
coefficient optimization. The optimi-
zation results of fracture penetration
coefficients of corner well and central
well are taken, and the effect of injec-
tion well fracture penetration coeffi-
cient on oil reservoir production
performance is simulated and ana-
lyzed. The results indicate that the
optimum injection well fracture pene-
tration coefficient should be 10%.

Hydraulic Fracturing Technology
1. Fluid loss reduction technology

For a reservoir in which natural fractures
are well developed and serious filtration loss
may be generated, realistic measures to
reduce filtration loss should be taken in order
to ensure a successful frac job and prevent
premature sand fallout. At present, the com-
monly used fluid loss reduction techniques
mainly include:
a. Reducing filtration loss by silt or fine ceram-

site. The silt of 100 mesh is added to prepad
fluid by a lower proppant concentration in
order to plug narrow natural microfractures
and open microfractures and force fractur-
ing fluid to extend in artificial principal
fracture, thus enhancing fracturing fluid
effectiveness and once success ratio.

b. Reducing filtration loss by slug. There are
multiple fractures that extend parallel in
the vicinity of the wellbore due to the
effect of perforating or natural fracture.
In order to solve the problem of multifrac-
ture filtration loss, a small quantity of the
proppant, which is the same as that in the
principal fracture, is added and used as
slugs after fracture is generated and before
proppant is regularly added. These slugs
may plug the natural microfractures, thus
increasing the width of artificial principal
fracture and attaining the goal of reducing
filtration loss.

c. Reducing filtration loss by combination
ceramsite. Ceramsites with different parti-
cle diameters are added at different stages
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of the operational process and artificial
fractures with different widths are respec-
tively packed with the ceramsites, thus
achieving both filtration loss reduction
and rational propping.

d. Reducing filtration loss by oil-soluble fluid
loss additive. Several types of oil-soluble
material are mixed in a certain order and
a certain proportion, are treated by sulfo-
nation under a certain condition and poly-
merized, and then form particles with a
specific diameter with the aid of specific
technology. Appropriate polarity will be
generated on the oil-soluble particle sur-
face by using surfactant; thus, the particles
can be dispersed in water evenly and sta-
bly. The particles are carried to the artifi-
cial fracture by water-based prepad fluid,
and the temporary plugging of natural
fractures is achieved.

2. Separate-layer fracturing technology
The separate-layer and selective fracturing

techniques are mainly used in multipay oil
and gas wells for fracturing of some target
or targets. Commonly used techniques
include mechanical plugging separate layer
fracturing, limited-entry separate-layer frac-
turing, and ball-sealer selective fracturing.

Ball-sealer selective fracturing has strict
demands on the quantity and speed of the
ball and the pumping rate during operation
and is technologically difficult. Limited-entry
fracturing requires achieving the designed
proppant distribution on the horizons,
which is difficult. Separate layer fracturing
with packer is a commonly used fracturing
technique at present. It includes the four
types: separate layer fracturing with single
packer, separate layer fracturing with two
packers, separate layer fracturing with bridge
plug packer, and separate layer fracturing
with sliding sleeves and packers.

A separate layer fracturing with sliding
sleeves and packers has no need for moving
string, killing, and opening during separate
fracturing of multiple layers. It can be used
for layer-by-layer fracturing and productivity

testing. It has low formation damage, thus
favoring reservoir protection. At most three
stages of sliding sleeves are generally used,
and four layers are separately fractured once
due to the limitation of the inside diameter
of the string. If multiple layers are fractured
once, the string should be pulled out and
changed in order to perform the flowing back
and productivity testing of lower horizon.

Separate layer fracturing with sliding
sleeves and packers has been widely applied
in tight gas reservoirs in western Sichuan,
the Daqing Xushen gas field, the coalbed
gas reservoir in the Qinshui basin of Shanxi
Province, the Bawu gas field of Jiling basin,
the Changqin gas field, the Tuba Hongtai
gas reservoir, the Zhongyuan Wennan oil
field, and so on.

3. Fracture height–controlling fracturing tech-
nology

At present, fracture height–controlling
techniques mainly include:
a. Artificial restraining barrier technique. An

artificial restraining barrier is formed at
the top or bottom of the fracture by ascent
or sinking type separant, thus increasing
the impedance at the tip of fracture, pre-
venting the fluid pressure in fracture from
propagating up or down, and controlling
the longitudinal extension of fracture.

b. Variable displacement fracturing tech-
nique. The variable displacement fractur-
ing technique can be used for controlling
the downward extension of fracture,
increasing the length of propped fracture,
increasing the proppant-paving concentra-
tion in fracture; thus, the effectiveness of
stimulation can be effectively increased.

c. Controlling fracture height by injecting
non-proppant slug. Non-proppant liquid
slug is injected between prepad fluid and
proppant-carrying liquid and plugging
particles. Large particles form bridging,
while small particles pack the clearance
between large particles; thus, an imperme-
able barrier is formed and fracture height
is controlled.
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d. Controlling fracture height by adjusting
fracturing fluid density. In order to control
the upward extension of fracture, a frac-
turing fluid with a higher density is
adopted, so that fracture is generated
downward as far as possible under the
action of gravity. Contrarily, if controlling
the upward extension of fracture is
required, a fracturing fluid with a lower
density is used.

e. Controlling fracture height by cooling the
reservoir. Injecting cold water into a reser-
voir with a higher temperature makes the
reservoir generate thermoelastic stress so
that reservoir stress is decreased; thus,
fracture height and fracture length are
controlled within the range of the
reservoir.

4. Formation breakdown condition improving
fracturing technology
a. Reducing pressure loss during pressure

transmission. Reducing the adverse factors
that hinder pressure transmission can
increase the pressure value that is trans-
mitted to the target, thus increasing the
probability of formation breakdown.

b. Reducing formation breakdown pressure.
The formation breakdown pressure in the
vicinity of the wellbore is dependent on
in-situ stress and rock properties. In order
to reduce formation breakdown pres-
sure, the in-situ stress should be broken.
This method is also known as prefrac pre-
treatment. The relevant measures that are
commonly applied at present include acid-
izing, abrasive perforating, high-energy
gas fracturing, and perforating parameter
optimization.

Fracturing Performing and Postfrac Appraisal
1. Frac job quality control

a. Real-time monitoring system establish-
ment. A real-time monitoring system is
used for on-site real-time monitoring and
analysis of operational pressure perfor-
mance. The measured pressure matching
the analog calculation pressure can be

used for determining the degree of coinci-
dence between designing and performing
and predicting the problems that may be
generated. If necessary, the designed
parameter values are adjusted. This type
of system is an aid to on-site operational
decisions.

b. Fracturing fluid formulation and cross-
linking proportion control. Crosslinking
proportion should be strictly controlled.
An excessively high crosslinker concentra-
tion makes gel become brittle or even
dehydrated, while an excessively low
crosslinker concentration may cause a
low proppant-carrying property of fractur-
ing fluid.

c. Rational proppant concentration change
monitoring. The continuity of the change
of proppant concentration is very impor-
tant to the rational distribution of prop-
pant concentration in fracture, that is, the
rational distribution of flow conductivity,
and should be ensured during operation.

d. Displacement fluid volume control. The
displacement fluid volume near the end
of operation should be strictly controlled
in accordance with the requirement in
design. The displacement fluid is used for
displacing the fracture in the vicinity of
the wellbore is filled with proppant, thus
favoring the flow of oil and gas. Excessive
displacement fluid may make proppant
enter deep fracture, thus reducing the
proppant concentration in the fracture in
the vicinity of the wellbore, that is, reduc-
ing the flow conductivity of fracture to a
great extent.

e. Flowback time control. The break of frac-
turing fluid and the closure of fracture
should be considered when flowback time
is determined. The postfrac flowback of
fracturing fluid should be as early as possi-
ble. Too long a shut-in time may make the
fracture close fully, and the flow may
become a pseudoradial flow; thus, produc-
tion rate may be greatly decreased and the
high-yield period may be lost. The forced
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fracture closure technique is often adopted
in the field, that is, controlled flowback is
promptly taken after fracturing, so that
the fracture will rapidly close and effective
propping can be achieved to the full
extent.

2. Postfrac appraisal and analysis
a. Frac job curve match analysis

The pressure, pumping rate, and prop-
pant concentration vs. time can reflect
the real-time extension performance of
fracture. The operational net pressure
curve can be used for determining the
length, width, and height of fracture, frac-
turing fluid loss coefficient, fracture flow
conductivity, and so on, by matching.

b. Pressure drawdown analysis
Fluid compressibility, fracture extension

after closing, three-dimensional fracture
extension, and so on are considered for
interpreting and analyzing the fracture
parameters using fracture pressure at pres-
ent. The fracture pressure drawdownmodel
of a naturally fractured reservoir is cor-
rected on the basis of the study of a fractur-
ing fluid loss calculation model of a
naturally fractured reservoir, thus achieving
the fracture pressure drawdown analysis of
the naturally fractured reservoir.

c. Postfrac pressure transient test analysis
The postfrac pressure transient test

analysis aims mainly at obtaining the data
of propped fracture length, propped frac-
ture flow conductivity, and reservoir per-
meability; thus, the basic parameters are
provided for appraisal of fracturing effec-
tiveness. In accordance with the types of
flow, the postfrac pressure transient test
of the vertically fractured well with finite
flow conductivity after fracturing includes
the four flow stages: (1) single linear flow
in fracture; and (2) bilinear flow in frac-
ture; (3) single linear flow in formation;
(4) pseudoradial flow. A great quantity of
software has been developed that can be
used for postfrac pressure transient test
analysis.

d. Production history match and inversion by
reservoir simulation

On the basis of the related data including
the change of postfrac production well pro-
duction rate with time under a certain static
reservoir pressure and a certain flowing
pressure, reservoir simulation is used for
production history matching; thus, propped
fracture flow conductivity or fracture half-
length can be obtained by inversion.

Hydraulic Fracturing for Carbonatite
Reservoir

Difficulties of Hydraulic Fracturing for
Carbonatite Reservoir. In a carbonatite reser-
voir, natural fractures are well developed. The
randomness of natural fracture distribution in
the reservoir, the complexity of hydraulically
created fracture initiation and extension, and
the uncertainty of fracturing fluid loss in pump-
ing operations may seriously affect the effective-
ness and aiming of this type of reservoir
fracturing design. The difficulties of hydraulic
fracturing mainly include:

1. Complicated initiation and extension of
hydraulically created fracture

In a carbonatite reservoir, fractures and
solution cavities often develop, and the reser-
voir has a high heterogeneity; that is, the dis-
tribution of natural fractures and solution
cavities is very complicated and spatially
random. The existence of natural fractures
makes in-situ stress field more complicated.
The studies indicate that this type of reservoir
can easily generate complicated fractures
during fracturing, thus making it difficult to
simulate the form in the laboratory and
extending the trend of hydraulically created
fracture. There has been no perfective simula-
tion software of hydraulically created frac-
ture for naturally fractured reservoirs so far.

2. Difficulty in appraising fluid loss during
frac job

Due to the existence of inherent natural
fractures and fractures that may be opened
under the action of external force in a
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naturally fractured reservoir, the fluid loss
coefficient dynamically changes during
operation and is much higher than that of
homogeneous media (making an order-
of-magnitude increase) under the same condi-
tions, which is an important reason why this
type of reservoir has a high proppant plug
rate. In addition, the existence of solution
cavities in the reservoir may cause an abrupt
change of fluid loss during pumping, a great
decrease of fracture generation efficiency,
and a proppant plug.

3. High proppant plug rate and difficulty in
increasing proppant concentration

During fracturing of the reservoir in which
natural fractures are well developed, well-
head pressure is sensitive to a proppant liquid
ratio higher than or equal to 30%. The inves-
tigation on the sandfrac of carbonatite reser-
voirs indicates that the proppant plug rate is
generally high and the proppant concentra-
tion is difficult to increase.

AdaptabilityAnalysis of CarbonatiteReservoir
Fracturing. Despite the difficulties of hydraulic
fracturing for carbonatite reservoirs, the present
fracturing technology has a certain adoptability,
and field practice has proven that hydraulic frac-
turing of carbonatite reservoirs is necessary and
feasible.

1. Hydraulic fracturing for carbonatite reser-
voirs has obvious superiority.

The commonly used acid fracturing tech-
nology has played an important promoting
part in the effective development of carbona-
tite oil and gas reservoirs. However, the effec-
tive operating distance of acid fracturing in
high-temperature carbonatite reservoirs is
limited by the rate of reaction between acid
and rock and the effective operating distance
of fluid loss control; thus, the fractures and
solution cavities that are far from the well-
bore are difficult to interconnect. Hydraulic
fracturing adopts nonreactive working fluid,
and the fracture length and proppant dis-
tribution are relatively easy to control;
thus, propped fracture length, which is much

greater than acid-etched fracture length, can
be provided to obtain an obvious increase of
productivity.

2. Fracturing practice has proven that sandfrac
is feasible for carbonatite reservoirs.

A carbonatite reservoir has fractures that
are well developed and high fracturing fluid
loss and can easily form multiple fractures
during fracturing operation, thus having a
higher operating risk. If the difficulties of res-
ervoir stimulation are fully understood and
meticulous fracturing design and operation
are performed, successful carbonatite reser-
voir sandfrac can be achieved. Field tests of
sandfrac for the Ordovician high-temperature
deep reservoir and the Lower Paleozoic dolo-
mite of the Yulin gas field have been done in
20 wells and success has been obtained.

8.5 ACIDIZING FOR PUTTING
A WELL INTO PRODUCTION

During acidizing, acid liquor is injected into the
reservoir to dissolve the mineral components of
reservoir rock and the blocking matter caused
during drilling, well completion, workover and
production, thus improving and increasing reser-
voir permeability.

Principle and Classification of
Acidizing

Classification of Acidizing Technology
1. Acid cleaning

Acid cleaning technology is used for
removing acid-soluble scale in wellbore or
interconnecting perforations. A small quan-
tity of acid liquor is injected to predetermined
sections in order to dissolve the scale on wall
or blocking matter in perforations.

2. Matrix acidizing
During matrix acidizing, acid liquor is

injected into a near-wellbore reservoir under
a pressure lower than formation breakdown
pressure to dissolve the particles and block-
ing matter in pore space, enlarge the pore
space, and eliminate the blocking in the
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near-wellbore reservoir, thus restoring and
increasing reservoir permeability and well
productivity.

3. Fracture acidizing
During fracture acidizing (also known as

acid fracturing), acid liquor is injected into
the reservoir under a pressure higher than for-
mation breakdown pressure or natural frac-
ture closure pressure, so that fracture is
formed in the reservoir and the rock on the
fracture face is unevenly etched by the reac-
tion of acid liquor to the rock on the fracture
face, thus forming a groove-shaped or rough
fracture. The fracture formed will not be fully
closed after the ending of the frac job, and an
artificial fracture with a certain size and flow
conductivity will be formed; thus, the flow
condition of oil and gas will be improved
and the productivity of oil and gas wells will
be increased.

Principle of Increasing Productivity by
Acidizing
1. Principle of increasing productivity by matrix

acidizing
The action of matrix acidizing on the

increase of productivity mainly includes:
(1) acid liquor dissolves the pore wall or nat-
ural fracture face, thus increasing pore diam-
eter or extending fracture and increasing the
flow capacity of the reservoir; and (2) acid
liquor dissolves the blocking matter in per-
forations and natural fractures, breaks the
structure of blocking matter of drilling fluid,
cement and rock debris and so on, intercon-
nects flow channels, and removes the effect
of blocking matter, thus restoring the original
flow capacity of reservoir.

When reservoir fluids (oil, gas, and water)
flow radially from the reservoir to the well,
the pressure loss is funnel-shaped. During
the production of oil and gas, 80% to 90%
of the pressure loss is generated in a range
of 10 m in the vicinity of the wellbore; thus,
increasing near-wellbore flow capacity and
decreasing near-wellbore pressure loss can
obviously increase oil and gas production

rate under constant producing pressure draw-
down. Theoretical analysis indicates that well
productivity can be greatly increased by acid-
izing for a well that is contaminated, whereas
it can only be slightly increased by acidizing
for a well that has not been contaminated.

2. Principle of increasing productivity by frac-
ture acidizing

The fracture face formed by fracturing
is unevenly etched by acid liquor during
fracture acidizing operations due to the
unevenness of the mineral distribution and
permeability of reservoir rock. After the frac-
ture acidizing operation is finished, the
fracture may not be fully closed under the
propping at many points; thus, an artificial
fracture with a certain size and flow conduc-
tivity is finally formed and reservoir flow
capacity.

The principle of increasing productivity by
fracture acidizing, which is similar to that of
increasing productivity by hydraulic fractur-
ing, mainly includes: (1) increasing the area
of oil and gas flow to the well, improving
the flow pattern of oil and gas, and increasing
the flow capacity in the vicinity of the well-
bore; (2) eliminating reservoir contamination
in the vicinity of the wellbore; and (3) inter-
connecting the high-permeability zone, the
fracture system at deep reservoirs and the oil
and gas zone, which are far from the
wellbore.

Matrix Acidizing for Sandstone
Reservoir

Acidizing is one of the main measures for oil and
gas well stimulation and water injection well
stimulation. Acid liquor can be used for remov-
ing contamination in the vicinity of production
wells and water injection wells and the block-
ing matter in pores and fractures or intercon-
necting and extending the original pores and
fractures in the reservoir, thus increasing reser-
voir permeability and then increasing produc-
tion well productivity and water injection well
injectivity.
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Acid Liquor and Additives
1. Commonly used acid additives

a. Corrosion inhibitor. It is mainly used for
decreasing corroding metallic pipes by
acid liquor and decreasing formation dam-
age. The corrosion rate of steel product
under the flowing condition of acid liquor
is much higher than that under static con-
ditions. It would be best if an appropriate
inhibitor could be selected on the basis of
the results of a dynamic corrosion test or
in full consideration of dynamic corrosion,
so that safety may be increased.

b. Surfactant. It is used for reducing surface
tension and interfacial tension and pre-
venting emulsion from forming, leading
the reservoir to water wettability and
promoting flowing back.

c. Ferric ion stabilizing agent (chelating
agent). It is used for preventing ferric ions
and other metallic salts from forming com-
plex ions, thus preventing precipitation
from generating.

d. Cleanup additive. Flowback of spent acid
is speeded up with the aid of gas expan-
sion. N2, alcohols, and surfactant are
commonly used.

e. Clay stabilizer. It is used for preventing
clay minerals from expanding, dispersing,
migrating, and blocking pore throats
under the action of foreign fluid.

f. Friction reducer. It is used for reducing the
one-way frictional resistance during work-
ing fluid flow in wellbore, thus reducing
operational pressure.

g. Temporary plugging agent. It is used for
plugging reservoir pores during matrix
acidizing and used for plugging perfora-
tions or the inlet of fracture during acid
fracturing.

h. Gelling agent. It is the main additive in a
gelled acid system.

2. Acid liquor system and adaptability
Sandstone reservoir has a complicated

structure and multiple minerals. The acid
liquor system that matches reservoir charac-
teristics and the physical properties of rock

should be selected. The commonly used acid
liquor systems include:
a. Conventional mud acid system. It can be

used for removing the blocking of sand-
stone reservoirs in the vicinity of the
wellbore.

b. Retarded fluoboric acid system. It can be
used for deep penetration sandstone reser-
voir acidizing or high-temperature well
acidizing. Fluoboric acid has a low hydro-
lyzing rate, and only the hydrogen fluoride
generated by hydrolyzing may react with
minerals; thus, it is a retarded acid. The
advantages of treating sandstone reservoir
by fluoboric acid include:
(1) Low rate of reaction of acid to rock,

large penetration depth of live acid,
and large acid treatment radius.

(2) Merging clay into inert particles with
other fine particles and consolidating
in situ, thus stabilizing clay and pre-
venting formation damage caused by
fine particle migration.

(3) Inhibiting the swelling of water-
sensitive clay minerals.

(4) Favoring reservoir protection and
keeping a long effective increased pro-
ductivity period.

c. Self-generating retarded mud-acid system.
Ester is blended with ammonium fluoride
at the wellhead and then pumped into res-
ervoir. Ester is decomposed and organic
acid is generated. The organic acid then
reacts with ammonium fluoride. Theoreti-
cally, the acid can be injected into a deep
reservoir for acidizing. Different esters
can meet the requirements of different
reservoir temperatures (40–107�C).

d. Mud acid system. Hydrochloric acid and
ammonium fluoric are injected in
sequence. Hydrofluoric acid is generated
on clay particle surfaces by using the natu-
ral ion exchangeability of clay. Hydrofluo-
ric acid dissolves clay in situ. The essence
of the method is that a liquid that can only
generate ion exchange with clay is first
injected, and a second liquid, which will
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react with the first liquid on clay surfaces
to generate hydrofluoric acid, is then
injected. Multistage repeating may be nec-
essary. The hydrogen fluoride in this sys-
tem is generated by ion exchange; thus,
the relation between reaction rate and res-
ervoir temperature has a lower sensitivity
than that of other acid liquor systems.
The effective action distance can exceed
2 m. The system can be used for acidizing
of the sandstone reservoir with argilla-
ceous cement to remove blocking caused
by reservoir clay particle migration and
welling or drilling fluid blocking that
cannot be fully removed by conventional
mud acid.

e. Retarded phosphoric acid system (PPAS).
Phosphoric acid has a low ionizability
and will have an obvious retarding effec-
tiveness after special additives are added.
The combination of PPAS with a high con-
centration and HCl or HF is particularly
suitable for treating a sandstone or lime-
stone reservoir with a high calcic content.
This system has good properties, but it
has a higher cost than mud acid. It has
the following features:
(1) Retarding the reaction rate of acid,

thus increasing the penetration depth
of live acid

(2) Retarding the reaction rate by itself
under the calcic condition, ensuring
the maximum iron chelating capacity,
and having a distinctive siliceous
selectivity

(3) Having a high clay stability and low
corrosion rate and water wettability

f. Micella-acid system. It is formulated by add-
ing micella solution into acid. It has proper-
ties of both acid and micella solution.
Micella and acid will not be mutually dis-
solved due to the solubilization action of
micelle, but micelle is the combination solu-
tion, which is necessary for acidizing so that
it has a good compatibility with acid and
reservoir fluid, thus improving acid liquor
property. A micella-acid system is suitable

for removing formation damage caused by
inorganic solid blocking including mud, fer-
rous sulfide, and carbonate, and the organic
blocking of hydrocarbons, water block, and
drilling fluid. A micella-acid system has the
following features:
(1) Removing organic blocking matter and

favoring generating reaction of acid to
inorganic blocking matter

(2) No emulsification and precipitation
when it meets formation water and
crude oil, good compatibility

(3) The ability to suspend fine particles
(4) Low surface tension

g. Complex acid system. It includes precipi-
tation eliminating acid FD-S and complex
acid HBSY. It is suitable for acidizing of
oil wells and water injection wells of sand-
stone and glutenite.

FD-S consists of hydrochloric acid and
various additives. It has a strong ability
to dissolve calcic, ferruginous, and fluo-
ride precipitation and can eliminate the
secondary precipitation formed by acidiz-
ing. It has a high corrosion-inhibiting
effectiveness and can inhibit clay mineral
swelling. It can serve the functions of
non-emulsifying, demulsifying, reducing
surface tension, preventing ferric ion from
precipitating, and so on. It is a new type of
anti-contamination dissolvent. The hydro-
chloric acid in FD-S can be used for
removing ferruginous and calcic blocking.
The strong water-soluble complex that
is formed by FD-S and fluoride ion can
eliminate fluoride precipitation.

HBSY consists of hydrochloric acid,
hydrofluoric acid, fluoboric acid, and var-
ious additives. It has high blocking remov-
ing effectiveness and low formation
matrix disruption. It not only can remove
the blocking in the vicinity of the well
and in deep reservoirs, but also can serve
the functions of corrosion control, non-
emulsifying, demulsifying, reducing sur-
face tension, anti-swelling and stabilizing
ferric ion, and so on.
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h. Alcoholic mud acid. It is a mixture of mud
acid and isopropanol or methanol (up to
50%). It is mainly used for acidizing of
low-permeability dry gas reservoir. Alco-
holic mud acid diluted with ethanol can
reduce the rate of reaction of acid and
mineral, thus taking a retarding effect.

This mixture system makes flowback
easy when vapor pressure is increased.
The reason is that the surface tension of
acid is reduced by ethanol and gas perme-
ability is increased due to the decrease in
water saturation.

i. Organic mud acid. When mud acid is
used, the total acidity may speed up the
dissolution of mineral; thus, organic mud
acid that can retard the consumption of
hydrofluoric acid is adopted. It is prepared
by mixing organic acid (generally 9% for-
mic acid used as a substitute for 12%
hydrochloric acid) with 3% hydrofluoric
acid. Organic mud acid is especially
appropriate for high-temperature wells
(90–150�C) and can correspondingly
decrease the corrosion rate of the pipeline
and reduce the risk of forming residue.

3. Principles of selecting acid liquor systems
a. Mineralogical principle

It mainly includes reservoir sensitivity,
reservoir mineral content and distribution,
and the diagnosis of formation-damaging
matter in accordance with which an acid
liquor system is selected. Reservoir sensi-
tivity to acid liquor includes the following
various effects that may be generated after
rock minerals contact with acid liquor and
additives used:
(1) Disintegration and sloughing of matrix
(2) Release and migration of fine particles
(3) Formation of precipitate and blocking
(4) Change of rock wettability and gener-

ation of the Jamin effect
(5) Removal of blocking of damaging

matter
Therefore, when an acid liquor system

is selected, laboratory tests and analyses
of reservoir compatibility should be

performed in light of the conditions at var-
ious operation stages during acidizing.
Under the condition of carbonatite reser-
voir or sandstone reservoir with carbonate
mineral content higher than 20%, a
hydrochloric acid–based acid liquor sys-
tem is generally selected in order to avoid
the generation of CaF2 precipitation due
to the reaction of hydrofluoric acid to cal-
cium carbonate. When the carbonate min-
eral content in the reservoir is lower than
20%, the mud acid that contains hydro-
fluoric acid or the other systems in which
hydrofluoric acid can be generated are
adopted.

b. Avoiding secondary damage
Because the precipitation of CaF2 and

Fe3þ may cause secondary damage, for-
mulation with a low HF content in acidiz-
ing fluid with mud acid is stressed.
McLeod presented a guide to using acid
for sandstone matrix acidizing and recom-
mended special acid liquor formulation
for avoiding or retarding precipitation in
1984. On the basis of this, Bertaux pre-
sented a decision tree for selecting acid
liquor in 1986. The effectiveness of matrix
acidizing for undamaged sandstone reser-
voir is shown in Table 8-25.

c. Increasing efficiency of treating fluid
Pre-pad fluid and after-pad fluid can be

used for greatly increasing the efficiency of
treating fluid; thus, the typical procedure
of sandstone acidizing includes pre-pad
fluid, host acid liquor, and after-pad fluid.

During sandstone acidizing, hydrochlo-
ric acid with a concentration of 8% to
15% is generally used as pre-pad fluid.
Aromatic solvent can also be used as pre-
pad fluid to remove paraffin and asphalt.
In addition, mutual solvent combined with
hydrochloric acid or ammonium chloride
is often used as pre-pad fluid. After-pad
fluid consists of ammonium chloride solu-
tion, 5% to 7% hydrochloric acid solu-
tion, or diesel oil, and an appropriate
quantity of additives including surfactant
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(which can reduce interfacial tension and
keep reservoir hydrophilicity) or mutual
solvent and cleanup additive. In low-
pressure wells, nitrogen or liquid nitrogen
has been recommended by Gidley for
cleaning up.

d. Overcoming shortcomings of conventional
mud acid

Conventional mud acid has a short
effective action distance during acidizing.
In particular, it has a shorter effective
action distance at a high temperature, so
that restoring productivity by blocking
removal using acidizing is difficult to
achieve. Mud acid may excessively dis-
solve the reservoir rock matrix in the
vicinity of the wellbore due to its high
solvability; thus, formation sloughing and
sand production may be caused. During
reaction, quartz or clay mineral fines
may migrate with acid liquor, so that pro-
ductivity may be rapidly reduced. There-
fore, in addition to appropriate additives,
new acid liquor systems such as fluoboric
acid, self-generating acid system, organic
mud acid, and alcoholic mud acid should
be tried.

e. Removing mechanism of damaging
When an acid liquor system is selected,

acid-soluble skin damage should be consid-
ered (Table 8-26) in the light of different
types and degrees of formation damage.
(1) Selecting a mud acid system to dissolve

only damaging matter or fine particles

(2) Selecting an acid base suspension
system

(3) Selecting a fluoboric acid formulation
to dissolve stable damaging matter
and mineral fines that are difficult to
dissolve. However, the application of
this principle presupposes the accurate
determination of the type of formation
damage

f. Selecting based on reservoir permeability
When an acid liquor system is selected,

reservoir permeability should be consid-
ered because reservoir permeability affects
the type and degree of damage (a high-
permeability reservoir can easily be in-
vaded by foreign solid particles or liquid
and may have a higher degree of damage)
and because reservoir permeability affects
the degree of sensitivity of the reservoir to
secondary damage (a low-permeability res-
ervoir has small pore throats and has a
higher sensitivity to secondary damage).
Therefore, the effect of reservoir perme-
ability should be considered when acid
liquor and additives are selected.

g. Selecting based on produced fluid
Under some conditions the type of pro-

duced fluid may affect the application
treating fluid. For gas wells, pure water-
based fluid is not used to the full extent
and an acid liquor system, which can
reduce surface tension, is used. When the
physical and chemical properties of forma-
tion water or oil are considered, a special

TABLE 8-25 Effectiveness of Matrix Acidizing for Undamaged Sandstone Reservoir

Effective Action
Distance of Acid (m)

Reservoir Productivity
after Acidizing

Effective Action
Distance of Acid (m)

Reservoir Productivity
after Acidizing

Undamaged Reservoir
Productivity

Undamaged Reservoir
Productivity

0.3048 1.2 0.6096 1.4

1.2192 1.6 1.8288 1.7
3.048 1.9 6.096 2.6
12.192 2.9 18.288 3.3
30.48 4.1
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acid liquor compatible with the produced
fluid should be adopted.

h. Selecting based on well conditions
Reservoir temperature and pressure are

the important factors that should be consid-
ered during acidizing. High reservoir tem-
perature may reduce the effectiveness of
additives including corrosion inhibitor and
the rate of reaction of acid to rock, while res-
ervoir pressure may obviously affect the
flowback of spent acid. Therefore, an acid
liquor system that is appropriate to reservoir
temperature and pressure should be selected.

4. Guide to acid liquor selection under conven-
tional sandstone acidizing

The recommended guide to acid liquor
selection under conventional sandstone acid-
izing is shown in Table 8-27.

Acidizing Technology
1. Temporary plugging acidizing technique

In light of the longitudinal difference in
reservoir permeability, the temporary plug-
ging acid first injected into the well enters a
high-permeability reservoir, moves to deep
reservoirs, and temporarily plugs the reser-
voir with high oil recovery percent of reserves
and high permeability, whereas a reservoir
with low permeability still retains fluid entry.
This technique is especially appropriate to oil
wells with interzonal difference and channels
outside casing, or oil wells that cannot adopt
mechanical isolation for other reasons. A
temporary plugging acid system is oil-soluble
and has an automatic plugging removing
property.
a. Operational procedure

(1) Displacing a small quantity of stan-
dard acid into well

(2) In light of the fluid receptivity of a
high-permeability reservoir, squeezing
a certain quantity of standard acid
and temporary plugging acid to plug
the reservoir with relatively high
permeability

(3) In light of the requirement by a low-
permeability reservoir, squeezing a cer-
tain quantity of standard acid

(4) Squeezing displacement fluid under
high pressure

b. Diverting technique.
(1) Chemical diverting. Chemicals are

used as diverting agent.
(2) Mechanical diverting. Packer and ball

sealer, and so on, are used for plugging
high-permeability reservoirs.

c. A guide to diverting agent selection is
shown in Table 8-28.

2. Foamed acid acidizing technique
Foamed acid is a dispersed system of gas

stabilized by a foaming agent in acid solution.
The gas phase is air, while the liquid phase
can be various acid liquors selected in accor-
dance with the conditions of the oil well.

The two-stage bidirectional foamed acid
injection method is adopted. The foamed

TABLE 8-26 Acid-Soluble Skin Damage

Operation Mechanism of Damage

Drilling Invasion of drilling fluid particles
Invasion of drilling fluid filtrate

Cementing Invasion of filtrate (high pH value effect)
Perforating Perforation zone compaction

Formation debris
Production Organic scale blocking1

Calcium carbonate
Iron scale (change of acid solvability)
Fine particle migration

Workover Invasion of solids
Clay swelling and migration

Stimulation Fine particle release and migration2

Precipitate generated by reaction of
stimulation fluid to formation3

Damage caused by polymer (fracturing
fluid)4

Change of reservoir wettability5

Note:
1Only using hydrochloric acid; only using acetic acid;
combination formic acid-hydrochloric acid; or substituting
hydrochloric acid by EDTA chelating agent.
2Alumina silicate mineral (clay, feldspar, smectite); Si (quartz
particle).
3Including possibly insoluble precipitate.
4Using hydrochloric acid.
5It is caused by additives, and surfactant is required.
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fluid is first pumped into the water-bearing
formation with a higher permeability to
gradually increase fluid flow resistance and
generate air-lock effect in throats. Under
the superimposed air-lock effect, the foamed
acid is then entered in the low-permeability
reservoir and reacts with reservoir minerals,

so that more solution channels are form-
ed to remove contamination in the low-
permeability reservoir and improve the fluid
entry profile. A foamed fluid is finally
injected for wellbore unloading and spent
acid removing.
a. Principles of selecting wells and reservoirs

TABLE 8-27 Guide to Acid Liquor Selection under Conventional Sandstone Acidizing

Reservoir Principal Acid Prepad

HCl solubility > 20%
Calcite or dolomite
Ferric carbonate (magnetite, siderite)

No HF if possible
15%HCl1

15%HCl þ ferric ion stabilizer1,2

5%NH4Cl
5% NH4Cl þ 3%

acetic acid

High-permeability reservoir (>1000 � 10�3 mm2)2,3

High quartz (>80%), low clay (<5%)
Medium clay (<5%), low feldspar (<10%)
High clay (10%)
High feldspar (>15%)
High feldspar (>15%), high clay (>10%)
Ferric chlorite clay (>8%)

12%HCl þ 3%HF
7.5%HCl þ 1.5%HF
6.5%HCl þ 1%HF
13.5%HCl þ 1.5%HF
9%HCl þ 1%HF
3%HCl þ 0.5%HF or 10%

acetic acid þ 0.5%HF

15%HCl
10%HCl
5% � 10%HCl
15%HCl
10%HCl
5%HCl or 10%

acetic acid þ
0.5%NH4Cl

Medium-permeability reservoir (10 � 10�3 – 100 � 10�3 mm2) 2,3

High clay (>5% � 7%)
Low clay (<5%� 7%)
High feldspar (>10-15%)
High feldspar (10%� 15%), high clay (>10%)
Ferric chlorite

6%HCl þ 10%HF
9%HCl þ 1%HF
12%HCl þ 1.5%HF
9%HCl þ 1%HF
3%HCl þ 0.5%HF

10%HCl
10%HCl
10% � 15%HCl
10%HF
5%HCl

Ferric carbonate content (>5% � 7%) 10% acetic acid þ 0.5%HF
9%HCl þ 1%HF
5%HCl þ 0.5%HF6

10% acetic acid
þ 5%NH4Cl

10%HCl
10%HCl

Low-permeability reservoir (1-10 � 10�3 mm2)3,4,5

Low clay (<5%), low dissolution by HCl (<10%)
High clay (>8% � 10%)
Ferric chlorite (>5%)
High feldspar (>10%)

First consider hydraulic fracturing
6%HCl þ 1.5%HF
3%HCl þ 0.5%HF
10% acetic acid þ 0.5%HF
9%HCl þ 1%HF

5%HCl
5%HCl
10% acetic acid

þ 5% NH4Cl
1%HCl

Very low permeability reservoir (<1�10�3 mm2) HF should not be used.
Matrix acidizing with no HF is used

or hydraulic fracture is adopted.

Note:
1The location of carbonate in matrix is very important. The naturally fractured reservoir with high content of calcium carbonate can be
treated by HF.
2Hydrochloric acid can be partially or fully substituted by acetic acid and formic acid, especially at high temperature (120–150�C).
3If there exist Zeotites (>3%), 10% citric acid or other organic acids can be considered to substitute for hydrochloric acid.
4Acetic acid or formic acid can be considered to substitute for hydrochloric acid at high temperature (>120�C).
5Hydraulic fracturing is preferentially considered to adopt; however, a low-permeability sandstone reservoir with low content of clay
mineral can be treated by HF. This is different from conventional thinking.
6Permeability < 25 � 10�3 mm2.
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(1) Long well section, large thickness,
great interzonal difference, and serious
heterogeneity

(2) Water-sensitive reservoir
(3) Contamination and blocking gener-

ated during drilling, well completion,
and downhole operation

(4) Formation pressure coefficient lower
than 0.5

(5) Deteriorated hole condition by which
packer and separate-layer acidizing
are not allowed

(6) Original permeability higher than
50 � 10�3 mm2

b. Acid liquor slug formulation
(1) Foamed prepad fluid. Clean water and

foaming agent, and so on.
(2) Foamed prepad fluid. 12% to 15%

HCl, corrosion inhibitor and foaming
agent, and so on.

(3) Principal foamed acid. 10% to 12%
HCl þ 1–3% HF, corrosion inhibitor,
chelating agent, clay stabilizing agent,
and foaming agent, and so on.

(4) After-pad displacing fluid. Hot water
and additives.

(5) Gasification spent-acid flowback
fluid. Hot clean water, sodium car-
bonate, and corresponding additives.

3. Micellar acid acidizing technique
Micellar acid consists of basic acid and

micelle agent. Water external micellae can
bind the oil phase (insoluble in water) in
micellae, thus increasing oil phase solubility.
In comparison with conventional acid, micel-
lar acid has merits that include low reaction
rate, long effective action time and distance,
low surface tension, and high flowback effec-
tiveness. In addition, micellar acid has a high
ability to suspend solid particles. The fine
particles (insoluble in spent acid) that are
released during an acidizing job can be sus-
pended in spent acid by micellar acid under
the action of static electricity, thus preventing
fine particle migration and settlement that
may cause formation damage.

4. Complex solid acid acidizing technique
Inactive nitric acid powder or other solid

organic acid is added to conventional acid
liquor. After the complex acid system is
injected into the reservoir, the nitric acid
powder or other solid acid will be gradually

TABLE 8-28 Guide to Diverting Agent Selection

Type Application Concentration

Halite (melting point: 800�C) HCl and non-HF treatment Perforated completion: 0.7–3 kg/m
Openhole completion: 24.4 kg/m2 reservoir

Benzoic flake (melting point:
122�C)

Gas well, oil well, and water
injection well

Perforated completion: 0.7–1.5 kg/m
Openhole completion: 12.2 kg/m2 reservoir

Wax bead (melting point:
66-71�C)

HCl and HF treatment
Not used in gas well

Perforated completion: 0.4–1.5 kg/m
Openhole completion: 12.2 kg/m2 reservoir

Oil-soluble resin (melting point:
164�C)

HCl and HF treatment
Not used in gas well and salt

water injection well

Perforated completion: 2.3–11.4 L
0.5% oil-soluble resin in fluid

Foam Preferentially used in gas well
Higher permeability
Increasing viscosity by gelling or

emulsifying

Openhole: 5–20 g/t
Foam quality: 60% to 80%

Ball sealer Sinking ball
Variable density or floating ball

200% overuse
50% overuse
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dissolved in reservoir pores; thus, a low pH
value can be retained in the reservoir for a
longer time and the secondary formation
damage caused by acid liquor can be effec-
tively prevented. When oil is used as carrier,
the nitric acid powder can be squeezed to a
larger radial depth and will be hydrolyzed in
a subsequently injected acid solution. The
decomposed product (HNO3

�) will compose
an acid mixture together with HCl and HF,
and so on. The acid mixture can have a
higher ability to dissolve damaging matter,
and reservoir permeability can be obviously
improved.

When there is blocking matter in deep
channels of the reservoir, nitric acid powder
is enriched around blocking matter and then
dissolved; thus, a higher acid concentration
is formed around blocking matter and the
ability to dissolve blocking matter is
enhanced. For a live acid, its volume should
be increased in order to achieve this purpose,
whereas using nitric acid powder can reduce
live acid volume and then reduce cost.

In addition, inactive nitric acid powder
can act as temporary plugging agent or
diverting agent during acidizing. During
squeezing nitric acid powder, it first enters
the high-permeability reservoir, which has
low resistance, and piles up to reduce recep-
tivity of the high-permeability reservoir; thus,
nitric acid powder can enter a low-permeabil-
ity reservoir to dissolve the contaminant in a
low-permeability reservoir. For a naturally
fractured reservoir, this action is even more
obvious. Inactive nitric acid powder can be
gradually dissolved in the acid solution
injected subsequently or in formation water,
so that it will not block the flow channels in
the reservoir.

5. Heat-gas-acid blocking removal technique
This technique uses acid, heat, gas, and

surfactant to generate foamed acid, thus
achieving blocking removal.
a. Mechanism

(1) Acidizing action. The active latent
acid liquor contained in this system

can remove near-wellbore salt scale
blocking to restore reservoir perme-
ability. The complexing agent and the
buffer solution with a certain concen-
tration in the system can prevent
generating secondary precipitation.
The solution rate can be increased by
20% or more in comparison with the
mud acid system under the condition
of the same concentration.

(2) Blocking removing action of heat.
This system releases a large amount
of heat during reaction, thus heating
the wellbore and the near-wellbore
area and reducing the viscosity of the
viscous oil-based matter, including
gum, asphaltene, and paraffin, to
increase the flowability. In addition,
the large amount of high-temperature
gas released may enter reservoir pores,
shock and disperse bridging matter,
and remove flow resistance caused by
capillary force. During bleeding, the
gas in the reservoir has a high ability
to clean up when the gas is migrated
toward the wellbore; thus, the oil-
based matter dissolves and the spent
acid liquor can be carried with foam.

(3) Action of foam. This system may gen-
erate vaporization temperature and
form foam by self-reaction. The syn-
ergy may increase the penetration
depth of live acid in the vicinity of
the wellbore, and foam can act as
a diverting agent to plug a high-
permeability reservoir, thus ensuring
uniform acid distribution over all
reservoirs.

b. Adaptability analysis
(1) High clay content in the reservoir.

This type of reservoir has a high ferric
content and is very sensitive to acid
and oxygen-containing water. Ferric
ion can easily precipitate. This acid
liquor system has a complexing agent
and a buffering agent with a certain
concentration and can retain a certain
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acidity. After reaction time of 4
to 6 hours, the spent acid liquor is
flowed back in time. The large
amount of gas generated may increase
the driving pressure of flowback, thus
achieving full flowback. In addition,
in order to prevent the rupture of the
reservoir pore structure, the latent
hydrofluoric acid in the system will
be gradually released after the hy-
drochloric acid pretreating of the
reservoir.

(2) The heat-gas-acid blocking removal
injection well stimulation testing of
the secondary infill wells in the Taqing
Gaotaizi and Xin 13 block indicates
that the heat-gas-acid blocking removal
adopted after forced flowback can
obtain high effectiveness under the con-
ditions of small contamination radius
and low degree of damage.

(3) For wells that have no or low effec-
tiveness of conventional acidizing but
really have formation damage, con-
verted water injection wells, wells in
the oil-water transition zone, and
wells that may have organic matter
blocking, surfactant volume should
be increased to increase cleaning effi-
ciency and the volume of additives
for generating heat and gas during
heat-gas-acid blocking removal should
be appropriately increased to further
decrease the viscosity of viscous
organic matter to increase its flowabil-
ity. The gas generated can also shock
and disperse bridging matter, and the
nitrate generated can also take a
demulsifying effect to prevent emulsi-
fication blocking.

(4) For the wells of which water injectiv-
ity and water-accepting layers are
decreased due to the blocking caused
by water pollution during water injec-
tion, the requirements of injection
allocation can be met by heat-gas-acid
blocking removing.

c. Principles of selecting wells and reservoirs
(1) Preferentially selecting high- and mid-

permeability reservoirs and wells with
high initial water injection rate and
rapidly decreased water injection rate

(2) Selecting wells and reservoirs that
have blocking matter caused during
drilling, completion, workover, and
production

(3) Selecting wells that have low-
permeability reservoirs with good
connectivity and cannot achieve injec-
tion allocation

Real-Time Monitoring and Effectiveness
Appraisal of Acidizing. Acidizing aims mainly
at eliminating near-wellbore contamination and
reducing skin factor; thus, the real-time monitor-
ing of acidizing is just tracking the changing pro-
cess of the simulation well skin factor,
understanding and evaluating acid treatment
effectiveness in time, and obtaining the optimum
final injection-time or real-time steering design
during operation.

1. McLeod and Coulter method
McLeod and Coulter considered that dur-

ing acid treatment, each stage of injection
and shutting in is a short well-testing process
in 1969. The unsteady pressure response of
the reservoir during acid liquor injection is
analyzed and explained to determine skin fac-
tor and flow conductivity.

Because the changing process during acid
treatment cannot be continuously evalu-
ated, skin factor can only be continuously
measured during acid treatment (generally
before and after acid treatment), and real-
time analysis cannot be achieved, this method
is rarely applied at present.

2. Paccaloni method
In 1979 Paccaloni presented that the skin

factor at a certain time during acid treat-
ment can be calculated by using transient
pressure and flow rate values under the
condition of single-phase radial horizontal
steady-state Darcy flow, as shown in
Equation (8-10).
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(8-10)

pwi � pe ¼
141:2qi Bm

Kh
ln
re
rw

þ S

� �

where: pwi ¼ bottomhole injection pressure,
psi; pe ¼ reservoir pressure, psi; qi ¼ pumping
rate, bbl/min; B ¼ formation volume factor,
bbl/bbl; m ¼ viscosity, cp; h ¼ reservoir
thickness, ft; re ¼ reservoir radius, ft; rw ¼
wellbore radius, ft; S ¼ skin factor, dimen-
sionless; K ¼ permeability, 10�3 mm2.

The damage ratio, which is the ratio of the
productivity index under ideal condition
(S¼0) to the actual productivity index under
actual condition (S6¼0), is then as shown in
Equation (8-11).

(8-11)

DR ¼ PIideal
PIactual

¼ ln re=rw þ S

ln re=rw

Skin factor can be predicted if the forma-
tion capacity Kh is given.

3. Prouvost & Economides method
In 1987 Prouvost & Economides presented

a method for continuous calculating skin
factor during acid treatment, as shown in
Equation (8-12). This method is based on
the continuous correlation between simulated
bottomhole pressure and measured bottom-
hole pressure.

(8-12)

SðtÞ ¼ So þ Kh

141:2 qðtÞ BðtÞ mðtÞ ½pmðtÞ � pSðt, SoÞ


where: So ¼ skin factor before acidizing
(determined by well test data), dimensionless;
pm(t), pS(t, So) ¼ measured and simulated
bottomhole pressures respectively, psi.

Monitoring procedure: Wellbore fluid is
partially or fully displaced into the reservoir
by pretreatment fluid under the pumping rate
with no fracturing before acidizing.
a. Pumping off before pretreatment fluid

enters the reservoir and recording the
change of pressure with time during dis-
placing (duration of 1 hour is generally
required) until valuable reservoir data
can be obtained by well testing.

b. Reservoir and well parameters such as
formation capacity and skin factor are
obtained by pressure drawdown analysis.

4. Hill method
The line-source solution of unsteady flow

during injection can be obtained using
Equation (8-13).

(8-13)

pe � pwf
qN

¼ m
XN
j ¼ 1

qi � qi�1

qN

" #
gðt� tj�1Þ
 þ 6

where: pwf ¼ bottomhole flowing pressure,
psi; qj, qj-1 ¼ injection rate, bbl/min; qN ¼
cumulative injection, bbl; t ¼ time, min.

Equation (8-13) indicates that when the
parameters (especially skin factor) are con-
stant, there is a linear relation between the
derivative of injectivity and the stacked time.
The slope m of the straight line is dependent
on formation capacity and fluid properties,
while the intercept b of the straight line is
dependent on the porosity and permeability of
the reservoir, wellbore radius, fluid viscosity,
and skin factor. The derivative of injectivity
and the stacked time are calculated on the basis
of the pressure and pumping rate measured
during operation and then graphed in order to
determine the skin factors at different times.

5. Uses of real-time monitoring technique
In addition to monitoring the change of

skin factor during acidizing and judging the
effectiveness of acidizing in real time, the uses
of the real-time monitoring technique for
acidizing also include:
a. Analyzing the change curve of skin factor

and determining the time of pumping off
in order to obtain the optimum acidizing
effectiveness by the minimum acid volume
injected;

b. Judging the successfulness of the diverting
technique when a diverting agent or tem-
porary plugging agent is used in acidizing
operation;

c. Optimizing the acid liquor formulation
appropriate to regional features, thus
enhancing the directivity of acid liquor;
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d. Analyzing the data obtained during moni-
toring to optimize acid liquor volume.

The effectiveness of individual-well
acidizing is comprehensively evaluated.
The effectiveness of an acidized well is
predicted and comprehensively evaluated
on the basis of the decrease of skin factor.
In addition, the flow conductivity of reser-
voir is analyzed by using pressure draw-
down curve, relief time is determined,
and the parameters, including valid
period, are predicted.

Matrix Acidizing for Carbonatite
Reservoir

During the matrix acidizing of a porous carbona-
tite reservoir, acid liquor is injected under
a pressure lower than formation breakdown pres-
sure to remove formation contaminant and
dissolve formation minerals to form solution vugs.
During the matrix acidizing of a naturally frac-
tured carbonatite reservoir, acid liquor is injected
under a pressure lower than fracture extension
pressure to dissolve and interconnect the natural
fracture system. Forming solution vugs is charac-
teristic of the matrix acidizing of carbonatite reser-
voirs. The so-called acid-etched wormhole effect
means that the acid liquor as a reactive fluid dur-
ing flow in porous media dissolves larger pores
or natural fractures to form earthworm-shaped
holes while extending the principal fracture.
Chemical Reaction of Acid Liquor to
Carbonatite. Carbonatite is generally classified
in accordance with the proportion of calcite to
dolomite (Figure 8-38).

1. Properties of reaction of acid liquor to
carbonatite
a. Reaction of acid liquor to carbonatite

Carbonatite acidizing generally adopts
hydrochloric acid. For a well with a tem-
perature higher than 150�C, an organic
acid is generally used for reducing the cor-
rosiveness to string and the rate of reac-
tion of acid to rock. The chemical
equation of reaction of acid liquor to car-
bonatite is shown in Table 8-29.

Given the relative molecular masses of
reactants and resultants, the acid liquor
volume required by dissolving a certain
quantity of carbonatite can be determined

FIGURE 8-38 Carbonatite mineral classification. 1, non-
carbonatite; 2, impure dolomite; 3, impure limy dolomite;
4, impure dolomitic limestone; 5, impure carbonatite;
6, dolomite; 7, limy dolomite; 8, dolomitic limestone;
9, limestone.

TABLE 8-29 Chemical Equations of Reaction of Acid Liquor to Carbonatite

Acid Liquor Chemical Reaction Equation

Hydrochloric acid CaCO3 þ 2HCl ! CaCl2 þ H2O þ CO2"
CaMg(CO3)2 þ 4HCl ! CaCl2 þ MgCl2 þ H2O þ CO2"

Formic acid CaCO3 þ 2HCOOH! Ca(COOH)2 þ H2O"
CaMg(CO3)2 þ 4COOH ! Ca(HCOOH)2 þ H2O þ CO2"

Acetic acid CaCO3 þ 2CH(CH2COOH) ! Ca(CH2COOH)2 þ H2O þ CO2"
CaMg(CO3)2 þ 4H(CH2COOH)2 ! Ca(CH2COOH)2 þ Mg(CH2COOH)2 þ H2O þ CO2"
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by using the chemical reaction equations
shown in Table 8-29. The masses of carbo-
natite that can be dissolved by 1 m3 of
hydrochloric acid and the masses of resul-
tants are listed in Table 8-30.

b. Solubilities of resultants of reaction of
acid liquor to carbonatite

The main resultants of reaction of acid
liquor to carbonatite are CO2 and CaCl2.
Under reservoir conditions, CaCl2 is gen-
erally dissolved in spent acid, and CO2

is generally dissolved in spent acid or
appears in spent acid in the form of small
bubbles.
(1) Solubilities of calcium chloride and

organic acid salts in water. The curve
of solubility of CaCl2 in water is
shown in Figure 8-39. The solubility
of organic acid salt in water is shown
in Table 8-31.

In addition, the resultants including
CaCl2 will increase the density and
viscosity of spent acid. The densities
and viscosities of fresh acid are

compared with those of spent acid in
Table 8-32.

(2) Solubility of CO2 in spent acid. The
full reaction of 1 m3 of 15% hydro-
chloric acid to carbonatite will gener-
ate 97 kg of CO2, that is, 19.31 m3

under standard conditions. Obviously,
a certain quantity of CO2 may still be
dispersed in spent acid in the form of
small bubbles even if it is under the
reservoir conditions of 100�C and
50 MPa. This will aid spent acid in
flowing back to a certain degree.

The curves of solubilities of CO2 in
the spent acids generated by the reac-
tions of 15% and 5% hydrochloric
acids to carbonatite are shown in
Figure 8-40. The solid lines are the
curves of solubilities of CO2 in 20%

TABLE 8-30 Masses of Components in Reaction of 1 m3 of Hydrochloric Acid to
Carbonatite

Hydrochloric
Acid (1 m3)

Carbonatite (kg) Dolomite (kg)

CaCO3 CaCl2 CO2 H2O CaCl2 MgCl2 H2O CO2

15%HCl 211 245 97 40 122.4 105.1 35.3 97

20%HCl 437 485 192 79 242.5 208.2 69.9 192.3

FIGURE 8-39 The curve of solubility of CaCl2 in water.

TABLE 8-31 Solubilities of Organic Acid
Salts in Water

Temperature
(ºC)

Calcium
Formate
(kg/100 kg
H2O)

Calcium
Acetate
(kg/100 kg
H2O)

10 16.15 37.4

20 — 36.0
30 16.60 34.7
40 — 33.8
50 17.05 33.2
60 17.50 32.7
80 17.95 33.5
90 — 31.1
100 18.40 29.7
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CaCl2 generated by the full reactions
of 15% hydrochloric acid to carbona-
tite at 25�C and 76�C. The dotted
lines are the curves of solubilities of
CO2 in 7.5% CaCl2 generated by the
full reactions of 5% hydrochloric acid
to carbonatite at 21�C and 66�C.

Obviously, the solubility of CO2 in
spent acid is lower than that in water
under the same conditions of tempera-
ture and pressure; thus, it is more
accurate to adopt the solubility in
spent acid.

2. Carbonatite acidizing vugular solution forms
The carbonatite acidizing vugular solution

forms shown in Figure 8-41 mainly include:
(1) surface solution type (acid is consumed
on near-wellbore rock wall); (2) conical

TABLE 8-32 Physical Properties of Fresh and Spent Acids

Acid
Concentration (%)

Acid Density (38ºC) (10�3 kg/cm3) Acid Viscosity (25ºC) (MPa � s)
Fresh Acid Spent Acid Fresh Acid Spent Acid

15 1.07 1.18 1.15 1.7

20 1.10 1.25 1.27 2.4
25 1.12 1.31 1.41 3.8
30 1.15 1.56 1.57 5.9

FIGURE 8-40 Solubilities of CO2 in spent acid.

FIGURE 8-41 Carbonatite acidizing solution forms
under different pumping rates.
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channel (short and larger acid-etched solution
hole formed under medium pumping rate);
(3) solution holes (one or several main acid-
etched solution holes that penetrate into res-
ervoir rock under the condition of uneven
reaction of acid to rock are formed, thus
breaking through the contaminated zone
using less acid volume to obtain a longer
acid-etched distance); and (4) branched solu-
tion hole (the reaction of acid to rock is rela-
tively even under excessive pumping rate).

Obviously, there is an optimum pumping
rate for carbonatite acidizing. Under this con-
dition, the acid liquor volume necessary
under a given solution hole penetration depth
is minimum. Thus the optimum pumping rate
can form a main solution hole and have the
maximum acidizing radius.

The skin factors under different solution
forms are shown in Figure 8-42. It is indi-
cated that under the same acid liquor volume,
the formation of main solution hole will min-
imize skin factor.

Optimization Design Technique for Carbo-
natite Acidizing. After an acid liquor system is
determined, pumping rate and acid liquor vol-
ume should be optimized in design and the skin
factor and stimulation ratio after acidizing
should be predicted.

1. Pumping rate
a. Optimum pumping rate, as shown in

Equation (8-14):

(8-14)

qOP ¼ 1:29� 10�3 prhAT
2=3

K � KfCom�1

where: qOP ¼ optimum pumping rate, m3/min;
AT ¼ maximum primary pore cross-section
area (determined by mercury intrusion test),
cm2; K ¼ original permeability, 10�3 mm2;
Kf ¼ reaction rate constant; Co ¼ acid liquor
concentration, mol/L; m ¼ reaction order;
r ¼ solution hole penetration distance, m;
h ¼ treated interval thickness, m.
b. Maximum pumping rate, as shown in

Equation (8-15):

(8-15)

qmax ¼
120pKhðpwf � peÞ
mf ln

re
rw

� 3

4

� �

where: qmax ¼ maximum pumping rate, m3/
min; K ¼ reservoir permeability, 10�3 mm2;
h ¼ treated interval thickness, m; pwf ¼ max-
imum bottomhole pressure with no forma-
tion breakdown, Pa; pe ¼ reservoir pressure,
Pa; mf ¼ reservoir fluid viscosity, MPa � s;
rw ¼ wellbore radius, m; re ¼ drainage
radius, m.

Equivalent radius, as follows:

rw
0 ¼ rw expð�SÞ

2. Solution hole length, as shown in
Equations (8-16) and (8-17):

(8-16)

rA ¼ nfb
VAX

2ð1� FÞph Npe
�1=3 þ rnfw

(8-17)

Npe ¼ q

Deh

where: nf ¼ fracted dimensions (nf ¼ 1.67;
b ¼ 1.7 � 104); VA ¼ injected acid liquor vol-
ume, m3; X ¼ acid liquor solvability; De ¼
acid liquor mass transfer coefficient, m2/s;
rw ¼ wellbore radius, m; q ¼ pumping rate,
m3/s; h ¼ treated interval thickness, m.

3. Skin factor, as shown in Equation (8-18):FIGURE 8-42 Skin factors under different solution forms.
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(8-18)

Sa ¼ � ln
rA
rw

where: rA ¼ solution hole radius, m; rw ¼
wellbore radius, m.

4. Stimulation ratio after acidizing, as shown in
Equation (8-19):

(8-19)
JS
Jd
¼ ln re

rw
� 0:75

ln re
rw
� 0:75þ Sa

Acid Fracturing for Carbonatite
Reservoir

Acid-Rock Reaction Kinetics
1. Acid-rock chemical reaction mechanism

The reaction of acid liquor to carbonatite is
a multiphase reaction that is only generated on
an acid liquor–rock solid interface (Figure 8-
43). The steps of the reaction of acid liquor
to carbonatite during acid fracturing include:
a. Transferring the Hþ in acid liquor to the

carbonatite surface;
b. Reacting of Hþ to carbonatite on rock

surface;
c. Resultants (Ca2þ, Mg2þ, and CO2 bub-

bles) leave the carbonatite surface.

The reaction of Hþ to carbonatite on rock
surface is called surface reaction. A limestone
reservoir has a high surface reaction, while a
dolomite reservoir has a much lower surface
reaction rate.

The slowest step may affect the reaction rate
of the system. Limestone has slow transfer of
Hþ to carbonatite surface; thus, the acid-rock
reaction kinetics of limestone is mass transfer
control kinetics. For dolomite, the acid-rock
reaction is mainly controlled by surface reac-
tion, and the acid-rock reaction kinetics is
surface reaction control kinetics when the
fracture wall face temperature is lower than
65�C, while the acid-rock reaction is mainly
controlled by mass transfer (the reaction rate
is about the same as that of limestone) and
the acid-rock reaction kinetics is mass transfer
control kinetics when the fracture wall face
temperature is higher than 93�C. When the
temperature is between 65�C and 93�C, the
acid-rock reaction is jointly controlled by both
surface reaction and mass transfer.

2. Acid-rock reaction rate
Acid-rock reaction rate is defined as the

decrease of acid concentration in unit time
and is mainly dependent on Hþ mass transfer
rate. The formula of the relationship between
the acid-rock reaction rate and the ion con-
centration gradient in the diffusion boundary
layer can be derived by using Fick’s law,
which shows ion mass transfer rate. The for-
mula is as follows.

(8-20)
� @c
@t

¼ kCn ¼ De � s

V
� @c
@y

where:
@c
@t

¼ transient acid-rock reaction rate,

mol/L � s; n ¼ reaction order; k ¼ reaction
rate constant; c ¼ acid liquor concentra-

tion, mol/L;
@c
@y

¼ acid liquor concentration

gradient in the direction perpendicular to rock
face in diffusion boundary layer, mol/L � cm;
De ¼ Hþ mass transfer coefficient, cm2; s ¼
acid-rock reaction contact area, cm2; V ¼acid
liquor volume that contacts rock face, L.

FIGURE 8-43 Acid-rock reaction system.
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3. Kinetic equations of acid-rock reaction
Kinetic equations of surface reaction and

system reaction can be established by using
the mass action law, as shown in
Equations (8-21), (8-22), and (8-23).

(8-21)
Ji ¼ ksCs

ns ð1� FÞ

(8-22)

J ¼ kCn

(8-23)

k ¼ ko exp � E

RðTþ 273Þ
� �

where: Ji, J ¼ reaction rate, mol/cm2 � s; ks,
k ¼ surface and system acid-rock reaction
rate constants; ko ¼ frequency factor; ns,
n ¼ surface and system reaction orders,
dimensionless; F ¼ rock porosity, dimension-
less; T ¼ temperature, �C; E ¼ reaction acti-
vation energy, kcal/md.

A series of C and T values can be
measured by using a rotary disc tester and
the relation curves are obtained. Acid-rock
reaction rate is determined by the differential
method. The n and k values can be deter-
mined by regression analysis. The k values
at different temperatures are measured. The
E and ko values can be determined by draw-

ing or regression analysis.
The kinetic equations of reaction of weak

acid to carbonate mineral is shown in
Equation (8-24).

(8-24)

Jweak acid ¼ kK
n=2
d C

n=2
weak acid

where: Kd ¼ equilibrium constant of weak
acid; k ¼ reaction rate constant.

4. Effective Hþ mass transfer coefficient
a. Factors that affect effective Hþ mass

transfer coefficient
The effective Hþ mass transfer coeffi-

cient will decrease with the increase of
acid liquor concentration and will increase
with the increase of temperature. It is

decreased in consideration of spent acid
and common-ion effect. During an acid
fracturing operation, the acid liquor flow
rate increases and the effective Hþ mass
transfer coefficient also increases. There-
fore, a wider fracture is required to be
formed during acid fracturing. Lower
effective Hþ mass transfer coefficient,
higher pumping rate, and filtration loss
as low as possible can obtain a long acid-
etched fracture.

b. Method for measuring effective Hþ mass
transfer coefficient De

The analytic solution of De, which is
obtained by rotary disc testing, is shown
in Equations (8-25) and (8-26).

(8-25)

De ¼ ð1:6129 u1=6 � o�1=2 � Ct�1 � JÞ3=2
(8-26)

Re ¼ o � R2=u
where: Ct ¼ acid liquor concentration at
time t, mol/L; o ¼ angular velocity, s�1;
u ¼ kinematic viscosity of acid liquor,
cm2/s; J ¼ reaction rate coefficient, mol/
cm2 � s; Re ¼ rotary Reynolds number;
R ¼ disc radius, cm.

The values of J, u, o, and C are
measured under given R during testing.
Re and De values are calculated and the
Re–De relation curve is drawn.

Because of the complicated surface
reaction of hydrochloric acid to dolomite,
the De value is determined using the
numerical method.

5. Factors that affect the acid-fracturing effec-
tiveness of a carbonatite reservoir

The effectiveness of acid fracturing for a
carbonatite reservoir is dependent on the
effective length of fracture created by acid
fracturing and the flow conductivity of acid-
etched fracture after acid fracturing. Effective
fracture length depends on the acid liquor fil-
tration property, acid-rock reaction rate, the
acid liquor flow velocity in fracture, and the
type of acid liquor. The flow conductivity of
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acid-etched fracture depends on closure, acid
solvability, the etched form of acid-rock reac-
tion, the absolute quantity of rock dissolved
by acid, and so on. Thus, acid fracturing for
carbonatite reservoirs aims mainly at obtain-
ing greater acid-etched fracture length and
higher acid-etched fracture flow conductivity.
The main factors of controlling acid fractur-
ing effectiveness are shown in Figure 8-44.

Acid Liquor Filtration Loss during Acid
Fracturing. The classical theory of acid liquor
filtration loss during acid fracturing considers
that acid liquor may form cake on the fracture
wall face and filtration loss is controlled by cake
zone, invasion zone, and reservoir fluid com-
pressibility (Figure 8-45).

During acid fracturing, acid liquor may pene-
trate through the cake zone and act directly on
rock to form acid-etched wormholes at the frac-
ture wall face, thus causing a large quantity of
acid liquor loss under the common action of
both matrix and wormhole filtrations of acid
liquor during acid fracturing and thus greatly
reducing the effective penetration distance of
acid liquor. Therefore, the acid liquor loss during
acid fracturing consists of filtration loss from
fracture wall face to matrix and fluid loss
through acid-etched wormholes (Figure 8-46).

Factors of controlling acid fracturing effectiveness

Effective action distance Acid etched fracture flow conductivity

Acid-rock reaction rate Acid liquor filtration
loss Acid concentration

Acid concentration Type of rock Viscosity

Type of acid
Acid liquor
flow velocity

Fluid loss
additive

Type of acid

Type of rock

Acid liquor flow velocity

Acid liquor volume

FIGURE 8-44 Main factors of controlling acid fracturing effectiveness.

FIGURE 8-46 Actual acid liquor filtration loss during acid
fracturing.

FIGURE 8-45 Classic acidfrac acid liquor filtration loss.
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The fluid loss through acid-etched wormholes
consists of the fluid loss generated by the volu-
metric extension of acid-etched wormholes and
the filtration loss through wormhole wall faces
and wormhole tips (Figure 8-47).

Acid liquor filtration loss is mainly dependent
on acid liquor viscosity and acid-etched worm-
hole extension velocity. Acid liquor viscosity is
mainly affected by the temperatures in fracture
and wormholes. Thus the formation of acid-
etched wormholes is affected by acid liquor
properties, reservoir properties, operational
parameters, and so on.
Acid-Etched Fracture Flow Conductivity.
Acid-etched fracture flow conductivity is the
product of acid-etched fracture permeability

and acid-etched fracture width. In an acid-
etched fracture flow conductivity test, the
change of acid-etched fracture flow conductivity
with closure pressure is measured by using a par-
allel plate core under conditions of simulated
reservoir temperature and pressure. Acid-etched
fracture flow conductivity is a function of reser-
voir rock embedment strength, closure pressure,
acid etching rate, the irregularity of acid etching
along fracture, and acid liquor filtration loss.

1. Effect of closure pressure on acid-etched frac-
ture flow conductivity

With the increase of reservoir closure pres-
sure, the acid-etched fracture flow conductiv-
ity will be rapidly decreased. Figure 8-48
shows the results of acid-etched fracture flow
conductivity tests for a carbonatite reservoir
in China, that is, the results of the multistage
acid fracturing closure acidizing tests by
using different acid liquor systems under dif-
ferent simulated flow rates. After the closure
pressure increases to 40 MPa, the acid-etched
fracture flow conductivity can be increased in
varying degrees by using closure acidizing.

2. Effect of type of acid liquor on acid-etched
fracture flow conductivity

Under reservoir conditions, the acid-etched
fracture flow conductivity of conventional

FIGURE 8-47 Acid liquor filtration loss in an acid-etched
wormhole.

FIGURE 8-48 Multistage acid-injection acid-etched fracture flow
conductivities under acid fracturing.
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acid is much lower than that of gelled acid
because conventional acid has even etching
on fracture wall face while gelled acid has
uneven etching.

3. Effect of type of acid fracturing technology
on acid-etched fracture flow conductivity

Viscous prepad fluid is injected before acid
liquor is injected. The viscous fingering of
subsequent acid liquor will increase the degree
of uneven etching. The multistage injection
acidfrac technology may further intensify the
uneven etching at an acid-etched fracture wall
face. Thus an acid-etched channel with high
flow conductivity may be formed. The test
results indicate that multiple stages are more
favorable. However, excessive stages may pos-
sibly generate operational difficulties.

4. Effect of pumping rate on acid-etched frac-
ture flow conductivity

A high pumping rate may form high-flow
conductivity of acid-etched fracture under
the conditions of same scale and same stages.

5. Effect of closure acidizing on acid-etched
fracture flow conductivity

The acid-etched fracture flow conductivity
can be greatly increased by closure acidizing.
With the further increase of closure pressure,
the acid-etched fracture flow conductivity
will decrease by a small margin.

Commonly Used Acid Liquor Systems and
Properties. The working fluid system during
acid fracturing includes prepad fluid and acid
liquor. The prepad fluid should have good temper-
ature tolerance and shear-resisting property; good
friction-reducing property and filtration-reducing
property; low residue content after hydration
and good compatibility between reservoir fluid
and acid liquor; and low formation damage. Acid
liquor should have good filtration-reducing
property and retarding property; good corrosion-
inhibiting property at high temperature; low fric-
tion resistance, low formation damage, and so on.

1. Conventional hydrochloric acid system
A conventional hydrochloric acid system

consists of conventional hydrochloric acid
and corresponding additives. It has high

solvability and high reaction rate. It is mainly
used for carbonatite reservoir matrix acidiz-
ing and also used as closure system in the
closure acidizing technology. The typical for-
mulation includes: 15% to 28% HCl, 2% to
3% corrosion inhibitor, 0.5% to 1% cleanup
additive, 1% to 2% ferric ion stabilizing
agent, 0.5% to 1% demulsifying agent, and
0.5% to 1% anti-scum agent.

2. Viscous acid (gelled acid) system
Viscous acid is formulated with conven-

tional acid liquor and a certain quantity of
thickening agent which makes viscosity
increase to 10–30 MPa � s. The optimum vis-
cosity of viscous acid is generally about
20 MPa � s. The spent acid viscosity for flow-
back should be generally between 5 and
10 MPa � s; thus, the spent acid can easily flow
back and can also carry solid particles in reser-
voir fracture after reaction. In addition, vis-
cous acid has a lower friction resistance
(generally 30% of clear water friction resis-
tance), thus favoring the increase of pumping
rate. The difficulty of on-site application of
viscous acid is that it should have a higher ther-
mal stability, low fresh acid visbreaking rate,
and low spent acid viscosity. The typical for-
mulation includes: 15% to 28% HCl, 8% to
10% thickening agent (aqueous solution) or
0.6% to 1.0% thickening agent (powder),
2% to 3% corrosion inhibitor, 0.5% to 1.0%
cleanup additive, 1% to 2% ferric ion stabiliz-
ing agent, 0.5% to 1.0% demulsifying agent,
and 0.5% to 1.0% anti-scum agent.

3. Low-polymer high-viscosity gelled acid
A new type of high-temperature–resistant

gelling agent and auxiliary additives are
added into acid liquor to decrease the poly-
mer content in acid liquor from 0.8% to
0.5%, to increase acid liquor viscosity at high
temperature, to decrease acid-rock reaction
rate, to decrease acid liquor filtration, and
to increase live acid liquor penetration depth.

4. Organic acid system
Formic acid and acetic acid are commonly

used organic acids. They have low corrosive-
ness and low reaction rate and are mainly
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suitable for the acid-fracturing treatment
of a high-temperature carbonatite reservoir
(�120�C). The typical formulation includes:
9% HCOOH (10% CH3COOH), 2% to
3% corrosion inhibitor, 0.5% to 1% cleanup
additive, 1% to 2% ferric ion stabilizing
agent, 0.5% to 1% demulsifying agent, and
0.5% to 1% anti-scum agent.

5. Foamed acid system
A foamed acid system is appropriate for

low-pressure low-permeability carbonatite
oil and gas reservoirs and water-sensitive gas
reservoirs. A surfactant used as foaming agent
and liquid nitrogen are added into acid liquor;
thus, the foamed acid system in which acid is
continuous phase and gas bubble is dispersed
phase is formed. The gas phase volume per-
centage in total foam volume in the system is
known as foam quality. Foamed acid systems
can be divided into three types: (1) energized,
in which the foam quality is equal to or lower
than 52%; (2) foam, in which the foam qual-
ity is 52% to 90%; and (3) atomized, in which
the foam quality is higher than 90%. The
foam quality of the foamed acid used in the
field is about 70%; thus, foamed acid has
low filtration, good retarding effectiveness,
low formation damage, and easy flowback.

6. Emulsified acid system
An emulsified acid system is a dispersed

system that consists of two mutually insolu-
ble liquids, that is, crude oil and acid liquor.
In order to decrease emulsified acid viscosity,
diesel oil, kerosene, and gasoline are added
into crude oil, or diesel oil and kerosene
are directly used as external phase. The oil-
external emulsified acid is predominant. The
volumetric ratio of oil phase to acid phase is
generally 30:70. The merits of emulsified acid
include low reaction rate, long acid-etched
fracture, low filtration, and high fracture-
generating ability. The demerits of emulsified
acid include high friction resistance, which is
generally 80% to 150% of that of clear
water, a high degree of difficulty to formu-
late, and low emplacement stability. It is
more difficult to use emulsified acid in deep

wells and low-permeability and low-pressure
reservoirs. Emulsifying agents that are the
main additives of emulsified acid include oil-
based and water-based emulsifying agents.
Emulsified acid formulated with an emulsify-
ing agent will not be liberated at atmospheric
temperature within 48 hours, and the acid
liberation rate at 90�C within 1 hour is
lower than 3%. The acid liquor viscosity is
equal to or higher than 40 MPa � S at atmo-
spheric temperature. The typical formulation
includes: (1) oil phase: 30% light oil or diesel
oil (volumetric ratio), 2% to 3% emulsifying
agent and 2% friction reducing agent, and (2)
acid phase: 60% to 61% HCl (31% indus-
trial hydrochloric acid), 2% to 3% corrosion
inhibitor, 2% ferric ion stabilizing agent, and
1% cleanup additive.

7. Surfactant retarded acid
A retarding mechanism includes: (1) adsorp-

tion film is formed on rock surface due to the
adsorption of surfactant molecules on rock sur-
face, thus decreasing the rate of reaction of
Hþ to rock surface, and (2) an elastic glue
crumb diaphragm is formed on the rock-acid
liquor interface due to generating acid-rock
resultant, thus retaining further the diffusion
of Hþ to rock, decreasing the acid-rock reac-
tion rate, and achieving diverting acidizing. It
is also known as surfactant self-diversion acid.
This acid liquor system has the following
advantages:
a. No high polymer in acid liquor system, no

residue, and low formation damage
b. High acid liquor viscosity (30–65 MPa � S

depending on different requirements)
c. Low reaction rate, good retarding prop-

erty of acid liquor
d. Low acid liquor friction resistance, which

allows high pumping rate and pressure
e. Low spent acid viscosity, which makes

spent acid easy to flow back
The typical formulation includes: 20%HCl,

1.0% surfactant, 2.0% high-temperature cor-
rosion inhibitor, 1.0% high-temperature ferric
ion stabilizing agent, and 0.4% to 1.0%
extending agent.
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8. Controlled fluid loss acid (underground
crosslinked acid)

Controlled fluid loss acid is crosslinked
with Fe3þ under a lower acid concentration.
Crosslinking is started when the pH value is
1.1 and the acid is fully crosslinked when
the pH value is 2.5. The viscosity is up to
1000–10,000 MPa � S at 100�F. Fe3þ may be
reduced into Fe2þ by adding activity reduc-
tant (pH range of 2.5–3.5).

Underground crosslinked acid has only an
initial viscosity of 20 MPa � S. After it enters
the reservoir, crosslinking is generated with
acid-rock reaction and the change of pH
value (3–4). After it is crosslinked, the viscosity
is greatly increased to about 1000 MPa � S.
When the pHvalue is higher than 4, acid liquor
viscosity is decreased; thus, the spent acid
can be smoothly flowed back.

Themerits are that it can prevent acid liquor
from filtrating into vugs and natural fractures
to form long acid-etched fracture and that the
spent acid is easy to flow back, while the
demerits include formulating difficulty, high
cost, and the unknown conditions of crosslink-
ing and breaking under reservoir conditions.

Acid Fracturing Technology
1. Viscous acid (gelled acid) acidfrac technology

Viscous acid acidfrac technology uses vis-
cous acid to directly fracture the reservoir
and form acid-etched fracture with a certain
length and flow conductivity. The merits
include: low acid liquor friction resistance,
which allows injecting at high pumping rate;
good retarding effectiveness and long effec-
tive action distance greater than that of
conventional acid fracturing; and a certain
spent acid viscosity, which makes spent acid
easily carry solids during flowback. The
demerits include high cost and possible sec-
ondary formation damage because high
molecular material enters the reservoir. It is
suitable for high- and medium-permeability
(and even low-permeability) reservoirs with
natural fractures and is especially suitable
for carbonatite in deep and superdeep wells.

2. Emulsified acid acidfrac technology
The emulsified acid acidfrac technology

uses emulsified acid to directly fracture the
reservoir and form acid-etched fracture.
The merits include good high-temperature–
retarding property of acid liquor, long effec-
tive acid-etched fracture, favorable high-
temperature corrosion inhibition, and low
formation damage. The demerits include:
(1) high operational friction resistance, which
is generally 80% to 150% of clear water fric-
tion resistance and (2) flow conductivity
lower than that of viscous acid acidfrac, the
problem of spent acid emulsification, and
higher cost. It is suitable for the stimulation
of a low-permeability carbonatite reservoir.
For a superdeep well, this technique is dif-
ficult for on-site application due to high
friction resistance. It is generally used in
combination with viscous acid acidfrac
technology.

3. Prepad acidfrac technology
A viscous nonreactive prepad is first used

to fracture the reservoir and form artificial
fracture, and acid liquor is then injected to dis-
solve and corrode the fracture, thus forming
an unevenly etched fracture with a higher flow
conductivity. The main function of prepad is
to initiate cracking and generate fracture, to
decrease fracture temperature and reduce fil-
tration loss. The apparent viscosity of prepad
is several dozen to several hundred times that
of conventional acid liquor. When acid liquor
enters fracture, the acid liquor, which has a
lower viscosity in comparison with that of pre-
pad, will form viscous fingering in viscous pre-
pad, thus favoring forming unevenly etched
grooves and then forming a longer effective
acid-etched fracture.

4. Multistage injection acidfrac technology
Prepad is first injected to generate fracture,

and then acid liquor and prepad slugs are
alternately injected. Acid liquor can be con-
ventional acid, viscous acid, or emulsified
acid. Hydrochloric acid with a certain con-
centration is then injected during the closure
of fracture to dissolve the fracture wall face
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and form acid-etched fracture with a high
flow conductivity, thus achieving an increase
in productivity. The merits include: (1) the
multistage prepad slugs can effectively plug
the acid-etched vugs formed on the fracture
wall face to effectively reduce acid liquor fil-
tration loss; (2) viscous fingering due to the
viscosity difference may form an unevenly
etched shape at the fracture wall face, thus
increasing the flow conductivity of acid-
etched fracture; and (3) a great quantity of
prepad fluid and acid liquor injected can
effectively reduce wellbore and reservoir tem-
peratures, thus reducing the acid-rock reac-
tion rate and increasing the effective action
distance. This technique is often used in
combination with closure acidizing technol-
ogy. It is suitable for the stimulation of low-
permeability reservoirs and reservoirs with
high filtration loss.

5. Foamed acid acidfrac technology
Foamed acid is formed by adding a gas

(N2 or CO2) and then a foaming agent into
hydrochloric acid. The contents of gas, acid
liquor, and surfactant are respectively 65%
to 85%, 15% to 35%, and 0.5% to 1%.
The merits include: low acid-rock reaction
rate; low formation damage to water-sensi-
tive reservoir; high viscosity, which makes
insoluble particles easy to suspend; and low
acid liquor filtration loss, which may increase
effective acid-etched fracture length. The
demerits include: high requirements for acid-
frac equipment, high operating pressure, high
cost, and use limited to shallow and medium-
depth wells.

6. Closure acidizing technology
After the closure of the fracture formed

during acidfrac, an acid liquor is injected
under a low pumping rate and pressure lower
than fracture extension pressure in accordance
with the minimum resistance principle, which
is followed by acid liquor flow, thus further
deepening the acid-etched grooves that have
been formed and further increasing the flow
conductivity of acid-etched fracture in the
vicinity of the wellbore. This technology is

often used in combination with other acidfrac
technology to form a combined technology
such as viscous acid acidfrac fracture closure
acidizing technology and multistage injec-
tion acidfrac fracture closure acidizing tech-
nology, so that long effective acid-etched
fracture and high near-wellbore fracture flow
conductivity can be obtained and a high
effectiveness of increasing productivity can be
achieved.

Acidfrac Design Model in Consideration of
Acid-Etched Wormholes. Acidfrac design mod-
els mainly include a wellbore temperature field
model, working fluid filtration loss calculation
model, fracture geometry calculation model,
and acid-rock reaction model, in which acid
liquor filtration loss and acid-rock reaction
models are the core models for acidfrac design.

1. Calculation of working fluid loss during
acidfrac

In practical acidfrac operation, the acid
liquor loss includes filtration loss. The latter
is predominant and consists of fluid loss gen-
erated by volumetric extension of acid-etched
wormholes and filtration loss through worm-
hole wall faces and wormhole tips. The total
acid liquor loss during acid fracturing opera-
tion is shown in Equation (8-27).

(8-27)
Vt ¼ Vaf þ Vaw þ Vav þ Vtip

where: Vt ¼ total acid liquor loss; Vaf ¼ acid
liquor filtration loss through fracture wall
face; Vaw ¼ acid liquor filtration loss through
wormhole wall faces; Vav ¼ volume incre-
ment of acid-etched wormholes; Vtip ¼ acid
liquor filtration loss through wormhole tips.

2. Three-dimensional acid liquor flow reaction
model

Supposing that acid liquor is uniform and
the effect of free convection on mass transfer
can be neglected and that the mass transfer
coefficient of hydrogen ion is irrelevant to
concentration, the mathematical model of
three-dimensional acid liquor flow reaction
in consideration of the migration and
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convection diffusion in the directions of frac-
ture length and fracture height is shown in
Equation (8-28).

(8-28)

� @ðCuxÞ
@x

� @ðCuvÞ
@y

� @ðCuzÞ
@z

þ @
@y

De
@C
@y

� �

þ @
@z

De
@C
@z

� �
� @C

@t
¼ 0

Boundary conditions are shown in
Equation (8-29):

(8-29)
x¼ 0 C¼ Cinj

y¼ 0
@C
@y

¼ 0

y¼	w

2
ðC1�CBÞu1þDe

@C
@y

þ kð1�FÞðCB�CeqÞm ¼ 0

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
where: C ¼ acid liquor concentration, mol/L;
u ¼ acid liquor flow velocity, cm/s; De ¼ effec-
tive mass transfer coefficient, cm2/s; m ¼ reac-
tion order, dimensionless; k ¼ reaction rate
constant, cm/s; CB ¼ wall-face acid concentra-
tion, mol/L; C1 ¼ filtrate acid concentration,
mol/L; Ceq ¼ equilibrium acid concentration,
mol/L; u1 ¼ filtration velocity, cm/s.

Resolving the three-dimensional acidfrac
model should be in combination with the in-
fraction three-dimensional acid liquor flow
velocity field model.

Acidfrac Stimulation Effectiveness Prediction.
An acid-etched wormhole formed during acid-
frac operation may greatly affect the fluid flow.
The flow conductivity should be that of acidfrac
fracture and acid-etched wormholes combined.

1. Ideal acid-etched fracture width
The ideal fracture width under the condition

of acid-etched wormholes generated during
acidfrac operation is shown in Equation (8-30).

(8-30)

wi ¼ xðV� VawhÞ
2ð1� FÞh L

where: wi ¼ ideal acid-etched fracture width,
m; V ¼ total injected acid volume, m3;
x ¼ volumetric solvability of acid, m3/m3;

L ¼ effective acid liquor action distance, m;
Vawh ¼ acid volume consumed during

acid-etched wormhole propagation.
2. Acid-etched fracture flow conductivity

The empirical equation of flow conductiv-
ity presented by Nierodo and Kruk’s in 1973
is shown in Equation (8-31).

(8-31)
ðwkÞeff ¼ C1 exp ð� C2sÞ

C1 ¼ 0:256 wkfi
0:822

C2 ¼
ð36:82� 1:885 ln SREÞ � 10�3 0 MPa < SRE

< 138 MPa

ð9:1� 0:406 ln SREÞ � 10�3 138 MPa < SRE

< 3450 MPa

8>>><
>>>:

where: s ¼ effective stress, psi; SRE ¼ rock
insert strength, psi; wkfi ¼ flow conductivity,
10�3 mm2in.

3. Composite acidfrac reservoir permeability in
consideration of acid-etched wormhole
a. Fracture permeability calculation, as

shown in Equation (8-32):

(8-32)

Kf ¼ Ffb
2 � 108

12
¼ 8:33� 106 b2 Ff

where: b ¼ fracture width, m; F ¼ fracture
porosity; Kf ¼ fracture permeability, mm2.

b. Matrix permeability in consideration of
acid-etched wormhole effect, as shown in
Equation (8-33):

(8-33)

Kw ¼ p
128Lfe � Hf

SDi
4

Fracture-matrix system permeability is the sum
of matrix permeability Km and fracture perme-
ability Kf, as shown in Equation (8-34):

(8-34)
Kt ¼ Kmw þ Kf

Here Kmw ¼ Kw, that is, the permeability of
matrix, which is changed by generating acid-
etched wormholes.
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8.6 HIGH-ENERGY GAS
FRACTURING FOR PUTTING
A WELL INTO PRODUCTION

Mechanism of High-Energy
Gas Fracturing

Overview. Practice indicates that the stimula-
tion effectiveness of the spike pressure pulse gen-
erated by explosion is much lower than that of a
stationary pressure pulse; that is, the effective-
ness of the detonation of explosive is much
lower than that of the combustion of propellant.
The combustion rate of an explosive is counted
by km/s, and detonation waves may be gener-
ated after ignition. The combustion rate of
propellant is counted by mm/s and is lower
than 10 m/s. The reaction rate of an explosive
is independent of environmental conditions,
whereas the combustion rate of propellant is
affected by environmental temperature and pres-
sure. Despite the fact that the combustion rate of
propellant is much lower than that of an explo-
sive, the pressure riserate caused by the combus-
tion of propellant is still much higher than that
of hydraulic fracturing. The pressure risetime
of hydraulic fracturing is counted by minutes,
while the pressure risetime of high-energy gas
fracturing (HEGF) is counted by milliseconds

(Figure 8-49). Theoretical calculations and on-
site tests indicate that with the increase of pres-
sure riserate in the wellbore, not only can two
fractures be generated in a direction perpendicu-
lar to the minimum in-situ stress in the vicinity
of the wellbore, but also multiple radial frac-
tures may be generated. In locations farther
from the wellbore, these radial fractures will still
be extended in the direction of the maximum
principal stress. The number of fractures is
mainly dependent on the pressure riserate
(Figure 8-50).

The results of the tests in gallery by Schmidt
in 1980 in the light of cased well are shown in

FIGURE 8-49 Pressure riserates for various types of
fracturing.

FIGURE 8-50 Relation between the type of fracture and the pressure
riserate.
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Table 8-33 and indicate that the number of frac-
tures is dependent on pressure riserate, and
downhole explosion may form a crushed zone
and compacted zone in the vicinity of the well-
bore and obviously cannot increase the near-
wellbore permeability.
Conditions of Generating Fractures. Provided
the downhole pressure in a well is higher than
the minimum principal stress in rock formation,
fractures may be generated in rock. If the pres-
sure riserate is high so that the fracture gener-
ated is insufficient for relieving the downhole
pressure, a second fracture may certainly be gen-
erated. If the second fracture is still insufficient
for relieving the downhole pressure, a third frac-
ture will be generated. However, it is difficult to
predict the speed of the growth of fracture for a
heterogeneous body such as rock. It is generally
considered that the maximum speed of the
growth of fracture is about half of the shear
wave velocity in rock.

In accordance with elastic statics, it had been
considered that the pressure caused by high-
energy gas fracturing in a well is higher than
that of hydraulic fracturing and may possibly
exceed the elastic limit of rock; thus, permanent
deformation of rock will be generated during
unloading (Figure 8-51) and residual fracture

with a certain fracture width will be generated
(Figure 8-52) in the reservoir.

If the Poisson’s ratios under loading and
unloading, the cracking standard is shown in
Equation (8-35).

(8-35)
p� pf
smin

� E2=E1
E2=E1 � 1

where: p ¼ bottomhole pressure, MPa; pf ¼
reservoir pressure, MPa; smin ¼ minimum prin-
cipal stress in reservoir, MPa; E2 ¼ elastic

TABLE 8-33 Relation Between Pressure Load Properties and Fracture Characteristics

Test
Name

Peak
Pressure
(106 Pa)

Pressure
Riserates (107 Pa/s)

Pulse
Duration
(ms) Fracture Characteristics

GF1 13 0.6 900
Hydraulic fracturing

Multiple fractures

Explosion

GF1

GF2

1m
GF3

GF2 95 140 9
GF3 >200 >10,000 1
E 250 430

FIGURE 8-51 Relation between rock stress s and
strain e.
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modulus during unloading, MPa; E1 ¼ elastic
modulus during loading, MPa.

The shortcomings of this model include: (1) it
neglects the fact that multiple fractures may be
generated in the reservoir under higher pressure
riserate; (2) it is not easy to obtain representative
E1 and E2 data; and (3) because high-energy gas
fracturing is performed after perforating, many
microfractures have been generated in the reservoir,
which is neglected by this model.
Cracking Initiation Mechanism. High-energy
gas generated by combustion of a propellant has
three types of energy: shock energy, expansion
energy, and heat energy, in which shock energy
and expansion energy are predominant and heat
energy has only a low action on the generation
of fracture. The effects of shock energy and
expansion energy in the five stages of high-energy
gas fracturing are as follows (Figure 8-53).

1. Precracking stage. Propellant starts com-
busting. The gas generated may increase the
pressure in the well. The rock around the
borehole wall is still in a pressured state.

2. Cracking initiation stage. With the rapid
increase of pressure, the cracking of the
rock around the borehole wall will be
initiated. The first small shoulder appears on
pressure-time curve.

3. Shock stage. With the increase of propellant
combustion rate, the pressure is rapidly
increased. The shock energy and part of the
expansion energy will propagate the fracture
formed during cracking initiation. The pres-
sure at this time is known as peak pressure.

4. Expansion stage. In this stage the pressure is
not increased, but decreased gradually. The
fracture is rapidly propagated and branch
fractures are generated.

FIGURE 8-52 Residual fracture (shown by solid line).

FIGURE 8-53 The change of pressure during downhole combustion of
propellant charges in a well filled with water.
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5. Pseudosteady extension stage. The fracture
propagation in unsteady state is changed to
the fracture propagation in pseudosteady
state. The extending trend of fracture is
changed to the orientation of hydraulically
created fracture.

The corresponding fracture propagation pro-
cesses are shown in Figure 8-54.
Self-Propping of Fractures. In a high-energy
gas fracturing operation, proppant has not been
added. However, practice indicates that fracture
will not be closed by itself. In addition to the
plastic deformation theory mentioned earlier,
there are two points of view, as follows:

1. Shear dislocation propping
As shown in Figure 8-55, the multiple

radial fractures formed by high-energy gas
fracturing are random, and some fractures
are not perpendicular to the minimum princi-
pal stress. Under the action of shear stress t,
relative movement may be generated on both
sides of the fracture. In addition, the fractures
are propped by the exfoliated rock grains.
Thus self-propped fractures are formed.

2. Rock matrix loosening
This theory considers that the shear stress

borne by rock matrix is proportional to the
difference between the vertical stress s1 and
horizontal stress s2 of rock. Under the action
of shear stress, the rock grains are dislocated,
thus increasing porosity and permeability.

If the shear stress is high, a plastic deforma-
tion region is entered and permanent defor-
mation may be generated; thus, fractures
will not be closed despite the fact that there
is no proppant.

Effects of High-Energy Gas Fracturing
1. Compression and shock effects

The compression and shock effects of the
high-pressure gas generated by the combus-
tion of powder or propellant have been men-
tioned earlier.

2. Hydraulic oscillation effect
After a fracturing charge is ignited under

the condition of fluid column in the well,
the fluid column in the well may be pushed

FIGURE 8-54 Fracture propagation.

FIGURE 8-55 Self-propping of fracture.
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and moved upward by the expansion of high-
temperature high-pressure gas, and then the
gas pressure may decrease with the increase
of volume, thus causing downward move-
ment of the fluid column. The downward
movement of the fluid column may compress
the gas generated by the combustion of pro-
pellant, and the downward movement of the
fluid column (except the part that enters the
reservoir) may be pushed upward. Thus the
periodic attenuation fluctuation of pressure
may be generated, which favors the forma-
tion of fractures and the cleaning of forma-
tion blockage.

3. High-temperature heat effect
Well temperature measurements after a

high-energy gas fracturing operation indicate
that well temperature can be increased to
500–700�C within a certain time after ignit-
ing the propellant charge, then rapidly
decreases at the beginning and slowly
decreases within several hours; thus, the par-
affin and asphalt in the vicinity of the well-
bore can be melted and the oil viscosity can
be decreased (Figure 8-56).

4. Chemical action
The products of combustion of propellant

are mainly CO2, N2, and part of HCl. These
gases may be dissolved in crude oil under
high pressure, so that they can reduce oil vis-
cosity and surface tension, thus achieving the
increase of productivity.

Types of High-Energy Gas Fracturing
and Suitabilities

At present, the types of pressure generators used
for high-energy gas fracturing include: pressure
generator with case, pressure generator with no
case, and liquid propellant pressure generator.
Solid Propellant Fracturing
1. Pressure generator with case

It has a metallic case that can be used
repeatedly. The case is a thick-walled cylinder
and holds an igniting device and charges in it.
An electric cable is used for transmission
(Figure 8-57). Ignition location is determined

FIGURE 8-56 Well temperature vs. time during high-
energy gas fracturing. FIGURE 8-57 Pressure generator with case.
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by magnetic locator. The merits include safe
operation, low cost, short period, and conve-
nient running in. However, it has metallic
cases and a small ignition powder weight;
thus, it has been rarely applied at present.

2. Pressure generator with no case
Each powder (or propellant) charge has a

hole of F20–25 mm at the center of the
charge. The gap between the end faces of alu-
minum base pipe and charge is sealed with
sealing compound. The strength of the alumi-
num base pipe should bear both the external
pressure caused by the hold-down water col-
umn and the internal pressure generated by
the combustion of ignition powder in the
base pipe. The lengths of each charge and
aluminum base pipe are respectively
500 mm and 510 mm. Both charges are
connected to each other by connecting pipe
with a length of 130–150 mm. The total
quantity of powder is dependent on forma-
tion breakdown pressure, hole-down water
column height, number of perforations, and
perforation diameter. The ignitor is installed
at the top. The auxiliary ignition powder in
aluminum base pipe is ignited by the ignitor,
so that the base pipe is heated to a tempera-
ture higher than 2800�C. At the same time,
all the propellant charges are ignited
(Figure 8-58).

The surface of the propellant is coated with a
waterproof layer. The propellant charge (6) cov-
ered by an antiwear protective layer (7) is
mounted to the aluminum base pipe (8). Propel-
lant charges are connected to each other by con-
necting pipe (10) using the threads at the ends of
the base pipe. The bottom sub (11) is threaded
on to the bottom of the charge. The igniting
device is installed in the cablehead. Ignition
powder (9) is installed in the base pipe. If the
pressure generator is conveyed on tubing, cable-
head is replaced by impinging ignitor and cable
igniting is replaced by bar dropping igniting.
Another type of pressure generator with no case
uses the axial grooves on the outside surface of
the charge and a wireline for connecting. There

is a backing plate at the bottom of the charge
(with or without center hole). A sealed resis-
tance wire is used for heating and ignition. The
charge with center hole has an ignitor at the

FIGURE 8-58 Typical structure of pressure generator
with no case. 1, seal plug; 2, ignitor; 3, spring; 4, gland;
5, O-ring; 6, propellant charge; 7, protective layer;
8, base pipe; 9, auxiliary ignition ammunition;
10, connecting pipe; 11, tail plug; 12, bottom cover;
13, buffer block; 14, bolt.
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bottom. The combustion of charge is initially
generated at the end face, and full-scale combus-
tion is subsequently generated. The propellant
charge of this type pressure generator is 20%
to 40% higher than that of the case-free pres-
sure generator with center hole. This type of
pressure generator has a high pressure riserate
and a high temperature of gas generated by pro-
pellant; thus it is appropriate for heavy oil
reservoirs.
Liquid Propellant Fracturing. The case-free
pressure generator widely used in high-energy
gas fracturing has the following demerits:

1. Increasing charge can only increase pressure-
boosting amplitude due to inner combustion.
Not only can the action time not be pro-
longed, but it may be shortened because the
increase of pressure may increase the com-
bustion rate.

2. The pressure-boosting process required is
actually difficult to generate in directional
or cluster wells due to the difficulty of
tripping.

3. Using end face combustion may prolong the
action time; however, it may reduce the
pressure-boosting amplitude, so that the
required stimulation effectiveness cannot be
achieved.

The solid propellant charge used in high-
energy gas fracturing is generally less than
100 kg and the fracture length is smaller than
10 m. Thus liquid propellant has been developed
in Russia since 1986. It should meet the follow-
ing requirements:

1. A case-free pressure generator can be used for
ignition.

2. Stable combustion is possible in wide pres-
sure and temperature ranges.

3. Low viscosity and thermal effect on reservoir.
4. Safe and non-toxic raw materials and com-

bustion products.
5. Low cost.
6. Propellant force f � 4� 105 m2/s2 (T � 1300k)

(the solid propellant force is about 106 m2/s2).
7. It can form a uniform aqueous solution.

a. Oxidant. NH4NO3 is selected to be
the oxidant due to its safety, nontoxic
property, and high solubility in water
(Figure 8-59). The solubility C in water is
60% to 80% (mass). Thus the mass ratio
of NH4NO3 to water is 60:40.

b. Comburant. Various combustion additives
have been screened under approximate
constant volume condition, and the pro-
pellants force are measured under differ-
ent formula ratios. When NH4NO3 is
used as oxidant and glycerin is used as
comburant the relation between the com-
bustion temperature, the propellant force
generated, and the glycerin concentration
is obtained (Figure 8-60). It is shown that
a glycerin mass concentration of 9% has
the maximum propellant force. The twelve
comburants have a propellant force of
(5–6) � 105 m2/s2 at combustion tempera-
ture of 1300–1500 K, which indicates that
the combustion property is independent of
comburant composition. The comburant
selected should have high safety and com-
bustion stability, low cost, and no environ-
mental pollution.

When NH4NO3 is used as oxidant and
glycerin is used as comburant, the com-
bustion products of liquid propellant are
gaseous chiefly and nontoxic (Table 8-34).

FIGURE 8-59 Oxidant solubility in water vs.
temperature. C ¼ mass concentration; T ¼ temperature.
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The studies indicate that the liquid pro-
pellant force is up to (6.17–7.35) � 105

m2/s2, while the solid propellant force is
(8.33–9.31) � 105 m2/s2, which means
the former is 2/3 of the latter. The liquid
propellant has a low cost.

The blast cell tests of liquid propellant
(oxidant: comburant: water ¼ 6:1:3) indi-
cate that the pressure is obviously
increased after igniting liquid propellant,
the ignition pressure is high, and the
increased value of pressure is high and sta-
ble (Table 8-35).

c. Safety
(1) Twenty comparative tests have proven

that liquid propellant is insensitive to
friction.

(2) The tests indicate that the liquid pro-
pellant is still not ignited under a

sparking voltage of 600 kV and energy
of 4.2 MJ.

(3) There was no case of ignition during
testing in accordance with the Gost
4545-80 shock sensitivity test standard.

(4) When the cartridge is heated with
resistance wire and ignited, the liquid
propellant may only boil and will not
be burned.

(5) The liquid propellant will not be
burned by detonating.

d. Reaction mechanism
The high-speed chemical reaction dur-

ing mingling of water, oxidant, and com-
burant includes the three steps, that is,
the thermal decomposition of oxidant,
the thermal decomposition of comburant,
and the chemical reaction between the
thermal decomposition products of oxi-
dant and comburant, which generates
heat.

The decomposition temperature of
ammonium nitrate is 290–300�C, while
the decomposition temperature of glyc-
erin is 220–230�C; thus, the chemical
reaction can only be started by heating
the liquid propellant to a temperature
higher than 300�C.

The liquid propellant cannot be ignited
under surface conditions because water
may be vaporized at a temperature higher
than 100�C; thus, the initial pressure
should be 12–14 Mpa (at this time the
boiling point is at 290–300�C) in
order to ignite the liquid propellent.

TABLE 8-34 Composition of Liquid Propellant Combustion Products
(NH

4
NO

3
/water ¼ 60/4)

Glycerin Content, % Combustion Product CO2 CO H2O N2 H2

9 Molal weight kg 2.93 0.003 37.74 6.82 0.020
% 12.89 0.008 67.93 19.10 0.004

10 Molal weight kg 3.11 0.15 37.11 6.75 0.70
% 13.68 0.42 66.80 18.90 0.14

12 Molal weight kg 3.47 0.44 35.86 6.60 2.08
% 15.27 1.23 64.55 18.48 0.42

FIGURE 8-60 Relation between liquid propellant force,
combustion temperature, and glycerin content. Note:
Propellant force means the energy content per unit mass
of propellant, unit: J/kg or m2/s2.
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In addition, the heat generated should be
sufficient for heating water to the boiling
point and starting a new chemical reaction
in order to ignite the liquid propellant.
These have been proven by testing results
(Figure 8-61).

e. Ignition of liquid propellant
The tests indicate that the ignition pro-

pellant should have energy sufficient for
igniting the liquid propellant under semi-
closed conditions with ignition pressure
of 12–14 MPa. It is indicated that the pro-
portion of ignition propellant and liquid
propellant is 1:5, and the energy required
to form stable combustion of liquid
propellant is 670 kJ/kg.

Supposing that one ton of liquid propel-
lant will be used once, the inside diameter
of the casing is 124 mm, and the liquid
propellant density is 1.296 g/cm3, the liq-
uid propellant length in casing is
62.22 m. A section of standard case-free

pressure generator charge has a length of
500 mm, an outside diameter of 90 mm,
and mass of 5 kg. The length and mass of
two sections are respectively 1 m and
10 kg. The mass of liquid propellant
within a length of 3 m (and around) is
40 kg (the length affected by solid propel-
lant charge is 3 m). The heat generated
by the combustion of this liquid propellant
can ignite a liquid propellant charge of
60 m within 40 seconds and generate pres-
sure of 60–70 MPa and fractures with a
length of 25–50 m.

f. Running-in technology
(1) Tools and equipment. Hoist tractor, tub-

ing, cap tank, or water tanker (3–5 m3),
the tank (1–3 m3) with heating coiled
pipe and agitator, steam generator,
cementing truck, perforator truck (used
for tripping ignitor on wireline), drill-
stem tester, casing and cement sheath
quality logging instrument, and so on.

TABLE 8-35 Blast Cell Test Results

Propellant
No. No.

Propellant
Density
(g/ml) Propellant WB (g)

Ignition
Pressure
PB (MPa)

Maximum
Pressure
Pm (MPa)

Time Tm
Required to
Attain Pm (ms)

No. 1 1 0.20 Nitrocellulose powder 2 21.57 27.56 20.21
2 0.20 Nitrocellulose powder 2 21.57 26.03 21.30
3 0.12 Nitrocellulose powder 2 20.40 27.65 64.28
4 0.12 Nitrocellulose powder 2

Double-base powder 1
50.11 110.82 338.5

No. 3 1 0.20 Nitrocellulose powder 2
Double-base powder 1

52.66 173.09 425.71

2 0.20 Nitrocellulose powder 2
Double-base powder 1

52.66 91.99 468.12

3 0.20 Nitrocellulose powder 2
Double-base powder 2

63.25 202.99 195.16

4 0.20 Nitrocellulose powder 2
Double-base powder 2

63.25 209.37 180.87

5 0.12 Nitrocellulose powder 1
Double-base powder 2

40.11 90.60 442.35

6 0.12 Nitrocellulose powder 1
Double-base powder 2

40.11 90.61 442.35

7 0.12 Nitrocellulose powder 2
Double-base powder 2

50.11 101.79 363.44
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(2) Spacer fluid. In order to prevent the liq-
uid propellent and the fluid in the
well from mingling, which may change
performance, both the top and bottom
of the liquid propellant should be
isolated from the fluid in the well and
the ignitor should not be hindered from
running. Obviously, the density of the
upper spacer fluid should be lower than
that of the liquid propellant, and the
density of the lower spacer fluid should
be higher than that of the liquid propel-
lant. The spacer fluid should not be
mutually dissolved with the fluid in the
well and the liquid propellant. CaCl2
water-diesel oil emulsion can be used
as spacer fluid and barite can be used
to control the density.

(3) Running-in procedure

(a) Pulling out the previous string,
cleaning it, checking it, and chang-
ing unqualified tubings

(b) Drifting tubing with F59 mm �
500 mm rabbit

(c) Drifting to artificial bottomhole
with F118 mm � 1500 mm drift
size gauge tool

(d) Flushing to artificial bottomhole
with 0.2% active water under a
high pumping rate

(e) Sand packing in the well to the
bottom of perforated interval

(f) Running liquid propellant detona-
tion string (on top of the detonator
screen that is connected to the bot-
tom of the string, a tubing central-
izer is added every 20 m upward)

(g) Filling the well with clear water,
pumping spacer fluid by cementing
truck, pumping the prepared liquid
propellant, pumping the remaining
spacer fluid, pumping a certain
quantity of clear water, and pump-
ing liquid propellant to a desig-
nated reservoir location

(h) Pulling up string for 11.0 m
(i) Opening the wellhead (tubing and

casing are opened), dropping a bar
for detonation, and then pulling
string and accessories

(j) Running-in production tubing string

Table 8-36 shows the liquid propellant treat-
ment results in the Huoshaoshan oil field in
Xinjiang.

FIGURE 8-61 Pressure vs. time during liquid propellant combustion
in blast cell. 1, initial pressure 20 MPa; 2, initial pressure 15 MPa;
3, initial pressure 12 MPa.
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TABLE 8-36 Liquid Ammunition Treatment Results in Huoshaoshan Oil Field in Xinjiang

No.
Well
No.

Type
of
well

Casing
Specification
(mm)

Perforated
Interval (m)

Perforation
Thickness (m)/
Number of
Layer

Perforation
Density
Shots/m

Propellant
Charge
(kg)

Production Rate (t/d)

Before
Operation

After
Operation

Liquid Oil Liquid Oil

1 H1141 Oil well 177.8 1633 � 1646 13/1 26 800 3.3 2.8 6.6 5.0

2 H1425 Oil well 139.7 1548 � 1580.5 27.5/3 16 800 1.7 0.7 8.6 1.6
3 H2442 Oil well 177.8 1566 � 1593 9.5/3 16 860 2.9 2.1 4.6 3.4
4 H1421 Oil well 139.7 1598.5 � 1630 12/4 26 1080 3.1 3.0 8.6 6.0
5 H1128 Oil well 139.7 1482.5 � 1528 11.5/3 20 1000 0 0 3.6 3.1

5
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Suitabilities of High-Energy Gas Fracturing
1. Suitable lithology

High-energy gas fracturing is suitable for
brittle formations such as limestone, dolomite,
sandstone with a low shale content (<10%),
and unsuitable for mudstone, and sandstone
may generate serious sand production after
fracturing, so that prudence is required.

The concrete conditions of using liquid
propellant fracturing include the following:

Porosity 3% to 25%
Permeability <0.05–0.3 mm2

Oil saturation �30%
Shale content �30%
Reservoir thickness �150 m
Reservoir pressure �60% of original reservoir

pressure
Perforation density 16–30 shots/m
Distance to water

formation
�15–20 m

Casing and cementation at perforated
interval and 150–200 m above perforated
interval are in good condition.

Well depth should be greater than 1000 m,
and the liquid propellant in which urea is used
as comburant can be used in the well with a
depth greater than 500 m.

2. High-energy gas fracturing operation
a. Before the operation, well flushing, sand

washing, and removing the wax on the
wall and the cement on the casing wall
are required. A well test is also required
in order to obtain skin factor, reservoir
permeability, production (or injection)
profile, and so on.

b. Before the operation, acid treatment or
acid soak is performed.

c. Wellbore fluid within 200 m above the
perforated interval is displaced with for-
mation water or an aqueous surfactant
solution of NaCl, CaCl2, CaBr2, or ZnCl2.

d. If the reservoir is a naturally fractured car-
bonatite formation, it is recommended
that an acid-in-oil emulsion is displaced
into the perforated interval. The emulsion
volume is 5–6 m3. If the reservoir is a
sandstone formation, hydrochloric acid

or mud acid can be displaced into the
perforated interval.

e. Perforation gate (cable ignition) is
installed at the wellhead.

f. When the perforation diameter is 10 mm,
the perforation density should be 20–
30 shots/m. Reperforating is required if
necessary. When the perforation diameter
is 16 mm, the perforation density should
be higher than 10 shots/m.

g. Theory and practice indicate that the frac-
tures of high-energy gas fracturing are
generally formed at 2–4 m below charge
near the formation interface or a location
with good physical properties; thus, the
charges should be distributed at 2–4 m
above the treated interval.

h. If there is bottom water, on the premise of
good cement sheath cementation, the dis-
tance between the bottom of charge and
the bottom of perforated interval should
be more than 5 m.

i. The appropriate distance between well
fluid level and wellhead is 50–60 m.

High-Energy Gas Fracturing Design

The working process of fracturing charge in a
well can be simulated by a differential equation
group consisting of the propellant combustion
rule equation, the well fluid motion equation in
consideration of compressibility and hydraulic
resistance, the perforation flow restriction equa-
tion, and the equation of fractures formed and
extended when displaced fluid enters the reser-
voir and propellant gas flows in (Figure 8-62).
Combustion of Propellant. The combustion
process of a tubular charge can be described by
using the concept of relative combustion thick-
ness (z ¼ e/eo) and the powder combustion rule
(u ¼ A � P), as shown in Equation (8-36):

(8-36)
dz

dt
¼ dðe=eoÞ

dt
¼ u=eo ¼ A � p=eo

where z ¼ e/eo is the relative combustion thick-
ness of the tubular charge; eo is charge pulp
thickness.
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The relative mass of the burned part of the
charge is as follows.

c ¼ z½1þ l ðz� 1Þ

where: l ¼ eo / (eo þ do) if combustion is inside;
l ¼ �eo / (eo þ do) if combustion is outside; l ¼
0 if combustion is both inside and outside; do ¼
inside hole diameter of tubular charge.
Well Fluid Motion Equation. For a gas-liquid
interface, Equation (8-37) applies:

(8-37)
dx

dt
¼ 2u

where: x ¼ gas-liquid interface displacement;
u ¼ liquid column mass center velocity.

The differential equation of liquid motion
along the wellbore is shown in Equation (8-38).

(8-38)
du
dt

¼ p� po
rocot

� u
t
� bu
2D

where: b ¼ resistance coefficient; ro ¼ compress-
ible liquid density; po ¼ hydrostatic pressure at
operation section; D ¼ wellbore diameter;

co ¼ dH

dt
¼ slightly compressible wave propaga-

tion velocity in well (approximate to acoustic
velocity); H ¼ pressure disturbance propagation
distance in well liquid.
Relationship between Pressure and Time.
The relationship between pressure and time can
be expressed in Equations (8-39) and (8-40):

(8-39)

dp

dt
¼

ðf� p=rnÞm
dc
dt

pg� ðg� 1Þq� gpTg
dVTg
dt

Vc þ xSþ VT
ð1� aÞPTg þ 2roa
2PTg � ð1� aÞp

(8-40)

Vc ¼ pdo
2

4
Ho þ mð1=rn � aÞc

where: p ¼ pressure in gas bubbles formed by
combustion products; q ¼ heat flux of combus-
tion products; do, Ho ¼ inside diameter and
height of charge; rn, a ¼ density and clearance
volume of propellant; f ¼ propellant force;
m ¼ propellant charge mass; g ¼ polytropic
exponent of combustion products; Vc, VT ¼ the
volume released from the burned part of charge
and the volume of the liquid squeezed into
fractures; S ¼ cross-sectional area of the well; x ¼
height of well section held by propellant gas above
charge; VTg ¼ volume of propellant gas.

The pressure outside the casing, that is, the
pressure that presses liquid into fractures, is
shown in Equation (8-41).

(8-41)

p1 ¼ p� ro
2n2h2So

2

dVT
dt

� �2

1� n2h2So
2

S

 !

where: n ¼ perforation density; So ¼ cross-
sectional area of a hole; h ¼ fracture height.

The length of vertical fracture formed is
shown in Equation (8-42).

(8-42)

LT ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

EVT
5:6ð1� moÞðp1 � 2poÞh

s

The width of vertical fracture formed is
shown in Equation (8-43).

(8-43)

o ¼ 4ð1� moÞðp1 � 2poÞLT
E

where: mo ¼ Poisson’s ratio of rock; h ¼ fracture
height; E ¼ elastic modulus of rock.

The liquid below the pressure generator is
squeezed into fractures, so the downward

FIGURE 8-62 Wellbore structure. (a) Missile propellant;
(b) Single-base propellant.
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displacement of the gas-liquid interface below
the pressure generator will be HT ¼ VT

S . If
HT � yT, only liquid flows into fractures.

The flow rate of the liquid squeezed into
vertical fractures is shown in Equation (8-44).

(8-44)

dVT
dt

¼ 22
p1 � 2po

E

� �8=7 p1 � po
ro

� �4=7 h3=7VT
4=7

u1=7

where: VT ¼ volume of liquid squeezed into
fractures; u ¼ kinematic viscosity of liquid.
Flow Rate of Gas Squeezed into Vertical
Fractures. If HT > yT, liquid stops entering frac-
tures and propellant gas starts entering fractures

when
dVT

dt
¼ 0. When the pressure difference is

lower than the critical pressure difference, the

flow rate of propellent gas PTg=P >
2

gþ 1

� � g
g�1

,

and the volumetric is shown in Equation (8-45).

(8-45)

dVTg
dt

¼ nhSo
PTg
r

� �1=g
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2g

g� 1

PTg
r

1� PTg
P

� � g
g�1

" #vuut
where: VTg ¼ propellant gas volume.

When the critical pressure difference is

exceeded, PTg=P <
2

gþ 1

� � g
g�1

and the volumet-

ric flow rate of propellant gas is shown in
Equations (8-46) and (8-47).

(8-46)

dVTg
dt

¼ nhSo
PTg
r

� �1=g
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2g

g� 1

P

r

s

where: PTg ¼ propellant gas pressure at fracture
inlet outside casing, as in Equation (8-47),

(8-47)

r ¼ mcf

Vc þ Sxþ VT þ VTg
PTg
P

� 	1�g

where: r ¼ propellant gas density.
The propellant gas pressure at fracture inlet is

shown in Equation (8-48).

(8-48)

PTg ¼ p
ð1� aÞ

2
1þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 4a

ð1� aÞ2
2Po
r

vuut
2
64

3
75

a ¼ 4WTg

gbL LTS � VT
2WTgh

0
@

1
A

where: LTS¼ total length of fracture caused by both
liquid and gas; WTg ¼ fracture width; bL ¼ coeffi-
cient of friction between gas and fracture wall.

The total length of fracture generated is
shown in Equation (8-49).

(8-49)

LTS ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

EðVT þ VTgÞ
5:6ðPTg � 2PoÞð1� u2Þh

s

The width of fracture generated is shown in
Equation (8-50).

(8-50)

WTS ¼ 4ð1� uo2ÞðPTg � 2PoÞLTS
E

The heat flux of combustion products is as
follows.

qðtÞ ¼ dQ

dt
¼ a STðT� ToÞ

where: To ¼ initial temperature of liquid; T ¼
propellant gas temperature; ST ¼ heat exchange
area.

The heat exchange coefficient is shown in
Equation (8-51).

(8-51)

a ¼ 7:36
ðruÞ0:8
D0:2

The heat exchange area between the combus-
tion products and the liquid is shown in
Equation (8-52).

(8-52)

ST ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pðD2xþ Do

2HÞðHc þ xÞ
q

where: Hc¼ pressure generator height; Do¼ tubu-
lar propellant OD; D ¼ borehole diameter.
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The combustion product temperature
obtained on the basis of state equation is shown
in Equation (8-53).

(8-53)

T ¼ P

fr
Tg

where: Tg ¼ propellant combustion temperature
(deflagration temperature).

Thus the differential equation group consist-
ing of Equations (8-36), (8-37), (8-38), (8-39),
(8-45), and (8-46) has been obtained (z, x, u, p,
VT, and VTg are the functions of time). They
describe the whole process of the tubular propel-
lant charge combustion in a well filled with
liquid.

Using this differential equation group, the
rule of the change of well pressure with time
and the volume of the fluid squeezed into verti-
cal fractures can be obtained under the initial
conditions of t ¼ 0, x ¼ 0, u ¼ 0, p ¼ po
(po ¼Horog, that is, hydrostatic pressure), and
VT ¼ 0. In addition, the rules of change of the
parameters including the pressure of combustion
products, the fluid pressure outside the casing,
the length of upper gas-liquid interface move-
ment, the speed of upper gas-liquid interface
motion, the relative mass of the burned part of
the propellant charge, the length and width of
fracture, the length of the downward movement
of lower gas-liquid interface, and well tempera-
ture can also be obtained.

Combined High-Energy Gas
Fracturing and Perforating

The perforating charge carriage in which perfor-
ating charges and fracturing propellant charges
are rammed is installed in the perforating gun
body. The perforating gun is run on tubing,
and a bar is dropped for detonating.
Perforating charges first form perforations at
reservoir interval. The high-temperature high-
pressure gas that is generated by delayed
combustion of propellant charges will enlarge
and deepen the perforations up to 1–2 m, and
multiple fractures may be formed along the

perforations. The range of fractures is up to
2–8 m. This technique has the following features:

1. The energy utilization factor of high-
temperature high-pressure gas is increased.
When high-energy gas fracturing is adopted,
the fracturing charges are burned in the cas-
ing, and only a small quantity of gas may
enter the reservoir through perforations.
When combined perforating and high-energy
gas fracturing are adopted, the most gas gen-
erated by propellant combustion may act on
the reservoir through perforations; thus, the
energy utilization factor of the gas generated
by propellant combustion may be greatly
increased.

2. Combined high-energy gas fracturing and
perforating simplifies the operations. Perfor-
ating (reperforating) and fracturing can be
performed once, so that the cost is reduced.

3. When high-temperature high-pressure gas
generated by propellant combustion is pro-
jected into the reservoir at high speed, the
perforations are scoured and deepened. The
effectiveness is much higher than that of
exclusive high-energy gas fracturing.

4. Simultaneous multi-interval operations can
be achieved.

When combined high-energy gas fractur-
ing and perforating is adopted, the propellant
selected should be insensitive to explosions,
and the surface of propellant should be
passivated.

The relationship between combustion rate and
pressure for missile propellant and single-base
propellant is shown in Figure 8-63. The
sensitivity tests indicate that the single-base
propellant of nitrocellulose has a lower sensitivity
to explosions; thus, nitrocellulose is selected.

High-Energy Gas Fracturing Tests

The test methods include static test and dynamic
test.
Static Test (Peak Pressure Test). Peak pressure
during fracturing is determined by the plastic
deformation of the copper column in the
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pressure-measuring unit. The copper-column
pressure measurement unit has a simple struc-
ture. However, it can only measure approxi-
mately the peak pressure of high-energy gas
fracturing, and the relationship between pressure
and time during fracturing cannot be obtained.

The structure of the pressure-measuring unit
is shown in Figure 8-64. Measuring the deforma-
tion of the copper column during fracturing can
determine the peak pressure; thus, the material,
mechanical properties, sizes, and shapes of the
copper column should strictly meet the

requirements. The specifications of the cylindri-
cal and conical copper columns that are com-
monly used in oil fields at present are listed in
Table 8-37.

On-site experience indicates that a conical
copper column of F5 � 8.1 should be selected
when well depth L � 2000 m; a cylindrical cop-
per column of F6 � 9.8 should be selected when
2000 m < L � 4500 m; and a cylindrical copper
column of F8 � 13 should be selected when
L > 4500 m.

The relationship between the deformation of
the copper column and the pressure is not linear
in the full sense; thus, a static pressure (preced-
ing pressure) is generally exerted on the copper
column during manufacture, so that the mechan-
ical properties of the copper column may tend to
be consistent, and error caused by unevenness of
the mechanical properties of the copper column
may be avoided. The preceding pressing includes
primary preceding pressing and secondary pre-
ceding pressing. The fundamental principle of
copper-column pressure measurement is used
on quasi-static processes; however, high-energy
gas fracturing is a dynamic process. Static pres-
sure makes the copper column deform gradually,
whereas dynamic pressure may reach the maxi-
mum within 1–10 seconds, and the action time
is very short.

In order to enhance the accuracy of the peak
pressure measurement for high-energy gas

FIGURE 8-63 Relationship between combustion rate and pressure for missile propellant and single-
base propellant.

FIGURE 8-64 Structure of a pressure-measuring unit.
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fracturing, the preceding pressure value of the
copper column selected should be slightly lower
than the estimated peak pressure of high-energy
gas fracturing; thus, only a small deformation
will be generated when the peak pressure of
high-energy gas fracturing acts on the copper
column. For the copper column by primary pre-
ceding pressing, the determination of the peak
pressure is based on the copper column height
after pressing and the corresponding pressure
table. The commonly used cylindrical copper
columns of F5 � 8.1 and F8 � 13 are of the
copper column by primary preceding pressing.
The copper column used in Table 8-38 is the
cylindrical copper column of F8 � 13. The table
shows the copper column heights after pressing
under the condition of primary preceding press-
ing pressure of 44 MPa and the corresponding
peak pressure values.

For the copper column by secondary preced-
ing pressing, the relationship between the plastic
deformation of the copper column and the

pressure is approximately linear near the preced-
ing pressure value, and the mechanical proper-
ties of the copper column may further tend to
be consistent. When the copper column by sec-
ondary preceding pressing leaves the factory, a
basic parameter, hardness coefficient a, is given,
as shown in Equation (8-54).

(8-54)

a ¼ P2 � P1
H1 � H2

� 1

100

where: P1, P2 ¼ primary and secondary preced-
ing pressure values, MPa; H1, H2 ¼ heights of
copper columns by primary preceding pressing
and secondary preceding pressing, mm.

When the copper column height H after high-
energy gas fracturing is measured, the pressure P
of gas generated by burning in the wellbore is
shown in Equation (8-55).

(8-55)

P ¼ P2 þ aðH2 � HÞ � 100 ðMPaÞ

TABLE 8-38 Relation between Copper Column Height after Pressing and Peak Pressure
for Cylindrical Copper Column of F8 x 13

Copper Column Height
after Pressing (mm)

P (MPa)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

6.5 196.0 195.5 195.0 194.5 194.0 193.6 193.1 192.6 192.1 191.6

6.6 191.2 190.7 190.2 189.7 189.2 188.7 188.3 187.8 187.3 186.8
6.7 186.4 185.9 185.4 184.9 184.4 184.0 183.6 183.1 182.6 182.1
6.8 181.7 181.2 180.7 180.2 179.7 179.2 178.7 178.3 177.8 177.3
6.9 176.9 176.4 176.0 175.6 175.1 174.7 174.3 173.9 173.5 173.1
7.0 172.6 172.1 171.7 171.3 170.8 170.4 170.0 169.5 169.1 168.8
7.1 168.3 167.8 167.4 167.0 166.6 166.1 165.7 165.5 164.8 164.4
7.2 164.1 163.6 163.2 162.8 162.3 161.9 161.5 161.2 160.6 160.2
7.3 159.7 159.3 158.9 158.5 158.0 157.6 157.2 156.9 156.3 155.9

Note: The numbers of 0–9 in the second line are the second decimal places of the number in the first column. For example, the peak
pressure corresponding to the after-press copper column height of 6.52 mm is 195.0 MPa.

TABLE 8-37 Copper Column Specifications

Shape Diameter � Length (mm)

Cylindrical 3 � 4.9 4 � 6.5 5 � 8.1 6 � 9.8 8 � 13 10 � 15

Conical 3 � 4.9 5 � 8.1 6 � 9.8 8 � 13
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Dynamic Test (Downhole Pressure-Time
Process Test). The optimization of high-energy
gas fracturing is based on the data of the
downhole pressure-time process, that is, the p-t
process test.

At present, the p-t testers mainly include the
downhole storage p-t tester and the surface
direct-recording p-t tester.

1. Downhole storage p-t tester
It consists of surface instruments and

downhole instruments. The surface instru-
ments include a microcomputer and a special
interface, which are used for data readback
and processing. The downhole instruments
include tripped conducting mechanism, elec-
tronic circuit, electric battery, ignition sys-
tem, pressure sensor, and housing. After
fracturing charges are run in, the downhole
instruments are switched on. The ignition
head and ignition powder are connected by
a control module in order to detonate fractur-
ing charges and start the acquisition and
recording module, so that the change of well-
bore pressure with time after propellant igni-
tion can be recorded. The downhole testing
instruments are pulled out after fracturing
and connected with the special interface of
surface instruments, and then the p-t process
data in electronic recording module are read
out and processed. Figure 8-65 shows the
measured curve of a well in the Daqing oil
field (1977).

2. Surface direct-recording p-t tester
It consists of a downhole data acquisition

part and a surface recording part. The former

includes pressure sensor, pressure trans-
former, and accessory circuit, while the latter
includes input impedance amplifier, con-
verter, chip microprocessor, printer, and igni-
tion high voltage direct current generator.

After fracturing charges and p-t tester are
run to the target interval, the ignition system
and 8-chip microprocessor are started, and
the control system begins data acquisition.
Figure 8-66 shows the measured p-t curve of
a well in the Dagang oil field.

Making the comparison between the pres-
sure transient testing results before and after
operation is the most effective method for
evaluating high-energy gas fracturing.

8.7 FLOWING BACK

Conventional flowing-back measures include
displaced flow, swabbing, gas lift, and foamed
flow.

Flowing Back by Displaced Flow

After oil and gas wells are perforated under
overbalance pressure, they will not flow natu-
rally due to the liquid column pressure, which
is higher than reservoir pressure. The essence of
displaced flow is to decrease the relative density
of the liquid in the well to make the backpres-
sure of the liquid column in the well lower than
reservoir pressure; thus, an induced flow will be

FIGURE 8-65 The measured p-t curve of a well in
Daqing oil field.

FIGURE 8-66 The measured p-t curve of a well in
Dagang oil field.
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achieved. The killing fluid is first displaced with
a low-density liquid. The commonly used dis-
placed flow methods are as follows.
Conventional One-Step Displaced Flow
Method. Tubing is run to about 1 m above the
artificial bottom of the well, the killing fluid is
displaced out with displacement fluid, and then
the tubing is pulled up to the middle or upper
part of the reservoir. This method is only used
in a well that has a low flowing ability and a cer-
tain time interval from the finishing of displace-
ment to the flowing of oil to make it possible to
pull up the tubing (Figure 8-67).
Two-Step Displaced Flow Method. Tubing is
run to about 1 m above the artificial bottom of
the well, a section of displacement fluid is dis-
placed in and displaced to the top of the reser-
voir, the tubing is pulled up to the middle of
the reservoir, and then all the killing fluid above
the top of the reservoir is displaced with dis-
placement fluid; thus, all the killing fluid in the
well can be displaced out and the tubing is
pulled up to the desired depth (Figure 8-68).

The displaced flow methods have the advan-
tage that the producing pressure drawdown
is formed slowly and uniformly, so that bore-
hole wall sloughing and sand production is
avoided.

The technical requirements of the safety of
displaced flow are as follows:

1. The pressure test value of the inlet pipeline
should be 1.2–1.5 times the working pressure
and a hard pipeline should be used and firmly
fixed in order to prevent the pipeline from
leaking.

2. Flexible hose and rubber tube should be
strictly used as outlet pipeline in order to pre-
vent personnel from injuring themselves due
to excessive pressure.

3. In a well with packer, the displacement rate
should be controlled in order to prevent dril-
ling fluid from entering the reservoir.

4. In the displaced flow, pumping should be
continuously operated and stopping pumping
midway is not allowed. If circulation cannot
be achieved, pumping should not be held
and appropriate measures should be taken.

5. After all the killing fluid in the well is dis-
placed out, the packer should be set in time
in order to prevent blowout accidents.

6. For a high-pressure well or gas well with high
flowing ability, the two-step displaced flow
method should be adopted in order to pre-
vent blowout accidents.

FIGURE 8-67 One-step displaced flowmethod. 1, tubing;
2, casing; 3, return fluid; 4, reservoir; 5, displacement fluid.

FIGURE 8-68 Two-step displaced flow method. 1, dis-
placement fluid; 2, tubing; 3, reservoir; 4, return fluid;
5, casing.
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Flowing Back by Swabbing

The liquid in the well is drawn to the surface in
order to lower the liquid level in the well, thus
reducing the liquid column backpressure on the
reservoir.

The merits include: (1) simple equipment
(only a hoist tractor is needed); (2) simple corol-
lary tools, which consist mainly of wire rope,
swab assembly, sinker bar, and wellhead saver;
(3) convenient operation and a small number of
personnel; and (4) no formation damage.

The demerits include: (1) low working effi-
ciency; (2) shallower unloaded depth (swabbed
depth < 1200 m); (3) lack of the means of swab
wear and leak monitoring; (4) lack of the means
of swabbed depth and working fluid level depth
monitoring; and (5) serious environmental pollu-
tion at the surface.

This method is appropriate for: (1) swabbed
depth < 1800 m and (2) wells with produced

liquid including water and thin oil (oil viscosity
< 150 MPa � S).

Themain swabbing tool is a tubing swab, which
can be a valveless swab (that is, two-flapper swab,
Figure 8-69) or a swab with valve (Figure 8-70).

The swab connected to wire rope is run in by
well serving unit, drilling rig, or electrical hoist
through the lower sheave and derrick crown
and is moved up and down in tubing. The liquid
above the swab is discharged out of the wellhead
while pulling the swab up, and a low pressure is
caused below the swab; thus, the liquid in the
reservoir is gradually drawn to the surface.

Swabbing has not only pressure-reducing
action and induction flow action, but it also
has reservoir blocking removing action. The
swabbing efficiency is dependent on swabbing

FIGURE 8-69 Valveless swab. 1, upper sub; 2, rubber
slide stem; 3, semiround baffle plate; 4, middle sub;
5, rubber; 6, upper gland of rubber; 7, lower gland of
rubber; 8, tail plug.

FIGURE 8-70 Swab with valve. 1, connector; 2, valve
housing; 3, valve ball; 4, valve seat; 5, base pipe;
6, upper gland of rubber; 7, rubber; 8, lower gland of
rubber; 9, clamp cap.
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strength, which is related to swabbing speed, the
degree of sealing between swab and tubing wall,
and the submergence of swab. Rational swab-
bing technology parameters should be deter-
mined by calculation in accordance with the
requirements of flowing back.

For a low-productivity nonflowing well of a
low-permeability reservoir with reservoir pressure
lower than hydrostatic column pressure, the bail-
ing method is also used for unloading. The main
tool is a bailer, which is run to a depth below the
liquid level in the well on wire rope. The liquid
in the well is bailed to the surface repeatedly in
order to reduce the liquid column backpressure
on reservoir.

Flowing Back by Gas Lift

Gas is pressed into the well by a high-pressure
gas compressor under a lower wellhead injection
pressure to discharge the liquid in the well for a
short time by the expansion energy of gas, thus
achieving induced flow.

Air is prohibited to be used for gas lift in con-
sideration of safety. If air is used, air may mix
with natural gas in the well and an explosion
may be generated by open fire when natural
gas makes up 5% to 15% of the total mixed
gas volume. Therefore, only nitrogen gas and
natural gas can be used for gas lift.

This method has the following merits: (1) one
trip for unloading; (2) greater unloading depth
and high unloading efficiency; (3) short unload-
ing period; (4) low degree of formation damage
and high effectiveness of acidizing and fractur-
ing; and (5) relatively low cost.

The demerits include: (1) environmental pollu-
tion at the surface; (2) a certain degree of forma-
tion damage (formation damage generated by
bottomhole backpressure during operation and
formation blocking due to the rapid formation
of fluid back-disgorging with the rapid decrease
of the liquid column pressure when the liquid in
the well is discharged); and (3) higher cost.

This method is appropriate for: (1) spent acid
flowback by gas lift in an acid-fractured well;
(2) unloading of flowing well with bottomhole

liquid storage; (3) causing underbalance in
the wellbore for underbalanced perforating;
(4) induction flow for putting the well into pro-
duction, formation test, production test, and so
on. The most obvious feature of unloading by
gas lift is that the backpressure of the liquid in
the well may be rapidly reduced. Thus this
method is only appropriate for oil wells of
firmly consolidated sandstone and carbonatite.
For unconsolidated sandstone, gas lift depth
and unloading speed should be appropriately
controlled in order to prevent sand production
due to the structural failure of the reservoir.

The types of flowing back by gas lift are
described in the following section.
Conventional Gas-Lift Unloading. Conven-
tional gas-lift unloading can be normal circula-
tion gas-lift unloading or reverse circulation
gas-lift unloading. When normal circulation
gas-lift unloading is adopted, gas is pressed into
the tubing and gas-liquid mixture is lifted to
the surface through the tubing-casing annulus.
When reverse circulation gas-lift unloading is
adopted, gas is injected into the tubing-casing
annulus and the gas-liquid mixture is lifted to
the surface through the tubing (Figure 8-71).

FIGURE 8-71 Induced flow by gas lift. 1, high-pressure
gas injecting pump. 2, injected gas; 3, gas-liquid column;
4, reservoir; 5, oil flowout; 6, tubing; 7, casing.
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The conventional gas-lift design is mainly
based on the necessary descended depth of the
liquid column in the well and the maximum
working pressure of the gas compressor. The
tubing and other downhole tools should have
strengths that should be able to bear the pressure
difference. A blank tubing is generally used.
Multistage Gas-Lift Valve Unloading. A
string with multistage gas-lift valves is designed
in accordance with the requirements of unload-
ing. The type of gas-lift valve should be selected,
and the setting depths of the valves of stages
should be calculated. Refer to the calculation
method of gas-lift production design.

The feature of multistage gas-lift valve
unloading is that the backpressure of the liquid
column in the well is reduced step by step, the
reduction of backpressure is more mitigative in
comparison with the rapid reduction of the
backpressure of conventional gas-lift, and the
degree of damage caused is low (Figure 8-72).
Coiled-Tubing Gas-Lift Unloading. Coiled
tubing is run into production tubing string by a
coiled tubing truck and then interconnected with
a liquid nitrogen pump truck or nitrogen
manufacturing trailer. The low-pressure liquid
nitrogen pressure is increased to a high pressure
by using a liquid nitrogen pump truck. The
high-pressure liquid nitrogen is then vaporized.
The nitrogen is injected into the production
tubing string from the coiled tubing. The

high-pressure nitrogen gas formed lifts the kill-
ing fluid in the production tubing string to the
surface from the annulus between coiled tubing
and production tubing string, thus reducing the
backpressure of killing fluid on the reservoir
and achieving induced flow.

The features of coiled tubing unloading
include: (1) low degree of formation damage
due to the gradual reduction of bottomhole
backpressure by downward unloading step by
step from wellhead and a high unloading speed
(discharging the liquid column of 1000 m only
takes about 0.5 hour); (2) good pressure tight
property (pressure tight grade is up to 35 MPa
and 70 MPa); and (3) great unloading depth
(the maximum depth is up to 6000 m).
Nitrogen Gas Gas-Lift Unloading. A nitrogen
manufacturing trailer or liquid nitrogen pump
truck can be used for nitrogen gas gas-lift
unloading (Table 8-39).

Nitrogen generator trailer unloading uses the
advanced molecular film technique to directly
separate nitrogen gas from air at atmospheric
temperatures. It is an economical and convenient
method, and reverse circulation gas lift is gener-
ally adopted. Liquid nitrogen pump truck
unloading uses liquid nitrogen as gas source,
and normal circulation gas lift is generally
adopted due to the economical liquid nitrogen
volume and the friction resistance that is gener-
ated in tubing and causes a low backpressure
favorable for reservoir protection. For a compli-
cated well with packer, both liquid nitrogen
pump truck and coiled tubing truck are used.
This method can be used not only for single-
point gas lift but also can be used for gas lift
while running to take the effect of a valve. It is
mainly used for unloading and induced flow in
packer wells and unloading in testing wells, pro-
duction test and drillstem test wells, and compli-
cated wells.

A liquid nitrogen pump truck is a main corol-
lary equipment of coiled tubing truck gas lift.
It includes liquid nitrogen tank, high-pressure
triplex pump, heat recovery type evaporating
pump, control device, and instruments. Its main
functions include: storing and transportingFIGURE 8-72 Induced flow by gas lift valves.
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liquid nitrogen, boosting low-pressure liquid
nitrogen into high-pressure liquid nitrogen,
evaporating high-pressure liquid nitrogen,
and injecting it into the well. The basic pa-
rameters include: liquid nitrogen tank volume
of 7.57 m3; maximum operating pressure of
105 MPa; and maximum pumping rate of
10,194.1 m3/h.

A nitrogen generator trailer (Figure 8-73)
adopts membrane separation technology to sepa-
rate the air that enters the membrane separator
into nitrogen gas and oxygen gas (Figure 8-74).
A diesel engine drives the air compressor. The
air compressed to a certain pressure passes
through an air purification system to remove the
oil and water in air. The clean compressed air

TABLE 8-39 Property Comparison between Liquid Nitrogen Pump Truck and Nitrogen
Generator Trailer

Equipment
Model
Number

Nitrogen Gas
Pumping Rate
(m3/min)

Working
Pressure
(MPa)

Nitrogen
Gas Purity
(%) Main Uses

Liquid nitrogen pump
truck

NPT 360 HR15 169 103.5 >90 Fracturing, acidizing and
gas lift, and so on

Nitrogen generator trailer 500NGU-TL2E 14.16 35 >95 Gas unloading and
displacement, and
so on

FIGURE 8-73 Nitrogen manufacturing trailer systems.

FIGURE 8-74 Membrane separation principle.
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enters the membrane system. Oxygen gas and
water steam with high diffusion coefficient pass
rapidly through the membrane wall, whereas
gas with low diffusion coefficient and low ability
of passing through the membrane may generate
required nitrogen gas at the end of the mem-
brane. After passing through the supercharger,
the nitrogen gas reaches design pressure. This
equipment has good performance, high pumping
rate, high pumping pressure, and long continuous
operation time. The main technical parameters
include: maximum pumping rate of 10–15 m3/
min; maximum operating pressure of 26–
35 MPa; and nitrogen gas purity high than 95%.

A nitrogen manufacturing trailer is suitable
for conventional gas-lift unloading and has high
unloading speed and short operation time. It is
appropriate for various reservoir pressures. It is
safe and reliable for high-pressure wells, while
it can form a greater underbalance favorable
for putting a flowing well into production. In
combination with a coiled tubing truck, it has
high unloading speed and high efficiency in
superdeep wells and wells with high liquid col-
umn pressure and complicated string structure.
The nitrogen gas volumes required are shown
in Table 8-40.

Flowing Back by Aerated Water

The killing fluid in the well is displaced with aer-
ated water, and the backpressure of the liquid
column in the well is reduced because the mix-
ture density is lower than the reservoir pressure
coefficient. The mixture density can be adjusted
by controlling gas pressure and flow rate, so that
it can control the reduced degree of bottomhole
backpressure. This method is appropriate to oil
wells in which both unloading by displaced flow
and unloading by gas lift are inappropriate.

When the density r1 of aerated water injected
is lower than killing fluid density r2 and the
induced flow can still not be achieved by the
whole aerated water column with density r2 in
the well, the gas rate can be increased in order
to reduce aerated water density to r2 or to pure
gas density (Figure 8-75).

Flowing Back by Foam

A surfactant that can form foam when it meets
water and is known as a foaming agent is
injected from the wellhead to the bottomhole.
After bottomhole load water contacts with the
foaming agent, a large quantity of water-
containing foam may be generated with the aid
of the agitation of natural gas flow and carried
to the surface by gas flow.

The main factors that affect unloading by
foam include the type and concentration of
foaming agent, the salt content (total salinity)
of bottomhole load water, and condensate con-
tent. Salt and condensate are themselves anti-
foamers and may affect the foaming effectiveness
of the foaming agent, thus reducing foamability
to a great extent.

Foam fluid has the following features due to its
unique structure: low hydrostatic column pres-
sure; low fluid loss; strong proppant-carrying
capacity; low friction loss; strong cleanup ability;
low degree of formation damage; and so on.
Therefore, foam fluid has widely applied to
drilling well completion, well servicing, and
stimulation (such as unloading by foam and
underbalanced sand washing) of low-pressure,
lost-circulation, and water-sensitive reservoirs.

The merits include: (1) high unloading speed
and efficiency; (2) ability to select any unloading
depth if allowed by casing strength; and (3) suit-
ability for the wellbore of the casing of any size.

The demerits include: (1) high tonnage and low
cross-country performance of equipment, which
may be inappropriate for remote exploration
wells; (2) two types of formation damage (low-
temperature damage and surging damage); (3) high
operation cost; (4) easy environmental pollution;
and (5) unsuitability for wells with packer.

Foam fluid is a dispersed system formed by
dispersing insoluble or microsoluble gas in liq-
uid. In a dispersed system, gas is the dispersed
phase, while liquid is the dispersed medium.

The first condition of foam generation is the
contact between gas and liquid. In addition,
some surfactants (foaming agents) should be
added in order to stabilize foam.
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TABLE 8-40 Nitrogen Gas Volume (m3) Required to Displace the Liquid in Tubing with Nitrogen Gas

Well
Depth (m)

Wellhead Pressure (MPa)

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70

100 5061 10118 15171 20216 25256 30310 35344 40375 45403 50249 55454 60474 65429 70509

200 5121 10237 15342 20450 25539 30620 35687 44074 45805 50856 55906 60946 65982 71016
300 5182 10355 15513 20675 25807 30928 36029 41121 46205 51282 56357 61416 66471 71521
400 5243 10473 15699 20900 26075 31235 36370 41493 46604 51707 56805 61184 66957 72024
500 5304 10592 15873 21124 26343 31542 36710 41863 47002 62130 57252 62351 67442 75256
600 5364 10710 16047 21348 26610 31847 37049 42231 47398 32551 57697 62816 67925 73025
700 5425 10829 16221 21571 26877 32151 37387 42599 47793 52973 58141 63278 68405 73523
800 5486 10947 16395 21749 27143 32455 37722 42965 48187 53390 58582 63740 68884 74018
900 5547 11066 16569 22017 27408 32757 38057 43330 48579 53807 59022 64199 69362 74512
1000 5608 11185 16724 22239 27673 33058 38391 43694 48969 54223 59460 64656 69837 75004
1100 5669 11303 16916 22461 27937 33358 38724 44056 49359 54637 59896 65112 70310 75493
1200 5731 11422 17089 22683 28200 33657 39055 44417 49747 55050 60331 65566 70782 75967
1300 5792 11540 17262 22904 28463 33955 39385 44777 60134 55461 60764 66004 71236 76451
1400 5853 11659 17434 23124 28725 34252 39714 45135 50519 55871 61180 66452 71702 76934
1500 5914 11777 17606 23344 28986 34547 40042 45492 50903 56280 61608 66899 72166 77414
1600 5975 11895 17778 23563 29246 34842 40369 45848 51285 56673 62034 67343 72629 77892
1700 6036 12014 17950 23782 29506 35136 40695 46203 51666 57708 62458 67786 73089 78369
1800 6098 12132 18122 24001 29765 35428 41019 46556 52046 57481 62880 68228 75348 78843
1900 6159 12250 18293 24218 30023 35720 41342 46908 52410 57882 63301 68667 74005 79361
2000 6220 12368 18463 24435 30287 36010 41664 47259 52786 58282 63720 69105 74460 79787
2100 6281 12486 18634 24652 30542 36300 41985 47608 53161 58681 64183 69541 74913 80257
2200 6342 12604 18804 24868 30769 36588 42305 47924 53535 59078 64553 69976 75365 80724
2300 6404 12722 18973 25083 31049 36875 42623 48288 53907 59474 64968 70408 75814 88190
2400 6465 12854 19143 25298 31300 37161 42940 48633 54277 59869 65308 70839 76263 86154
2500 6526 12958 19311 25512 31551 37447 43257 48977 54647 60271 65791 71269 76709 82116
2600 6587 13075 19480 25752 31802 37731 43572 49319 55015 60661 66201 71697 77154 82577
2700 6648 13193 19648 25938 32051 38014 43817 49961 55382 61048 66609 72123 77597 83036
2800 6709 13310 19816 26150 32299 38296 44184 50001 55748 61435 67015 72547 78039 83494
2900 6770 13427 19983 26361 32546 38577 44495 50340 56112 61820 67420 72971 78479 83949
3000 6832 13544 30150 26572 32793 38857 44805 50677 56475 62220 67823 73392 78917 84404
3100 6893 13661 20316 26782 33038 39136 45114 51014 56837 62585 68225 73812 79354 84856
3200 6954 13778 20482 26991 32286 39414 45422 51349 57198 62968 68625 74231 79790 85307
3300 7015 13895 20647 27199 33527 39691 45729 51684 57557 63345 69024 74648 80224 85757
3400 7076 14012 20812 27407 33769 39967 46035 52017 57916 63723 69421 75063 80656 86205
3500 7137 14128 20977 27164 34011 40241 46339 52349 58273 64099 69817 75477 81087 86651
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A foaming agent is used for reducing the sur-
face tension of liquid phase, increasing the
strength and elasticity of foam liquid film and
increasing the surface viscosity of liquid film,
thus increasing foam stability.

Foam quality means the ratio of the gas vol-
ume in foam fluid to the foam volume under a
certain pressure at a certain temperature.
Foam Composition
1. Gas phase

Air, nitrogen gas, carbon dioxide, or natu-
ral gas is adopted.

Nitrogen gas is a colorless, tasteless, non-
toxic inert gas under atmospheric pressure at
atmospheric temperature. It cannot be burned
and may be slightly dissolved in most liquids.
Nitrogen gas density is 1.25 kg/m3 under
atmospheric pressure at the temperature of
4�C and the solubility in water is about 1/10
of that of carbon dioxide. Thus emulsification
and precipitation, which may form blocking
in the reservoir, can be avoided. Carbon diox-
ide has high solubility and reacts easily, so that
the foam formed has a low stability. And car-
bon dioxide has a higher compression ratio,

so the gas-liquid ratio required by nitrogen
gas is lower than that required by carbon
dioxide under a given foam quality. In addi-
tion, the on-site nitrogen gas preparation tech-
nique has been rapidly developed in recent
years. Therefore, nitrogen gas is applied more
widely at present. The advantages of nitrogen
gas include: (1) high safety with no explosion
and no combustion; (2) inert gas with no cor-
rosion; (3) high liquefaction compression
ratio, which favors storage and transporta-
tion; (4) high gasification expansion ratio,
high expansion energization property, and
high cleanup ability in the reservoir and well;
and (5) low gas density (in comparison with
other common gases), which favors reducing
well liquid column pressure, thus favoring
flowing back.

2. Liquid phase
There are many types of liquid phases of

foam fluid. They can be water-based, alco-
hol-based, hydrocarbon-based, or acid-based.

3. Foaming agent
Foaming agents mainly include non-ionic

and ionic surfactants.
a. Requirements for foaming agent

(1) High foamability. A great quantity of
foam can be generated after gas con-
tacts liquid.

(2) High foam-stabilizing ability. The
foam generated has stable perfor-
mance even if it is under the condi-
tions of pumping and shearing.

(3) Good compatibility with the rock
minerals and fluids of the reservoir.
Foaming agent should have stable per-
formance and no formation damage.

(4) Low pour point, good biodegradabil-
ity, and low toxicity. Foam should
be easy to break when pressure is
released.

(5) Low volume, low cost, and wide
source of goods.

b. Commonly used foaming agents
Anionic surfactant is predominant in

the commonly used foaming agents. The
typical anionic surfactants include alkyl

FIGURE 8-75 Flowing back by aerated water.
(a) Injecting the aerated water with density r1 into
annulus; (b) then injecting the aerated water with
density r2 (r2 < r1).
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sulfate, alkane sulfonate, and alkyl aryl
sulfonate.

Anionic surfactants such as alkyl sul-
fate, alkane sulfonate, and alkyl aryl sulfo-
nate are generally used during production,
formation test, and well servicing of
watered oil wells in Russia. The foam
formed by alkane sulfonate has the highest
stability. The hydrophile-lipophile balance
number has been used for rapidly evaluat-
ing foaming agents. It is considered that
foaming agent (such as dodecyl sulfate)
with the hydrophile-lipophile balance
number of 9–15 has high foamability.

The commonly used foaming agents in the
United States and Canada are respectively shown
in Table 8-41 and Table 8-42.

Hydrocarbon base foam is more difficult to
foam. Fluorocarbon has often been used as a
foaming agent. Because it has high cost and
may inhibit crude oil cracking and catalysis, a
silicone type (that is, organic siloxane type)
foaming agent is substituted for it at present
(Table 8-43).
Foam Stability. Foam stability is the main
property of foam fluid. Foam is a dispersion sys-
tem composed of gas bubbles and has great free
energy. In the thermodynamic sense, foam is an

TABLE 8-41 Foaming Agents Recommended by Halliburton

No. Type of Foam
Foaming
Agent

Electrical
Behavior

Foaming Agent Usage Volume (L/m3)

Low
Temperature

High
Temperature

1 Water-based foam HOWCO-suds (�) 2 � 5/93�C 6 � 10/121�C
2 SEM-7 (�) 2 � 5/93�C 6 � 10/149�C
3 TRI-S (�) 2 � 5/93�C 6 � 10/135�C
4 AQF-1 (0) 2 � 5/93�C Not recommended
5 Pen-SE (0) 5 � 10/93�C Not recommended
6 HC-2 (0)(þ) 2 � 5/93�C 6 � 10/149�C
7 Acid-based foam Pen-SE (0) 10/93�C 10/121�C
8 HC-2 (0)(þ) 5 � 10/93�C
9 Alcohal þ water

(alcohol content ¼ 50%)
SEM-7 (�) 4 � 6/79�C Not recommended

10 AQF-1 (0) 5 � 7/79�C Not recommended
11 SEM-7 (�) 4 � 6/79�C 10/149�C
12 AQF-1 (0) 4 � 5/79�C Not recommended
13 Hydrocarbon-based foam OFA-2 (0) 2/88�C

TABLE 8-42 Foaming Agents Recommended by Nowsco

No. Type and Quality of Foam Foaming Agent Usage Volume (L/m3)

1 Water-based foam (Foam quality ¼ 75%, Gas phase: N2) SF-1 10

2 Oil-based foam (Foam quality ¼ 75%, Gas phase: N2) SF-3 10
3 Acid-based foam (Foam quality ¼ 75%, Gas phase: N2) SF-2 10
4 Compounded foam (Foam quality ¼ 65-90%, Gas phase: CO2) SF-10 10
5 CO2 foamed acid (Foam quality ¼ 80%) SF-10 10

Note: SF-1: anionic surfactant (polyoxyethylated alkyl alcohol sodium sulfonate); SF-2: non-ionic surfactant (alkyl, phenyl
polyoxyethylether); SF-3: compounded fluorine-containing surfactant (non-ionic-anionic); SF-10: compounded surfactant (non-ionic
surfactant is predominant).
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unstable system. However, some measures can
be taken to change the conditions and prolong
the duration of existence, thus meeting the
requirements of application.

The factors that affect foam stability mainly
include:

1. Surface tension of the foaming solution. With
the generation of foam, the surface area of liq-
uid is increased and surface energy is increased.
In accordance with the minimum free energy
principle of Gibbs, the system always tends to
lower surface energy state. Low surface tension
may reduce the energy of the foam system, thus
favoring the stabilization of foam.

2. Surface viscosity. Surface viscosity is gener-
ated by the interaction between hydrophilic
groups of surfactant molecules in the unimo-
lecular layer at surface and the hydration.
High surface viscosity may form stable foam.

3. Solution viscosity. The addition of water-
soluble polymer can increase solution viscos-
ity and prolong the relaxation time of foam
gravity unloading, the relaxation time of gas
diffusion, and the half-life period of foam.

4. Pressure and bubble size distribution. Foam
has different stabilities under different pres-
sures. The higher the pressure, the more sta-
ble the foam.

5. Temperature. With the increase of tempera-
ture, the stability of foam may reduce.

Foam-Generating Equipment. The foam-
generating equipment developed in China is the
PC-160 foam operating truck, which is also a

data acquisition truck, consisting of foam gener-
ator and gas and liquid adjustment and measure-
ment devices. The main parameters of foam
operation, which include flow rate and pressure
and the flow rate and pressure of liquid, are dis-
played on the instrument panel. After the base
fluid of foam is mixed with gas, qualified foam
can be obtained and pumped into the well for
various operations such as drilling and well
flushing. The liquid supply manifold and gas
supply manifold on the operating truck have
the regulating valve used for regulating flow rate
and the check valve used for preventing gas and
liquid from counterflowing. The liquid supply
manifold also has a filter and vibration absorber.

This operating truck as a whole can be
connected with the pipeline by using a quick
coupler during operation, which makes opera-
tion quick and convenient. The data can be
automatically acquired by the truck during foam
operation. The main parameters of the truck
include: (1) maximum working pressure
(16 MPa); (2) gas flow rate (10–40 m3/min);
(3) liquid flow rate (200–300 L/min); (4) inside
diameter of the main line (50 mm or 2 in.); and
(5) weight (2143 kg).
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Well completion tubing string is an important
component part of well completion engineering.
It is the only passage during oil and gas production
and water and gas injection. The scientific and
practical design of well completion tubing string
is directly related to the normal production of oil
and gas wells, zonal injection, stimulation and
water shutoff, and so on. In addition, it may
reduce the working capacity of downhole opera-
tion and prolong the changeless period (no trip-
ping of string within more than 20 years after the
string is run in is required) and ensure the safety
of oil and gas wells.

In recent years, well completion tubing string
(especially well completion tubing string in high-
pressure corrosive-medium–containing oil and
gas wells) tends to use one string that can per-
form various downhole operations without trip-
ping the string. Its functions include:

1. Combined perforating and well completion;
2. Selective staged acidizing, fracturing, and

water shutoff;
3. Downhole staged water detection, pressure

measurement, and testing;

4. Whole well or staged circulation, which can
be achieved by the circulating sliding sleeve
on string;

5. Preventing tubing-casing annulus pressure
held and injecting corrosion inhibitor by the
packers on the tops of reservoirs;

6. Snubbing service and downhole sliding sleeve
switching by wire rope, small diameter wire
rope, or coiled tubing;

7. Downhole safety valve installed on string and
the performable plug dropping at the upper
part of the tubing for changing the wellhead
assembly or installing a blowout preventer
in order to prevent blowout.

9.1 OIL WELL COMPLETION
TUBING STRING

Separate-Layer Production
Tubing String

Separate-layer production technology can effec-
tively prevent interlayer interference (especially
the great interlayer pressure difference), keep
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isostatic production of oil reservoirs, and enhance
recovery efficiency.

The commonly used separate-layer produc-
tion tubing strings include single separate-layer
string (Figure 9-1) and dual separate-layer string
(Figure 9-2). Figure 9-1b shows a tubing-casing
separate-layer production tubing string.

Sucker-Rod Pumping Well Production
Tubing String

A sucker-rod pumping well production tubing
string should meet the requirements of the type
of pump, pump diameter, and well depth. The
typical production tubing string is shown in Fig-
ure 9-3. A deep-pumping sucker rod pump well
tubing string is shown in Figure 9-4. The pro-
duction tubing string can be lower-reservoir
sealing and upper-reservoir producing string,

upper-reservoir sealing and lower-reservoir pro-
ducing string, middle-reservoir sealing and upper
and lower-reservoir producing string, or upper
and lower reservoir sealing and middle reservoir
producing string, in accordance with the require-
ments of production (Figure 9-5).

Electrical Submersible Pump Well
Production Tubing String

The electrical submersible pump production sys-
tem consists mainly of downhole unit, surface
equipment, and electrical cable (Figure 9-6).

An electrical submersible pump should be
above the top of the perforated interval; thus
the liquid flows around the electric motor before
it enters the electric submersible pump, and the
motor can be cooled and protected from burning
due to the failure of insulation material by

FIGURE 9-1 Single separate-layer string.
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temperature rise. If the electrical submersible
pump unit must be below the reservoir, a divert-
ing liner should be used (Figure 9-7).

For a dual-zone well that requires production
testing, through-tubing perforating, or coiled tub-
ing operation, the electrical submersible pump
with Y-connector can be adopted (Figure 9-8).

A production tubing string can be a single-
layer production string, a lower-reservoir sealing
and upper-reservoir string, an upper-reservoir
sealing and lower-reservoir producing string,
or an upper- and lower-reservoir sealing and
middle-reservoir producing string, in accordance
with the requirements of production (Figure 9-9).

Downhole Screw Pump Well
Production System

The merits of a screw pump oil-production sys-
tem include: (1) fewer moving components, high
suction property, low hydraulic loss, and the

FIGURE 9-2 Dual separate-layer string.

FIGURE 9-3 Typical sucker rod pump well production
tubing string.

FIGURE 9-4 Deep-pumping sucker rod pump well
tubing string.
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slight wear of flexible stator by sand grains due
to the continuous and even suction and dis-
charge of the medium, and (2) no gas lock
because there is no suction valve and discharge
valve.

A downhole screw pump can be driven by
surface power, submersible electric motor, or
hydraulic pressure (see Figure 9-10, Figure 9-11,
and Figure 9-12).

A screw pump driven by surface power is suit-
able for heavy oil with higher viscosity, the liquid
produced by polymer flooding, and heavy oil with
sand (cold flow production of heavy oil). Screw
pump oil pumping is achieved by the rotation of
the sucker rod. For super-heavy or ultraheavy
oil, heavy oil with excessive sand content, or a
well with depth greater than 1400 m, sucker rod
may bear the torque higher than the limit value

and will thread off or break; thus hollow sucker
rod is adopted or a viscous-reducing agent is used
to reduce heavy oil viscosity and friction resis-
tance and control sand production. When screw
pumpwell pumping is designed, the type selection
and the composition of the sucker rod should be
considered, the forces borne by the sucker rod
string and the torque and friction resistance
should be calculated, and produced liquid viscos-
ity, sand production, and drive head horsepower
should also be considered. For super-heavy or
ultraheavy oil wells with depth greater than
1400 m, prudent analyses and comparison are
particularly required during the design process.

A downhole screw pump well production
string can be a string with tubing or a tubingless
string. The three types of tubingless screw pump
well production string are shown in Figure 9-13.

FIGURE 9-5 Sucker rod pump well production tubing string structures.
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Jet Pump Well Production
Tubing String

The surface equipment and wellbore flow system
of a jet pump production system are the same as
that of an open hydraulic piston pump produc-
tion system (see Figure 9-23 later in this chap-
ter). Power fluid mixes with the fluid produced
from the reservoir in the well and returns to
the surface (Figure 9-14). The jet pump system
can be drop-in type or fixed (Figure 9-15).

Gas Lift Production Tubing String

The density of the liquid column from gas injec-
tion depth to the surface is reduced by injecting
high-pressure gas into the wellbore, thus causing
continuous oil and liquid flow from the reservoir

to the bottomhole and from the bottomhole to
the surface.
Modes of Gas Lift. Gas lift can be con-
tinuous gas lift (Figure 9-16), intermittent gas lift
(Figure 9-17), plunger gas lift (Figure 9-18), or
chamber gas lift (Figure 9-19). Continuous gas lift
is appropriate for oil wells with higher reservoir
deliverability and higher production rate. Inter-
mittent gas lift is appropriate for oil wells with
low reservoir deliverability and low production
rate. Plunger gas lift is a form of intermittent gas
lift and appropriate mainly for wells with low bot-
tomhole pressure and low liquid-producing capac-
ity or wells with high bottomhole pressure and
low liquid-producing capacity. Chamber gas lift
is a closed intermittent gas lift and appropriate
particularly for low-productivity wells and low-
pressure high-productivity wells.

FIGURE 9-6 Electrical submersible pump production
system. 1, transformer; 2, control cabinet; 3, connection
box; 4, wellhead assembly; 5, power cable; 6, pressure
measurement valve; 7, check valve; 8, small flat cable;
9, multistage centrifugal pump; 10, oil-gas separator;
11, protector; 12, electric motor; 13, test device.

FIGURE 9-7 Production tubing string for the electric
submersible pump unit below the reservoir.
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FIGURE 9-8 Y-connector for electric submersible pump.

FIGURE 9-9 Electric submersible pump well production tubing string structures.
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Gas-Lift Tubing String
1. Single gas-lift string

Single gas-lift string can be chamber type
(Figure 9-19) or open, semi-closed, or closed
(Figure 9-20) type.

2. Multiple tubing string gas lift
Amultiple tubing string structure is used for

simultaneous gas lift in the well with more
than two reservoirs. This structure is com-
posed of two parallel tubings (Figure 9-21) or
concentric tubings (Figure 9-22). The dual-
string structure is more commonly used and
is generally used in wells with large diameter
casing. The concentric string structure is
mainly used in oil wells with smaller diameter
casing. In comparison with the single-tubing
string structure, the multitubing string struc-
ture is more complicated and has difficulties
in downhole operation and gas lift valve design
and configuration, in addition to having a high
operating cost; thus, it is less used.

FIGURE 9-10 Surface motor-driven screw pump
production system. 1, electric control cabinet; 2, electric
motor; 3, belt; 4, clamp. 5, counterbalance weight;
6, pressure gauge; 7, sucker rod; 8, tubing; 9, centralizer;
10, producing fluid level; 11, screw pump; 12, casing;
13, rotation-resisting anchor; 14, screen; 15, plug; 16, oil
reservoir.

FIGURE 9-12 Hydraulic drive screw pump production
system. 1, power fluid; 2, wellhead assembly;
3, flowline; 4, tubing; 5, hydraulic motor; 6, casing; 7,
packer; 8, screw pump; 9, screen; 10, plug; 11, oil
reservoir.

FIGURE 9-11 Submersible electric motor-driven screw
pump production system. 1, wellhead assembly; 2, oil
outlet; 3, tubing; 4, screw pump; 5, screen; 6, protector;
7, downhole electric motor; 8, oil reservoir; 9, electric
control cabinet; 10, casing; 11, electric cable.
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FIGURE 9-13 Tubingless screw pump string structures.

FIGURE 9-14 Jet pump assembly for oil well production.
1, separation equipment; 2, power pump; 3, tubing; 4, jet
pump; 5, jet pump shell; 6, left hand threaded funnel;
7, packer; 8, tailpipe; 9, production casing. FIGURE 9-15 Jet pump installment.
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Hydraulic Piston Pump Well
Production Tubing String

Power fluid is pumped into the well and drives
the hydraulic motor to move reciprocally up
and down. The hydraulic motor drives the
plunger of the downhole pump to move recipro-
cally up and down and lift well fluid to the sur-
face. A hydraulic piston pump is suitable for
thin oil, high pour-point oil, conventional heavy
oil, and deep well production (Figure 9-23).
Classification. The hydraulic piston pump oil-
production system can have open power fluid
system (Figure 9-24) or closed power fluid sys-
tem (Figure 9-25).
Styles. Hydraulic piston pump oil-production
can be fixed, inserted, or drop-in (Figure 9-26).
Tubing String. A hydraulic piston pump oil-
production system has a downhole full-interval
commingled single string (Figure 9-27), a sin-
gle-interval separated-layer production tubing
string (Figure 9-28), a closed parallel dual string
(Figure 9-29a), a closed concentric dual string
(Figure 9-29b), and so on.

FIGURE 9-16 Continuous gas lift system.

FIGURE 9-17 Intermittent gas lift system. 1, time
controller; 2, pneumatic diaphragm control valve; 3, gas
lift valve; 4, packer; 5, check valve.
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Separate-Layer Production Tubing
String with Oil- and Gas-Expandable
Openhole Packers and Screens

This type of string adopts an oil- and gas-
expandable packer, which has no slips and no
need of pressurization, rotation, pulling up,
or setting down. The packing elements may
expand and achieve sealing only if they meet
oil or gas. If there is no crude oil or gas, light
oil can be used for circulation, and the intervals
are separated from each other. This type of
string can be used for staged straight and hori-
zontal well openhole screen completion and is
convenient for operating. The length of interval
can be up to 9 m. The occurrence of this type of
packer is a great advance in well completion

engineering. Underbalanced drilling can be
achieved, and the staged oil- and gas-expand-
able packer and slotted liner or sliding-sleeve
switch completion can be achieved with no well
killing, casing running, cementing, or perforat-
ing, thus reducing formation damage, favoring
the increase of well productivity, simplifying
the operating sequence of well completion,
and reducing cost.

The packer consists of base pipe, packing ele-
ment, and end ring (Figure 9-30). The expansion
joint comes first out of the end ring and expands
with the packing element, thus supporting the
packing element and enhancing compressive
resistance.
Adaptable Types of Downhole Fluid. Down-
hole fluid is available in four adaptable types:

1. Liquid hydrocarbon. The packer may expand
in liquid hydrocarbon.

2. Oil-base drilling fluid, crude oil, condensate,
diesel oil, heavy oil, and so on. The packer
will expand rapidly in heavy oil and expand
slowly in light oil.

3. Natural gas. The packer can expand in natural
gas but the effective pressure-bearing ability is
limited. After it expands in liquid hydrocar-
bon, it can keep stable in natural gas.

4. Water. The macromolecules of the packing
element may not absorb the molecules of
water, can keep stable in water, and can
expand in the oil wells with high water
content.

Temperature Tolerance and Producing
Pressure Drawdown Resisting Property.
Table 9-1 shows the temperature tolerance of
oil- and gas-expandable packers. Figure 9-31
shows the producing pressure drawdown calcu-
lated and modified.
On-Site Application Cases
1. An oil field in the North Sea: Slim hole, layer-

ing, deflecting well, dogleg angle of 18�.
A separate-layer production tubing string with
12 sets of oil- and gas-expandable packer plus
screen have been run in (Figure 9-32).

The aquifer bed has been sealed off and
water production has been obviously reduced.

FIGURE 9-18 Plunger gas lift system.
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The cost has been reduced by 47%. Oil pro-
duction has been increased.

2. An oil field in the Middle East: Openhole
horizontal well, layering. The oil- and gas-
expandable packer has been run in. Sliding
sleeve may be switched through electric cable

(Figure 9-33). The string has been run in for
once. The cost has been reduced by 30%
to 40%.

3. An oil field in Saudi Arabia. A string with
oil- and gas-expandable packers and the
sliding sleeves for stimulation are shown in

FIGURE 9-19 Chamber gas lift string structures: (a) Packer type chamber structure;
(b) Inserted chamber structure.

FIGURE 9-20 Single tubing string structure in gas lift well: (a) open string; (b) semi-closed string;
(c) closed string.
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FIGURE 9-21 Dual-tubing string gas lift well structure. FIGURE 9-22 Concentric string gas lift well structure.

FIGURE 9-23 Hydraulic piston pump production system.
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Figure 9-34. The sliding sleeve can be opened
by coiled tubing to perform hydraulic fractur-
ing or other stimulation. Formation with
water production can also be closed by a slid-
ing sleeve.

9.2 GAS WELL COMPLETION
TUBING STRING

The principles of gas well completion tubing
string selection are as follows:

1. The well completion tubing string should
meet the requirements of both completion
operation and gas well production. In addi-
tion, the complexity of downhole remedial
operation ahead should also be considered.

2. On the premise of meeting the require-
ments of safety and engineering, the well

completion tubing string should be simple
and applicable to the full extent and tools
and accessories that are unnecessary should
not be run in.

3. The well completion tubing string should
meet the requirements of nodal analysis to
reduce local excessive pressure loss.

4. The well completion tubing string should
consider the effects of H2S, CO2, and forma-
tion water.

5. The quality of casing should be considered
when the compressive strength of the well
completion tubing string is calculated (espe-
cially under the condition of an eccentrically
worn casing in deep or superdeep wells).
In order to protect the casing, a permanent
production packer completion tubing string
is recommended.

FIGURE 9-24 Open-circulation hydraulic piston pump
oil-production system. 1, high-pressure control manifold;
2, surface pump; 3, engine; 4, power fluid tank;
5, wellhead assembly; 6, pump barrel; 7, immersible pump.

FIGURE 9-25 Closed-circulation hydraulic piston pump
oil-production system. 1, high-pressure control manifold;
2, surface pump; 3, engine; 4, power fluid tank;
5, wellhead assembly; 6, pump barrel; 7, immersible pump.
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FIGURE 9-26 Fixed, inserted, and drop-in type hydraulic piston pumps. (a) Fixed; (b) Inserted; (c) Drop-in (single string);
(d) Drop-in (parallel string); (e) Drop-in (parallel dual string).

FIGURE 9-27 Full-interval commingled single string. (a) One-way slip packer and check valve tubing string; (b) One-way
slip packer tubing string with no check valve.
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Gas Production Well Tubing String

Conventional Gas Well Completion Tubing
String. The conventional gas well completion
tubing string structure is shown in Figure 9-35.
High-Pressure High-Rate GasWell Completion
Tubing String. In order to ensure safe pro-
duction, the main structure of a high-pressure
high-rate gas well completion tubing string
includes subsurface safety valve, circulating
valve, telescopic joint, and permanent packer.
Some gas wells had used 7-in. casing tieback,
4 1/2-in. tubing string (Figure 9-36) and 5 1/2-
in. tubing string (Figure 9-37). A 7-in. comple-
tion tubing string has been adopted to control
gas flow velocity to mitigate the abrasion and
erosion of the casing by gas (Figure 9-38).

Sour Gas Well Completion Tubing String. A
permanent production packer completion tubing
string is recommended for sour gas well comple-
tion. The 3SB and FOX high gas-tight special
thread and tubing with inner wall coating or tub-
ing with inner glassfiber lining are recommended.

1. Conventional sour gas well completion tub-
ing string

The feature of conventional sour gas well
completion tubing string is the filling of cor-
rosion inhibitor for preventing corrosion.
Corrosion inhibitor film may isolate a steel
product surface from a corrosive medium,
thus preventing the chemical corrosion of
steel product surface by a corrosive medium.
The tubing string is shown in Figure 9-39.

FIGURE 9-28 Single-interval separate-layer production tubing string. (a) Upper-reservoir sealing and lower-reservoir
producing string; (b) Lower-reservoir sealing and upper-reservoir producing string; (c) Upper- and lower-reservoir
sealing and middle-reservoir producing string.
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2. One-trip completion tubing string
The merits of one-trip completion tubing

string include: sealing tubing-casing annulus
and protecting casing; reducing completion
cost; shortening the operation period and
favoring reducing the degree of formation
damage; and matching with approved down-
hole tools. The one-trip completion tubing
string with Y344 packer is appropriate to
wells that have good cement job quality and
can achieve gun releasing and formation test-
ing. The one-trip completion tubing string

FIGURE 9-29 Dual string for hydraulic piston pump well.

FIGURE 9-30 Oil- and gas-expandable packer.

TABLE 9-1 Temperature Tolerance of Oil- and Gas-Expandable Packer

Item Tolerated Temperature (ºC) Binding Method

High-temperature system 110–160(230�320�F) Chemical

Superhigh-temperature system 160–200(320�392�F) Welding
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with Y241 packer can be used in wells that
have poor cement job quality or low internal
pressure strength and can achieve gun releas-
ing and formation testing. Figure 9-40 shows
the one-trip formation testing completion
tubing string in the Moxi gas field. The pro-
cess flow chart of formation testing comple-
tion is shown in Figure 9-41.

3. Horizontal sour gas well glassfiber tubing
string

This production tubing string is a com-
pound-wall anticorrosive string. It consists
of DST-80SS external upset sulfur-resistant
metallic tubing, acid-anhydride type glassfi-
ber tubing, aromatic amine glassfiber tubing,
and glassfiber spherical float shoe (Figure 9-42
and Figure 9-43).

High Acid Content Gas Well Completion
Tubing String. For a high acid content gas
well, a subsurface safety valve should be used,
and the tubing string should have anticorrosive
properties. The subsurface safety valve should

FIGURE 9-31 The producing pressure drawdown calculated and modified.

FIGURE 9-32 Separate-layer production tubing string
with oil- and gas-expandable packers plus screens in an
oil field in the North Sea.
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be 50–100 m apart from the wellhead. Flow nip-
ples are attached to the upper and lower ends of
the safety valve in order to mitigate the erosion
attachment of the completion tubing string at
turbulent flow.

1. Capillary corrosion-inhibitor-filling comple-
tion tubing string

The completion tubing string is shown in
Figure 9-44.

2. Alloy steel completion tubing string
This string adopts a permanent packer

for well completion. Tubing uses high-grade
corrosion-resistant alloy Alloy 825 and Alloy
G3. Downhole tools adopt the 718 material.
For a high-sulfur gas well production tubing

FIGURE 9-33 Production tubing string with oil- and gas-expandable packer in an oil field in the
Middle East.

FIGURE 9-34 String with oil- and gas-expandable packers and sliding
sleeves. A: Oil- and gas-expandable packer; B: Sliding sleeve switch.
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string, the simplicity of downhole tools is
favorable due to the low probability of down-
hole accidents and remedial operations
(Figure 9-45).

3. Horizontal high-sulfur gas well completion
tubing string

A horizontal high-sulfur gas well comple-
tion tubing string is shown in Figure 9-46.

Sour Gas Well Separate-Layer Production
Tubing String. A sour gas well separate-layer
production tubing string is shown in Figure 9-47.
The upper and lower reservoirs are separated by
a packer. The gas in the lower reservoir is pro-
duced from tubing while the gas in the upper res-
ervoir is produced from the tubing-casing
annulus. This program is appropriate for a gas
well of which the upper reservoir gas has no
or very slight H2S. Separate-layer production
can be achieved by selecting conventional H2S-
resistant gas production wellhead assembly and
packer.

Tubing-Conveyed Perforating Gas
Production Well Tubing String

A tubing-conveyed perforating gas production
well tubing string is shown in Figure 9-48.

Water-Drainage Gas-Production
Tubing String

Water-drainage gas production technologies
mainly include water-drainage gas production by
string optimization, water-drainage gas production
by foam, water-drainage gas production by
pumping unit, water-drainage gas production
by gas lift, water-drainage gas production by
jet pump, and water-drainage gas production
by electric submersible pump.
Water-Drainage Gas Production by String
Optimization. The string for water-drainage
gas production by string optimization is the same
as that of a flowing gas production well.

FIGURE 9-35 Conventional gas well completion tubing string structures.
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Water-Drainage Gas Production by Foam. A
string for water-drainage gas production by
foam is shown in Figure 9-49.
Water-Drainage Gas Production by Pumping
Unit. A string for water-drainage gas production
by pumping unit is shown in Figure 9-50.
Water-Drainage Gas Production by Gas Lift.
A string for water-drainage gas production by
gas lift is shown in Figure 9-51.
Water-Drainage Gas Production by Jet Pump.
A string for water-drainage gas production by
jet pump is shown in Figure 9-52.
Water-Drainage Gas Production by Electric
Submersible Pump. A string for water-drainage

gas production by electric submersible pump is
shown in Figure 9-53.

9.3 SEPARATE-LAYER WATER
INJECTION STRING

Separate-layer water injection can be single-
tubing string water injection or multiple tubing
string water injection (Figure 9-54 and Fig-
ure 9-55). A single-tubing water injection string
can be a fixed water distribution string, a hollow
water distribution string, or an eccentric water
distribution string.

FIGURE 9-36 Well completion tubing string in some wells (7-in. casing and 4 1/2-in. tubing).
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Fixed Water Distribution String

A fixed water distribution string is shown in Fig-
ure 9-56.

Hollow Water Distribution Strings

In recent years new types of separate-layer water
injection strings including anchored compensat-
ing separate-layer water injection string and

self-creeping compensating anticreeping string
have been developed, and obvious effectiveness
has been obtained in field application.
Anchored Compensating Separate-Layer
Water Injection String
1. Structure

The string consists mainly of compensator,
hydraulic anchor, Y341 packer, water flow
regulator and hydraulic slips, and so on
(Figure 9-57).

FIGURE 9-37 Five and one-half-inch completion tubing
string. 1, 4 1/2-in. pressure-transmitting pipe; 2, 20-in.
conductor; 3, 5 1/2-in. subsurface safety valve and flow
nipple; 4, 13 3/8-in. intermediate casing; 5, 9 7/8-in.
production casing; 6, 5 1/2-in. tubing; 7, crossover joint
(5 1/2-in. internal thread � 7-in. external thread);
8, 7-in. � 9 7/8-in packer þ milling extension pipe;
9, ball sealer seat; 10, seal plug-in pipe þ tieback seal
bore; 11, 7-in. � 9 7/8-in combination liner hanger-
packer; 12, 9 7/8-in. � 7-in. liner hanger; 13, 7-in. � 4 1/
2 thread change joint; 14, 4 1/2-in. tubing screen;
15, 114-mm perforating gun assembly; 16, 7-in. liner.

FIGURE 9-38 Seven-inch completion tubing string. 1,
4 1/2-in. pressure transmitting pipe; 2, 20-in. conductor;
3, 7-in. subsurface safety valve and flow nipple; 4, 10
3/4-in. casing; 5, 13 3/8-in. intermediate casing; 6, 9
5/8-in. production casing; 7, 7-in. tubing; 8, 7-in. � 9
7/8-in. packer þ milling extension pipe; 9, ball sealer
seat; 10, seal plug-in pipe þ tieback seal bore; 11, 7-in.
� 9 7/8-in combination liner hanger-packer; 12, 9 7/8-in
� 7-in. liner hanger; 13, 7-in.� 5-in. thread change
joint; 14, 5-in. tubing screen; 15, 114-mm perforating
gun assembly; 16, 7-in. liner.
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2. Features
a. Upper anchoring and lower supporting by

hydraulic anchor and slips can effectively
prevent the string from creeping, thus

enhancing the reliability of corollary tools
including the packer.

b. The compensator on the string can be used
for compensating the string telescoping
under the action of temperature and pres-
sure and improving the force-summing
condition of the string.

c. A hollow or eccentric separate-layer water
injection string can be formed by selecting
different water flow regulators.

d. The distance between packer setting loca-
tions should not be less than 2 m in order to
meet the requirement of separate-layerwater
injection. The fractures in the reservoirs of
the Daqing oil field are horizontal fractures,
so that the distance between packer setting
locations can be appropriately decreased.

Self-Creeping Compensating Anticreeping
Separate-Layer Water Injection String
1. Structure

The string consists mainly of anticreeper,
packer, water flow regulator, and sump type
bottom pressure relief ball (Figure 9-58).

2. Features
a. Long service life of packing elements. The

upthrust force of packer makes the anticree-
per slips and cone generate displacement.
The slip expanding and sticking on the inner
wall of casing can form a supporting point,
so that packer creepingwill not be generated.

b. Convenient packer-releasing operation.
Pulling up the string makes the anticreeper
cone move up under the action of pulling-
up force and the slips may shrink back, so
that the string in the well can be smoothly
pulled out.

Other Hollow Water Distribution Strings.
Other hollow water distribution strings are
shown in Figs. 9-59 to 9-64.

Eccentric Water Distribution Strings

Eccentric water distribution strings are com-
monly used water distribution strings. The vari-
ous eccentric water distribution strings are
shown in Figs. 9-65 to 9-72.

FIGURE 9-40 One-trip formation testing completion
tubing string in the Moxi gas field. 1, casing; 2, tubing;
3, hydraulic anchor; 4, Y344 packer; 5, perforating gun
releaser; 6, screen nipple; 7, detonator; 8, perforating gun;
9, gas reservoir; 10, Y241 packer.

FIGURE 9-39 Liquid corrosion-inhibitor–filling completion
tubing string.
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9.4 HEAVY OIL PRODUCTION
TUBING STRING

Conventional Steam Injection Tubing
String

A conventional steam injection tubing string can be
a blank-tubing steam-injection string (Figure 9-73),
a blank-tubing and heat-insulation-packer steam

injection string (Figure 9-74), or an insulated-tub-
ing steam injection string (Figure 9-75).

Sealing and Separate-Layer Steam
Injection String

A sealing and separate-layer steam injection
string is required to be used under the condition
of seriously longitudinally heterogeneous heavy

FIGURE 9-41 One-trip completion tubing string formation testing technology in Moxi gas field.

FIGURE 9-42 Perforated horizontal well glassfiber tubing
completion string.

FIGURE 9-43 Horizontalwell glassfiber-tubing liner comp-
letion string.
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FIGURE 9-44 Capillary corrosion-inhibitor–filling comp-
letion tubing string.

FIGURE 9-45 Alloy steel completion tubing string.

FIGURE 9-46 Horizontal high-sulfur gas well completion
tubing string.

FIGURE 9-47 Sour gas well separate-layer production
tubing string.
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oil reservoir that has uneven steam injection
during huff and puff, low steam conformance
efficiency, and low longitudinal producing
degree.

Sealing and separate-layer steam injection
strings mainly include upper-reservoir sealing
and lower-reservoir injection strings (Figure 9-76),
lower-reservoir sealing and upper-reservoir

injection strings (Figure 9-77), and separate-layer
steam injection strings (Figure 9-78).

Nitrogen Heat-Insulation Cleanup
Tubing String

A nitrogen heat-insulation cleanup tubing string
only has insulated tubing used for steam

FIGURE 9-48 Tubing-conveyed perforation gas production well string. (a) Gun
release completion string; (b) Completion string with no gun release; (c) Running
string.
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injection. The nitrogen needed is produced by a
nitrogen manufacturing truck (Figure 9-79).

Heavy Oil Huff-and-Puff and
Pumping Tubing String

Straight Well Production Tubing String.
Straight well production tubing strings include
uninsulated blank tubing strings (Figure 9-80)
and blank tubing and heat insulation packer
heat-proof tubing strings (Figure 9-81).
Slant Well Production Tubing String. A slant
well production tubing string is similar to a
straight well production tubing string only in that
a slant well needs a matched slant well pumping
unit and a polished rod rotator at the surface
and also needs downhole matched sucker rod
centralizers and tubing centralizers (Figure 9-82).
In addition, a slant well high-viscosity oil pump
is required.

SAGD Production Tubing String

The steam-aided gravity drainage (SAGD) pro-
duction technique is suitable for extra-heavy oil
or crude bitumen production, which relies on
the action of the gravitational force of bitumen
and condensate with the aid of the heat of steam
(Figure 9-83).

Heavy-Oil Sand Clean-Out Cold-Flow
Production Tubing String

A heavy oil reservoir is unconsolidated, and sand
clean-out is easy. Heavy oil has a high viscosity
and a high sand-carrying capacity. It has a certain
quantity of dissolved gas under reservoir condi-
tions. Heavy oil can be produced by inducing the
reservoir to clean out sand to a considerable degree
and forming foam oil. The tubing strings are
divided into reverse flushing sand clean-out tubing

FIGURE 9-49 The string forwater-drainage gas-production
by foam.

FIGURE 9-50 The string forwater-drainagegas-production
by pumping unit.
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strings (Figure 9-84) and hollow-rod staging sand
clean-out tubing strings (Figure 9-85).

Hollow-Sucker-Rod Through-Pump
Electric Heating Production Tubing
String

An armored heating cable is run in a hollow
sucker rod and forms an electric return circuit
with the heater below pump, hollow pump and
hollow sucker rod by using a circuit connector;
thus the transformation of electricity into heat is
achieved, crude oil viscosity can be reduced by
electric heating, and heavy oil flow resistance in
the wellbore can be reduced, which favors pump-
ing heavy oil to the surface (Figure 9-86).

Production Tubing String of
Combined Jet Pump and Oil
Well Pump

The heavy oil (common heavy oil) of the deep
and superdeep wells with a depth greater than
5000 m in the Talimu Tahe oil field can flow
from the reservoir to the wellbore, but cannot
flow to the wellhead. The pumping unit or
electric submersible pump cannot lift it to the
surface. A hydraulic piston pump has a compli-
cated technology and high cost despite having
enough lifting capacity. A jet pump has a low
pump efficiency of less than 25% despite the fact
that heavy oil can be produced when active
water is used for reducing viscosity. If the lifting

FIGURE 9-52 The string for water-drainage gas production
by jet pump.

FIGURE 9-51 The string for water-drainage gas production
by gas lift.
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FIGURE 9-54 Dual-string separate-layer water injection.

FIGURE 9-53 Water-drainage gas production by electric
submersible pump.

FIGURE 9-56 Fixed water distribution string.

FIGURE 9-55 Concentric-string separate-layer water
injection.
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capacity of a jet pump or the pressure draw-
down is insufficient, an oil well pump can be
run to some depth above the jet pump. The com-
bination of jet pump and oil well pump may
have a higher effectiveness (Figure 9-87).

9.5 COMPLETION TUBING STRING
SAFETY SYSTEM

Completion tubing string is required to be run
in after oil and gas well perforating in order to
pump oil and gas to the surface. Blowout acci-
dents may often be generated during production
due to contingencies such as blowout from high-
pressure oil and gas reservoirs, failure of casing
or tubing, failure of packer and downhole oper-
ational faults, contingencies including natural

calamity, fire hazard and floodwater, and contin-
gencies under lake, river, and sea water. These
factors should be considered in the completion
tubing string design in order to ensure oil and
gas well safety, personal safety, and environmen-
tal sanitation.

At present, safety measures for completion
tubing string mainly include a packer on the
top of the reservoir for isolating tubing-casing
annulus, a subsurface safety valve at 100–200 m
below the wellhead, and a matching surface
safety system. The downhole and surface safety
systems are mainly set in the light of the contin-
gencies of high-pressure and high-productivity
oil and gas wells. For low-pressure and low-
productivity wells, the downhole safety system
may be simplified in general.

FIGURE 9-57 Anchored compensating separate-layer
water injection string.

FIGURE 9-58 Self-creeping compensating anticreeping
separate-layer water injection string.
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FIGURE 9-59 Tubing-casing separate-layer water
injection string.

FIGURE 9-60 Two-layer self-regulating separate-layer
water injection string.

FIGURE 9-61 Expansion-packer hollow free type water-
distribution string.

FIGURE 9-62 Compression-packer hollow free type
water-distribution string.
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FIGURE 9-63 Slant well hollow free type water-
distribution string.

FIGURE 9-64 Hydraulic drop-pull type separate-layer
water distribution string.

FIGURE 9-65 Expansion-packer side-pocket water distri-
bution string.

FIGURE 9-66 Anchor type side-pocket water distribution
string.
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FIGURE 9-67 Bottomhole support type side-pocket
water distribution string.

FIGURE 9-68 Wellhead-hang side-pocket water distri-
bution string.

FIGURE 9-69 Hydraulic dropping-fishing type slant well
side-pocket water distribution string.

FIGURE 9-70 No-dropping blind-choke side-pocket
water distribution string.
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Subsurface Safety Valve

A subsurface safety valve is an emergency shut-
down valve, which is able to shut down the oil
and gas flow passage to the surface when a fail-
ure of the well control is generated. A subsurface
safety valve can be automatically closed by an
abrupt increase in the pressure differential by
blowout. It can also be closed by hydraulic pres-
sure. A F1/4-in. stainless steel pipe is run in the
tubing-casing annulus and connected with the
hydraulic set of the subsurface safety valve.
The safety valve can be closed by hand gear or
automatic device at the surface when blowout
is generated. The various subsurface safety
valves shown in Figure 9-88 can be selected
under different conditions.

Setting Depth. The setting depth of a subsur-
face safety valve is generally about 100–200 m
below the surface in onshore oil and gas fields.
For oil and gas fields in lakes, rivers, flood-dis-
charge areas, and offshore oil and gas fields,
the setting depth of the subsurface safety valve
should also be 100–200 m below lake bed, river
bed, or wellhead. The reason is that contingen-
cies or blowout will not affect this depth. After
the subsurface safety valve is closed, oil and gas
well accidents will not extend and the oil and
gas field will not be disrupted.
Casing Program. The inside diameter of a sub-
surface safety valve should be the same as that of
the tubings connected on the top and underneath
in order to be convenient for various tubing

FIGURE 9-71 Deep- and mid-depth-well side-pocket
water distribution string.

FIGURE 9-72 Water-injection side-pocket water distri-
bution string.
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FIGURE 9-75 Insulated-tubing steam injection string.

FIGURE 9-76 Upper-reservoir sealing and lower-reservoir
steam injecting string.

FIGURE 9-73 Blank-tubing steam injection string.

FIGURE 9-74 Blank-tubing and heat-insulation-packer
steam injection string.
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FIGURE 9-77 Lower-reservoir sealing and upper-
reservoir steam injecting string.

FIGURE 9-78 Separate-layer steam injection string.

FIGURE 9-79 Nitrogen heat-insulation steam injection
string.

FIGURE 9-80 Vertical-well blank-tubing uninsulated
string.
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operations. In addition, there are various closing
components in the subsurface safety valve; thus
the outside diameter of the subsurface safety
valve should be enlarged, and a subsurface safety
valve with an increased outside diameter cannot
be run in the originally designed casing. There-
fore, the diameters of the casings for oil and
gas wells with a subsurface safety valve should
be enlarged above the depth of 100–200 m. For
instance, the originally designed casing diameter
of 7 in. should be increased to 9 5/8 in. the cas-
ing of which is connected with the casing of 7 in.
by a reducer. The tubing string with a subsurface
safety valve should be designed in consideration
of the inside diameter of the tubing, the inside
and outside diameters of the subsurface safety
valve, and the inside diameter of the casing run
in. The technical parameters of the subsurface
safety valve are listed in Table 9-2.

Selecting a permanent or retrievable packer as
the packer on the top of the reservoir is depen-
dent on the pressure drawdown at the packer.

The packer selected should be able to bear
sufficient pressure drawdown and should be
corrosion-resistant, so that long-term sealing
and effective tubing-casing annulus packing
may be achieved.

Matching Surface Safety
Valve System

In order to ensure the safety of onshore and off-
shore high-pressure high-productivity oil and gas
wells, the matching surface safety system is still
required in addition to the subsurface safety valve.
Surface Safety Valve. Most surface safety
valves are reverse gate valves with a piston-type
actuating mechanism. The pressure in the valve
body may push up the gate to close the valve
due to the low pressure borne by the valve stem
area. The controlled pressure acting on the pis-
ton may push down the gate to open the valve.
If the valve body has no pressure, a spring is gen-
erally used for closing the valve.

FIGURE 9-81 Vertical well blank-tubing heat insulation
packer insulated string. FIGURE 9-82 Slant well production tubing string.
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Matching of Surface Safety Valve with
Subsurface Safety Valve. The pressure-
differential subsurface safety valve can be auto-
matically closed by pressure differential, while
the hydraulic, pneumatic, dual-tubing, or other
type of subsurface safety valve is controlled by
the surface control system. The surface control

system is controlled by the pressure maintained
by the surface device, which is controlled by a
servo system. Pressure is transmitted to the sub-
surface safety valve through a 1/4-in. parallel
control line in the annulus or a tubing-casing
annulus connected with the packer below the
safety valve.

FIGURE 9-84 Reverse-flushing sand washing completion
string: 1, polished rod; 2, tubing; 3, sucker rod safety
joint; 4, check valve; 5, centralizer; 6, screw pump.
7, tubing anchor; 8, centralizer; 9, packer; 10, artificial
bottom of well.

FIGURE 9-85 Hollow-rod stepwise sand washing
completion string. 1, hollow rod; 2, tubing; 3, stepwise
sand washing tool; 4, check valve; 5, centralizer; 6, screw
pump; 7, tubing anchor; 8, centralizer; 9, spider;
10, artificial bottom of well.

FIGURE 9-83 SAGD production tubing string.
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The subsurface safety control system is shown
in Figure 9-89, and an offshore production plat-
form safety control system is shown in Figure 9-90.

9.6 TUBING STRING MECHANICS

The tubing string may be in contact with the
borehole wall or the inner wall of the casing
after the string inflexes because it is limited by

the borehole, which makes things complicated.
The effects of the fluid friction inside and out-
side string on the string should be fully consid-
ered when the forces borne by the string and
the deformation of the string are analyzed.

Status Models of Tubing String

In light of the relation to the packer, tubing
string can be freely movable, restrictedly mov-
able, or immovable (Figure 9-91). Tubing strings
can also be divided into tubing strings with
hook-wall packer and tubing strings with sup-
port-type packer in accordance with tubing
string mechanics.

There are the following status models of tub-
ing string during well completion and putting
into production:

1. Status before packer setting. The tubing
string is used for determining accurate packer
setting location.

FIGURE 9-87 Combination jet pump-oil well pump lift
string.

FIGURE 9-86 Hollow-sucker-rod through-pump electric
heating production tubing string. 1, special transformer;
2, power cable; 3, electric control cabinet; 4, service
cable; 5, pumping unit; 6, cable guider; 7, hollow sucker
rod; 8, tubing; 9, casing; 10, hollow pump; 11, through-
pump heater; 12, circuit connector; 13, heating cable;
14, pump housing; 15, snap ring.
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FIGURE 9-88 Subsurface safety valves and completion forms. 1, emergency shutdown valve; 2, fusible plug;
3, hydraulic control manifold; 4, control line; 5, production casing; 6, hydraulic surface safety valve;
7, pneumatic surface safety valve; 8, low-pressure control line; 9, tee valve; 10, monitor relay; 11, low-
pressure air or natural gas source; 12, tubing-retrievable tubing safety valve; 13, head-shaped head;
14, locating head; 15, hydraulic-set hanger.
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2. Packer setting. Different tubing strings have
different appropriate packer-setting methods,
which include mechanical press setting,
hydraulic setting, and rota-setting.

3. Perforating. The high temperature and high
pressure generated during perforating may
affect the tubing string. However, this status
has a short duration.

TABLE 9-2 Technical Parameters of Baker Oil Tools Subsurface Safety Valve

Model
Number

Size Max OD Min ID
Standard Hole

Diameter
Working
Pressure

in. mm in. mm in. mm in. mm psi bar

T (E) 23/8 60.33 3.625 92.08 1.906 48.41 1.875 47.63 5000 344.7
7500 517.1

27/8 73.03 4.625 117.8 2.379 60.43 2.312 58.72 5000 344.7
5.135 130.43 10,000 689.5

31/2 88.90 5.380 136.65 2.875 73.03 2.812 71.42 5000 344.7
41/2 114.30 7.125 180.98 3.875 98.43 3.812 96.82
51/2 139.70 8.375 212.73 4.625 117.48 4.562 115.87

TM (E) 23/8 60.33 3.625 92.08 1.906 48.41 1.875 47.63 5000 344.7
27/8 73.03 4.625 117.48 2.379 60.43 2.312 58.72 5000 344.7

5.135 130.43 10,000 689.5
31/2 88.90 5.380 136.65 2.875 5000 344.7
41/2 114.30 7.125 180.98 3.875 73.03 2.812 71.42 5000 344.7

98.43 3.812 96.82 7500 517.1
51/2 139.70 8.375 212.73 4.625 117.48 4.562 115.87 5000 344.7

7500 517.1
8.875 225.43 10,000 689.5
9.000 228.60 4.593 116.66 11,000 758.4

TSM (E) 23/8 60.33 3.500 88.90 1.906 48.41 1.875 47.63 9000 620.5
3.625 92.08 10,000 689.5

31/2 88.90 5.000 127.00 2.877 73.08 2.812 71.42 5000 344.7
5.650 143.51 2.870 72.90 10,000 689.5

41/2 114.30 6.550 166.37 3.875 98.43 3.812 96.82 5000 344.7
7500 517.1

7.500 190.50 3.885 98.68 10,000 689.5
51/2 139.70 7.700 195.58 4.625 117.48 4.562 115.87 5000 344.7

8.000 203.20 4.580 116.33 7500 551.5
8.195 208.15 4.375 111.13 4.312 109.52 10,000 689.5
8.195 208.15 4.550 115.57 y y 11,000 758.4
8.600 218.44 4.390 111.51 4.312 109.52 13,500 930.7

7 177.80 9.200 233.68 6.059 153.90 5.950 151.13 5000 344.7
7500 517.1

9.300 236.22 8000 551.5
TUSM (E) 41/2 114.30 5.970 151.64 3.875 98.43 3.812 96.82 5000 344.7
T(E)
TM(E)
TSM(E)
TUSM(E)

Setting depth ft 4000
m 1219.5

Temperature range �F 20�300
�C -6.7�149

Note: 5 1/2-in. TSM(E) 11,000 psi type has no radial communicating component or valve seat hole.
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4. Open flow, productivity test, or production.
There is liquid or gas flowing out from the
tubing string.

5. Shut-in pressure survey. The wellhead or
testing valve is closed for recording the pres-
sure build-up curve by using a bottomhole

pressure gauge. For a tubing string for com-
bined perforating and testing, the switching
of the downhole testing valve is controlled
by pulling up and dropping down the
string. Several switching times are taken if
necessary.

FIGURE 9-90 Offshore production platform safety control system.

FIGURE 9-89 Subsurface safety control system.
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6. Acidizing. There is no or low oil and gas pro-
duction during the productivity test in some
wells; thus stimulation is required.

7. Well killing. It can be normal circulation kill-
ing, reverse circulation killing, or noncircula-
tory killing.

Helical Inflexion State Analysis
of Tubing String

Tubing string may be in a straight-line stable
state, a sinusoidal buckling state, or a helical
buckling state when it bears a pressing load in
the well. In practice, tubing string is not in a
straight-line state, but in the irregular helical
shape with multiple inflexion points and
fulcrums. The more irregular the borehole and
the longer the tubing string, the more compli-
cated the buckling shape of tubing string.
Main Factors Affecting String Inflexion.
Tubing string may inflect under the action of
external forces in the borehole, and its deforma-
tion may be restricted by the constraining condi-
tions of the borehole wall and end. The affecting
factors mainly include: (1) axial force; (2) fluid
pressure; (3) bending rigidity of the string
cross-section; (4) tubing string length; (5) buoy-
ant weight of the tubing string; (6) borehole or
casing size; (7) friction; and (8) constraining con-
dition of the end.
Determination of Critical Inflexion Load on
Tubing String. Tubing string may generate

helical buckling in a well when it is pressed to
a certain degree. The critical buckling load can
be derived by using the energy method and is
expressed as shown in Equation (9-1).

(9-1)

Fcr ¼ 5:55 ðEIWe
2Þ1=3

where: Fcr ¼ critical helical buckling load, N;
E ¼ elastic modulus, Pa; I ¼ cross-sectional iner-
tia moment, m4; We ¼ buoyancy weight of
tubing string per unit length, N/m.

In order to consider comprehensively the
effect of the axial load on string and the effects
of internal and external pressures, equivalent
axial force is adopted for analyzing. The expres-
sion is shown in Equation (9-2).

(9-2)
Fe ¼ Fþ ðpi þ riv

2
i Þ Ai � ðpo � ro vo

2ÞAo

where: Fe ¼ equivalent axial force, N; F ¼ actual
axial force, N; pi, po ¼ pressures inside and
outside tubing string, Pa; vi, vo ¼ fluid velocities
inside and outside tubing string, m/s; ri, ro ¼
fluid density inside and outside tubing string,
kg/m3; Ai, Ao ¼ inside and outside cross-
sectional areas of tubing string, m2.

If Fe � Fcr, tubing string may generate helical
buckling. If Fe < Fcr, tubing string will be
approximately in a straight-line stable state.
Contact Load under the Condition of Helical
Buckling of Tubing String. If Fe � Fcr, tubing
string will generate helical buckling, of which

FIGURE 9-91 Relation between tubing string and packer.
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the geometric equations are shown in
Equation (9-3).

(9-3)
U1 ¼ r cosy, U2 ¼ r siny, y ¼ 2pz=p

where: U1, U2 ¼ locations of axes of tubing
string in the directions of x and y, m; y ¼ helix
angle, (�); r ¼ radial distance between tubing
string and casing wall, m; p ¼ helix pitch, m;
z ¼ vertical height (above neutral point), m.

The relation between helical pitch and equiv-
alent axial force, which has been obtained by
Cheatham, Patillo, and Kwon et al. on the basis
of the virtual work principle, is shown in
Equation (9-4).

(9-4)

p2 ¼ 8p2EI
Fe

The contact load during contact between
tubing string per unit length and casing, which
has been derived by Mitchell, is shown in
Equation (9-5).

(9-5)

Wn ¼ rFe2

4EI

where: Wn ¼ contact load during contact
between tubing string per unit length and casing
wall, N/m.

Basic Models for Calculating the
Deformation of Tubing String

Temperature effect, piston effect, ballooning
effect, and helical buckling effect should be
considered when tubing string deformation is
calculated.
Deformation of Tubing String Due to
Temperature Effect. The tubing string length
may be greatly changed due to the thermal
expansion or shrinkage that is generated by the
change of the environmental temperature of the
tubing string due to the change of status during
running in or working. The change of tubing
string length due to temperature effect is calcu-
lated as shown in Equation (9-6).

(9-6)
Lw ¼ 3:61� 10�6 � Lt � �T

where: Lw ¼ change of tubing string length due
to temperature effect, m; Lt ¼ tubing string
length, m; �T ¼ change of mean temperature, �C.

The mean temperature of the tubing string in
a given operational mode means the mean value
between the temperatures at the top and the bot-
tom of the tubing string. When tubing string
movement is restricted, the change in tempera-
ture may generate a force on the tubing string.
The force due to temperature effect is shown in
Equation (9-7).

(9-7)
Fw ¼ 75:81� Atw � �T

where: Fw ¼ force due to temperature effect, N;
Atw ¼ tubing-wall cross-sectional area, cm2.

When the operational mode changes, the tem-
perature effect caused by the difference of mean
temperature between two sequent operational
modes may generate great change in length and
force.
Deformation of Tubing String Due to Piston
Effect. The changes of the pressure in the annulus
at the packer and the pressure in tubing on differ-
ent areas (Figure 9-92) may generate a force that
may change the length due to the piston effect.

FIGURE 9-92 Tubing and packer system.
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This force and the change of length can be calcu-
lated as shown in Equations (9-8) and (9-8).

(9-8)
Fh ¼ ½ ptðApi � AtiÞ � panðApi � AtoÞ� � 10�4

(9-9)

Lh ¼ LT
EAtw

½ ptðApi � AtiÞ � panðApi � AtoÞ�

where: Fh ¼ force due to piston effect, N; Lh ¼
change of tubing string length due to piston
effect, m; E ¼ elastic modulus (2.06 � 1011 Pa
for steel), Pa; Api ¼ area of packer ID, cm2;
Ati ¼ area of tubing ID, cm2; Ato ¼ area of tub-
ing OD, cm2; pt ¼ change of pressure in tubing
at packer, Pa; pan ¼ change of pressure in
annulus at packer, Pa; Atw ¼ cross-sectional area
of tubing steel material, cm2.

A downward force is generated by the pres-
sure in the annulus, and an upward force is gen-
erated by the pressure in tubing for the packer
with a large hole, which is the opposite of that
for the packer with a small hole.

Deformation of the Tubing String Due
to Ballooning and Reverse Ballooning Effect.
Internal stress may cause tubing to balloon or
expand and make it shorten. In addition, annu-
lus pressure may squeeze the tubing string and
make it elongate, which is known as reverse bal-
looning. The change in length and the force are
as shown in Equations (9-10) and (9-11).

(9-10)

Lg ¼ 2ut
E

� �pt � R2 �pan
R2 � 1

(9-11)

Fg ¼ 6:1� 10�6ð �ptAti � panAtoÞ
where: Lg ¼ change of tubing string length due
to ballooning effect, m; n ¼ Poisson’s ratio (n ¼
0.3 for steel); Lt ¼ tubing string length, m; pt ¼
change of mean pressure in tubing string due to
change of operational mode, Pa; pan ¼ change
of mean pressure in annulus due to change of
operational mode, Pa; R ¼ ratio of tubing OD
to tubing ID, dimensionless.
Deformation of the Tubing String Due to
Helical Buckling Effect. For a free tubing

string, it will tend to helical buckling only if
pt > pan, so that the tubing string is shortened.
The force due to helical buckling effect is negli-
gible. The change of tubing string length is
shown in Equations (9-12), (9-13), and (9-14).

(9-12)

Le ¼ 1:25� 10�3r2Api
2ð pt � panÞ2

EI ðwt þ wft � wfdÞ
(9-13)

r ¼ dci � dto
2

(9-14)

I ¼ p ðdto4 � dto
4Þ

64

where: Le ¼ change of tubing string length due
to helical buckling effect, m; r ¼ gap radius
between tubing OD (dto) and casing ID (dci), cm;
wt ¼ tubing string gravity, N/m; wft ¼ tubing
string gravity in liquid, N/m; wfd ¼ gravity of liq-
uid displaced, N/m; I ¼ inertia moment of tubing
string, cm4.

Helical buckling makes tubing string shorten.
The total change of tubing string length (or

force) is the sum of the changes of lengths (or
forces) due to the piston effect, the ballooning
effect, and the temperature effect. The direction
of the change of length (or acting force) due to each
effect should be considered when these changes in
length are totaled. Thus the displacement (or force)
due to some effect may be counteracted or aug-
mented by the displacements (or forces) due to
other effects when conditions are changed.

The constants of tubing for determining dis-
placement due to helical buckling caused by
pressure are listed in Table 9-3 for convenience
of calculation.

Strength Analysis of Tubing String

Tension Safety Factor. The tension safety fac-
tor is computed as shown in Equation (9-15):

(9-15)

KRD ¼ FRD
WeL

where: FRD ¼ tensile strength of tubing string,
N; KRD ¼ tension safety factor of tubing string,
dimensionless; L ¼ tubing string length, m.
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TABLE 9-3 Constants of Tubing for Determining Displacement Due to Helical Buckling Caused by Pressure

Tubing
OD
(mm)

Wt

(N/m)
Ato

(cm2)
Afi

(cm2)
Afw

(cm2)
I
(cm2)

Foi
2

(cm4)

Wft

and
Wfd

(N/m)

Relative Fluid Density

0.84 0.96 1.08 1.20 1.32 1.44 1.56 1.68 1.80 1.92 2.04 2.16

42.2 35.12 13.96 9.65 4.31 8.12 1.448 Wft 8.1 9.3 10.4 11.6 12.7 14.0 15.0 16.3 17.4 18.6 19.7 20.8
Wfd 11.6 13.4 15.0 16.8 18.4 20.0 12.8 23.4 25.0 26.8 28.4 30.2

48.3 42.38 18.29 13.13 5.15 12.90 1.393 Wft 11.1 12.5 14.1 15.7 17.4 19.0 20.6 22.0 23.6 25.2 26.8 28.4

Wfd 15.4 17.5 19.7 12.0 24.2 26.3 28.4 30.8 32.9 35.1 37.4 39.5
50.8 49.74 20.27 14.13 6.14 16.81 1.434 Wft 11.8 13.6 15.2 17.0 18.6 20.4 22.0 23.8 25.4 27.2 28.8 30.6

Wfd 17.0 19.5 21.8 24.3 26.8 29.2 31.7 34.0 36.5 39.0 41.3 43.8
52.4 49.74 21.55 15.51 6.04 17.81 1.389 Wft 13.1 14.8 16.8 18.6 20.4 22.4 24.2 26.1 27.9 29.9 31.7 33.5

Wfd 18.1 20.8 23.3 25.9 28.4 31.1 33.6 36.1 38.8 41.3 44.0 46.5
60.3 68.67 28.57 20.16 8.41 32.63 1.417 Wft 17.0 19.3 21.8 24.2 26.7 29.0 31.5 33.8 36.3 38.8 41.1 43.5

Wfd 24.0 27.4 30.8 34.3 37.7 41.1 44.5 47.9 51.5 54.9 58.3 61.7
73.0 95.06 41.87 30.19 11.69 64.05 1.387 Wft 25.4 29.0 32.6 36.3 39.9 43.5 47.1 50.87 54.4 58.0 61.5 65.1

Wfd 35.1 40.3 45.3 50.3 55.3 60.3 65.3 70.3 75.3 80.5 85.5 90.5
88.9 134.50 62.06 45.35 16.71 161.69 1.368 Wft 38.1 43.5 49.0 54.4 59.9 65.3 70.7 76.2 81.6 87.1 92.5 98.0

Wfd 52.1 59.6 65.3 74.4 81.9 89.5 96.8 104.3 111.8 119.1 126.7 134.0
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Internal Pressure Factor and Collapse Safety
Factor. The internal pressure factor and col-
lapse safety factor are calculated as shown in
Equation (9-16).

(9-16)

KRi ¼ pRi
pi � po

KRo ¼ pko
po � pi

where: KRi, KRo¼ internal pressure factor and col-
lapse safety factor, dimensionless; pRi, pRo¼ inter-
nal pressure strength and collapse strength, Pa.
Three-Dimensional Combination Stress
Analysis
1. Axial stress caused by actual axial force,

shown in Equation (9-17)

(9-17)

szl ¼ Fd
As

where: Fd ¼ actual axial force of potential
dangerous cross-section, N; As ¼ cross-
sectional area of dangerous cross-section, m2.

2. Axial stress caused by helical buckling,
shown in Equation (9-18)

(9-18)

sz2 ¼
Fedrrd
2Id

, Zd � Lni, i ¼ 1, 2, 3

0 Zd > Lni, i ¼ 1, 2, 3

8<
:

where: Fed ¼ equivalent axial force of danger-
ous cross-section, N; Id ¼ inertia moment of
dangerous cross-section, m4; rd ¼ radial dis-
tance of arbitrary point on dangerous cross-
section, m; Zd ¼ location of dangerous
cross-section, m.

3. Radial stress and circumferential stress gener-
ated by interval and external pressures,
shown in Equation (9-19)

(9-19)

sy ¼ pid rid
2 � pod rod

2

rod2 � rid2
� rod

2 rid
2 � ðpid � podÞ

ðrod2 � rid2Þrd2

sr ¼ pid rid
2 � pod rod

2

rod2 � rid2
þ rod

2 rid
2 � ðpid � podÞ

ðrod2 � rid2Þrd2

where: sr ¼ radial stress, Pa; sy ¼ axial stress,
Pa; pid, pod¼ internal and external pressures at
dangerous cross-section, Pa; rid, rod ¼ inside

and outside radiuses at dangerous cross-
section, m.

4. Equivalent stress, shown in Equation (9-20)

(9-20)

szd¼
ffiffiffi
2

p

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðsz1þsz2�srÞ2þ ðsz1þsz2�syÞ2þ ðsr�syÞ2

q

5. Safety factor, shown in Equation (9-21)

(9-21)

Kzd ¼ ½s�
szd

where: [s] ¼ permissible stress, Pa.

Total Safety Factor. The total safety factor is
computed as shown in Equation (9-22).

(9-22)

Ks ¼ minfKRD, KRi, KRo, Kzdg

Determination of Ultimate Operational
Parameters
1. Residual tensile force, shown in Equation

(9-23)

(9-23)

FR ¼ FRD � KsWeL ¼ ðKRD � KsÞWeL

2. Safe operating pressure difference of tubing
string

The maximum operating pressure difference
controlled by the inner wall of the tubing string
is shown in Equation (9-24).

(9-24)

pmaxi ¼ pRi=Ks

The maximum operating pressure difference
controlled by the outer wall of the tubing string
is shown in Equation (9-25).

(9-25)

pmaxo ¼ pRo=Ks

The safe operating pressure difference of the tub-
ing string is shown in Equation (9-26).

(9-26)

pmax ¼ minf pmaxi, pmaxog
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An oil and gas well wellhead assembly is used for
hanging downhole tubing string and casing string;
sealing tubing-casing and casing-casing annuluses;
injecting steam, gas, water, and chemicals; and

acidizing and fracturing. It is a key piece of equip-
ment for safe production. The wellhead assembly
consists mainly of casing head, tubing head, and
Christmas tree (Figure 10-1).
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FIGURE 10-1 Oil and gas well wellhead assembly.
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A “Christmas tree” is an assembly consisting
of valves and fittings and is used for controlling
oil- and gas-well fluid and providing outlets
and inlets for produced fluid and washing fluid,
and so on. It includes all the equipment above
the tubinghead spool flange. A Christmas tree
assembly can consist of various combinations
to meet the requirements of any special usage.
Different Christmas trees have different uses
including oil production (flowing and artificial
lift), gas production (natural gas and various
acidic gases), water injection, thermal produc-
tion, and fracturing and acidizing, and they form
a series with different grades of pressures under
which they are used.

A tubinghead consists of a tubinghead spool and
a tubinghanger. It ismainly used for hanging tubing
string and sealing tubing string and tubing-casing
annulus. The tubinghead is installed between the
Christmas tree and the casinghead. The upper
flange plane of the tubinghead spool is the datum
level for calculating the distance between the mas-
ter bushing and the tubing hanger and the well
depth data.

The tubinghead spool is installed on the
casinghead, which is used for hanging intermedi-
ate casing and production casing, sealing casing-
casing annulus, and providing a connection for
installing upper devices including blowout pre-
venter and tubinghead.

10.1 OIL-WELL CHRISTMAS
TREE AND TUBINGHEAD

Oil-well Christmas trees include the Christmas
tree for a flowing well and the Christmas tree
for an artificial list well. They are connected with
the tubingheads, which have corresponding uses.

Christmas Tree and Tubinghead for a
Flowing Well

The Christmas tree for a flowing well is an
important component part of the wellhead
assembly used for putting into commercial pro-
duction and controlling the production relying
on natural energy. The productive media are

both gas and liquid phases. The Christmas tree
and tubinghead for a flowing well have different
grades in accordance with wellhead pressure.
Common Christmas Tree and Tubinghead for
a Flowing Well. The common Christmas trees
and tubingheads for a flowing well include
KY25-65 Christmas tree and tubinghead and
CYb-250S series (Table 10-1 and Figure 10-2).

There are two types of tubinghead: (1) the
tubinghead with both upper and lower flanges
(Figure 10-3), and (2) the tubinghead with upper
flange and lower thread (Figure 10-4). A tubing
hanger with a metallic or rubber O-ring is
connected with tubing and is seated in the
tubinghead spool cone by tubing gravity, which
makes operation convenient, makes wellhead
assembly easy to change, has high safety, and is
the method commonly used in conventional
wells.
Dual-String Christmas Tree and Tubinghead
for a Flowing Well. There are two types of
flowing-well Christmas trees and tubingheads
used for dual-string separate-layer flowing pro-
duction: (1) the dual-string Christmas tree, shown
in Figure 10-5, and (2) the VG dual-string integral
forged Christmas tree, shown in Figure 10-6.

The right side of a dual-string Christmas tree
controls main-string production and test, and
the tubing pressure gauge only reflects main-
string tubing pressure. The left side controls
sub-string production and test, and the tubing
pressure gauge only reflects sub-string tubing
pressure. Casing pressure gauge only reflects
sub-string casing pressure.

A parallel dual-string tubinghead is generally
used for dual-string production. The tubinghead
spool for parallel dual-string completion is
basically similar to that for single-string comple-
tion, except that a parallel dual-string tubing
hanger consists of an overall tubing hanger and
both main hanger and sub-hanger. The overall
tubing hanger is seated on the spool, and the
main hanger and sub-hanger are seated on the
overall tubing hanger. The main tubing string,
which has a packer, is used for lower-reservoir
production, while the sub-string is used for
upper-reservoir production.
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TABLE 10-1 Technical Parameters for Common Christmas Trees

Model
Number

Strength
Test
Pressure
(MPa)

Working
Pressure
(MPa)

Type of
Connection

Weight
(kg)

Jackscrew Flange Size
(mm) Valve

Steel ring
(mm)

Tubing
Hanger
O-ring
(mm)

Tubing
Connected
[mm (in.)]

Nominal
Drift
Diameter
(mm)OD

Thread
Center
Distance

Thread
Hole
OD �
number Type Number Valve Spool

KYS25-
65DG

50 25 Collar clamp 550 380 318 j30 � 12 Gate 6 88.8 211 1680 � 1480 �
100

73 (27/8) 65

KYS25-
65SL

50 25 Collar clamp 380 380 318 Gate 3 92 211 1390 � 1220 �
850

73 (27/8) 65

KYS15-
62DG

30 15 Collar clamp 152 Ball valve 3 78 190

KYS8-65 16 8 Collar clamp 305 380 318 j30 � 12 Gate 4 88.7 211 168 � 1480 �
100

1390 � 1220 �
8.50

73 (27/8) 65

KYS21-65 42 21 Flange 380 318 j30 � 12 Gate 6 110 211 1400 � 1200 �
8.5

73 (27/8) 65

5
7
5

C
H
A
P
T
E
R
1
0

W
ellhead

A
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FIGURE 10-3 Double-flange tubinghead with conical
face for hanging. 1, tubing hanger; 2, jackscrew;
3, washer; 4, jackscrew seal; 5, gland; 6, copper ring;
7, O-ring; 8, copper ring; 9, tubinghead spool.

FIGURE 10-2 CYb-250S723 Christmas tree and tubinghead. 1, nut; 2, stud bolt; 3, top flange of casinghead;
4, tubinghead spool; 5, collar clamp nipple; 6, steel ring; 7, collar clamp; 8, valve; 9, steel ring; 10, bottom flange of
Christmas tree; 11, nut; 12, stud bolt; 13, choke; 14, cross joint; 15, pressure gauge; 16, bent sub; 17, stop valve for
pressure gauge; 18, sub; 19, nameplate.

FIGURE 10-4 Single-flange tubinghead with conical face
for hanging. 1, jackscrew; 2, gland; 3, diversion hanger;
4, tubinghead spool; 5, O-ring; 6, copper ring.
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The dual-string tubinghead for a parallel dual-
string Christmas tree is shown in Figure 10-7, and
the dual-tubing hanger is shown in Figure 10-8.

Christmas Tree and Tubinghead for
an Artificial Lift Well

The Christmas tree for an artificial lift well is
used for oil production from a well that has lost
flowing capacity and requires artificial lift equip-
ment to be used. Different artificial lift methods
require different types of Christmas trees.
Christmas Tree and Tubinghead for a Sucker
Rod Pump Well
1. Christmas tree for conventional sucker rod

pump well.
The Christmas tree and tubinghead for a

pumpingwell are used for hanging tubing, seat-
ing tubing-casing annulus, sealing polished rod,
and controlling oil well production. The origi-
nal flowing-well Christmas tree and tubinghead
remade can be used due to the low pressure

borne and the simple structures. The basic com-
ponents include tubinghead spool, tubing tee,
the rubber valve for polished rod sealer, and
the related valves (Figure 10-9).

The tubinghead is used for hanging tubing
and sealing tubing-casing annulus. The exten-
sion pipeline on the side of the spool can be used
for measuring the depth of working fluid level,
venting casing gas, hotwell-flushing, and so on.

The tubing tee is connected with the
tubinghead by the upper flange of the tubing-
head. Its extension line is connected with the
flowline and is the passage of well fluid flow
out of the wellhead.

The polished rod sealer is installed at the top
end of the tubing tee. Its structure is shown in
Figure 10-10. During normal production, the
rubber valve is loosened and the polished rod
is sealed by the packing element. The rubber
valve is closed before the packing element is
changed. After the packing element is changed,

FIGURE 10-5 Dual-string Christmas tree. 1, lubricator;
2, high-pressure union; 3, collar clamp; 4, paraffin valve;
5, pressure gauge; 6, cross joint; 7, choke nipple;
8, casing valve; 9, tubinghead spool; 10, top flange of
casinghead; 11, variable-thread nipple; 12, tubing hanger;
13, Bottom flange of Christmas tree; 14, double-ported
valve; 15, production valve; 16, dual tee.

FIGURE 10-6 Dual-string integral Christmas tree.
1, VG300 valve; 2, blind flange; 3, pressure-gauge needle
valve; 4, pressure gauge; 5, tubing hanger; 6, dual-string
integral Christmas tree; 7, VG300 valve; 8, variable choke;
9, Type D metallic seal; 10, pressure gauge; 11, pressure-
gauge needle valve; 12, top reducing joint; 13, VG300
valve; 14, dual-seal tubinghead; 15, blind flange; 16, VR
plug; 17, BT seal; 18, tubing; 19, casing.
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FIGURE 10-7 Dual-string tubinghead. 1, main tubing; 2, main tubing hanger; 3, overall tubing hanger; 4, larger steel ring;
5, stud bolt; 6, upper flange of tubinghead; 7, bolt; 8, main Christmas tree; 9, sub-tree; 10, small steel ring; 11, seal material
filling hole; 12, gib screw; 13, sub-tubing hanger; 14, sub-tubing.

FIGURE 10-8 Dual-string tubing hanger. 1, main tubing hanger; 2, 11, overall tubing hanger; 3, 10, seal ring of overall
tubing hanger; 4, seal ring of main tubing hanger; 5, 7, gib screw; 6, nipple sealer; 8, seal ring of sub-tubing hanger;
9, slips; 12, slip bowl.
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the rubber valve is loosened and normal pro-
duction is resumed.

2. Eccentric tubinghead for testing in annulus.
For a flowing well, a testing instrument

can arrive at the reservoir through tubing.

For a pumping well with sucker rod pump,
however, the testing instrument cannot pass
through tubing due to the sucker rod in
the tubing, so testing can only be achieved
through annulus. This type of tubinghead
can eccentrically hang tubing string and an
annulus test passage is formed.
a. Model SPA I single rotating eccentric

tubinghead (Figure 10-11). The technical
parameters are as follows.

Nominal
pressure

16 MPa Seal
pressure

16 MPa

Tester
diameter

�25 mm Flange
diameter

380 mm

Steel ring
groove
diameter

211 mm Test hole
thread

ZG 1 1/4

Rotation
method

Tubing Tubing
hanger
thread

2 7/8 NU

FIGURE 10-9 Christmas tree and tubinghead for sucker rod pump well. 1, sealing box of polished rod; 2, rubber valve;
3, production valve; 4, tubing pressure gauge; 5, casing valve; 6, casing pressure gauge; 7, tee; 8, upper flange of
tubinghead; 9, tubinghead; 10, thermometer.

FIGURE 10-10 Polished rod sealer. 1, main body;
2, sealing rubber; 3, core; 4, screw rod; 5, seal box;
6, 11, sealing rubber; 7, 12, gland; 8, 13, sealing rubber
gland; 9, copper washer; 10, guide screw.
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The eccentric tubinghead and tubing
hanger are in an eccentric state in casing.
The tubing string in the wellbore is tightly
leaned against a side of the inner wall of the
casing. The eccentric tubing hanger is seated
on the casing flange or the casing spool flange
by planar ball bearing; thus the location of
the tubing string can change in casing.

When resistance or sticking is generated in
the process of downhole instrument pulling
or running in annulus or when the problem
of electric cable twining around the tubing is
generated, turning tubing can change the rel-
ative location of the tubing string in the cres-
cent space inside the casing; thus the sticking
and twining can be removed.

b. Model SPA II dual rotating eccentric tubing-
head (Figure 10-12). This type of eccentric

tubinghead has all the functions that the sin-
gle rotating eccentric tubinghead has. Its dis-
tinguishing feature is that the tubinghead can
be decomposed into two pieceswith different
centers and the eccentric shift of tubing in the
casing canbe achieved, so that theproblemof
electric cable twining around the tubing may
be conveniently removed. The technical
parameters are as follows.

Nominal
pressure

14 MPa Seal pressure 14 MPa

Tester
diameter

�25 mm Flange
diameter

380 mm

Steel ring
groove
diameter

211 mm Test hole
thread

34 mm

Rotation
method

Tubing Tubing hanger
thread

2 7/8 NU

Christmas Tree for an Electric Submersible
Pump Well. The Christmas tree for an electric
submersible pump well is similar to that for a
conventional flowing well, except that the special
wellhead control equipment for sealing the exten-
sion line of electric cable and keeping it from

FIGURE 10-11 Model SPA I single rotating eccentric
tubinghead. 1, tee; 2, rotary nipple; 3, blowout
preventing valve; 4, test hole; 5, eccentric tubing hanger;
6, planar ball bearing; 7, steel ring cap; 8, sticking releasing
head; 9, sight hole; 10, casing nipple.

FIGURE 10-12 Model SPA II dual rotating eccentric
tubinghead. 1, tee; 2, rotary nipple; 3, valve; 4, union;
5, upper cap; 6, flange; 7, rotary tubing hanger;
8, bearing; 9, housing; 10, pin; 11, upper bearing seat;
12, bearing; 13, lower bearing seat.
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the tubing-casing annulus is added. There are dif-
ferent sealing methods. The wellhead assembly
for an electric submersible pump well mainly has
through-chamber and side-door types.

The through-chamber type wellhead assembly
for an electric submersible pump well is shown in
Figure 10-13. The tubing hanger is first connected
with tubing. The armored cable is peeled. The
cable passes through the saver. Several single-hole
and tri-hole sealing rings are pressed into the lubri-
cator. The saver gland is installed and screws are
tightened up. The tubing hanger is seated in the
tubinghead spool cone. Finally, the flange is
installed and screws are tightened up.

The side-door type wellhead assembly for an
electric submersible pump well is shown in

Figure 10-14. The side door is first opened. An
armored cable section of 0.5 m in length is peeled.
The triple cable is pressed into the hemicycle hole
of the rubber sealer. The side door is closed and
the screw is tightened up. The tubing hanger is
seated in the tubinghead. Finally, the open flange
is installed and the flange screws are tightened up.
Christmas Tree for a Hydraulic Piston Pump
Well. For a hydraulic piston pump well, an open
power fluid system is generally adopted in China
and a refitted flowing-well Christmas tree is used.
The single-string Christmas tree and tubinghead
for a hydraulic piston pump well is shown in Fig-
ure 10-15. In addition, a special Christmas tree
for hydraulic piston pump well is also used. Its
distinguishing feature is that all the functions of

FIGURE 10-13 Christmas tree and tubinghead with cable penetrator. 1, tubinghead; 2, casing valve; 3, master valve;
4, production valve; 5, paraffin valve; 6, tubing hanger; 7, cable penetrator; 8, electric cable; 9, pressure gauge valve;
10, pressure gauge.
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the single-string Christmas tree and tubinghead
for hydraulic piston pump well can be achieved
by using a special valve.

The functions of the Christmas tree and
tubinghead for a hydraulic piston pump (or jet
pump) well include:

1. Injecting power fluid into tubing for normal
circulation to run in the hydraulic piston
pump and produce reservoir fluid mixed with
power fluid;

2. Injecting power fluid into the annulus for
reverse circulation to put out the hydraulic
piston pump;

3. Holding and catching the hydraulic piston
pump during tripping of the pump;

4. Closing the power fluid pipeline, releasing
pressure in the tubing, and venting the gas
in tubing during dismantling of the pump.

There are two types of closed power fluid cir-
culation systems of a hydraulic piston pump,
that is, concentric dual-string system and paral-
lel dual-string system. The separation between

FIGURE 10-14 Side-door type Christmas tree and tubinghead for electric submersible pump well. 1, tubinghead; 2, conical
seat; 3, rubber sealer; 4, tubing hanger; 5, bottom flange of Christmas tree; 6, electric cable; 7, production valve; 8, tubing
pressure gauge; 9, casing valve; 10, casing pressure gauge; 11, master valve.

FIGURE 10-15 Christmas tree and tubinghead for a
hydraulic piston pump well with an open power fluid
system. 1, paraffin removal valve; 2, master valve;
3, 4, production valve; 5, 6, casing valve; 7, release
valve; 8, pressure gauge valve; 9, lubricator; 10, catcher.
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power fluid and produced fluid is characteristic
of them. The corresponding Christmas trees are
shown in Figure 10-16 and Figure 10-17.
Christmas Tree for a Gas-Lift Production
Well. During gas-lift production, pressurized
natural gas is injected into the well to reduce the
liquid column pressure in the tubing and the back-
pressure on the reservoir and lift the downhole
fluid to the surface. It is one of the main methods
of artificial-lift oil production.

The gas lift for oil production can be continuous
or intermittent. For an oil well with high reservoir

pressure and high deliverability, continuous gas lift
can be adopted. If reservoir pressure or deliverabil-
ity is low, intermittent gas lift may be adopted.

The Christmas tree and tubinghead for a con-
tinuous or intermittent gas-lift well are similar to
those for a gas injection well, except that the
plunger lift device for intermittent gas lift should
be fitted with a lubricator in which there is a
buffer spring for absorbing the impact force of
the plunger rising to the wellhead, and there also
is a time controller for calculating the switching
time to control the rate of gas that enters the

FIGURE 10-16 Concentric dual-string Christmas tree and tubinghead for a hydraulic piston pump well. 1, 8, casing
valve; 2, 9, concentric string valve; 3, pressure gauge valve; 4, master valve; 5, 10, power fluid valve; 6, paraffin
removal valve; 7, catcher; 11, pressure release valve; 12, pressure gauge valve; 13, backflow valve; 14, release bypath.
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tubing to push the liquid above the plunger
upward to the wellhead. The Christmas tree
and tubinghead for plunger-lift oil production
are shown in Figure 10-18.

Technical Requirements for
Christmas Tree and Tubinghead

The Christmas tree and tubinghead should
meet the requirements of SY5156 Standard and
should be manufactured in accordance with the
design and approved technical document.
Metallic Materials for Main Parts. The main
parts of the Christmas tree and tubinghead

include body, cover, flange, collar clamp, valve
stem, valve plate, valve seat, metallic ring gasket,
jackscrew, hanger body, bolt, and nut.

1. The mechanical properties of the materials of
body, cover, and flange should be in accor-
dance with the prescription in Table 10-2,
while the Charpy V-notch impact require-
ments should be in accordance with the pre-
scription in Table 10-3. When a smaller test
sample is used, the values obtained should
be multiplied by the corresponding correction
factors in Table 10-4. For the parts of PSL 4,
smaller test samples are not allowed to be
used for impact test. The materials selected

FIGURE 10-17 Parallel dual-string Christmas tree and tubinghead for hydraulic piston pump well. 1, 13, pressure gauge
valve; 2, 14, pressure gauge; 3, 9, casing valve; 4, 10, power fluid balance valve; 5, 11, power fluid valve; 6, master valve;
7, paraffin removal valve; 8, catcher; 12, pressure release valve; 15, backflow valve; 16, release bypath.
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FIGURE 10-18 Christmas tree and tubinghead for plunger-lift oil production. 1, lubricator; 2, hand catcher; 3, paraffin
valve; 4, tubing pressure gauge; 5, time controller; 6, pneumatic membrane valve; 7, gas addition valve; 8, casing valve;
9, master valve; 10, production valve.

TABLE 10-2 The Mechanical Properties of Materials of Body, Cover, and Flange

Yield Strength,
so2 (MPa)

Tensile Strength,
sb (MPa)

Length Growth
Rate, ss (%)

Cross-Section Shrinkage
Factor, c (%)

Material ‡

36K 248 483 20 —

45K 310 483 17 32
60K 414 586 16 35
75K 517 635 16 35

Note: The K table is the code name in SY 5156 Standard (the same in Table 10-3).

TABLE 10-3 Charpy V-Notch Impact Requirements

Type of
Temperature

Test
Temperature (ºC)

Test Sample
Size (mm)

Minimum Mean
Impact Work (J) Minimum Side

Expansion PSL 4 (mm)PSL 1 PSL 2 PSL 3

K �59 10 � 10 20.3 20.3 20.3 0.38

L �46
P �29 —
R �18 — —
S
T
U
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should accord with the prescription in Table
10-5, and the chemical composition should
accord with the prescription in Table 10-6 and
Table 10-7.

2. The selected materials of tubing hanger body,
casing hanger body, valve stem, jackscrew,

valve plate, and valve seat should accord with
the prescription in Table 10-6.

3. The hardness of the metallic ring gasket
material should accord with the prescription
in Table 10-8.

4. The thickness of the stainless steel of the
stainless-steel ring gasket groove bead weld

TABLE 10-4 Correction Factor of
Test Sample

Test Sample Size (mm) Correction Factor

10 � 7.5 0.833

10 � 5.0 0.667
10 � 2.5 0.333

TABLE 10-5 Materials Selected for Impact Test

Rated Working Pressure (MPa)

Name of Parts 14 21 35 70 105 140

Body and cover 36K, 45K, 60K, 75K 45K, 60K, 75K 60K, 75K

End flange Integral flange 60K 60K 60K 60K 75K 75K
Threaded flange —
Clamp-on flange — — — 60K — —

Threaded wellhead for oil and gas well 16K, 45K, 60K, 75K
Unit flange Welding neck flange 45K 45K 45K 60K 75K

Blind flange 60K 60K 60K

Threaded flange — —

TABLE 10-6 Chemical Composition of Materials for Impact Test

Alloy
Element

Carbon Steel and Low
Alloy Steel (%)

Martensitic Stainless
Steel1 (%)

45K Material for Welding
Neck Flange2 (%)

C 0.45 max 0.15 max 0.35 max

Mn 1.80 max 1.00 max 1.05 max
Si 1.00 max 1.50 max 1.35 max
P See Table 10-7 See Table 10-7 0.05 max
S 0.05 max
Ni 1.00 max 4.50 max —
Cr 2.75 max 11.0 � 14.0 max
Al 1.50 max 1.00 max
V 0.30 max —

1The nonmartensitic alloy series is not required to accord with the prescription in this table.
2When the maximum carbon content is 0.35%, the maximum manganese content is 1.05%. When carbon content is reduced by each
0.01%, the manganese content can be the maximum content of 1.05 plus 0.06%. However, the maximum manganese content should
not exceed 1.35%.

TABLE 10-7 Chemical Composition of
Material for Impact Test

Element PSL 1–2 (%) PSL 3–4 (%)

P 0.040 max 0.025 max

S 0.040 max 0.25 max
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should not be less than 3.2 mm. Welding rod
material should be austenitic stainless steel,
and heat treatment is required after welding.

5. Thematerials of the bolts and nuts for the well-
head assembly of the production well should
accord with the prescription in Table 10-9.

6. The material of the collar clamp body and hub
and the bolts and nuts of the clamp connector
should accordwith the prescription of JB 3970.

7. When a body, cover, flange, and collar clamp
made of carbon steel, low-alloy steel, and
martensitic stainless steel are used in a sour
environment, their hardnesses should not
exceed HRC 22 (HB 237).

Nonmetallic Packing Element Material. The
nonmetallic packing element material should be
able to bear the rated working pressure and
working temperature that are borne by the
body. In addition, the packing element material
should also be able to resist corrosion and sul-
fide stress cracking correspondingly if the main
parts should be able to resist corrosion and
sulfide stress cracking.

10.2 GAS-WELL CHRISTMAS
TREE AND TUBINGHEAD

This type of wellhead assembly is mainly used
for gas production and injection. A gas produc-
tion well or gas injection well has high wellhead
pressure and high flow velocity and leaks easily
due to the low relative density, low viscosity,
and low gas column pressure. In addition, there
are special requirements for the material and
structure of a wellhead assembly when natural
gas contains corrosive media such as H2S
and CO2.

1. All components adopt a flanged connection.
2. Paired casing gate valves and paired master

valves are disposed. One is used for working
while the other is used for backing up.

3. The choke generally adopts needle valve but
not the bean with a constant hole diameter.

4. Corrosion-resistant materials of different
grades should be adopted in accordance with
different concentration values of H2S and
CO2 in natural gas.

5. In a high-pressure high-productivity gas well,
both surface and subsurface safety valves
should be installed.

The technical properties of the wellhead assem-
blies of KQS25/65, KQS35/65, KQS60/65,
KQS70/65, and KQS105/65 are listed in
Table 10-10. There is the gas-well Christmas
tree pressure series of 210 MPa, 185 MPa, and
140 MPa.

TABLE 10-8 Metallic Ring Gasket
Material Hardness
Requirements

Material
Maximum Brinell
Hardness

Carbon steel or low alloy steel HB 137

Stainless steel HB 160

TABLE 10-9 Materials of the Bolts and Nuts of the Wellhead Assembly for
a Production Well

Mechanical Property

s02, MPa s02, MPa ss, % c, %
Material ‡ Hardness

Bolt K500 724 860 15 50 <HRC35
Low alloy steel 724 860 15 50 —

5501 6901 171 501 <HB2371

Nut Carbon steel — HB159 to HB352
HB159 to HB3271

1It is suitable for bolts that will be directly exposed to a sour environment.
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Requirements for Materials

The requirements for materials of a gas-well
wellhead assembly are shown in Table 10-11.

The degree of the corrosion of Christmas tree
by CO2 has three grades: (1) no corrosion in
general service if CO2 partial pressure < 0.05
MPa (7 psia); (2) mild corrosion in general

service if 0.05 MPa (7 psia) < CO2 partial pres-
sure < 0.21 MPa (30 psia); and (3) medium-high
corrosion in general service if CO2 partial pres-
sure > 0.21 MPa (30 psia).

The environment with no H2S and with partial
pressure lower than 0.000345 MPa (0.05 psi) is
defined as general service, and the corresponding
grades of materials for a gas-well Christmas tree

TABLE 10-10 Technical Parameters of Gas-Well Christmas Trees

Model
Number

Strength
Test
Pressure
(MPa)

Working
Pressure
(MPa)

Type of
Connection

Type of
Valve

Vertical
Drift
Diameter
of Spool
(mm)

Casing
Connected
[mm (in.)]

Tubing
Connected
[mm (in.)]

KQS25/65 50 25 Collar clamp
and flange

Valve 195 146 � 219
(53/4 � 85/8)

73 (27/8)

KQS35/65 70 35 Collar clamp
and flange

Wedge
valve

160 146 � 168.3
(53/4 � 65/8)

73 (27/8)

KQS40/67 80 40 Collar clamp
and flange

Plate
valve

160 146 � 219
(53/4 � 85/8)

73 (27/8)

KWS60/65 90 60 Collar clamp
and flange

Wedge
valve

160 146 � 219
(53/4 � 85/8)

73 (27/8)

KQS70/65 105 70 Collar clamp
and flange

Plate
valve

160 177.8 (7) 73 (27/8)

KQS105/65 157.5 105 Collar clamp
and flange

Plate
valve

230 177.8 (7) 73 (27/8)

TABLE 10-11 Requirements for Materials of Gas-Well Wellhead Assembly

Grade of
Material Working Environment

Body, Cover, End, and
Outlet Connection

Pressure Control Parts, Valve
Stem Axle, and Hanger

AA Common environment (no corrosion) Carbon steel or low
alloy steel

Carbon steel or low alloy steel

BB Common environment (mild corrosion) Stainless steel
CC Common environment (medium and

high corrosion)
Stainless steel

DD Sour environment (no corrosion) Carbon steel or low
alloy steel

Carbon steel or low alloy steel

EE Sour environment (mild corrosion) Stainless steel
FF Sour environment (medium and high

corrosion)
Stainless steel

HH Sour environment (serious corrosion) Corrosion-resistant
alloy steel

Corrosion-resistant alloy steel
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include AA, BB, and CC. An environment with
H2S and with partial pressure higher than
0.000345MPa (0.05 psi) is defined as sour service,
and corresponding grades of materials for gas-well
Christmas tree include DD, EE, and FF. HH grade
is a corrosion-resistant alloy and is used in very
serious corrosion environments. The components
of a Christmas tree are not required to adopt the
same grade of corrosion prevention. For the main
valve, tubing, and spool of a gas-well Christmas
tree, HH grade can be selected. For the other com-
ponents that connect with corrosive fluid, such as
intermediate casing spool and connection (tubing
string, safety valve, cross joint and gate valve,
throttling valve and production gate valve), the
FF grade can be selected. For surface casing spool
and connection, the EE grade can be selected.

For casinghead, the DD grade can be adopted.
The reference standards for H2S and CO2 corro-
sion are listed in Table 10-12.

Commonly Used Gas-Well Christmas
Trees and Tubingheads

Gas-Well Christmas Trees. Gas-well Christmas
trees are used for controlling the normal production
of a gas well and doing various operations such as
acidizing, fracturing, gas injection, well killing,
and well completing test. The gas-well Christmas
trees used commonly in a gas field include KQS25/
65, KQS60/65, and KQS70/65 (Figure 10-19,
Figure 10-20, Figure 10-21, and Figure 10-22).
Tubingheads. The tubinghead is installed
between the gas-well Christmas tree and the

TABLE 10-12 Reference Standards for H
2
S and CO

2
Corrosion

Name of
Standard Condition of Corrosion

Useful
Range

SY/T 5127-2002 1. Sour environment if the following conditions are met:

a. Water and H2S-containing natural gas if total gas pressure �448 KPa
and H2S partial pressure �345 KPa;

b. Water and H2S-containing natural gas-oil system: gas-oil ratio
�1000 m3/t; total pressure �1.828 MPa, H2S partial pressure �0.345 KPa;
H2S partial pressure >69 KPa; or H2S volumetric content >15%;

2. High H2S concentration:

H2S concentration of 100 mg/m3, distance of explosion radius
from wellhead >15 m.

Wellhead
assembly

API SPEC 6A-17
NACE MRO175

1. Sour environment:

For natural gas, condensate gas and crude oil with H2S, H2S partial pressure
�0.0003 MPa (0.05 psi);

2. Corrosion of gas-well Christmas tree by CO2:

No corrosion in general service if CO2 partial pressure <0.05 MPa (7 psia);
mild corrosion in general service if 0.05 MPa (7 psia) >CO2 partial
pressure >0.21 MPa (30 psia); and medium-high corrosion in general
service if CO2 partial pressure <0.21 MPa (30 psia).

Wellhead
assembly

Petroleum
Engineering
Handbook by H.
Bradley et al.

Corrosion prevention measures should be taken if absolute pressure >0.5 MPa
(65 psia) and H2S partial pressure >0.000345 MPa (0.05 psia)

Wellhead
assembly

Note: The definition of sour environment in SY/T f127-2002 is the same as that in API SPEC 6A-17 and NACE MRO 175.
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casinghead. The upper flange plane of the
tubinghead spool is the datum level for calculat-
ing the distance between the master bushing and
the tubing hanger and the data of well depth.

1. Functions. The functions of the tubinghead
include: (1) hanging the tubing in the well;
(2) sealing the tubing-casing annulus in combi-
nation with the tubing hanger; (3) connecting
with the casinghead at the bottom and

connecting with the Christmas tree at the top;
(4) injecting balance fluid and flushing the well
by using both the side ports (to casing valve) of
the tubinghead spool. The tubing hanger is
used for hanging the tubing in the well.

2. Structure. The double-flange tubinghead
with a conical face for hanging is shown in
Figure 10-23. The 219.1-mm conical seat
type tubinghead of DQS 25/65 H2S-resistant
natural gas production wellhead assembly is

FIGURE 10-19 KQS25/65 sulfur-resistant natural gas production wellhead assembly.
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shown in Figure 10-24. The 152.4-mm coni-
cal seat type tubinghead of KQS35/65 or
KQS60/65 sulfur-resistant natural gas pro-
duction wellhead assembly is shown in Fig-
ure 10-25. The tubinghead of KQS60/65
sulfur-resistant natural gas production well-
head assembly is shown in Figure 10-26.

High-Pressure Gas-Well Wellhead
Assembly

High-Pressure Gas-Well Christmas Tree. The
high-pressure gas-well wellhead assembly means
generally the wellhead assembly used for the pro-
duction of a gas well with wellhead shut-in
pressure higher than 70 MPa. The 105-MPa

gas-well wellhead assembly has been manufac-
tured in China. In order to ensure safety and
reliability under high pressure, all the pressure-
bearing components and parts should adopt
integral die-forge members. The 140-MPa high-
pressure gas-well wellhead assembly used in
the Sichuan gas field is shown in Figure 10-27.
The technical parameters are the following: (1)
drift diameter of 65 mm; (2) resistance to pres-
sure of 140 MPa; and (3) temperature tolerance
of �20 to 350

�
C.

Tubinghead. The structure of a tubinghead is
shown in Figure 10-28.

1. Tubinghead consists of both left and right
valves and spool.

FIGURE 10-20 KQS35/65 sulfur-resistant natural gas production
wellhead assembly.
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2. Both valves can generate passage for down-
hole test tool running, well flushing, and well
killing. Valves with working pressure of
140 MPa and size of 65 mm are selected and
manual control is adopted. Pulley and sliding
rod are required in order to make the opening
and closing of valves convenient.

3. On both sides the tubinghead is connected with
both valves by thread carrying. The lower flange
face is connected with 244.5-mm casinghead by
using BX 158 steel ring (279.4 mm� 140MPa)
while the upper flange face is connected with a
cover plate flange by using BX 156 steel ring
(179.4 mm � 140 MPa).

Tubing Hanger
1. The seal between the tubing hanger and the

inside of the tubinghead is a primary metallic
seal. The seal of WOM gas-well Christmas
tree is achieved by the V-shaped compres-
sion ring. The hardness of this metallic seal

ring is lower than that of the tubing hanger
body and that of the inside metallic face of
tubinghead. When the tubing hanger is set,
the load of string makes the metallic seal
ring expand, thus achieving high-pressure
sealing.

2. The seal between the tubing hanger and cover
plate flange is achieved by metallic conical
face. The test and production tubing string
is run in. The tubing hanger is set. The com-
ponents above the cover plate flange are set.
The screws are tightened up, and both conical
faces are pressed together, thus achieving
sealing.

High-Sulfur Gas-Well Wellhead
Assembly

For a high-sulfur gas well, the following are
specifically required: (1) all the components
and parts should be H2S- and CO2-resistant

FIGURE 10-21 KQS60/65 natural gas production wellhead assembly.
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and (2) subsurface and wellhead safety valves
are installed if possible, thus achieving simulta-
neous subsurface and surface shutting in under
emergent condition.
CAMERON Wellhead Assembly. The
CAMERON wellhead assembly is shown in
Figure 10-29. The main valve and wing valves
of the Christmas tree are the 103.2-mm FLS
hand gate valves (10K), and an integral gate
structure is adopted, thus preventing precipitant
in the pipeline from entering the valve chamber.
Two high-strength thrust bearings are used for
absorbing the loads during the opening and
closing of the gate, thus minimizing the rotary

torque of the handwheel. The lip seal with a
spring made of special inert material, by which
the load is borne, not only can protect the
metallic seal face but also can enhance the
low-pressure sealing property.

The top of an MTBS mandrel type tubing
hanger has an SRL seal. There is 114.3-mm
VAMTOP thread at the top while there is
114.3-mm EUE thread at the bottom. There are
outlets for two 6.35-mm control lines and an
outlet for an electric cable.

MTBS tubing hanger is appropriate to work-
ing pressure higher than 103 MPa. It has a large
drift diameter. Its ring seal is radially squeezed

FIGURE 10-22 KQS65/70 natural gas production wellhead assembly.
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into the sealing location. When the tubing
hanger is pulled up from the conical seat
matched with it, the ring seal will be automati-
cally restored to its original state. The upper seal
of the tubing hanger is a pressure-reinforced
U-shaped cap type bidirectional metallic seal,
and no other additional seal is required. The
extended neck of the tubing hanger makes
the U-shaped cap type metallic seal reliably
centralized during installation.

The wellhead assembly has grade HHmaterial,
temperature grade U, and PSL-3 specification, and
meets the requirements of the AP 16 A standard.
The main merits are as follows.

1. All the pressure-bearing components and
parts are of forged alloy steel and can work
safely and reliably under high pressure.

FIGURE 10-23 Double-flange tubinghead with conical
face for hanging. 1, tubing hanger; 2, jackscrew;
3, gasket; 4, jackscrew seal; 5, gland; 6, copper ring;
7, O-ring; 8, copper ring; 9, spool.

FIGURE 10-24 A 219.1-mm conical seat type tubinghead. 1, lower seat for seal ring; 2, seal ring; 3, upper seat for
seal ring; 4, gland; 5, jackscrew; 6, 7, O-ring; 8, thread protector; 9, tubing hanger with conical face; 10, tubing nipple.
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2. The main parts adopt H2S-resistant material
while the other parts also have sufficient
corrosion allowance. The heat treatment of
these parts are taken. Thus they have a higher
resistance to sour corrosion.

3. The seal elements adopt the V-shaped struc-
ture, are made of Teflon, may not be cor-
roded by hydrogen sulfide, and have reliable
sealing property under high pressure.

4. The metallic seal ring gasket adopts low steel,
has good plasticity and toughness, and can be
used repeatedly.

5. They have simple structure and low torque
during opening and closing.

Double-Wing Y-Shaped Gas-Well Wellhead
Assembly. The structure of a Y-shaped well-
head assembly is shown in Figure 10-30. The
merits are as follows.

1. The Y-shaped structure has higher erosion-
resisting property in comparison with the
common cross-shaped structure.

2. The Y-shaped wellhead assembly that
adopts integral forge has high reliability and
safety.

3. The Y-shaped wellhead assembly has a com-
pact structure, reliable seal, and fewer leaks.
The on-line maintenance of wing valves can
be achieved.

The related performance of the component
parts of Y-shaped gas-well wellhead assembly is
as follows.

1. The seals of the gas-well spool and pipe
sleeve are metallic.

2. The tubing hanger adopts high nickel base
alloy steel and metallic seal.

FIGURE 10-25 The 152.4-mm conical seat type tubinghead. 1, gland; 2, jackscrew; 3, lower seat for seal ring;
4 - V-shaped seal ring; 5, upper seat for seal ring; 6, thread protector; 7, O-ring; 8, tubing hanger; 9, spool; 10, tubing
nipple.
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3. The tubing hanger has passages for the con-
trol line of the subsurface safety valve and
the electric cable of a downhole test
instrument.

4. The seals between valve plate, valve seat, and
valve body of plate valve are metal-to-metal.
The seal packing of valve stem and other
parts can be replaced under pressure.

5. The plate valve at the top of a gas-well
Christmas tree is used as a testing valve.

10.3 WATER INJECTION AND
THERMAL PRODUCTION
WELLHEAD ASSEMBLY

Wellhead Assembly for a Water
Injection Well

Wellhead assemblies for water injection wells
in onshore oil fields in China are mostly the
flowing-well wellhead assemblies derived and

FIGURE 10-26 The tubinghead of KQS60/65 sulfur-resistant natural gas production wellhead assembly. 1, spool;
2, gland; 3, jackscrew; 4, upper seat for seal ring; 5, seal ring; 6, lower seat for seal ring; 7, thread protector;
8, O-ring; 9, seal ring; 10, tubing hanger; 11, retaining ring; 12, round nut; 13, tubing nipple.
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FIGURE 10-27 High-pressure (140 MPa) gas-well Christmas tree. 1, 140-MPa gate valve; 2, needle-type production
valve; 3, cross joint; 4, gas-well Christmas tree cap; 5, bottom flange of gas-well Christmas tree; 6, cross-over joint;
7, flange; 8, washer; 9, bolt; 10, nut.

FIGURE 10-28 Tubinghead of high-pressure gas-well wellhead assembly. 1, tubinghead; 2, gate valve; 3, tubing
hanger; 4, crossover flange; 5, washer; 6, bolt; 7, nut.
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reassembled (Figure 10-31). Their functions
mainly include:

1. Conventional water injection (by opening the
tubing water injection valve and master valve);

2. Annulus water injection (by opening the cas-
ing water injection valve);

3. Conventional well-flushing (by opening the
tubing water injection valve, master valve,
casing well-flushing valve, and return valve);

FIGURE 10-29 CAMERON gas-well wellhead assembly.
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4. Reverse well-flushing (by opening the casing
water injection valve, master valve, tubing
well-flushing valve, and return valve);

5. Water injection testing (by opening the test-
ing valve and master valve).

The installation type of the wellhead assembly
depends on the requirements of water injection.
The seven-valve type Christmas tree and tubing-
head used in the 1960s and the present three-valve
type Christmas tree and tubinghead are shown
respectively in Figure 10-32 and Figure 10-33.

Wellhead Assembly for a Thermal
Production Well

The Christmas tree and tubinghead for thermal
production well are special devices for the heavy

oil production by steam injection under high
pressure at high temperature. There are three
types of Christmas trees and tubingheads for
thermal production wells in the heavy oil fields
in China at present, that is, KR 21/380 Christ-
mas tree and tubinghead, which are appropriate
for various heavy oil wells, and KR 14/340 and
KR 14/335 Christmas trees and tubingheads,
which are appropriate for heavy oil wells of a
shallow reservoir.

The Christmas tree and tubinghead for ther-
mal production well often work under high
pressure (21 MPa) at high temperature (about
360�C). For common metal, creepage and
strength reduction may be generated. The valves
will no longer be sealed after opening and closing
several times. Thus the main pressure-bearing
components should select heat-resistant stainless
steel and heat-resistant low alloy steel (such as
ZG20CrMo). At the metal-to-metal seals of
Christmas tree and tubinghead for a thermal pro-
duction well, a double cone steel ring seal is
adopted. A graphite-asbestos packing ring, the
packing ring woven with metal filament and
asbestos, or flexible graphite seal packing, and
so on, can be selected as soft seal. A cone seal
cannot be used for the seal of the tubing hanger
of a thermal production wellhead assembly
because the tubing may elongate upward during
steam injection and the conical face will not be
sealed. Thus the threaded connection can only
be adopted between the tubing string and tubing
hanger.
Application Range. The Christmas tree and
tubinghead for thermal production well is suit-
able for huff and puff, steam flooding. and hot
water circulation.
Notation of Model Numbers

Max. working temperature (expressed in
terms of Arabic numerals), �C
Max. working pressure (expressed in
terms of Arabic numerals), MPa
Code name of thermal production
wellhead assembly

FIGURE 10-30 Double-wing Y-shaped gas-well wellhead
assembly.
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The model numbers consist of three parts in the
following pattern:

AB 11=222

where AB ¼ Code name of thermal production
wellhead assembly

11 ¼ Maximum working pressure (expressed in
Arabic numerals), MPa

222¼Maximumworking temperature (expressed
in Arabic numerals), �C

For instance, KR 21/380 means a thermal pro-
duction wellhead assembly that has a maximum
working pressure of 21 MPa and a maximum
working temperature of 380�C.
Structures. The KR 21/380 structure is shown
in Figure 10-34. The KR 14/340 structure is
shown in Figure 10-35.

FIGURE 10-31 Christmas tree and tubinghead for water injection well. 1, tubing well-flushing valve; 2, tubing water
injection valve; 3, casing well-flushing valve; 4, casing water injection valve; 5, master valve; 6, testing valve; 7, return
valve; 8, casing pressure gauge; 9, water injection pressure gauge.

FIGURE 10-32 Seven-valve type Christmas tree and
tubinghead.

FIGURE 10-33 Three-valve type Christmas tree and
tubinghead.
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Basic Parameters. The basic parameters of a
KR 21/380 thermal production Christmas tree
and tubinghead are as follows.

Nominal drift
dia.

65 mm Drift dia. of
tubinghead
(spool)

170 mm

Max. working
pressure

21 MPa Max. working
temperature

380�C

Strength test
pressure

42 MPa Connection Collar clamp
or flange

Outside
dimensions

1580–
1577 mm

Weight 1037 kg

The basic parameters of a KR 14/340 thermal
production Christmas tree and tubinghead are as
follows.

Nominal drift
dia.

65 mm Drift dia. of
tubinghead
(spool)

170 mm

Max. working
pressure

14 MPa Max. working
temperature

340�C

Strength test
pressure

35 MPa Connection Collar clamp
or flange

Outside
dimensions

1516–
1100 mm

Weight: 467 kg

10.4 COMMON COMPONENTS
OF A WELLHEAD ASSEMBLY

Casinghead

A casinghead consists of body, casing hanger,
and seal assembly. It is used for connecting
casing and tubinghead, hanging intermediate
casing and production casing, sealing the annu-
lus between these casings, and providing a con-
nection with the upper part of the wellhead
assembly (blowout preventer and tubinghead,
and so on). The two side ports of the casinghead
body are used for remedial cementing and
balance fluid injection and so on.
Notation of Model Number. The code name of
the casinghead size (connection casing and hang
casing) means inches of casing OD. The code
name of the inside body connection is in the
Chinese phonetic alphabet. F means flanged
connection and Qmeans collar clamp connection.

T    ForQ ×

Max. working pressure, MPa
Optimum casing size, in.
Connection casing size, in.
Inside body connection
Casinghead

−

The notation of the model number of a two-
stage casinghead is as follows.

Max. working pressure, MPa

Upper hang casing size, in.

Lower hang casing size, in.

Connection casing size, in.

Inside body connection

Casinghead

T    ForQ −× ×

The notation of the model number of a three-
stage casinghead is as follows.

Max. working pressure, MPa
Upper hang casing size, in.
Middle hang casing size, in.
Lower hang casing size, in.
Connection casing size, in.
Inside body connection
Casinghead

T  ForQ −× × ×

Structures. Casingheads are divided into single-
stage casinghead (Figure 10-36), two-stage
casinghead (Figure 10-37), and three-stage
casinghead (Figure 10-38 and Figure 10-39) in
accordance with the number of casings hung.

Casingheads are divided into collar clamp
type casinghead (Figure 10-36) and flanged
casinghead (Figure 10-37 and Figure 10-38) in
accordance with the inside body connection.

Casingheads are divided into the single-type
casinghead, which has a single casing hanger
in the body (Figure 10-36, Figure 10-37, and
Figure 10-38), and the combination-type casing-
head, which has multiple casing hangers in the
body (Figure 10-39) in accordance with the array
configuration of the body.

Casingheads are divided into slip-type casing-
head (Figure10-36,Figure10-37,andFigure10-38)
and threaded casinghead (Figure 10-40) in accor-
dance with the structure of the casing hanger.
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A TGA dual-casing casinghead is shown in
Figure 10-41.
Basic Parameters. The basic parameters of
single-stage, two-stage, and three-stage casing-
heads are listed in Table 10-13, Table 10-14,
and Table 10-15, respectively. For a threaded
casinghead, the working pressures of 7 MPa
and 14 MPa and the corresponding outside
diameters of casing and vertical drift diameters
of body are only selected.

Wellhead Valves

Wellhead valves can be parallel-plate valves or
chisel-wedge valves. In accordance with the
mode of connection, they can be threaded,
flanged, or collar clamp type.

FIGURE 10-34 KR 21/380 thermal production Christmas
tree and tubinghead. 1, upper flange of casinghead;
2, tubinghead; 3, bottom flange of Christmas tree;
4, tubing nipple; 5, valve; 6, master valve; 7, collar
clamp. 8, cross joint; 9, choke assembly; 10, production
valve; 11, testing valve; 12, casing valve.

FIGURE 10-35 KR 14/340 thermal production Christmas
tree and tubinghead. 1, casing valve; 2, master valve;
3, production valve; 4, testing valve; 5, 6, casing
pressure gauge.

FIGURE 10-36 Single-stage casinghead. 1, tubinghead;
2, casinghead; 3, casing hanger (slip type); 4, hang
casing; 5, surface casing.
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The technical specifications for chisel-wedge
valve (Figure 10-42) and parallel-plate valve
(Figure 10-43) are listed in Table 10-16,
Table 10-17, and Table 10-18.

Surface Safety Valves

Because of the serious consequences of blowout
out of control, particularly for offshore oil and
gas wells, gas wells with high sour gas (hydrogen
sulfide and carbon dioxide), and high-pressure
gas wells, an automated shutdown safety system
is very important and is sometimes required
by law. The safety system should be able to

FIGURE 10-37 Two-stage casinghead. 1, upper
casinghead; 2, lower casinghead; 3, tubinghead;
4, upper casing hanger (slip type); 5, upper hang casing;
6, lower casing hanger (slip type); 7, lower hang casing;
8, surface casing.

FIGURE 10-38 Three-stage casinghead. 1, tubinghead;
2, upper casinghead; 3, middle casinghead; 4, lower
casinghead; 5, upper casing hanger (slip type); 6, upper
hang casing; 7, middle casing hanger (slip type);
8, middle hang casing; 9, lower casing hanger (slip type);
10, lower hang casing; 11, surface casing.

FIGURE 10-39 Combination-type three-stage casinghead.
1, tubinghead; 2, upper combination-type casinghead;
3, lower casinghead; 4, upper casing hanger (threaded);
5, upper hang casing; 6, middle casing hanger (threaded);
7, middle hang casing; 8, lower casing hanger (slip
type); 9,- lower hang casing; 10, surface casing.
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automatically prevent accidents from occurring.
The shutdown system should be in a safe state
despite the failure of energy source or any link.

Surface safety valves can be installed on sym-
metric dual-wing dual-valve gas-well Christmas
tree or Y-shaped gas-well Christmas tree. Wing
valves are installed on the inside of each wing
of a gas-well Christmas tree while safety valves
are installed on the outside of each wing. On ver-
tical flow passage, the master valve is on the
downside of the main full bore while the safety
valve is on the upside.

Surface safety valves are reverse-acting gate
valves with a piston-type actuating mechanism
(Figure 10-44). The pressure in the valve body
pushes the gate upward to close the valve due to
lowpressure borne by the valve stemarea. The gate
is pushed downward by the control pressure acting
on the piston to open the valve. If there is no
pressure in the valve body, a spring is used for
closing the valve. The control pressure is depen-
dent on the pressure in the valve body and the
ratio of the piston area to the valve stem area.

A surface safety valve has a valve stem
extending from the threaded sleeve above the
cylinder body of the actuating mechanism,
which is due to the following:

1. The position of the valve stem can be used as
a gate locator.

2. Locator switching may provide a remote
feedback signal.

3. Connecting with a mechanically or hydrau-
lically operated pressure cylinder can be

FIGURE 10-40 Threaded casinghead. 1, tubinghead;
2, stop gland; 3, casinghead; 4, casing hanger
(threaded); 5, hang casing; 6, connection casing.

FIGURE 10-41 TGA dual-casing casinghead. 1, production
casing; 2, intermediate casing; 3, surface casing; 4, lower
spool; 5, steel ring; 6, side flange; 7, lower hanger; 8, main
seal; 9, jackscrew; 10, steel ring; 11, pressure test hole;
12, lower sub-seal; 13, upper spool; 14, steel ring; 15, side
flange; 16, upper hanger; 17, main seal; 18, jackscrew;
19, steel ring; 20, upper sub-seal; 21, crossover flange;
22, pressure test hole; 23, connection with tubinghead.
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TABLE 10-13 Basic Parameters of Single-Stage Casinghead

Connection
Casing OD (mm)

Hang Casing OD
(mm)

Working Pressure of
Casinghead (MPa)

Vertical Drift Dia. of
Casinghead (mm)

193.7 114.3 7 178
14 178
21 178

244.5 127.0
139.7
177.8

7 230
14 230
21 230
35 230

273.0 139.7
177.8

7 254
14 254
21 254
35 254

298.4 139.7
177.8
193.7

7 280
14 280
21 280
35 280

325.0 139.7 7 308
14 308
21 308
35 308

339.7 139.7
177.8
193.7
244.5

7 318
14 318
21 318

35 318

TABLE 10-14 Basic Parameters of Two-Stage Casinghead

Connection
Casing OD
(mm)

Hang Casing OD Working
Pressure of
Lower Part of
Body (MPa)

Vertical Drift
Dia. Dt of
Lower Part of
Body (mm)

Working
Pressure of
Upper Part of
Body (MPa)

Vertical Drift
Dia. Dt of
Upper Part
of Body (mm)D1 (mm) D2 (mm)

339.7 177.8 127.0
139.0

14 318 21 162
21 318 35 162
35 318 70 162

339.7 193.7 127.0
139.7

14 318 21 178
21 318 35 178
35 318 70 178

339.7 244.5 127.0
139.7
177.8

14 318 21 230
21 318 35 230
35 318 70 230
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achieved, so that the safety valve can be opened
when control pressure cannot be provided
because the control pressure source is down-
stream from the safety valve or failure is
generated in the system.

4. When a tripping operation is done on the
wire rope through the safety valve or the con-
trol system is repaired, control pressure can-
not be provided. Under these conditions, a
locking valve bonnet or heat-sensitive locking
valve bonnet can be connected to keep the
safety valve open.

When a safety valve is selected, the valve size
is dependent on the flow rate in the place of
installation. If the safety valve is installed on
the vertical flow passage, its size should be the
same as that of the master valve below it. The
rated pressure, rated temperature, and other
rated parameters should be the same as that
of the master valve below it. For actuating mech-
anism, the pressure that can be provided by the

control system should be considered. The rela-
tion between valve body pressure, actuating
mechanism ratio, and control pressure is shown
in the following equation.

pcl ¼
2pvb
Fac

where: pcl ¼ control pressure; pvb ¼ valve
body pressure; and Fac ¼ actuating mechanism
ratio.

The actuating mechanism ratio can be found
in the product manual related to various types
of surface safety valve.

Chokes

A choke is a component used for controlling the
production rate. It can be a fixed or adjustable
choke. The modes of connection include collar
clamp, flange, and thread.
Fixed Choke. A fixed choke is used for throt-
tling of the oil well. There are two types of fixed

TABLE 10-15 Basic Parameters of Three-Stage Casinghead

Connection
Casing OD
(mm)

Hang Casing OD

Working
Pressure
of Lower
Part of
Body
(MPa)

Vertical
Drift
Dia. Dt
of Lower
Part of
Body
(mm)

Working
Pressure
of
Middle
Part of
Body
(MPa)

Vertical
Drift Dia.
Dt of
Middle
Part of
Body
(mm)

Working
Pressure
of Upper
Part of
Body
(MPa)

Vertical
Drift
Dia.
Dt of
Upper
Part of
Body
(mm)

D1

(mm)
D2

(mm)
D3

(mm)

339.7 244.5 177.8 127.0 14 318 14 230 21 162
14 318 21 230 35 162
21 318 35 230 70 162

406.4 339.7 177.8 127.0 14 390 14 318 21 162
14 390 21 318 35 162
14 390 35 318 70 162

406.4 339.7 244.5 139.7
177.8

14 390 14 318 21 230
14 390 21 318 35 230
21 390 35 318 70 230

508.0 339.7 177.8 127.0 14 480 14 318 21 162
14 480 21 318 35 162
21 480 35 318 70 162

508.0 339.7 244.5 139.7
177.8

14 480 14 318 21 230
14 480 21 318 35 230
21 480 35 318 70 230
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choke, that is, heated and non-heated chokes.
A nonheated choke is shown in Figure 10-45.

A choke bean (Figure 10-46) is a throttling
element and is used for controlling the rational
producing pressure drawdown of oil wells by
replacing bean size (bean hole diameter). Choke
bean is made of high carbon alloy steel that is

heat-treated. There are various hole diameters
from 2 to 20 mm. The difference of grade is
0.5 mm. Choke beans with a diameter larger
than 20 mm are special choke beans.
Adjustable Choke. Adjustable choke (needle
valve) is generally used for throttling of gas
wells and controlling the flow rate by adjusting

FIGURE 10-42 Chisel-wedge valve. 1, protecting cap;
2, nut; 3, handwheel; 4, bearing cap; 5, bearing;
6, valve stem nut; 7, bearing seat; 8, valve stem;
9, gland; 10, seal ring; 11, valve bonnet; 12, gate;
13, valve seat; 14, valve body.

FIGURE 10-43 Parallel-plate valve. 1, protecting cap;
2, valve stem; 3, handwheel; 4, thrust bearing; 5, grease
nipple; 6, valve bonnet; 7, valve plate; 8, valve seat;
9, seal ring.

TABLE 10-16 Technical Specifications for 21-MPa Wellhead Valves

Type
Code Name of
Specification Size or Diameter (mm)

Mode of
Connection

Chisel-wedge A 52.4 65.1 79.4 103.2 Collar clamp
Flange

B 244.1 241
C 422.3 435

Parallel-plate A 52.4 65.1 79.4 103.2
B 216 244.1 241 292.0

C 371.5 422.3 435 511.2
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TABLE 10-17 Technical Specifications for 35-MPa Wellhead Valves

Type
Code Name of
Specification Size or Diameter (mm)

Mode of
Connection

Chisel-wedge A 52.4 65.1 79.4 103.2 Flange
511.2B 244.1 241

C 422.3 473.1
Parallel-plate A 52.4 65.1 79.4 103.2

B 216 244.1 267 311

C 371.5 422.3 473.1 549.3

TABLE 10-18 Technical Specifications for 70-MPa and 105-MPa Wellhead Valves

Type
Code Name of
Specification Size or Diameter (mm)

Mode of
Connection

Chisel-wedge A 52.4 65.1 77.8 103.2 Flange
B 200 232 270 316
C 520.7 565.2 619.1 669.9

Parallel-plate A 52.4 65.1 77.8 103.2
B 232 254 287 360

C 482.6 533.4 598.5 736.6

FIGURE 10-44 Wellhead safety valve.
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the opening. An adjustable choke is a needle
valve (Figure 10-47) and can be hand-operated
or hydraulically powered.

When the rated working pressure at the inlet
end of the choke valve is the same as that at
the outlet end, the rated working pressure at
the end connection is just the rated working
pressure of choke valve.

For the choke valve that has the inlet-end rated
working pressure higher than the outlet-end rated
working pressure, the rated working pressures at
inlet and outlet ends should all be marked.

A fixed choke is used for oil well throttling,
while an adjustable choke is generally used for
gas well throttling. An adjustable choke is also
used for high-GOR oil well throttling.

Tees and Spools

Tees and spools are shown in Figure 10-48,
Figure 10-49, Figure 10-50, and Figure 10-51.

The rated working pressures and nominal
drift diameters of flanged tee and spool should
meet the requirements in Table 10-19, while
the rated working pressures and nominal drift
diameters of collar clamp type tee and spool
should meet the requirements in Table 10-20.

FIGURE 10-45 Nonheated fixed choke.

FIGURE 10-46 Choke bean.

FIGURE 10-47 KQ-700 needle valve (choke). 1, flange; 2, valve seat gland; 3, thread; 4, needle valve body; 5, seal ring;
6, valve seat; 7, seal ring; 8, needle valve; 9, valve stem; 10, screw; 11, valve bonnet; 12, bearing; 13, oil cup; 14, valve
stem nut; 15, handwheel; 16, handle; 17, protecting cap; 18, bonnet; 19, nut; 20, key; 21, screw; 22, bearing gland;
23, seal ring; 24, groove key; 25, gland; 26, seal ring; 27, lower groove for seal ring; 28, seal ring; 29, seal ring;
30, gasket.
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Seal Gasket Ring and Gasket Ring
Groove for Flange

Application Range. Seal gasket rings and gasket
ring grooves for flanges of wellhead assembly.
Types and Sizes
1. Seal gasket rings include R mechanical com-

paction type and RX and BX pressure self-
compaction type. The R seal gasket ring is
used for 6B flanged connection. The RX seal
gasket ring is used for 6B flanged connection

and multistring tubinghead fan-shaped
flanged connection. The R and RX seal gas-
ket rings are interchangeable for 6B flanged
connection. The BX seal gasket ring is used
for 6BX flanged connection.

2. The R seal gasket ring has elliptical or octago-
nal cross-section and is manufactured in accor-
dance with Figure 10-52 and Table 10-21. The
RX seal gasket ring has octagonal cross-section
and is manufactured in accordance with
Figure 10-53 and Table 10-22. The BX seal

FIGURE 10-48 Flanged tee.

FIGURE 10-49 Flanged spool.

FIGURE 10-50 Collar clamp type tee.

FIGURE 10-51 Collar clamp type spool.
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TABLE 10-19 Parameters of Flanged Tee and Spool

Rated Working
Pressure (MPa)

Nominal Drift Diameter Distance Between
Center and Main
Drift Diameter End
L2 (mm) (�0.8)

Distance Between
Center and Bypass
Diameter End
L1 (mm) (�0.8)

Main Drift
Dia. Gg1 (mm)

Bypass Dia.
Gg2 (mm)

35 52.4 (52) 52.4 (52) 185.7 185.7
65.1 (65) 52.4 (52) 189 200.2
79.4 (80) 79.4 (80) 236.5 236.5
103.2 (103) 52.4 (52) 210.7 244.4
103.2 (103) 103.2 (103) 274.6 274.6

70 52.4 (52) 46.0 (46) 169.4 173.7
65.1 (65) 65.1 (65) 198.9 198.9
77.8 (80) 77.8 (78) 225 225
103.2 (103) 46.0 (46) 198.4 235
103.2 (103) 103.2 (103) 262.6 262.6

105 65.1 (65) 52.4 (52) 200.2 209
65.1 (65) 65.1 (65) 215.9 215.9
77.8 (78) 65.1 (65) 223 232.7
77.8 (78) 77.8 (78) 239.8 239.8
103.2 (103) 77.8 (78) 260.4 279.4
103.2 (103) 103.2 (103) 296.9 296.9
52.4 (52) 46.0 (46) 242.8 261.1
65.1 (65) 65.1 (65) 277.1 277.1
77.8 (78) 77.8 (78) 302.5 302.5
103.2 (103) 46.0 (46) 282.5 321.6

103.2 (103) 103.2 (103) 376.9 376.9

TABLE 10-20 Parameters of Collar Clamp Type Tee and Spool

Rated Working
Pressure (MPa)

Nominal Drift Diameter Distance Between
Center and Main
Drift Diameter End
L2 (mm) (�0.8)

Distance Between
Center and Bypass
Diameter End
L1 (mm) (�0.8)

Main Drift
Dia. Gg1 (mm)

Bypass Dia.
Gg2 (mm)

14 65.1 (65) 52.4 (52) 183.4 205.5
21 65.1 (65) 65.1 (65) 210.3 210.3
35 79.4 (80) 65.1 (65) 215.1 234.1

103.2 (103) 65.1 (65) 215.1 251.6
103.2 (103) 79.4 (79) 238.9 256.4

70 65.1 (65) 52.4 (52) 215 234.1
65.1 (65) 65.1 (65) 238.9 238.9
77.8 (78) 65.1 (65) 238.9 256.3
77.8 (78) 77.8 (78) 256.3 256.3
103.2 (103) 65.1 (65) 254 300.7

103.2 (103) 77.8 (78) 271.4 300.7
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FIGURE 10-52 R seal gasket ring.
Note:
1. The roundness tolerances of the cylindrical faces d and c inside and outside gasket ring are not lower than 10 grades.
2. The perpendicularity tolerances of the octagonal gasket ring end faces c and f to the inside and outside cylindrical faces

d and c are not lower than 10 grades.

TABLE 10-21 R Seal Gasket Ring (mm)

Gasket
Ring
Number

Basic Sizes of Gasket Ring (mm)

Approximate
Spacing c1 of
Both Flange
End Faces
(mm)1

Ring Pitch
Diameter
(dr) (�0.17)

Ring
Thickness
(b) (�0.2)

Elliptical
Ring
Height
(h1) (�0.4)

Octagonal
Ring
Height
(h2) (�0.4)

Plane
Width
bp of
Octagonal
Ring (�0.2)

Round
Angle
Radius r of
Octagonal
Ring (�0.4)

R23 82.5 11.11 17.5 16.0 7.75 1.5 4.8

R24 92.25
R26 101.6
R27 107.95
R31 123.83
R35 136.53
R37 149.23
R39 161.93
R44 193.68
R41 180.98
R45 211.14
R46 12.7 19.0 17.5 8.66 3.3
R49 269.88 11.11 17.5 16.0 7.75 4.8
R50 15.88 22.4 20.6 10.49 4.1
R53 323.85 11.11 17.5 16.0 7.75 4.8
R54 15.88 22.4 20.6 10.49 4.1
R57 381.00 11.11 17.5 16.0 7.75
R65 469.90 4.8
R66 15.88 22.4 20.6 10.49 4.1
R73 584.20 12.7 19.0 17.5 8.66 3.3
R74 19.05 25.4 23.9 12.32 4.8

1 c1 is approximate distance between both flange end faces after seal ring is placed in flange gasket ring and connection is done by
stud bolts.
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FIGURE 10-53 RX seal gasket ring.
Note: The roundness tolerances of the outside cylindrical face a of gasket ring are not lower than grade 20. The
perpendicularity tolerances of gasket ring end faces c and d to the outside cylindrical face a are not lower than grade 10.

TABLE 10-22 RX Seal Gasket Ring (mm)

Basic Sizes of Gasket Ring (mm)

Gasket
Ring
Number

Ring
OD dw

þ0.50

Total
Ring
Width b
þ0.20

Plane
Width
bp

þ0.15

Outside
Slope
Height hs

0

Ring
Height
h þ0.20

Round Angle
Radius r of
Ring �0.40

Approximate
Spacing c of Both
Flange End Faces0 0 0 0.8 0

RX20 76.2 8.7 4.62 3.2 19.0 1

RX23 93.27 11.9 6.45 4.2 25.4 11.9
RX24 105.97
RX25 109.54 8.7 4.62 3.2 19.0 9.7
RX26 111.92 11.9 6.45 4.2 25.4 11.9
RX27 118.27
RX31 134.54
RX35 147.24
RX37 159.94
RX39 172.64
RX41 191.69
RX44 204.39
RX45 221.85
RX46 222.25 13.5 6.68 4.8 28.6
RX49 280.59 11.9 6.45 4.2 25.4 1.5 11.9
RX50 183.37 16.7 8.51 5.3 31.8
RX53 334.57 11.9 6.45 4.2 25.4
RX54 337.34 16.7 8.51 5.3 31.8
RX57 391.72 11.9 6.45 4.2 25.4
RX65 480.62
RX66 483.39 16.7 8.51 5.3 31.8
RX69 544.12 11.9 6.45 4.2 25.4
RX70 559.07 19.8 10.34 6.9 41.3 2.3 18.3
RX73 596.11 13.5 6.68 5.3 31.8 1.5 15.0
RX74 600.87 19.8 10.34 6.9 41.3 2.3 18.3
RX201 51.46 5.7 3.2 1.4 11.3 0.5
RX205 62.31 5.6 3.05 1.8 11.1
RX210 97.63 9.5 5.4 3.1 19.0 0.8
RX215 140.89 11.9 5.3 4.2 25.4 1.5
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gasket ring has octagonal cross-section and is
manufactured in accordance with Figure 10-54
and Table 10-23.

Technical Requirements
1. The seal gasket ring material should meet the

requirements in Table 10-24.
2. When the seal gasket rings of an oil-well

wellhead assembly adopt the steel of Grade
08 or Grade 10, the gasket ring surface should
be plated with cadmium or cadmium-titanium
alloy that is 0.005–0.013 mm thick.

3. A seal gasket ring should not be used
repeatedly.

Flanged Connection Nut

The nominal sizes and allowable tolerances of a
flanged connection nut should meet the require-
ments in Figure 10-55 and Table 10-25.

FIGURE 10-54 BX seal gasket ring.
Note:
1. The round angel radius r of the ring is 8% to 12% of

ring height h.
2. There is a pressure open-end hole Dk on ring pitch

diameter for each gasket ring.
3. The roundness tolerances of the outside cylindrical face

a of the gasket ring are not lower than grade 10.
4. The perpendicularity tolerances of gasket ring end

faces c and d to the outside cylindrical face a are not
lower than grade 10.

TABLE 10-23 BX Seal Gasket Ring (mm)

Gasket
Ring
Number

Nominal Drift
Diameter D
(mm)

Basic Sizes of Gasket Ring (mm)

Ring
OD dw

0
-1.5

Ring
Height h
þ0.2

0

Total Ring
Width b
þ0.2

0

Plane
OD dp

�0.05

Plane
Width bp

þ 0.15
0

Hole
Diameter
Dk

BX151 46.0 76.4 9.6 9.6 75.03 8.26 1.5

BX152 52.4 84.68 0.2 10.2 83.24 8.76
BX153 65.1 100.94 11.4 11.4 99.31 9.78
BX154 77.8 116.84 12.4 12.4 115.09 10.64
BX155 103.2 147.96 14.2 14.2 145.95 12.22
BX156 179.4 237.92 18.6 18.6 235.28 15.98 3.0
BX157 228.6 294.46 21.0 21.0 291.49 18.01
BX158 279.4 352.04 23.1 23.1 348.77 19.86
BX159 346.1 426.72 25.7 25.7 423.09 22.0
BX160 402.59 23.8 13.7 399.21 10.36
BX162 425.4 475.49 11.2 14.2 473.48 12.24 1.5
BX163 476.2 556.16 30.1 17.4 551.89 13.11 3.0
BX164 570.56 24.6 566.29 20.32
BX165 539.8 624.71 32.0 18.5 620.19 13.97
BX166 640.03 26.1 635.51 21.62
BX167 679.4 759.36 35.9 13.1 754.28 8.03 3.0
BX168 765.25 16.1 760.17 10.97
BX169 130.2 173.52 15.8 12.9 171.27 10.69
BX303 762.0 8575 37.9 17.4 847.37 11.61
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FIGURE 10-55 The nominal sizes and allowable tolerances of a flanged connection nut.

TABLE 10-25 Nominal Sizes and Allowable Tolerances of Flanged Connection Nut (mm)

d

S m

e
Nominal
Size

Allowable
Tolerance

Nominal
Size

Allowable
Tolerance

M12 17 0–0.18 14 �0.35 19.6

M16 22 0–0.21 18 25.4
M20 � 3 27 22 �0.42 31.2
M22 � 3 30 24 34.6
M24 � 3 32 0–0.25 26 36.9
M27 � 3 36 28 41.6
M30 � 3 41 32 �0.50 47.3
M33 � 3 36 35 53.1
M36 � 3 50 38 57.7
M39 � 3 55 0–0.3 41
M42 � 3 44 63.5
M45 � 3 60 47 69.3
M48 � 3 65 50 75.1
M50 � 3 68 51 �0.60 78.5
M52 � 3 70 52 80.8
M58 � 3 77 58 88.9
M64 � 3 84 0–0.35 63 �0.60 97.0
M70 � 3 92 68 106.2
M76 � 3 100 74 115.4
M80 � 3 105 76 121.2

TABLE 10-24 Seal Gasket Ring Material

Steel Grade Hardness

08, 10 HB � 137
0Cr18Ni9 HB � 160
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Corrosion in oil and gas well production systems
is a serious factor in failures. Corrosion may not
only cause economic losses, but may also bring
with it problems of safety and protection of
resources. Some oil and gas wells have adverse
working environments, so their service lives
and properties will seriously affect the explora-
tion and development and the operating benefits
of oil and gas fields. For sour gas fields, danger-
ous safety accidents and environmental prob-
lems may be generated; thus, understanding the
mechanisms and rules of corrosion of oil and
gas wells and making rational corrosion preven-
tion design are crucial.

The corrosion in oil and gas well production
systems includes internal corrosion and external
corrosion, both of which have universality. Inter-
nal corrosion means the corrosion of the inner
walls of the tubing, casing, Christmas tree sys-
tem, station and field equipment, and pipeline.
External corrosion means the corrosion of the
outer wall of the casing and cement sheath that
contact with the formation water or reinjected
produced water that contains corrosive compo-
nents (for tubings in the oil and gas wells with
no packer, there also is corrosion of the outer
wall). The produced oil and gas with high con-
tent of CO2, H2S, and elemental sulfur and the
high-salinity formation water, and so on, in
some oil and gas wells make the corrosion in

the oil and gas production system and station
and field equipment very serious. In addition,
the flow passage blocking caused by elemental
sulfur sedimentation and hydrate and scale for-
mation, and so on, makes production irregular
and downhole operations complicated.

11.1 RELATED CALCULATION OF
OIL AND GAS WELL CORROSION

The calculation or conversion of component
contents is often required in the analyses and
studies of the corrosion of oil and gas wells
and in corrosion prevention designs. Different
expressions are often adopted on the basis of dif-
ferent customs with different aims.

Gas Volume Fraction-Mass
Concentration Conversion

Gas content is often described using the follow-
ing two methods:

1. Gas mass concentration. It is the grams (mass)
per cubic meter volume of some gas under
standard conditions (20�C and 101.3 k Pa).

2. Gas volume fraction.

The gas volume fraction-mass concentration
conversion is shown in Equation (11-1).
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(11-1)

X ¼ GV

M� 10

where: X ¼ volume fraction, %; G ¼ mass con-
centration of some gas, g/m3; M ¼ molar weight
of some gas, g/mol; V ¼ volume of the gas of
1 mol under standard conditions (20�C and
101.3 k Pa), L/mol.
Example 1. Converting the mass concentration
of H2S gas into volume fraction.

The volume of 1 mol H2S gas under standard
condition (20�C and 101.3 k Pa) is V ¼ 23.76 L/
mol.

The molar weight of H2S gas is M ¼ 34.08
g/mol, as shown in Equation (11-2).

(11-2)

XH2S ¼
G� 23:76

34:08� 10
¼ 0:0697 G

For H2S gas with mass concentration of 75
mg/m3, the volume fraction is as follows.

XH2S ð%Þ ¼ 0:0697� 75� 10�3 ¼ 52� 10�4 ð%Þ
For ideal gas, the mole fraction is equal to

volume fraction.
Example 2. CO2 gas concentration conversion.

The volume of CO2 gas under standard condi-
tions (20�C and 101.3 k Pa) is V ¼ 23.89 L/mol.

The molar weight of CO2 gas is M ¼ 44.00
g/mol, as shown in Equation (11-3).

(11-3)

XCO2
¼ G� 23:89

44:00� 10
¼ 0:054 G

Calculation of Partial Pressure of
Gas under the Condition of Having
Gas Phase

When corrosion is analyzed and studied, the par-
tial pressures of corrosive gases (H2S and CO2,
and so on) are required to be used for indicating
the effect of the corrosive gases on the severity of
corrosion. In light of volumepercent concentration
only, an environment with a high concentration of
corrosive gas (H2S or CO2) and a total pressure

that is not high may have an effect that is not more
severe than that of the environment with a low
concentration of corrosive gas and a high total
pressure. In general, the higher the partial pressure
of corrosive gas, the more severe the corrosion. A
system with low content of H2S (or CO2) does
not mean that the corrosion is not severe. A system
with high total pressuremay also have partial pres-
sure of H2S (or CO2); thus, it may generate more
severe corrosion than that of a system with high
content of H2S (or CO2) and low total pressure.

The partial pressure of a component in a gas
mixture is the pressure of the component if it
solely exists in the total volume of the mixture.
It is equal to the total absolute pressure multi-
plied by the mole fraction of the component in
the mixture. For ideal gas, the mole fraction is
equal to the volume fraction of this component.

The partial pressure of gas is calculated as
shown in Equation (11-4).

(11-4)

px ¼ pt �
X

100

where: px ¼ partial pressure of H2S (or CO2),
MPa; pt ¼ total absolute pressure of system,
MPa;X¼mole fraction ofH2S (orCO2) in gas,%.

For instance, if the total pressure of gas is
70MPa and the mole fraction of H2S in gas is
10%, then the partial pressure of H2S is 7 MPa.
If the total pressure in the system and theH2S con-
centration are given, the partial pressure of H2S
can be calculated using Figure 11-1.

Calculation of Partial Pressure of
H2S Gas in Liquid System with No
Gas Phase

For a liquid systemwith no gas phase, the effective
thermodynamic activity of H2S can be calculated
by using the true partial pressure ofH2S as follows.

1. Measuring the bubble point pressure (pB) of
liquid at some temperature by using an appro-
priate method (in the pipeline filled with liquid
at the downstream of separator, the bubble
point pressure can be approximately taken as
the total pressure of the last separator);
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2. Measuring the mole fraction of H2S in gas
phase under the condition of bubble point

3. Calculating the partial pressure of H2S in
natural gas in bubble point state by using
Equation (11-5):

(11-5)

pH2S ¼ pB �
XH2S

100

where: pH2S
¼ partial pressure of H2S, MPa;

pB ¼ bubble point pressure, MPa; XH2S ¼
mole fraction of H2S in gas, %.

4. Measuring the partial pressure of H2S in liq-
uid system using this method to determine
whether the system is in a sour environment.

pH Measurement and Calculation

The pH value is one of the key factors that affect
corrosion. The diagnosis and analysis of field
corrosion conditions and corrosion prevention
design often involve the pH value, which is
affected by the dissolution and escape of compo-
nents and factors including temperature, pres-
sure, and phase change. Thus there is a pH

value difference between the tubing-casing annu-
lus and the inside of the tubing, and different
depths in the well have different pH values.
The pH value is also one of the basic grounds
of quantitatively describing corrosion severity
and selecting material. Therefore, the measure-
ment and calculation of the pH value are of
great importance. In general, the pH value
measured by using a pressureless water sample
taken after separator cannot represent the actual
pH value at some point in the well. Thus conver-
sion is required when the pH value obtained at
the sampling point is used. The following is a
brief method.

The general methods for determining the
approximate pH value of water phase under dif-
ferent conditions are shown in Figures 11-2 to
11-6. The error range of pH value is �0.5 pH
value. The ordinate is the in-situ pH value, on
which the effects of organic acids (such as acetic
acid and propionic acid) and acidic salts have
not been considered in these figures. The possi-
ble organic acids are required to be analyzed in
order to revise the calculated pH value at the
observation point.

FIGURE 11-1 The pressure contours of partial pressure of H2S in a sour gas system.
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FIGURE 11-2 Effects of the partial pressures of CO2 and H2S on the pH
value of condensate water.

FIGURE 11-3 Effects of the partial pressures of CO2 and H2S on the pH
value of condensate water or formation water that contains bicarbonate.
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FIGURE 11-4 The pH value of formation water that is saturated (or
supersaturated) with CaCO3 under the partial pressures of CO2 and
H2S at 20�C.

FIGURE 11-5 The pH value of formation water that is saturated (or
supersaturated) with CaCO3 under the partial pressures of CO2 and H2S
at 60�C.
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The pH value of produced fluid is affected by
components and phase changes. The following
points should be considered when calculating
the pH value:

1. The effect of CO2 content on the pH value is
obvious. However, the error is obvious if the
CO2 content is only considered when the
pH value is calculated, which is due to some
bicarbonate in the system. These figures show
the obvious effect of bicarbonate content
on the pH value of the system. The effects
of the components of oil and gas should also
be considered when the downhole corrosion
conditions are analyzed.

2. When both H2S and CO2 are contained, the
reduction of pH value due to the dissolution
of both in water should be considered. How-
ever, this is a complicated physical-chemical
variation process because of the obvious differ-
ence of the solubility of H2S in solution under
different pressures at different temperatures.

3. The effect of temperature on the pH value of
system lower than that of pressure.

11.2 OIL AND GAS WELL
CORROSION MECHANISMS
AND CLASSIFICATION

Corrosive Media and Corrosion
Environment of Oil and Gas Wells

Corrosion of oil and gas wells is related to the
corrosive media in produced fluid, the corrosion
environment, the material selected and structure,
and so on, among which there is interaction, thus
generating even obvious differences in corrosion
severity between wells, in different positions in
the same well, and at different producing times
for the same well.

In oil and gas production systems, there also
are many nonmetallic component parts such as
plastic and rubber products, for which attention
to corrosion should also be paid.

FIGURE 11-6 The pH value of formation water that is saturated (or
supersaturated) with CaCO3 under the partial pressures of CO2 and H2S
at 100�C.
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Corrosive Media of Oil and Gas Wells
1. Corrosive components in dynamically pro-

duced fluid include:
a. Carbon dioxide;
b. Hydrogen sulfide, elemental sulfur, organic

sulfur, and so on;
c. Formation water with high-concentration

chloride ions, water injected during water-
flooding, and condensatewater in a gaswell;

d. Oxygen or other acidic materials that enter
thewell duringwell construction and down-
hole operations (such as acidizing);

e. Sulfate, sulfate reducing bacteria and
carbonate.

2. Corrosive components that are injected include:
a. Injected water;
b. Spent acid during acidizing, polymer

injected for enhancing recovery factor, car-
bon dioxide reinjected during enhanced oil
recovery, and so on;

c. Carbon dioxide injected into condensate
gas reservoir and carbon dioxide reinjected
during gas recycling;

d. High-temperature steam injected during
thermal production.

3. Corrosive components in non-productive for-
mations include:
a. Acidic gases. H2S, CO2, and Hþ;
b. Dissolved oxygen gas;
c. Salt ions. HCO3

�, SO4
2�, Cl�, and OH�;

d. Bacteria. Sulfate-reducing bacteria, oxy-
philous bacteria, and so on;

e. Interzonal crossflow due to poor cement job
quality or improper downhole operation.

Corrosion Environment of Oil and Gas Wells.
The corrosion environment of oil and gas wells
includes the pressures, temperatures, flow
regimes, and flow fields in various positions.
These factors may cause a change of the phase
state of the system. The change process is
accompanied by the dissolution and escape of
gas, the disrupture of bubbles, and so on. Shear
and cavitation may be generated on the flow
passage wall. Corrosion may be aggravated
under the action of combined mechanical force
and electrochemical corrosion.

The changes of flow passage diameter and
flow direction may also generate changes of
pressure, temperature, flow regime, and flow
field; thus, corrosion may be aggravated.

During oil and gas well production, the con-
tents of corrosive components are changeable.
With the prolongation of the production period,
the content of formation water will increase and
the content of H2S may also increase.

Contact or connection between different
materials may generate an electric potential dif-
ference. Some formations or intervals may gener-
ate an electric potential difference with casing.
Electric potential difference is an important
component part of the oil and gas well corrosion
environment.

The stress state and stress level of structural
members (such as tubing, casing and wellhead
assembly) are important in the corrosion
environment.
Material Selection and Structure. Selecting
appropriate material in light of specific corrosive
components and corrosion environments is the
most important component part of corrosion
prevention design. Rational structure design
can reduce stress level and reduce corrosion
caused by flow field and phase change.

Basic Corrosion Classification
and Mechanism

The deterioration or failure by chemical or elec-
trochemical action generated between metal and
its environmental media is known as metallic
corrosion. The mechanisms or types of corrosion
during oil and gas well production include:

1. Electrochemical corrosion;
2. Chemical corrosion;
3. Environment-assisted fracture and stress cor-

rosion;
4. Flow- and phase change–induced corrosion.

Electrochemical Corrosion
1. Electrochemical corrosion mechanism

Tubing, casing, and equipment made of steel
are good electric conductors. Various salts or
CO2 and H2S, and so on, are dissolved in the
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water that oil and gas well fluid produced con-
tains. When steel contacts the aforementioned
media, the protective metal-oxide film that has
been formed in air may be dissolved in an elec-
trolyte solution. When metal is exposed, the
metal as a good electric conductor and the solu-
tion as a good ionic conductor forma return cir-
cuit. Ferrous ions with positive charges tend to
dissolve in electrolyte solution and form ferrous
salts. Electrons tend to congregate at the metal
end and a certain electric potential difference
is formed. Electrons flow toward the solution.
This is an oxidation reaction process and is
known as anodic reaction. The metal end is
known as the anodic area.

In addition, the electrons that enter solu-
tion are bound with hydrogen ion, and
hydrogen molecules are formed. This is a
reduction reaction process and is known as
cathodic reaction. The solution end is known
as the cathodic area. In an aerobic environ-
ment, hydroxide radicals are formed.

Ferric atoms enter solution in the form of
ferrous ion and exist there in the forms of
Fe2O3 � (H2O)X, FeSX, Fe2O3, and so on.
Corrosion products may deposit on the metal
surface to form a protective film. Whether
the corrosion will be a continued or an elec-
trochemical corrosion process is shown in
Figure 11-7.

2. Uniform electrochemical corrosion
Electrochemical corrosion that is generated

on the whole metal surface is known as
uniform corrosion. At present, the corrosion
prediction software that has been developed
is mainly in light of uniform corrosion, which
is easier to predict and prevent by increasing
wall thickness, holding corrosion allowance,
and so on. Cathodic protectionwith impressed
electric field also is mainly in light of uniform
corrosion.

3. Local corrosion
There are two boundary conditions that

may generate or aggravate electrochemical
corrosion.
a. If the two metals with a greater electric

potential energy level difference have elec-
trolyte solution between them or directly
contact each other and are immersed in
electrolyte solution, electric potential dif-
ference corrosion, which is also known as
galvanic corrosion, may be generated.

b. When the defect or crevice inside metal
exposes in electrolyte solution, local elec-
trochemical corrosion may be generated.
The electrochemical corrosion generated

by the aforementioned boundary conditions
may cause local corrosion boring or cracking,
which is the main form of the corrosion failure
of tubing, casing, sucker rod, and equipment.

FIGURE 11-7 Electrochemical corrosion.
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Effects of Environmental Factors on
Electrochemical Corrosion. The actual electro-
chemical reaction is very complicated due to
the variety of external environments. Whether
the electrochemical reaction will be continued,
stopped, mitigated, or aggravated is mainly
dependent on the corrosive media and the exter-
nal environment.

1. Corrosion products and interaction
Corrosion products form a cover film on a

metal surface. Cover film is also known as
passivating film because cover film can pre-
vent electrochemical corrosion from generat-
ing continuously.
a. Effect of electric conductivity of passivat-

ing film. An electrochemical reaction is
accompanied by electron streams and ion
streams. A low-conductivity conductor
can resist both streams and has good
protective action. In common industrial
products, only metal aluminum oxide and
titanium oxide can resist both streams.
The iron oxide in steel products may con-
duct electron streams. A low-conductivity
conductor that can resist ion stream can
prevent a metal anode from dissolving.

b. Effect of impressed electric field. Ionic
conductivity and electronic conductivity
are related to the potential difference
between both sides of the cover film.
The electric potential difference between
two types of metals that have a great
electric potential energy level difference
between them may still drive electrons or
ions to make them penetrate through the
film and stream. Electron streams and
ion streams can be prevented by using a
reverse electric field. This is also the prin-
ciple of cathodic protection.

c. Film stability. Iron carbonate film has high
stability and adhesion to metal and can
resist the course of electrochemical corro-
sion. When there is hydrogen sulfide, how-
ever, the iron sulfide film formed may
reduce the stability of iron carbonate film
under the coordinated action of iron

carbonate film, except that its concentra-
tion is low. Fluid perturbation may cause
the ionic concentration to decrease at the
metal surface and speed up electrochemi-
cal reaction. Local vortex flow and exces-
sive flow velocity may also reduce the
stability of film and aggravate corrosion.

2. Stray current corrosion
Stray current corrosion may occur on the

outside of the pipeline and oil and gas well
casing. Stray current can be electrotelluric
current or the stray direct current of cathodic
protection. It merits attention that the corro-
sion caused by direct current may be dozens
of times that of alternating current, under
the same current strength.

Electrotelluric stray current corrosion may
be generated. Different formations that cas-
ing passes through have different moistness,
and different aquifers have different salin-
ities; thus, different sections of casing have
different electrode potentials. Casing can be
regarded as anode.

3. Galvanic corrosion
Galvanic corrosion, which is also known as

bimetallic contact corrosion, means that a gal-
vanic couple pair is formedwhen the return cir-
cuit is formed by the materials at different
electric potential energy levels and the environ-
mental media. Galvanic couple current is gen-
erated due to different electric potentials;
thus, the dissolution rate of the metal with
lower electric potential is increased, and that
of the metal with higher electric potential is
decreased, which is known as galvanic corro-
sion because there is a great electric potential
difference between two different materials,
and the electrolyte solution forms the conduc-
tor of electron and ion, thus forming the pri-
mary cell of corrosion.

4. Crevice corrosion
Crevice corrosion is also a common local

corrosion. Corrosion pits or deep holes with
different depths may be formed in crevices
after crevice corrosion of metal. They are
groove- or seam-shaped. The types of crevices
include: (1) crevice at connection between
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metallic component parts; (2) metallic crack
crevice; and (3) crevice between metal and
nonmetal. The following two conditions
should be met to form crevice corrosion: (1)
having hazardous anions (such as chlorion)
and (2) having a crevice that allows corrosive
liquid to enter the crevice and makes the liq-
uid stay in the crevice. These crevices are very
small and generally 0.025–0.1 mm in width.

For oil and gas wellhead assemblies, crevice
corrosion is easy to generate due to the conju-
gation (riveting, welding, threaded connec-
tion, and so on) between metals, the contact
between metal and nonmetal (lining, insert,
and so on), and a great quantity of chlorions.
For instance, crevice corrosion is commonly
formed at the drill pipe sub and the threaded
connections of tubing and casing. Deposits
and adhesions, such as sand and mud, scale
and scraps, are commonly generated in some
local places on the inner wall of the pipe due
to local structure differences.

5. Spot corrosion
Forming many apertures under the condi-

tion of almost no corrosion on the surface is
characteristic of spot corrosion. The depth
of the aperture is often greater than the
diameter of the aperture and boring may be
generated under serious conditions. The
coordinated action of oxygen and chlorion
containing corrosive media and defective
metallographic texture is the main reason
for generating spot corrosion.

Environment-Assisted Fracture
and Stress Corrosion

Environment-assisted fracture may be generated
in tubing, casing, and surface assembly because
of reduction of the physical and mechanical
properties (especially the toughness) of material
due to some chemical components or elements.
The mutual impelling of structural stress, mate-
rial selection, corrosive media, and environment
parameters may lead to sudden fracture or dis-
rupture, which is generally known as stress cor-
rosion cracking. Environment-assisted fracture

roughly includes stress corrosion and hydrogen
embrittlement, both of which can be simulta-
neously generated, or hydrogen embrittlement
is one of the essential factors of stress corrosion.
Stress corrosion also includes fatigue corrosion,
impingement corrosion, and vacuole corrosion.
Stress Corrosion Fracture. The delayed crack-
ing or fracturing of metallic material under the
coordinated action of stress and chemical media
is known as stress corrosion fracture. Stress cor-
rosion fracture is a brittle fracture and is gener-
ated suddenly. It should be predominantly
considered in all industrial structure designs.
The features of stress corrosion fracturing or
cracking include:

1. There is certainly stress, which can be applied
stress or residual stress. Tensile stress is the
most harmful. When cracking is generated,
the tensile stress is lower than the yield
strength of the material. There is no obvious
plastic deformation before cracking is gener-
ated. The greater the stress, the shorter the
time before cracking is generated.

2. Whether stress corrosion cracking is gener-
ated is mainly dependent on the combination
of corrosive media, metallics, temperature,
and pH value. For instance, corrosive media
that contain chlorion may cause the sudden
stress corrosion cracking of 13Cr, super
13Cr, 22Cr, and 25Cr tubing, and pipeline,
but will not cause the stress corrosion crack-
ing of low-alloy steel (such as J55, N80, and
P110 tubing and casing). In general, the mate-
rials that may generate stress corrosion crack-
ing in corrosion environments include: high
tensile steel in a hydrogen environment, stain-
less steel in a high-temperature solution with
high chlorion content, and high tensile steel
and stainless steel in a wet environment with
CO2 þ CO þH2O or CO2 þHCO3

� þH2O,
and copper alloy in the NH4

þ-containing
solution.

Corrosion Fatigue. When metal bears cyclic
stress in a corrosive environment, the cycle index
necessary for causing failure under a given stress
is reduced. Corrosion may cause fatigue to speed
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up; that is, corrosion fatigue is generated. Metal
cracking may be generated under the coordi-
nated action of corrosion and fatigue.

The fatigue limit may also be reduced even
though metal (especially the metal with protec-
tive film) is in an environment with low corrosion
severity. The surface film may be repeatedly rup-
tured under the action of alternate stress, and
new metal may be continuously corroded.

When the corrosion fatigue of the structural
member metal is generated, macro-cracks may
be formed locally. Corrosion fatigue is more
harmful in comparison with mechanical fatigue.
The reason is that pure mechanical fatigue may
generate fatigue failure only under the condition
of stress higher than the critical cyclic stress
value, known as the fatigue limit. However, cor-
rosion fatigue may generate failure under stress
much lower than the critical cyclic stress. The
failure of drill pipe or pumping sucker rod under
low stress conditions is generally caused by cor-
rosion fatigue. Unsteady-state flow in tubing or
high-velocity gas flow at the wellhead throttle
manifold and bent tube may induce fluid-solid
coupling vibration and lead to corrosion fatigue
cracking under the condition of no obvious
corrosion failure.

Flow-Induced Corrosion and
Scour Corrosion

The coordinated action of flow, electrochemis-
try, and mechanical forces may speed up corro-
sion; that is, flow-induced corrosion and scour
corrosion are generated. They are related to each
other but different in the type or mechanism
of corrosion. The corrosion generated by the
flow in tubing and the flow through the control
manifold and scour corrosion should be fully
considered in oil and gas well control prevention
design. If it is considered that fluid-media corro-
sion and electrochemical corrosion are objec-
tively present, then flow-induced corrosion and
scour corrosion can be controlled by rational
design to a great extent.
Flow-Induced Corrosion. When fluid flows
along the wall, a turbulent boundary layer may

be formed in the vicinity of the wall. The forma-
tion and evolution of turbulent flow in a bound-
ary layer may cause shock and shear on the
wall. This process will speed up the movement
of corrosive media toward the metal surface
and corrosion products will speed up, leaving
the original place, which means that the mass
transfer coefficient will be increased and corro-
sion will be speeded up. Whether flow-induced
corrosion will be generated and how high the
corrosion severity will be depend on the
following:

1. Multiphase flow regime. Flow-induced corro-
sion is mainly dependent on a multiphase
flow regime. The water phase in the flow
may wet the pipe wall. In addition to corro-
sive component content, the proportions of
oil, water, and gas in multiphase systems
and the change of phase state may affect cor-
rosion severity.

2. Erratic flow. The change of flow passage, pipe
wall tubercles, and bent pipe, and so on, may
alter the flow field and lead to erratic flow,
which makes the multiphase flow boundary
layer off-balance and makes the mass transfer
coefficient increase, so that the corrosion in
erratic flow areas will be speeded up.

Scour Corrosion. Scour corrosion can be
roughly considered to be flow corrosion. How-
ever, in a strict sense, scour corrosion mainly
means that the mechanical force of the flow
breaks the protective film on metal. The dissolu-
tion of protective film by corrosive media or the
low adhesion of protective film to metal body
may aggravate corrosion in combination with
the scour of the mechanical force of the flow.

The multiphase system of oil, water, gas, and
solids may form multiple types of scour corro-
sion, which mainly include cavitation corrosion
(that is, vacuole corrosion), turbulent corrosion,
liquid blob shock, gas bubble shock, and solid
particle shock.

1. Cavitation corrosion
When cavitation corrosion is generated,

the liquid phase makes contact with the pipe
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wall and there is a certain relative velocity
between liquid phase and pipe wall. In the
flow process, an abrupt change of flow field
is generated and a great disturbance is gener-
ated. Gas bubbles or gas vacuoles are formed
in a local low-pressure area. The gas bubbles
or gas vacuoles are rapidly broken in a
high-pressure area to cause local corrosion.
When an abrupt change of flow field is
generated, vortex flow is generated and a
local low-pressure area is formed. In the local
low-pressure area, nonsoluble gas bubbles
escape from liquid phase.

Cavitation corrosion is caused under the
coordinated action of mechanical and chemi-
cal factors. Cavitation corrosion is generally
accompanied by noise and vibration and
also the chemical corrosion process. This
corrosion phenomenon often presents at the
diameter-changing place of the middle part
of an API round-threaded collar, tubing
hanger, spool, tee, elbow, and so on.

2. Turbulent corrosion
Turbulent corrosion means the steel sur-

face damage caused by the coordinated
action of erosion and corrosion, which is
greater than the total damage caused by sin-
gle erosion and single corrosion. In practical
production, erosion corrosion may be gener-
ated in tubing and at pipeline elbow, valve
stem, valve seat, and so on.

Erosion corrosion is mainly caused by
high flow velocity. When corrosive liquid
contains solid particles (such as insoluble
salts, sand grains, and drilling fluid), this
type of failing action may be easier to gener-
ate. The corrosion products are taken off
by the fluid, which directly shocks against
them. New metallic face is continuously
exposed, and protective film (including
corrosion product film and passivating film)
is continuously stripped from the metal
surface, thus aggravating corrosion. In addi-
tion, high-velocity fluid may also rapidly
transmit a cathode reactant (such as dis-
solved oxygen), and corrosion may be
speeded up.

3. Solid particle shock
Solid particle erosion corrosion may be

generated by oil and gas well sand produc-
tion. The high-velocity fine solid particles
impact the metal wall, and metal material is
stripped by micro-deformation and micro-
cracking.

Corrosion Mechanisms and Types
of Corrosion of Main Corrosive
Components

Hydrogen Sulfide Corrosion Mechanism and
Types of Corrosion. The natural gas of a
sulfur-containing gas well and the crude oil and
associated gas of a sulfur-containing oil well
may contain elemental sulfur, hydrogen sulfide,
sulfur alcohol, sulfur ether, disulfide, thiophenic
compounds, and more complicated sulfide. The
sulfate and sulfate-reducing bacteria in forma-
tion may decompose and generate hydrogen sul-
fide. Sulfonate-containing working fluid for oil
and gas wells may decompose at high tempera-
ture and generate hydrogen sulfide.

1. Physical properties of hydrogen sulfide
Hydrogen sulfide is a colorless flammable

gas with the smell of rotten eggs. It has a
relative density of 1.19 and tends to gather in
hollow places because its relative density is
greater than that of air.Hydrogen sulfide easily
dissolves in water and generates hydrosulfuric
acid; thus, the solution shows weak acidity.
Hydrogen sulfide may burn and explode after
blending with air. It is a strong nerve gas and
may strongly irritate mucous membranes.

2. Main corrosion types and failure characteris-
tics in hydrogen sulfide environment

Hydrogen sulfide, when it exists simulta-
neously with free water, is known as wet
hydrogen sulfide, except that it may generate
corrosion. When the corrosion of oil and gas
wells that contain hydrogen sulfide is
appraised in design, it should be considered
that the content and partial pressure of
hydrogen sulfide are dynamically changeable.
In general, with the reduction of reservoir
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pressure in the production period, the volume
percent concentration of hydrogen sulfide
may increase. The main corrosion types and
failure characteristics in hydrogen sulfide
environment are listed in Table 11-1.

3. Electrochemical corrosion
Hydrogen sulfide easily dissolves in water.

The solubility is related to partial pressure
and temperature (Figure 11-8). The produced
water of a sulfide-containing gas well has high
acidity, which may cause serious corrosion.

The dissolved hydrogen sulfide may be
rapidly ionized. The dissociation reaction is
as follows.

H2S ! HS� þ Hþ

HS� ! S2� þ Hþ

Hydrogen ion is a strong depolarizer. After
capturing electrons from a steel surface, it is
reduced to a hydrogen atom. This process is
known as cathodic reaction. The iron that
loses an electron reacts with sulfide ion to

TABLE 11-1 Main Corrosion Types and Failure Characteristics in Hydrogen
Sulfide Environments

Type Failure Characteristics

Sulfide stress
cracking (SSC)

(1) Material bears tensile stress of external load or there is residual stress of manufacture.
Partial pressure of hydrogen sulfide in environment is higher than 0.0003 MPa.

(2) Failure form is brittle fracture of material.

(3) Fracturing under low stress. No sign. Short period. High crack propagation velocity.

(4) Main crack is pendicular to force direction in a long crystalline and transcrystalline form.
There are branches.

(5) Cracking is generated in the location of stress concentration or the location of martensitic
structure.

(6) High material hardness in general failure position.

(7) For low-carbon low-alloy steel, failure is generated at a temperature lower than 80�C.

Hydrogen-induced
cracking (HIC) and
stress-oriented
hydrogen-induced
cracking (SOHIC)

(1) Partial pressure of hydrogen sulfide in environment is higher than 0.002 MPa.

(2) Hydrogen-induced cracking (HIC) with no external stress or SOHIC under tensile stress.

(3) Cracks are generated in belted pearlite within metal. They are step-shaped and parallel
to metal rolling direction. Failure is caused after cracks are interconnected.

(4) Low crack propagation rate. SOHIC propagation may be promoted under the action of
external force.

(5) Failure is often generated in low-strength steel and steel with high contents of
S, P, and impurities.

(6) Surface is often accompanied by hydrogen blisters.

(7) Failure is generated at normal temperature.

Electrochemical
corrosion

(1) There are black corrosion films (FeS, FeS2, and Fe9S8, etc.) at surface.

(2) Metal surface is evenly thinned. There is local pit corrosion (even ulcer-shaped).

(3) Corrosion rate is affected by hydrogen sulfide concentration, pH value of solution,
temperature, form of corrosion film, and structure, etc.

(4) Corrosion may be speeded up by carbon dioxide and chlorion in a corrosive system.

(5) Liquid loading in pipe and low gas flow velocity may speed up corrosion. Corrosion may
also be speeded up in pipeline sag, elbow section, and gas-liquid erosion section.
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generate iron sulfide. This process is known
as anodic reaction. The iron as anode makes
the dissolution reaction speed up. Thus corro-
sion is caused. The electrochemical equations
mentioned earlier are as follows.

Anode reaction Fe ! Fe2þ þ 2e
Cathode reaction 2Hþ þ 2e ! 2H
Anode product Fe2þ þ S2� ! FeS
Total reaction Fe þ H2S ! FeS þ 2H

The serious results caused by the afore-
mentioned reactions include:
a. A hydrogen atom is formed, which causes

the hydrogen embrittlement of steel. The
existence of H2S and/or HS� may prevent
the hydrogen atom from forming a hydro-
gen molecule. Excessive hydrogen atoms
form hydrogen pressure to permeate and
concentrate toward metal defects.

b. The higher the partial pressure of hydro-
gen sulfide, the higher the concentration
and the lower the pH value of the solu-
tion; thus, the corrosion of the metal may
be aggravated.
The anodic products FeS and FeS2 are tight

protective film and will prevent corrosion
from continuing. However, due to the differ-
ences between corrosion environments, the
anodic products also include Fe3S4 and
Fe9S8, and so on, which have structural
defects and low adhesion to metal and are
even as cathode end to form an electric

potential difference with steel surface and
generate galvanic corrosion. In an environ-
ment where carbon dioxide, chlorion, and
oxygen coexist, iron sulfide film may fail,
thus speeding up electrochemical corrosion.

4. Environment-assisted fracture of steel in
hydrogen sulfide

The following environment-assisted frac-
ture phenomena caused by hydrogen sulfide
are all related to hydrogen permeation, which
makes material brittle (thus they are also
known as hydrogen embrittlement):
a. Hydrogen-induced cracking (HIC). When

atomic hydrogens diffuse into steel and
form hydrogen molecules at defects, plane
cracks are generated in carbon steel and
low-alloy steel by the increase of pressures
at the accumulation points of hydrogen,
and no external stress is required. These
points often have high impurity content
in steel and are known as defects. In steel,
the areas that have the planar slag inclu-
sion with a higher density or abnormal
microscopic texture (such as banded tex-
ture) are formed due to the segregation of
impurities. The hydrogen atoms that are
accumulated in pitfalls are combined into
hydrogen molecules. The pressure of
hydrogen gas accumulated may be very
high (possibly up to 300 MPa). Thus the
hydrogen embrittlement of metal, plastic
deformation in local areas, and local
cracking may be generated.

b. Sulfide stress cracking (SSC). This type of
cracking of metal is related to corrosion
and tensile stress (residual stress and/or
working stress) under the condition of
existence of water and hydrogen sulfide.
It is a form of hydrogen stress cracking
(HSC) and is related to the metal brittle-
ness caused by atomic hydrogens, which
are generated by acidic corrosion on metal
surfaces. When sulfide exists, the absorp-
tion of hydrogen may be speeded up.
Atomic hydrogen may diffuse into metal,
reduce the toughness of metal, and
increase sensitivity to cracking. SSC is easy

FIGURE 11-8 The solubility of hydrogen sulfide in water.
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to generate in high-strength metal material
and weld areas with higher hardness.

c. Hydrogen stress cracking (HSC). This type
of cracking of metal is presented under the
condition of the existence of hydrogen and
tensile stress (residual stress and/or work-
ing stress). It is a cracking of the metal that
is insensitive to SSC. This type of metal as
cathode and the other metal, which is eas-
ily corroded, as anode form a galvanic
couple. The metal may be brittle under
the condition of existence of hydrogen.
This type of cracking is also known as gal-
vanic couple-induced hydrogen stress
cracking (GHSC). When stainless steel or
alloy steel is connected with carbon steel
or low-alloy steel, the texture defects in
stainless steel or alloy steel may accumu-
late hydrogen, and the stainless steel or
alloy may be brittle under the excitation
of galvanic couple.

d. Stress-oriented hydrogen-induced cracking
(SOHIC). It means small staggered cracks
that are roughly perpendicular to the
direction of the principal stress (residual
stress and/or working stress). Existing
hydrogen-induced cracks are connected
to each other by this type of crack cluster.
It is the SSC caused by external stress and
local strain around hydrogen-induced
cracking. SOHIC may be observed in the
heat-affected zones of the base metal of
longitudinally welded steel pipe and the
weld bead of pressure vessel. It is not a
common phenomenon and is generally
related to steel for low-strength ferritic
steel pipe and pressure vessels.

SOHIC is easy to generate in high-stress
positions (such as the positions of high
residual stress and stress concentration)
of material. Hydrogen may be accumu-
lated in the high-stress areas by stress-
induced diffusion under stress gradient.
There is a stress concentration phenome-
non at defects or crack tips; thus, hydro-
gen will be accumulated at the front end
of the crack by stress-induced diffusion.

There is a difference between the mech-
anisms of forming anode dissolution-type
cracks and hydrogen-induced cracking
type cracks. In practical application, they
may transform each other with a change
of steel environment or may form and
exist simultaneously under appropriate
conditions.

e. Soft zone cracking (SZC). It is a form of
SSC. When steel contains local soft zone
with a lower yield strength, SZC may be
generated. Under the action of operational
load, the soft zone may yield and local
plastic strain may propagate. This process
may aggravate the sensitivity of non-SSC
material to SSC. This type of soft zone is
closely related to the weld of carbon steel.

f. Stress corrosion cracking (SSC). This type
of metal cracking is related to the anode
process of local corrosion and tensile stress
(residual stress and/or working stress)
under the condition of the existence of
water and hydrogen sulfide. Chloride
and/or oxidant and high temperature may
increase the sensitivity of metal to generat-
ing stress corrosion cracking.

g. Hydrogen-induced blister (HIB). When the
pH value shows acidic media, the FeS pro-
tective film is dissolved and the material
surface is in an active dissolution state due
to the existence of a great quantity of
anion, thus favoring the permeation of
hydrogen atoms generated during reaction
toward the inside of the pipe material.
After permeating into the inside of metallic
pipe material, these hydrogen atoms are
accumulated in weak positions (such as
caves and nonmetallic impurities) and
combined into hydrogen molecules. As
accumulation proceeds, the hydrogen pres-
sure is up to about 100 MPa in some posi-
tions. In addition, hydrogen atoms may
react with the Fe3C in material and form
CH4, which may also be accumulated.
The pressure caused by gas may form high
internal stress, so that plastic deformation
of material may be generated on the
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weaker side of the material, and a steel
sandwich may bulge to generate blistering,
which is cracking caused by stress corro-
sion gas liberation, and can be generated
under the condition of no external load.

Elemental Sulfur Corrosion. A high-H2S natu-
ral gas reservoir is often accompanied with ele-
mental sulfur, which may be liberated and may
cause blocking in the vicinity of the wellbore;
thus, formation damage may be caused and the
production rate may be reduced. Liberation
and blocking in tubing or surface manifold may
be a great problem in gas well production. In
addition, elemental sulfur precipitation may
cause corrosion of the pipeline system. Elemen-
tal sulfur is molecular crystal. It is loose, brittle,
and water-insoluble and has low electric conduc-
tivity. It has several types of isomer. Natural
sulfur is a yellow solid and is known as ortho-
rhombic sulfur. The orthorhombic sulfur mole-
cule and monoclinic sulfur molecule consist of
eight sulfur atoms and have cyclic structure.

At a temperature higher than 88�C, hydrogen
sulfide reacts with elemental sulfur and gener-
ates hydrogen polysulfide. With the reduction
of temperature and pressure, polysulfur is
decomposed to form elemental sulfur. The reac-
tion equation is as follows.

H2SX ! H2Sþ SðX�1Þ

This is a dynamic chemical equilibrium reac-
tion. High pressure makes reaction leftward while
low pressure makes reaction rightward. At the
upper part of the well, the cross-section of the flow
passage is changed. Particularly in the rear of a
throttling valve, the reduction of pressure and the
change of flow field make reaction rightward,
which means sulfur liberation and precipitation.

For carbon steel and low-alloy steel, when there
is elemental sulfur, the reaction is as follows.

Anode reaction Fe ! Fe2þ þ 2e
Cathode reaction with no

elemental sulfur
2Hþ þ 2e ! 2H (!H2)

Additional cathode reaction
which forms sulfur ion

S þ 2e ! S2�

Sulfur reacts with hydrogen
to form HS�

S2� þ Hþ ! HS�

Hydrogen is consumed by reduction reaction;
thus, hydrogen pressure will not be increased
and subsequent sulfide stress cracking and
hydrogen-induced cracking will be avoided.
However, elemental sulfur may deposit on metal
surfaces, and elemental sulfur may speed up the
anode reaction process at contact. The corrosion
may be mainly speeded up by the reduction of
the stability of the protective sulfide passivating
film on metal surfaces. If a gas well produces
dry gas and also produces formation water in
which the chloride content is higher than
5000 mg/g, the existence of chlorion will greatly
enhance the corrosiveness of elemental sulfur,
and the pitting corrosion boring by elemental
sulfur may be serious (boring rate is up to
30 mm/a). On the other hand, for a gas well that
contains gas condensate, the gas condensate
makes elemental sulfur be in a dissolved state,
which prevents elemental sulfur from liberating,
thus mitigating the corrosion that is related to
elemental sulfur.

Elemental sulfur may make some types of
corrosion-resistant alloy generate environment-
assisted fracture; thus, whether a specific alloy
steel is elemental sulfur–resistant has been espe-
cially noted in ISO15156-3. In general, the com-
mon and high-alloy austenitic stainless steel
cannot resist elemental sulfur at 25�C, 60�C,
and 66�C. The elemental sulfur precipitation
study indicates that the flow velocity in tubing
or flow passage may be the main control factor.
The elemental sulfur precipitation in the flow
passage is mainly caused by low production rate
and low flow velocity in the flow passage.
In addition, the change of flow passage diameter
and the change of flow field and phase state
through the throttling valve may aggravate the
liberation and precipitation of sulfur, which
may cause pipe blocking.
Carbon Dioxide Corrosion. In the oil and gas
industry, carbon dioxide corrosion is known as
sweet corrosion, while hydrogen sulfide corro-
sion is known as sour corrosion. When carbon
dioxide is dissolved into water, carbonic acid
is formed. Electrochemical corrosion may be
generated when metal is in water. Dry carbon
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dioxide itself may not corrode metal under the
condition of no electrolyte (water). However,
with the development of oil and gas fields, the
water cut is gradually increased. The carbon
dioxide, after being dissolved into water and
changed into carbonic acid, may have a stronger
corrosiveness.

Carbon dioxide is dissolved into the water
phase, thus generating carbonic acid, which
may chemically react with the pipe wall. Thus
carbon dioxide corrosion is generated. The car-
bon dioxide content in the water phase is closely
related to the partial pressure of carbon dioxide
under the condition of gas-liquid equilibrium. If
there is no free gas, the carbon dioxide content
in water will depend on the gas phase carbon
dioxide pressure. Therefore, the carbon dioxide
corrosion rate should be predicted as follows
on the basis of the partial pressure of the carbon
dioxide in gas phase:

1. Serious corrosion of PCO2
> 0.2 MPa

2. Corrosion if PCO2
¼ 0.02–0.2 MPa

3. No corrosion if PCO2
< 0.02 MPa

When PCO2
¼ 0.05–0.1 MPa and formation

water exists, the ratio of the molal concentration
multiplied by the number of electrovalence for
Ca2þ to that for HCO3� can be used for deter-
mining the corrosion rate as follows.

1. Low corrosion rate if Ca2þ/HCO3� < 0.5
2. Medium corrosion rate if Ca2þ/HCO3�

> 1000
3. High corrosion rate if 0.5 < Ca2þ/HCO3�

< 1000

The carbon dioxide corrosion of pipe includes
uniform corrosion and pitting corrosion. The
corrosion products are FeCO3 and Fe3O4.

Uniform corrosion: Under certain conditions
of temperature and pressure, the water in pipe
fluid or the water in natural gas may condense
and is adsorbed on the pipe wall to form water
film. Carbon dioxide is dissolved into water
and a water film with a low pH value is formed,
thus generating hydrogen depolarization corro-
sion. The reaction is as follows.

CO2 þ H2O ! HCO3
� þ Hþ

Hþ þ e ! H

Pitting corrosion: Carbon dioxide may not
only cause the uniform corrosion of steel, but it
may also cause the local corrosion of steel. Local
pitting corrosion, mosslike corrosion, and mesa-
like pitting corrosion are typically characteristic
of carbon dioxide corrosion, and the mesalike
pitting corrosion is most serious. This corrosion
has a high penetrance and may cause serious
economic loss. It will lead to stopping produc-
tion of oil and gas wells or even the abandon-
ment of the wells if maintenance and replacing
string, and so on, are not done in time during
oil and gas well production. The carbon dioxide
corrosion pits may often be hemispherical deep
pits with a steep edge (Figure 11-9). The reason
the local filmless mesalike pitting corrosion
is generated is that the protective film that is
formed on the metal surface by corrosion
products (FeCO3, Fe3O4, and so on) during cor-
rosion reaction is often either non-uniformly
formed, or failed.

With the increase of pressure, the corrosive-
ness of corrosive media is enhanced, the partial
pressure of carbon dioxide is increased, the solu-
bility is increased, and pipe section that may be
slightly corroded originally will be seriously
corroded.

In a gas processing device, stress rupture of high--
strength steel and stainless steel may be generated
in the wet environment of CO2 þ CO þ H2O or
CO2 þ HCO3- þH2O. Under the induction
of CO, the hydrogen (corrosion product) absorbing
ability of steel is obviously enhanced. Essentially,
it is also hydrogen embrittlement cracking. In gas
wells that contain carbon dioxide, this type of

FIGURE 11-9 Mesalike pitting corrosion.
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cracking of logging wire and high-strength
low-alloy steel fittings that bear high stress or have
residual stress (such as the stress concentration
caused by weld bed and structure) may be
generated.

Temperature may greatly affect the deforma-
tion of corrosion product film; thus, it may
greatly affect the carbon dioxide corrosion rate.
The following three temperature regions are
included in carbon dioxide corrosion process:

1. Region of low temperature lower than 60�C. In
this region, the metal surface may form a small
quantity of non-protective loose FeCO3, and a
maximum corrosion rate of steel is presented
(about 40�C for the Mn-containing steel and
about 60�C for Cr-containing steel). In this
region, uniform corrosion is mainly generated,
and the corrosion rate is increased with the
increase of temperature.

2. Region of medium temperature of about
100�C. In this region, the distribution of
FeCO3 film is uneven and loose crystal is
formed; thus, serious local corrosion is pre-
sented. The corrosion rate reaches a maximum.

3. Region of high temperature higher than
150�C. In this region, the corrosion is inhib-
ited and the corrosion rate is reduced because
of the formation of high-adhesion tight
FeCO3 and Fe3O4 film.

This complicated situation occurs because the
solubility of FeCO3 is reduced with the increase
of temperature, a corrosion product film is
formed on the metal surface, this corrosion
product film is from loose to tight, in a certain
range of temperature there is a transitional
region of corrosion rate and a maximum of cor-
rosion rate is presented, and then the formation
and reinforcement of corrosion product film
reduce the corrosion rate.

It should be noted that different types of steel
and different environment media parameters
may have different corrosion temperature rules.
It is required to make a concrete analysis of con-
crete conditions. Corrosion rates under different
partial pressures of carbon dioxide are shown in
Figure 11-10.

Brine Corrosion
1. Universality of high-salinity formation water

corrosion
The products of most gas and oil wells

contain formation water to a certain degree.
The universality of this corrosion is greatly
higher than that of the previously mentioned
hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide corro-
sion. The soluble salts including chloride, sul-
fate, and carbonate may be dissolved in
formation water to varying degrees. In gen-
eral, the formation water corrosion of tubing,
casing, and equipment includes:
a. Electrochemical corrosion;
b. Stress corrosion and stress corrosion

cracking of some steels;
c. Aggravating corrosion and stress corrosion

cracking under the coordinated action of
brine, hydrogen sulfide, and/or carbon
dioxide;

d. Corrosion that is similar to formation
water corrosion, including: seawater cor-
rosion, injected water corrosion, high-
concentration completion fluid corrosion,
injected steam corrosion, and geothermal
well production corrosion.

2. Corrosiveness and interaction of dissolution
salts

Chlorion may make the protective layer of
a steel surface unstable and make the cor-
rosion products on the pipe wall loose. The
various types of concentration cell corrosion

FIGURE 11-10 The relationship between temperature,
partial pressure of carbon dioxide, and corrosion rate.
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(such as salt concentration cell corrosion,
hydrogen concentration cell corrosion, oxy-
gen concentration cell corrosion, and crevice
corrosion) are formed below the loose scale.
A large amount of bacterial activity and the
increase of bacterial slime make scaling more
serious and will generate a vicious circle.
Corrosive products including FeS, FeCO3,
Fe(OH)2, and scale have an electric potential
higher than that of iron and become cathode,
while iron becomes anode. Thus the corro-
sion is continued.

Chlorion concentration may affect the cor-
rosion rate of metal to a certain extent. Add-
ing chlorions at normal temperature may
reduce the solubility of carbon dioxide in
solution and reduce the corrosion rate of car-
bon steel. Figure 11-11 shows that in high-
salinity media, the corrosion of N80 and
P110 steel is more serious when chlorion con-
tent is about 4%; when chlorion content is
0% to 4%, with the increase of chlorion con-
tent, the corrosion rate of steel is increased;
and when chlorion content is higher than
4%, with the increase of chlorion content,
the corrosion rate of steel is reduced.

In media that contain hydrogen sulfide,
chlorions may make the corrosion of metal
speed up because chlorions may increase the
electric conductivity of the solution, increase
the activity of the Hþ in solution, increase
electric conductivity, and prevent tight FeS2
and Fe(1-x)S from forming. When chlorion

concentration is high, however, the corrosion
of metal is contrarily mitigated due to the
high adsorptive capacity of chlorions, which
are adsorbed on the metal surface in large
quantities and entirely replace the H2S and
HS� adsorbed on metal surfaces.

3. Chloride stress cracking
The selective combination of chlorions and

some stainless steels or corrosion-resistant
alloy steels may generate chloride stress
cracking under appropriate conditions of
temperature, chlorion concentration, and
range of pH value. Pitting corrosion is the
main corrosion phenomenon of stainless
steel. Under the coordinated action of oxygen
and chlorion, crack may be generated at the
bottom of the pit; thus, fracturing will be
caused. If it is considered that there are chlor-
ions in formation objectively, controlling
oxygen entrainment is an important measure
that should be taken to prevent or mitigate
stress cracking.

Chloride stress corrosion is shown in
Figure 11-12. Under the action of working stress
and Cl�, local plastic deformation may be gener-
ated and a sliding stage is formed. When stress
is sufficient to break the surface film, a new base
body surface is exposed and crack may be gener-
ated on the inside surface of the metal. The elec-
tric potential difference between the new surface
and the passivation surface may form galvanic
corrosion. The new surface as small anode is

FIGURE 11-11 The effect of chlorion concentration on
corrosion rate. FIGURE 11-12 Chloride stress corrosion mechanism.
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expeditiously corroded and protects the passiv-
ation surface. The corrosion groove formed by
dissolution extends in a direction perpendicular
to tensile stress, thus forming incipient cracks.
The unevenness of electrochemical corrosion of
a metal surface and surface defects (such as
scores, small apertures, and crevices) are the
source of crack. The stress concentration area
of the crack tip may speed up electrochemical
dissolution (corrosion), make stress corrosion
crack extend, and cause cracking. Chloride
stress corrosion cracking is transcrystalline
cracking and may not be affected by the change
of the metallographic texture of alloy steel.
Cracks are often branched and incipient and
extend irregularly in circumference.

The test evaluation indicates that the acidic
water solution of any chloride may become the
stress corrosion medium of stainless steel. The
chlorides that have high sensitivity to stress corro-
sion include MgCl2 and the chlorides of Fe, Ca,
Na, and Li. The stress corrosion cracking of 22Cr
tubing has been found when the 22Cr tubing-cas-
ing annulus was filled with CaCl water solution.
Due to the high temperature, the wellhead annulus
pressure was repeatedly released and air entered
the annulus. The coordinated action of oxygen
and chlorine causes stress cracking.

In general, tubing or casing of low carbon alloy
steel (such as P110, N80, J55, C95, L80, and K55)
that has a yield strength lower than 125 ksi will
not generate chloride stress corrosion cracking.
However, the sensitivity of high-strength steel
(yield strength 135 ksi, 140 ksi, 150 ksi above) to
chloride stress corrosion cracking should be con-
sidered. High-strength steel should be prudently
used under the condition of the products with high
chloride content in high-temperature high-
pressure deep wells, weighted fluid or protective
fluid with chloride in the tubing-casing annulus,
or killing fluid, which brine is used in order to pre-
vent sudden chloride, sulfide, and hydrogen-
induced stress fracturing.
Oxygen Corrosion. In injected water or other
injected working fluids, oxygen lurking is
unavoidable. In addition, underground water
that is connected with surface water may also

have oxygen that lurks in it. In an oxygen-
containing solution, the oxygen depolarization
reaction will be generated on the electrode
surface. The reaction mechanism is very compli-
cated. Intermediate particles or oxide may be
generally formed. Different solutions have differ-
ent reaction mechanisms.

The corrosion during which the cathodic pro-
cess is an oxygen reduction reaction is known as
oxygen absorption corrosion. In comparison with
a hydrogen reduction reaction, an oxygen reduc-
tion reaction can be conducted under positive
potential. The corrosion of most metals in neutral
or basic solution and the corrosion of a small
quantity of metal with positive potential in
oxygen-containing weak acid are oxygen absorp-
tion corrosion or oxygen depolarization corrosion.
Bacteria Corrosion. The corrosive attack of
material that is caused or promoted by the life
activity of bacteria is known as bacteria corro-
sion. Formation water may possibly contain
sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB), iron bacteria,
sulfur bacteria, and so on, which lurk in forma-
tion water and rock. The most common micro-
biological corrosion in oil fields is sulfate-
reducing bacteria corrosion.
Interaction of Corrosive Components and
the Effect on Corrosion. The produced fluid
may include the following corrosive compo-
nents: (1) acidic gas (H2S, CO2, and Hþ); (2) dis-
solved oxygen; (3) salt (HCO3

�, SO4
2�, Cl�,

and OH�); and (4) bacteria (sulfate-reducing
bacteria, aerophile bacteria, and so on).

The interaction of some components may
aggravate or mitigate corrosion.

1. Effect of coexisting hydrogen sulfide and car-
bon dioxide on corrosion

Sulfide-containing well production prac-
tice indicates that when sulfide-resistant car-
bon steel or low-alloy steel is selected,
electrochemical corrosion (metal thinning
and pitting corrosion, and so on) will be pre-
dominant in comparison with corrosion due
to coexisting H2S and CO2. Electrochemical
corrosion is not fully dependent on the con-
tents and partial pressures of H2S and CO2
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due to the interaction of corrosive compo-
nents and is related to the specific dynamic
corrosion environment of each gas reservoir.
There may be differences between laboratory
evaluation and the on-site situation and
greater differences between software predic-
tion and the on-site situation. Software pre-
diction may overestimate corrosion severity.

The effect of hydrogen sulfide on carbon
dioxide corrosion includes two aspects. Hydro-
gen sulfide may speed up carbon dioxide corro-
sion due to cathodic reaction and mitigate
corrosion due to FeS precipitation. The change
is directly related to temperature and hydrogen
sulfide content. In general, at low temperature
(30�C), a small quantity of hydrogen sulfide
(0.2%) may doubly speed up carbon dioxide
corrosion, while high hydrogen sulfide content
(such as 21.5%)may reduce the corrosion rate.
At high temperature, the corrosion rate is lower
than that of pure carbon dioxide when hydro-
gen sulfide content is higher than 2.1%. When
temperature is higher than 150�C, the corro-
sion rate may not be affected by hydrogen sul-
fide content. At the same time, low hydrogen
sulfide concentration may aggravate corrosion

because hydrogen sulfide may directly attend
the cathodic reaction, while high hydrogen
sulfide concentration may mitigate corrosion
because hydrogen sulfide may react with iron
to form FeS film. In addition, hydrogen sulfide
may greatly reduce the corrosion resistance of
the corrosion-resistant steel, which contains
Cr, to cause serious local corrosion and even
stress corrosion cracking.

2. Effect of coexisting oxygen and carbon diox-
ide on corrosion

The coexistence of oxygen and carbon diox-
ide may aggravate corrosion. Oxygenmay take
a catalytic effect during carbon dioxide corro-
sion. The higher the oxygen content, the higher
the corrosion rate when protective film has
not been generated on the steel surface. When
protective film has been generated on the steel
surface, oxygen content may have a low or
almost no effect on corrosion. However, in a
solution that is saturated with oxygen, the exis-
tence of carbon dioxide may greatly increase
the corrosion rate. At this time carbon dioxide
takes a catalytic effect in corrosive solution.

Figure 11-13 shows that under the same
dissolution gas content, the corrosiveness of

FIGURE 11-13 Corrosion rate curves for water solutions of different gases
(after Schlumberger).
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oxygen is 80 times that of carbon dioxide and
400 times that of hydrogen sulfide. With the
increase of gas content in the water phase,
the corrosion rate is rapidly increased. For a
water injection well, if injected water has
not been appropriately treated and oxygen
content is high, the corrosion rate of the pipe
wall is high.

For a high-temperature high-pressure gas
well, the effect of oxygen entering on corro-
sion should be considered when wellhead
valves are opened or closed and downhole
operations are conducted. Air entering into
the wellbore should be prevented, especially
when stainless steels of Super 13Cr and
22Cr, and so on, are adopted.

3. Effect of coexisting hydrogen sulfide, carbon
dioxide, and chloride on corrosion

For different types of steel, the effects of
chlorion are different, and serious local cor-
rosion (pitting corrosion and crevice corro-
sion, and so on) of steel may be generated.
In accordance with the film formation theory,
due to small diameter and strong penetrating
power, chlorion most easily penetrates the
very small pore, reaching the metal surface
and interacting with metal to form a soluble
compound and change the structure of oxide
film and generate corrosion of metal. In addi-
tion, chloride may also generate stress corro-
sion cracking of corrosion-resistant steel.

Acid Corrosion. Oil well acidizing generally
adopts 13% to 16% hydrochloric acid. The acid
corrosion mechanism is as follows.

Feþ 2HCl ! FeCl2 þ H2 "
Feþ 2HF ! FeF2 þ H2 "

Under conditions of high temperature and
high pressure, iron may vigorously react with
acid to cause corrosion failure.

During an acidizing operation, the acid
squeezed into the reservoir may not be fully
discharged due to incomplete flowing back, bot-
tomhole liquid loading may be formed, the pH
value in the lower part of the well may be
reduced, and hydrogen ion concentration may
be increased, so that the corrosion rate of tubing

may be increased. If hydrogen sulfide exists
simultaneously, the pH value of the water solu-
tion may be reduced to 3.5–4.5. In a high-acidity
environment, sulfide stress corrosion cracking
will be a grave problem. In addition, a higher
temperature in the lower part of the well may
aggravate hydrogen depolarization corrosion.

11.3 MATERIAL SELECTION FOR
CORROSIVE ENVIRONMENT OF
OIL AND GAS WELLS

Overview

Common Types of Material for Corrosive
Environments of Oil and Gas Wells
1. Carbon steel and low-alloy steel

Carbon steel is an iron-carbon alloy in
which carbon content is lower than 2% and
manganese content is lower than 1.65%.
It also contains some microelements. A certain
quantity of deoxidant (silicon or/and alu-
minum) may be especially added in order to
remove oxygen. The carbon content of the
carbon steel used in the petroleum industry is
generally lower than 0.8%.

Low-alloy steel is also an iron-carbon
alloy in which the total of alloy element is
lower than about 5% but is higher than the
content prescribed for carbon steel.

In recent years, a new steel grade known
as microalloy steel or 3Cr steel has been pre-
sented in the carbon steel and low-alloy steel
series. After the chromium content in carbon
steel is increased to 3% and the alloy is
appropriately designed, a stable chromium-
rich oxide film may be formed and carbon
dioxide corrosion resistance can be obviously
increased. In addition, hydrogen sulfide and
chloride corrosion resistance may also be
obviously improved. The 3Cr steel may
accord with the Zone SSC 2 (medium-acidity
environment) casing, tubing, and fittings
material standard in ISO 15156-2 Standard
(Figure 11-14).

ISO 11960 (original API 5CT equal to ISO
11960, 2001) has listed the steel grades of
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common hydrogen sulfide stress cracking
resisting carbon steel and low-alloy steel tub-
ings and casings, which include high sulfur-
resistance type and finite sulfur-resistance
type.
a. High sulfur-resistance type: Good hydro-

gen sulfide stress cracking resistance. The
steel grades that are predominantly
adopted in design include: J55, K55,
M65, L80 Type 1, C90 Type 1, and T95
Type 1.

b. Finite sulfur-resistance type: Tubing and
casing of which the yield strength is equal
to or higher than 100 ksi (such as 110 ksi
and 125 ksi). Hydrogen sulfide stress
cracking resisting tubing and casing of
which the yield strength is equal to or
higher than 110 ksi are recommended.
However, it should be noted that they
should meet the operating conditions.

2. Corrosion-resistant alloy material
Corrosion-resistant alloy (CRA) material

can resist the general and local corrosion in
oil and gas field environments, in which
carbon steel and low-alloy steel may be cor-
roded. Stainless steel and alloy steel are
known as corrosion-resistant alloy steel in
the ISO 15156-3 standard, which gives
the detailed technical specifications for
corrosion-resistant alloy tubing and casing

and parts made of corrosion-resistant alloy.
Corrosion-resistant alloy material includes
stainless steel (such as high-alloy austenitic
stainless steel, martensitic stainless steel, and
diphase stainless steel) and alloy steel
(nickel-based alloy steel, and so on).

Material Selection under Corrosive Conditions
of Oil and Gas Wells
1. Material selection based on standards

Proper selection of the material of tubing,
casing, downhole accessories, Christmas tree,
and surface equipment is a key problem in
corrosion prevention of oil and gas wells.
Improper selection of material may not only
cause waste, but it may also generate unsafe
conditions.

Carbon steel and low-alloy steel are com-
monly used in sour environments of hydrogen
sulfide. Environment-assisted fracture should
be predominantly consideredwhen thematerial
is selected in corrosion prevention design that is
in light of sour environments of hydrogen sul-
fide. The ISO 15156-2 standard can be used
for selecting the cracking-resistant material in
a sour environment.

After sulfide-resistant carbon steel and
low-alloy steel are selected, electrochemical
corrosion should be emphatically considered.
A corrosion inhibitor may be used for

FIGURE 11-14 The effect of yield strength of common low-alloy steel on
the critical stress strength factor KISSC of material in a hydrogen sulfide
environment (NACE 200511).
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preventing or mitigating electrochemical
corrosion. Its feasibility is dependent on
technical feasibility, reliability, and risk
assessment; medium- and long-term cumula-
tive investments and rate of return; and the
cost of replacing tubing during well servicing
and the loss assessment.

For a serious corrosive environment (such
as high pressure and carbon dioxide; high
pressure, carbon dioxide, and hydrogen sul-
fide), stainless steel, or alloy steel should be
adopted in a corrosion-resisting design. Stain-
less steel or alloy steel is expensive and has a
long delivery time. They also have downhole
service environment restrictions. Thus test
evaluation and technical economical analysis
are required.

The strength design should be in accor-
dance with the ISO 10400 standard on the
basis of ISO 15156. When carbon steel and
low-alloy steel are used under sour environ-
ment conditions, corrosion-resistant steel
grade with yield strength lower than 95 ksi
(655 MPa) should be selected as far as possi-
ble. If the strength is insufficient, increasing
wall thickness is proper in order to meet the
requirement of strength, but not increasing
steel grade.

2. Fitness design method
Selection of the material suitable for some

corrosive environments cannot rely on the
ISO 15156 standard. Sometimes the material
required is restricted by delivery or technical
economical condition. NACE Method A and
A solution is a serious sulfide stress cracking
evaluation method. Practice indicates that
material that is unqualified in accordance
with the NACE Method A and A solution
has not been cracked during long-term
functioning. Therefore, when the source of
goods is restricted or technical economical
evaluation indicates that higher-grade mate-
rial is unsuitable, the selection of material
on an evaluation based on field environ-
ment simulation is admissible. Under normal
conditions, corrosive components and tem-
perature are objectively present; however,

optimizing structure design may reduce
working stress and make material selection
convenient or enhance reliability.

ISO 15156-1 provides a principle of fitness
design for determination of material on the
basis of on-site empirical data, but the fol-
lowing requirements should be met: (1) the
field experience provided should continue
for two years at least, and a full inspection
after field use is included and (2) environment
severity should be lower than that of the field
experience provided.

In sulfur-containing high-pressure deep
wells, the standard sulfide-resistant tubing
and casing with yield strength of 125 ksi are
used, and the fitness design method (fit for
service, fit for purpose) is adopted. Tubing
and casing with yield strength of 125 ksi can-
not meet the requirements of a serious sulfide
stress cracking evaluation test in accordance
with NACE Method of A and A solution.
However, the steel material can be adopted,
provided that the hydrogen sulfide content
of sulfide-containing oil and gas wells and
the downhole pH value are lower than the
sulfide stress cracking tolerances of this steel
material.

Correlativity of Material Selection with
Corrosive Environments of Oil and Gas
Wells. The correlativity of material selection
with corrosive environments of oil and gas wells
in consideration of both environment-assisted
fracture and electrochemical corrosion is as
follows.

1. Slightly corrosive environment
A slightly corrosive environment includes

oil and gas wells of which the products con-
tain formation water, condensate water,
micro-hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide,
and also water injection wells, and so on.
Any casing that accords with ISO 11960
can be used. J55, N80, P110, Q125, and so
on are commonly used. 3Cr steel may have
obvious technical economical effectiveness.
In comparison with commonly used N80
steel, the cost may be increased by 120% to
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150%, but service life may be increased by
300% to 500%.

2. Sour environment of hydrogen sulfide
In a sour environment of hydrogen sulfide,

sulfide stress cracking should be emphatically
controlled. The sulfide stress cracking-
resisting steel grades corresponding to differ-
ent temperatures are shown in Table 11-4.

3. Wet carbon dioxide environment
A downhole wet carbon dioxide environ-

ment is composed of carbon dioxide and for-
mation water. Electrochemical corrosion is
predominant. Martensitic stainless steels with
higher chrome content (13Cr, Super 13Cr, or
22Cr) are commonly used.

4. Wet carbon dioxide and micro-hydrogen sul-
fide environment

22Cr stainless steel can be used in a wet
carbon dioxide environment with micro-
hydrogen sulfide. When the hydrogen sulfide
and chloride content is higher, 25Cr stainless
steel can be used.

5. Severe corrosion environment with high
hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide content

Sulfide stress cracking resisting carbon
steel and low-alloy steel may generate serious
weight-loss corrosion and pitting corrosion
under the condition of unfavorable corrosive
media type combination of oil or gas wells
and the interaction of content, pressure, and
temperature. Thus corrosion-resistant alloy
steel should be predominantly adopted. In
general, nickel-based alloy material can only
be selected under this severe corrosion envi-
ronment condition.

Methods and Criteria for Evaluating
Material Fracture in Corrosive
Environment of Oil and Gas Wells

Criteria. The tensile stress value under which the
cracking of material may not be generated in the
acidic water solution environment of hydrogen
sulfide must be evaluated. This stress value is
known as critical breaking stress. The NACE
TM0177-2005 standard has provided the critical
breaking stress test methods and criteria. For

carbon steel and low-alloy steel, atmospheric-tem-
perature atmospheric-pressure breaking resistance
testing is only required due to the high sensitivity
to sulfide stress cracking at atmospheric tempera-
ture. For stainless steel and corrosion-resistant
alloy steel, the condition is more complicated.
The NACE TM0177-2005 standard has specified
the reagents, test samples, equipment, test proce-
dure, and so on, used for testing. This standard
includes the following test methods: (1) Method
A (tension test, which is a commonly used basic
method for evaluating the sulfide stress cracking
resistance of material); (2) Method B (beam bend-
ing test, which is less often applied); (3) Method C
(C-shaped ring test, used mainly for evaluating
longitudinally welded pipe); and (4) Method D
(dual cantilever beam test, which is used for quan-
titative calculation in fitting the design method).

In addition to the aforementioned methods,
there also is a test method, which is known as
the slow strain rate (SSR) method. The coupon
is in a very slow tension state (strain rate is
reduced to 10�4 to 10�7 S �1). Breaking will be
generated within several hours or several days.
NACE Method A (Tension Test). The NACE
Method A is also known as a constant-load test.
A coupon is loaded to a specific stress level and
is then immersed in specific corrosive media.
The test temperature is controlled at 24�C
(75�F) and breaking time is recorded. Experience
indicates that the material has breaking resis-
tance under exerted stress if there is no break
after 720 hours. In fact, sulfur-nonresistant steel
material may be broken within several hours
under stress that is 80% of yield strength. For
instance, S135 steel is broken within 1 hour
and P110 steel is broken within 3 hours.

The solution used for NACE Method A test is
known as A solution, which consists of 5%
sodium chloride and 0.5% cryogenic acetic acid
(mass fraction) and is formulated with distilled
water or deionized water and is filled with
hydrogen sulfide to the state of saturation. Thus
the solution obtained has a pH value of 2.6–2.8
before contacting the coupon.

For tubing and casing, the stress exerted by
using the NACE Method A and A solution in
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accordance with yield strength for continuous
720 hours is just the critical stress. The ratio of
tensile stress to coupon yield strength (%) is
often used due to the inconvenient use of the
absolute value of stress. For instance, it is speci-
fied that the critical stress for sulfide stress
cracking of J55 and K55 casing body and collar
should be higher than or equal to 80% of yield
strength. For L80, C90, and T95, the critical
stress value should be 90% of yield strength.
NACE Method B (Beam Bending Test). Bore a
hole in the coupon, which is then placed in the A
solution. Stress concentration may be generated
at the hole. This method can be used for deter-
mining the sensitivity of stress concentration to
sulfide stress cracking. It cannot be used for
obtaining the critical stress of cracking and is
rarely used for material selection and evaluation.
NACE Method C (C-Shaped Ring Test). The
ring coupon with a notch is pressed using a bolt
to generate circumferential tensile stress. The cou-
pon is placed in the A solution and the sensitivity
of material to sulfide stress cracking is measured.
The welding seam of longitudinally welded pipe
is sensitive to sulfide stress cracking, and this
method is suitable for evaluation. The disadvan-
tage of the method is that the breaking time
cannot be accurately known. This method is
unsuitable for pipes that are too big or too small.
NACE Method D (Dual Cantilever Beam
Test). In general, structural members may fail
if the applied stress reaches the yield strength
of material. When a crack exists in a structural
member, the criteria of strength may be con-
verted into the relationship between the crack
propagation resistance of the material and some
mechanical parameter of the crack tip. The
motivating force of crack propagation is
reflected by using a stress intensity factor, as
shown in Equation (11-6).

(11-6)

KI ¼ sY
ffiffiffi
a

p

where: Y ¼ parameter related to the shape of the
crack, the mode of loading, and the geometry of
coupon; s ¼ stress, MPa; a ¼ crack size, m;
KI ¼ stress intensity factor, MPa � m0.5.

When KI is lower than the critical value KIC,
the crack may not be propagated and destabi-
lized. See Equation (11-7).

(11-7)
KIC ¼ Ysc

ffiffiffiffi
ac

p

where: sc ¼ breaking stress in critical state,
MPa; ac ¼ crack size in critical state, m; KIC ¼
critical stress intensity factor of crack propaga-
tion and destabilization, that is, fracture tough-
ness (a self mechanical property of material).

In corrosive media, a motivating force still
exists that makes the crack propagate at the
crack tip even if the applied stress is much lower
than KIC. After a certain time, the crack may be
destabilized and breaking is generated. If the
applied stress is reduced to some value and the
material works in corrosive media for a suffi-
cient time, the crack may not be destabilized
despite the fact that crack propagation is gener-
ated to a certain extent. The stress intensity fac-
tor in this state is known as the critical stress
intensity factor KIEC under some corrosive media
environment conditions, the critical fracture
toughness under some corrosive media environ-
ment conditions. For a hydrogen sulfide environ-
ment, it is shown as KISSC.

In sour gas wells, tubing and casing have a ten-
dency to burst due to environmental corrosion
under the action of internal pressure; that is, the
lateral critical stress intensity factor of tubular
goods decides sulfide stress cracking. The general
critical stress intensity factor measurement
method based on fracture mechanics is unsuitable
due to the thin wall of tubing and casing.

The NACE Method D is used for measuring
the crack propagation resistance of material of
structural members with a crack in corrosive
media. The critical stress intensity factor KISSC

in a sulfide environment is obtained by a test
based on fracture mechanics. This method takes
only a short time. It can directly give the crack
propagation rate value, and evaluation based
on the result of fracture or no fracture is no lon-
ger required.

The standard dual cantilever beam (DCB) test
of the NACE Method D can be used for design
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calculation. The critical stress intensity factor
KISSC is obtained in light of a certain corrosive
environment, and applied stress is reduced to a
value lower than KISSC. This is just the stress
reduction design.

The standard dual cantilever beam (DCB) test
of the NACE Method D is complicated, and
further studies are required in order to obtain
reliable results.

Main Factors That Affect Cracking
in Corrosive Environments

The main factors that affect the cracking of steel
material include: (1) metallurgical factors (chem-
ical composition, heat treatment, microscopic
structure, yield strength, tensile strength, hard-
ness, cold deformation processing, and
manufacturing process); (2) stress state (residual
stress and applied stress); and (3) critical stress
intensity factor KISSC of material in hydrogen
sulfide environments.
Alloy Design, Harmful Element Control, and
Metallurgical Texture. The properties of mate-
rial include chemical composition, manufacture
method, shaping mode, strength, hardness, local
change of material, cold deformation process
load, heat treatment condition, microscopic
structure, evenness of microscopic structure,
crystalline grain size, material purity, and so
on. The evaluation of a single element that
affects sulfide stress cracking (SSC) is compli-
cated. Each element and heat treatment should
be considered in combination with other ele-
ments. The key to ensuring SSC-resistant carbon
steel and low-alloy steel casing and tubing qual-
ity lies in the content control of harmful ele-
ments (sulfur and phosphor). In general, steel
with total P and S content lower than 0.008%
is considered pure steel. The harmful gas in steel
includes hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen. The
impurities mainly include oxide and carbide.
Other harmful elements include As, Sb, Bi, Sn,
Pb, and so on, and the content of these ele-
ments can be effectively controlled by carefully
selecting raw ore. The aforementioned harmful
components may reduce steel toughness. In

particular, in sour environments, cracking resis-
tance may be reduced. During heat treatment,
the aforementioned harmful components may
particularly accumulate at the crystal interface
to reduce intercrystalline binding energy; thus,
fracturing may be generated along the crystal
interface in a sour environment.

When the content of harmful element S of
tubing and casing is reduced to a value lower
than 0.001%, the SSC resistance can be
improved in a constant-load tension test.

The control of P content is related to
S content. Under very low S content, the require-
ment for P content can be slightly relaxed.
Due to the action of molybdenum in chrome-
molybdenum steel, the P content in 4130 steel,
which has a Mo content of 0.20% to 0.80%,
can be lower than 0.030% under the condition
of low Mn content (< 0.75%).

C, Mn, and Ni are not harmful elements, but
their contents should be controlled in an appro-
priate range. If their contents are not controlled
appropriately, the sensitivity of steel material to
sulfide stress cracking may be increased. The
harmful elements of commonly used sulfur-resis-
tant steels and the control contents of element
are listed in Table 11-2. In practice, the level of
metallurgical technology is relatively high at pres-
ent. The contents of sulfur and phosphur of tub-
ing and casing (including sulfide-resistant tubing
and casing) are far lower than the contents speci-
fied in Table 11-2, which indicates that the stan-
dards are not the highest requirements but the
compromise between the manufacturers and the
users under present conditions. The users have
the right to present the supplemental technical
conditions higher than that in ISO 15156.
Strength and Hardness. Strength and hardness
are the important performance parameters of sul-
fide stress cracking resistance. Too high or too low
strength and hardness may cause cracking.
Approximately low strength and hardness are the
important indices of determining the cracking resis-
tance of carbon steel and low-alloy steel. Restrict-
ing strength grade can prevent sulfide stress
cracking. Because hardness is related to strength
and can be determined by using nondestructive
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and convenient methods, hardness has been widely
used in sour-environment material selection and
quality control specifications.

Figure 11-14 shows that with the increase of
strength, the critical stress intensity factor KISSC of
material in hydrogen sulfide environments is
reduced. When yield strength is higher than
100 ksi, KISSC is lower than 33MPa � m0.5 (note:
1 ksi � in. 0.5 ¼ 1.098 MPa �m0.5). Due to the high
effect of yield strength on cracking, material appro-
priate for a hydrogen sulfide environment should
meet the requirement of the minimum yield
strength, and it is required to restrict the maximum
yield strength.

Material with a hardness lower than HRC22
or HB237 is also sensitive to SSC in very high
stress states or severe environments.

The maximum permissible strength and hard-
ness values are related to tensile stress applied and
sour environment severity. When the tensile stress
borne by material is reduced to some value, the
increase of hardness may not generate SSC. The
ISO 11960–specified hardness values of commonly
used sulfur-resistant steel are listed in Table 11-3.
Temperature Conditions Appropriate for
Different Steel Grades of Casing and
Tubing in Sour Environments. Temperature
may greatly affect the hydrogen sulfide stress

corrosion cracking of carbon steel and low-alloy
steel. In general, sulfide stress cracking is sensi-
tive to temperatures between room temperature
and 65�C; thus, the aforementioned test stan-
dards are set at 24�C. If temperature is lower
than 24�C, the cracking tendency may be more
serious. Table 11-4 shows that in a sulfur-
containing gas well, sulfide-nonresistant tubing
and casing with higher strength can be adopted
in the well section with a temperature higher than
65�C. The temperature conditions appropriate
for different steel grades of casing and tubing in
sour environment are listed in Table 11-4.

There are the following risks when sulfide-
nonresistant pipe is adopted in deep sections in
the light of the reduction of sulfide stress crack-
ing sensitivity at high temperature:

1. Problem of electrochemical corrosion
With the increase of well temperature, elec-

trochemical corrosion may be aggravated
despite the fact that sulfide stress cracking in
high-temperature section may not be generated.
Therefore, the tubing and casing design forwells
with high content of hydrogen sulfide, carbon
dioxide, or formationwaterwill be complicated.
Appropriate well section design and using
appropriate sulfide-resistant steel can only solve

TABLE 11-2 Harmful Elements of Commonly Used Sulfur-Resistant Steels and the Control
Contents of Elements

Steel H40 J55 K55 L80 Typ. 1 C90 Typ. 1 T95 Typ. 1

C 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35

Mn 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.40
P 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020
S 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.010
Ni 0.35 0.35

TABLE 11-3 ISO 11960 Specified Hardness Values of Commonly Used
Sulfur-Resistant Steel

Steel J55 K55 L80 Typ. 1 C90 Typ. 1 T95 Typ. 1

Maximum hardness HRC22 HRC23 HRC25 HRC25

Mean hardness HRC22 HRC22 HRC25 HRC25

Note: Typ. 1 means the maximum yield strength of 1031 MPa (150 ksi), Cr-Mo steel, and Q&T treatment.
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the problem of sulfide stress cracking, but can-
not solve the problem of electrochemical corro-
sion. Electrochemical corrosion may cause a
decrease of pipe cross-section or stress concen-
tration at the corrosion pit and heighten the tem-
perature condition appropriate for steel grades
of casing and tubing due to stress, so that the
problemof crackingmay still be generated.Thus
it is required to adopt nickel-based corrosion-
resistant alloy pipe or to use corrosion inhibitor
in order to prevent corrosion.

2. The change from high temperature to low
temperature may also generate stress cracking

The reduction of temperature of the sulfide-
nonresistant casing in deep section during cold
fluid injection may lead to cracking, which is
difficult to avoid during well servicing or
downhole operation. The cracking of tubing
may also be generated in low-temperature sec-
tion at the wellhead when tubing is taken out
of the well or due to the dynamic load after
tubing is pulled out of the well.

Stress Level and Stress State. The cracking of
metallic material under the coordinated action
of stress and chemical media is known as stress
corrosion cracking. Stress is the necessary condi-
tion of stress corrosion cracking. It can be
applied stress or residual stress. Tensile stress is

the most harmful. The tensile stress value when
cracking is generated is much lower than the
yield strength of material. There is no obvious
plastic deformation. The greater the stress, the
shorter the time for generating cracking.

If stress is further reduced, some high-strength
steels may not generate stress cracking in accor-
dance with the NACE Method A and A solution.
For some steel, the maximum stress value under
which stress cracking will not be generated can
be generally obtained by testing. This stress is
just the critical corrosion cracking stress. The
NACE Method C can be used to better quantita-
tively describe the effects of different corrosive
media and different stress levels on crack propa-
gation and fracture.

Cracking Severity Criteria for Carbon
Steel and Low-Alloy Steel in a Sour
Environment of Hydrogen Sulfide

In environments with hydrogen sulfide, the
properties of carbon steel and low-alloy steel
may be affected by multiple factors and their
interaction, which include:

1. Chemical composition, manufacturing me-
thod, forming mode, strength, material hard-
ness and local change, cold process load, heat

TABLE 11-4 Temperature Conditions Appropriate to Different Steel Grades of Casing
and Tubing in a Sour Environment

Appropriate to All
Temperatures �65ºC (150ºF) �80ºC (175ºF) �107ºC (225ºF)

Steel grade
H40
J55
K55
M65
L80 Type 1
C90 Type 1
Y95 Type 1

Steel grade
N80 Type Q
C95

Steel grade
N80
P110

Steel grade
Q1251

Conforming to service condition
of Zone 3 in Figure 11-15

Maximum yield strength lower
than or equal to 760 MPa
(110 ksi)

Special Q&T steel

Maximum yield strength lower
than or equal to 976 MPa
(140 ksi)

Special Q&T steel

1Based on maximum yield strength of 1036 MPa (150 ksi). Cr-Mo Q&T steel. C-Mn steel not allowed.
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treatment condition, microscopic structure of
material, microscopic structure homogeneity,
crystal grain size, and material purity;

2. Partial pressure of hydrogen sulfide or equiv-
alent concentration in water phase;

3. Chlorion concentration in water phase;
4. The pH value of water phase;
5. Whether elemental sulfur or other oxidant

exists;
6. Invasion of non-reservoir fluid or contact

with non-reservoir fluid;
7. Temperature;
8. Stress state and total tensile stress (applied

stress plus residual stress);
9. Exposure duration.

The most important factors that may affect
the properties of carbon steel and low-alloy steel
in sour environments include partial pressure
and pH value. Thus these two parameters are
taken as the criteria of cracking severity in ISO
15156, which only involves the cracking of
material and has not involved a general corro-
sion problem. When material is selected in
design, the pH value should be calculated on
the basis of component analysis, and cracking
severity is determined if the pH value of produc-
tion system is unknown. It would be best if
downhole sample data could be obtained.
However, a hydrogen sulfide–containing well is
difficult to sample.
SSC Criteria Diagram of Carbon Steel and
Low-Alloy Steel. The cracking severity criteria
diagram of carbon steel and low-alloy steel in a
sour environment of hydrogen sulfide is divided
into four zones (Figure 11-15).

Figure 11-15 shows that under hydrogen
sulfide partial pressure lower than 0.3 kPa, an
uncertainty of measurement may be generated.
While under partial pressure higher than 1 MPa,
steel selection should be based on fitness evalua-
tion; that is, steel material is selected by testing
on the basis of downhole working status. When
carbon steel and low-alloy steel are selected, eval-
uation tests based on sour working environment
or in accordance with the conditions of Zone
SSC1, Zone SSC2, and Zone SSC3 are required.

If there has been field experience about the use
of tubing and casing steel to be selected, steel
material can also be selected in consideration of
the sour working environment. When the severity
of the hydrogen sulfide environment is deter-
mined, the formation of condensate water due
to abnormal operation or production shutdown
should be considered. Condensate water may
reduce the pH value. In addition, the pH value
of acidizing fluid during acidizing should also be
considered. The pH value of acidizing fluid may
be further reduced after hydrogen sulfide is dis-
solved in the acidizing fluid. It should be ensured
to flow back in time and prevent the spent acid
from remaining at the bottomhole.
Selection of Steel Material Suitable for Zone
SSC 0 Environment with Low Partial of
Hydrogen Sulfide (PH2S

< 0.3 k Pa). In gen-
eral, there is no special requirement for steel
material. However, there is hydrogen sulfide
after all. Thus the following factors that may
lead to cracking should be considered:

1. Steel material that is highly sensitive to sul-
fide stress cracking (SSC) and hydrogen stress
cracking (HSC).

FIGURE 11-15 The cracking severity criteria diagram of
carbon steel and low-alloy steel in a sour environment of
hydrogen sulfide.
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2. The physical and metallurgical properties of
steel material affect SSC and HSC resistance.

3. In a liquid environment with no hydrogen
sulfide, superhigh-strength steel material
may generate HSC. When yield strength is
higher than 965 MPa (140 ksi), the chemical
composition of steel material should be espe-
cially required, and heat treatment is also
required in order to ensure no SSC or HSC
in the working environment of Zone SSC 0.

4. The risk of stress concentration plus
cracking.

Selection of Casing, Tubing and Fittings
Suitable for Serious Sour Environments
(Zone SSC 3). A pH value of 3.5–5.5 and a
PH2S value of 0.01–1.0 bar are characteristic of
a Zone SSC 3 environment. The environment
in which any micro-H2S can be measured is of
Zone SSC 3 provided that the pH value is lower
than 3.5. In an environment in which H2S, CO2,

and water coexist, the pH value may be lower
than 3.5.

Casing, tubing, and fittings suitable for a seri-
ous sour environment (Zone SSC 3) should meet
the following requirements:

1. The pipes and fittings can be made of the
Cr-Mo low-alloy steel quenched and tem-
pered. They should have yield strengths of
690 MPa (100 ksi), 720 MPa (105 ksi), and
760 MPa (110 ksi). Hardness should not be
higher than HRC30. The deviation of yield
strength should be strictly controlled. The
difference between actual maximum yield
strength and minimum nominal yield strength
should not be greater than 103 MPa (15 ksi).
The SSC resistance tests of each batch should
be recorded. The sulfide stress cracking resis-
tance should be checked by unilateral stretch
in accordance with the NACE Method A and
A solution.

2. If hardness is not higher than HRC26, pipes
and fittings made of Cr-Mo low-alloy steel
quenched and tempered can be used. The sul-
fide stress cracking resistance should be
checked by unilateral stretch in accordance
with the NACE Method A and A solution.

3. If the pipes and fittings are cold straightened
at a temperature equal to or lower than
510�C (950�F), stress should be eliminated
at a temperature higher than or equal to
480�C (900�F). If the pipes and fittings are
cold shaped (pin thread and/or box thread)
and the permanent deformation of outer-
layer fiber exceeds 5%, the cold shaped area
should be heat treated at a temperature
higher than or equal to 595�C (1100�F) in
order to eliminate internal stress.

If a high-strength pipe junction piece that has
a hardness higher than HRC22 is cold shaped,
the internal stress in junction piece should be
eliminated at a temperature higher than or equal
to 595�C (1100�F).

The steel grades of casing and tubing that are
suitable for Zone SSC 3 include H40, J55, K55,
M65, L80 Typ. 1, C90 Typ. 1, and T95 Typ. 1.
They are appropriate for any downhole temper-
ature. In addition, for a well section with a
temperature higher than 60�C, the steel grades
of N80 Type Q and C95 can also be selected.
However, the actual maximum yield strength
should be lower than or equal to 760 MPa
(110 ksi), and special Q&T heat treatment is
required.

Selection of Casing, Tubing and Fittings
Suitable for Medium Sour Environments
(Zone SSC 2). Material that is suitable for Zone
SSC 3 can be used in Zone SSC 2. In addition, the
casing, tubing, and fittings made of Cr-Mo low-
alloy steel quenched and tempered can also be
used in Zone SSC 2. The actual yield strength of
material should not be higher than 760 MPa
(110 ksi); that is, the nominal yield strength
should not be lower than 550 MPa (80 ksi),
which means that the allowable deviation of yield
strength of material is 30 ksi. In addition, hard-
ness should not be higher than HRC27. Other
technical requirements should accord with the
related specifications.

Selection of Casing, Tubing, and Fittings
Suitable for Slight Sour Environments (Zone
SSC 1). The Zone SSC 1 environment character-
istics include: (1) pH of 3.5 and PH2S

of 0.001
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bar to pH of 6.5 and PH2S of 1.0 bar and (2) pH
higher than 6.5 and any PH2S.

Material suitable for Zone SSC 3 and Zone
SSC 2 can be used for Zone SSC 1. In addition,
the casing, tubing, and fittings made of Cr-Mo
low-alloy steel quenched and tempered can be
used for Zone SSC 1. The actual yield strength
should not be higher than 896 MPa (130 ksi);
that is, the nominal yield strength should not be
lower than 760 MPa (110 ksi), which means that
the allowable deviation of yield strength is 20 ksi.
In addition, hardness should not be higher than
HRC30. Other technical requirements should
accord with the related specifications.

Test Requirements of Commonly
Used Hydrogen SSC Resistant Carbon
Steel and Low-Alloy Steel Tubing
and Casing

J55 and K55 Seamless Steel Pipe. Samples
should be taken near the inner wall of pipe as
far as possible. Testing should be in accordance
with the NACE Method A and A solution.
The critical stress of the test should not be lower
than 80%.
K55 Electric Resistance Welded Pipe Body
and Collar. For welded seams, the NACE
Method A and A solution are used for testing.
The critical stress of the test should not be lower
than 80%.
L80 Typ. 1, C90 Typ. 1, and T95 Typ. 1 Casing
and Collar. The NACE Method D and A solu-
tion are used for testing. For L80 Typ. 1 and C90
Typ. 1 casing and collar, the NACE Method C
should be used for the fatigue test of present
fatigue crack. For T95 Typ. 1 casing and collar,
the fatigue test of present fatigue crack is not
required. For L80 Typ. 1 base metal and welded
seam of electric resistance welded pipe, the fatigue
test of present fatigue crack is required. For base
metals and welded seams of all steel grades, the
critical sulfide stress intensity factor KISSC should
be tested by using a test sample of standard size.
The mean value of KISSC should not be lower than
33.0 MPa � m0.5, and the KISSC value of single
sample should not be lower than 29.7 MPa �m0.5.

J55, K55, and ERW L80 Typ. 1 casing and
collar are low-strength steel, and stress-oriented
hydrogen-induced cracking (SOHIC) or hydrogen-
induced cracking (HIC) may be generated de-
pending on manufacturing method and heat
treatment.

Corrosion-Resistant Alloy Steel
Tubing and Casing

Corrosion-resistant alloys include stainless steel
and alloy steel. Some corrosion-resistant alloys
are more sensitive to pitting corrosion and stress
corrosion cracking in a corrosive environ-
ment. In the petroleum industry history of using
corrosion-resistant alloy, severe accidents of
stress cracking and pitting corrosion boring of
tubing due to improper selection of corrosion-
resistant alloy material have been generated.

Local corrosion and fracture are mainly char-
acteristic of the corrosion failure of corrosion-
resistant alloy. Selecting corrosion-resistant alloy
requires full grounds due to a variety of alloy
types, high expense, great difference in price,
great difference in fitness for service environ-
ment, and less experience in using in oil and
gas wells. Appropriate corrosion-resistant alloy
material should be selected in light of the specific
corrosion environment, and laboratory tests
should be done under simulated service condi-
tions as far as possible. In addition, deriving
experience in developing similar oil and gas
fields is also important.
Types and Basic Compositions of Corrosion-
Resistant Alloys for Tubings and Casings in
Oil and Gas Wells. In corrosion-resistant alloys,
Cr, Ni, andMo are the most important basic alloy-
ing elements. Different percentage contents and
different manufacturing methods form different
types of corrosion-resistant alloys. The aforemen-
tioned elements are crucial to the formation of sta-
ble protective corrosion product film on structural
members. Corrosion will start from the failure of
protective corrosion product film.

The main compositions of corrosion-resistant
alloys for tubing and casing are listed in
Table 11-5. Austenitic stainless steel is used for
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manufacturing components and parts and is not
used for manufacturing tubing.
Modes of Corrosion and Influence Factors
for Corrosion-Resistant Alloy. Pitting corro-
sion or stress corrosion cracking may be gener-
ated in the process of using corrosion-resistant
alloy. Stress corrosion cracking includes sulfide
stress corrosion cracking, chloride stress crack-
ing, and so on.

The following should be considered when
corrosion-resistant alloy is selected in accor-
dance with ISO 15156-1:

1. Partial pressure of carbon dioxide in gas
phase

2. Partial pressure of hydrogen sulfide in gas
phase

3. Temperature during service
4. pH value of water phase
5. Concentration of Cl� or other halide (F�, Br�)
6. Existence of elemental sulfur

The mechanisms of stress cracking and pitting
corrosion of corrosion-resistant alloy are as follows:

1. Stress cracking of corrosion-resistant alloy
The mechanisms of stress cracking of vari-

ous corrosion-resistant alloys are listed in
Table 11-6.

2. Pitting corrosion of corrosion-resistant alloy
The pitting corrosion of corrosion-

resistant alloy is a common problem. At the
pit the stress level is relatively high and a
crack source may be formed. Under the coor-
dinated action of higher working stress and
chlorion or oxygen, cracking may be caused.
The pitting resistance equivalent number
(PREN) is used for evaluating pitting corro-
sion resistance.

PREN ¼ %Crþ 3:3ð%Moþ 0:5%WÞ þ 16%N

where: %Cr ¼ weight fraction of Cr in alloy,
percent of total composition; %Mo ¼ weight
fraction of Mo in alloy, percent of total com-
position; %W ¼ weight fraction of W in
alloy, percent of total composition; %N ¼
weight fraction of N in alloy, percent of total
composition.

TABLE 11-5 Main Composition of Corrosion-Resistant Alloys for Tubing and Casing

Type UNS

Content of Key Alloy (%)

Cr Ni Mo Other

Martensitic
stainless
steel

ISO 11960
L80 13Cr

12 � 14 0.5 Si¼ 1, Mn¼ 0.25� n1, Cu¼ 0.25

13CrS S41426 11.5 � 13.5 4.5 � 6.5 1.5 � 3 Tu ¼ 0.01 � 0.5, V ¼ 0.5
S/W 13Cr S41425 12 � 15 4 � 7 1.5 � 2 Cu ¼ 0.3

Diphase
stainless
steel

22Cr S31803 21.0 � 23.0 4.5 � 6.5 2.5 � 3.5 Mn, Si, etc.
25Cr S32550

S32750
S32760

24.0 � 27.0
24.0 � 26.0
24.0 � 26.0

4.5 � 6.5
6.0 � 8.0
6.0 � 8.0

2.0 � 4.0
3.0 � 4.0
3.0 � 4.0

Mn, Si, etc.

Nickel base
alloy

Alloy C-276 N10276 14.5 � 16.5 Rem 15 � 17 W ¼ 3.0 � 4.5, Co ¼ 2.5
Alloy 625 N06625 20.0 � 23.0 Rem 8.0 � 10 Nb ¼ 3.15 � 4.15
Alloy 718 N07718 17.0 � 21.0 50.0 � 55.0 2.8 � 3.3 Nb ¼ 4.75 � 5.50
Alloy 825 N08825 19.5 � 23.5 38.0 � 46.0 2.5 � 3.5 Ti ¼ 0.6 � 1.2
G-2 N06975 23.0 � 26.0 47.0 � 52.0 5.0 � 7.0
G-3 N06985 21.0 � 23.5 Rem 6.0 � 8.0 W ¼ 5.0, Co ¼ 1.5
G-30 N06030 28.0 � 31.5 Rem 4.0 � 6.0 W ¼ 5.0, Co ¼ 1.5 � 4.0
028 N08028 26.0 � 28.0 29.0 � 32.5 3.0 � 4.0 Cu ¼ 0.6 � 1.4
2550 N006255 23.0 � 26.0 47.0 � 52.0 6.0 � 9.0 W ¼ 3.0, Cu ¼ 1.2, Ti ¼ 0.69
G-50 N06950 19. � 21.0 50.0 8.0 � 10.0 W ¼ 1.0, Cu ¼ 0.5, Ti ¼ 0, Co ¼ 2.5

Note: UNS means unitary numbering system (U.S. metal and alloy numbering system based on SAE-ASTM). Rem means remainder.
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PREN has several variables and is used for
reflecting and predicting the pitting corrosion
resistance of Fe-Cr-Mo stainless steel (CRA)
when dissolved chloride and oxygen exist (such
as in sea water). Despite the usefulness of this
parameter, it cannot directly predict corrosion
resistance in a hydrogen sulfide environment.

3. Environmental factors affecting the pitting
corrosion and cracking of corrosion-resistant
alloy. The factors are complicated, and the
following should be considered in design
and downhole operations:
a. Concentration of Cl� or other halide ions

(F�, Br�).
Sometimes formation water may have a

high chloride content, and some wells use
high-concentration salt water or natural
brine for killing a well. For instance, acid-
izing fluid contains hydrofluoric acid,
and bromide is used as killing fluid and

reservoir-protecting fluid, and so on. Cl�

or other halide ion (F�, Br�) may fail the
passivating film on stainless steel surfaces
singly or in combination with oxygen and
lead to steel directly adsorbing the hydro-
gen atom. Stainless steel and alloy are
restricted by the concentration of Cl� or
other halide ion (F�, Br�) to a certain
degree in use. If CaCl2, NaCl, ZnCl2,
and CaCl2–CaBr2 solutions, and so on,
are required to be injected in the tubing-
casing annulus or well, pitting corrosion
and cracking of corrosion-resistant alloy
should first be evaluated under simulated
downhole conditions and the coordinated
action of hydrogen sulfide and carbon
dioxide. For martensitic stainless steel
and diphase stainless steel, the aforemen-
tioned effect of Cl� or other halide ions
(F�, Br�) should be evaluated.

TABLE 11-6 Mechanisms of Stress Cracking of Various Corrosion-Resistant Alloys

Type of
Material

Mechanism of Potential Cracking
in Hydrogen Sulfide Environment

Remarks

Sulfide
Stress
Cracking
(SSC)

Sulfide
Corrosion
Cracking
(SCC)

Couple-Induced
Hydrogen
Stress
Cracking

High-alloy
austenitic
stainless steel

— P — SSC and HSC may not be generally
generated. Low-temperature cracking
test is not required.

Martensitic
stainless steel

P S P The alloys that contain Ni and Mo may
sustain SCC whether or not residual
austenite is contained.

Diphase stainless
steel

S P S When temperature is higher than the
highest use temperature, cracking
sensitivity may be high and testing
in the range of possible service
temperature is required.

Solid-solution
nickel-based
alloy

S P S Some nickel-based alloys contain a
secondary phase in cold forming
process and/or ageing state. When
an electric couple is formed due
to contact with steel, it may be
sensitive to HSC.

Note: P means principal mechanism of cracking and S means secondary and possible mechanism of cracking.
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b. Effect of the partial pressure of downhole
hydrogen sulfide and the pH value of envi-
ronment on cracking. For nickel-based
alloy, the pH value of the environment
may not affect the cracking of material in
principle. However, for martensitic stain-
less steel and diphase stainless steel, the
potential cracking problem should be
considered.

c. Effect of elemental sulfur on pitting corro-
sion and environment cracking. Elemental
sulfur is a factor that affects the cracking
and pitting corrosion of some corrosion-
resistant alloys, and an evaluation is
required in light of the specific environment.

d. Effect of oxygen on pitting corrosion and
cracking. The reaction of oxygen to
hydrogen sulfide may generate sulfuric
acid, which has a certain effect on the
pitting corrosion and stress cracking of
stainless steel. If stainless steel tubing is
used, oxygen should be removed, or an
oxygen inhibitor should be added when
fluid is injected in the well.

Service Environment Restriction of Corrosion-
Resistant Alloy
1. Service environment for martensitic stainless

steel
Martensitic stainless steel is stainless steel

of such chrome as to maintain martensitic
microscopic texture at room temperature. Its
mechanical properties including strength,
hardness, elasticity, and abrasion resistance
can be enhanced and improved by heat treat-
ment. It is widely used as the corrosion-
resistant alloy of tubing and casing and is
mainly used in corrosive environments in
which carbon dioxide is predominant. L80
13Cr as shown in Table 11-5 has been
included in the ISO 11960, ISO 15156, and
ISO 10400 standards and is basic martensitic
stainless steel. S/W 13Cr and S/W 13CrS are
the high-performance martensitic stainless
steels that are based on L80 and in which
the alloying elements including Ni, Mo, and
so on are added before the steel is properly
heat treated. Thus they are also known as

super 13Cr stainless steel. They have higher
mechanical properties, pitting corrosion resis-
tance, sulfide stress corrosion cracking resis-
tance, chloride stress cracking resistance,
high-temperature resistance, and so on, than
L80 13Cr.

Martensitic stainless steel is used in corro-
sive environments of carbon dioxide. The
L80 13Cr in it cannot be used in an environ-
ment with hydrogen sulfide. Super 13Cr
stainless steel has a certain sulfide stress
cracking resistance when chlorion content is
low, and the maximum allowable partial
pressure of hydrogen sulfide is 10 k Pa
(pH � 3.5). High temperature and high sul-
fide content may generate pitting corrosion
or sulfide stress corrosion cracking. The
coexistence of high temperature, high sulfide
content, and micro-hydrogen sulfide may
aggravate pitting corrosion. The electrochem-
ical corrosion and cracking evaluation is
required on the basis of specific temperature
and the contents of chloride and hydrogen
sulfide in order to determine the specific
application range.

Limited tests indicate that no pitting corro-
sion has been observed at temperatures lower
than 80�C under pH � 3.5, partial pressure of
hydrogen sulfide lower than 10 k Pa, and
sodium chloride content up to 20%, and that
pitting corrosion may be caused by micro-
hydrogen sulfide at temperatures higher than
120�C. For any martensitic stainless steel, the
chloride andmicro-hydrogen sulfide pitting cor-
rosion and chloride stress cracking under low
pH value in high-temperature environments
should be considered, and the sulfide stress cor-
rosion cracking of high-strength steel under low
pH value at low temperature should also be
considered.

2. Service environment for diphase stainless
steel

The solid-solution texture of diphase stain-
less steel contains ferrite and austenite
texture. Diphase stainless steel combines the
features of austenite and ferrite. It has the
high toughness of austenitic stainless steel
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and the high strength and chloride stress cor-
rosion resistance of ferritic stainless steel;
thus, it has good corrosion resistance and
mechanical properties.

The commonly used diphase stainless
steels include 22Cr and 25Cr steels (espe-
cially the 22Cr steel). Diphase stainless steel
has higher resistance to high temperature,
higher resistances to corrosion due to high
content of carbon dioxide and sulfide, and
higher resistance to high-velocity gas flow
erosion than martensitic stainless steel. How-
ever, it is not certain that the sulfide stress
cracking resistance of diphase 22Cr stainless
steel is higher than that of super 13Cr stain-
less steel. In accordance with ISO 15156-3,
the maximum partial pressure of hydrogen
sulfide should be lower than 2 k Pa if
30 	 PREN 	 40 and Mo � 1.5% (such as
22Cr), and the maximum partial pressure of
hydrogen sulfide is 20 k Pa if 40 < PREN 	 45
(such as diphase 25Cr stainless steel), but the
concentration of chloride should be lower
than 120,000 mg/l. The cracking resistance
of diphase stainless steel is related to yield
strength and quality control during manu-
facture to a great extent. The higher the
PREN value, the higher the resistance to
corrosion. However, PREN may also increase
the risk of forming the basic phases of s and
a in the ferrite phase of material during
manufacture.

Diphase stainless steel is similar to marten-
sitic stainless steel in that chloride and micro-
hydrogen sulfide pitting corrosion and chlo-
ride stress cracking under low pH value and
high-temperature environment conditions
should be considered, and sulfide stress cor-
rosion cracking of high-strength steel under
pH value and low-temperature environment
conditions should also be considered. The
unfavorable combination between the con-
tent of chloride and the partial pressure of
hydrogen sulfide may cause the stress crack-
ing of diphase stainless steel. If diphase stain-
less steel is connected with carbon steel or
low-alloy steel having cathodic protection,

the diphase stainless steel may generate
hydrogen-induced stress cracking (HISC).

3. Service environment for nickel-based alloy
Nickel has a high tendency to passivate.

At normal temperatures, a nickel surface is
covered with an oxide film, which has a high
resistance to corrosion. Nickel-based alloy
with a content of 25% to 45% has high
resistance to corrosion and an environment
cracking resistance and also has high strength.
Nickel-based alloy for tubing and casing is
of nickel-chromium-molybdenum alloy series.
The chromium in it is favorable for improving
use performance in high-temperature environ-
ments, while the molybdenum in it can increase
corrosion resistance under low pH value.

Nickel-based alloy that is suitable for
manufacturing tubing and casing is a solid-
solution nickel-based alloy. It is a single
crystalline phase structure composed of two
or more than two alloying elements. Solid-
solution nickel-based alloy obtains high
strength after cold rolling, and the yield
strength can be up to 150–180 ksi. The
solid-solution nickel-based alloy materials
used for manufacturing tubing and casing
are listed in Table 11-7. They are divided into
three types (4c, 4d, and 4e) on the basis of
the contents of nickel and molybdenum. The
resistances to pitting corrosion, sulfide stress
corrosion cracking, chloride stress cracking,
and elemental sulfur corrosion of corrosion-
resistant alloy are related to elemental
composition, manufacturing method, yield
strength, service environment temperature,
hydrogen sulfide concentration, and so on.

Table 11-7 shows that 4c and 4d cannot resist
elemental sulfur corrosion at high temperatures
(higher than 177�C), but 4c can still resist ele-
mental sulfur corrosion at temperatures higher
than 204�C. At lower temperatures (lower than
132�C), all the 4c, 4d, and 4e can resist elemen-
tal sulfur corrosion. At temperatures higher than
204�C, the partial pressure of hydrogen sulfide
under which corrosion can be resisted may also
be obviously reduced.
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The corrosion resistances of solid-solution
nickel-based alloys that are tempered and cold
worked are listed in Table 11-8.

The solid-solution nickel-based products that
are forged or cast should be in a tempered and
cold worked state and should meet the following
requirements:

1. Maximum allowable hardness is HRC40.
2. The maximum yield strength obtained by

cold working is
a. 1034 MPa (150 ksi) for 4c;
b. 1034 MPa (150 ksi) for 4d;
c. 1034 MPa (150 ksi) for 4e.
Note: There is overlapping of conditionality

of 4c, 4d, and 4e.
The types of solid-solution nickel-based alloy

material (4a, 4b, 4c, 4d, and 4e) are listed in
Table 11-9. ISO 15156-3 presents the corrosion
resistances and limited service environments
of corrosion-resistant alloy only in accordance with
alloying element composition and manufacturing
method. The sequence of corrosion resistances of
some alloys is: C-276 > 050 > 625 and G-3 >
825 > 028 > 2550.

Nickel-based alloy is expensive and has a high
initial investment; however, it has the highest
safety and low long-term operating cost. The
aforementioned corrosion resistances and con-
ditionality of nickel-based alloy and ISO
15156-3 can only be used as a guiding basis for
selecting material due to the complicated selec-
tion and evaluation of nickel-based alloy; thus,

consultation is required in order to properly
select material in light of the downhole
environment.

Corrosion of Nonmetallic Material

Some nonmetallic materials are often used as seal
elements or parts in downhole tools and wellhead
assembly. Corrosion prevention design should
consider the corrosion resistance of nonmetallic
materials. When the seal material of rubber makes
contact with media, the seal material of rubber
and the additives may be decomposed due to oxi-
dation, and some media may also make the seal
material of rubber swell. Thus fracture and solu-
tion of rubber molecules and decomposition and
dissolution of additives may be generated.

11.4 OIL AND GAS WELL
CORROSION PREVENTION DESIGN

External Casing Corrosion Prevention

External Casing Corrosion Sources and
Mechanisms of Corrosion. External casing
corrosion is mainly generated in free casing sec-
tions that have not been cemented. Cement
sheath can protect casing to a great extent from
corrosion. In a well section that is cemented
poorly or a well section in which the cement
sheath is damaged by downhole operation,
casing may also be corroded. Both uniform cor-
rosion and local corrosion may be present when

TABLE 11-7 Types of Solid-Solution Nickel-Based Alloy Material for Tubing and Casing

Types of
Material

Minimum
Cr
Weight
Fraction
(%)

Minimum
Ni þ Co
Weight
Fraction
(%)

Minimum
Mo
Weight
Fraction
(%)

Minimum
Mo þ W
Weight
Fraction
(%)

Brand Name and Metallurgical
State of Typical Material

Type 4c 19.5 29.5 2.5 0.28 solid-solution tempered or tempered and
cold worked

Type 4d 19.0 45 6 825, 625, 2550, 718, and G-2 solid-solution
tempered or tempered and cold worked

Type 4e 14.5 52 12 C-276, G-3, and G-30 solid-solution tempered
or tempered and cold worked
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TABLE 11-8 Conditionality of Solid-Solution Nickel Alloy Used for Making Downhole Pipe Fittings, Packer,
and Other Downhole Tools

Type of
Material

Max. Service
Temperature
(ºC)

Max. Partial
Pressure of
Hydrogen
Sulfide (kPa)

Max. Chloride
Concentration
(mg/l) pH

Elemental
Sulfur
Resistant Remarks

4c, 4d, and 4e
alloys cold
worked

232 0.2 See remarks See remarks No Applicable to any combination of chloride
concentration and pH value in well218 0.7 See remarks See remarks No

204 1 See remarks See remarks No
177 1.4 See remarks See remarks No
132 See remarks See remarks See remarks Yes Applicable to any combination of hydrogen

sulfide, chloride concentration, and pH
value in well

4d and 4e
alloys cold
worked

218 2 See remarks See remarks No Applicable to any combination of chloride
concentration and pH value in well

149 See remarks See remarks See remarks Yes Applicable to any combination of hydrogen
sulfide, chloride concentration, and pH
value in well

4e alloy cold
worked

232 7 See remarks See remarks Yes Applicable to any combination of chloride
concentration and pH value in well

204 See remarks See remarks See remarks Yes Applicable to any combination of hydrogen
sulfide, chloride concentration, and pH
value in well
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external casing corrosion is generated. Pitting
corrosion boring is most hazardous and is gener-
ated in quite a long well section.

External casing corrosion may be mainly gen-
erated if formation water developed in a section
that has not been cemented, formation water is
in flow state, and the formation water contains
corrosive components.

1. Corrosion due to corrosive components in
formation water

Formation water may possibly contain the
corrosive components including H2S, CO2,
Hþ, O2, HCO3

�, SO42�, Cl�, and OH�

and bacteria including sulfate-reducing bacte-
ria and aerobic bacteria.

Corrosive components may corrode casing
under the following conditions:
a. Failure of cement sheath is generated during

production. For instance, downhole opera-
tions cause brittle rupture of cement sheath.
The sulfate and sulfate-reducing bacteria in
formation water make cement corrode and
degrade, thus causing contact between for-
mation fluid and outside casing wall.

b. In a well section that has not been ce-
mented, the performance of drilling fluid
fails under the action of long-term high
temperature, thus reducing the pressure

on formation and making formation fluid
enter the annulus.

2. Electrotelluric stray current corrosion and
local electric potential difference corrosion

Different formations that casing passes
through have different moistness, and different
aquifers have different salinities; thus, different
sections of casing have different electrode
potential. In addition, casing that is an anode
will be electrochemically corroded when casing
is made of carbon steel or low-alloy steel and
the packer gas production wellhead, Christmas
tree, and tubing are made of stainless steel or
have corrosion-resistant metal coating.

3. Remaining annulus drilling fluid corrosion
The drilling fluid remaining in the annulus

outside casing and the flushing fluid and
spacer fluid for displacing cement slurry may
contain some corrosive components such as
sulfonate that may decompose and generate
hydrogen sulfide. In addition, when the afore-
mentioned fluids are formulated at the surface
or pumped into a well, air may be entrained
and oxygen corrosion will be caused.

Some drilling fluids and completion fluids
are saturated or undersaturated saltwater
muds or barite- or ground iron ore-weighted
muds. They are good conductors of electric

TABLE 11-9 Types of Solid-Solution Nickel-Based Alloy Material

Type of
Material

Cr Weight
Fraction
Minimum
(%)

Ni þ Co
Weight
Fraction
Minimum (%)

Mo Weight
Fraction
Minimum
(%)

Mo þ W
Weight
Fraction
Minimum (%) Metallurgical State

4a 19.0 29.5 2.5 Solid-solution tempered or
tempered

4b 14.5 52 12 Solid-solution tempered or
tempered

4c 19.5 29.5 2.5 Solid-solution tempered or
tempered and cold worked

4d 19.0 45 6 Solid-solution tempered or
tempered and cold worked

4e 14.5 52 12 Solid-solution tempered or
tempered and cold worked

Note: Some chemical components listed may meet one or several restrictions, which are not certain and may be further restricted under
some conditions.
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current and ionic current, thus aggravating
electrochemical corrosion. The settling of
ground iron ore or barite may lead to spot
contact corrosion on the outside casing wall.
In addition, the reduction of density of dril-
ling fluid in the annulus outside casing may
make formation fluid enter the annulus, and
the casing will be corroded.

4. Corrosion due to metallurgical defects of cas-
ing steel material, operating damage, and
local stress concentration

The API standard and ISO standard em-
phasize the minimum strength standard of
casing and have no particular specifica-
tions for long-term corrosion resistance.
Casings with different alloy designs and
manufacturing techniques and the same
mechanical performance have some differ-
ences in corrosion resistance. Attention
should be paid because the metallurgical
defects in the casing manufacturing process
(such as alloying defects due to segregation)
may cause pitting corrosion in some corrosive
media environments. Excessive residual stress
during manufacture or tool marks by casing
tongs may aggravate local corrosion. Stress
corrosion, crevice corrosion, and galvanic
corrosion may be generated in casing collar
sections and external thread die-out sections,
and premature boring or fracturing may be
caused in these sections.

External Casing Corrosion Prevention Design
1. Preventing too long openhole section

Attention to formation water evaluation is
not fully paid at present. If the openhole sec-
tion is too long, a permeable formation that
contains high-salinity or corrosive formation
water may be met; thus, external casing cor-
rosion may be generated afterward. External
corrosion boring of intermediate casing has
been generated in some deep wells due to a
long drilling cycle when drilling has not been
finished.

2. Cementing corrosive section
The problem of lost circulation during

cementing should be solved when cement

return height is required to be increased.
A stage collar can be used for staged cement-
ing to prevent lost circulation. Formations
of 50 m above and below the stage collar
should be formations with no circulation loss
because cement job quality is difficult to
ensure at the stage collar.

3. Using external casing coating or external
wrapping protective film

Coating or external wrapping protective
film has high resistance to corrosion. Friction
resistance is required during running. The
film should be resistant to generating tool
marks by casing tongs, or it can be patched
up on the drill floor in time. The external cas-
ing wrapping developed by Tubocote Co. has
a very high resistance to corrosion. The brine
of the aquifer on the top of oil reservoir in the
Changqing oil region has a total salinity of
86,000 mg/l and a pH value of 5.6. It is of
acidulous water and is seriously corrosive to
casing. The measures taken, including
cementing, cathodic protection, and anodic
protection, were of no avail. Finally, epoxy
resin glass cloth was used to wrap the casing
and anode (Zn) protection was also used.
No casing corrosion problem has been found
for years after the casing was run in.

4. Enhancing cement job quality and using
proper sulfate and hydrogen sulfide–resistant
cement

Cementing can effectively prevent casing
corrosion; however, good cementing job qual-
ity is required and the cement should not be
corroded by components such as sulfate and
hydrogen sulfide in formation fluid. Cement
is corroded by formation water in the follow-
ing two stages:
a. Cement bond stage. After pumping is fin-

ished, formation water may invade cement
due to too long a setting time or cement
weight loss. The cement invaded by for-
mation water cannot be formed into set
cement or has a low consolidation
strength. It is often seen that an acoustic
amplitude log of mudstone interval shows
good cementing job quality, but the
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corresponding sandstone interval has a
poor cementing job quality due to the fail-
ure of cement setting by water invasion.

b. Later formation water invasion stage. The
set cement always has a certain permeabil-
ity. The set cement invaded by the Cl�,
SO4

2�, and HCO3
� in formation water

may generate failure such as dissolution,
ion exchange, crystallization, and expan-
sion. In addition, the carbon dioxide in
formation water may also corrode cement.
Formation water percolates through
cement and contacts the casing, thus cor-
roding the casing.

Enhancing cement job quality and using
proper sulfate-resistant cement are the important
approaches to preventing or mitigating external
casing corrosion.

Tubing-Casing Annulus (Outside
Tubing Wall and Inside Casing Wall)
Corrosion

Open Annulus. If there is no packer in the
lower part of the tubing, the annulus is known
as an open annulus. In an open annulus, the cor-
rosion of the inside casing wall and outside tub-
ing wall are dependent on the changes of phase
states of produced fluid and the oil, gas, and
water in the annulus. In some oil and gas fields,
the corrosion of the outside tubing wall is more
serious than that of the inside tubing wall, and
local corrosion boring from outside tubing wall
to inside can be seen. This may be related to wet-
ting and phase state. Carbon dioxide can be dis-
solved in condensate water and make the pH
value of condensate water reduce to a value
lower than 4.0. This condensate water can stably
adhere to the outside tubing wall due to no flow
in the annulus, thus causing weight loss corro-
sion or pitting corrosion boring.

The dynamic factor of mass transfer due to
the dissolution and precipitation of tubing and
casing at the bottom of a gas well near the gas-
water interface may aggravate corrosion.
Closed Annulus. If there is packer in the lower
part of the tubing, the annulus is known as

closed annulus. The protective fluid of closed
annulus should have the following properties:

1. Corrosion resistivity
Fresh water is generally used as the protec-

tive fluid of the annulus. Sodium hydroxide is
added in fresh water in order to increase the
pH value to 11; thus, oxygen scavenger and
bactericidal agent are not required to be
added on the premise of preventing annulus
corrosion. In addition, diesel oil is also a
good protective fluid for the annulus.

Calcium chloride solution has a good resis-
tance to corrosion under the condition of
carbon steel and low-alloy steel. However, if
the tubing has leakage, carbon dioxide reacts
on calcium chloride to form calcium car-
bonate, which precipitates on the tubing
wall; thus, serious pitting corrosion may be
generated. If stainless steel is used as the
material of tubing or accessories of tubing,
chloride stress corrosion cracking may be
generated.

The incomplete displacement of drilling
fluid and completion fluid remaining above
the packer will be harmful. If weighted dril-
ling fluid contains barite or ground iron ore,
drilling fluid may be decomposed under the
long-term action of high temperature, and
barite or ground iron ore may precipitate
and make contact with the outside wall of
common low-alloy steel or stainless steel tub-
ing; thus, extensive corrosion pits may be
formed and tubing sticking may be caused
during downhole operations.

In high-temperature high-pressure corro-
sive gas wells, the failure of packer, tubing
thread leak, and production casing leak, and
the improper design of protective fluid of
the annulus may also cause tubing-casing
annulus corrosion.

2. Stability
A closed annulus should be stable at high

temperature or under long-term borehole
temperature conditions. A polymer that may
not be decomposed and may not generate
precipitation is added as weighting material.
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3. Pressure balance
In some high-temperature high-pressure

wells, the protective fluid of the annulus is
required to have a certain density in order
to balance the high pressure in tubing and
exert a certain backpressure on the packer
to balance the excessive upward force of the
packer.

Flow Velocity Restriction Based on
Tubing Erosion and Corrosion

Complexity of Effect of Flow Velocity in
Tubing on Corrosion. If tubing erosion has
not been fully considered in high-productivity
gas-well tubing design or large-diameter tubing
cannot be used due to hole structure restrictions,
erosion and corrosion may be generated when
high-velocity gas flows in the tubing. The flow
velocity under which obvious erosion and corro-
sion are generated is known as erosion flow
velocity, critical flow velocity, or ultimate flow
velocity. In engineering practice, flow velocity
is often the only controllable mechanical index.
The tubing wall thickness reduction due to the
erosion and corrosion of tubing wall can be con-
trolled by controlling flow velocity.

Flow velocity restriction is related to the fol-
lowing factors: (1) partial pressures, contents,
and proportions of carbon dioxide gas and
hydrogen sulfide gas; (2) water cut; (3) chlorion
content; (4) gas-oil ratios of a condensate gas
reservoir in various production periods; (5) tem-
perature distribution; and (6) having or not hav-
ing elemental sulfur precipitation and reservoir
sand production, and so on.

1. Erosion and corrosion problem of in-tubing
gas flow velocity higher than erosion flow
velocity
a. Flow aggravated tubing erosion and corro-

sion. In particular, when the well contains
carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, and for-
mation brine, the initial corrosion product
film is continuously scoured and cannot
take protection effect. Carbon dioxide
corrosion products are loose and easier

to scour. Thus, for a carbon dioxide–
containing gas well, the tubing diameter
selection and production rate control
should be prudent in particular. When cor-
rosion inhibitor is required to be added,
too high flow velocity in tubing may make
the corrosion inhibitor film on the tubing
wall unstable, and the corrosion inhibitor
injection cycle is required to be shortened,
or even continuous injection is required.

Under the condition of unconsolidated
reservoir or excessive testing or producing
pressure drawdown, the gas flow that car-
ries sand may aggravate erosion and corro-
sion. For a reservoir that has higher content
of carbon dioxide, chloride, or formation
water, correct assessment of sand pro-
duction is not only valuable for reservoir
protection, but it is also important for
preventing tubing erosion and corrosion.

b. Local flow field–induced erosion and cor-
rosion. Any change of diameter or flow
direction in tubing may generate flow
field–induced erosion and corrosion.
Tubing threads and accessories of tubing
may be possible erosion and corrosion
positions.

c. High-velocity gas flow–induced fluid-solid
coupled vibration. Any change of diameter,
flow direction, or flow velocity in the flow
channel may generate fluid-solid coupled
vibration (that is, flow-induced vibration).
When tubing continuously vibrates, me-
chanical waves may cause dynamic fractur-
ing at cracks in the tubing. For instance,
this mechanical wave may lead to the
fatigue fracture of thread, speed up the
extension and development of body cracks
or pits, and finally cause disruption. In prac-
tice, cases of tubing fracture and disruption
have been generated in high-productivity
corrosive gas wells. Some tubings have gen-
erated fracturing under the condition of no
obvious corrosion mark.

In high-productivity gas wells, the flow
channels of the Christmas tree and mani-
fold system acutely change and vigorous
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vibration may be generated. The vibra-
tion wave may be propagated along the
tubing. When the lower part of the tubing
is set at the packer, the axial compressed
section will be buckled. The high-velocity
gas flow in buckled tubing may cause
vibration.

The flows in the tubings of gas well and
condensate gas well are of unsteady-state
flow; that is, the flow velocity is change-
able. Changes of temperature and pressure
may lead to changes of gas-liquid ratio and
gas phase volume; thus, a change of flow
velocity may be caused and vibration is
induced.

2. Corrosion problem of insufficient gas-flow
velocity in tubing

Too low gas flow velocity in tubing may
also aggravate corrosion.
a. Condensate water film corrosion. In a car-

bon dioxide–containing gas well or con-
densate gas well, condensate water is
precipitated when the temperature and
pressure in the upper and medium well
sections are reduced to lower than dew
point. The thickness and distribution of
condensate water film adhering to the tub-
ing wall are related to thermodynamics,
electrochemistry, and flow velocity. The
lower the flow velocity in tubing, the
deeper the depth point at which conden-
sate water starts precipitation, and the
more stable the water film adsorbed on
the tubing wall. Under higher flow veloc-
ity, a high temperature of gas flow makes
condensate water start precipitation at a
shallow depth point, and the water film
adhering to the tubing wall is easily
flushed away; thus, it is not easy to form
a stable water film on the tubing wall.

The condensate water in which carbon
dioxide is dissolved has a pH value lower
than that of formation water and has more
serious corrosiveness. Formation water
often contains bicarbonate, which may
increase the pH value of water phase and
mitigate corrosiveness.

b. Bottomhole load water and working fluid
level corrosion. In carbon dioxide– and
hydrogen sulfide–containing wells and
wells with produced water, if the flow
velocity in tubing is insufficient to lift out
the bottomhole load water in a timely
manner, serious tubing corrosion may be
presented in the bottomhole load water
section and especially at working fluid
level.

c. Elemental sulfur precipitation and in-
tubing deposition and blocking. The ele-
mental sulfur in gas flow has no obvious
effect. However, the elemental sulfur
deposited on the tubing wall may cause
pitting corrosion. In a gas well with high
content of hydrogen sulfide, flow velocity
is the main factor affecting the deposition
of elemental sulfur. When flow velocity is
high, the sulfur precipitated in tubing
may be carried to the surface by gas flow.
However, under low flow velocity, elemen-
tal sulfur may stably adhere to the tubing
wall and in-tubing deposition and block-
ing may be caused.

3. Multiphase flow erosion and corrosion
The corrosion caused by a multiphase sys-

tem consisting of oil and gas that contain car-
bon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, and formation
water or condensate water is known as multi-
phase flow erosion and corrosion. When
water phase is continuous phase or conden-
sate water is precipitated due to pressure
and temperature lower than dew point, car-
bon dioxide is dissolved in condensate water
and the water wets the tubing wall, thus
aggravating corrosion.

In a gas well, the physical processes includ-
ing water dissolving in gas and gas dissolving
in water, and so on, will affect corrosion.
After temperature and pressure are reduced,
the water that is dissolved in gas is precipi-
tated, and the effect of condensate water on
corrosion will be crucial. The study of mass
transfer between water and hydrocarbon
phase indicates that when gas phase coexists
with water, the carbon dioxide, hydrogen
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sulfide, methane, and so on, in the gas phase
may be dissolved in the water phase, which
may cause a change in gas phase composition
and also cause the change of some gas phase
properties (such as saturation pressure, gas-
oil ratio, and volume factor), thus causing a
change of tubing wall corrosion state. During
the normal production of a gas well, fluid
may generate the change of phase behavior
due to the effect of wellbore temperature
and pressure. If the dew point line of water
is inside the envelope of the condensation
phase, no condensate water may be precipi-
tated and the tubing wall may have slight or
no corrosion. If the dew point line of water
is outside the envelope of the condensed
phase, condensate water may be precipitated
and the tubing wall may have serious corro-
sion (Figure 11-16).

When the well product is water-in-oil
emulsion, water wetting is prevented, thus
greatly reducing the corrosion rate. When
water content or other parameter is changed,
oil-in-water emulsion may be formed, thus
leading to the steel surface being wetted
by water. A rule of thumb is that the tubing
wall is fully wetted by oil and the corrosion
rate is low when water content is lower than
30% (weight fraction), while the tubing
wall is wetted by water and corrosion is
serious when water content is higher than
50%. When water content is between the
two values, the water wetting to tubing is

intermittent. When water content is higher,
the water phase may be dispersed in the liq-
uid phase and may also be present in tubing
in the form of liquid film or in other form.
If the water droplets are not fully carried
away even though they are formed, the water
phase may also generate liquid film. The exis-
tence of water film may greatly increase the
corrosion rate. Therefore, local water con-
tent, water phase velocity, water film thick-
ness, and water phase wettability on the
tubing wall are crucial to the prediction of
corrosion rate.

For an oil well, when pressure is higher
than bubble point pressure, no gas is released,
and flow is single-phase flow and has a low
corrosion rate. When pressure is lower than
bubble point pressure, the gas that contains
hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide is sepa-
rated from oil and dissolved in water; thus,
a multiphase-flow corrosion environment is
formed and the corrosion rate is greatly
increased. In a condensate gas well that con-
tains carbon dioxide, gas condensate is car-
ried by gas flow and adsorbed by the tubing
wall, thus preventing or mitigating tubing
corrosion to a certain degree.

4. Effects of properties of tubing and equipment
material on erosion and corrosion

When the corrosion and erosion pit is
shear wafer shaped or rind is made and
peeled, material selection should be consid-
ered. High-ductility material that can form a

FIGURE 11-16 The effect of gas-well phase behavior on corrosion.
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tight corrosion product film with high adhe-
sion on the material surface should be pre-
dominantly selected. Increasing chrome
content in low-alloy steel can form a tight
and smooth protective film, thus increasing
resistance to erosion. In high-productivity
gas wells with serious corrosiveness, marten-
sitic stainless steel (such as super 13Cr),
diphase stainless steel (such as 22Cr), and
up to nickel-based alloy material are respec-
tively selected in accordance with erosion
severity. Their corrosion product film and
ductility have higher resistance to erosion
than that of low-alloy steel. On the basis of
long-term practice and studies, a flow veloc-
ity restriction for preventing tubing erosion
and corrosion failure is presented. Under the
condition of dry gas well and common low-
alloy carbon steel, the ultimate flow velocity
for preventing erosion is 14 m/s. However,
for a gas production well that contains car-
bon dioxide and 13Cr tubing, the ultimate
flow velocity for preventing erosion and cor-
rosion is increased to 35 m/s.

Calculation of In-Tubing Flow Velocity for
Preventing Erosion and Corrosion. On the
basis of the ultimate flow velocity, on-line moni-
toring including ferric ion concentration is
recommended. The flow velocity in tubing is
required to be adjusted on the basis of on-line
monitoring of corrosion severity and evolution.

The ultimate erosion flow velocity in two-
phase flow tubing in accordance with API
RP14E is shown in Equations (11-8) and (11-9).

(11-8)
Ve ¼ Cffiffiffiffiffirgp

where: Ve ¼ erosion flow velocity of erosion,
m/s; C ¼ empirical constant (Corrosion rate
can be controlled if flow velocity is lower than
the critical flow velocity. C is 116 under the con-
dition of existence of iron sulfide film formed by
H2S on steel surface. C is 110 under the condi-
tion of existence of iron carbonate film formed
by CO2 on steel surface. For Fe3O4 film, C is
183.); rg ¼ gas density, kg/m3.

(11-9)

rg ¼ 3484:4
ggp

ZT

where: gg ¼ relative density of mixed gas;
p ¼ flowing tubing (casing) pressure, MPa;
Z ¼ gas deviation factor; T ¼ absolute gas tem-
perature, K.

If C ¼ 120, then Ve is as shown in
Equation (11-10):

(11-10)

Ve ¼ 2:0329
ZT

ggp

 !0:5

The flowing wellhead pressure is lower than
the flowing bottomhole pressure due to gravity
and friction resistance. However, the flow veloc-
ity gets higher and higher when gas flows from
bottomhole to the wellhead. If the gas flow
velocity at the wellhead may not generate obvi-
ous erosion, the flow velocity at any cross-
section in the wellbore may also not generate
erosion. The relation between tubing erosion
flow velocity at the wellhead, the corresponding
gas-well erosion flow rate, and the inner diame-
ter of the tubing is shown in Equation (11-11).

(11-11)

Ve ¼ 1:4736� 105
qe

d2

where: qe ¼ erosion flow rate at wellhead of gas
well, 104 m3/d; d ¼ inner diameter of tubing, mm.

The formula in Equation (11-12) is obtained
from the preceding formulae:

(11-12)

qe ¼ 1:3794� 10�5 ZT

ggp

 !0:5

d2

The relationship between the erosion flow
rate at the wellhead and the volume flow rate
under standard surface conditions is shown in
Equation (11-13).

(11-13)

qmax ¼
ZSCTSC
PSC

P

ZT
qe

When standard surface conditions are: PSC ¼
0.101 MPa, TSC ¼ 293 K, and ZSC ¼ 1.0,
Equation (11-14) is obtained:
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(11-14)

qmax ¼ 0:04
P

ZTgg

 !0:5

d2

where: qmax ¼ gas production rate constrained
by erosion flow velocity of gas well under stan-
dard surface conditions, 104 m3/d.

Example. Wellhead tubing pressure and tem-
perature are respectively 5.5 MPa and 60�C. The
relative density of natural gas is 0.65 and gas devia-
tion factor is 0.91. For 2 7/8-in. tubing with wall
thickness of 5.51 mm, the gas production rate
corresponding to tubing erosion flow velocity is as
follows.

qmax ¼ 0:04
5:5

0:91� ð273þ 60Þ � 0:65

� �0:5

� ð73� 5:51� 2Þ2 ¼ 25:7� 104 m3=d

Tubing and Casing Thread Corrosion
and Corrosion Prevention Design

The threaded connections on tubing and casing
strings are the first corroded positions. Under
many conditions, tubing bodies can be used
repeatedly. However, if the threads become cor-
roded, threads should be made again by lathing,
or the whole is abandoned.

Thread Corrosion Mechanism
1. API round thread and buttress thread corro-

sion mechanism
When fluid passes through the middle part

of the collar of tubing string, fluid flow veloc-
ity may be changed due to the increase and
reduction of cross-section. Thus the following
types of erosion and corrosion may be gener-
ated in this region: mechanical force erosion
and corrosion (the impact of turbulent flow,
suspending liquid droplet, suspending sand
grain, and suspending gas bubble on wall
face, or empty erosion and subsequent explo-
sion); stress corrosion; crevice corrosion; gal-
vanic corrosion; and phase change–induced
corrosion.

The structure of flow channel in thread
position is shown in Figure 11-17. The chart
on the right shows the flow field obtained
by numerical simulation.

2. Metallic-contact gas-tight thread failure
mechanism

A gas well often adopts metallic-contact
gas-tight thread; however, the problem of cor-
rosion and seal failure in seal position is still
presented. The end (nose) of gas-tight exter-
nal thread is in compression contact with

FIGURE 11-17 The flow channel in the J ring region in the middle part of
tubing collar.
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the inside step of the collar. Some gas-tight
external thread noses have slightly thin walls,
and the contact stress levels may be higher
than the yield strength of metallics. The local
cold-rolled hardened position as the anode of
coupled pair may aggravate corrosion. In
addition, there is an electric potential differ-
ence between collar and pipe body due to dif-
ferent materials and different manufacturing
technologies.

The end (nose) of gas-tight external thread
after tightening thread is in a multidirectional
stress state.

Tubing Thread Selection and Anti-Erosion
and Anti-Corrosion Design. Thread is a posi-
tion in which corrosion failure is first generated.
Improving its resistance to corrosion can
increase the service life of tubing by more than
100%.

1. API standard thread
The modified structure (HUNTING) based

on API thread has been obtained in order to
prevent the flow and phase change–induced
corrosion generated by the flow channel in
the J ring region in the middle part of tubing
collar, stress corrosion, and crevice corrosion
(Figure 11-18).

A thrust ring is added in the J-ring region
of API buttress thread, so that turbulent
flow may not be generated in channel and
excessive make-up torque is prevented
(Figure 11-18a). The API round thread collar
with inside thrust step may eliminate turbu-
lent flow and prevent excessive make-up
(Figure 11-18b). The API round thread collar
with inside engineering plastics ring can
prevent turbulent flow erosion and galvanic
corrosion and reduce crevice corrosion
(Figure 11-18c). The engineering plastics ring
can have a greater deformation to suit differ-
ent degrees of compaction. Plastics can be
squeezed to pack the gap, thus increasing
leakproofness. The engineering plastics ring
can protect the inside coating at the end of
external thread. For tubing with no inside
coating, engineering plastics can be used for
preventing turbulent flow erosion and gal-
vanic corrosion. The direct compression at
the end of external thread of API buttress
thread may eliminate turbulent flow and pre-
vent excessive circumferential stress on collar
(Figure 11-18d).

2. Galvanic corrosion spacer ring
Figure 11-19 shows the gas-tight thread

and galvanic corrosion spacer ring structure.

FIGURE 11-18 Modified structure (HUNTING) based on API thread.
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An engineering plastics spacer ring can pre-
vent potential corrosion. The engineering
plastics used have temperature resistance,
creep resistance, and corrosion resistance.
The engineering plastics ring can be replaced
each time that tubing tripping is done.

Optimizing Thread Structure and Reducing
Local Stress Concentration of Thread. The
stress concentration and stress state of tubing
and casing thread connection should be consid-
ered in design in light of sour environments.
Excessive local stress concentration or excessive
tensile stress value of the principal stress of
VME (Von Mises equivalent) stress may increase
stress cracking sensitivity.

1. Stress concentration of API standard round
thread connection

When API standard round thread is used
in sour environments of hydrogen sulfide,
the collar may bear higher circumferential
tensile stress or excessive local stress concen-
tration; thus, longitudinal cracking may be
generated. When API round thread is used,
sealing is achieved by tight contact between

both sides of the thread. In order to obtain
sufficient sealing pressure, the collar may
generate circumferential tensile stress. There-
fore, this type of thread is unsuitable for pre-
venting stress corrosion cracking and
electrochemical corrosion under sour envi-
ronment conditions. There is a high stress
concentration at the final perfect thread of
external thread of API round thread. If the
tubing-casing annulus is exposed to corrosive
media, this point will be a stress cracking sen-
sitivity point.

2. Thread structure suitable for hydrogen
sulfide–containing gas well

Threads and connections are the weak
links of tubing and casing. Designed pipe
body stress should be lower than the environ-
ment fracture stress level. However, the stress
level and stress concentration of thread and
connection may be much higher than that of
the pipe body. Non-API standard gas-tight
thread generally adopts buttress thread or
other special threads and has low circumfer-
ential stress of collar in comparison with
API round thread. Reducing the stress

FIGURE 11-19 Gas-tight thread and nonmetallic spacer ring structure. (a) Gas-tight
thread and spacer ring for preventing galvanic corrosion; (b) Gas-tight tubing thread
with inside coating and nonmetallic spacer ring.
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concentration coefficient and preventing
excessive local tensile stress should be
included in design considerations.

The threads and connections of tubing and
casing for a hydrogen sulfide–containing gas
well should meet the following requirements:
a. The end of the external thread should be

as thick as possible under the condition
of meeting a certain contact stress and
sealing. Excessive compressive stress may
generate stress corrosion and boring.

b. Tensile stress level should be reduced as
far as possible because the collar bears
tensile stress, so that stress cracking can
be prevented. If an API standard collar
cannot meet the requirement, heavy wall
tubing and casing and a heavy wall collar
should be adopted.

Design of Preventing Galvanic
Corrosion

Universality of Galvanic Corrosion. In oil and
gas well production systems, there are various
connections and various contacts between struc-
tural members. There is an electric potential dif-
ference between metals in varying degree. Thus
galvanic corrosion has universality. The contact
between structural members certainly has a crev-
ice; thus, galvanic corrosion and crevice corro-
sion are often generated simultaneously and
corrosion is then aggravated.

1. Connections that may generate strong gal-
vanic corrosion

The connection between metals that have
a great electric potential difference may gen-
erate galvanic corrosion, which means corro-
sion is aggravated on the anode end. In oil
and gas well production systems, strong gal-
vanic corrosion may make connections fail.
These connections include connections
between martensitic stainless steel (such as
API 13Cr and Super 13Cr) or diphase stain-
less steel (such as 22Cr, 25Cr, and 28Cr) tub-
ing and low-alloy steel tubing. The corrosion
of carbon steel or low-alloy steel tubing as
galvanic anode is aggravated. When the

external thread at the end of carbon steel or
low-alloy steel pipe is connected with the
internal thread at the end of stainless steel
pipe, the external thread may be seriously
corroded due to the external thread cross-
section area being less than the internal
thread cross-section area.

Austenitic stainless steel (such as 304 and
316) is often used for making components
and parts such as electric submersible pump,
sucker rod pump, valve, rod, and packer.
Their connection with carbon steel or low-
alloy steel may also generate strong galvanic
corrosion.

2. Connections that may generate weak gal-
vanic corrosion

A high anti-corrosion alloy (such as nickel
and titanium) may not generate a corrosion
as strong as stainless steel when it is
connected with carbon steel or low-alloy steel
because of the low electric potential differ-
ence between anti-corrosion alloy corrosion
product film and carbon steel or low-alloy
steel.

Nickel and phosphor–plated, chrome-
plated, or other electroplated and chemi-
plated tubings should be prudently adopted
in order to prevent aggravating the corrosion
of other connections despite the fact that the
tubing is protected. The connections between
strings of different steel grades and the differ-
ence in material between pipe body and col-
lar may generate weak galvanic corrosion.
When the inner wall of tubing is scaled, steel
as anode may generate subscale galvanic
corrosion.

There also is an electric potential differ-
ence between the stress concentration posi-
tion or local cold-rolled hardened position
(such as tool marks and embossed stamp) of
tubing, casing, or equipment and the adjacent
metal. The corrosion of the stress concentra-
tion position or local cold-rolled hardened
position as anode may be aggravated. This
is one of the main reasons that the upset tran-
sitional zone of external upset tubing may
generate corrosion boring.
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If welding is used, the electric potential
difference between welding seam area and
base metal may be generated in electrolytic
solution. Corrosion is first started from the
welded line of root weld face, corrosion pits
are formed, and then the local corrosion pits
are developed into lineal corrosion.

Measures of Preventing Galvanic Corrosion
1. Big anode–small cathode connection design

For connections in which strong galvanic
corrosion may be generated, the volume or
mass of the possible corrosion side (anode)
should be as big as possible, and the impossi-
ble corrosion side (cathode) can be small if
structure space allows. The reduction of
anode-side current density may mitigate cor-
rosion. In addition, a big anode may reduce
assembly stress and applied stress and may
also reduce stress corrosion and increase
load-bearing capacity and service life. Down-
hole tubing and accessories may have connec-
tions between stainless steel and low-alloy
steel. On the basis of the aforementioned
principle, the external thread side should be
made of stainless steel and the internal thread
side (collar) should be made of low-alloy steel
as far as possible. The wall thickness or diam-
eter of the internal thread connection of low-
alloy steel should be increased as far as possi-
ble if structure space allows.

2. Adding insulation material or seal packing to
connection or contact between dissimilar
metals

Adding insulation mat or sleeve or seal
packing to connection or contact between
dissimilar metals can prevent or mitigate gal-
vanic corrosion and stress corrosion. As long
or thick insulation mat or sleeve as possible
should be used if structure space allows.

3. Local sacrificial anode protection
Spray coating, zinc plating, aluminum

plating, or magnesium plating of anodes that
have a tendency to be corroded can play a
role in local protection. The electrons of
zinc, aluminum, or magnesium flow to steel,
thus reversing the original couple polarity.

This is also a local sacrificial anode protec-
tion technique and can only be used after its
effectiveness is determined by experiment.

Strength Design Safety Factor under
Corrosive Environment Conditions

Safety Factor Design Based on Critical Stress
Percent. The strength ratings of tubing and cas-
ing mean the strength values obtained in accor-
dance with ISO 10400 or API 5C3. It should
be noticed that the valuation of oil and gas well
casing and tubing design safety factors under
sour environment conditions is different from
that under normal well conditions. The strengths
of casing and tubing in ISO 10400 and API 5C3
are calculated in accordance with nominal yield
strength, and the internal pressure design safety
factor can be taken as 1.0. However, the perfor-
mance of sulfide-resistant tubular goods only
ensures the tensile stress value under which
cracking may not be generated in a certain sour
water solution environment of hydrogen sulfide.
This stress value is known as critical environ-
ment fracture stress. The ratio of this value to
yield strength of material is known as critical
stress percent. Different casings have different
critical stress percents, but they should not be
lower than 80% at least. When the NACE
Method A and A solution are used, it is specified
that the sulfide stress cracking resistant critical
stress of J55 and K55 casing bodies should be
80% of the yield strength of tubular goods. For
L80, C90, and T95, the critical stress value
should be 90% of yield strength. This is the eval-
uation criterion of material. For the critical
stress percents of tubings and casings of higher
steel grades, refer to the performance indices
provided by manufacturer.

In order to ensure that the working stress is
not higher than the critical stress of environment
fracture, the internal pressure strengths of casing
and tubing in ISO 10400 or API 5C3 should be
multiplied by the critical stress percent (such as
0.8 or 0.9). On this basis the design safety factor
is considered. For the steel grades of J55 and
K55, if the internal pressure-resisting design
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safety factor is 1.0, the actual design safety
factor of environment fracture should be
1.0/0.8 ¼ 1.25 at least.

The internal pressure-resisting design safety
factors of production casing, intermediate cas-
ing, and tubing should be taken in accordance
with the aforementioned method, and the com-
pensation of external pressure or cement sheath
for internal pressure strength should not be
considered. In the Canadian hydrogen-sulfide
sour oil and gas well casing and tubing design
standards, it is specified that the internal pres-
sure-resisting safety factor should be higher
than 1.35 under CO2 partial pressure higher than
2000 k Pa and H2S partial pressure higher
than 0.34 k Pa.
Safety Factor Design Based on Critical
Environment Fracture Toughness KISSC

1. Fracture safety factor
As mentioned earlier, if applied stress is

reduced to a certain value, cracks may not
be destabilized despite the fact that crack
propagation is generated when material has
worked for a sufficient time in a corrosive
medium. The stress intensity factor in this
state is known as the critical environment
stress intensity factor in some corrosive
media or the critical environment fracture
toughness KISSC in some corrosive medium.
The ratio of the critical environment fracture
toughness KISSC to the stress intensity factor
KI under external load is just the design safety
factor based on critical environment fracture
toughness KISSC and is known as the fracture
safety factor. The NACE dual cantilever
beam (DCB) test provides the method and
criterion for evaluating the critical environ-
ment fracture toughness KISSC of material.
Increasing the environment fracture safety
factor requires increasing critical environ-
ment fracture toughness KISSC and reducing
the stress intensity factor as far as possible.
The safety factor design based on critical
environment fracture toughness KISSC is com-
plicated and more test data are required. The
following qualitative analysis is of a certain
value to increasing the fracture safety factor.

2. Measures for increasing environment fracture
toughness KISSC

a. Noticing temperature sensitivity of envi-
ronment fracture. Table 11-4 shows the
temperature condition of cracking resist-
ing of carbon steel and low-alloy steel.
It is a material selection criterion based
on experience and cannot be used for
quantitative calculation of strength. For a
low carbon alloy steel with yield strength
of 805 MPa (117 ksi) and hardness of
HRC 27.2, the effect of temperature on
critical environment fracture toughness
KISSC is shown in Figure 11-20. When
temperature is reduced by 10�C, KISSC

may be reduced by about 5 ksi � in1/2.
For the tubing and casing sections near
the wellhead and manifold, it should be
especially noted that a reduction of envi-
ronment fracture toughness KISSC may
cause fracturing during shut-in, cold fluid
injection, or refrigeration due to the
change in phase behavior.

For stainless steel and corrosion-resistant
alloy, chloride or other halide (F�, Br�, and
so on) stress cracking is mainly generated
in high-temperature environments.

b. Reducing initial surface defects. During
manufacture of tubing and casing, there
may be initial surface defects such as
seams, folds, cracks, and tool marks. The
local plastic strain of the crack tip may
cause high lattice dislocation density, thus

FIGURE 11-20 Cracking resistance of some metallic
material.
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leading to a high intake of hydrogen and
an accumulation of hydrogen. Thus the
control of crack is crucial. ISO 11960
divides the maximum allowable depths of
these surface defects into the following
two groups:
(1) The maximum allowable depth of sur-

face defect is less than 12.5% of wall
thickness. It is suitable for normal ser-
vice environments, and the appropriate
steel grades include H40, J55, K55,
2M65, N80 Type 1, N80Q, L80, C95,
and P110.

(2) The maximum allowable depth of sur-
face defect is less than 5.0% of wall
thickness. It is suitable for important
service environments, and the appro-
priate steel grades include C90, T95,
P110, and Q125.

This classification standard is a
compromise proposal between user
and manufacturer. For any steel grade
used in gas wells and sour environ-
ments, the maximum allowable depth
of surface defect should be less than
5.0% of wall thickness. When the
maximum allowable depth of surface
defect is less than 5.0% of wall thick-
ness, the internal pressure strength
can be calculated in accordance with
the criteria of yield and toughness frac-
ture. However, when the maximum
allowable depth of surface defect is
greater than 5% of wall thickness and
less than 12.5% of wall thickness, the
internal pressure strength is calculated
in accordance with crack destabiliza-
tion and fracture and the internal pres-
sure strength is lower than the internal
pressure strength calculated in accor-
dance with the yield criterion. The
greater the crack depth, the greater
the stress intensity factor and the lower
the fracture safety factor.

To reduce the initial defects to the
full extent also favors the protection
of tubing and casing during downhole

operations. In particular, for deep
wells and sour oil and gas wells, the
letting-in tool scratching, pipe
expanding, impact-induced cracking,
and initial crack propagation that
may be generated during downhole
operations in production casing
should be considered.

c. Adopting thick-wall tubing and casing
made of low-strength material. If thin-wall
tubing and casing of high-strength steel
and thick-wall tubing and casing of low-
strength steel have the same strength safety
factor, in the sense of environment frac-
ture, thick-wall tubing and casing of low
strength steel should be predominantly
adopted. Thick-wall tubing and casing of
low-strength steel can obviously reduce
the sensitivity of material to hydrogen
embrittlement and crack propagation; that
is, they have higher critical environment
fracture toughness KISSC.

Design of Reducing Stress Level

Concept of Stress Level. Stress level includes
the following three types:

1. Structural VME (Von Mises equivalent) stress,
that is, structural equivalent compound stress,
such as the equivalent compound stress of tub-
ing or casing body under tensile load, compres-
sive load, bending load, internal pressure, and
external pressure, which is calculated in accor-
dance with ISO 10400.

2. Local VME (Von Mises equivalent) stress,
which mainly means stress concentration.
High stress concentration may be generated
at tubing thread and upset vanishing point.

3. Residual tensile stress, which is related to
manufacture method. ISO 15156 has speci-
fied the requirements of eliminating residual
stress under different manufacture methods.

Stress level can also be expressed as a dimen-
sionless number, that is, the ratio of VME stress
to the minimum yield strength under the con-
dition of unilateral stretch of steel material.
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Reducing the stress level is one of the most
important design criteria under the environment
condition of sulfide, chloride, and carbon diox-
ide. High-pressure gas wells may have higher
internal pressure, and the tubing and casing in
the upper part of the well may bear higher ten-
sile stress.

The upset transitional zone of external upset
tubing may often generate corrosion boring due
to the stress concentration caused by the change
of cross-section in the upset transitional zone.
A rational change of geometric cross-section can
reduce the stress concentration coefficient to
1.00. However, the local metallographic texture
failure generated during end upset cannot be
certainly eliminated by heat treatment. Cold com-
pression upset with no subsequent heat treatment
may leave serious crystalline granular texture fail-
ure zone, stress concentration, and residual stress.
Corrosion may be aggravated in this zone, which
is as the anode of galvanic corrosion. Hot com-
pression upset and subsequent heat treatment
may also leave local crystalline granular texture
failure and residual stress due to improper tech-
nology or insufficiently strict quality control.
Importance of Reducing Working Stress
Level. Reducing the stress level of a structure
can increase the cracking resistance of material in
sour environments or prolong the service life.
Under low stress levels, rack propagation velocity
is reduced or fracturing time is prolonged. Under
low stress levels, material can resist higher partial
pressure of hydrogen sulfide; however, under high
stress levels, material fracturing may be generated
even if the partial pressure of hydrogen sulfide is
low. In a hydrogen sulfide environment, under
the condition of cracks in the member, fracturing
may also be generated even though the applied
stress is lower than the yield strength of material.
In accordance with NACE MR 0175-88 and
ARP (Alberta recommended practices) 1.6 and
2.3 and the related studies, the relations between
stress level, hydrogen sulfide content, and steel
grade are as follows.

1. Low hydrogen sulfide content and stress
level. Under a hydrogen sulfide content lower

than 0.5 mol% and stress level lower than
50%, any API tubular goods lower than
110 ksi can be selected. However, when
hydrogen sulfide content is up to 10 mol%,
the stress level should be reduced to 30%.

2. Medium hydrogen sulfide content and stress
level. When hydrogen sulfide content is up to
2.0 mol%, API sulfide-resistant steel grade
should be adopted and stress level is up to
70%. When hydrogen sulfide content is up to
20mol%, stress level should be reduced to 60%.

3. High hydrogen sulfide content and stress
level. When hydrogen sulfide content is up
to 5.0 mol%, API sulfide-resistant steel grade
should be adopted, and stress level is up to
90%. When hydrogen sulfide content is
higher than 20 mol%, the stress level should
be reduced to 70%. If the stress level is higher
than 90%, the design is unacceptable.

Hole Structure Design of Reducing the Stress
Level. Improving the hole structure design is the
most effective method for reducing stress level.
There are the following three approaches to
reducing the stress level:

1. Casing tie-back. Running in the whole casing
string (especially production casing) in deep
wells may generate high axial tensile force
near the wellhead, and a casing of high steel
grade is required. However, under sour envi-
ronment conditions, a casing of high steel
grade is not allowable and a steel grade with
low yield strength should be adopted. When
the casing tie-back technique is used, the liner
is run in on drill pipe. Running in tie-back
casing can reduce the gravity in a part of the
section; thus, a thick-wall casing of low steel
grade can be used for increasing stress corro-
sion cracking resistance. For instance, some
production casings will not use C125 or
above, and C95 or L80 can be used after
the casing tie-back technique is adopted.
The stress distribution of the whole casing
string should be comprehensively considered
when liner length is determined.

2. Usingultrathick-walled casingof low steel grade
in the upper part to increase sulfide cracking
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resistance. Some hydrogen sulfide–containing
gas wells should predominantly use this
method. For instance, in some gas wells,
6 5/8 in. (168 mm) production casing was
run in and high-strength casing was unsuit-
able due to hydrogen sulfide; thus, ultra-
thick-walled casing of which the yield
strength is only 586 MPa and the wall thick-
ness is 28.6 mm was adopted.

3. Tapered casing and tubing strings with large
diameter in the upper part and small diameter
in the lower part may not only be favorable
for reducing stress level to use the casing of
lower steel grade, but they may also be favor-
able for running in large-diameter tubing to
meet the requirement of the erosion resis-
tance of a high-productivity gas well.

For production casings in hydrogen sulfide–
containing gas wells and high-pressure gas wells,
stage collar should not be used for cementing
due to the following:

1. The casing above the stage collar has a
high stress level, and high-strength sulfide-
resistant material is difficult to select. A high
stress level reduces the safety allowance.

2. The internal pressure strength and seal pres-
sure of the stage collar are much lower than
that of the casing. When tubing packer failure
or tubing leak or fracture is generated, stage
collar may generate leak or rupture.

3. Under most conditions the cement sheath
outside the stage collar has a low quality or
set cement is not formed; thus, the channeling
of corrosive fluid in the annulus may generate
external casing corrosion, and leak or rupture
may be caused.

If lost circulation may be generated during
cementing, a tie-back technique should be
designed.

Christmas Tree Corrosion

A Christmas tree consists of valves, flanges,
tubing hanger, spools, adapter bonnets, bent
pipes, throttling valve, and so on. They are the

key components controlled by pressure. For a
high-pressure gas well, the erosion and corrosion
of high-pressure components may have serious
consequences. The key to Christmas tree cor-
rosion control lies in proper lectotype. In light
of different corrosion environments, the
corresponding categories of Christmas tree
should be selected (Table 11-10).

In high-productivity gas wells that contain
carbon dioxide, the outstanding problems
include flow-induced corrosion and erosion.
The Christmas tree and manifold system have
bent pipes, changes of flow channel cross-section
and throttling device, and so on. A Y-shaped
Christmas tree is selected if necessary in order
to avoid a right-angle bend. Stainless steel or
alloy steel is used in the positions that erode
easily.

11.5 TUBING AND CASING
CORROSION PREVENTION FOR
SOUR GAS RESERVOIRS

Tubing and casing corrosion control for sour gas
reservoirs is a type of system engineering. Metal
material or corrosion inhibitor alone cannot
achieve the desired corrosion control effective-
ness, and corrosion-resistant material (metal

TABLE 11-10 Christmas Tree Corrosion
Grade Division (API SPEC
6A)

Category of
Material Working Condition

AA No corrosion in normal environment

BB Slight corrosion in normal
environment

CC Medium-high corrosion in normal
environment

DD No corrosion in sour environment
EE Slight corrosion in sour

environment
FF Medium-high corrosion in sour

environment
HH Serious corrosion in sour

environment
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and nonmetal), chemicals, cathodic protection,
and coating should be comprehensively
applied. In oil and gas fields, the application of
corrosion-resistant metal material has obtained
obvious effectiveness in combination with corro-
sion inhibitor.

Main Types of Tubing and Casing
Corrosion for Sour Gas Reservoirs

Hydrogen Sulfide Corrosion
1. The dissolution of anode iron in the process

of electrochemical reaction may cause com-
prehensive corrosion or local corrosion
including wall thickness reduction and pitting
corrosion boring of metallic tubing, casing,
facilities, and pipeline.

2. In the process of electrochemical reaction,
hydrogen atoms are precipitated from cath-
ode. The hydrogen atoms that cannot be
combined into hydrogen molecules due to
the existence of H2S enter steel and cause
hydrogen embattlement and H2S environ-
ment cracking, including sulfide stress crack-
ing (SSC), hydrogen-induced cracking,
hydrogen blistering, and stress-guided hydro-
gen-induced cracking.

Practice indicates that hydrogen sulfide
stress cracking is one of the highest potential
risks during oil and gas well production in
sour environments. “The sulfide stress crack-
ing resistant metal material of oil field equip-
ment” in NACE MR0175 and “The sulfide
stress cracking resistant metal material
requirements of natural-gas surface facilities”
in SY/T 0599-1998 have specified H2S-
containing sour oil and gas environments
that may generate SSC. In accordance with
“The recommended practices of hydrogen
sulfide–containing oil and gas production
and natural gas treatment plant operations”
in API RP55 or NACE MR0175, the follow-
ing systems are known as sour environments:
a. Sour natural gas system

Water- and H2S-containing natural gas
is known as sour natural gas when total
absolute gas pressure is higher than or

equal to 0.4 MPa and the partial absolute
pressure of H2S in natural gas is higher
than or equal to 0.00034 MPa. Sour natu-
ral gas may cause the sulfide stress crack-
ing of sensitive natural (Figure 11-21).

b. Sour natural gas-oil system
When the ratio of natural gas to oil is

higher than 890 m3/m3, whether sulfide
stress cracking may be generated should
be determined in accordance with the cri-
terion in (1). When the ratio of natural
gas to oil is equal to or lower than 890
m3/m3 (1000 m3/t or 5000 ft3/bbl), the
sulfide stress cracking of sensitive material
may be generated if one of the following
conditions is met (Figure 11-22):
(1) The total absolute pressure of the sys-

tem is higher than 1.8 MPa and the par-
tial absolute pressure of H2S in natural
gas is higher than 0.00034 MPa.

(2) The partial absolute pressure of H2S in
natural gas is higher than 0.07 MPa.

(3) Volume fraction of H2S in natural gas
is greater than 15%.

In the Sichuan basin, the DL 101 well, which
produces both oil and gas, has a gas-oil ratio of
48 m3/m3, hydrogen sulfide content of 0.0312%,
and bottomhole pressure of 12.5 MPa. Thus the
partial pressure of H2S in the gas phase is
12.5 MPa� 0.0312% ¼ 0.0039MPa, the gas-oil
ratio (48 m3/m3) is lower than 890 m3/m3, the total

FIGURE 11-21 The sulfide stress cracking zone of sour
natural gas system.
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pressure of the system (12.5 MPa) is lower than
1.8 MPa, and the partial pressure of H2S
(0.0039 MPa) is higher than 0.00034MPa. On
the basis of these data, the following are determined:

1. When the downhole oil-gas system of the
well does not contain water, the downhole
environment is not a sour environment, the
sulfide stress cracking of steel will not be gen-
erated, and standard equipment can meet the
requirements.

2. When the downhole oil-gas system of the
well contains water, the downhole environ-
ment is a sour environment and the sulfide
stress cracking of material may be generated;
thus, the sulfide stress cracking of downhole
metal material used in the downhole facilities
of the oil-gas system in the well should be
considered.

Carbon Dioxide Corrosion. Dry carbon diox-
ide may not cause galvanic corrosion. Galvanic
corrosion may be generated when carbon diox-
ide coexists with water and is dissolved in water
to form carbonic acid. The partial pressure of
CO2 may greatly affect the corrosion rate of
CO2. When the partial pressure of CO2 is high,
the concentration of carbonic acid in water is
high and the concentration of hydrogen ions
decomposed from carbonic acid is certainly
high, thus speeding up corrosion. In accordance
with the related standard in NACE CO2 corro-
sion environments are divided as follows.

1. When the partial pressure of CO2 is lower
than 0.021 MPa, the environment has no cor-
rosiveness and no measures of CO2 corrosion
prevention are required.

2. When the partial pressure of CO2 is between
0.021 MPa and 0.21 MPa, the environment
has general corrosiveness and corrosion pre-
vention should be considered.

3. When the partial pressure of CO2 is higher
than 0.21 MPa, the environment has serious
corrosiveness and special corrosion-resistant
material is required.

In the He 100 well of the Sichuan basin, bot-
tomhole pressure p ¼ 37.5 MPa and CO2 con-
tent is 1.143%; thus, the partial pressure of
CO2 is as follows.

pCO2
¼ p� CO2% ¼ 37:5 MPa� 1:143% ¼ 0:43 MPa

> 0:21 MPa

The calculation indicates that serious carbon
dioxide corrosion may be generated in the well.
The tubing between 1100 m and 1500 m has
breakpoints due to serious carbon dioxide corro-
sion and the corrosion holes have CO2 precipita-
tion. The first breakpoint is at 1099.5 m. The
break opening is irregular. The reduction of wall
thickness due to corrosion is about 3 mm. The
tubing body has six corrosion holes with the
greatest diameter of 20 mm. The inner wall has
a quantity of pits and small holes similar to sack
holes. In addition, in 1099.5–1189.45 m (length

FIGURE 11-22 The sulfide stress cracking zone of sour natural gas-oil systems.
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is 89.95 m), the breakpoint is at 1189.45 m, the
upper break opening is longitudinally split along
the tubing (length is 1.8 m), and the end is rusted
and is irregular in shape. There are two swollen
corrosion holes with thinned wall and a quantity
of internal pits, some of which had been bored
(Figure 11-23).
Corrosion under Coexistence of H2S and
CO2. In general, hydrogen sulfide–containing
natural gas also contains a certain quantity of
carbon dioxide. For instance, for the Ordovician
gas reservoir in the Tazhong I zone, both carbon
dioxide and hydrogen sulfide corrosion should
be considered, and corrosion-resistant material
is required in the light of the partial pressures
of hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide
(Table 11-11).

In recent years, economical H2S/CO2

corrosion-resistant low-alloy steels have been
developed. In addition, protective coating and
corrosion inhibitor are also required. The H2S/
CO2 corrosion control techniques should be

evaluated and optimized. Whether downhole
strings and surface equipment and pipelines
adopt expensive corrosion-resistant material or
coating protection should be determined when
the development of oil and gas reservoirs is
started. In particular, for offshore oil and gas
reservoir development, improper initial mea-
sures are difficult to remedy. Therefore, when
an oil and gas reservoir development program
is formulated, the future corrosion severity
should be predicted and economical corrosion-
resisting measures should be determined on the
basis of the data of one or two wells drilled first.
Corrosion Due to Water and Other
Factors. Despite the fact that H2S/CO2 is the
most severe corrosion factor for the facilities of
sour oil and gas fields (especially hydrogen sul-
fide, which may not only generate abrupt sulfide
stress cracking of metal to cause great economic
loss but also have toxicity that may threaten per-
sonal safety), the corrosion action of mineralized
water cannot be underestimated. Water plays a

FIGURE 11-23 Carbon dioxide corrosion boring in the He 100 well of
the Sichuan gas field.

TABLE 11-11 Partial Pressures of H
2
S and CO

2
in Some Drilled Wells of Ordovician Gas

Reservoir in Tazhong I Zone

Well
No.

Reservoir
Pressure (MPa)

H2S Content
(%)

Partial Pressure
of H2S (MPa)

CO2 Content
(%)

Partial Pressure
of CO2 (MPa)

TZ82 63.164 0.011 0.007 3.42 2.160

TZ622 47.2 0.15 0.071 4.21 1.987
TZ62-1 57.17 0.001 0.0006
TZ621 57.253 0.034 0.019 2.7 1.546
TZ62-2 55.636 0.230 0.128 2.29 1.274
TZ44 59.4 0.092 0.055
TZ62 57.835 0.200 0.156 3.14 1.816
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leading role in the process of the corrosion of
metal material especially under the specific
operating conditions of oil and gas fields.

Sour oil and gas field development indicates
that in the initial production period of a sour
natural gas well, sulfide stress cracking resistant
materials based on NACE MR0175 have slight
uniform corrosion and spot corrosion due to
the low water production rate. With the increase
of production time and water production rate,
the hydrogen-induced cracks are increased and
corrosion is also aggravated. Especially in water
accumulation positions, the local reduction of
wall thickness and the rate of boring due to the
corrosion are sometimes astonishing.

The leading action of water in the process of
corrosion includes the following:

1. Water is the necessary and sufficient condition
of electrochemical corrosion. The hydrogen
sulfide and carbon dioxide corrosion of steel
material is essentially electrochemical corro-
sion. Electrochemical reaction leading to cor-
rosion may be generated only after hydrogen
sulfide and carbon dioxide are dissolved in
water. Furthermore, hydrogen atoms are
released when hydrogen sulfide and carbon
dioxide are dissolved in water. The hydrogen
atom is a strong depolarizer. It may reduce
after catching electrons and promote anode
iron to dissolve, thus leading to corrosion.

2. The strong solubility of H2S and CO2 in
water may aggravate the severity of corro-
sion. Hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide
have high solubility in water. In particular,
the saturation concentration of hydrogen sul-
fide in water is about 3580 mg/l under a

pressure of 760 mmHg at 30�C. The studies
indicate that the aqueous solution in which
salts, spent acid, hydrogen sulfide, and car-
bon dioxide are dissolved has a much higher
corrosiveness than single hydrogen sulfide or
carbon dioxide. The corrosion rate is several
dozen or even several hundred times the cor-
rosion rate of hydrogen sulfide or carbon
dioxide. In a gas-water diphase sour system,
water is highly harmful.

3. The Cl� in formation water may generate
serious corrosion of metal. The higher the
chlorion concentration, the higher the corro-
sion rate (especially when chlorion con-
centration is higher than 3 � 104 mg/l). The
reason is that the adsorption of chlorion on
the metal surface may retard the formation
of a FeCO3 protective film. When chlorion
concentration is lower than 50,000 mg/l,
common 13Cr can be adopted to prevent car-
bon dioxide corrosion. When chlorion con-
centration is higher than 50,000 mg/l, Super
13Cr should be adopted in order to prevent
carbon dioxide corrosion.

In most of the wells of the Tazhong 62 and 82
wellblocks, water production has been generated
during production tests (Table 11-12). The chlor-
ion concentration is higher than 4.8 � 104 mg/l.
Water cut is increased with continuous produc-
tion. In the Tazhong 62-3 well, the daily water
production is 11 t. The spot corrosion generated
by chlorions in high-salinity formation brine may
lead to stress corrosion in various forms.

In the Tazhong 62 and 82 wellblocks, the
chlorion concentration in formation water is
(3.28 to 8.49) � 104 mg/l. The chlorions in

TABLE 11-12 Formation Water Data of Tazhong 62 and 82 Wellblocks

Wellblock
Well
No. pH

Relative
Density

Cation Concentration
(mg/l)

Anion Concentration
(mg/l)

Total
Salinity
(mg/l)

Type
of
WaterKþ þ Naþ Mg2þ Ca2þ Cl� SO4

2� HCO3
�

TZ62 TZ622 7.12 1.0646 23000 1695 6176 48900 2779 637 85100 CaCl2
TZ62 7.05 1.071 36100 439 3029 61900 492 96 110000 CaCl2

TZ82 TZ82 7.18 1.0727 38500 291 3637 65300 1110 941 110000 CaCl2
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water have corrosion action on steel and may
promote carbon dioxide corrosion; thus, the
condition of water production should be consid-
ered when the measures of corrosion prevention
are formulated, and the effect of chlorion con-
centration should be considered when carbon
dioxide corrosion-resistant material is selected.

It should especially be noticed that in the ini-
tial production period, the water steam in natu-
ral gas produced from a gas well that has not
produced formation water may also speed up
the hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide corro-
sion of pipelines and valves. In general, corro-
sion is more serious at the dew point of water
steam. Under reservoir conditions, natural gas
often contains a certain quantity of water steam.
During the production of natural gas, the water-
containing saturated steam in natural gas may
be decreased with the reduction of temperature
and pressure, and condensate water may be gen-
erated when temperature is reduced to dew
point. If natural gas contains corrosive compo-
nents (such as carbon dioxide), corrosion may
be generated under appropriate conditions. The
Yaxa condensate gas field is a typical example.
In addition, during oil and gas production, the
acid treatment of low-permeability reservoirs is
sometimes required, and the residual downhole
inorganic acid may reduce the pH value of
produced fluid. In specific positions, strong cor-
rosive hydrogen sulfide may be generated due
to the activities of microorganisms (especially
sulfate-reducing bacteria). During operations
such as well servicing and adding chemicals,
oxygen may be entrained to the downhole.
These factors may speed up the course of sour
oil and gas corrosion.

Corrosion Prevention Technology
Selection and Tubing and Casing
Material Adaptability Evaluation

The natural gases of many gas reservoirs contain
a certain quantity of hydrogen sulfide and car-
bon dioxide and there is stress corrosion and
electrochemical corrosion generated by sour
gas. Therefore, the tubings and casings selected

and used in sour gas–containing gas wells should
be made of sour media–resistant steel, or corro-
sion inhibitor is added (Table 11-13).
Corrosion-Resistant Alloy Steel Tubing
1. Advantages of corrosion-resistant alloy steel

corrosion control technology
For high-productivity wells in the main

position, corrosion-resistant alloy steel tubing
should be selected in order to ensure the long-
term safety and stable production of the gas
well, ensure stable gas supply, avoid well ser-
vicing as far as possible, and prolong the
workover-free period of gas wells. Using
corrosion-resistant alloy steel tubing has the
following advantages:
a. No need for corrosion inhibitor adding

system
b. Relatively high strength and thin tubing

wall, which make corrosion-resistant alloy
steel tubing have a relatively large inside
diameter and high throughput capacity in
comparison with carbon steel tubing
under the same outside diameter

c. The tubing life, which is almost same as
well life

d. High reliability during service time
e. Higher quality than that of low-alloy steel

tubing
f. No need for corrosion monitoring
g. No need for corrosion inhibitor adding

and transport
2. Corrosion-resistant alloy steel classification

Corrosion-resistant alloy steels mainly
include martensitic stainless steel, diphase
martensite-ferrite steel, austenitic stainless
steel, and nickel-based alloy steel.
a. Martensitic stainless steel. The 13% Cr

steel and Super 13% Cr steel are com-
monly used under the condition of carbon
dioxide, under which carbon steel cannot
meet the requirement.
Usable conditions:
(1) H2S partial pressure PH2S < 0.01 MPa
(2) Temperature < 150�(empirical value)
(3) No oxygen (pitting corrosion may be

generated when corrosion inhibitor is
added)
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13Cr Grade 95 steel is used in more
harsh environments. Under the same par-
tial pressure of H2S and at a higher tem-
perature, steel that has a higher yield
strength can be adopted.

b. Diphase martensite-ferrite steel, mainly
22% Cr steel, 25% Cr steel, and Super
25% Cr steel.

Usable range: High-temperature wells
that contain carbon dioxide and a small
quantity of hydrogen sulfide.

Use conditions: Carbon dioxide corro-
sion, which martensitic stainless steel can-
not deal with.
(1) Steel with a higher strength can be

used and a higher downhole tempera-
ture is allowed.

(2) It should have a higher resistance to
Cl� and O2.

Restriction conditions:
(1) Partial pressure PH2S < 0.02MPa (yield

strength should also be considered).

TABLE 11-13 Adaptability Analysis of Various Corrosion Prevention Techniques

Corrosion
Control
Technique Advantage Disadvantage Adaptability

Corrosion-
resistant
alloy steel

No need for adding corrosion
inhibitor and no need for
corrosion monitoring. High
reliability and stability during
production.

High total investment.
Galvanic corrosion
during connection with
carbon steel pipe.

Appropriate for high-
productivity gas wells in
harsh corrosive
environments.

High sulfide-
resistant steel

Low cost. Reliable resistance
to SSC.

Need for adding corrosion
inhibitor.

Appropriate for harsh corrosive
environment.

Common sulfide-
resistant steel

Low cost. Need for adding corrosion
inhibitor.

Appropriate for lower
productivity gas wells
in slightly corrosive
environments.

Internal coating
tubing

Minimizing corrosion of tubing
and casing by both internal
coating tubing and packer.

High cost. Imperfect
protection at connector.
No resistance to impact.

Inappropriate for the condition
of no resistance to impact.

Internal glassfiber
reinforced
plastics liner
tubing

High resistance to corrosion. Used in a certain
temperature range.
Need for special
connector.

Inappropriate for the high-
temperature condition of
deep gas well.

Bimetallic
combination
tubing

Minimizing corrosion of tubing
and casing by both bimetallic
combination tubing and
packer.

Complicated technology.
Need for special
connector.

J55/304 bimetallic combination
tubing technique has been
proven. P110/825 and
SM2535 bimetallic
combination tubings are in
test stage.

Corrosion
inhibitor

Adding a small quantity of
corrosion inhibitor in corrosive
media to reduce corrosion rate
of metal. Low initial
investment. No need for
continuous adding.

Inability to prevent external
casing corrosion.
Complicated technology.
Obvious influence on
production.

Appropriate for low-productivity
gas wells in slightly corrosive
environment.
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(2) Temperature < 200�C.
(3) A small quantity of O2 or no O2 and

no H2S.
(4) Usable material grade: 448–965 MPa.

c. Austenitic stainless steel. Only the 28% Cr
steel.

Use conditions: Coexistence of CO2,
H2S, and Cl�, temperature < 204�C.

d. Nickel-based alloy steel. Incoloy 825 and
925, SM2535, Hastelloy G3, G50, and
C276.

Use conditions: Very strong corrosive-
ness under the combination of H2S, Cl

�,
and temperature and also existence of free
sulfur.

High Sulfide-Resistant Steel Tubing. In the
Chuanyu gas field, the SSC resistances of HP13Cr
tubing, L80 tubing, and high sulfide-resistant
NT80SS tubing have been evaluated in the light
of the corrosive environment of the Luojiazhai
gas field, and the electrochemical weight-loss
corrosiveness has been evaluated. The chemical
compositions and mechanical properties of these
steels are listed in Table 11-14.

In the light of the downhole environments of
the Luojiazhai and Dukouhe gas fields, it is deter-
mined that test pressure is 32 MPa, test
temperature is 40–100�C, H2S content in natural
gas is about 15%, and CO2 content is about
10%. A distilled water solution of 10% NaCl
was formulated for testing on the basis of the
water analysis data of the Du 5 well and Luojia
8 well. The contents of the main ions are:
Kþ ¼ 992 mg/l, Naþ ¼ 14,811 mg/l, HCO3

� ¼
1665 mg/l, SO4

� ¼ 3154 mg/l, Cl� ¼ 20,429
mg/l. pH ¼ 8.0. The test data are listed in
Tables 11-15 and 11-16.

In accordance with NACE MR 0175, the
Sumitomo metal corrosion resistance classifica-
tion standard (Table 11-17), and SY/T 5329-
1994, the corrosion rate of working fluid should
be lower than 0.076 mm/a. Tables 11-15 and
11-16 indicate that the SSC resistance of
HP13Cr steel tubing cannot meet the use per-
formance requirements of the Luojiazhai high
sour gas field, while the SSC resistance of L80
and NT80SS steel tubing can meet the use

requirements of the Northeast Sichuan high sour
gas field; however, the electrochemical corrosion
resistance of L80 steel cannot fully meet the use
requirements of the Northeast Sichuan high sour
gas field. The corrosion rate in vapor phase is
0.74 mm/a and the corrosion rate in liquid phase
is 0.48 mm/a.

The corrosion rates of downhole L80 steel at
different temperatures in a corrosive environ-
ment that simulates the Luojiazhai gas field
water are shown in Figures 11-24 and 11-25.

The test data indicate that the liquid-phase
corrosion rates of the three types of steel are
close. The reason is that in a liquid-phase envi-
ronment, the coupon surface is enveloped by
continuous liquid film and a corrosion product
film may be formed, thus protecting the coupon
surface.

In a gas-phase environment, with the increase
of temperature, NT80SS has the lowest gas-
liquid electrochemical corrosion rate, which is
related to the chemical composition of NT80SS.
NT80SS easily forms a protective film in com-
parison with the other steels.

The preceding evaluation test results indicate
that the Ordovician gas reservoir in the Tazhong
I zone can adopt SS steel tubing, but corrosion
inhibitor should be added during use.
Common Sulfide-Resistant Steel Tubing
1. Application of common sulfide-resistant steel

tubing to Zhongba Leisan condensate gas
reservoirs in the Sichuan basin

The Zhongba Leisan gas reservoir was put
into production in March 1982. The buried
depth of the gas reservoir is 3140–3510 m.
The gas reservoir is an enclosed limited dolo-
mite gas reservoir with edge water and a
lower elastic energy. The original reservoir
pressure is 35.304 MPa and reservoir temper-
ature is 89�C. The original water saturation
is 8% to 25%. This gas reservoir is a conden-
sate gas reservoir with a high hydrogen sul-
fide content and low gas condensate
content. The relative density of natural gas
is 0.657–0.686. The content of hydrogen sul-
fide is 4.90% to 7.75% and the content of
carbon dioxide is 4.18% to 5.82%. The edge
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TABLE 11-14 Chemical Composition and Mechanical Properties of HP13CR Steel, NT80SS Steel, and L80 Steel

Material
Name Specification State

Chemical Composition (%) Mechanical Performance

C Si Mn P S Cr Ni Cu Mo ss MPa sb MPa HRC

HP13Cr f73 � 5.5 — 0.02
�0.03

2.21 0.17
�0.23

0.005
�0.014

0.001 12.3 4.8 1.6
�1.7

717 799 25

NT80SS f177.8 � 11.5 Treated 	0.30 	0.30 	1.5 	0.02 	0.007 639
(measured)

705
(measured)

	22

L80 f73 � 5.5 Treated 0.25 0.23 0.99 0.01 0.005 0.68 0.04 0.1 0.18 625 720 	22

Note: The measured mean hardnesses of HP13Cr steel, NT80SS steel, and L80 steel are respectively HRC25.5, HRC18.7, and HRC19.
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TABLE 11-15 Sulfide Resistance Evaluation Test Data

Test
Material

Test Method
and Standard Test Parameter

Media
Solution Test Results Common Criteria Remarks

HP13Cr
tubing

NACE0177A
method

80% ss constant load
tension, 24 � 3�C,
normal pressure

NACE0177
standard
solution A

Fracture
time

1 h Less than 15 h
when fracture
is generated

15 h
15 h

L80
tubing

80% ss constant load
tension, normal
pressure, 720 h

NACE0177
standard
solution A

Fracture
time

>720 h

�720 hNT80SS
casing

80% ss constant load
tension, normal
pressure, 720 h

NACE0177
standard
solution A

Fracture
time

NT80SS
casing

85% ss constant load
tension, 24 � 3�C,
normal pressure, 720 h

NACE0177
standard
solution A

Fracture
time

NT80SS
casing

90% ss constant load
tension, 24 � 3�C,
normal pressure

NACE0177
standard
solution A

Fracture
time

613 h
610 h
417 h

NT80SS
casing

NACE0177B
method

24 � 3�C, normal
pressure, 72h

NACE0177
standard
solution A

Dummy
stress S

13 All coupons
not
fractured

Sc � 10
14
15
16
18
20

NT80SS
casing

NACE0177B
method
(test
temperature
40�C)

Test temperature 40�C,
PH2S ¼ 4.0MPa, 72h

NACE0177
standard
solution A

Dummy
stress S

10 All coupons
not
fractured

Sc � 10
11
14
16
18
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TABLE 11-16 Static Electrochemical Weight-Loss Corrosion Test Data

Test Material
Test Method
and Standard Media Solution Test Results Remarks

NT80SS casing pH2S ¼ 4.8 MPa
pCO2

¼ 3.2 MPa
ptotal ¼ 32 MPa
100�C, 72 h

Distilled water solution of 10% NaCl Mean gas-phase corrosion
rate ¼ 0.3184 mm/a

H2S 15%
CO2 10%

Mean gas-phase corrosion
rate ¼ 0.4690 mm/a

L80 tubing pH2S ¼ 3.6 MPa
pCO2

¼ 3.2 MPa
ptotal ¼ 32�31 MPa
100�C,72h

The solution that simulates the gas
field water of Luojia 8 well

Mean gas-phase corrosion
rate ¼ 1.2311 mm/a

H2S 15%
CO2 10%
Gas-phase coupon has

serious local corrosion
Mean gas-phase corrosion

rate ¼ 0.4186 mm/a
NT80SS casing pH2S ¼ 3.6 MPa

pCO2
¼ 3.2 MPa

ptotal ¼ 32�31 MPa
100�C,72h

The solution that simulates the gas
field water of Luojia 8 well

Mean gas-phase corrosion
rate ¼ 0.2954 mm/a

H2S 11.3%
CO2 10%

Mean gas-phase corrosion
rate ¼ 0.5112 mm/a

L80 tubing pH2S ¼ 5.6 MPa
pCO2

¼ 3.2 MPa
ptotal ¼ 32�31 MPa
80�C,72h

The solution that simulates the gas
field water of Luojia 8 well

Mean gas-phase corrosion
rate ¼ 0.4714 mm/a

H2S 15.9% CO2 10%
Liquid-phase coupon
has local corrosionMean gas-phase corrosion

rate ¼ 0.8654 mm/a
NT80SS casing pH2S ¼ 5.6 MPa

pCO2
¼ 3.2 MPa

ptotal ¼ 32�31 MPa
80�C,72h

The solution that simulates the gas
field water of Luojia 8 well

Mean gas-phase corrosion
rate ¼ 0.3239 mm/a

H2S 15.9%
CO2 10%

Mean gas-phase corrosion
rate ¼ 0.4561 mm/a

NT80SS casing pH2S ¼ 4.8 MPa
pCO2

¼ 3.2 MPa
ptotal ¼ 32 MPa
60�C,72h

The solution that simulates the gas
field water of Luojia 8 well

Mean gas-phase corrosion
rate ¼ 0.2199 mm/a

H2S 15%
CO2 10%

Mean gas-phase corrosion
rate ¼ 0.3343 mm/a

L80 tubing pH2S ¼ 4.0 Mpa
pCO2

¼ 3.2 Mpa
ptotal ¼ 32 Mpa
40�C,72h

The solution that simulates the gas
field water of Luojia 8 well

Mean gas-phase corrosion
rate ¼ 0.7464 mm/a

H2S 12.5%
CO2 10%
Gas-phase coupon has

local corrosion
Mean gas-phase corrosion

rate ¼ 0.4784 mm/a
NT80SS casing pH2S ¼ 4.0 Mpa

pCO2
¼ 3.2 Mpa

ptotal ¼ 32 Mpa
40�C,72h

The solution that simulates the gas
field water of Luojia 8 well

Mean gas-phase corrosion
rate ¼ 0.6224 mm/a

H2S 12.5%
CO2 10%
Gas-phase coupon has

local corrosion
Mean gas-phase corrosion

rate ¼ 0.3626 mm/a
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water of the gas reservoir is of calcium-
chloride type. The total salinity is 117 g/l.
The content of Cl� in condensate water is
about 400–4500 mg/l. The concentration of
gas condensate is about 60 g/m3. The partial
pressure of hydrogen sulfide is 1.73–
2.74 MPa, while the partial pressure of car-
bon dioxide is 1.48–2.05 MPa.

The gas reservoir is a high-pressure gas
reservoir with a high hydrogen sulfide con-
tent. In the Zhong 7, Zhong 18, Zhong 42,
and Zhong 46 wells of the gas reservoir,
packers were used during completion in June
1981–May 1985 and good effectiveness was

obtained. The C75 and SM90S heavy-wall
VAM tubings with special threads that have
good gas tightness were adopted in the
Zhong 42 well (H2S content 6.86%) and
Zhong 18 well (H2S content 6.75%). This
type of tubing has good sealing property, high
temperature resistance, high pressure resis-
tance, hydrogen sulfide corrosion resistance,
and equal strength of connection and body,
does not easily drop out, and has alternating
thread. It is especially suitable for tubing
string with packers and is appropriate for
high-temperature high-pressure sour gas
wells (Figures 11-26 and 11-27). For these
gas wells, the KQ35 sulfide-resistant well-
head assembly was adopted.

Up to the end of 2004, the cumulative
gas production of the gas reservoir was
69.71 � 108 m3, cumulative gas condensate
production was 37.72 � 104 t, and cumula-
tive water production was 67,566 m3. The
recovery percent of natural gas reserves was
up to 80.78% and gas reservoir development
was in the later period. The decline in pro-
ductivity was started from 2001. The daily
gas production of the gas reservoir was
70 � 104 m3/d early in 2004 and was reduced
to 56 � 104 m3/d by the end of 2004. The

TABLE 11-17 Sumitomo Metal
Corrosion Resistance
Classification Standard

Corrosion
Rate, mm/a Usable Range

<0.1
0.1–1.0
>1.0

Corrosion resistance is strictly
required.

Corrosion resistance is not strictly
required.

Low corrosion resistance and low
practical value.

FIGURE 11-24 Relationship between gas-phase corrosion rate and temperature.

FIGURE 11-25 Relationship between liquid-phase corrosion rate and temperature.
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reservoir pressure measured in 2004 was
7.401 MPa and total reservoir pressure drop
was 27.903 MPa.

2. Application of common sulfide-resistant steel
tubing to Jialingjiang gas reservoir of
Wolonghe gas field

The Wo 63 well is a typical sulfide-
containing gas well of the Jialingjiang gas res-
ervoir of the Wolonghe gas field. The content
of hydrogen sulfide in natural gas is up to
31%. It was spudded in October 1978 and
drilling was finished in July 1979. The well
depth is 2306.29 m and the reservoirs are
Jia5-1 to Jia4-3. The test production of the
well was done for about one month in
1994-1995.

API C-75 F177.8 mm sulfide-resistant cas-
ing and perforated completion were adopted.
Total casing length was 2301.96 m and no

packer was used. A KQ-35 sulfide-resistant
wellhead assembly for gas well was adopted.
C-75 F63.5 mm sulfide-resistant tubing was
run to 2269.29 m. The depth of the middle
of the reservoir is 2285.00 m. Two acidizing
operations and tests (orifice 9 mm) were
done in September 1979. Casing pressure was
5.64 MPa and tubing pressure was 4.27 MPa.
Gas production rate was 4.81 � 104 m3/d
and water production rate was 10–20 m3/d.
Flowing bottomhole pressure was 7.325 MPa.
The maximum shut-in wellhead pressure
was 18.849 MPa. The reservoir pressure was
24.862 MPa.

For the Wolonghe gas field, the H2S con-
tent of other gas wells of the Jia5-1 to Jia4-
3 gas reservoirs is lower than 5% and the
CO2 content is lower than 2%. In addition,
they produced a small quantity of gas

FIGURE 11-26 The hole structure and tubing string in Zhong 42 well.
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condensate, which has a certain protecting
action on strings. When high sulfide-resistant
and common tubings and the addition of
corrosion inhibitor that was appropriate
for fluid properties were adopted, the gas
wells that had produced for about 10 years
could still maintain normal production
(Table 11-18).

Internal Coating Tubing. In the Talimu oil
field, in the light of the serious corrosion of tub-
ing, corrosion-resistant tubing with three com-
posite coatings and corrosion-resistant tubing
with AOC-2000T or CK-54 internal coating
were used in 2005. These tubings after being
coated met the API strength standard of original
steel and were required to be suitable for the
well condition of the field; that is, they should
be resistant to temperature (140�C), acid, alkali,
salt, Cl�, CO2, and H2S and have full coating in
the positions that contact with media inside the
body. In 2005, a large number of simulation

and field tests were done in the light of the cor-
rosive environment of the field. A special high
molecular MPS coating compound was finally
selected and the high-content hydrogen sulfide
resistance and the sulfide stress corrosion resis-
tance of the MPS coating were tested under the
conditions of pressure of 32 � 1 MPa, PCO2

of
3.2 MPa, PH2S

of 4.0 MPa, temperature of
100�C, time of 72 h, and test media that simu-
lates the Luojiazhai gas field water in the
Sichuan basin. This gas field has a H2S content
of 7.13% to 13.74% (average 10.44%), CO2

content of 5.13% to 10.41% (average 6.79%),
and total pressure higher than 40 MPa, and is a
high-H2S and medium-CO2 gas field. The tests
indicated that there was no change of color and
no corrosion of the metal undercoating, and
the coating coupon only had a slight adhesion
loss, which was measured using the V-shaped
notch method. At present, it is not recommended
to substitute MPS coating for sulfide stress
cracking resistant steel, despite the fact that the
MPS coating has a higher resistance to corrosion
to protect steel from galvanic corrosion and sul-
fide stress cracking.

In sulfide-containing gas wells, sulfide stress
cracking resistant steel should be predominantly
used. This type of steel after being coated can be
used for preventing galvanic corrosion. Only
downhole galvanic corrosion may be generated,
and disastrous sulfide stress cracking fracture
may not be generated even if the coating is dam-
aged. The coating compound has a good resis-
tance to corrosion but has no resistance to
abrasion. It can easily drop out. When tubing is
expanded or contracted or temperature changes,
its effectiveness may be rapidly reduced and fail-
ure may even be generated (Figure 11-28). The
coating can be thickened to increase its resis-
tance to abrasion, but it can only be used under
a lower pressure; otherwise, bubbling or delami-
nation will be generated. In the wells of the
Ordovician gas reservoir in the Tazhong I zone,
serious corrosion and mechanical friction may
be generated. At present, under high-tempera-
ture and high-pressure environment conditions,
internal coating of tubing is not recommended

FIGURE 11-27 The hole structure and tubing string in
Zhong 18 well.
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TABLE 11-18 Application of Tubing to the Gas Field in Chongqing

No. Well No.
Productive
Horizon

Well
Depth
(m)

Tubing
Steel
Grade

Running
Date

Pulling
Date

H2S
Concentration
(g/m3)

CO2

Concentration
(g/m3)

Corrosion
Description

1 Wo 47 P1m2 3295 BGC90 1978.08 1995.09 11.817 7.849 Pitting, boring

2 Tieshan 12 C2h1 3997.7 C75
C95

1991.05 1994.03 15.2 13.6 Pitting, fracture,
and dropout

3 Chi 4 P1m2 3367.26 1979.09 1992.09 6.37 25.6 Weight loss, collapse and
deformation, fracture,
and dropout

4 Cheng 2 C2h1 2258 KO90S
AC80

1978.01 1995.06 3.43 29.51 Multiple fractures and
dropouts

5 Qili 43 C2h1 3877.3 1991.04 1997.07 4.591 37.68 Flexural deformation,
collar fracturing,
dropout

6 Yunhe 3 C2h1 4768 C75 1991.06 1998.06 5.29 44 Pitting, boring
7 Zhang 6 P2ch 3722 NT80SS 1981.02 1999.07 0.005 101.87 Weight loss, fracture,

and dropout
8 Tieshan 14 P2ch 3261 Ac80 1991.11 1999.11 11.77 13.7 Weight loss, fracture,

and dropout
9 Wo 88 C2h1 4389 1986.01 1999.09 1.478 20.588 Weight loss, fracture,

and dropout
10 Qili 25 C2h1 5020 SM90S

KO80S
1993.01 2000.07 Dropout

11 Cheng 34 C2h1 4045.6 SM90S
KO80S

1987.11 2001.06 3.566 50.724 Weight loss, pitting,
fracture, and dropout

12 Cheng 33 C2h1 4021.2 SM80S
KO95

1987.06 2001.11 5.458 52.017 Weight loss, pitting,
fracture, and dropout

13 Tieshan 12 C2h1 3997.7 BGC90
NT80SS

1994.03 2001.11 15.16 16.501 Weight loss, pitting,
fracture, and dropout

14 Wo 93 C2h1 4030 KO80S 1985.03 2002.04 2.735 27.227 Weight loss, pitting
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15 Guan 3 C2h1 4652 NY80SS 1984.11 2002.06 6.618 26.395 Pitting, fracture, and
dropout

16 Cheng 32 C2h1 3997.43 SM90S 1986.08 2002.08 4.721 52.832 Weight loss, pitting,
deformation, fracture,
and dropout

17 Cheng 18 C2h1 3945 C75
C95

1982.11 2002.09 3.59 51.199 Pitting, weight loss

18 Guan 2 C2h1 4350 1983.08 2003.05 9.428 23.207 Weight loss, pitting,
fracture, and dropout

19 Qili 4 C2h1 4835.71 SM80S 1987.03 2003.05 3.001 48.293 Weight loss, pitting,
fracture, and dropout

20 Chi 12 P1m 3461.6 C75 1984.02 2003.05 4.827 15.947 Weight loss, pitting,
fracture, and dropout

21 Guan 7 C2h1 4234 1984.05 2003.07 5.467 25.118 Weight loss, pitting,
fracture, and dropout

22 Chi 18 C2h1 2689 KO95SS 1986.04 2003.07 0.058 15.057 Weight loss, pitting,
deformation, fracture,
and dropout

23 Qili 9 C2h1 4953 AC90
AC80

1988.12 2004.05 4.453 44.242 Weight loss, pitting,
fracture, and dropout
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and is rarely used. It is only appropriate for oil
and gas wells that require a small quantity of
tripping operation and have no need for down-
hole wireline operation.
Glassfiber Reinforced Plastics Liner Tubing. In
the Luojia 1, Luojia 6, and Luojia 7 wells, the
downhole tools including telescopic joint, sliding
sleeve, landing nipple, and ballseat sub use 718
steel; the tubing above the packer uses Maxtube
Duoline 20 and Duoline 35 internal liners;
the external steel pipe is L80 tubing; and the
tubing below the packer is Cr13S-95 tubing
(Figure 11-29).

Duoline internal epoxy resin glassfiber rein-
forced plastics liner is mainly used for protecting
the inner wall of the downhole steel pipe in oil
and gas wells to increase the resistance to abra-
sion and corrosion and is also used for repairing
the steel pipe that was used in order to prolong
the service life of steel pipe.

The internal pressure resistance of Duoline
internal liner is mainly achieved by its high cir-
cumferential strength and its connection with
the inner wall of the steel pipe. Cement slurry
is injected into the annulus between the internal
liner and the steel pipe wall. A horn-type insert
is attached to the pipe end. A corrosion-resisting
spacer ring is attached to the connection
between two pipes at the collar. Thus an integral
continuous protective layer can be formed on the
inner wall of the steel pipe, and corrosive media
may only make contact with the internal liner,
horn-type insert, and corrosion-resisting spacer
ring, so that the steel pipe is protected. The
portable Duoline internal liner installation

equipment can be used for site installation. The
types of Duoline internal liners include Duoline
10, Duoline 20, Duoline 30, and Duoline 35.
In the Luojia 1 well, Luojia 6 well, and Luojia
7 well, Duoline 20 and Duoline 35 liners are
used, and the external steel pipe is of L80.

Duoline 20 internal epoxy resin glassfiber
reinforced plastics liner adopts fiber winding
and is treated at high temperature. It has a high
resistance to corrosion and is used in CO2 and
H2S environments of water injection wells, car-
bon dioxide injection wells, gas production
wells, gas-lift oil-producing wells, chemical
treatment wells, and so on. The ultimate service
temperature is 144�C. Duoline 35 is a more
advanced internal liner in comparison with Duo-
line 30. It has higher resistances to temperature
and corrosion. The ultimate service temperature
is higher than 180�C. It can be used in a down-
hole environment that has CO2 and H2S content

FIGURE 11-28 The effectiveness of coating.

FIGURE 11-29 The tubing string used in the Luojia 1,
Luojia 6, and Luojia 7 wells.
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up to 15%. The structure of the tubing with
internal liner is shown in Figure 11-30.

The Luojia 1, Luojia 6, and Luojia 7 wells,
which have high sulfide content, were tested
after acidizing and drifted before testing. Stick-
ing was generated during drifting (Table 11-19).

When the tubings are pulled out, they show the
failure of the glassfiber liner and seal deformation
at the collar due to acidizing (Figure 11-31).

At present, tubing with internal glassfiber
liner is not recommended due to wireline opera-
tions in tubing and the failure of the internal
liner or coating.
Bimetallic Combination Tubing. Carbon steel
pipe is used as the base pipe of bimetallic combi-
nation tubing, which has an internal liner made
of stainless steel, titanium alloy steel, copper or
aluminum, and so on. This type of tubing has

FIGURE 11-30 The structure of the tubing with internal liner.

TABLE 11-19 Sticking During Drifting in the LUOJIA 1, LUOJIA 6, and LUOJIA 7 Wells

Well No.
Drifting
Time

Max. OD of Drift Size
Gauge Tool (mm)

Tubing
ID (mm)

Sticking
Depth (m) Location

Luojia 1 2004.6 58 68.6 2061 Close to collar
36 68.6 2679 Close to collar

68.6 2689 Close to collar
68.6 2699 Close to collar
68.6 2949 Middle of pipe body
68.6 2988 Middle of pipe body
68.6 3007 Middle of pipe body
68.6 3346 Middle of pipe body

Luojia 6 2003.10 35 68.6 3413 Close to collar
68.6 3413 Close to collar

Luojia 7 2003.12 56 68.6 1522 Close to collar
35 68.6 1758 Close to collar

68.6 1758 Close to collar
68.6 1633 Pipe body
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high mechanical performance, high corrosion
resistance, high weldability, high operational
convenience, and high safety. It combines a sur-
face coating technique that has low cost and
wide usable range with a corrosion-resisting
alloying technique that has complete structure
and high tightness (no blowhole) of material;
thus, it has high applicability.

1. Application of bimetallic combination tubing
Bimetallic combination tubing has higher

resistance to corrosion in comparison with
carbon steel pipe and has cost superiority in
comparison with diphase stainless steel and
nickel-based alloy steel. Thus it is widely
applied in the oil and gas industry and has
very high cost performance especially under
high chloride corrosion environment condi-
tions. In the light of different corrosion envir-
onments, there are SSC-resistant tubing and
casing, CO2-resistant tubing and casing, and
tubing and casing that can resist SSC, chlo-
ride, and carbon dioxide.

The studies and experience indicate that
the application of nickel-based alloy steel in
high sour environments is greatly restricted
due to its cost, which is 20 to 25 times the
cost of corrosion-resistant steel, despite the
fact that it has high resistance to corrosion
in high sour environments. The bimetallic
combination pipe that has been developed
combines the high corrosion resistance
of corrosion-resistant alloy with the high

mechanical performance of carbon steel or
low-alloy pipe:
a. In comparison with nickel-based alloy

steel, its strength is increased, its weight
is reduced, and its cost is reduced by about
100%.

b. In comparison with carbon steel, its corro-
sion resistance is obviously increased, thus
solving the puzzle of the corrosion problem.

c. It has very high cost performance and
involves the outstanding performances of
both carbon steel and corrosion-resistant
alloy steel. Its corrosion resistance is the
same as that of corrosion-resistant alloy
steel. Its cost is reduced by 70% to 80%.
Its service life is 10 to 15 times the service
life of corrosion-resistant steel.
Super diphase stainless steel has been

applied in oil and gas field development. For
instance, UR52N plus S32520 has been used
for gathering lines and pipelines in North
Sea fields, and SAF2507 steel has been used
for oil and gas well production and offshore
production platform facilities and oil and
gas pipelines in Alaska, the North Sea, and
the Gulf of Mexico, and so on. It is generally
used under harsh sour environment condi-
tions with no corrosion inhibitor used.

The application of the diphase combina-
tion pipe technique and steel selection tech-
nique greatly reduces the application cost
of the corrosion-resistant alloy technique
and makes its use more convenient, thus

FIGURE 11-31 The failure of the internal liner of tubing pulled out in Luojiazhai gas field.
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promoting the application of the corrosion-
resistant alloy technique in the oil and gas
industry and enabling corrosion-resistant
alloy to be widely applied.

2. Basic structure
Base pipe is seamless or welded carbon steel

pipe or seamless alloy steel, while liner pipe
is common or special stainless steel pipe,
titanium-aluminum-copper alloy steel pipe, or
other corrosion-resistant alloy steel pipe
(Figure 11-32).

Base pipe and liner, which is a thin-wall
corrosion-resistant alloy steel pipe, are coaxi-
ally assembled at first, and then a hydraulic
power pipe is assembled in the liner. The
instantaneous chemical energy generated by
the hydraulic power pipe is transmitted to
the liner through media in the form of deto-
nation waves, so that the liner generates plas-
tic deformation and the base pipe generates
elastic deformation. In the moment of defor-
mation, the resilience of base pipe due to
deformation is much greater than that of the
liner, which makes base pipe and liner nestle
together closely and attain an overlapping
state.

3. Main performance indices
a. Steel

(1) Steel for base pipe (mechanical perfor-
mance). Carbon steel and alloy steel
(seamless or welded steel pipe).

(2) Steel for liner (corrosion resistance).
Stainless steel, titanium alloy, alumi-
num alloy, or copper alloy.

(3) Environmental temperature �35 to
300�C.

b. Size indices
(1) Total wall thickness of combination

pipe � 3 mm
(2) Base pipe wall thickness � 2.5 mm
(3) Liner wall thickness 0.5–2 mm
(4) Combination-pipe OD F20–1200 mm
(5) Combination-pipe length 	 10 m
(6) Combination-pipe OD, wall thick-

ness, and allowable deviations (in
accordance with international allow-
able deviations for base pipe)

c. Mechanical performance indices
(1) Combination-interface shearing strength

� 0.5 MPa
(2) Combination-pipe tensile strength

slightly higher than the tensile strength
of base pipe

(3) Combination-pipe internal pressure
resistance slightly higher than the inter-
nal pressure resistance of base pipe

(4) Combination-pipe external pressure
resistance equal to the external pres-
sure resistance of base pipe

d. Combination-layer surface performance
indices
(1) Corrosion resistance equal to the cor-

rosion resistance of the liner
(2) Combination-layer surface roughness

Ra 	 0.07 mm
(3) Combination-layer surface hardness �

liner hardness
e. Connecting form

The connections are the weak links of
tubing string; thus, it is required that the
connections have strengths and seals that
are equal to those of the pipe body. Under
poor sealing in the J position of combina-
tion tubing collar thread, having an exter-
nal thread cross-sectional area smaller
than that of the internal thread may speed
up thread corrosion and boring.

On the basis of the J value range of
tubing and the tightening torque range,
a special collar seal structure appropriate
for different hole conditions has been
developed. This structure includes a special
adaptive Teflon seal ring and internal

FIGURE 11-32 The basic structure of bimetallic
combination tubing.
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corrosion-resistant alloy steel liner
(Figure 11-33). The special adaptive Teflon
seal ring has high abrasion resistance, tear
resistance, oilproofness, leakproofness,
and corrosion resistance and is suitable for
the matching sealing of combination
tubing under different end face treatments.
The internal corrosion-resistant alloy steel
liner that seals the exposed part of the
collar thread can prevent galvanic corro-
sion in the J position of combination
tubing collar thread in combination with
the sealing of a special adaptive Teflon
seal ring.

Corrosion Inhibitor

When a corrosion inhibitor is used, a protective
film should be rapidly generated on the metal
surface as fast as possible; otherwise, a large
quantity of corrosive product may be formed to
disturb the formation of backwall. If some part
of the surface has not been protected, corrosion
may be aggravated and pitting corrosion may
be generated.

The application of corrosion inhibitors (CT 2-
1, CT 2-14, and CT 2-15) in the H2S- and CO2-
containing oil and gas fields in Sichuan has
obtained good effectiveness.

In the Qianmiqiao condensate gas field in
Dagang, the H2S concentration in natural
gas is 71.4–188 mg/m3, the mean CO2 content
is 10%, the Cl� concentration is 12,496–
73,927 mg/l, bottomhole temperature is 160–
170�C, and reservoir pressure is 43 MPa. Gas
wells produce gas, oil, and water and have a
harsh and complicated corrosive environment.
Thus corrosion control is urgent. The CT 2-15
corrosion inhibitor additions of 3.34 L/d,
10 L/d, and 13.3 L/d in the Banshen 6 and Ban-
shen 8 wells can effectively inhibit corrosion
(Table 11-20). The test results indicate that the
corrosion rate of the coupon after adding corro-
sion inhibitor is greatly reduced. The inhibitor
efficiency is higher than 90%.

FIGURE 11-33 Connecting formof bimetallic combination
tubing.

TABLE 11-20 Test Results of Wellhead Coupon for the Banshen 6 and Banshen 8 Wells

Well No.
Corrosion Inhibitor
Addition (L/d)

Test
Steel

Corrosion
Rate (mm/a)

Inhibitor
Efficiency (%)

Test
Period (d)

Banshen 6 0 NT80SS 0.0215 — 12
P110 0.0245 —

3.34 NT80SS 0.0007 96.7 20
P110 0.0009 96.3

Banshen 8 0 NT80SS 0.5684 — 13
P110 0.7440 —

13.3 NT80SS 0.0214 96.2 20
P110 0.0465 93.8

10 NT80SS 0.0115 97.9 34

P110 0.0918 87.7
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After the ideal corrosion inhibitor is selected,
an inappropriate addition method may cause
low corrosion-resisting effectiveness. The appro-
priate addition method can bring corrosion
inhibitor into full play and reduce economic loss.

1. Addition by capillary pipe. For oil and gas
wells with packer, a capillary pipe from well-
head to downhole is installed in the tubing-
casing annulus to continuously add corrosion
inhibitor (Figure 11-34). Corrosion inhibitor
is pumped into the well and returned from
tubing. This method requires high cost but

has high corrosion control effectiveness. It
has been commonly adopted.

2. Addition by addition valve. In the wells with
packer, a check valve is installed above the
tubing packer. When gas reservoir pressure
is balanced with the pressure in the tubing-
casing annulus or the annulus pressure is
lower than gas reservoir pressure, the liquid
in the annulus remains. When the annulus
pressure is increased by pressurizing and is
higher than gas reservoir pressure, the corro-
sion inhibitor solution will open the check
valve and enter tubing at a given rate, and
then it will flow upward with gas stream, so
that the inner walls of tubing and gas
gathering equipment will be protected. The
corrosion inhibitor is pressed into the tubing.
When tubinghead pressure is relieved, the
addition valve is closed and will be opened
next time. This method is convenient for use
and has a long lifetime.

3. Addition of solid corrosion inhibitor. An
addition cylinder that has a diameter similar
to the tubing diameter is attached to the well-
head tubing. The wellhead relief valve is first
closed before adding. Stick or ball corrosion
inhibitor is placed into the addition cylinder
and the addition cylinder valve is closed.
The relief valve is then opened and stick cor-
rosion inhibitor is dropped in the well by
gravity (Figure 11-35).

The preceding addition methods can be used
respectively or compositely, such as alternate
batch addition and continuous addition.

FIGURE 11-34 Chemical addition system.
FIGURE 11-35 Stick corrosion inhibitor addition
equipment.
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For the wells with packer, adding protective
fluid in the annulus can protect both the outer
wall of tubing and the inner wall of casing. It
can prevent both corrosion and scaling. Clear
water is used as the protective fluid media in the
annulus and mainly contains dissolved oxygen;
thus, oxygen corrosion may be generated. After
perforating, the hydrogen sulfide and carbon
dioxide in natural gas are dissolved and enter
clear water; thus, hydrogen sulfide corrosion and
carbon dioxide corrosion may be generated.
Therefore, hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide–
resisting corrosion inhibitor is required to be
added. The protective fluids added in the annulus
in the wells of the Ordovician gas reservoir in the
Tazhong I zone are listed in Table 11-21.

It is shown that TZH-1 has higher perfor-
mance; thus, this protective fluid for the annulus
and its addition of 5% are recommended.

In the Luojiazhai gas reservoir, which contains
hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide, PH2S ¼
1.5 MPa, PCO2

¼ 1.0 MPa, Ptotal ¼ 10.0 MPa,
and temperature is 60�C. The steel used in wells
is NT80SS. The corrosion rate of NT80SS in gas
phase is 1.02 mm/a and that in liquid phase is
0.936 mm/a. When the CT2-4 of 10% is added,
the corrosion rate is 0.0066 mm/a. When the cor-
rosion inhibitor that is used as the protective fluid
for annulus and its addition of 10% are recom-
mended, it can be: 10% CT2-4 water-
soluble corrosion inhibitor plus 90% clear water
or 10% CT2-5 oil-soluble corrosion inhibitor plus
90% diesel oil.

The metered corrosion inhibitor and clear
water (or diesel oil) are successively added in
the fluid storage tank and evenly mixed to form
the corrosion inhibitor type protective fluid.

If there is preparation equipment on site, the
protective fluid prepared is displaced into the
tubing-casing annulus once. If there is no
preparation equipment on site, batch displace-
ment, which is clear water (or diesel oil) þ cor-
rosion inhibitor þ clear water (or diesel oil), is
adopted.

The application of the corrosion inhibitors
commonly used in oil and gas fields is shown
in Table 11-22.

Technical Margins of Corrosion
Prevention Measure

Technical Margins of Sour Oil and Gas Field
Facilities’ Corrosion Resisting. Hydrogen sul-
fide and carbon dioxide may generate hazardous
corrosion. In particular, hydrogen sulfide may
not only generate abrupt sulfide stress cracking
of metal to cause great economic loss, but also
have toxicity that may threaten personal safety.
The classification and determination of sour oil
and gas field environments that may generate
sulfide stress cracking and carbon dioxide corro-
sion have been mentioned earlier.
Allowable Corrosion Rates and Technical
Margins of Comprehensive Tackling and
Control of Corrosion Rate in Oil and Gas
Fields. It is generally considered that the corro-
sion rate of surface facilities should not exceed
0.127 mm/a, while the corrosion rate of down-
hole facilities should not exceed 0.076 mm/a.
Thus comprehensive tackling and control of cor-
rosion rate are required.

Corrosion prediction is the basis of the lim-
ited corrosion life design and corrosion catastro-
phe prevention, while corrosion control is the

TABLE 11-21 Laboratory Evaluation Results of Three Types of Protective Fluids
for Annulus

Model
Number

Addition
(%)

Inhibitor
Efficiency (%)

Scaling Resisting
Efficiency (%)

Bactericidal
Efficiency (%)

TZH-1 5 93.1 92 100

TH-1 3 86.07 — 100
XBT-2 3 �687.7 — 0
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necessary means of weakening corrosion. The
studies of corrosion mechanisms and rules are
the necessary basis of establishing a corrosion
prediction model and developing corrosion con-
trol means, while corrosion monitoring and
detection and corrosion simulation tests are the
basis of establishing and correcting the corrosion
prediction model. The allowable corrosion rate
for oil and gas fields and the comprehensive
tackling of corrosion rate can be in accordance
with the procedure shown in Figure 11-36.

Technical Margins of Protective Measures
1. Technical margins of corrosion-resistant

material selection
Selecting corrosion-resistant material

should be considered first as a corrosion pre-
vention measure. The application of corro-
sion-resistant material is mainly related to
the following:
a. Oil and gas well production environments
b. Material performance, laboratory test, eval-

uation data, and on-site use experience

FIGURE 11-36 Comprehensive corrosion rate tackling strategy and procedure for
oil and gas field development.

TABLE 11-22 Application of Corrosion Inhibitors Commonly Used in Oil and Gas Fields

Corrosion Inhibitor Main Uses Oil and Gas Fields

Oil-soluble corrosion inhibitor CT2-1 H2S, CO2, and chloride corrosion in oil and
gas wells and gathering lines

Zhongba, Wolonghe, and Changqin
gas fields

Water-soluble corrosion inhibitor
CT2-4

H2S, CO2, and chloride corrosion in oil and
gas wells and gathering lines

Zhongba and Datianchi gas fields,
Nanhai oil field

Bactericides CT10-1, CT10-2, CT10-3 Sulfate-reducing bacteria corrosion in water
reinjection system

Moxi gas field, Huabei, Shengli,
and Zhongyuan oil fields

Gas-liquid corrosion inhibitor CT2-15 H2S, CO2, and chloride corrosion in oil and
gas wells and gathering lines

Moxi, Zhongba, and Datianchi gas
fields, Dagang oil field

Water-soluble stick corrosion
inhibitor CT2-14

H2S, CO2, and chloride corrosion in wells
with high water production

Zhongba and Changqin gas fields,
Zhongyuan oil field

Corrosion-resisting corrosion
inhibitor CT2-17

CO2 and chloride corrosion in oil and gas
wells and gathering lines

Datianchi gas field, offshore
oil fields
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c. Whether corrosion inhibitor, cathodic pro-
tection, and comprehensive protective
measures are adopted

d. Economic evaluation
To sum up, the selection of material should

meet the requirements of rupture protection,
strength, weldability, and so on, and should
also be economically reasonable.

2. Corrosion-resistant material selection proce-
dure is as follows:
a. Listing the requirements for material
b. Finding and evaluating possible material

by using corrosion prevention software
or experience

c. Selecting economic material
SOCRATES/OTL is one of the commonly

used corrosion-resisting software programs.
SOCRATES is the CLI expert system of cor-
rosion prevention simulation and tubing steel
selection software. Appropriate steel can be
basically determined by using the software
formed by the expert system and by inputting
necessary parameter data. There is no need
for multiple corrosion resistance tests, and
there is high accuracy.

When the expert system is used for select-
ing material, the following appraisals are
required: (1) mechanical performance, heat
treatment state, and hardness; (2) working
pressure, relative density of media, flow
velocity, temperature, pH value, partial pres-
sures of H2S and CO2, sulfide, carbonate,
and type of acid; (3) stress-corrosion cracking
(SSC), hydrogen-induced cracking (HIC),
and sulfide stress cracking (SSC); (4) pitting
resistance; and (5) other restrictions related
to material. In addition, the necessary data
should be input as far as possible in order to
ensure the accuracy of material selection.

When WINSOC is used, the necessary
basic data required to be input include: high-
est temperature, lowest temperature, CO2

content (%), H2S content (%), and HCO3
�

concentration (meq/l).
The pitting indices of high nickel-based

alloy steels are calculated under environment

conditions of chloride concentration of
10,000 mg/l, water content of 0.0012%,
hydrogen sulfide, carbon dioxide, and elemen-
tal sulfur by using the SOCRATES 8.0 soft-
ware in accordance with the NACE-MR0175
and ISO 15156 standards (Figure 11-37).
Under these conditions, the minimum pitting
index should be higher than 43 and the pitting
index of selected alloy steel should be higher
than the minimum pitting index.

It is indicated that G3 and SM2050 can
meet the requirement of pitting corrosion
resistance; thus, G3 or the same grade of high
nickel-based alloy steel as G3 is selected.

For steels that are used under different
conditions, the key points that should first
be considered are different. For steels of pro-
duction tubing string, wellhead, valves, and
instruments in sulfide-containing gas wells,
the hydrogen brittleness resistance and sulfide
stress cracking resistance should be predomi-
nantly considered.

3. Corrosion prevention measure selection and
technical requirements

For high-temperature, high-pressure, high-
productivity, and high sour gas wells similar
to those of the Feixianguan gas reservoir of
the Luojiazhai gas field, selecting high-alloy
austenitic corrosion-resistant alloy stainless
steel or nickel-based corrosion-resistant alloy
steel is the main measure of serious hydrogen
sulfide and carbon dioxide corrosion pre-
vention to ensure long-term, safe, and stable

FIGURE 11-37 Pitting index appraisal of high nickel-
based alloy steel.
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production and avoid well servicing and
workover as far as possible to ensure stable
natural gas supply. This type of corrosion-
resistant alloy has a chrome content of 20%
to 30% and nickel content of 20% to 35%.
High strength is achieved by cold working.
It has the highest resistance to corrosion and
the highest mechanical performance in all
stainless steels. Despite the high cost, the
corrosion-resistant alloy has long service life.
The service life of corrosion-resistant alloy
tubing is similar to the production lives of
several gas wells. The corrosion-resistant
alloy tubing can be repeatedly used in multi-
ple wells and has no need for adding corro-
sion inhibitor and replacing tubing, and so
on. Thus the total cost is reasonable. For
high-pressure and high-productivity oil and
gas wells that have strong corrosiveness, this
may be an effective and economic corrosion
prevention measure.

Hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide–
resistant steels can be selected by using the
steel grade selection diagrams of Sumitomo
and NKK in accordance with the partial pres-
sures of hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide
and downhole temperature (Figure 11-38 and
Figure 11-39).

Technical Margins of Adding Corrosion
Inhibitor
1. Applicability of corrosion inhibitor

Different media or steels often require differ-
ent corrosion inhibitors. Even for the same type

FIGURE 11-38 Steel grade selection diagram of Sumitomo under CO2

and H2S conditions.

FIGURE 11-39 Steel grade selection diagram of NKK
under CO2 and H2S conditions. Zone A: conventional API
steel grade casing; Zone B: AC85, AC85M, AC80, AC90,
AC90M, AC80T, AC95, AC95M (AC for H2S resisting
mainly); Zone C: CR13, CR9 (CR for CO2 resisting
mainly); Zone D: NIC42, NIC62, NIC32, NIC52, NIC25,
NIC42M (NIC for H2S and CO2 resisting); Zone E: CR25,
CR23 (for high CO2 resisting).
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of medium, the corrosion inhibitor used may
also be required to be changed when the
operating conditions such as temperature, pres-
sure, concentration, velocity, and so on are
changed. During oil and gas production from
bottomhole to wellhead and then to treatment
plant, temperature, pressure, and flow velocity
may be greatly changed. Deep gas wells have
high bottomhole temperature and pressure.
Different production periods of oil and gas
wells have different proportions of oil, gas,

and water. In general, with the increase of
water production, failure by corrosion may
be aggravated. In order to select correctly the
corrosion inhibitor that is appropriate for
the specific system, not only should the media
composition, operational parameters, and
possible types of corrosion in the system be
considered, but also the necessary evaluation
tests of corrosion inhibitor are required
in accordance with actual use conditions
(Tables 11-23 and 11-24).

TABLE 11-23 Corrosion Inhibition Effectiveness of CT2-1 Corrosion Inhibitor Under
Different H

2
S/CO

2
Values

H2S/CO2

Corrosion Rate under No
Corrosion Inhibitor (mm/a)

Corrosion Rate after Adding CT2-1
(H2S þ CO2 50 mg/l) (mm/a)

Inhibitor
Efficiency (%)

100/0 0.590 0.015 97.3

90/10 0.574 0.017 97.0
85/15 0.574 0.017 97.0
70/30 0.557 0.022 96.0
50/50 0.488 0.020 95.9
30/70 0.421 0.024 94.4
15/85 0.327 0.030 90.7
10/90 0.292 0.042 88.8
0/100 0.285 0.073 74.4

TABLE 11-24 Static Selection Results of Different Types of Corrosion Inhibitors at 120�C

Corrosion
Inhibitor

Addition
(mg/l)

Phase
State

Corrosion
Rate (mm/a)

Inhibitor
Efficiency (%)

Surface State
of Coupon

No corrosion inhibitor 0 Gas 0.8382 0 Pitting corrosion
Liquid 0.4832 0 Pitting corrosion

CT2-1 1000 Gas 0.1610 80.8 Local corrosion
Liquid 0.3899 11.5 Local corrosion

CT2-4 1000 Gas 0.3670 56.2 Local corrosion
Liquid 0.2640 45.4 Uniform corrosion

CZ3-1 1000 Gas 0.1624 80.6 Local corrosion
Liquid 0.0832 82.8 Pitting corrosion

BT-1 1000 Gas 0.1701 79.7 Local corrosion
Liquid 0.0798 83.5 Pitting corrosion

CZ3-1
CZ3-3

1000 (5:1) Gas 0.2614 62.8 Local corrosion
Liquid 0.1082 77.6 Pitting corrosion

CT2-15 1000 Gas 0.0422 95.0 Bright
Liquid 0.0871 82.0 Uniform corrosion
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Table 11-23 indicates that in the corrosive
environment in which H2S þ CO2 is 50 mg/l,
CT2-1 inhibitor has different efficiencies under
different proportions between H2S and CO2.
The lower the CO2 concentration, the higher
the inhibitor efficiency. Table 11-24 indicates
that CT2-15 has higher inhibitor efficiency
for CO2 corrosion. Its inhibitor efficiency in
gas phase is up to 95%, and the corrosion
of tubing and casing can be controlled to a
great extent.

The rational and timely addition of corro-
sion inhibitor can greatly reduce the degree
of tubing corrosion. For instance, in the
Longhui 2, Tiandong 67, and Tiandong 90
wells in the Sichuan gas field corrosion inhib-
itor was added when these wells were put
into production. The addition period, inhibi-
tor concentration, adding method, and the
model number of corrosion inhibitor were
based on practical conditions. Tubing pro-
tection was achieved and no corrosion has
been seen.

2. Factors affecting corrosion inhibitor efficiency
In sour oil and gas environments that con-

tain hydrogen sulfide, the factors affecting
film-forming-type corrosion inhibitor effi-
ciency include:
a. Formation of corrosion-inhibiting film.

The efficiency of the film-forming-type
corrosion inhibitor depends on whether
the corrosion product film (iron sulfide)
on a metal surface will combine with cor-
rosion inhibitor to form a complete and
stable corrosion-inhibiting film.

b. pH value. The pH values in the range 4 to
9 will have a higher corrosion inhibitor
efficiency. The pH values lower than 4
and higher than 9 may reduce corrosion
inhibitor efficiency.

c. Temperature. The film-forming-type cor-
rosion inhibitor may be decomposed
and fail when environment temperature
exceeds the normal use temperature of
film-forming-type corrosion inhibitor.
Thus a corrosion inhibitor that will be
used in high-temperature high-pressure

deep sour oil and gas wells should have a
wide usable temperature range.

d. Corrosion inhibitor concentration. The
lowest corrosion inhibitor concentration
should be higher than the allowable value
in order to ensure the stability of the
corrosion-inhibiting film formed on metal
surface.

3. Technical requirements of corrosion inhibitor
selection
a. Corrosion inhibitor for elemental sulfur,

hydrogen sulfide, and carbon dioxide–
containing gas wells. High-H2S natural
gas contains a large quantity of elemental
sulfur. Corrosion inhibitor and the solvent
for sulfur are often used during production
in order to prevent tubing plugging. The
corrosion inhibitors mainly use long-chain
imidazoline acetate, quaternary mixture,
long-chain hydroxyethyl aliphatic amine,
polyamine, long-chain quaternary ali-
phatic amine, ammonium salt and alkyl-
phenol, and so on.

b. Corrosion inhibitor for high-temperature
high-pressure corrosive deep wells. A typi-
cal corrosion inhibitor is amine activated
dialkyldisulfide. The high molecular
amine or fatty amine used is long chain
alkylammonium. It is composed of even
carbon atoms and is unsaturated. Amine
should have a carbon chain that contains
16 to 30 carbon atoms.

c. Binary corrosion inhibitor for deep hot gas
wells and pumping wells. It consists of
epoxy resin and amine, which are mixed
within 1 hour before being added into the
well. After chemical combination, a reac-
tion is generated on the tubing surface.
For a pumping well, corrosion inhibitor is
circulated in the tubing and tubing-casing
annulus.

Technical Margins of Coating Technique
Application. The correct amount of corrosion
inhibitor is generally required to be added when
internal coating is adopted due to possible pin-
holes, possible damage during production and
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maintenance, and the difficult coating at welded
joints.

In high-temperature high-pressure gas wells,
an internal coating may foam and exfoliate at
pinholes, thus leading to pitting corrosion and
pinhole corrosion. Therefore, internal coating
tubing is inappropriate for hydrogen sulfide–
containing sour gas wells and will be replaced
by bimetallic combination tubing in this type of
gas well. For instance, the 13% Cr/4130 bime-
tallic material can be used in oil and gas wells
that have serious carbon dioxide corrosiveness.
This material has both the good mechanical per-
formance of AISI 4130 steel and the corrosion
resistance of 13% Cr steel.
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location and degree of opening effects on productivity,
330–332, 331f, 332f

perforating parameter effects on productivity, 332–336,
333f, 334f, 335f
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Horner method, well testing, 366–367, 368, 407
HSC, see Hydrogen stress cracking
Hydraulic fracturing

carbonatite reservoir
adaptability analysis, 470
difficulties, 469–470

gravel pack technique, 92–94, 93f, 94f
overview, 424
sandstone reservoir
flowsheet, 445f
fracturing fluid, 449–457, 450t, 451t, 452f,

453t, 454t, 457t
function, 445–446
goal, 445–446
integral frac design, 463–466, 465f
postfrac appraisal and analysis, 469
prefrac appraisal and analysis, 446–449, 448f
proppant, 457–463, 458f, 460t, 461f, 462f
quality control, 468
technology

fluid loss reduction, 466
fracture height-controlling techniques, 467
separate-layer fracturing, 467

Hydraulic jet pump well, see Artificial lift well
Hydrogen-induced blister (HIB), 633
Hydrogen-induced cracking (HIC), 632
Hydrogen stress cracking (HSC), 633
Hydrogen sulfide, see also Sulfide stress cracking
corrosion
cement sheath, 281–282
overview, 630–640, 631t, 632f
sour gas wells, 673–674, 673f, 674f, 675, 675t
sulfide stress cracking severity criteria and material

selection
diagram, 648, 648f
test requirements of commonly used materials, 650
Zone SSC 0, 648–649
Zone SSC 1, 649–650
Zone SSC 2, 649
Zone SSC 3, 649

sulfide-resistant tubing, 679–685, 680t, 681t, 682t,
683f, 683t, 684f

gas partial pressure calculation liquid system, 620–621,
621f

gas reservoir classification, 6, 7t
high-hydrogen sulfide well perforating parameter

design, 362
water solubility, 632f

I
Ideal Packing Theory, 199, 200
Illite, clay mineral analysis, 18
Inflow performance relationship (IPR) curve, 122, 125, 128,

132, 139
In situ stress

borehole stress state
firmness, 64–65
horizontal principal stress, 63–66
mechanical stability, 65–66

concept, 56–63, 58f

types, 58f
well completion engineering relationship, 66–67

Integral casing joint
structures, 277f
types, 277t

Integrity management, see Production casing integrity
management

Intelligent well completion
functions of system, 111–112, 111f
overview, 110–111

Internal coating tubing, 685–688, 688f
Internal pressure factor, 570
Internal yield pressure strength, see Production casing

strength
IPR curve, see Inflow performance relationship curve

K
Kaolin, clay mineral analysis, 18
Kerosene, rate sensitivity evaluation, 25f

L
Lead stamp, drifting, 419–420, 420t
Lenticular reservoir, 4
Liner perforation completion, 77, 77f
Liner tieback perforation completion, 77–78, 78f
Lithology, reservoir, 8–9
LMWF, see Low molecular weight fracturing fluid
Locating analysis, see Well test analysis
Low molecular weight fracturing fluid (LMWF), 454
Low-frequency electric pulse blocking removal, 444–445,

444f

M
Magnetic treatment, blocking removal, 440, 440f, 441f
Make-up operation

rotations and location, 241–242
thread sealant, 242

Massive hydraulic fracturing (MHF), 157
Massive reservoir, 4, 70
Material hardening index

ISO/API thread seal pressure, 250
steel grade, 249t

MDH method, well testing, 366–367, 368, 407
Metallic fiber sand control screen, 101–102,

104f, 104t
MHF, see Massive hydraulic fracturing
Microwave, blocking removal, 438–440, 439f
Mode selection, well completion, 75–76, 108t
Mohr-Coloumb yield criteria, maximum underbalance

pressure design, 343
Mohr’s circle, failure envelope, 62f
Monobore well completion

Gulf of Thailand, 113, 113f
main features, 113–115, 114f, 115f
overview, 112–115, 112f

Musket method, well testing, 366–367
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NACE, see National Association of Corrosion Engineers
National Association of Corrosion Engineers (NACE)

beam bending test, 644
C-shaped ring test, 644
dual cantilever beam test, 644–645
fitness design method, 642
tension test, 643–644

Natural gas well
Christmas tree and tubing
common types

Christmas trees, 589–591, 590f, 591f, 592f, 593f
tubingheads, 589–591, 594f, 595f, 596f

high-pressure gas wellhead assembly, 591–592, 597f
high-sulfur gas wellhead assembly, 592–596, 598f, 599f
materials, 588–589, 588t, 589t
overview, 587–596
technical parameters for Christmas trees, 588t

formation damage evaluation
bilogarithmic curves, 411–412, 412f
pseudopressure, 411, 411f, 412–413
semilogarithmic radial flow-straight-line portion, 412

production casing and cementing problems and solutions
in high-temperature high-pressure wells, 272–279,
273f, 276t, 277t

production casing size determination, 136, 137t
reservoir fluid properties, 6, 7t
storage well completion, see Underground natural gas

storage well completion
tubing size determination
maximum tubing size, 133, 134, 134f, 135–136, 135t,

136f
minimum energy consumption of lifting under rational

production rate, 130–132, 131f, 132f
tubing string completion
conventional tubing string, 539, 543f
high acid content gas well tubing string, 547
high-pressure high-rate tubing string, 539, 544f, 545f
principles, 537–538
sour gas well tubing string, 539–541, 546f, 547f, 548f
tubing-conveyed perforating gas production well tubing

string, 543, 549f
water-drainage gas-production tubing string, 543–544,

550f, 551f, 552f
Nitrogen, gas lift unloading, 516–518, 517f, 517t, 519t
Nitrogen heat-insulation cleanup tubing string, 549–550,

559f
Nodal analysis, overview, 119–121, 120f

O
Oil-based drilling and completion fluid

formation damage, 184–185
formulation, 185

Oil-based perforating fluid, 215
Oil well cement

additives
accelerant, 262–263
dispersant, 262
fluid loss additive, 261–262

gas-channeling inhibitor, 263
lightening admixture, 264
retardant, 262
thermal stabilizer, 264
toughness promoter, 264
weighting admixture, 264

formulation, 257–258
overview, 257
types and usable range, 257, 258t

Open hole completion, 78–80, 78f, 79f
Open hole gravel pack completion, 84, 84f, 85t
OPR curve, see Outflow performance relationship curve
Outflow performance relationship (OPR) curve, 132
Oxygen corrosion, 638

P
Partial pressure, see Gas partial pressure
Particle metasomatic type, clay mineral analysis, 20
Particle size, drilling and completion fluid, 173–174,

199–202
Perforated completion

casing perforation completion, 76–77, 77f
combined gas fracturing and perforating, 509
combined tubing and wireline conveyed perforation, 299,

300f
design optimization

carbonatite gas reservoir perforating parameter design,
360–361

deep well perforating parameter design, 361–362
fractured well perforating parameter design, 355–358,

356f
heavy oil well perforating parameter design, 361
high-hydrogen sulfide well perforating parameter

design, 362
horizontal well perforating parameter optimization,

353–355, 354f
perforating parameter classification, 347
sand control well perforating parameter design,

358–360, 359f, 360f
sandstone reservoirs
correction of penetration depth and diameter of

perforating charge, 348–351, 348f, 349f
drilling damage parameter calculation, 352
perforating charge property data collection, 347–348
perforating fluid optimization, 353
perforating parameter optimization, 352
rational selection of perforating technology, 352–353

differential pressure design
extreme overbalance perforating, 337–338
maximum underbalance pressure design
calculation with no sand production, 344–345
critical equivalent plastic strain, 344
elasticity zone stress model, 343–344
Mohr-Coloumb yield criteria, 343
overview, 342–345
plasticity zone stress model, 343
pressure distribution around perforation, 344

minimum underbalance pressure calculation
Southwest Petroleum University formula, 342
Tariq method, 340–342
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rational pressure difference determination
extreme overbalance perforating operation pressure,

345–346
safety constraint, 346
underbalanced perforating operation pressure, 345

underbalance pressure design
Behrmann method, 340
Bell’s relation, 339–340, 339t
Conoco method, 339–340

underbalanced perforating overview, 337–338
extreme overbalance perforating technology, 308–311,

310f
horizontal well, 311–314, 312f, 313f, 314f
liner perforation completion, 77, 77f
oriented perforating technology, 314–315
overview, 296–297
productivity rules of perforated wells
fractured oil reservoir

fracture network type effects, 325, 326t
overview, 324–330
perforating parameter effects on productivity,

325–330, 327f, 328f, 329f, 330f
horizontal well

formation damage effect on productivity, 336–337,
336f, 337f

location and degree of opening effects on
productivity, 330–332, 331f, 332f

perforating parameter effects on productivity,
332–336, 333f, 334f, 335f

sandstone reservoir
formation damage effect on productivity, 321–323,

323f, 324f
perforating parameter effects on productivity,

315–321, 316f, 316t, 317f, 319f, 320f, 321f,
322t, 535f

tubing-conveyed perforation
combination technology

formation-testing technology, 303–304, 304f
high-energy-gas fracturing technology, 305–306
hydraulic fracturing (acidizing) technology, 304, 305f
oil well pump technology, 304–305, 306f
putting-into-production technology, 302
sand control technology, 306–307, 307f

overview, 297–299, 298f
wireline casing gun perforation
overbalance perforating, 297
pressurized wireline perforation, 256–257
underbalance perforating, 297

wireline modular gun perforation
operating principle, 300–301, 301f, 302f
overview, 299–302
technical characteristics, 301–302

wireline through-tubing perforation
conventional through-tubing perforation, 307–308
extended-diameter through-tubing perforation, 308,

309t, 310f
Perforating fluid

acid-based perforating fluid, 215–216
comparison of types, 217t
design principles, 212–213
formation damage mechanisms
filtration, 211–212

rate-sensitive reservoir damage, 212
solid particles, 211

gas-based perforating fluid, 216
oil-based perforating fluid, 215
optimization for sandstone reservoirs, 353
perforating technology requirements, 216–219, 219t
polymer-type perforating fluid, 215
solid-free clean salt water, 213–215

Permeability
acidizing effects on well testing curve shape, 399–402,

399f, 399t, 400f, 400t, 401f, 402t
reservoir, 10, 11t

Permeability contrast, 11
Permeability damage coefficient, versus effective stress, 43f
Permeability variation coefficient, 11
Petrographic analysis, core analysis, 14–15, 16t, 17t
pH

formation water, 7, 622f, 623f, 624f
measurement and calculation, 621–624, 622f, 623f, 624f

Phase angle
effect on productivity ratio, 317, 318f, 322t, 333, 334f
skin factor relations, 371t, 372t

Plasticity zone stress model, maximum underbalance
pressure design, 343

Plunger lift well, see Artificial lift well
Polymer-type perforating fluid, 215
Pore configuration analysis, core analysis, 15–17, 17t
Porosity, reservoir, 10, 10t
Porous fractured reservoir, 3
Porous reservoir, 3
Pour point, crude oil properties, 6
Pour-point oil well, tubing and production casing size

determination, 169–170, 169f
Precision Millipore composite sand control screen, 95–96,

95f, 96f, 96t
Precision punched screen, 96–97, 97f, 97t, 98t
Prepacked gravel wire-wrapped screen, 101, 103f
Pressure loss

sites in production system, 120f
tubing, 133t

Production casing corrosion, see Corrosion
Production casing design

challenges and solutions
absorbing wells

problems, 282
cement leakage prevention, 282–284

adjustment well, 291–292
corrosive media-containing wells

physico-chemical reaction, 280
sulfate corrosion, 280
sulfate-reducing bacteria corrosion, 280
carbon dioxide corrosion of set cement, 265–268
hydrogen sulfide corrosion of cement sheath,

281–282
deep wells, 272–279, 273f, 276t, 277t
external casing packer, 292–293, 293f
high-temperature high-pressure gas well, 272–279,

273f, 276t, 277t
horizontal well, 290–291
salt rock bed and salt paste bed wells, 284–285, 284f
thermal production well, 286, 289

procedure, 255
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Production casing design (Continued)
safe operation and working life requirements,

224
safety criteria, 223–224
safety factor, 255
tension allowance design, 256
well completion requirements, 224

Production casing integrity management
collapse
casing failure of free section, 229–230
mechanisms and potential risk, 226–227
severity assessment, 227–229

concept, 224–225
failure
corrosion, 225
perforated interval, 225–226

long-term service lie of cement sheath, 230–231
Production casing scraping

rubber sleeve type casing scraper, 420, 421f, 421t
spring-type casing scraper, 420, 422f, 422t

Production casing size
determination
artificial lift wells

dual-string production wells, 154, 155t, 156t
electric submersible pump well, 151t, 152t, 153
gas-lift oil well, 150–154, 152t, 153t
hydraulic jet pump well, 148–150, 149t
hydraulic piston pump well, 146–148, 147t,

148t
overview, 136–156
screw pump well, 154, 155t
sucker rod pump well, 144–146, 145t, 146t

flowing well, 129
natural gas well, 136, 137t

heavy oil well
overview, 161–170
steam injection recovery

huff and puff, 164–167, 165f, 165t, 166f, 167t
steam-flooding recovery, 167–168, 167t, 168f

viscosity versus temperature, 161f
waterflooding recovery

flowing production, 162–163, 162f
pumping unit and deep well pump, 163–164, 163f,

164f
hole structure
expandable casing technique, 234
nonstandard casing size series, 233–234, 233f
standard casing size series, 231–233, 232f

overview, 118–119, 121–129
pour-point oil well, 169–170, 169f
standard casing size series, 234–235
stimulation effects, 156–161, 158t, 159f, 160f

Production casing steel grade
high collapsing strength casing, 237
material hardening index by grade, 249t
physical properties, 351t
standards, 235
straight weld casing, 237
types, 235–237

Production casing strength
collapse strength calculation
API 5C3 standard, 242–244, 244t

ISO 10400 standard
casing under action of axial tension and internal

pressure, 246–247
casing under action of external, 245–246, 246t
example, 247
principles, 245

internal pressure strength of collar, 250
internal yield pressure strength calculation

API 5C3 standard, 244–245
ISO 10400 standard
environmental rupture failure, 250
internal crack destabilization rupture pressure

strength, 249–250
internal pressure yield strength, 247–248
internal toughness burst pressure strength, 248–249
overview, 247–250

ISO/API thread seal pressure, 250
string loads

axial forces, 253–255
external pressure, 252–253
internal pressure, 251–252, 252t

temperature dependence, 273f, 288t
tensile strength, 250

Production casing thread
API/ISO threads, 237–239, 238f
corrosion

mechanisms, 664–665, 664f
prevention, 665–667, 665f, 666f

gas sealing thread of casing and connection
structure, 239–241, 240f

heat-resistant seal thread for thermal production
wells, 288–289

integral joint casing, 240f, 241
make-up operation requirements

rotations and location, 241–242
thread sealant, 242

Proppant, hydraulic fracturing, 457–463, 458f, 460t, 461f,
462f

Pseudopressure, gas well, 411, 411f, 412–413

R
Rassel’s method, well testing early-time portion

interpretation, 410
Rate sensitivity

applications of evaluation, 35t
experimental procedure and results, 23–27, 25f, 25t
overview, 23

Reservoir classification
development geology types, 4
geometric classification, 4
reservoir fluid type, 4
storage and percolation space systems, 3–4, 3t

Reservoir protection
drilling and completion fluid

fractured reservoir protection, 202–203
requirements, 174–175

shield-type temporary plugging technique, 196–199
tight sand gas reservoir completion fluid, 205–210

Retardant, oil well cement, 262
Rubber sleeve type casing scraper, 420, 421f, 421t
rwe, see Effective radius
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S
S, see Skin factor
Safety factor, see Corrosion; Production casing design
Safety valves

well completion tubing string
overview, 553–562
subsurface safety valve

casing program, 557–560, 564t
overview, 557–560, 563f
setting depth, 557

surface safety valve, 560, 561–562, 565f
wellhead assembly
overview, 602–603
technical specifications, 607f, 607t, 608t
surface safety valves, 603–606, 608f

SAGD, see Steam-aided gravity drainage
Salinity, formation water, 7
Salt sensitivity

applications of evaluation, 35t
experimental procedure and results, 28–31, 29f,

30t, 31f
overview, 28

Sand control
combined tubing-conveyed perforation and sand control

technology, 306–307, 307f
external guide housing sand filtering screen, 102–105,

104f, 105f
metallic fiber sand control screen, 101–102, 104f, 104t
overview, 69
performance comparison of screens, 99t
precision Millipore composite sand control screen, 95–96,

95f, 96f, 96t
precision punched screen, 96–97, 97f, 97t, 98t
prepacked gravel wire-wrapped screen, 101, 103f
STARS composite screen, 98–101, 102f, 103f
STARS star pore screen, 97–98, 100f, 101f

Sand control well, perforating parameter design, 358–360,
359f, 360f

Sandstone reservoir
acid fracturing
acid liquor and additives, 472–476, 477t
effectiveness, 475t, 480–482
monitoring, 480–482
skin damage, 476t
technology, 476–480, 478t

hydraulic fracturing
flowsheet, 445f
fracturing fluid, 449–457, 450t, 451t, 452f, 453t, 454t,

457t
function, 445–446
goal, 445–446
integral frac design, 463–466, 465f
postfrac appraisal and analysis, 469
prefrac appraisal and analysis, 446–449, 448f
proppant, 457–463, 458f, 460t, 461f, 462f
quality control, 468
technology

fluid loss reduction, 466
fracture height-controlling techniques, 467
separate-layer fracturing, 467

perforating design optimization

correction of penetration depth and diameter of
perforating charge, 348–351, 348f, 349f

drilling damage parameter calculation, 352
perforating charge property data collection, 347–348
perforating fluid optimization, 353
perforating parameter optimization, 352
rational selection of perforating technology, 352–353

productivity rule of perforated well
formation damage effect on productivity, 321–323,

323f, 324f
perforating parameter effects on productivity,

315–321, 316f, 316t, 317f, 319f, 320f, 321f,
322t, 535f

stress sensitivity analysis in low permeability sandstone
oil reservoir, 46–49, 47t, 48f, 48t

Saturation, reservoir, 12
SBT, see Segmented bond tool
Scale, control, 69
SCC, see Stress corrosion cracking
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), petrographic analysis,

15, 16t
Scour corrosion, 629–630
Scraping, see Production casing scraping
Screw pump well, see Artificial lift well
Seal gasket ring, wellhead assembly, 610–614, 612f, 612t,

613f, 613t, 614f, 614t, 615t
Segmented bond tool (SBT), 271
SEM, see Scanning electron microscopy
Semilogarithmic method, well testing, 407–409
Sensitivity analysis, tubing size

importance, 122–123
optimization for flowing well
given separator pressure, 123–124, 124f, 125f
given wellhead tubing pressure and case studies,

124–125, 125f, 126f, 127f, 128f
sensitivity affected by inflow performance, 129, 130f

Separate-layer production tubing string, 525–526, 526f,
527f, 534–537, 543

Separate-layer water injection string
eccentric water distribution strings, 546, 555f, 556f, 557f
fixed water distribution string, 545, 552f
hollow water distribution strings, 545–546, 553f, 554f,

555f
overview, 544–546, 552f

Shear strength, 61
Shield-type temporary plugging technique

experimental outcomes, 191t, 192t, 193t, 195t, 196t,
197t, 198t

mechanisms
physical model, 187, 188
single-particle staged plugging model, 188, 189, 189f,

190f, 191, 192, 193, 194
overview, 185–186
particle size optimization in drilling and completion fluid,

189f, 199–202, 200f, 202f
rationale, 186–187
reservoir protection
drilling and completion fluid for protecting fractured

reservoir, 202–203
overview, 196–199

Single-particle staged plugging model, shield-type temporary
plugging, 188, 189, 189f, 190f, 191, 192, 193, 194
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Skin factor (S)
acidizing effects on well testing curve shape, 399–402,

399f, 399t, 400f, 400t, 401f, 402t
determination
bilogarithmic measured pressure plot, 409
bilogarithmic type curve match method, 404–406,

405f, 406f
natural gas wells

bilogarithmic curves, 411–412, 412f
semilogarithmic radial flow-straight-line portion,

412
semilogarithmic method, 407–409

disintegration, 370–372, 371t, 372t
formation damage estimation, 369–370, 374t, 378–379
fracture skin factor, 393–395, 393f, 394f, 395t

Skin zone, 367, 367f
Slotted liner completion

overview, 80–83, 80f
slot arrangement, 81, 81f
slot cutting of liner, 83–94
slot length, 82
slot opening width, 81, 81f
slot quantity, 82–83
slot shape, 81, 81f
slotted liner size, 81–82, 82t

Slurry, see Cementing
Smectite

clay mineral analysis, 18
structure, 431f

Soft zone cracking (SZC), 633
SOHIC, see Stress-oriented hydrogen-induced cracking
Solid-free clean salt water

density of salt water solutions, 178t, 214t
drilling and completion fluid, 178–182, 181f
perforating fluid, 213–215

Solids content, drilling and completion fluid, 173–174,
174f

Sour gas well
corrosion
carbon dioxide corrosion, 674–675, 675f, 675t
hydrogen sulfide corrosion, 673–674, 673f, 674f, 675,

675t
water corrosion, 675–677

tubing string, 527f, 539–541, 546f, 547f
Southwest Petroleum University formula, minimum

underbalance pressure calculation, 342
Spool, wellhead assembly, 115–116, 610f, 611t
Spring-type casing scraper, 420, 422f, 422t
SRB, see Sulfate-reducing bacteria
SSC, see Sulfide stress cracking
STARS composite screen, 98–101, 102f, 103f
STARS star pore screen, 97–98, 100f, 101f
Steam injection, overview, 68
Steam-aided gravity drainage (SAGD), production tubing

string, 550, 561f
Steel grade, see Production casing steel grade
Strain, rock stress relationship, 496f
Stratified oil reservoir, overview, 70
Stratified reservoir, 4
Stress corrosion

fatigue, 628–629
fracture, 628

Stress sensitivity analysis
carbonatite reservoirs

Sichuan basin, 52–54, 56t, 57t
variation rules, 54, 58f
Zhanaruoer oil field, 27t, 52

comparison of evaluation methods, 45–46, 45t, 46t
evaluation indices, 43–45
experimental goals and procedure, 42–43
low permeability sandstone oil reservoir, 46–49, 47t, 48f,

48t
tight sand gas reservoirs

Eerduosi basin, 26t, 50–52, 52f
Rock Mountains, 52, 54f
Sichuan basin, 49–50, 50f, 51t

Stress corrosion cracking (SCC), 633
Stress-oriented hydrogen-induced cracking (SOHIC), 633
Subsurface safety valve

casing program, 557–560, 564t
overview, 557–560, 563f
setting depth, 557

Sucker rod pump well, see Artificial lift well
Sulfate, corrosion, 280
Sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB), corrosion, 280
Sulfide stress cracking (SSC)

cracking severity criteria and material selection
diagram, 648, 648f
test requirements of commonly used materials, 650
Zone SSC 0, 648–649
Zone SSC 1, 649–650
Zone SSC 2, 649
Zone SSC 3, 649

overview, 632
Sulfide-resistant tubing, see Hydrogen sulfide
Sulfur corrosion, 634
Superdeep well, see Deep wells
Surface safety valve

well completion tubing string, 560, 561–562, 565f
wellhead assembly, 603–606, 608f

Swabbing, flowing back, 514–515, 514f
SZC, see Soft zone cracking

T
Tariq method, minimum underbalance pressure calculation,

340–342
TCP, see Tubing-conveyed perforation
Tee, wellhead assembly, 115–116, 610f
Temporary plugging, see Shield-type temporary plugging

technique
Tensile strength, 61, 250
Tension allowance design, production casing design, 256
Tension test, 643–644
Thermal production well

cement, 289
damage mechanisms at high temperature, 286–288
heat-resistant seal thread, 288–289
problems, 286
well completion mode, 289–290

Thermal production well, wellhead assembly, 599–601
Thin film type, clay mineral analysis, 19
Thread, see Production casing steel thread
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Tight sand gas reservoir
completion fluid for protection, 207–210
formation damage features, 205–207, 207f, 208t
stress sensitivity analysis
Eerduosi basin, 26t, 50–52, 52f
Rock Mountains, 52, 54f
Sichuan basin, 49–50, 50f, 51t

Total safety factor, 570
TPR curve, see Tubing performance relationship curve
TTP, see Wireline through-tubing perforation
Tubing-conveyed perforation (TCP)

combination technology
formation-testing technology, 303–304, 304f
high-energy-gas fracturing technology, 305–306
hydraulic fracturing (acidizing) technology, 304, 305f
oil well pump technology, 304–305, 306f
putting-into-production technology, 302
sand control technology, 306–307, 307f

overview, 297–299, 298f
Tubing corrosion, see Corrosion
Tubinghead, see Wellhead assembly
Tubing performance relationship (TPR) curve, 122, 122f,

125, 128, 132
Tubing size

artificial lift well determination
dual-string production wells, 154, 155t, 156t
electric submersible pump well, 151t, 152t, 153
gas-lift oil well, 150–154, 152t, 153t
hydraulic jet pump well, 148–150, 149t
hydraulic piston pump well, 146–148, 147t, 148t
overview, 136–156
screw pump well, 154, 155t
sucker rod pump well, 144–146, 145t, 146t

heavy oil well
overview, 161–170
steam injection recovery

huff and puff, 164–167, 165f, 165t, 166f, 167t
steam-flooding recovery, 167–168, 167t, 168f

viscosity versus temperature, 161f
waterflooding recovery

flowing production, 162–163, 162f
pumping unit and deep well pump, 163–164, 163f,

164f
natural gas well determination
maximum tubing size, 133, 134, 134f, 135–136, 135t,

136f
minimum energy consumption of lifting under rational

production rate, 130–132, 131f, 132f
overview, 118–119, 121–129
pour-point oil well, 169–170, 169f
sensitivity analysis
importance, 122–123
optimization for flowing well

given separator pressure, 123–124, 124f, 125f
given wellhead tubing pressure and case studies,

124–125, 125f, 126f, 127f, 128f
sensitivity affected by inflow performance, 129, 130f

stimulation effects, 156–161, 158t, 159f, 160f
Tubing string, see Well completion tubing string
TWC, see Combined tubing and wireline conveyed

perforation
Two-string gas lift production, 71f

U
U-01, blocking removal, 425–428, 429t
Ultradeep well, see Deep wells
Ultrasonic wave, blocking removal, 418–420, 437–438,

437f
Underbalanced perforating, see Perforated completion
Underground natural gas storage well completion

depleted oil/gas reservoir and aquifer gas storage well
completion, 116

overview, 115–116
UNTAR, heavy oil and asphalt classification standards, 6t

V
VAM thread, 240f, 241
Variable density log (VDL), 271, 271t
VDL, see Variable density log
Vertical principal stress, gravitational stress, 59
Vibration blocking removal, 440–444, 441f, 442f
Viscosity, crude oil properties, 5, 5t, 6t
Von Mises equivalent stress, see Stress level

W
Water, see Formation water
Water-based drilling and completion fluid

clay-free drilling and completion fluid with solids,
182–183

density of salt water solutions, 178t
solid-free clean salt drilling and completion fluid,

178–182, 181f
Water injection, overview, 67
Water injection well, wellhead assembly, 596–599, 600f
Water sensitivity

applications of evaluation, 35t
evaluation indices, 27t
experimental procedure and results, 27–28, 28f, 28t
overview, 27

WCP, see Wireline casing gun perforation
Well completion tubing string

gas well completion
conventional tubing string, 539, 543f
high acid content gas well tubing string, 547
high-pressure high-rate tubing string, 539, 544f,

545f
principles, 537–538
sour gas well tubing string, 539–541, 546f, 547f,

548f
tubing-conveyed perforating gas production well tubing

string, 543, 549f
water-drainage gas-production tubing string, 543–544,

550f, 551f, 552f
heavy oil production
combined jet pump and oil well pump, 551–553, 562f
conventional steam injection tubing string, 547, 558f
heavy-oil sand clean-out cold-flow production tubing

string, 550–551, 561f
hollow-sucker-rod through-pump electric heating

production tubing string, 551, 562f
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Well completion tubing string (Continued)
huff-and-puff and pumping tubing string, 550, 559f,

560f
nitrogen heat-insulation cleanup tubing string,

549–550, 559f
sealing and separate-layer steam injection string,

547–549, 558f, 559f
steam-aided gravity drainage production tubing string,

550, 561f
mechanics
collapse safety factor, 570
deformation calculation

ballooning effect, 568
helical buckling effect, 568, 569t
piston effect, 567–568
temperature effect, 567

helical inflexion state analysis, 566–567
internal pressure factor, 570
operation parameter determination, 570
status models, 562–566, 566f
three-dimensional combination stress analysis, 570
total safety factor, 570

oil well completion
downhole screw pump well, 527–528, 531f
electrical submersible pump well, 529f, 530f, 547–553
gas lift well

modes of gas lift, 529–530, 533f, 534f
multiple tubing string gas lift, 531, 536f
single gas-lift string, 531, 535f

hydraulic piston pump well production tubing string,
533, 536f, 537f, 538f, 539f, 540f

jet pump well, 529, 532f
separate-layer production tubing string, 525–526, 526f,

527f
separate-layer production tubing string with oil- and

gas-expandable openhole packers and screens,
534–537, 540f, 540t, 541f, 542f

sucker-rod pumping well, 526, 527f, 528f
safety system
overview, 553–562
subsurface safety valve

casing program, 557–560, 564t
overview, 557–560, 563f
setting depth, 557

surface safety valve, 560, 561–562, 565f
separate-layer water injection string
eccentric water distribution strings, 546, 555f, 556f,

557f
fixed water distribution string, 545, 552f
hollow water distribution strings, 545–546, 553f, 554f,

555f
overview, 544–546, 552f

Well corrosion, see Corrosion
Well flushing

flushing fluid properties, 421–422, 423t
technical requirements, 424
techniques, 422–423

Wellhead assembly
casinghead
model number notation, 601
parameters, 602, 605t, 606t
structures, 601–602, 602f, 603f, 604f

gas well Christmas tree and tubing
common types
Christmas trees, 589–591, 590f, 591f, 592f, 593f
tubingheads, 589–591, 594f, 595f, 596f

high-pressure gas wellhead assembly, 591–592, 597f
high-sulfur gas wellhead assembly, 592–596, 598f, 599f
materials, 588–589, 588t, 589t
overview, 587–596
technical parameters for Christmas trees, 588t

oil well Christmas tree and tubinghead
artificial lift wells
electric submersible pump well, 580–581, 581f, 582f
gas-lift production well, 583–584, 585f
hydraulic piston pump well, 581–583, 582f, 583f,

584f
sucker rod pump well, 577–580, 579f, 580f

common types for flowing well, 574, 575t, 576f
dual-string for flowing well, 574–577, 577f
technical requirements
metallic materials, 584–587, 585t, 586t, 587t
non-metallic materials, 587

overview, 572, 573f, 574
thermal production well wellhead assembly, 599–601
valves

chokes
adjustable chokes, 607–609, 609f, 611t
fixed chokes, 606–607, 609f

flanged connection nut, 614–615, 615f, 615t
overview, 602–603
seal gasket ring, 610–614, 612f, 612t, 613f, 613t, 614f,

614t, 615t
spools, 609, 610f, 611t
surface safety valves, 603–606, 608f
technical specifications, 607f, 607t, 608t
tees, 609, 610f

water injection well wellhead assembly, 596–599, 600f
Well test analysis

acidizing effects on curve shape, 399–402, 399f, 399t,
400f, 400t, 401f, 402t

comparison between field and laboratory evaluations,
366

completeness index, 373
curve shape comparison before and after removing

formation damage, 397–399, 397f, 398f
damage factor, 372–373
damage ratio, 372
drilling fluid invasion into reservoir

physical process, 414, 414f
effect on log response, 414–415, 415f
depth log evaluation, 415–416

dual porosity reservoir graphic characteristics, 383–388,
384f, 385f, 386f, 387f, 388f, 389f

effective radius, 373
flow efficiency, 372, 413
fracture reservoir graphic characteristics, 388–397, 389f,

390f, 391f, 392f, 393f, 394f, 395t, 396f
historical perspective, 366–367, 367f
homogeneous reservoir graphic characteristics

composite bilogarithmic plot, 375–376, 375f
curve locating, 381
gradation of k/m, S, and C, 378–379, 379t
locating analysis overview, 379–383, 380f, 382f, 383t
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overview, 373–383, 374t
semilogarithmic plot, 376–378, 377f, 378f, 380f
time locating, 381

interpretation software, 376, 413
large fracture effect on curve shape, 402–403, 402f, 403f
methodology, 367–368
natural gas well evaluation
bilogarithmic curves, 411–412, 412f
pseudopressure, 411, 411f, 412–413
semilogarithmic radial flow-straight-line portion, 412

overview, 365–366
quantitative interpretation
bilogarithmic measured pressure plot, 409
bilogarithmic type curve match method, 404–406,

405f, 406f
common type curves, 406–407, 407f, 408f
early-time portion interpretation method, 409–411
semilogarithmic method, 407–409

requirements, 368–369
skin factor
formation damage estimation, 369–370
disintegration, 370–372, 371t, 372t

systematic well test data, 413

Wireline casing gun perforation (WCP)
overbalance perforating, 297
pressurized wireline perforation, 256–257
underbalance perforating, 297

Wireline modular gun perforation
operating principle, 300–301, 301f, 302f
overview, 299–302
technical characteristics, 301–302

Wireline through-tubing perforation (TTP)
conventional through-tubing perforation, 307–308
extended-diameter through-tubing perforation, 308, 309t,

310f

X
X-ray diffraction (XRD), petrographic analysis, 15
XRD, see X-ray diffraction

Y
Yield strength, 61
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